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Abstract 
 
This paper examines complex number systems with unusual constructive 
strategies in languages such as Marori. One challenge that such systems 
present is the existence of a dual number category without dual morphology 
and a plural number category without plural morphology. This paper 
demonstrates that these number systems can be accounted for in a 
surprisingly straightforward way by proposing that they involve the 
composite binary features [+/−SG], [+/−PL], [+/−DU] and [+/−AUG]. 
Languages vary with respect to which features are activated and the nature of 
their composition and coding. This study highlights the significance of 
constructive number systems within the broader context of a unification-
based theory of grammar as well as the theory and typology of agreement. 

1 Introduction*

This paper discusses the unusual constructive number system, primarily as 
encountered in Marori (isolate, Trans New Guinea (TNG)). The proposed 
analysis is extended to similarly complex number systems in other languages 
such as Nen (

 

Evans 2009) and Murrinh-Patha (Nordlinger 2011; Seiss 2011). 
Of particular interest in these languages is the constructive expression of 
specific number categories without dedicated number morphology, e.g. dual 
without dual morphology in Marori and plural without plural morphology in 
Nen.  
 Constructive (or constructed) number systems are the ones with 
distributive coding strategies where different sets of binary number features 
combine  together to encode specific number values. In such systems, there 
can be a mismatch between number marking of the different elements 
involved, e.g. dual in Hopi involves plural associated with the subject and 
singular with the verb (Corbett 2000:169).  In the case of dual in Marori, 
there is no mismatch: it is constructed by combining two underspecified 
(non-singular and non-plural) elements. 

The complexity of the constructive number systems in these 
languages calls for a sophisticated way of representing number in a parallel-
based model of grammar such as LFG.  
 Drawing insights from earlier work on number systems -- cross-
linguistic findings (Corbett 2000) and feature space analyses and 
                                                
*Research reported in this paper was supported by ARC Discovery Grant 110100307 
(2011-2015). I thank the following people for their feedback, comments and 
questions, Ash Asudeh, Mary Dalrymple, Nick Evans, Mark Donohue, Louisa 
Sadler, and Rachel Nordlinger. Special thanks must go to Verman Singerin, Bapak 
Paskalis Kaize, Esebyus Basik-basik, Bapak Amandanus, Mama Veronika, and 
Bapak Willem Gebze for their hospitality while I was in the field and their help with 
the data and the transcriptions. 
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underspecification (Dalrymple, King, and Sadler 2009; Sadler 2010; 
Dalrymple and Kaplan 2000) -- I propose an analysis that maintains the basic 
idea of LFG’s treatment of NUM in a unification-based AVM (attribute-
value matrix) model. The novel aspect is in the way NUM features are 
structured and interpreted. It is proposed that the nature of NUM features 
(e.g., whether PL and/or SG features are present and whether they should be 
analysed as having binary values or not) be determined on language-specific 
evidence. Building on Croft (2003), the features are mapped onto categories 
on the semantic conceptual map of number.   
 The paper is organised as follows. After an overview of Marori 
morphosyntax in section 2, a detailed description of the number system in 
Marori and similar constructive systems in other languages are given in 
section 3. The proposed analysis is given in section 4, explicated first for 
Marori (4.1) and then extended to Nen (4.2) and Murrinth-Patha (4.3). 
Conclusions are given in section 5.  

2 Marori syntax: an overview 

2.1 Clausal structure 
Marori is a non-configurational language. Its basic clause structure is 
informally shown in (1). The predicate unit typically consists of a lexical 
verb and a light or auxiliary verb. The lexical verb typically immediately 
precedes the auxiliary. 

(1) [NP* VERB AUX.VERB] S 

Marori has no VP constituent.1 While typically coming before the verb, 
subject and object NPs can move around, including to a position after the 
verb. In the following examples, the recipient Albert can freely occur in 
different positions:2

                                                
1 There is no standard orthography for Marori yet. This paper follows the Indonesian-
like orthography commonly used by my Marori consultants, e.g. y represents the 
approximant /j/ and ng the velar nasal / ŋ/. Consonants with prenasals are written with 
more than one symbol, e.g. mb, nd, and ngg. Bilabial fricatives are written as f 
(voiceless) and v (voiced).   

 

2 Abbreviations used in the glosses: 1/2/3 ‘first/second/third person’, A ‘actor’, ABS 
‘absolutive’, AUX ‘auxiliary’, DET ‘determiner’, DU ‘dual’, ERG ‘ergative’, F 
‘female’, FUT ‘future’, M ‘male’, NonPL ‘non plural’, NonSG ‘non singular’,O 
‘object’, NrPST ‘near past’, PERF ‘perfective’, PL ‘plural’, POSS ‘possessive’, 
PROG ‘progressive’, REFL ‘reflexive’, SG ‘singular’, TAM ‘tense, aspect and 
mood’, PRES ‘present’, PST ‘past’, U ‘undergoer’. 
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(2) a. Nawa tamba Albert=i nji=me-ben     bosik sokodu. 
  1SG  already  Albert=U  3.give-AUX-1NPL.NrPST pig one 
  ‘I already gave Albert a pig.’ 

 b. Nawa tamba nji=me-ben bosik sokodu Albert=i. 

 c. Albert=i nawa tamba nji=me-ben bosik sokodu. 

 d. Albert=i nawa tamba bosik nji=me-ben sokodu. 

Grammatical relations are encoded by verbal agreement as well as marking 
on the argument NPs. Undergoer NPs receive the =i clitic, e.g. the recipient 
NP Albert in examples (2). 

(3) a. na=i patar yu-nggo-f  b. efi ramon(*=i) kundo-f 
  1SG=U cold  1SG-AUX-NrPST  that womanrun.3SG-NrPST 
  ‘I suffered from being cold.’  ‘She/the woman ran off.’ 

Free pronouns in Marori are not inflected for case to show their grammatical 
functions. They do, however, show different forms signifying a singular and 
non-singular number distinction, further discussed in 3.2 below.   

2.2 Verbal morphology  
The (auxiliary) verb is morphologically complex showing distributive 
exponence in the expression of argument roles (subject/actor or 
object/undergoer) and TAM. The morphological template is given in (4). 
 The template shows five verbal slots associated with arguments, 
including the (verbal) root. Broadly speaking, for a transitive verb, the 
prefixes (AFF1/AFF2) are associated with the undergoer whereas the suffixes 
(AFF3, AFF4) are associated with the actor. For an intransitive verb all the 
affixes can be associated with the sole core argument of the intransitive verb.  

(4)  AFF1 -  AFF2 -  AUX.ROOT - AFF3 -  AFF4 
  (PERS) (NUM) (NUM)  (ASP)    (TNS/MOOD)  
    (TNS) (GEND)  (PERS)  
    (PERS)   (NUM) 

 AFF1 is filled in by the morpheme signifying PERS information of 
the S/O argument. Each PERS category has its own prefix: y- ‘1’, k- ‘2’ and 
∅- ‘3’.  
 The AFF2 slot is filled in by portmanteau morphemes signifying 
person, number and tense information.  These are for example ar-/or-, which 
are used for non-singular first and second persons.  However, for the present 
imperfective aspect, or- is used for plural whereas ar- for dual as shown in 
(5). These affixes combine with the pronominal affixes (e.g. y- ‘1’, k- ‘2’) 
giving rise to yar-/yor- and kar-/kor-.  
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(5) or- 1/2.PL.PRES or  1/2.NSG  
 ar- 1/2.DU.PRES or  1/2.NSG  

 The AFF3 slot is filled in by the aspectual morpheme (or verbal 
number), indicating extended aspect (atelic), e.g. -ri for the third person 
singular male, otherwise -ra as in kunggo ‘to nod once’ vs. kungra ‘to nod 
repeatedly’.  
 Finally, AFF4 is also the portmanteau suffix for (actor) subject. The 
suffix carries person, number and also possibly gender information, in 
addition to tense and mood. Thus, the first person (actor) subject varies, e.g., 
-ru for ‘future/irrealis’, -du ‘for (macro) present’, -men/-mon for ‘near past, 
extended aspect’ and –ben/-bon for ‘near past completed aspect’, -maf/-mof 
for ‘remote past, extended aspect’, and -feri/-fori for remote past, completed 
aspect. The different vowel quality is due to vowel harmony associated with 
gender, e.g. kaswa=ma-mon ‘hit=AUX.3F/PL-1SG.NrPST = I was hitting 
her/them’ vs. keswe=mi-men ‘hit-AUX.3F-1SG.NrPST = I was hitting him’. 
 The auxiliary root can be of different kinds depending on the 
transitivity and aspectual properties of the lexical predicate that it co-occurs 
with. For example, the dynamic non-positional intransitive predicate (e.g., 
with inchoative meaning such as ‘become small’) takes the auxiliary root 
ngg; the dynamic positional predicate (e.g. ‘stay lying’) takes kuye, and non-
positional states such as ‘be hungry’ take ra. 
 The lexical verb itself may show verbal number reflecting aspectual 
properties. The verb root meaning ‘hit’ in non-completive aspect is ksw-, 
realised as kaswa, keswe etc. depending on vowel harmony.  For hit with 
completive aspect, the root tr- is used, realised in different forms depending 
on the vowel harmony, e.g. ter/tor as in ter=me-ben ‘hit=AUX.3M-
1NPL.NrPST = I hit him (once)’ and tor=mo-bon ‘hit=AUX.3F/PL-
1NPL.NrPST = I hit her/it/them (once)’.  

3 Number system and the constructive number in Marori 
Morphologically, Marori distinguishes singular, dual and plural. However, 
considering the way number is expressed in the overall system in this 
language, especially the constructive strategy, plurals can be further 
distinguished between limited (‘paucal’) and large plurals. We can therefore 
argue that Marori has a five-way number system.  

3.1 Number on the (auxiliary) verb 
There are two kinds of number information associated with the verb. The first 
type is argument number agreement, i.e., number in formation associated 
with the arguments of the verb. This is realised by the morphemes in AFF2 
and AFF4, and possibly by the vowel quality of the AUX root. This has been 
discussed in the preceding section, and is not repeated in this subsection. 
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 However, there are a couple of points worth mentioning here in 
relation to argument number in Marori. Firstly, the main argument number 
(singular, dual and plural) is ‘equally’ morphologically marked on the verb. 
Secondly, the morphological marking can be either specified or 
underspecified. The specified number marking comes with dedicated number 
markers, e.g. specific morphology for SG, DU or PL. In Marori, this is 
restricted to the first person, non-past only. With other non-first person 
categories, the number marking is underspecified in the sense that it can be 
used for more than one number type. For example, -ben ‘1NPL.NrPST’ is 
underspecified: it is used for SG and DU.3 3.3.1 As we shall see in , 
underspecified number markers are important in constructive, distributive 
coding, e.g. non-plural and non-singular morphemes are needed in coding 
dual in Marori. 
 The second related kind of number information on the verb is what 
Durie (1986) calls verbal number. This is associated with plurality and 
aspectual properties of events. In Marori, this plural information is associated 
with the AFF3 position. Suffixes -ri/-re/-ra/-ro are used. Their distribution in 
the present habitual tense depends on the number of the object and subject, 
e.g. kef-ri-du ‘I eat something regularly’ vs. kef-re-men ‘We eat something 
regularly’ vs. kaf-ra-du ‘I eat things regularly’.  
 In addition, verbal number can also be expressed by distinct forms of 
the (auxiliary/lexical) verb root,  e.g. the distinction between tr- ‘hit.once’ vs. 
ksw- ‘hit repeatedly/many times’ mentioned earlier. 

3.2 Number on the argument NPs 
Argument NPs contribute number information when they are realised by 
pronouns or demonstratives. Common and proper nouns are not inflected for 
number. 
 Pronouns in Marori show a distinction of singular (SG) and non-
singular (NSG) forms, as seen in Figure 1. 
 Demonstratives in Marori likewise encode a SG/NSG distinction. 
The distinction, however, crosscuts three points of relative distance 
(‘proximal’, ‘semi-distal’, and ‘distal’), e.g. kefi ‘this’, pafi ‘that, near the 
addressee’, nggafi ‘that, semi distal’ and nggwofi ‘distal’. 
 

Figure 1: Free pronouns in Marori 
Person Singular Non-singular 
1 na/nawa Nie 
2 ka Kie 
3 efi emnde/eme 

                                                
3Even for the first person where SG, DU and PL have distinct morphology, these 
morphemes are not exclusively NUM morphology. They are portmanteau 
morphemes expressing GEND, TNS and PERS in addition to NUM. 
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3.3 Constructive Number 

3.3.1 Constructive Dual 
Constructive DUAL in Marori is achieved by composing two number 
exponents, non-singular from the free argument and non-plural from the verb. 
This is exemplified in (6)b below, where the free pronoun emnde ‘3NSG’ and 
the non-plural verbal affix –m combine to form a dual interpretation. Without 
yanadu ‘two’, sentence (6)b is still interpreted as involving a dual subject. 
For clarity, the dual structure is contrasted with the SG and PL in (6)a 
and(6)c respectively. 

(6) a. Efi yewrifam na=n  bosik eyew ndam(∅-nda-m) 
  3SG female   1SG=for  pig  see 3-AUX.3F-2/3NonPL.NrPST 
  ‘She/the woman hunted a (female) pig for me.’ 

 b. Emnde (yanadu) na=n  bosik eyew ndam (∅-nda-m) 
  3NonSG  two 1SG=for  pig  see  3-AUX.3F-2/3NPL.NrPST 
  ‘They (2) hunted a (female) pig for me.’  

 c. Emnde (usindu) fis na=n  bosik eyew ndim(∅-ndi-m) 
  3NonSG all  yesterday 1SG=for pig   see 3-AUX3.M-2 
         /3PL.NrPST  
  ‘They all (>2) hunted a (male) pig for me yesterday.’   

The constructive dual in (7)a below makes use of the lexically-specified 
verbal number of the predicate:  

(7) a. Emnde tanamba Merauke=ke kuye-∅ 
  3NSG now Merauke=LOC be.at.3NPL.REAL-2/3 
  ‘They (2) are in Merauke now.’ 

 b. Emnde tanamba Merauke=ke mingg-ri-∅ 
  3NSG now Merauke=LOC be.at.3PL.REAL-PL-2/3 
  ‘They are (>2) in Merauke now.’ 

Note that the predicate ‘be.at’ with the locational/positional meaning shows a 
number opposition, kuye ‘be.at.NPL.REAL’ vs. mingg ‘be.at.PL.REAL’. 
Dual is constructed in (7)a, in which case the NPL verb kuye must be used 
with emnde ‘3NSG’. This is contrasted with the plural structure in (7)b.
 Dual is not always encoded constructively, however. Dedicated dual 
morphology is used, but only for the first person macro-present.4

                                                
4 The term ‘macro-present’ refers to the type of tense in Marori used for events 
taking place at the moment of speaking (today) and the immediate time (‘yesterday’, 
and possibly ‘tomorrow’).  With a proper adjunct showing repetition this tense can 

 For 
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example, the root kuye ‘be.at’ can be inflected with TAM morphology to 
show a distinct dual category, e.g. kuye-den: 

(8) a. Nie kursi uyowe kuye-den  
  1NSG chair on.top be.at.NPL.REAL-1DU.PRES 
  ‘We (2) sat/sit on the chair.’ 

 There are three empirical points about constructive number in 
Marori. Firstly, only the analytic constructive dual pattern shown in (9)a is 
attested, not the pattern in (9)b. This is because, as discussed in 3.2, 
pronominal/demonstrative arguments in Marori only show a SG vs. NSG 
distinction, never a PL vs. NPL distinction.  

(9)  Constructive dual in Marori: 
 a.  Attested    b.  Not attested 
  ARG  VERB   ARG  VERB 
  (NSG)  (NPL)   (NPL)  (NSG) 

 Secondly, pattern (9)a applies to subject, not object. This is because 
there is no morphological contrast showing NPL object on the verb in 
Marori. The number morpheme associated with object (AFF2 in (4)) is either 
underspecified NSG, or specified singular, dual or plural, depending on the 
tense (cf. (5)).  
 Finally, word-internal constructive number is also observed. This is 
particularly clear in relation to the second person. Examples:  

(10) a. kesweme b. kesneme 
  ksw=Ø-Ø-me-Ø   ksw=Ø-n-me-Ø 
  hit=3-2SG-AUX.3M-2NPL.IRR   hit=3-2NSG-AUX.3M-2NPL.IRR 
  ‘You (SG) will hit him.’   ‘You (2) will hit him.’ 

 c. kesnemem 
  ksw=Ø-n-me-m 
  hit=3-2NSG-AUX.3M-2PL.IRR 
  ‘You (>2) will hit him.’ 

The paradigm in (10) involves the lexical predicate ksw ‘hit’ in future/irrealis 
with the auxiliary me showing inflection for second person subject and third 
person male object. The second person subject is expressed by discontinuous 
morphemes, one exponent is before the AUX stem me, and the other is the 
(regular) final suffix morpheme: 

                                                                                                               
also be used to signify habitual events. The translation, depending on the context, is 
therefore given in either the past or the present tense in English.   
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(11) The second person subject exponents in Marori as exemplified in (10): 
    exponent1-AuxRoot-exponent2 
  singular :  Ø- -Ø 
  dual  :  n- -Ø 
  plural :   n- -m 

Given the formal opposition shown in (11), the second person singular, dual 
and plural numbers are in fact all morphologically constructive.  

3.3.2 Constructive paucal (limited plural) 
Marori also has ‘limited plural’, similar to ‘paucal’ in Manam (Lichtenberk 
1983; Turner1986), Yimas, Fijian and other languages (see Corbett 2000: 22-
26)). It is roughly translated as ‘a few’ in English. ‘Limited plural’ is 
contrasted with ‘large plural’, translatable as ‘a lot, in big number’, further 
discussed in 3.3.3 below. The limited and large plurals are also expressed 
constructively.  
 The constructive strategy to express limited plural is exemplified in 
(12)c. As seen from its contrast with dual and generic plural (12)a-b, limited 
plural is achieved by means of augmentation. In this case, the numeral 
yanadu ‘two’ is augmented by PL morphology on the verb (-re):  

(12) a. ka-nam bosik yanadu te-Ø-Ø 
  2SG-POSS pig two BE.3-NonPL.PRES  
  ‘Your pigs are two/you have two pigs.’  

 b. ka-nam bosik usin te-re-Ø  
 2SG-POSS pig many BE.3-PL-PRES  
 ‘Your pigs are many/you have many pigs.’  

 c.  ka-nam bosik yanadu te-re-Ø 
  2SG-POSS pig two BE.3-PL-PRES  
  ‘Your pigs are few/you have few pigs.’  

 Augmentation can also be achieved by means of the augmenter ndu 
(roughly meaning ‘very’ or ‘only’), in addition to plural agreement 
morphology on the verb. The reference of the subject yanadupurfam in (13), 
for instance, is augmented by the presence of both ndu within the NP and the 
plural suffix -re (realised as -fre for phonological reasons): 

(13) Yanadu purfam (ndu)  awo=i ife-fre-f  paya ke 
 Two person  AUG kangaroo=U 3SG.see-2/3PL-NrPST forest Loc 
 ‘(Very) few people saw a kangaroo (at a glance) in the forest.’ 
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3.3.3 Large plural 
Large plurals are also encoded by an augmenting strategy. The same 
augmenter ndu is used, or else, famndu. For example, usin ‘many’ is 
augmented to become usinfamndu or usindu ‘in a very large number’, as in 
(14)a-b. Neither large plural or limited plural use dedicated morphology, but 
rather make use of the available resources (e.g. plural morphemes) in a 
constructive way.    

(14) a. Usin famndu turis kurfenj-re-n-∅ Bali  mbe 
  many AUG tourist return-PL-HITHER-2/3NPST Bali  to 
  ‘A lot of tourists will come back to Bali.’ 

 b. Na fis bosik=i yefya-mon usin-ndu paya ke 
  1SG yest pig=U 3nsU.see-3nsU.1sA.NrPST many-AUG forest Loc 
  ‘I watched many pigs in the forest yesterday.’ 

There remains a question whether a large plural does indeed form a 
legitimate number category along with limited plural, on a par with singular 
and dual in Marori. While debatable, given the constructional opposition in 
the whole system (morphological as well as analytical), large and limited 
plurals are arguably number categories of their own right in Marori.  

3.4 Constructive number in other languages 
Other languages that have been reported to have complex three-way or multi-
way number systems involving constructive strategies include Hopi (Hale 
1997; Corbett 2000:169), Nen (Evans 2009), Murrinth-Patha (Nordlinger 
2011; Seiss 2011), Manam (Lichtenberk 1983; Turner 1986). For reason of 
space, not all of these languages are discussed in this paper, but I believe the 
proposed analysis outlined in this paper can also be extended to these 
languages.5

 Nen (
 

Evans 2009) shows plural without dedicated plural 
morphology. Constructive plural in Nen makes use of non-singular and non-
dual morphemes as seen in (15)c. In fact, all number categories are 
constructively encoded in Nen. Singular in (15)a and dual in (15)b are 
constructively determined by the combination of two number morphemes 
(prefixes and suffixes) on the verb.  

(15) Nen (Evans 2009) 
a. Mngw y-trom-ngr  b. mngw yä-trom-aran 
 house 3sgU-be.erected-STAT:ND  house 3nsgU-be.erected-STAT:D 
 ‘A house is standing.’  ‘Two houses are standing.’ 
                                                
5Hopi’s constructive number has been widely analysed in the literature (Harbour 
2007; Sadler 2010, among others). My analysis of constructive number in this paper 
is in line with Sadler’s on Hopi. Hopi will not be further discussed in this paper. 
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c. mngw yä-trom-ngr   d. mngw y-trom-aran  
house 3nsgU-be.erected-STAT:ND  house 3sgU-be.erected-STAT:D 
‘Three or more houses are standing.’ ‘All the houses are standing.’  
      [‘limited in number’, ‘paucal’] 

 Murrinh-Patha (Nordlinger 2011), a polysynthetic Aboriginal 
language of Australia, shows a complex five-way number system with 
sibling/non-sibling relations also figuring into the system: singular, dual non-
sibling, dual sibling, paucal non-sibling, and plural. The number system is 
constructive, consisting of a combination of a classifier stem and another 
number exponent signifying the gender-sibling relation. While the whole 
system shows a five-way contrast, the morphology of the classifier system 
itself shows a three-way contrast (singular, dual and plural). The Murrinh-
Patha system is shown in Figure 2 below. 
 
Figure 2: Number system in Murrinh-Patha (adapted from Nordlinger 2011) 

NUMBER EXPONENTS CONSTRUCTED 
NUMBER 
CATEGORIES 

CLASSIFIER 
STEMS 

EXTRA NUMBER 
FORMATIVES 

singular ∅ singular 
singular ngitha (F)/nitha (M) dual non-sibling 
dual ∅ dual sibling 
dual ngime (F)/neme (M) paucalnon-sibling 
plural ∅ paucal sibling, or 

plural 
 
Of particular interest is the function, also therefore the gloss given to the 
extra number formatives in the second column. Nordlinger (2011) glosses 
ngitha (F) as ‘dual.f’ to capture the idea that it is associated with ‘dual female 
sibling’ as seen in the contrast between singular and dual subjects shown in 
(16). 

(16) Murrinh-Patha (Nordlinger 2011) 
 a. Bamkardu  b. bam-ngintha-ngkardu  
  bam-ngkardu   3sS.SEE(13).nFut-dual.f-see 
  3sg.SEE(13).nFut-see  ‘They (2 female non-siblings) saw  
  ‘He/she saw him/her.’  him/her.’ 

However, as noted, the expression of non-sibling dual in (16)b makes use of 
the combination of ngitha with a singular classifier stem (bam), not with a 
dual classifier stem (which is pubamka; see (17)). To capitalise on the 
significance of constructive strategy, I propose to extend the analysis in 
Marori to Murrinh-Patha by arguing that the function of ngitha (and likewise 
the other extra number formatives shown in Figure 2) is to augment the 
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number of the classifier stem one level up. Thus, ngitha will be glossed as 
AUG.F, an augmenter for female referents. Showing this explicitly, (16)b can 
be re-glossed as follows: 

 b’. bam-ngintha-ngkardu 
3sS.SEE(13).nFut-AUG.F-see 
‘They (2 female non-siblings) saw him/her.’  

Other number formatives can therefore be re-analysed and re-glossed 
accordingly, e.g. nitha ‘AUG.M’, ngime ‘AUG.F’ and neme ‘AUG.M’. The 
examples in (17) illustrate the contrast between dual and constructive paucal 
with ngime as the augmenter. As noted, the paucal makes use of the dual 
classifier stem pubamka.  

(17) a. pubamka-ngkardu  b. pubamka-ngkardu-ngime 
  3dS.SEE(13).nFut-see   3dS.SEE(13).nFut-see-AUG.F 
  ‘They (2 siblings) saw him/her.’ ‘They (paucal, female non- 
        siblings) saw him/her.’ 

Furthermore, the number augmenters must carry with them constructional 
constraints. For instance, ngitha ‘AUG.F’ can only be used to augment the 
singular classifier stem (to construct dual) whereas ngime ‘AUG.F’ is only 
used to augment a dual classifier stem (to construct paucal).6

 Another important point to note is about the absence of the 
augmenter. It is functional. That is, a structure with a singular classifier stem 
without an augmenter constructs a singular category whereas a singular stem 
with an augmenter constructs a dual category. For this reason, its absence is 
represented as Ø in 

 

Figure 2. It will be shown later in 4.3 that the absence of 
an augmenter means that the feature structure contains [−AUG], in contrast to 
the one with an augmenter where [+AUG] is present.   
 Further evidence that the absence of an augmenter is functional 
comes from the fact that the construction with a plural classifier stem without 
an augmenter is ambiguous, as seen in (18). This is expected, because the 
zero augmenter is taken to form a contrast in the paradigmatic system with 
other ‘marked’ types of number, namely with paucal non-sibling.7

(18) pubamkardu 
 pubam-ngkardu 
 3pS.SEE(13).nFut-see 
 ‘They (paucal siblings/plural) saw him/her.’ 

 

                                                
6 This kind of constraint is easily imposed in LFG by means of a constraint on the 
functional equation. 
7It remains to be checked whether there is a category of large plural in Murrinth-
Patha and how such a category is expressed in this language.  
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4 Analysis 
Any analysis of the constructive number systems should address the 
following two related issues. The first one is the descriptive-typological issue 
of the overall system, in particular the nature of the (sub)category of plural. 
The second issue is the formal-theoretical challenge in capturing the 
complexities of the overall system. Of particular interest in LFG in relation to 
the formal-theoretical challenge is the precise explication of the structural 
layers involved, particularly the nature of NUM feature in the f-structure and 
its associated meaning.  
 In this section, I address these issues. The key points of the proposed 
analysis with respect to number features are as follows. Firstly, drawing 
insights from earlier work on number systems, cross-linguistic findings 
(Corbett 2000) and feature space analyses and underspecification 
(Dalrymple, King, and Sadler 2009; Sadler 2010; Dalrymple and Kaplan 
2000), I treat the category of number as a system consisting of composite 
binary primitive features.8

 I now turn to the discussion of each number system in the following 
order: Marori, Nen, and Murrinth-Patha.  

 Secondly, I provide an interpretation of these 
number features in terms of a semantic conceptual space, extending Croft’s 
(2003) idea of semantic map.   

4.1 Marori 
Given the facts in Marori, as discussed earlier in this paper, I argue that there 
are three primitive number features in Marori, [+/−SG], [+/−PL] and 
[+/−AUG].9 Figure 3 The feature space is shown in . The three binary features 
are established based on the language-specific coding evidence, e.g. the 
existence of morphological contrast of singular vs. non-singular. 
 

Figure 3: Primitive number features in Marori 
 FEATURES 
CATEGORY [+/− SG] [+/−PL] [+/−AUG] 
SINGULAR + − − 
DUAL − − − 
LIMITED PLURAL − − + 
GENERIC PLURAL − + − 
LARGE  PLURAL − + + 

 

                                                
8 However, it is open to further empirical research whether number categories across 
languages can be treated this way. 
9This is not to claim that they are universal, especially the [+/−AUG] feature. 
Evidence that they are not universal features can be seen in languages that have no 
number system.  
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 The configuration of the three number features accounts for the five-
way number system in Marori. The language-specific coding evidence 
(morphological and constructional) for the configuration includes, for 
example, the fact that the singular number category is expressed by 
combining a singular morpheme ([+SG]) on the argument and a non-plural 
morpheme ([−PL]) on the verb (e.g. as seen in example (6)). No 
augmentation is present for the singular category; hence [−AUG]. Likewise, 
as discussed in section 3.3.1, dual is expressed by composing non-singular 
(−SG) and non-plural (−PL) morphemes without augmentation (−AUG).  
 The binary number features have a solid conceptual basis. This can 
be explained by using Croft’s semantic map. The key point is that the number 
system has a semantic cardinal basis, e.g. singular conceptually refers to 
‘one’ (i.e. a single individual entity).10

Figure 4
 Croft’s semantic map (Croft 

2003:141), shown in  originally designed to account for English, 
needs to be revised to account for complex number systems like Marori. The 
semantic map proposed for Maroriis shown in Figure 5. 
 

Figure 4: The semantic space of number in English 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: The semantic space of Number in Marori 

 
 In the proposed semantic map for Marori (Figure 5), the cardinality 
of number is represented by individual dots within curly brackets (to 
represent memberships of individuals within the relevant number group). 
Importantly, I include the left-most group with curly brackets containing no 
dot (i.e. the empty set). This is, for example, to capture the concept in 
negation. Marori, like English, can have either singular/non-plural or 

                                                
10Of course there is complication with reference to mass where individuality is not 
identifiable or not an issue. 

 

    
  
 

 
 

 
  
  singular  −  plural 
 

 
 1  − 2 − 3 − 4 − 5  −  … 

 
 

           
 
      • ••   •••• …   (SEMANTIC SPACE) 
     
   SINGULAR        LIMITED     LARGE 
    DUAL     PLURAL (NUMBER CATEGORY) 
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plural/non-singular predicate-argument agreement for the case of no 
referents, e.g. as in English there was no stone vs. there were no stones.  

The concept of dual with its related features is represented in Figure 
6. As noted, dual refers to exactly two individuals, with the same feature 
structures (−SG, −PL, −AUG) irrespective of whether the expression involves 
a dual morpheme as in Figure 6a or without the dual morpheme (i.e. 
constructively) as in Figure 6b.  

 
Figure 6: Dual in Marori 

a. Non-constructive dual b. Constructive dual 

  
It should be noted that the negative value associated with an 

underspecified morpheme e.g. [SG −] of the NSG form (in the NP box in (7)b 
means that the feature is present and the value is negative. It does not mean 
that the feature has no value. The negative value must be understood in the 
context of the semantic space shown in Figure 5. Thus, the combination of 
the agreement between the NSG ([SG −]) NP subject and the NPL [PL −] 
verb in (7)b means that the number of the subject is not singular and not 
plural (i.e. dual).  
 The proposed analysis can capture the constructive limited plural in 
terms of LFG’s unification operation. Recall that the limited plural in Marori 
as described in 3.3.2 is achieved via the augmentation strategy. The 
augmentation involves the unification of the relevant features as seen in (19). 

 

       -den      
       | 
  SG  −      
  PL − 
   AUG − 
        
{ • }       { ••}  { ••• …}    
 
singular     dual   plural     
 

 

         

 
 

          
        
  SG  −       
  PL − 
   AUG − 
        
{ • }       { ••}  { ••• …}     
 
singular     dual   plural     
 

 

NP 
NSG.morpheme 

(AUX) VERB 
NPL.morpheme 
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(19)  

 
The numeral yanadu ‘two’ is specified in its entry with the relevant number 
features, [−PL, −SG]. When it combines with the augmenter ndu, which 
carries [+AUG], the outcome is the limited plural number category as shown 
in (19).  
 Likewise, the augmentation to construct a large plural can be 
captured in terms of feature unification as shown in (20).  

(20)  usin   ndu   usin=ndu 
  PL + U [AUG  +] = PL + 
  SG −     SG − 
         AUG  + 
   ‘many’    augmenter  ‘very.many’ 

4.2 Nen 
Recall that Nen (Evans 2009) also has a multi-way constructive number 
system. It has no dedicated plural morphology, even though it has a plural 
category in its overall number system; see sub-section 3.4. In this section, 
extending Marori’s analysis to Nen, I demonstrate that the complex number 
system in Nen can also be straightforwardly captured in the proposed 
analysis with a slight difference in the composition of the feature space.   
 I propose that composite number features be adopted in Nen too, as 
shown in Figure 7. However, on the basis of language specific evidence of 
formal coding in this language (shown in the last column), only two features 
[+/−SG] and [+/−DU] are included in the system. In this proposed analysis, 
Nen has a neat, simple constructive system with two composite binary 
features [+/−SG] and [+/−DU] to produce a four-way system: singular-dual-
limited plural-large plural.   
 

Figure 7: The number system in Nen 
 FEATURES 
CATEGORY [+/- SG] [+/−DU] FORM 
Singular + − SG-NDU 
Dual − + NSG-DU 
Limited Plural + + SG-DU 
Large Plural − − NSG-NDU 

 

       
 

     yanadu   ndu   yanadu=ndu 
  PL − U [AUG  +] = PL − 
  SG −     SG − 
       AUG  + 
‘two’   augmenter  ‘few/several’ 
            (limited plural) 
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 The two plural constructions deserve some comments. The large 
plural is conceptually motivated. This language has NSG and NDU 
morphemes. Plurals are negatively defined. That is, plurals are groups of 
individuals, which are neither one nor two.  
 However, the coding of limited plural with the combination of SG-
DU morphemes should be understood holistically in the context of the 
contrast in the paradigmatic feature space of Nen. That is, with two features 
and with binary values, there are eight slots forming four categories with 
[+SG, +DU] left, and this is used for the limited plural. It appears highly 
unpredictable at first thought, but it makes perfect sense in the constructive 
system, given the available morphological resources for the paradigm.  
 Given the feature space in Figure 7, the formation of number 
categories and number agreement in Nen can be accounted for in a 
surprisingly simple way in LFG.  As an illustration, let us consider the earlier 
limited plural example in (15)d, repeated as (21)a. The entries for the relevant 
morphemes, y- and -aran are shown in (21)b-c. 

(21) a. mngw y-trom-aran  
  ‘house  3sgU-be.erected-STAT:D  
  ‘All the houses (limited in number) are standing.’  

b. y-   b. -aran  
 Pref  Suf 
 (↑NUM SG) = +   (↑NUM DU) = + 

 Then, given the whole grammar imposing the features as shown in 
Figure 7, when y- and -aran enter into the verb formation, they construct a 
limited plural category. That is, each number exponent contributes a distinct 
feature, which then unifies with the other. The unified features ([+SG, +DU] 
in the f-structure) are interpreted as ‘few’. The c-structure and f-structure of 
sentence (21) are shown in Figure 8. 
 

Figure8: c- and f-structures of sentence (21)a 
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4.3 Murrinth-Patha 
The number system in Murrinth-Patha, as described in 3.4, is a five-way 
constructive system. A specific number category is encoded by a 
configuration of a classifier stem morpheme (showing singular, dual or plural 
morphological contrast) and an extra augmenter morpheme, which also 
carries kin-term sibling information.  
 Extending the Marori analysis to Murrinth-Patha, I propose an 
analysis of Murrinh-Patha where the notion of constructive number is made 
explicit, especially in relation to the augmenting strategy captured by the 
[+/−AUG] feature.  To show the relevant features in the analysis explicitly, 
the number system in Murrinh-Patha given earlier as Figure 2 can be 
represented as Figure 9. 
 

Figure 8: the number system in Murrinh-Patha 
 CONSTRUCTED 

NUMBER 
CATEGORIES 

NUMBER EXPONENTS 
CLASSIFIER  
STEMS 

EXTRA NUMBER 
FORMATIVES 

(i) singular singular  [+SG] ∅             [−AUG] 
(ii) augmented dual  

non-sibling 
singular [+SG] ngitha (F)/ 

nitha  (M) [+AUG] 
(iii) dual sibling dual [+DU] ∅             [−AUG] 
(iv) augmentedpaucal 

non-sibling 
dual [+DU] ngime (F)/ 

neme (M) [+AUG] 
(v) pluralorpaucal 

sibling 
plural [+PL] ∅             [−AUG] 

 
 The composite number analysis is also adopted for Murrinth-Patha. 
The classifier stems carry positive values of SG, DU, and PL. The augmenter, 
as in Marori, carries the [+AUG] feature. The absence of an augmenter in the 
paradigm is associated with [-AUG]. Thus, a singular category in this 
language (line (i) in Figure 9) is a constructive number formation with [+SG, 
−AUG] specification. This contrasts, for example, with an augmented dual 
non-sibling which carries [+SG, +AUG] specification (line (ii) in Figure 9).   
 To illustrate the point of the analysis, consider the following sentence 
with the augmented paucal non-sibling number: 

(22)  pubamka-ngkardu-ngime 
  3dS.SEE(13).nFut-see-AUG.F 
  ‘They (paucal female non-siblings) saw him/her.’ 

The entries for the two relevant number morphemes (the classifier stem 
pubamka and the augmenter ngime) are shown in (23).   
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(23) a. pubamka  b.  ngime 
   (↑SUBJ NUM DU) = +   (↑SUBJ NUM AUG) = + 
        (↑SUBJ SIBLING) =+ 
        (↑SUBJ GEND) = F 

Given the entries in (23), the unification of the features associated with the 
subject can be shown in (24). This is the result of the combination of the 
classifier stem pubamka and the augmenter ngime. The (partial) f-structure is 
shown in (24). It should be noted that there is no paucal feature as such in the 
f-structure. Rather the configuration of [+DU,+AUG] is interpreted as the 
‘paucal’ category.11

 
 

(24)    SUBJ  NUM  DU +     
       AUG  +     
      GEND  F      
      SIBLING  +     
 

 Finally, there must be a constraint to rule out certain feature 
configurations in relation to augmented feature structures to ensure number 
features are well-formed and unified as intended. Note that the classifier 
stems in Murrinh-Patha have been analysed as carrying positive values, 
[+SG], [+DU] and [+PL] as shown in Figure 9. There remains a question 
regarding the negative values of these features.  
 I suggest that we adopt feature underspecification (Dalrymple, King, 
and Sadler 2009; Sadler 2010; Dalrymple and Kaplan 2000). The basic idea 
is that the morpheme does not carry a fully realised feature specification, e.g. 
the singular classifier stem in its entry is specified only with a [+SG] feature. 
The DU and PL features are underspecified. The exact value including [+DU] 
is only specified when the morpheme shows up in a specific construction. 
Assuming that there is a constructive rule where [+SG, +AUG] introduces 
[+DU], then nothing prevents two number features [SG] and [DU] from 
having the positive values for the dual number: 

(25)  Singular stem in dual category: [+SG, +DU, −PL, +AUG] 

5 Conclusions 
 This paper has discussed complex number systems with unusual 
constructive strategies in Marori and other languages. The systems are 

                                                
11How these features are interpretted in the semantic structure and how the 
quantificational meaning of ‘few’ is arrived at and represented is not pursued here. 
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analyzable as involving composite binary features: [+/−SG], [+/−PL], 
[+/−DU] and [+/−AUG]. The features are interpreted in terms of a conceptual 
semantic map and must be established on a language specific basis.  
 It has been demonstrated that there isn’t a direct correlation between 
number categories, number coding and number features and that languages 
vary with respect to what features are ‘activated’ to encode particular 
categories. 
 It has also been demonstrated that complex number systems 
including constructive dual and limited plural can be accounted for in a 
surprisingly straightforward way in LFG.  
 This paper has highlighted an area of typological and theoretical 
research not yet well explored: the syntactic and semantic variation of 
number across languages, in particular a precise analysis of constructive 
strategies. 
 One theoretical point is the issue in relation to constructive number 
within the broader context of the theory of agreement. It is clear that 
agreement morphology is functionally more than simply ensuring 
compatibility of feature values. Rather, an agreement morpheme can 
introduce its own number features in order to construct a specific number 
category that is distinct from the number category of either of the 
contributory morphemes. This is exemplified by Murrinh-Patha where 
singular number feature appears as part of a constructive dual. In a 
unification-based grammar, the constructive strategy is a challenge to account 
for, given the mismatch between the morphological number and the 
constructive number. A proposal to deal with this has been outlined in 4.3. 
 Typologically, there is an issue of how to conceive the overall 
number system a language has. One of the questions is whether limited or 
large plural are legitimate number categories in a particular language. If yes, 
should they be treated on par with, or as a sub-type of, the existing number 
categories in the system? The answers to these questions are important for 
claiming whether a language has a three-, four- or five-way system. In this 
paper, I have treated different kinds of plurals as categories of equal status, at 
least in the languages discussed here. This is debatable and is open to further 
investigation and re-analysis. Whether other languages with similar multi-
way number systems can be treated in the same way is a matter of future 
research. 
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Abstract

Arnold and Sadler (2010) provides a ‘Pottsian’ analysis of supplemental
constructions, in particular appositive (non-restrictive) relative clauses,
in the framework of LFG and glue semantics. The account utilizes an
inference rule that splits single glue resources into their ‘at-issue’ and
supplemental sub-parts, and introduces other resources that re-integrate
the at-issue and supplemental content, so that the supplemental content
gets ‘widest’ scope, rather than (as in Potts’ account) being scopeless. No
proper justification is given for either of these aspects of the analysis. This
paper shows that while the splitting rule is unnecessary, apparatus for
re-integration is essential. The resulting treatment is both better justified
and formally cleaner.

1 Introduction

Arnold and Sadler (2010) (hence A&S) gives a ‘Pottsian’ analysis of ‘supple-
mentals’, specifically non-restrictive relative clauses such as the emphasised
part of (1), in the framework of LFG with resource-sensitive (‘glue’) semantics
(e.g. Asudeh, 2004; Dalrymple, 2001; Andrews, 2011).

(1) Kim, who Sam dislikes, did not come to the party.

The analysis involves two innovations, neither properly justified, and both
potentially problematic:

i. an inference rule that ‘splits’ resources;
ii. apparatus for recombining at-issue and supplemental content.

The goal of this paper is to show that (i) is unnecessary (the splitting rule
is dispensable, and dispensing with it produces a better analysis), but (ii) is
necessary: without it the standard LFG approach to anaphora, as described
in (e.g. Asudeh, 2004; Dalrymple, 2001), makes empirically wrong predictions
about anaphora into and out of supplementals. The analysis we provide here
has the virtues of the analysis presented in A&S, but is better motivated, and
technically cleaner. More generally, (ii) relates to what has become one of the
main conceptual and empirical issues in discussions of Potts’ (2005) approach
to semantics, namely, the question of how ‘at-issue’ (normal) semantic content
should be related to what Potts calls ‘conventionally implicated’ (ci) content,
including supplemental content.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a basic overview of the
relevant phenomena, Potts’ account, and the LFG implementation presented

† We are grateful to several people for insightful comment and stimulating discussion,
notably, Ash Asudeh, Mary Dalrymple, Gianluca Giorgolo, Dag Haug, Tracy Holloway King,
Helge Lødrup, and Chris Potts, as well as several anonymous referees for, and other partici-
pants at, LFG 2011 in Hong Kong. But none of these people can be blamed for deficiencies in
what follows.
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in A&S. Section 3 shows, based on straightforward and uncontroversial facts
about anaphora, that assumption (ii) is necessary, given the standard LFG
approach to anaphora. Section 4 discusses (i) – the need for an inference rule
that splits resources – and shows that it is not necessary, and that in fact one can
provide a basic account of the semantics of supplementals using only standard
glue apparatus (specifically, the same apparatus that is used for anaphora).
Unfortunately, a basic account is not quite a complete account. Recent work
has shown that the relationship between supplemental and at-issue content is
more subtle and varied than suggested in Potts (2005). Accordingly, Section 5
seeks to broaden the discussion of (ii) by considering some of the relevant
data.

2 Background

2.1 The Phenomena

Focusing on appositive (non-restrictive) relative clauses, such as (2), A&S
considers how the analysis of ‘supplemental’ expressions (e.g. appositives,
parentheticals, emotives, and honorifics) developed in Potts (2005) can be im-
plemented in the resource sensitive approach to the syntax-semantics interface
characteristic of LFG.

(2) Kim, who Sam dislikes, left early.

The fundamental distinction between appositive relative clauses (ARCs) and
superficially similar restrictive relative clauses (RRCs) is semantic, in that re-
strictive modifiers typically introduce an implicit ‘contrast set’, which can be
the antecedent of an expression like the others. Thus, (3a) with an RRC is
acceptable, but (3b) with an ARC is anomalous. There is also very often an
intonational difference (non-restrictives are often set off by ‘comma’ intona-
tion).

(3) a. Kim has three friends that I like (the others I don’t). [RRC]

b. Kim has three friends, who I like (#the others I don’t). [ARC]

Syntactically, the evidence for appositives being integrated into the syntactic
structure in the same ways as the restrictives seems to be overwhelming (e.g.
Jackendoff, 1977; Kempson, 2003; Arnold, 2007; Arnold and Sadler, 2010). But
there is an impressive body of evidence that they are not similarly integrated
semantically – for example, ARCs, instead of being interpreted where they
appear syntactically, seem to behave in some ways like independent clauses.

For example, in (4) the natural interpretation of (4a) involves Kim having a
belief about the set of linguists who are IPA users. By contrast, while the
natural interpretation of (4b) still involves Kim having a belief about the set
of linguists, neither the IPA nor its users need figure in Kim’s beliefs at all –
the proposition associated with the appositive relative clause (that linguists
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use the IPA) is outside the scope of the propositional verb. In essence, (4b) is
interpreted as (4c),

(4) a. Kim believes that linguists who use the IPA are clever. [RRC]

b. Kim believes that linguists, who use the IPA, are clever. [ARC]

c. Kim believes that linguists are clever. They use the IPA.

Similarly, in the ARC in (5b), the proposition that linguists use the IPA is
not part of the question (i.e. if one assumes that questions involve a question
operator, then the content of the ARC has escaped its scope). (4b) is interpreted
as something like (4c).

(5) a. Are linguists who use the IPA invariably clever people? [RRC]

b. Are linguists, who use the IPA, invariably clever people? [ARC]

c. Are linguists invariably clever people? (They use the IPA.)

The contrast in (6) shows that negative polarity items (NPIs) like any behave
differently in RRCs and ARCs. Plausibly this is because RRCs, and hence any
NPIs they contain, are in the scope of main clause negation. But an ARC, as
in (6b), is not in the scope of the main clause negation, so the NPI it contains
is unlicensed, just as it would be in an independent clause, as in (5c)

(6) a. But of course, we didn’t introduce the president to the three guests
that had any real opinions. [RRC]

b. *But of course, we didn’t introduce the president to the three guests,
who had any real opinions. [ARC]

c. *But of course, we didn’t introduce the president to the three guests.
They had any real opinions.

Given this data, ARCs are standardly analysed as being either ‘scopeless’ (as
in Potts (2005)), or having wide – more precisely, ‘widest’ – scope (see Arnold
(2007), and references there). The difference between these analyses is one of
the main themes of this paper.

2.2 Potts’ Approach

The fundamental idea of Potts’ account of these constructions (as well as other
supplements, emotives and honorifics) is that the interpretation of every ex-
pression involves (at least) two dimensions: (i) an at-issue dimension of normal
truth-conditional content; and (ii) a ‘conventional implicature’ ci-dimension.
The main technical apparatus he uses consists of syntactic and semantic parse-
trees with associated conventions (admissibility conditions), and an extended
type-theory. In addition to the normal (‘at-issue’) logical types (e, t, 〈e, t〉,
etc), he introduces a collection of ci-types, in particular, the type tc (the type
of ci-propositions), and a collection of at-issue to ci types, such as 〈e, tc〉 – the
type of functions from normal ‘at-issue’ entities to ci-propositions. Crucially,
however, there are no types 〈σc, τ〉 for any σ, τ – that is, there are no functions
from ci objects (e.g. ci propositions) to at-issue objects. The immediate conse-
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quence of this is a radical separation of ci and at-issue content. In particular,
ci content cannot be the argument of any function, cannot be in the scope of
any operator, and is hence necessarily ‘scopeless’.

For Potts, the analysis of an example like (7) involves the syntactic parsetree
in (8), and the semantic parsetree in (9), reflecting respectively the syntactic
and semantic derivations (the syntactic parsetree is thus not necessarily a
representation of the surface syntactic structure – however, the distinction
will not be important here).

(7) Kim, who Sam dislikes, left.

(8) S❵❵❵❵❵
✥✥✥✥✥

NP
PPPP

✏✏✏✏

NP

Kim

S
comma
❳❳❳❳

✘✘✘✘
who Sam dislikes

VP

left

(9) le f t( Kim ): t❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
✭✭✭✭✭✭✭✭✭

Kim : e • dislike(Sam, Kim ) : tc

❤❤❤❤❤❤
✭✭✭✭✭✭

Kim: e comma(λy.dislike(Sam, y)) : 〈e, tc〉

le f t: 〈e, t〉

With respect to the syntactic parsetree, the only points of interest are (a)
the fact that the ARC is syntactically integrated, and (b) the presence of the
comma feature. This feature provides the interface between the phonological
and semantic properties: on the phonological side, it will trigger ‘comma
intonation’; on the semantic side it changes the type of the ARC from 〈e, t〉
(the type of a normal at-issue NP modifier) into 〈e, tc〉 – the type of a function
from entities to ci-propositions.

With respect to the semantic parsetree, the first point to notice is that the
content associated with the root node is le f t(Kim) : t, this is normal at-issue
content (type t), and just the content of (7) without the ARC. The second point
to note is the presence of two kinds of content on the node corresponding to
Kim, who Sam dislikes: the content of the ARC, and the content of the host NP
Kim. The two kinds of content are linked by the • symbol, with the ci-content
in a box (strictly speaking, every node should have both kinds of content, but
for every other node in the tree the ci-content is empty, so we have omitted
it). The third point to notice is that though the host NP Kim appears only
once in the syntax, the corresponding content is used twice, once in deriving
the at-issue content on the root node, and once in deriving the ci content (both
uses are highlighted).

The main technical point of interest is the semantics of comma, defined as in
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(10).

(10) comma: λX.λx.X(x) : 〈〈σ, t〉 , 〈σ, tc〉〉 for σ ∈ {e, s, t}
In case it is applied to an expression of type 〈e, t〉, such as λy.dislike(Sam, y),
corresponding to who Sam dislikes, the result is an equivalent expression of
type 〈e, tc〉, cf. (11):

(11) a. comma(λy.dislike(Sam, y)) : 〈e, tc〉 =
b. λX.λx.X(x)(λy.dislike(Sam, y)) : 〈e, tc〉 =
c. λx.dislike(Sam, x) : 〈e, tc〉

A more detailed view of the semantic derivation is given in (12), where every
node is labelled with both at-issue and ci content (the later normally empty),
the content of the ARC has been spelled out more precisely, and β-conversion
of λ-expressions has been carried out. The content of the node corresponding
to Kim, who Sam dislikes is produced by a node admissibility condition which
requires that where one daughter of a node has a type like 〈e, tc〉, the ci content
of the mother will be produced by applying the content of this daughter to
that of the other daughter, while the at-issue of content of the mother node
will be the content of the other daughter (hence the double consumption of
Kim, consumed once in the derivation of the ci content, once in the derivation
of the at-issue content).

(12)
le f t(Kim) : t

λx.le f t(x)(Kim) : t
•

❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤

✭✭✭✭✭✭✭✭✭✭✭

Kim : e • dislike(Sam,Kim) : 〈tc〉
λx.dislike(Sam, x)(Kim) : 〈tc〉

❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
✭✭✭✭✭✭✭

Kim : e •

Kim

λx.dislike(Sam, x) : 〈e, tc〉
λX.λx.X(x)(λy.dislike(Sam, y)) : 〈e, tc〉

comma(λy.dislike(Sam, y)) : 〈e, tc〉
•

❳❳❳❳
✘✘✘✘

who Sam dislikes

λx.le f t(x) : 〈e, t〉 •

left

The interpretation of a semantic parsetree is as follows. Let T be a semantic
parsetree with the at-issue term α : σ on its root node (a semantic expression
α of type σ), and distinct terms β1 : τc, . . . , βn : τc on its nodes, then the
interpretation of T is the tuple:

(13)
〈

[[α : σ]]M,g, [[β1 : τc]]M,g, . . . , [[βn : τc]]M,g
〉

In words, the interpretation of a semantic parsetree consisting of an at-issue
formula and a collection of ci formulae is found by interpreting all formulae
in the same model (M), with the same variable assignment function g. Thus,
for example, the interpretation of (12) will be as in (14):

(14)
〈

[[left(Kim) : t]]M,g, [[dislike(Sam,Kim) : tc]]M,g
〉
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Notice that this means the model theoretic interpretation of Kim, who Sam
dislikes is essentially the same as that of (15) (recall the intuition about ARCs
and independent clauses above).

(15) Kim left. Sam dislikes Kim.

From a general theoretical point of view, the key point is that the approach
involves a radical separation of at-issue and ci content: (i) because there are no
expressions of type 〈τc, σa〉, ci content cannot be an argument of (in the scope
of) any semantic operator – ci content is scopeless; (ii) in fact ci and at-issue
content is never integrated, even ‘at the top’, and the only semantic relation
is that at-issue and ci content are interpreted in the same model(s).

From an LFG/glue perspective, however, there is an additional issue: the
challenge to ‘resource sensitivity’ posed by the double consumption of the
host of the ARC. Dealing with this is the main focus of A&S.

2.3 Resource-Sensitivity

From an LFG/glue perspective, a key problem with Potts’s approach is that
it involves a resource deficit: some semantic resources, specifically those as-
sociated with the host of an ARC, need to be consumed more than once.
Following a suggestion of Potts’, A&S proposes that ARCs and other sup-
plementals should be associated with resources like (16), where npe is the
resource associated with the host NP, and nptc is the resource associated with
the ARC.

(16) npe ⊸ [npe ⊗ nptc]

Schematically, the semantics of Kim, who Sam dislikes involves a glue derivation
along the lines of (17). Here the inputs are the normal contents of Kim, and
the (restrictive) relative clause who Sam dislikes. The vertical dots in (17)
abbreviate a number of things, notably the change in the glue type from that
of a restrictive relative to the type in (16), and a corresponding change in
the logical type of the left part of the glue expression. These details are not
relevant here.

(17) Kim

···
Kim : npe

who Sam dislikes
λQ.λX.dislike(Sam,X) ∧Q(X) : [v ⊸ r] ⊸ [v ⊸ r]···
λY.[Y, λX.dislikes(Sam,X)(Y)] : npe ⊸ [npe ⊗ nptc]

[Kim, dislikes(Sam,Kim)] : npe ⊗ nptc

In the conclusion of this proof fragment we have, on the meaning side, a pair
of meanings corresponding to Kim and the proposition that Sam dislikes Kim;
on the glue side, a ‘tensor’ resource consisting of two resources, one in the
at-issue dimension, and one in the ci dimension.
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A&S assumes we need to split these resources, so they can be used separately
(for example, in the derivation of the at-issue content of the whole sentence),
and so introduce a new inference rule: at-issue-ci-split (ACiS):

(18) [M,M′] : Re ⊗ Rtc

ACiS (at-issue-ci-split)
M : Re M′ : Rtc

The effect of this can be seen in the proof in (19), where the righthand part
of the proof continues (17), first splitting the tensor resource, and combining
one of the objects produced (Kim : npe) with the resource associated with the
main verb, so that we end up with two separate resources (a resource of type t
corresponding to Kim left and a tc resource corresponding to Sam dislikes Kim).

(19)

left···
λY.le f t(Y) :

npe ⊸ st

Kim

···
Kim : npe

who Sam dislikes
λQ.λX.dislike(Sam,X) ∧Q(X) : [v ⊸ r] ⊸ [v ⊸ r]···
λY.[Y, λX.dislikes(Sam,X)(Y)] : npe ⊸ [npe ⊗ nptc]

[Kim, dislikes(Sam,Kim)] : npe ⊗ nptc

ACiS
Kim : npe dislikes(Sam,Kim) : nptc

le f t(Kim) : st dislikes(Sam,Kim) : nptc

A faithful implementation of Potts’ ideas could stop here. A reasonable ap-
proximation to Potts’ ideas would take the goal of a glue derivation to be a

single at-issue resource with zero or more ci resources:
{
st, f 0

tc . . . f n
tc

}
where st is

associated with the root f-structure, each f i is of type tc. The final line of (19)
is just like this.

However, on the standard view, a successful LFG-glue derivation should
produce a single resource associated with the root S, and it is assumed in
A&S, without discussion, that this should be the goal of a ‘Pottsian-LFG’ glue
derivation.

A&S considers several approaches which produce the standard integration
into a single resource. The one we will assume here associates a resource
of the form (20) with each supplemental. This consumes the content of the
supplemental itself (↓σtc ) and produces a resource which consumes the content
of the main clause (s) and produces a conjunction of the main clause and
supplemental content (this is again associated with the main clause – s).1

1Producing a definition of s is straightforward using inside-out functional uncertainty and
off-path constraints. The definition can be found in A&S Section 5; see example (84) and
surrounding discussion.

A&S also considers an alternative approach which associates an ‘of course’ ‘!’ meaning
constructor with the root S node, and an outside-in functional uncertainty to pick out supple-
mental content. The use of ‘of course’ resources – resources that can be used as often as desired
– is somewhat at odds with the spirit of resource sensitivity, so we avoid it here.

This [root-s] resource violates Potts’ requirement that there are no functions from the domain
of ci types – this is the price we pay for integrating ci and at-issue content. However, A&S also
mentions an alternative implementation which dispenses with this function from the ci domain
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(20) [root-s] λq.λp.(p ∧ q) : [↓σtc⊸ [s ⊸ s]]

An example of the use of this resource can be seen in (21), where the other
inputs are the (unsplit) resource associated with Kim, who Sam dislikes, and the
resource associated with left.

(21)
λY.le f t(Y) :

npe ⊸ st

[Kim, dislikes(Sam,Kim)] : npe ⊗ nptc

Kim : npe dislikes(Sam,Kim) : nptc

le f t(Kim) : st dislikes(Sam,Kim) : nptc λq.λp.(p ∧ q) :
nptc ⊸ [st ⊸ st]

le f t(Kim) : st λp.(p ∧ dislikes(Sam,Kim)) : st ⊸ st

le f t(Kim) ∧ dislikes(Sam,Kim) : st

To sum up: A&S proposes an implementation of Potts’ approach which in-
volves several pieces of apparatus. Two in particular are introduced essen-
tially without motivation. The first is an inference rule which splits a tensor
resource into two separate resources. In what follows we will see that this
rule is unnecessary. The second involves resources that allows at-issue and ci
content to be integrated. In what follows we will see that this is necessary if
we want to preserve the standard LFG-glue approach to pronouns.

We will begin with the second piece of apparatus, and show that integration
of at-issue and ci content is necessary, if we accept standard LFG assumptions.

3 Integration is Essential

The basic structure of the argument here is straightforward: (i) if supple-
mental content is not integrated, supplementals should be anaphoric islands,
given the standard LFG approach to anaphora; (ii) but supplementals are not
anaphoric islands.

The empirical point is easily established: (22) gives examples of in- and out-
bound anaphora with a supplemental (an ARC). In (22a) a main clause pro-
noun has its antecedent inside the ARC. In (22b) the pronoun is in the ARC and
its antecedent is in the main clause. Such examples are completely normal.

(22) a. Pissarro, who Matissei met in 1898, encouraged himi greatly.

b. Matissei was greatly encouraged by Pissarro, who hei met in 1898.

So far as we are aware, this state of affair holds quite generally: there are no
cases where anaphora into and out of a supplemental is more constrained than
anaphora into and out of the corresponding non-supplemental (e.g. restrictive

– one simply has to take the supplemental content to be a function that consumes the at-issue
meaning of the root sentence and produces another at-issue meaning. While this is a technical
fix, it is at odds with Potts’ conception of there being two dimensions of content, associated
with different semantic types.
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relatives).2 Supplementals are not anaphoric islands.3

We now turn to the theoretical point: the standard LFG approach to anaphora
resolution requires anaphor and antecedent to co-exist in a single semantic
structure. Demonstrating this requires a brief review of the standard LFG
approach (e.g. Asudeh, 2004; Dalrymple, 2001). Consider example (23).

(23) Kim thinks she won.

The standard approach assumes that the pronoun she consumes its antecedent
(Kim) and produces a resource like Kim × Kim : a ⊗ p, (a being the resource
corresponding to the antecedent and p the resource corresponding to the
pronoun itself), and uses hypothetical reasoning to produce a ‘context’ into
which pairwise substitution of antecedent and anaphor can occur, using a
special inference rule.4

In (24), to derive the semantics of (23), we hypothesise two resources [X : a]
and [Y : p], corresponding to the antecedent (main clause subject) and pro-
noun (embedded subject) respectively. With these we are able to produce a
(hypothetical) glue expression for the whole sentence — thinks(X,won(Y)) : s.
We also have the tensor resource formed by combining pronoun and an-
tecedent (Kim × Kim : a ⊗ p). The rule for tensor elimination ⊗ε, allows
simultaneous, pairwise substitution of the elements of the tensor resource in
place of the hypothesised resources to produce the let expression, which can
be β-reduced to give a semantics for the sentence as a whole.

2Notice we are not claiming there is no difference in the way anaphora works inside ARCs
vs restrictive relatives. Safir (1986) presented examples which purport to show the existence
of a WCO effect in restrictives like (b), which is absent from ARCs like (a):

a. John, whoi hisi wife loves ti, arrived early.

b. *A man whoi hisi wife loves ti arrived early.
But this is a difference in the internal grammar of ARCs and restrictives, not a difference in
the conditions on in- and out-bound anaphora. In any case, following Levine and Hukari
(2006), we are persuaded that the problem with (b) reflects a processing problem, rather
than something inherent to restrictive relatives. Restrictive relatives with the configuration of
pronouns in (b) can be acceptable, as in (c). What seems to matter is how easy it is to determine
the reference of the pronoun apart from the reference of the crossing element (the relative
pronoun):

c Arthur is someone whoi not even hisi wife listens to ti.

3Just one example: VP Ellipsis behaves in the same way as pronominal anaphora. In (a)
ellipsis in a restrictive relative is anteceded by a VP inside the ARC. In (b) the situation is
reversed:

a. Sandy, who brought a bottlei, was rude to everyone who didn’t ∆i.

b. Everyone who brought a bottlei, was rude to Sandy, who didn’t ∆i.
We will not pursue this here, however, because this is only relevant if VP Ellipsis is ‘semantic’
in the sense of involving a relation between semantic objects. If the all that is involved is some
form of f-structure (near) identity between antecedent and ellipsis site, then these data would
just be evidence of syntactic integration.

4Intuitively, hypothetical reasoning allows one to avoid ordering problems in glue deriva-
tions. Without it, resources must always be produced before they are needed. With it, one
can at any point simply invent a hypothetical resource of the kind one needs. The proof will
succeed if (and only if) one can later find a real resource of the right kind to discharge the
hypothetical resource.
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(24)
···

Kim × Kim : a ⊗ p

[X : a]1 [Y : p]2

···
thinks(X,won(Y)) : s ⊗ε,1,2

let Kim × Kim be X × Y in thinks(X,won(Y)) : s
β⇒

thinks(Kim,won(Kim)) : s

The point is quite straightforward: anaphora resolution requires pairwise
substitution into a context, which plainly requires there to be a context. But if
at-issue and ci content are not integrated, there will be no such context in cases
involving supplementals. In other words, if ci and at-issue content are not
integrated supplementals should be anaphoric islands, which they are not.

On the other hand, if at-issue and ci content are integrated, anaphora into and
out of supplementals can be handled straightforwardly. Consider the case of
in-bound anaphora in (25), parallel to (22a) (using John, Mary and her makes
the proof easier to follow by making the pronoun-antecedent relation more
obvious).

(25) John, who Maryi dislikes, admires heri

We begin by assuming two hypothetical resources: Z : a for the antecedent
(Mary), and Y : p for pronoun (her). With these we can produce resources
corresponding to the VP (the verb plus its object, ‘admire Y’), the subject (John),
and the ARC (‘Z dislikes John’ – the latter after we have used the splitting
rule in the analysis of the ARC). The VP resource can then consume the
subject resource so that we have a resource of type t associated with the
root sentence, and a resource of type tc. These can be integrated using the
[root-s] constructor.to produce a ‘context’ admire(John,Y)∧dislikes(Z, John) : st.
Independently, the pronominal resource associated with her can consume the
resource associated with its antecedent Mary, to produce the tensor resource
Mary×Mary : a⊗ p. Tensor elimination (⊗ε) and pairwise substitution do the
rest. See (26).

(26)

Mary ×Mary : a ⊗ p

[Y : p]1

···
λX.admire(X,Y) :

npe ⊸ st

[Z : a]2

···
[John, dislikes(Z, John)] : npe ⊗ nptc

John : npe dislikes(Z, John) : nptc

admire(John,Y) : st dislikes(Z, John) : nptc λq.λp.(p ∧ q) :
nptc ⊸ [st ⊸ st]

admire(John,Y) : st λp.(p ∧ dislikes(Z, John)) : st ⊸ st

admire(John,Y) ∧ dislikes(Z, John) : st ⊗ε,1,2
let Mary ×Mary be Y × Z in admire(John,Y) ∧ dislikes(Z, John) : st

β⇒
admire(John,Mary) ∧ dislikes(Mary, John) : st

Example (25) and the proof in (26) involve anaphora into a supplemental. The
case of anaphora out of a supplemental is equally straightforward.
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(27) John, who shei dislikes, admires Maryi

The proof required for (27) is just the same as (26) except that the antecedent
(a) and pronoun (p) resources are switched (i.e. associate the variable Y with
the antecedent resource a, and put Z with the pronoun resource p, and leave
the rest of the proof exactly the same).

In short: if we want to do pronoun resolution using the standard LFG ap-
proach, then integration of ci and at-issue content is essential. Once we do
this, pronoun resolution is straightforward.

4 No Need for Resource Splitting

Having shown that integration is necessary, in this section we will show
that splitting is not necessary: it is not necessary to use an inference rule
to split ci and at-issue content, as assumed in A&S. In fact, it turns out that
if at-issue and ci content are integrated, we can dispense with splitting and
treat supplementals and their hosts in the same way as pronouns and their
antecedents, using hypothetical reasoning.

The change required to the apparatus assumed in A&S is almost trivial. The
idea is that for a host plus supplemental like Kim, who Sam dislikes we produce
(28), instead of (29), which is what was proposed in A&S, and what we have
assumed so far. That is, we produce a resource whose meaning side is a
product expression A × B rather than a pair expression [A,B].5

(28) Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) : npe ⊗ nptc

(29) [Kim, dislikes(Sam,Kim)] : npe ⊗ nptc

Ignoring details, this gives a glue derivation like (30) for Kim, who Sam dislikes.

(30) Kim

···
Kim : npe

who Sam dislikes
λQ.λX.dislike(Sam,X) ∧Q(X) : [v ⊸ r] ⊸ [v ⊸ r]···
λY.Y × λX.dislikes(Sam,X)(Y) : npe ⊸ [npe ⊗ nptc]

Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) : npe ⊗ nptc

The derivation for a full sentence (Kim, who Sam dislikes, left) involves hypo-
thetical reasoning. We begin by hypothesising two resources [Y : e]1 for the
host NP, and [R : tc]2 for the supplemental, and we use the [root-s] constructor
associated with the supplemental to integrate ci and at-issue content. This al-
lows the derivation of le f t(Y) ∧ R : st; together with the tensor resource from

5This requires only a trivial reformulation of the [comma] meaning constructor. Where
A&S have (a), we would now have (b). We have highlighted the differences.

a. λP.λY. [ Y, (P(λZ.true))(Y) ] : [[v ⊸ r] ⊸ [v ⊸ r]] ⊸ [npe ⊸ [npe ⊗ nptc ]]

b. λP.λY.Y × (P(λZ.true))(Y) : [[v ⊸ r] ⊸ [v ⊸ r]] ⊸ [npe ⊸ [npe ⊗ nptc ]]
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(30), this gives us the glue resources we need to eliminate the tensor, and
perform pairwise substitution for the host NP and the supplement. See (31).

(31) [Y : npe]
1λX.le f t(X) :
npe ⊸ st

le f t(Y)

[R : tc]2 λq.λp.(p ∧ q) :
nptc ⊸ [st ⊸ st]

λp.(p ∧ R) : st ⊸ st

le f t(Y) ∧ R : st

···
Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) :
npe ⊗ nptc ⊗ε,1,2

let Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) be [Y,R] in le f t(Y) ∧ R : st
β⇒

le f t(Kim) ∧ dislikes(Sam,Kim) : st

In short, we see that there is no need for the ‘at-issue-ci-split’ rule assumed in
A&S and given in (18) above. It can be eliminated by judicious use of standard
apparatus – specifically, hypothetical reasoning and pairwise substitution, as
used in the treatment of anaphora.

Formally, this is a useful result, because it means that glue derivations are
always ‘reducing’, in the sense that inference rules do not produce more
resources than they consume (cf. the A&S splitting rule takes one resource as
input, and outputs two resources), and this means that we can remain within
the standard tensor fragment of linear logic.6

Notice that nothing we have said in this section has any impact on the preced-
ing discussion of issues relating to the scope and integration of ci and at-issue
content. In particular, it is entirely consistent with ‘widest scope’ integration
of supplemental and at-issue, and with the treatment of anaphora discussed
above. More generally, the approach proposed in this section inherits all the
virtues of the approach described in A&S. It differs only in the formal details.

For the most part this is obvious and unsurprising. However, there is one
point where it is not obvious, and an interesting issue arises. The approach
described in this section involves supplementals pairing with their hosts, and
this might lead one to expect that they would have to be one-to-one with their
hosts. The approach described in A&S does not have this property: once
the resources associated with the supplemental and host have been split, the
host resource is available for use with other supplementals, so each host can
be associated with several supplementals. This might lead one to expect the
A&S account and the account described here to make different predictions
with respect to the possibility of ‘stacking’ supplementals.

In the following subsection we will show that this is wrong. There is no such
difference between the accounts: an analysis of stacked supplementals is a
straightforward consequence of the approach.

6As regards the formal apparatus, this approach establishes a strong link between the
antecedent-anaphor relation and the host-supplemental relation – both involve tensor resources
and pair-wise substitution. The difference between them is that the host-supplemental relation
is far more constrained syntactically – the supplemental must be an adjunct of the host.
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4.1 Stacking

Stacking of restrictive relatives is exemplified in (32):

(32) People who have liver problems who drink alcohol should take special
care.

It was at one time standard wisdom that ARCs do not stack in this way (e.g.
Jackendoff, 1977). This is untrue, as can be seen from attested examples like
(33).7

(33) What a tragedy it is that so many of our talented sixth formers, who
really would do well in your universities, who are dying to get there, who
queue, fight, struggle, work hard to get there, who have tremendous talents,
are denied access . . . [BNC KRG/1584]

(34) Kim, who Sam dislikes, who Les hates, left early.

Clearly, there is no problem with this sort of example if the resources associated
with host and supplement are split as on the original A&S proposal – after
the host resource has been used with one supplemental, the ‘splitting’ rule
will put it back in the resource pool, ready for re-use with another. Without
splitting, since we substitute host and supplement resources pair-wise, there
might seem to be a problem. However there is no problem in fact – we just
need to make proper use of hypothetical reasoning.

This is most easily demonstrated by showing a proof.

Consider (35), a slightly simpler version of (34).

(35) Kim, who Sam dislikes, who Les hates, left.

We begin with a hypothetical proof that introduces three hypothetical re-
sources, one ([W]1) corresponding to Kim, and one for each of the supplemen-
tals ([P]2, [Q]3); and uses two instances of the root-s constructor (again, one
per supplemental), to integrate main and supplemental content:

7Example (33) is from the British National Corpus. Arnold (2007) contains more examples.
The observation that ARCs can stack is not novel (e.g. Grosu and Landman, 1998; Grosu, 2000;
de Vries, 2002; Kempson, 2003; Arnold, 2007), but it is worth repeating because the alternative
view survived so long unchallenged. It is true that not all examples of stacked non-restrictives
seem equally good, which is why the myth of their unacceptability was relatively long lived,
and there seem to be discourse constraints of some kind. In particular, the examples are much
more acceptable if the supplementals in some sense ‘make the same point’, especially if the
later ones re-enforce the earlier ones. Thus, (34) is better with the focus on hates, as indicated
(the presumed point being Kim’s unpopularity).
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(36) [W : k]1 λX.le f t(X) :
k ⊸ s

le f t(W) : s

[P : r]2 λq.λp.(p ∧ q) :
r ⊸ [s ⊸ s]

λp.(p ∧ P) :
s ⊸ s

le f t(W) ∧ P : s

[Q : r′]3 λq′.λp′.(p′ ∧ q′) :
r′ ⊸ [s ⊸ s]

λp′.(p′ ∧Q) :
s ⊸ s

le f t(W) ∧ P ∧Q : s

We can summarise this as:

(37) [W : k]1 λX.le f t(X) : k ⊸ s [P : r]2 [Q : r′]3

···
le f t(W) ∧ P ∧Q : s

We now deal with the relative clauses themselves. Recall that we want to
produce tensor resources of the form np ⊗ r, where np is an ‘NP resource’
corresponding to the host, and r is the resource associated with the supple-
mental relative. It is straightforward to produce such a resource from one of
the ARCs (e.g. who Kim dislikes) and the NP Kim, as is show in abbreviated
form in (38).

(38)

Kim : npe

λQ.λX.dislikes(Sam,X) ∧Q(X) : [v ⊸ r] ⊸ [v ⊸ r]···
λY.Y × (λX.dislikes(Sam,X)(Y)) : k ⊸ k ⊗ r

Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) : k ⊗ r

At this point there might seem to be a problem, because we have not done
anything with the other relative clause (who Sam hates), and we do not have
an ‘NP resource’ to combine it with. However, here we can avail ourselves of
the flexibility afforded by hypothetical reasoning. We hypothesise a resource
of the right kind, say [Z]1, and procede as in (39).

(39) [Z]1

···
Z : k

λQ.λX.hates(Les,X) ∧Q(X) : [v ⊸ r] ⊸ [v ⊸ r]···
λY.Y × (λX.dislikes(Les,X)(Y)) : k ⊸ k ⊗ r′

Z × hates(Les,Z) : k ⊗ r′

Thus, by hypothesising [W : k]1, [P : r]2, [Q : r′]3, and [Z]4, we have produced
the following resources:

(40)
le f t(W) ∧ P ∧Q :
s

Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) :
k ⊗ r

Z × hates(Les,Z) :
k ⊗ r′

With these resources, the following proof is possible – it simply involves pair-
wise substitution of tensor resources into the ‘context’ of the main content
followed by β-reduction, as in (41). Here we first perform pair-wise substitu-
tion of the ‘hypothetical’ host plus supplemental Z × hates(Les,Z) : k ⊗ r′ and
then perform the same inference step with the non-hypothetical host plus sup-
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plemental Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) : k ⊗ r. A moment’s reflection should show
that this approach can be extended to an arbitrary number of ‘hypothetical’
host plus supplemental resources, allowing an arbitrary number of stacked
supplementals to be handled.8

(41)

Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) : k ⊗ r

[Z : k]4

···
Z × hates(Les,Z) : k ⊗ r′

[W : k]1 [P : r]2 [Q : r′]3

···
le f t(W) ∧ P ∧Q : s ⊗ε,1,3

let Z × hates(Les,Z) be W ×Q in le f t(W) ∧ P ∧Q : s⇒β
le f t(Z) ∧ P ∧ hates(Les,Z) : s ⊗ε,4,2

let Kim × dislikes(Sam,Kim) be Z × P in le f t(Z) ∧ P ∧ hates(Les,Z) : s⇒β
le f t(Kim) ∧ dislikes(Sam,Kim) ∧ hates(Les,Kim) : s

Once one appreciates the possibilities of using hypothetical reasoning there is
nothing very radical here. However, in a Pottsian context there is an impor-
tant theoretical point. As we have seen, dealing with stacked supplementals
requires use of hypothetical reasoning – in particular, the use of a hypotheti-
cal resources corresponding to the supplementals, but hypothetical reasoning
involves implication (⊸) introduction and elimination: if one has a resource
B, hypothesising a resource [A]1 yields a resource A ⊸ B, corresponding to a
function from objects with the glue type A on the meaning side, and eliminat-
ing a hypothetical resource corresponds to function application on the mean-
ing side, as can be seen from (42) and (43), (cf. Asudeh, 2004; Dalrymple et al.,
1999). In the case of supplementals, the hypothesised meanings are of type
tc, objects in the ci domain, so the approach requires functions from the ci
domain, which Potts forbids. Without hypothetical reasoning – without these
types – one will only be able to deal with one supplemental per host, which
is empirically incorrect.

(42) [x : A]1

···
f : B

⊸x,1
λx. f : A ⊸ B

(43) ···
a : A

···
f : A ⊸ B

⊸ ε
f (a) : B

8Though we have not seen it discussed in the literature, exactly the same trick can be used
with pronouns. In an example with more than one pronoun dependent on one antecedent
(e.g. The boysi know theiri mother loves themi), the approach that is normally described involves
‘chaining’, so that (e.g.) their is the antecedent of them (or vice versa), but careful use of
hypothetical resources will also allow proofs where all pronouns are directly linked to a single
antecedent, paralleling the situation here, where several supplementals depend on a single
host. We are grateful to Ash Asudeh for insightful discussion on this issue.
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5 Discussion

To sum up: on the purely technical level, we have shown that we do not need
a special inference rule to split ci and at-issue content. In fact, dispensing with
such a rule gives a formally neater treatment, since we are within the frame-
work of the modality-free, multiplicative fragment of intuitionistic linear logic
(MILL) that is assumed in, for example, Asudeh (2004), and it turns out that
we do not need any special semantic apparatus to deal with supplementals –
the only general apparatus required is that used independently in the analysis
of anaphora. The fact that no special apparatus is required is a positive result
for the Pottsian enterprise.

However, we have also seen that there are problems with the Potts’ approach
– in particular, problems for assumptions about the strict separation of ci and
at-issue content. We have seen that the standard LFG approach to anaphora
requires ci and at-issue content to be integrated, and we have seen that the
treatment of stacked supplementals requires the existence of functions from
the ci domain, which are forbidden under Potts approach.

While these conclusion are clear enough in themselves, their implications are
less obvious because the issue of integration of ci and at-issue is more puzzling
and complicated than we have suggested so far. In this final section we will
broaden the discussion by considering some of these complications.

The discussion so far has assumed implicitly that there are only two po-
sitions worth considering: the Pottsian position, where supplementals are
completely un-integrated, hence ‘scopeless’, and the position taken in much
of the standard literature that they are integrated at the highest level – that
they have ‘widest’ scope. In particular, while the evidence discussed at the
start of Section 2 is consistent with both these positions, there is a growing
body of research which shows this to be a great over simplification, for there
appear to be cases where supplementals must be analysed as being seman-
tically integrated, and having intermediate scope (e.g. Sells, 1985; Roberts,
2006; Amaral et al., 2007; Nouwen, 2006; Harris and Potts, 2010; Wang et al.,
2005; Schlenker, 2010; AnderBois et al., 2010).

Sells (1985) drew attention to examples like (44), where the relative clause
contains a relative pronoun and a definite noun phrase (the box) associated
with a NP (a spare pawn) in the scope of a universal quantifier. Intuitively,
this would appear to be a supplemental in the scope of a universal (cf. also
Kempson, 2003).

(44) Every chess set comes with a spare pawn, which you will find taped to
the top of the box.

Similarly, Roberts (2006) discusses examples like (45), where the interpretation
of the subject of the relative clause depends on that of his wife, which is in the
scope of the universal every professional man:
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(45) Every professional man I polled said that while his wife, who had earned
a bachelor’s degree, nevertheless had no work experience, he thought she
could use it to get a good job if she needed one.

Arnold (2007) notes examples like (46), where there seems to be a kind of
scope paradox: the pronoun her is semantically dependent on the negatively
quantified NP no properly trained linguist, so one might think that it, and pre-
sumably the whole supplemental, is in the scope of the negative NP. However,
this cannot be the case, because if were so, then the negative polarity item ever
should be licensed, which it is not.

(46) No properly qualified linguist, who would (*ever) have been taught
phonetics as part of her training, would have made that mistake.

Examples like this indicate that the issue of scope of supplementals is complex.
However, they are not necessarily indicative of supplementals taking narrow
scope. Sells noted that the cases where this is possible are cases where the
supplemental content can be conveyed with a separate clause, compare (47):

(47) Every chess set comes with a spare pawn. You will find it taped to the
top of the box.

So it is possible that whatever mechanism is responsible for extending the
scope of the universal in such cases is also operative in supplementals like
(44) (Arnold (2007, 2004) develops this approach to account for examples like
(46)). If this is correct, then these are not really examples of intermediate
scope, but rather examples of widest scope/scopelessness subject to some
other mechanism.

However, Schlenker (2010) discusses examples like (48) from French, which
shows a subjunctive in a supplemental relative clause. Crucially, the sup-
plemental here is interpreted as being in the semantic scope of être con-
cevable (roughly the sense ‘it is conceivable that John may have called his
mother/Anne, who may conceivably have called her lawyer’).

(48) Il
It

est
is

concevable
conceivable

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
has-sub

appelé
called

sa
his

mère/Anne,
mother/Anne,

qui
who

ait
had-sub

appelé
called

son
her

avocat.
lawyer.

Harris and Potts (2010) provide an empirical study incorporating corpus and
experimental data that make it clear that cases of narrow scope do exist. It
is clear from the context of (49) that the supplemental which was installed last
week is in the scope of (Joan) believes.

(49) Joan is crazy. She’s hallucinating that some geniuses in Silicon Valley
have invented a new brain chip that’s been installed in her left temporal
lobe and permits her to speak any of a number of languages she’s never
studied. Joan believes that her chip, which was installed last month, has a
twelve year guarantee. (emphasis in original) (Harris and Potts, 2010).
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There are also clear cases where other kinds of supplemental take narrow
scope. Wang et al. (2005) gives examples like the following, where nominal
appositive supplementals are in the scope of, respectively, want, believe, and
might.

(50) Mary wants to marry an Italian, a rich one.
(51) John believes that a professor, a quite famous one, published a new book.
(52) A wolf, a ferocious animal, might come into your house.

However, Wang et al. (2005) note that it is much harder to give supplemental
relatives (i.e. ARCs) narrow scope in this way, so for example while (50) has
a de dicto interpretation with an Italian under the scope of want, (53) has only
a de re interpretation, where Mary wants to marry a specific Italian. It is
not obvious why this should be the case (but see Nouwen, 2006, for some
discussion).

(53) Mary wants to marry an Italian, who is rich/who is a rich one.

Some of these examples involve quite subtle judgements or unusual situa-
tions, but it is worth emphasising that this is not always the case. Though it
appears not to have been commented on in the literature, cases where sup-
plementals appear to be integrated below the level of widest scope are rather
commonplace. Consider (54).

(54) In this portait, the King, who is dressed in armour and holding a commander’s
baton, is wearing a the medallion of a Garter Sovereign.

Here it is clear that the supplemental content is to be interpreted with respect
to the embedded situation of the picture, not the (widest) scope context. Of
course, it is not completely obvious that there is an issue of scope here – one
would need to provide a proper semantics to show this, but notice that it is
quite possible for the host of the supplemental to be quantified, as in (55).

(55) In this picture, two knights, who are evidently drunk, are chasing two
dragons, while several other knights look on.

Similar examples can be constructed with, e.g. in my dream, in this novel, in
this possible world, and with the corresponding verbs (e.g. dream):

(56) Sam dreamed that she kissed George Bush, who was wearing a strange
uniform.

(57) Sam dreamed that she kissed two strangers, who were wearing strange
uniforms.

What is one to make of this? These data are clearly challenges for both
‘scopeless’ and ‘widest scope’ accounts, and while it is not at all clear to us
what the right approach is, we can point to what we think would be a wrong
approach.

In Section 2.3 we presented a meaning constructor that could be associated
with each supplemental, and would integrate the supplemental content with
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that of the main clause. If the glue term s is associated with the f-structure of
the root clause, this will give the supplemental content ‘widest’ scope (cf (20),
repeated here):

(58) [root-s] λq.λp.(p ∧ q) : [↓σtc⊸ [s ⊸ s]]

The way to ensure that s picks out the root clause is to use an inside-out func-
tional uncertainty, and an off-path constraint, which says that the relevant
f-structure must not be the value of any attribute. It would be easy to replace
this off-path constraint with another, e.g. one which says that the relevant
f-structure must contain some value for tense. This would allow the supple-
mental to scope at the level of any f-structure containing a tense value (any
clause, for example).

It seems to us that this is clearly the wrong approach to take. There are two key
points. The first is that wide scope or something similar (e.g. scopelessness)
represents something like the default case. The second is that deviation from
this default case is something to do with maintaining some kind of discourse
coherence. The reason we get narrow scope in (49) is that giving the supple-
mental wide scope would involve attributing to the speaker the same kind of
delusional beliefs as Joan – beliefs that the speaker herself is characterising as
delusional. Similarly, we interpret examples like (54)–(57) as we do because
they ‘make more sense that way’ (e.g. in the case of (54), there is no king in
the context outside the picture to support a wide scope reading). Whatever
processes are involved here seem to be clearly pragmatic in nature, and not
something that should be dealt with at the syntax-semantics interface which
is the domain of glue logic.
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Abstract

In this paper we survey the various ways of expressing modality in Urdu/Hindi
and show that Urdu/Hindi modals provide interesting insights on current dis-
cussions of the semantics of modality. There are very few dedicated modals
in Urdu/Hindi: most of which has been arrived at constructionally via a com-
bination of a certain kind of verb with a certain kind of embedded verb form
and a certain kind of case. Among the range of constructions yielded by such
combinations, there is evidence for a two-place modal operator in addition to
the one-place operator usually assumed in the literature. We also discuss in-
stances of the Actuality Entailment, which had been shown tobe sensitive to
aspect, but in Urdu/Hindi appears to be sensitive to aspect only some of the
time, depending on the type of modal verb. Indeed, followingrecent propos-
als by Ramchand (2011), we end up with a purely lexical account of modality
and the Actuality Entailment, rather than the structural one put forward by
Hacquard (2010).

1 Introduction

Modality is an area of linguistics for which a considerable amount of work exists.1

However, modality per se exhibits great empirical detail aswell as considerable
cross-linguistic variation. In this paper, we provide a brief survey of how modality
can be expressed in Urdu/Hindi2 and discuss the morphosyntactic and semantic
differences among the modal verbs and modal constructions we identify. We then
concentrate on exploring some issues raised in the literature from the particular
perspective of Urdu/Hindi, namely raising vs. control, type of modal operator (one
vs. two-place) and the Actuality Entailment (Bhatt 2006).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a briefsurvey of how
modality is expressed in Urdu/Hindi and makes the point thatmodality is gener-
ally expressed constructionally in Urdu/Hindi. That is, there are very few dedicated
modal verbs in Urdu/Hindi. Instead, modal readings are arrived at construction-
ally via a combination of a certain kind of verb with a certainkind of embedded
verb form and a certain kind of case. Given this general constructional nature
of Urdu/Hindi modality and also given that Urdu/Hindi does not contain raising
verbsper se, section 3 investigates whether Urdu/Hindi modal expressions can be
analyzed as raising constructions. The syntactic evidenceadduced in this section
prompts us to argue in section 4 for a two-place modal operator for at least one of
the modal expressions involved. Finally, in section 5 we investigate whether the

1We would like to thank several anonymous reviewers for comments and the audience of LFG11
and ParGram for spirited discussions. We would particularly like to thank Ash Asudeh, Dick
Crouch and Annie Zaenen for comments and criticisms and we would like to acknowledge the DFG
(Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft), whose funding of the Urdu ParGram project enabled the re-
searching and the writing of this paper.

2Urdu is the national language of Pakistan and Hindi is one of the official languages of India.
They are structurally almost identical and differ mainly interms of orthography, choice of vocabulary
items and some minor differences with respect to phonology and morphology. For our purposes, the
languages are so close that they can be discussed in the same breath.
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Actuality Entailment is also found in Urdu/Hindi and show that while it is found,
there is some interesting variation in the data which leads us to adopt a lexical
rather than a structural analysis of epistemic vs. root modality.

2 Modality in Urdu/Hindi

Modal verbs crosslinguistically often exhibit a defectiveparadigm; in Urdu, there
is exactly one defective modal verb, derived from the verbcAh ‘want’ (section 2.2).
All other verbs involved in the expression of modality inflect according to the full
verbal paradigm. Urdu does contains some explicit modal verbs, however modality
is often expressed via a specialized use of the multifunctional verbs ‘go, be, fall’.
That is, the modal force is generally achievedconstructionallyrather than lexically.

Modal constructions in Urdu/Hindi fall into three morphosyntactic types that
go hand in hand with semantic differences.

1. The verbssAk ‘can’ and pa ‘find’ in combination with a bare verb and a
nominative subject (section 2.1).

2. The verbscahiye‘need’,par. ‘fall’ and ho ‘be’ in combination with an infini-
tive verb and a dative subject (section 2.2).

3. The verbja ‘go’ in a complex predicate that looks superficially exactlylike
the passive (section 2.3).

The two dedicated modalssAk ‘can’ andcahiye‘need’ also allow finite com-
plements (section 3). Further issues could be addressed with respect to Urdu/Hindi
modals, such as the interaction of tense and modality as examined by Condoravdi
(2002); however, we do not address such further topics within the confines of this
paper.

2.1 Constructions with Bare Verbs

The two modals expressing possibility both require bare complements. In (1a),sAk
‘can’ shows the ability to perform an action or the possibility of an event. The verb
pa ‘find/get/obtain’ in (1b) shows the ability to perform an action depending on
the circumstances the actor finds themselves in. The modal reading of ability and
possibility with pa ‘find’ is only present when it is in a construction with a bare
verb.

(1) a. yasin vo kAr sAk-a
Yasin.M.Sg.Nom that.Nom do can-Perf.M.Sg
‘Yasin could do that.’

b. yasin vo kAr pa-ya
Yasin.M.Sg.Nom that.Nom do find-Perf.M.Sg
‘Yasin was able to do that.’
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2.2 Constructions with Infinitival Verbs

In contrast, the three verbs signaling necessity or obligation all take an infinitive
complement and a dative subject.cahiye ‘need’ in (2a) conveys the advisability
of performing a certain action, whereaspAr. ‘fall’ as in (2b) carries the meaning of
obligation. (2b) has a different interpretation than (2a) in that the circumstances
force the performance of a certain action. The constructionin (2c) with ho ‘be’
is ambiguous between obligation or external constraint to perform an action and
the desire to perform the action. The modal reading is only possible when in a
construction with an infinitive.

(2) a. yasin=ko ye kAr-na cahiye
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat this.Sg.Nom do-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg
‘Yasin needs to do this.’

b. yasin=ko ye kAr-na pAr.-a
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat this.Sg.Nom do-Inf.M.Sg fall-Perf.M.Sg
‘Yasin was obliged to do this.’

c. yasin=ko ye kAr-na hE
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat this.Sg.Nom do-Inf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Yasin has/wants to do this.’

The only dedicated deontic modal in this set iscahiye ‘need’ which features
a defective paradigm as is typical for modals across languages. In this case, the
defective paradigm consists of just a singular (2a) and a plural (3) form.3

(3) yasin=ko ye cizẽ kAr-ni cahiyẽ
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat this.Pl.Nom thing.F.Pl.Nom do-Inf.F.Pl need.Pl
‘Yasin needs to do these things.’

2.3 The (Dis)ability Passive

The construction in (4) is generally known as the passive of (dis)ability (Glassman
1976, Van Olphen 1980).

(4) rAza=se vo pAr.h-a (nAh̃i) gA-ya
Raza.M.Sg=Inst that.Nom read-Perf.M.Sg not go-Perf.M.Sg
‘Raza was (not) able to read that.’

This construction looks exactly like a passive on the surface, but the instrumental
is a subject. Butt (1997) analyzes this as a type of V-V complex predicate. Se-
mantically, the construction predicates an absolute and fundamental (dis)ability on

3cahiye‘need’ is historically derived from a perfect form of the verb cAh ‘want’. Exactly how the
modality changed from ‘want’ to ‘need’ in the process is something that needs to be investigated.
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the part of the subject. This means that in (4), there is some property of Raza that
precludes him from being able to perform an action, i.e. he cannot read because he
is illiterate and not because he is temporarily tired and cannot see.

Butt (1997) has analyzed the semantics of this constructionas being one of
dispositional predication as articulated by Lawler (1973a,b), but more specifically,
they are an instance ofconditional necessity. Bhatt (1998) points out that these
constructions are negative polarity items of a sort in that some negative element
is generally needed for the construction to be felicitous. However, there is a di-
alectal divide here. Urdu speakers generally find the examples without a negation
acceptable, whereas Hindi speakers appear to have a stricter requirement on the
presence of the negation. A detailed discussion of this construction, interesting as
it is, falls outside the scope of this paper and so we will not pursue it any further in
the following discussions.

3 Raising vs. Control

Given that Urdu/Hindi modality is expressed constructionally in the various ways
presented above, a question that arises is whether modals inUrdu/Hindi should
be analyzed as instances of raising, as is generally the case(Hacquard 2011), or
whether they represent other types of syntactic constructions.4 The (dis)abillity
passive, for example, forms a complex predicate that does not involve raising.

In this this section, we first take a look at raising in Urdu/Hindi in general
and establish that there is no straightforward equivalent to the English-style rais-
ing construction (section 3.1). We then examine modal+infinitive combinations in
section 3.2 and look at the modal+bare verb constructions insection 3.3. We argue
that while the modal+bare verb constructions can be analyzed as raising construc-
tions, the modal+infinitive ones instead appear to be instances of control. We also
briefly consider a copy-raising analysis as a possible alternative approach in sec-
tion 3.4, but conclude that our Urdu/Hindi modal constructions cannot be analyzed
as instances of copy-raising.

3.1 Raising

There is no straightforward equivalent to English-style raising constructions in
Urdu/Hindi. To express the meaning of ‘seem’ one uses a verb that means ‘at-
tach to’, as illustrated in (5).

(5) ye lAg-ta hE
this.Nom attachto-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

[ke raza ghAr gA-ya hE]
that Raza.M.Sg.Nom home.M.Sg.Loc go-Perf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘It seems that Raza has gone home.’

4As Hacquard (2011) puts it in her recent summary of the state-of-the-art in modality: modals
are generally raising verbs, except for when they are not.
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However, (5) involves a finite complement and is thus not a raising construc-
tion. lAg ‘attach to’ cannot be used with non-finite complements as theEnglish
‘seem’ (e.g.John seems to be going home.); it can only occur with adjectives or
nominals forming a predicational construction, as shown in(6).

(6) a. raza chota lAg-ta hE
Raza.M.Sg.Nom small.M.Sg attachto-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Raza appears small.’

b. raza Ustad lAg-ta h anotherE
Raza.M.Sg.Nom teacher.M.Sg attachto-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Raza looks like a teacher.’

Bearing in mind that raising does not seem to exist naturallyand independently
in Urdu/Hindi, let us now take a close look at the modal constructions in terms of
a possible raising analysis.

3.2 Modals with Infinitives

The modals with infinitives all involve dative subjects. These dative subjects are
not licensed by the (infinitive) verb. Regardless of whetherthe verb is transitive
and normally requires an ergative subject in the perfect as in (7), or is intransitive
and normally requires a nominative subject as in (8), when these verbs are placed
in a modal construction withcahiye‘need’ andpar. ‘fall, the subject is realized as
dative. The relevant examples are in (9) and (10).

(7) yasin=ne/*ko ye ki-ya
Yasin.M.Sg=Erg/Dat this.Nom do-Perf.M.Sg
‘Yasin did this.’

(8) yasin/*=ko gA-ya
Yasin.M.Sg.Nom/=Dat go-Perf.M.Sg
‘Yasin went.’

(9) a. yasin=ko ye kAr-na cahiye
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat this.Nom do-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg
‘Yasin needs to do this.’

b. yasin=ko ja-na cahiye
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat go-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg
‘Yasin should go.’

(10) a. yasin=ko ye kAr-na pAr.-a
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat this.Nom do-Inf.M.Sg fall-Perf.M.Sg
‘Yasin was obliged to do this.’
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b. yasin=ko ja-na pAr.-a
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat go-Inf.M.Sg fall-Perf.M.Sg
‘Yasin was obliged to go.’

This data shows that the case on the subject is not licensed bythe infinitive verb.
Indeed, this is in line with the overallconstructive case(Nordlinger 1998) analysis
that was independently put forward by Butt and King (2004) for the construction
involving the modal use ofho ‘be’ in (11), in which the dative subject alternates
with an ergative and the use of the ergative signals desire rather than obligation.

(11) a. yasin=ko ye kAr-na hE
Yasin.M.Sg=Dat this.Nom do-Inf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Yasin has/wants to do this.’

b. yasin=ne ye kAr-na hE
Yasin.M.Sg=Erg this.Nom do-Inf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Yasin wants to do this.’

Butt and King (2004) discuss this construction in some detail and analyze it
as a control construction. Under the constructive case analysis, a lexical semantic
approach to case marking is taken by which the case markers themselves contribute
morphosyntactic and semantic information to the overall analysis of a clause. The
case markers are thus not seen as being licensed by a verb, butare seen as having to
fit broad compatibility constraints, some of which emanate from the case markers
themselves.

The upshot is that the dative case in the modal constructionsis not licensed by
the infinitive verb, but the constructive case analyis does allow for the possibility
that the dative case on the subject is directly connected to the type of modality
expressed in the clause, and, hence, to the modal verb. That is, the verbscahiye
‘need’ andpAr. ‘fall’ and ho ‘be’ in combination with a dative subject are what
signals the modality. However, this analysis does not work either, as a modal
meaning can also be expressed without a dative subject. Thisis illustrated in (12).

(12) a. aj barıS ho-ni cahiye
today rain.F.Sg.Nom be-Inf.F.Sg need.Sg
‘It should rain today.’

b. aj ghAr=ki sAfai ho-ni hE
today house.F.Sg=Gen.F.Sg cleaning.F.Sg.Nom be-Inf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Today house cleaning is to/should happen.’

In sum, if we analyze the modal+infinitives as raising constructions, we have no
good explanation for the case marking of the subject. We established that the dative
itself is not necessarily required to express modality. Given that Butt and King
(2004) have independently analyzed theho ‘be’ modal construction as a control
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construction and that embedded infinitives in Urdu/Hindi generally correspond to
controlledXCOMPs, we conclude that a raising analysis is not well motivated for
the modal+infinitive constructions, but that a control analysis is feasible.

3.3 Modals with Bare Verbs

In contrast, the modal constructions withsAk ‘can’ andpa ‘find’ do not seem to
involve control. The reasons for this conclusion are as follows. In addition to
the ability uses we have already seen and repeated here for convenience in (13),
sAk ‘can’ andpa ‘find’ also allow for pure possibility readings as in (14). Here,
no ability or agency is predicated of the subject and the subject is not directly
thematically related to the ability modals. That is,rain, decisionandaccountare
thematically related to the bare verbs, but not to the modals. Since the subject is
not related thematically to the modal, it becomes hard to defend a control analysis.

(13) a. yasin vo kAr sAk-ta hE
Yasin.M.Sg.Nom that.Nom do can-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Yasin can do that.’

b. yasin vo kAr pa-ta hE
Yasin.M.Sg.Nom that.Nom do find-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.sg
‘Yasin is able to do that.’

(14) a. aj barıS ho sAk-ti hE
today rain.F.Nom be can-Impf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘It’s possible that it will rain today.’

b. brasıl=mẽ rAStrApAti=ka fEsla nAh̃i
Brazil=in president=Gen.M.Sg decision.M.Sg.Nom not

ho pa-ya
be find-Perf.M.Sg
‘In Brasil a decision on the president was not able to be arrived at.’

c. cunav=mẽ sipiem=ka khata nAh̃i
election.M.Sg=in CPM=Gen.M.Sg account.M.Sg.Nom not

khUl pa-ya
open find-Perf.M.Sg
‘The account of the CPM (Communist Party Marxist) couldn’t be opened
in the election.’ (i.e., the CPM couldn’t get even one seat inthe election.)

An alternative analysis could be that the V+V modal constructions illustrated
above are instances of V+V complex predicates of the type shown in (15) and
known by various appellations in the literature such asaspectual complex predi-
catesor vector verbs(see Butt 1995, Hook 1974).
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(15) a. nadya=ne xAt lık h li-ya
Nadya.F=Erg letter.M.Nom write take-Perf.M.Sg
‘Nadya wrote a letter (completely).’

b. ram ga Ut.
h-a

Ram.M.Sg.Nom sing rise-Perf.M.Sg
‘Ram sang out spontaneously (burst into song).’

As can be seen, the modal+bare verb constructions look very much like the V-
V complex predicates in (15) on the surface and thus a complexpredicate analysis
is tempting. The complex predicates in (15) are monoclausal(Butt 1995), so if
the modal+bare verb constructions are to be analyzed as V-V complex predicates
on a part with (15), then their monoclausality needs to be established. However,
this turns out to be difficult if not impossible to do since themonoclausality tests
established for Urdu by Butt (1995) cannot distinguish between the a monoclausal
complex predicate analysis and a biclausal analysis because there are simply not
enough of the right kinds of arguments around to test behavior with respect to
anaphora, agreement and control.5

However, we can adduce some other evidence. Concerning the combinatory
possibilities with auxiliaries and other types of complex predicates, the modal+bare
verb constructions differ significantly from the aspectualcomplex predicates in
(15). Consider the data in (16)–(17), which show an active and a passive version of
an aspectual V-V complex predicate and a modal+bare verb construction, respec-
tively.

(16) a. rAza=ne ghAr xArid li-ya
Raza.M.Sg=Erg house.M.Sg.Nom buy take-Perf.M.Sg
‘Raza bought a house.’

b. ghAr rAza=se xArid li-ya gA-ya
house.M.Sg.Nom Raza.M.Sg=Inst buy take-Perf.M.Sg go-Perf.M.Sg
‘A house was bought by Raza.’

(17) a. rAza ghAr xArid sAk-a
Raza.M.Sg=Erg house.M.Sg.Nom buy can-Perf.M.Sg
‘Raza was able to buy a house.’

b. ghAr rAza=se xArid-a ja sAk-a
house.M.Sg.Nom Raza.M.Sg=Inst buy-Perf.M.Sg go can-Perf.M.Sg
‘A house was able to be bought by Raza.’

In (16b), the passive auxiliary ‘go’ appears after the V-V complex predicate, in-
dicating that the complex predicate as a unit has undergone passivization. In (17b),

5As Butt (1995) points out, scrambling possibilities and placement and scope of negation or
adverbials do not function as tests for biclausality vs. monoclausality in Urdu/Hindi.
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on the other hand, the passive auxiliary ‘go’ must be placed between the modal and
the other verb. This is an indication that the modal construction is indeed biclausal.
Given that a biclausal control analysis is out, an analysis of the modal+bare verb
combinations as a biclausal raising construction is a reasonable alternative which
is not ruled out on any empirical grounds. Indeed, consider the fact thatsAk ‘can’
also allows a modal expressions with finite complements. This is absolutely not
typical of complex predicates, but is attested for raising constructions as in the En-
glish John seems to be sleeping.vs. It seems that John is sleeping. The relevant
Urdu/Hindi example is shown in (18). Note that as in English,when a finite clause
is used, an impersonal subject is introduced in the matrix clause.

(18) ho sAk-ta hE [ke vo mehnAt kAr-e]
be can-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg that that.Nom labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘It is possible that he will work hard.’

In sum, the modal+infinitive constructions appear to be instances of control,
whereas the modal+bare verb constructions are probably instances of raising.

3.4 Copy-raising?

One of our reviewers suggested that the example in (18) as well as examples as in
(19) could be analyzed as instances ofcopy-raising(Asudeh and Toivonen 2010).
As (19) shows, the deontic modalcahiye ‘need’ also allows a finite complement
with an impersonal subject, just likesAk ‘can’.6

(19) ye ho-na cahiye [ke vo mehnAt kAr-e]
this.Nom be-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg that that.Nom labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘This needs to happen, that he work hard.’

However, copy-raising crucially involves an anaphor in theembedded finite
clause which refers back to the subject in the matrix clause,as illustrated in (20)
for English. However, while in (18) and (19) there is an anaphor embedded in the
finite clause that could potentially refer to the subject in the matrix clause, this need
not be the case, as already illustrated by (18) and (19) and further demonstrated by
(21)–(22).

(20) a. Chrisi seemed like hei enjoyed the marathon.

b. *Chrisi seemed like theyj enjoyed the marathon.

c. *Chrisi seemed like those peoplej enjoyed the marathon.

6Only these two verbs of the modals surveyed here allow finite complements. It is probably not a
coincidence that these are also the only dedicated modals inUrdu/Hindi.
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(21) a. ho sAk-ta hE
be can-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

[ke vo log mehnAt kAr-e]
that that.Nom people.M.Nom labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘It is possible that those people will work hard.’

b. ye ho-na cahiye
this.Nom be-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg

[ke vo log mehnAt kAr-e]
that that.Nom people.M.Nom labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘This needs to happen, that those people work hard.’

(22) a. rAza=koi cahiye [ke voj mehnAt kAr-e]
Raza.M.Sg=Dat need.Sg that that.Nom labour.F.SgNom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘Raza needs for her/him to work hard.’

b. rAza=koi cahiye
Raza.M.Sg=Dat need.Sg

[ke [vo log]j mehnAt kAr-e]
that that.Nom people.M.Nom labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘Raza needs for those people to work hard.’

In (21), the NP ‘those people’ does not need to refer back to the subject, which is
impersonal. In (22), we have a thematic subject, ‘Raza’ and the anaphors ‘her/him’
or ‘those people’ also do not need to refer back to the subject. This stands in stark
contrast with the English pattern in (20b–c).

Furthermore, if these were instances of copy-raising, we would not expect the
copy-raised version to result in a meaning that is distinct from the version without
copy-raising. That is, the meanings of the sentences in (23)do not seem to be
distinct.

(23) a. John seems to be happy.

b. John seems like he is happy.

However, the same is not true for Urdu/Hindi, as shown in (24), in which (24a)
shows the version with a non-finite embedded clause and (24b)a version which
contains a finite embedded clause. Unlike in English, in Urdu/Hindi, these syntac-
tic difference go hand in hand with a difference in semantic interpretation.

(24) a. bAccõ=ko [vAkt=pAr skul pAhŨc
child.Pl=Dat time.M.Sg=on school.F.Sg.Obl arrive

ja-na] cahiye
go-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg
‘It is neceesary that the children be at school punctually.’
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b. bAccõ=ko cahiye
child.Pl=Dat need.Sg

[ke vo vAkt=pAr skul pAhŨc ja-ẽ]
that Pron.3.Nom time.M.Sg=on school.F.Sg.Obl arrive go-Subj.3
‘The children need to make sure they arrive at school on time.’

The example in (24a) is ambiguous as to who theholder-of-obligationis — it
could be the children (the dative subject), or it could be some other person whose
responsibility it is to make sure the children are at school on time. However, in
(24b) with a finite complement, the holder-of-obligationmust be the dative sub-
ject.7 We therefore conclude that the Urdu/Hindi constructions are not instances of
copy-raising.

4 One- or Two-Place Operator?

As already mentioned, the general assumption in the literature is that modals are
raising verbs (see Hacquard 2011). This was shown not to holdfor all Urdu/Hindi
modal constructions (section 3). In this section, we look atthe semantic assump-
tions that have been generated by the fact that modals generally are realized in
terms of raising verbs.

The fact that raising constructions involve a proposition but no thematic subject
argument at the matrix clause in the syntax has generally been translated into a one-
place operator at the semantic level (a.o. Lewis 1944, Carnap 1947). That is, the
modal operator is assumed to take a proposition and provide modal information
about that proposition.

However, the data from the modal+infinitive constructions (cahiye’need’, pAr.
‘fall’ and ho ‘be’) showed that a raising analysis is not probable and the subject is
thematically related to the modal verb. The latter point is made quite forcefully by
the examples involvingcahiye’need’ when it licenses a finite complement.

(25) rAvi=ko cahiye [ke rAza mehnAt kAr-e]
Ravi need.Sg that Raza.M.Sg.Nom labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘Ravi needs for Raza to work hard.’

In (25), the subject is clearly not raised up out of the finite clause and, as established
in section 3.4, the embedded subject does not need to refer tothe matrix subject. As
such, the matrix subject must be thematically related directly to the modalcahiye
’need’ and the dative case on the subject must be connected directly to the modal
construction.

7Note that (24) also contains a V-V complex predicate, namelypAhŨc ja ‘reach go’, where the
‘go’ signals completion of the event. The presence or absence of complex predication is orthogonal
to the point being made.
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We take this data as establishing the need for a two-place modal operator in the
semantic analysis. This two-place operator takes an individual and a proposition
and relate the two to one another. In (25), the two-place modal operator would thus
relate Ravi as the bearer of an obligation to the propositionthat Raza work hard.

Further evidence for a two-place operator comes frompAr. ‘fall’. Unlike sAk
‘can’ ((21a)),cahiye ‘need’ ((12a), (21b)),ho ‘be’ ((12b)) andpa ‘find’ ((14b)),
pAr. ‘fall’ requires a dative subject. This is shown in (26) and (27).

(26) a. *ho pAr.-ta hE
be fall-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

[ke vo mehnAt kAr-e]
that that.Nom labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘It is necessary that he will work hard.’

b. *ye ho-na pAr.-a
this.Nom be-Inf.M.Sg fall-Perf.M.Sg

[ke vo mehnAt kAr-e]
that that.Nom labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Subj.3.Sg
‘This needs to happen, that he work hard.’

c. *aj barıS ho-ni pAr.-i
today rain.F.Sg.Nom be-Inf.F.Sg fall-Perf.F.Sg
‘It should rain today.’

(27) rAvi=ko mehnAt kAr-ni pAr.-ti hE
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat labour.F.Sg.Nom do-Inf.F.Sg fall-Impf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Ravi has to work.’

The absence of a dative argument leads to ungrammaticality,as shown in (26).
We conclude from this data thatpAr. ‘fall’ directly and thematically selects its sub-
ject argument. This means that in (27), Ravi must be analyzedas a thematic ar-
gument ofpAr. ‘fall’. That is, Ravi is placed in a relationship with the proposition
expressed by the non-finite clause and this relationship is mediated bypAr. ‘fall’.

The Urdu/Hindi data shows that two-place modals exist in thesyntax. In partic-
ular, Urdu/Hindi syntactically encodes the ‘bearer of obligation’ relation. There is a
place for the ‘bearer of obligation’ in existing semantic theories of modals. For ex-
ample, recent developments in semantic analysis via f-structure rewriting (Crouch
2005, 2006, Crouch and King 2006) explicitly posit contextsfor the evaluation of
situations. In this system, a two-place operator for modalsis very natural. Further-
more, if one looks closely at standard approaches to modality in the literature, one
finds that modal operators are often subscripted or that a two-place accessibilty
relation is built into the operator (e.g., possible world semantics; Lewis 1944).8

8We thank Dick Crouch for pointing this out to us.
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These treatments indirectly make reference to the bearer ofobligation, which is
identified pragmatically. What makes the Urdu/Hindi modalsspecial is that they
structurally encode this argument.

In sum, there is empirical evidence for a two-place modal operator and there
are independently motivated theoretical reasons which also point towards the ex-
plicit adoption of a two-place operator for modal interpretation in general. In the
context of this paper, however, we propose to remain conservative in that we only
assume a two-place operator for those modals for which we have firm empirical ev-
idence:pAr. ‘fall’ and cahiye‘need’. All other modals are assumed to be one-place
operators for the time being.

5 The Actuality Entailment

In this section, we take a look at another issue, theActuality Entailmentin which
syntax and semantics have been assumed to be closely tied to one another, and
examine how this issue plays out with respect to Urdu/Hindi modals. We show that
although the Urdu/Hindi patterns broadly conform to what has been established in
the literature, there are some interesting differences which boil down to contrasts at
a lexical, rather than a strutural level. We therefore adoptnew ideas by Ramchand
(2011) who associates interpretational differences with lexically coded differences
as to how modality is evaluated.

5.1 The Actuality Entailment — Basic Data and Ideas

A long-standing puzzle about ability modals involves the contrast shown in (28)
(Karttunen 1971). In (28b), the modal does not merely express a possibility, but
implicates that Jane did swim across the lake. Bhatt (2006) showed with respect
to a range of languages that this behavior of ability modals correlates with gram-
matical aspect: In the perfective, the proposition expressed must hold in the actual
world (and not in some possible world, as is the case in (28b)). In the imperfec-
tive, on the other hand, no such requirement is imposed ((28a)). This difference
in interpretation has to do with episodic statements vs. generic statements and has
become known as the Actuality Entailment (Bhatt 2006).

(28) a. In her twenties, Jane was able to swim across Lake Balaton, though she
never did.

b. ?? Yesterday, Jane was able to swim across Lake Balaton, but she didn’t.

(examples based on Piñon (2003))

Hacquard (2009, 2010) argues that the Actuality Entailmentis not confined to
ability modals, but occurs with allroot interpretations. This includes possibility
and necessity modals, but crucially not epistemic modals orepistemic readings of
possibility and necessity modals. As discussed in the next section, this prediction
works out to be mostly right in an interesting way for Urdu/Hindi.
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5.2 Urdu/Hindi Patterns

Root interpretations (modality connected to circumstances in the world surround-
ing the event) are found with:sAk ‘can’, pa ‘find’, pAr. ‘fall’ and ho ‘be’. Epistemic
interpretations (modality connected to speaker’s knowledge of the world) are found
with: cahiye‘need’ andho ‘be’.

5.2.1 Root Readings

As shown in (29) and (30),sAk ‘can’ andpa ‘find’ are both root modals and are both
subject to the Actuality Entailment. These two verbs are thus in total compliance
with Hacquard’s generalization.

(29) a. raza gari=ko cAl-a sAk-ta hE,
Raza.M.Sg.Nom car.F.Sg=Acc walk-Caus can-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

mAgAr Us=ne gari=ko nAh̃i cAl-a-ya
but Pron.3.Sg.Obl=Erg car.F.Sg=Acc not walk-Caus-Perf.M.Sg
‘Raza is able to drive a car, but he didn’t drive the car.’

b. ??raza gari=ko cAl-a sAk-a,
Raza.M.Sg.Nom car.F.Sg=Acc walk-Caus can-Perf.M.Sg

mAgAr Us=ne gari=ko nAh̃i cAl-a-ya
but Pron.3.Sg.Obl=Erg car.F.Sg=Acc not walk-Caus-Perf.M.Sg
‘Raza was able to drive a car, but he didn’t drive the car.’

(30) a. raza gari=ko cAl-a pa-ta hE,
Raza.M.Sg.Nom car.F.Sg=Acc walk-Caus find-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

mAgAr vo gari=ko nAh̃i cAl-a-ta
but Pron.3.Sg.Nom car.F.Sg=Acc not walk-Caus-Perf.M.Sg
‘Raza can drive a car, but he didn’t drive the car.’

b. ??raza gari=ko cAl-a pa-ya hE,
Raza.M.Sg.Nom car.F.Sg=Acc walk-Caus find-Perf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

mAgAr Us=ne gari=ko nAh̃i cAl-a-ya
but Pron.3.Sg.Obl=Erg car.F.Sg=Acc not walk-Caus-Perf.M.Sg
‘Raza could drive a car, but he didn’t drive the car.’

The other two verbs that allow for root modality, however, not only pattern
differently fromsAk ‘can’ andpa ‘find’, but also differ with respect to one another.
With respect topAr. ‘fall’, the Actuality Entailment always holds, regardlessof the
type of grammatical aspect that is employed. That is, there is no possible world in
which the holder of obligation could end up not performing that action, regardless
of the aspect. This is illustrated in (31).
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(31) a. ??rAvi=ko skul ja-na
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg

pAr.-ta hE,
fall-Impf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

mAgAr vo nAh̃i ja-ta
but Pron.3.Sg not go-Impf.M.Sg
‘Ravi has to go to school but he didn’t go.’

b. ??rAvi=ko skul ja-na
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg

pAr.-a hE,
fall-Perf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

mAgAr vo nAh̃i gA-ya
but Pron.3.Sg not go-Perf.M.Sg
‘Ravi had to go to school but he didn’t go.’

c. ??rAvi=ko skul ja-na pAr.-e-g-a,
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg fall-3.Sg-Fut-3.M

mAgAr vo nAh̃i ja-e-g-a
but Pron.3.Sg not go-3.Sg-Fut-3.M
‘Ravi will have to go to school but he won’t go.’

With respect to the root reading ofho ‘be’, in contrast, no Actuality Entailment
effect can be identified at all. This may be due to the simple morphosyntactic
fact thatho ‘be’ does not occur with aspectual morphology and so no situation is
created in which the Actuality Entailment could hold.9

(32) a. rAvi=ko skul ja-na hE,
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

mAgAr vo nAh̃i ja-ta
but Pron.3.Sg not go-Impf.M.Sg
‘Ravi has to go to school but he doesn’t go.’

b. rAvi=ko skul ja-na th-a,
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg be.Past-M.Sg

9Note that one could in principle assume the presence of a covert aspectual operator. In this case,
if the covert aspectual operatorPERFis present, one would expect the Actuality Entailment to hold.
However, the covert aspectual operatorIMPF could also be assumed and in this case no Actuality
Entailment should follow. Given that neither is overt, the example in (32) would thus in principle be
ambiguous — there is no way to identify the Actuality Entailment and it therefore does not hold in
(32). Furthermore note thatho does have overt imperfect and perfect forms (hota/hoti/hoteandhua,
hui, hue, respectively). There is thus no inherent motivation to assume a covert aspectual operator
in the present, past and future forms. The situation here is quite different from forms involving
infinitives, for example, where an aspectual opposition cannot be made overtly.
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mAgAr vo nAh̃i gA-ya
but Pron.3.Sg not go-Perf.M.Sg
‘Ravi had to go to school but he didn’t go.’

c. rAvi=ko skul ja-na ho-g-a,
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg fall-3.Sg-Fut-3.M

mAgAr vo nAh̃i ja-e-g-a
but Pron.3.Sg not go-3.Sg-Fut-3.M
‘Ravi will have to go to school but he won’t go.’

5.2.2 Epistemic Readings

In line with Hacquard’s generalization, the Actuality Entailment does not apply
with respect to epistemic modals or epistemic readings of possibility or necessity
modals. A set of examples forcahiye‘need’ are provided in (33); the examples for
the epistemic reading ofho ‘be’ look just as in (32).

(33) a. rAvi=ko skul ja-na cahiye
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg

mAgAr vo nAh̃i ja-ta
but Pron.3.Sg not go-Impf.M.Sg
‘Ravi has to go to school but he doesn’t go.’

b. rAvi=ko skul ja-na cahiye th-a
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg be.Past-M.Sg

mAgAr vo nAh̃i gA-ya
but Pron.3.Sg not go-Perf.M.Sg
‘Ravi had to go to school but he didn’t go.’

c. rAvi=ko skul ja-na cahiye ho-g-a
Ravi.M.Sg=Dat school.M.Sg.Obl go-Inf.M.Sg need.Sg be-Fut-M.Sg

mAgAr vo nAh̃i ja-e-g-a
but Pron.3.Sg not go-3.Sg-Fut-M.Sg
‘Ravi will have to go to school but he won’t go.’

5.3 Discussion and Analysis

Hacquard (2009, 2010) proposes to tie the different interpretation possibilities of
modals to syntactic structure, generally following proposals in the line of Cinque
(1999). In her analysis, root modals are situated just abovethe VP, whereas epis-
temic modals occur right above TP. The difference in semantics is related to how
the modals are evaluated. Hacquard proposes that modals situated just above VP
are evaluated with respect to the event of the VP; modals situated above TP are
evaluated with respect to a speech or attitude event (thus giving rise to epistemic
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readings). The interaction with aspect comes about becausemodals situated above
VP are bound by the aspectual projection that appears above the VP and the modal.
She can thus explain Bhatt’s Actuality Entailment and why root modals in general
display the Actuality Entailment.

Looking at Urdu and Hindi, the root modalssAk ‘can’ andpa ‘find’ behave as
predicted by Hacquard. The epistemic modalcahiye‘need’ and the epistemic read-
ing of ho ‘be’ also conform to theory. The root reading of the modal construction
with ho ‘be’ does not show an Actuality Entailment. This at first glance would ap-
pear to be contrary to expectation. However, recall that theclauses withho ‘be’ as
a modal do not contain any aspect (cf. (32)). If there is no aspect in the clause, then
aspect cannot interact with the VP and cannot bind it. And if there is no interaction
with aspect, then Actuality Entailment is not expected, so the behavior of this verb
can be interpreted as expected in Hacquard’s system.

However, it is not clear why the Actuality Entailment forpAr. ‘fall’ is insensitive
to aspect and always exists. The modal contribution ofpAr. ‘fall’ differs from the
other modals in that it predicates of a participant that the event described by the
VP had to be performed by the participant so that the participant had no choice in
the matter. That is, it does not seem to open up the possibility of several possible
worlds, but only allows for a single actual world with respect to which the modal
must be interpreted. In essence, this is parallel to the conditions that the perfective
creates and which Bhatt factored in as part of the Actuality Entailment.

Unlike with the perfective, which can be argued to be encodedstructurally at
a projection like AspP, accounting for the difference in behavior with respect to
just pAr. ‘fall’ would appear to be difficult if one only had recourse toa structural
syntactic explanation. Instead, it seems likely that a difference is encoded at the
lexical level by which the entry forpAr. ‘fall’ contains lexical information which
predicates an obligation (‘bearer-of-obligation’) to perform a certain action with
no choice in the matter. That is, the modal force is evaluatedwith respect to just
one specific possible world, but not with respect to multiplepossible worlds.

Interestingly, Ramchand (2011) argues that rather than tying the different in-
terpretive possibilities to a structural configuration, the different interpretive pos-
sibilities should be triggered by encodings in the lexicon.She distinguishes be-
tweenindexical (≈ epistemic) andanaphoric(≈ root) modals, following Kratzer
(2008) in claiming that propositions are not sets of possible worlds, but sets of sit-
uations. Modal operators therefore quantify directly oversituations. She follows
Hacquard’s event evaluation/anchoring idea for modals in that modals then differ in
how they resolve what the situation denoted by the proposition refers to, i.e., with
respect to what it must be evaluated. Indexical modals require the proposition sit-
uation to be evaluated with respect to the current utterancesituation, which means
they are speaker-oriented (epistemic). Anaphoric modals can bind the proposition
situation to any number of other situations (certain laws, cultural values, etc.) —
this makes the interpretation circumstantial and results in a root reading.

We could thus seepAr. ‘fall’ as being lexically identified as an anaphoric modal
in Ramchand’s sense and as being interpreted via a two-placemodal operator that
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evaluates a proposition with respect to just one specific situation, rather than a
set of situations. This special restriction with respect topAr. ‘fall’ would thus not
follow from a specialized structural configuration, but from a particular restriction
with respect to its lexical content.

6 Conclusion

Our survey of Urdu/Hindi modals revealed interesting patterns that have not as
yet been noted or accounted for in the general literature on modality. For one,
Urdu/Hindi contains just two dedicated modal verbs — the bulk of modal expres-
sions are formed constructionally out of a combination of a verb, a certain type
of case on the subject and a particular morphosyntactic formof the embedded
verb. We explored the structures of these different types ofmodal constructions
and concluded that while some of the modal constructions canbe analyzed as rais-
ing constructions (the expected case for modals), others must be seen as instances
of functional control. A closer look at the functional control cases also showed that
there is solid evidence for a two-place modal operator in Urdu/Hindi.

We then investigated whether the Actuality Entailment thathas been long doc-
umented in the context of modality also holds in Urdu/Hindi.We found that it
does, but with some interesting deviations from what would be expected under the
generalization formulated by Hacquard (2009, 2010), who proposes a structural
explanation of differences between epistemic and root readings with respect to the
Actuality Entailment. We therefore propose an analysis by which differences in
modal verbs are encoded at the lexical level and, in particular, follow Ramchand’s
(2011) analysis which distinguishes between indexical andanaphoric modals in
terms of lexical encoding.
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Abstract 

This paper analyzes the distribution of nominals in Zhuang, a Tai-Kadai language 

spoken in southwestern China. Zhuang, like many Tai-Kadai and Southeast Asian 

languages, displays binding phenomena in which pronouns and names can be bound, 

thus having consequences for the binding theory (e.g. Chomsky 1981, Radford 1997, 

Reuland 2001, Buring 2005), in particular whether or not these facts of Zhuang 

violate principles of the classical binding theory. Two main approaches explaining 

how these facts are aligned with binding theory (e.g. Lasnik 1991 and Lee 2003) are 

discussed before proposing a functional-predicational approach based on 

Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) analyses of binding (e.g. Bresnan 2001, 

Dalrymple 1993) to explain some intricate binding relations in Zhuang. 

 

1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Binding in Languages without Surface Reflexivization 

 

Among some of the most salient facts of binding in Zhuang are cases in which 

pronouns and names can be bound to their antecedents, thus challenging principles B 

and C of the binding theory as espoused in works such as Chomsky (1981), Radford 

(1997), Reuland (2001), Reuland and Everaet (2001), and Buring (2005). These are 

illustrated in (1) and (2)
1
. 

 

(1) Gou1 i maeng4  gou1 i  

 1.SG like/love 1.SG 

 ‘I like/love myself.’ 

(2) Da6Gin6i    raem3  da6Gin6i 

personal name  cut   personal name  

‘Gin cut herself.’ (This is usually said by a third party.) 

 

Interestingly enough, these cases are not limited to Zhuang alone. Other Southeast 

Asian languages like Thai (Lasnik 1991, Lee 2003), Vietnamese and Hmong 

                                                
1 These distributional patterns obtain in the Qinzhou dialect of Zhuang only if one includes the 

unintentionality marker tik: 

i.    ?Guz  honx  guz     ii. Guz  honx tik guz. 
1.SG  hit  1.SG     1.SG  hit  TIK 1.SG  

Intended: ‘I hit me (unintentionally).’             ‘I hit me (unintentionally).’ 

iii.    Guz  honx  tik sahga.  iv.   Guz  honx  tik guz sahga. 
1.SG hit  TIK self    1.SG  hit  TIK 1.SG self 

‘I hit myself (unintentionally).’    ‘I hit myself (unintentionally).’ 
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(Mortensen 2003), and the Mexican language, Zapotec (Black 2000, Lee 2003), also 

exhibit such phenomena. The issue is how to deal with the binding theory in the face 

of such data showing binding phenomena without reflexivization and making the 

distinction between anaphors and pronouns quite fuzzy. Proposals have been made in 

the literature to address this issue. As early approaches, Lasnik (1991) and Black 

(2000), among others, proposed a parametric approach to this issue, such that 

Principle C would be parametrized, thus behaving differently in Thai and Zapotec 

from the way the principle applies in other languages with overt reflexivization. 

Another approach, espoused by Lee (2003) and Mortensen (2003), has been to 

suggest that the pronouns and R-expressions that are bound to earlier pronouns and 

R-expressions in this way are not pronouns and names at all but are instead bound 

variables spelled out as copies of their antecedents. Questions may be asked about 

each of these two proposals. First, it is not clear how to parametrize Principle C, such 

that it is satisfied differently across languages. For one thing, the empirical evidence 

of NPs being co-indexed by other NPs is just too daunting to explain away. And even 

if we were to find a neat solution to explain away these clear cases of bound 

R-expressions, one would still have difficulties accounting for Principle B violations. 

For the second approach in the literature, there is an inherent problem in the denial 

that the pronouns and R-expressions we see clearly and overtly are not actually 

pronouns and names but are actually bound variables spelled out as copies of their 

antecedents.  

In this paper, I show that an alternative (and hopefully better) way to handling 

binding relations is to interpret binding in functional-predicational terms, in which I 

abstract away from distinguishing between terms such as reflexives and pronouns, and 

in which I interpret binding, not just in phrase structure terms, but more importantly in 

functional structure terms, where I look more closely at argument relations within the 

event structure. Under this approach all three principles of the classical binding theory 

would be adhered to. 

 

1.2 Fieldwork in Guangxi 

 

With the above statement of our position in the debate about binding in languages 

without obvious reflexives, I now turn to brief statements about the particular dialect 

of Zhuang from which data were collected through fieldwork (Bodomo in preparation 

for a grammar book, Bodomo 2010, Bodomo 2007, Bodomo and Pan 2007, and Pan 

2010). Zhuang, a Tai-Kadai language, is spoken in southwestern China, particularly in 

the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region of the PRC. The dialect under study here is 

the Mashan dialect of Mashan county. Mashan county lies north of Nanning, capital 
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of the autonomous region. Baishan Town, the capital of Mashan county is about 

126km kilometers from Nanning. The towns and localities visited for fieldwork in the 

county are: Baishan Town, Jinchai and the village of Nadang. Mashan Zhuang, 

spoken by about 480 000 people, forms part of the group of northern Zhuang dialects 

which may not always be mutually intelligible with southern Zhuang dialects. Most 

people, especially the older generation, speak Zhuang, but there is a linguistic variety 

known as Guiliu, a variety of Mandarin, that is spoken by most people as a lingua 

franca in the county. Of course, Mandarin is the official language, as in all parts of the 

PRC and, as such, is used in most official contexts: offices, official bus stations, mass 

media, etc. 

 

1.3 The Structure of (Mashan) Zhuang 

 

Zhuang is a configurational language with an SVO word order, but like Chinese 

(Cantonese, Mandarin, etc.), it has a quite flexible word order. The sentence in (3) 

illustrates the SVO word order in the language. 

 

(3) Ha3 bou4  vun3  ndaem1 fae42
 

 five CL person  plant tree 

 ‘Five people plant trees.’ 

  IP    
      
   DP      I’   
      
   I  VP  

   ha3 bou4 vun3    
   Ø ndaem1  fae4 

 

Zhuang, like Mandarin and other sinitic languages, has very little morphology. 

Phonologically, the dialect under study is well-known for its dental fricatives: 

 

(4) Ae1ba5 gou1 yw5 van6seu3 son1 saw1 

 father 1.SG at primary school teach book 

 ‘My father teaches at a primary school/My father is a primary school teacher.’ 

 

 

 

                                                
2 All the Zhuang data in this paper are romanized. The preliminary romanization scheme is based on 

the work of our research group members. The number after a syllable is the tone for that syllable. 

There are eight tones altogether: 1 = 53, 2 =11, 3 = 35, 4 = 24, 5 = 33, 6 = 42. Tones 7 and 8 are 

checked tones ending with a stop /p/, /t/ or /k/. Tone 7 is for syllables ending in a voiceless stop and 

tone 8 is for syllables ending in a voiced stop. 
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1.4 Organization of the Paper 

 

I will first present aspects of the pronominal system of Zhuang. Then I will examine 

each of the Principles A, B, and C of the classical binding theory (Chomsky 1981). 

Following this, I will represent A-binding phenomena in LFG, leading to what I call a 

functional-predicational account of binding relations in Mashan Zhuang. 

 

2 The Pronominal System of Mashan Zhuang and Structural 

Binding 

 

Pronominal systems around the world are often described and differentiated among 

each other along the lines of grammatical features such as person, number, gender and 

overt case. As the table of personal pronouns in (5) and the sentences in (6) and (7) 

show, Zhuang encodes neither gender nor overt case. 

(5) 

Person          Number Singular Plural 

raw (Inclusive)  
1

st
 Person gou 

dou (Exclusive) 

2
nd

 Person meng sou 

3
rd

 Person de gyongde 

 

(6) Gou1  maeng4  meng2 

    1.SG  like/love 2.SG 

    ‘I like/love you.’ 

(7)  Meng2  maeng4  gou1 

    2.SG  like/love 1.SG 

   ‘You like/love me.’ 

 

More crucially, Zhuang does not have an overt reflexive marker, -self. 

 

(8) a. Gou1i raem3 gou1i.                  

1.SG cut     1.SG   

‘I cut myself.’ 

b. Mwng2i  raem3 Mwng2i. 

2.SG   cut  2.SG 

‘You cut yourself.’ 

c. De1i maeng4 de1i/j. 

3 SG like/love 3 SG 
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Interpretation 1: ‘S/hei likes/loves him/herj.’ 

Interpretation 2: ‘S/hei likes/loves himself/herselfi.’ 

 

2.1 Principle A in Zhuang 

 

At first blush, the data from Zhuang reflexive binding pose a serious threat to the 

classical principle A.  

 First, there do not seem to be reflexive pronouns in the language, so the 

principle is irrelevant, one would say (indeed, Principle A appears irrelevant and it is 

rather Principle B that apparently is being violated here):  

 

(9) Gou i maeng4  gou1 i  

 1.SG like/love 1.SG 

 ‘I like/love myself.’ 

 

However, it turns out that Mashan Zhuang has at least two ways of addressing 

Principle A phenomena.  

 

2.1.1 Reflexive Marker Borrowing from Mandarin 

 

(10) Gou1i  raem3 gou1 sei6gei3i  (Mandarin Zhuang) 

1.SG cut  1.SG self 

‘I cut myself.’ 

 

Mashan Zhuang and presumably most northern Zhuang dialects often borrow the 

Mandarin (and Mandarin-based dialects like Guiliu) reflexive marker, sei6gei3 to 

express reflexivity as shown in (10) above. In this case then principle A is “rescued” 

or, in reality, made relevant in Zhuang.  

Further, and interestingly enough, on a second look at the strategies for 

expressing reflexivity even if reflexives are unexpressed, it looks as if there is 

‘reflexive-drop’ in Zhuang, as illustrated in (11), where a gap is created from the 

unexpressed or dropped reflexive:  

 

(11) Gou1  ---  maeng4  gou1  

1.SG  like/love 1.SG  

‘I like/love myself.’ 

 

The clearest and most unambiguous way to express reflexivity, according to speakers, 
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is the addition of what looks like a reflexive marker: gag8, as shown in (12):  

 

(12) Gou1  gag8  maeng4  gou1 

1.SG self  like/love 1.SG  

‘I like/love myself.’ 

 

It would seem then that indeed reflexive pronouns exist in the language, except that 

there is extraction/displacement of the reflexive particle away from the pronoun, as 

shown in (13) and (14):  

 

Underlying:  

(13) [Gou1  maeng4  gou1 gag8] 

1.SG like/love 1.SG self 

‘I like/love myself.’ 

becoming:  

(14) Gou1  gag8  maeng4 gou1   

 

1.SG self  like/love 1.SG  

‘I like/love myself.’ 

 

One might, however, say that gag8 is not a reflexive but an emphatic particle 

indicating that it is the subject/agent and no one else who is performing the action 

expressed by the verb. Actually, there are two instances of gag8 in the language. It is 

thus possible to posit two lexical entries for gag8 in the Zhuang lexicon:  

 

(15)  a. gag81  

  - meaning ‘only’ as in gou1 gag8 nwn2 ‘I am the only one sleeping’; and  

 b. gag82
  

  - the reflexive as in gou1 gag8 maeng4 gou1, meaning ‘I like/love myself’ 

but not ‘I am the only one who likes me’.  

 

The first strategy, involving reflexive particle borrowing from Mandarin or 

Mandarin-based dialects, would pose no problems to configurational treatments of 

Principle A in Zhuang. 
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2.1.2 Reflexive Particle Extraction/Disposition: A problem for Configurational 

Binding  

 

However, the strategy of having ‘gag’ adjacent to the pronoun would need some 

amount of explanation in a structural analysis since gou1 and gag8 are no longer in 

c-command relations but indeed, together, form part of the same NP. 

 

2.1.2.1 Principle B 

 

Despite the apparent cases of (9) where we have a reflexive anaphor behaving like a 

pronominal, Principe B does not seem to be under any threat in Zhuang, as it is quite 

clear that prominals must be free in their binding domains (indeed, it may be Principle 

C that is being violated in (16), but see below). The sentences are indeed out when 

pronouns are bound in their binding domains, as shown in (16) below 

 

(16) a.  De1     maeng4 Penny. 

3.SG  like/love personal name 

‘S/he likes Penny.’ 

 

b. * De1i  maeng4 Pennyi. 

3.SG like/love personal name 

Intended: ‘S/he likes Penny.’ 

 

However, because of the breakdown in complementarity between reflexives (if they 

are at all to be called like that) and pronouns, there can sometimes be problems in 

explaining principle B in Zhuang. Consider the following: 

 

(17) a. Mwng2 gang3 Pennyi  maeng4 de1j. 

2.SG say  personal name like  3.SGj   

‘You say that Penny likes him/her (someone else).’ 

b.  Mwng2 gang3 Pennyi   maeng4 de1i. 

2.SG say  personal name like  3.SG 

Preferred interpretation: ‘You say that Penny likes him/her.’ 

Possible but dispreferred interpretation: ‘You say that Penny likes herself.’ 

 

While (17a) is a clear case of principle B renditions, the same cannot be said of (17b), 

where there is a dispreferred and unusual interpretation interfering with the preferred 

reading (a principle B rendition). 
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Again, as with Principle A, Zhuang adopts a number of strategies to address this. 

One of them is to use the Mandarin Chinese particle sei6gei3 to indicate cases where 

a reflexive (Principle A) but not a pronominal (Principle B) reading is intended: 

 

(18) Mwng2  gang3 Pennyi  maeng4  de1  sei6gei3i.  

2.SG  say  personal name like/love  3.SG self 

‘You say that Penny likes/loves herself.’ 

 

Thus, it can be said that in cases where sei6gei3 is not used, the preferred readings of 

sentences such as (17a) are Principle B readings. 

 

2.1.2.2 Principle C 

 

Principle C requires an R-expression to be free, but this is clearly not the case in 

Zhuang as sentences such as (19) are attested in the field data: 

 

(19) Da6Gin6i   raem3  da6Gin6i 

personal name  cut   personal name 

‘Gin cut herself.’ (This is usually said by a third party.) 

 

Again, as with the other two principles, the use of sei6gei3 is preferred to the use of 

the bound full NP (which clearly is against Principle C). The following in (20a), (20b) 

and (20c) are in order of preference in the expression of reflexivity: 

 

(20) a.  Da6Gin6i    maeng4  de1 sei6gei3i  (most preferred) 

        personal name like/love herself 

           ‘Gin likes/loves herself.’ 

b.  Da6 Gin6i   maeng4  Da6Gin6i  

     personal name  like/love personal name 

       ‘Gin likes/loves herself’ 

c.  Da6 Gin6i  maeng4  de1i  (least preferred) 

     personal name  like/love  her 

     ‘Gin likes/loves herself.’ 

 

Even in English, Principle C is largely falsified with identity statements such as Maryi 

is Jesus’ motheri. What is surprising in Zhuang is that even full NPs behave like 

reflexives as shown in (19) above. 
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2.1.2.3  Restrictions on bound R-expressions and pronouns 

 

It is not the case that R-expressions and pronouns can be freely bound in the language. 

It is also known that for those languages like Thai and Zapotec that bind 

R-expressions and pronouns, this binding is not unrestricted. On the basis of this 

works such as Lee (2003) claim that what is actually happening is not a Principle 

violation. This conclusion is based on Reinhart and Reuland (1991) which indicates 

that reflexive predicates represent functions mapping a single argument to both 

argument positions. 

First, as Lee notes and as we see here throughout, R-expressions can only be 

bound by identical elements, what Lee (2003) terms the Identical Antecedent 

Requirement: 

 

(21) Deii  yaw   Daeginj*i 

   3.SG  look.PERF  Daegin 

   ‘Hei looked at Daeginj*i.’ 

(22) Daegini   gyae   lausaej*i 

   Daegin   like.HAB  teacher 

   ‘Daegini likes the teacherj*i 

 

Lee (2003) shows that pronouns and even wh-traces (thus showing weak crossover 

effects) cannot be locally bound by R-expressions in Zapotec, but actually as we have 

seen here so far, this is possible in Zhuang (23), except that it is a far less preferred 

reading to when it is not bound and instead disambiguated with seigei (as 24): 

 

(23) ?Daegini  gyae  dei. 

    Daegin  like/love 3.SG 

 ‘Daegini  likes/loves herselfi.’ 

(24) Daegini   gyae  de    seigei. 

    Daegin   like/love 3.SG  self 

 ‘Daegini  likes/loves herselfi.’ 

 

It would therefore seem that there are still real cases in which I can say that either 

Principle B or Principle C is under apparent violation in Zhuang. 

 

2.2 Long Distance Reflexives 

 

A further challenge to the approach taken by classical binding theory is that Principles 
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A, B, and C cannot account for phenomena where an anaphor and its antecedent are 

far apart, sometimes several clauses away, from each other and thus cannot be in a 

c-command relationship. This is often referred to as long distance binding and 

languages like Japanese, Scandinavian languages and Mandarin exhibit this 

phenomenon. The Norwegian example in (25), taken from (Bresnan 2001) below 

illustrates long distance binding:  

 

 

(25) Joni  bad  oss  snakke  om  segi 

John  asked  us  to speak  about  self 

 ‘John asked us to speak about him.’  

 

Long distance binding is quite pervasive in Zhuang. Anaphoric pronouns like de1 can 

be bound by an antecedent from several clauses far afield, just as in (26). 

 

(26) Da6Gin6i  heu6  ba2ma5  de1  gang3  de1i 

 personal name ask mother 3.SG say/speak 3.SG 

 ‘Gin asked her mother to speak about her.’ 

 

These may not be classical cases of long distance binding as in Scandinavian as the 

de1 here cannot be used for long distance binding when sei6gei3 is added to it: 

 

(27) *Da6Gin6i  heu6 ba2 ma5  de1i  gang3 de1i  sei6gei3 

 personal name ask mother 3.SG say/speak 3.SG self 

 Intended: ‘Gin asked her mother to speak about herself.’ 

 

If there is a sei6gei3 expression it must be bound in the same clause: 

 

(28) Da6Gin6 heu6 ba2 ma5 de1i gang3  [de1 sei6gei3]i 

 personal name ask mother 3.SG say/speak 3.SG self 

 ‘Gin asked her mother to speak about herself.’ 

 

Even referentials can be bound by an R-expression not within the same clause, again 

violating Principle C. 

 

(29) Da6gin6i  heu6  ba2ma5  de1i  gang3  Da6Gini 

 personal name ask mother 3.SG say/speak personal name 

 ‘Gin asked her mother to speak about Gin (her).’ 
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2.3 Section Conclusion 

 

This section of the paper has presented an overview of the pronominal system of 

Zhuang and described how the nominals in this system respond to the principles of 

binding theory. I have noticed that the concept of overt reflexivity is hard to maintain 

in Zhuang. There are hardly any reflexives in Zhuang, as we know them in other 

languages. We have noticed a number of strategies used to address reflexive binding 

in Zhunag and to differentiate it from pronominal binding. This includes (i) borrowing 

the particle sei6gei3 from Mandarin, and (ii) the use of the particle gag8. I have also 

noted that, like Mandarin and other languages, Zhuang exhibits, albeit a limited case 

of, long-distance binding. In section 3, we propose a formal treatment of binding in 

Zhuang. 

 

3. Functional-Predicational Binding 

 

A major problem with the classical binding theory is that when structural notions like 

c-command and binding domain are used to define binding, which is not only a 

structural (syntactic) notion, but as well a semantic/functional notion, problems arise 

in generalizing rules and principles across languages. 

In this part of the paper I will propose an analysis and formalization of binding in 

Zhuang based on notions developed in the formal grammatical framework of Lexical- 

Functional Grammar (LFG), as contained mainly in Bresnan (2001). This is what we 

call a functional-predicational approach to binding, based on the idea that we need to 

understand the predicate-argument relations of an event in order to understand how it 

is represented at the functional structure (f-structure). 

 

3.1 Basic Concepts in LFG Binding 

 

Since binding is more than just a structural phenomenon, LFG treatments of binding 

emphasize the functions encoded by a predicate which is at the centre of the binding 

event. One concept that is important here is the notion of relational hierarchy as 

shown in (30): 

 

(30) Relational Hierarchy 

 SUBJ > OBJ > OBJθ > COMPL > ADJUNCT 

 

This is supposed to be a universal hierarchy, a concept first proposed by Keenan and 
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Comrie (1977) to show the prominence relations between grammatical roles/functions 

across languages. According to this hierarchy, subjects are more prominent than 

objects, which are in turn more prominent than complements with adjuncts and other 

non-argument functions being least prominent. This notion is exploited by Bresnan 

(2001) to define the notion of syntactic rank as shown in (31): 

 

(31) Syntactic Rank (Bresnan 2001:213) 

‘A locally outranks B if A and B belong to the same f-structure and A is more 

prominent than B on the relational hierarchy. A outranks B if A locally outranks 

some C which contains B.’ 

 

The notion of syntactic rank replaces the structural notion of c-command, and the 

illustrations later on will show how this is done. Another structural notion needing 

replacement is that of the governing domain. Rather than talking of government 

domain in structural notions of clausehood, the domain in which binding is deemed to 

occur is within the nucleus of the predicate and its argument functions, hence the 

name functional-predicational binding. The following English sentence (32) illustrates 

the notion of syntactic rank in (31). The diagram in (33) is the f-structure of (32). 

 

(32) I think she likes me. 
(33)  PRED ‘think <(↑SUBJ)(↑COMP)>’ 
  SUBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
    NUM  SG 
    PERS  1 
    CASE Nom 
  COMP PRED ‘like <(↑SUBJ)(↑OBJ)>’ 
    SUBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
      NUM  SG 
      PERS  3 
      GEND F 
      CASE Nom 
    OBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
      NUM  SG 
      PERS  1 
      CASE Acc 
 

(34) Nucleus (Bresnan 2001:213) 

‘Given an f-structure, the nucleus of f is the subset of f consisting of the PRED 

element and all of the elements whose attributes are functions designated by the 

PRED.’ 

 

The nucleus is defined in Bresnan (2001) as shown in (34). This notion is rather apt 

for describing a-binding, which is what co-referentiality in formal accounts is all 

about. Another attractive notion of LFG binding is the idea of abstracting away from 

distinguishing between reflexives and pronouns by introducing a concept of [+/- 

NUCLEAR]. This is especially advantageous for our Zhuang data where the same 
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formal item can serve as a reflexive or a pronominal. The concept of [+/- NUCLEAR] 

is introduced as shown in (35). 

 

(35) The [Nuclear +/-] Feature (Bresnan 2001) 

 This feature is part of the lexical property of nominals. 

a. Anaphors or nuclear pronouns have [NUCLEAR +]. 

b. Pronouns or nonnuclear pronouns have [NUCLEAR -]. 

c. Referring expressions do not have a value for this feature. They are 

governed by the negative existential constraint –(↑NUCLEAR). 

 

The term exploits the notion of feature structures that is central in computational 

approaches to grammar. The feature [+/- NUCLEAR] is posited as part of the lexical 

properties of nominals, such that referentially dependent or bound nominals like 

himself, herself, gou, gou sei6gei3, de1, de1 sei6gei3 are [+NUCLEAR] while 

referentially independent or non-bound nominals like him, her, de1, are [- 

NUCLEAR]. 

A final notion necessary for the definition of binding is the notion of indexation. 

The structural notion of encoding indices is maintained, as in (36), but is encoded as 

part of the feature specification of a nominal, such that if two nominals have the same 

indices, they co-refer and take part in what I will call a ‘binding unification’. 

 

(36) The [Index i] Feature (Bresnan 2001) 

 This is another feature in the lexical entries of nominals.  

 

With the ingredients above we can now define binding in the LFG perspective as 

shown in (37): 

 

(37)  Definition of LFG binding  

   A binds B if (i) A outranks B, and (ii) (A INDEX) = (B INDEX) 

 

In section 3.2, I now illustrate the principles of binding based on this new notion of 

functional-predicate argument binding. 

 

3.2 A Functional Rendition of Principles A, B, and C 

The basic binding principles in LFG are as follows: 

(38) Binding Principles in LFG (Bresnan 2001) 

a. Principle A: 

A nuclear (reflexive) pronoun must be bound in the minimal nucleus that 
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contains it and a subject outranking it. 

 b. Principle B: 

  A nonnuclear pronoun must be free in the minimal nucleus that contains it. 

 c. Principle C: 

  (Other) nominals must be free. 

 

I can now illustrate a representation and formalization of Principles A, B and C with 

the Zhuang sentences in (39)-(41): 

 

(39) a. Gou1i raem3  gou1 i 

  1.SG cut 1.SG 

  ‘I cut myself.’ 
 b.  PRED ‘raem3 <(↑SUBJ)(↑OBJ)>’ 
   SUBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  1 
     NUCL - 
     INDEX i 
   OBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  1 
     NUCL + 
     INDEX i 

(40)  a. de1 i  maeng4  de1i/j 

  3.SG like/love 3.SG 

  ‘S/he likes/loves herself/himself/her/him’ 

 b.  PRED ‘maeng4 <(↑SUBJ)(↑OBJ)>’ 
   SUBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  3 
     NUCL - 
     INDEX i 
   OBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  3 
     NUCL +/- 
     INDEX i/j 

(41)  a. Da6gin6 i   raem3  da6gin6 i  

  personal name cut  personal name 

  ‘Gin cut Gin (herself).' 
 b.  PRED ‘raem3 <(↑SUBJ)(↑OBJ)>’ 
   SUBJ  PRED ‘Da6gin6’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  3 
     GEND F 
     NUCL - 
     INDEX i 
   OBJ  PRED ‘Da6gin6’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  3 
     GEND F 
     NUCL - 
                        INDEX i 
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(42) a. De1i gang3 Carmenj  maeng4 gou1k 

  3.SG say  personal name like/love 1.SG 

  ‘S/he said Carmen likes me.’ 
 b.  PRED ‘gang3 <(↑SUBJ)(↑COMP)>’ 
   SUBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  3 
     NUCL - 
     INDEX i 
   COMP PRED ‘like <(↑SUBJ)(↑OBJ)>’ 
     SUBJ  PRED ‘Carmen’ 
       NUM  SG 
       PERS  3 
       GEND F 
       INDEX j 
     OBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
       NUM  SG 
       PERS  1 
       NUCL - 
       INDEX k 
  

In (42b), the matrix SUBJ outranks the (COMP SUBJ) and the (COMP OBJ). Since 

the three functions all have different indices, the SUBJ does not bind the (COMP 

SUBJ) or the (COMP OBJ). The (COMP SUBJ) Carmen, which is a full NP, is free 

and therefore Principle C is satisfied. The (COMP OBJ) gou1 is also free as, having a 

different index, it is not bound by the (COMP SUBJ) although the (COMP SUBJ) 

does outrank it. Both nonnuclear pronouns de1 and gou1 are free and so, Principle B 

is satisfied also. 

 

3.3 Further Issues 

 

In this section of the paper I touch on various issues that may be considered in a 

further analysis of binding in Zhuang. 

 

3.3.1 Long-Distance Anaphora 

 

What we have seen and represented so far in this section involves argument binding 

within a strict governing domain (c-command/syntactic rank). 

 

However, there are reflexives that live a ‘double life’ meaning ‘they can be locally 

bound, similar to English, herself; or they can find an antecedent outside their 

minimal clause’ (Buring 2005:72). As seen in section 2.2, Zhuang, like Mandarin, 

Cantonese, Japanese and the Scandinavian languages manifests issues of long 
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distance anaphora. Long distance anaphora challenge classical notions of binding. The 

sentence in (43), repeated from (26) illustrates this notion. 

 

(43) Da6Gin6i  heu6  [ba2ma5  de1] j  gang3  de1i 

 personal name ask mother 3.SG say/speak 3.SG 

 ‘Gin asked her mother to speak about her.’ 

(44) Da6Gin6 i sieng3 Daeg8Bin5j  maeng4  de1 i/* j 

 personal name hope  personal name  like/love 3.SG  

 ‘Gin hopes that Bin likes/loves her.’  

 

There have been two approaches to the representation and formalization of long 

distance anaphora in the literature, movement and non-movement approaches. Most 

movement approaches analyze these such that the reflexive moves back into the local 

binding domain of the antecedent. (The claim is that this is a more unified account for 

both short and long distance anaphora, something like clitic climbing.) Some analyses 

posit a much larger syntactic domain of binding (Progovac 1992, Manzini and Wexler 

1987). Others claim that LDR fall outside the domain of sentence grammar, and 

should be treated as a matter of speaker view (logophoricity) (Hellan 1988, Kuno 

1987).  

The question now is, how do I analyse this in a functional-predicational binding 

approach? With an extended notion of syntactic rank I can represent the Zhuang long 

distance anaphoric relations as follows: 
 
(45)  PRED ‘heu6 <(↑SUBJ)(↑COMP)>’ 

 SUBJ PRED ‘Da6gin6’ 
   NUM  SG 
   PERS  3 
   GEND F 
   INDEX i 
 COMP PRED ‘gang3 <(↑SUBJ)(↑OBJ)>’ 
   SUBJ  PRED ‘ba2ma5 <(↑POSS)>’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  3 
     GEND F 
     INDEX j 
     POSS  PRED ‘Pro’ 
       NUM  SG 
       PERS  3 
   OBJ  PRED ‘Pro’ 
     NUM  SG 
     PERS  3 
     NUCL + 
     INDEX i 
  

In (45), the matrix SUBJ outranks the (COMP SUBJ) and the (COMP OBJ). The 

(COMP SUBJ) ba2ma5 de1 is a full NP and is free because it has a different index. 

Principle C is satisfied. The (COMP OBJ), being a nuclear pronoun, is bound by the 

matrix SUBJ because it is outranked by and shares the same index with the matrix 
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SUBJ. Principle A is satisfied also.  

 

 

3.3.2 Distribution of Gag8 ‘Self’: Emphatic Reflexive? 

In the literature, mention has been made of complex reflexives, some of which are 

used as emphatic reflexives, such as: 

 

(46) I, myself, went there! 

 

There is a particle in Zhuang, gag8, as seen in section 2.1.1, whose distribution and 

functions I am still not sure of at this point. We suspect that it is partly an emphatic 

and partly some kind of reflexive particle. At this point, we just note a few of the facts 

of its distribution: 

The use of gag8 is the most ‘natural’ way of expressing reflexives, according to 

our field informant. But it is worth noting that the interpretation is more like ‘It is 

____ who hurt self.’ A question may be asked if this is topicalization, rather than 

reflexivisation.  

 

(47) gou1i gag8 raem3 gou1i 

 1.SG self cut 1.SG  

 ‘It was I who cut myself.’ 

(48) mwng2i gag8 raem3 mwng2i 

 2.SG self cut 2.SG 

 ‘It was you who cut yourself.’ 

(49) de1i gag8 raem3 de1i 

 3.SG self cut 3.SG 

 ‘It was s/he who cut himself/herself.’ 

(50) raeu2i gag8 raem3 raeu2i 

 1.PL self cut 1.PL 

 ‘It was we who cut ourselves.’ 

(51) sou1i gag8 raem3 sou1i  

 2.PL self cut 2.PL 

 ‘It was you who cut yourselves.’ 

(52) gyoeng5 de1i gag8 raem3 gyoeng5 de1i 

 group   that  self cut  group   that 

 ‘It was they who cut themselves.’ 

(53) *gou1i gag8 raem3 gou1 gag8i  

 1.SG self cut 1.SG self 
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 Intended: ‘I cut myself.’ 

(54) *gou1i raem3 gou1 gag8i 

 1.SG cut 1.SG self 

 Intended: ‘I cut myself.’ 

 

Furthermore, gag8 cannot be ‘self’ because it cannot appear in the OBJ position. 

However, it may turn out that gag8 means ‘alone’ and this may be compared with a 

language like Cantonese, as shown in (55): 

 

(55) a. Ngo5 zi6gei2 zyu6 

1.SG   self live 

‘I live alone.’ 

b. Ngo5 jat1 go3 jan4 zyu6 

1.SG     one CL person live 

‘I live alone.’ 

 

Finally, it is worth noting that one cannot use this particle in conjunction with all 

verbs, especially those that involve reciprocal actions or actions in which one needs 

two participants, such as with the verb “quarrel”. This is shown in (56): 

 

(56) *Gou1 gag8 do6ceng1 

1.SG self  quarrel 

 

3.3.3 Disambiguation Through Social Status Pronouns 

 

It is possible that some of the complementarity between reflexives and pronominals 

can be salvaged by specific social status pronominals, which are very characteristic of 

the Zhuang language and society: 

 

(57) a. De1i  maeng4  daeg8de1*i/j  

  3.SG like/love 3.SG.M 

  ‘S/he likes him (*himself).’ 

b. de1i maeng4  daeg8de1j  

 3.SG.F like/love 3.SG.M 

  ‘She likes him.’ 

(58) De1 ‘that/it/he/she’ 

Daeg8de1  ‘the/that boy’ 

Da6de1 ‘she/ that girl’ 
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Ae1de1 ‘that man (who has a child)’ 

Ba2de1  ‘that woman (who has a child)’ 

 

Again, at this point it is still too preliminary to explore the role of social-status coded 

pronominals in the binding theory. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, I have provided a description and proposed a formalization of Zhuang in 

terms of the binding theory. A number of issues have been raised. It has been shown 

that Zhuang and other Southeast Asian languages such as Thai, Vietnamese and 

Hmong, along with Zapotec, a language spoken in Mexico, exhibit a peculiar form of 

binding phenomena in which pronouns and names can be bound, in apparent 

contravention of binding Principles B and C. Two main approaches, which I term the 

parametric approach and the anaphoric variable approach have been advanced to 

explain how the binding principles can be adhered to. In this paper, I have proposed a 

functional-predicational approach as a new (and hopefully better) approach to 

understanding issues of binding in Zhuang and related languages. I have reinterpreted 

binding principles in terms as presented in Bresnan (2001), illustrated in (29) and 

repeated as (59). 

 

(59) Binding Principles in LFG (Bresnan 2001) 

b. Principle A: 

A nuclear (reflexive) pronoun must be bound in the minimal nucleus that 

contains it and a subject outranking it. 

 b. Principle B: 

  A nonnuclear pronoun must be free in the minimal nucleus that contains it. 

 c. Principle C: 

  (Other) nominals must be free. 

 

Based on this reinterpretation of binding in functional-predicational terms, where 

emphasis is placed on the argument functions in the event structure, several aspects of 

nominal and pronominal distribution in Zhuang can be explained in relation to the 

binding theory. 
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      The paper largely uses the conventions of the standardized national orthography for Kaqchikel,1

in which <x> = a voiceless alveopalatal sibilant (English sh), <tz> = a voiceless dental affricate , <ä>
= schwa, <q> is a uvular stop and apostrophe = glottal stop (following a vowel) or glottalization
(following a consonant). Kaqchikel dialects differ in the number of phonemic vowels. Although the
national orthography represents ten distinct vowels, the dialects represented here have six (a, ä, e, i,
o, u) and we write only those vowels here.

Glosses use the following abbreviations: abs = absolutive, cl = personal classifier (markers of
the age and sex of human referents), com = completive aspect, dir = directional, erg = ergative, inc =
incompletive aspect, p = plural, s = singular.

We thank Ash Asudeh, Joan Bresnan, Mary Dalrymple, Louisa Sadler and other participants
at LFG 2011 for their comments and questions.  Special thanks to Maria Xajil Tax and Alberto
Esquit Choy, who provided the data for this paper.

      In the following examples, we will bold-face the noun phrase with which the verb agrees.2

Abstract: Kaqchikel is a Mayan language spoken in Guatemala, with both full and partial agreement for
core grammatical functions.  The word order of Kaqchikel is very free, and the possibilities for partial
agreement differ according to whether the source is adjacent to the target or not.  We argue for an OT-
LFG approach in which constraints on agreement are sensitive to both c-structural and f-structural
information

1 Introduction

Within LFG, agreement is normally handled within f-structure, but languages which have partial

agreement in coordinate structures show us that c-structure may also play a role in such agreement

systems.  Solutions to this problem vary, but include special annotations on PS-rules (Sadler 1996, 2003)

and direct or indirect reference to f-precedence (Sadler 1999, Falk 2006, Kuhn and Sadler 2007,

Dalrymple and Hristov 2010). Kaqchikel, a Mayan language of Guatemala, shows both full and partial

agreement with conjoined subjects. Full agreement is largely unproblematic, and operates via an INDEX

feature that is resolved in familiar ways (Dalrymple and Kaplan 2000).  Partial agreement, however

shows surprising complexity, which we argue shows a sensitivity to c-structure that goes beyond f-

precedence to include adjacency of target and controller. 

2 Background on Kaqchikel1

2.1 Word order

Kaqchikel is a Mayan language spoken in highland Guatemala.  As shown in Broadwell (2000),

most Kaqchikel sentences show the possibility of two word orders; one in which the subject is initial,

and another in which the verb is initial:2

1) X-u-b’a ri    tz’i’ ri me’s.
com-3sErg-bite the dog the cat

‘The dog bit the cat.’
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2) Ri tz’i’ x-u-b’a  ri me’s.
the dog com-3sErg-bite the cat

‘The dog bit the cat.’

2.2 V-initial and SVO orders

The unmarked order for a Kaqchikel sentence is verb-initial, but the ordering principles for the

noun phrases that follow are somewhat surprising. If a transitive verb is followed by two NPs with equal

degrees of definiteness, then either order is grammatical and the sentence is ambiguous.

3) X-r-oqotaj ri   tz’i’ ri me’s.
com-3sErg-chase the dog the cat

‘The dog chased the cat.’
‘The cat chased the dog.’

4) X-r-oqotaj ri me’s ri    tz’i’.
com-3sErg-chase the cat the dog

‘The dog chased the cat.’
‘The cat chased the dog.’

There is no special discourse function associated with either of the postverbal NP positions, so far as we

can tell.  There are several preverbal positions for topical, contrastive, and interrogative elements, but

we do not believe that the two postverbal positions show any difference in c-structure realization, or in

the grammatical or discourse functions assigned to these positions.

If one of the NPs is definite and the other is indefinite, then a.) the definite NP must follow the

indefinite (a strong preference) and b.) the definite is interpreted as the subject (an inviolable rule).

5) X-r-oqotaj jun me’s ri tz’i’.
com-3sErg-chase a    cat the dog

‘The dog chased a cat.’
* ‘A cat chased the dog.’

6) ?*X-r-oqotaj ri tz’i’ jun me’s.
   com-3sErg-chase the dog a    cat 

 ?*‘The dog chased a cat.’
* ‘A cat chased the dog.’

There is also a clear but violable preference for proper nouns to follow common nouns, even if the nouns

are definite:
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7) X-u-loq’ ri wä’y ri   xta Maria.
com-3sErg-buy the tortilla the cl Maria

‘Maria bought the tortillas.’

? X-u-loq’ ri   xta Maria  ri wä’y.
com-3sErg-buy the cl   Maria the tortilla

If two proper nouns follow the verb, the sentence is ambiguous:

8) X-r-oqotaj ri   xta Maria ri    a   Juan
com-3sErg-chase the cl   Maria the cl Juan

‘Maria chased Juan.’
‘Juan chased Maria.’

SVO is freely available as an alternative order.  As Broadwell (2000) shows, SVO is obligatory for

indefinite transitive subjects. 

2.3 S and IP in Kaqchikel

Broadwell (2000) argues that the verb-initial and SVO orders in Kaqchikel correspond to

syntactic structures like the ones shown in figures (1) and (2).  (1) shows a flat, non-endocentric S, while

(2) shows a phrase headed by Infl.
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     Alberto Esquit-Choy finds final adverbs to be somewhat odd, but possibly acceptable in some3

contexts.  

      The same adverb placement facts obtain, regardless of the interpretation.4

Figure 1 Non-endocentric structure

The difference between these two structures is supported by data from adverb placement.

For the verb-initial structure, a temporal adverb like iwir ‘yesterday’ may appear at the beginning

or end of the S, but not in other places:3

9) Iwir x-r-oqotaj ri tz’i’ ri me’s. TAdv V S O
yesterday com-3sErg-chase the dog the cat

‘Yesterday the dog chased the cat/Yesterday the cat chased the dog.’4

*X-r-oqotaj iwir ri tz’i’ ri me’s. *V Adv S O
*X-r-oqotaj ri tz’i’ iwir ri me’s. *V S Adv O
?X-r-oqotaj ri tz’i’ ri me’s iwir ?V S O Adv

However, possibilities for adverb placement are notably different in the SVO order:

Figure 2 Endocentric structure
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10) Iwir ri tz’i’ x-r-oqotaj   ri me’s. TAdv S V O
yesterday the dog   com-3sErg-chase the cat

TRi tz’i’ iwir x-r-oqotaj ri me’s. TS Adv V O
TRi tz’i’ x-r-oqotaj iwir ri me’s. TS V Adv O
? Ri tz’i’ x-r-oqotaj ri me’s iwir. ? S V O Adv

We can account for the distribution of temporal adverbs with the following statement:

11)  Temporal adverbs are (left-)adjoined to S or an extended projection of S. 

Thus Kaqchikel has two options for the syntactic structure of a clause: it may project a minimal, non-

endocentric S or a more elaborated, endocentric IP.

3 Agreement in Kaqchikel

Agreement in Kaqchikel works on an ergative-absolutive basis.  Various Kaqchikel dialects have slightly

divergent paradigms, but the following are the most common:

Ergative Absolutive

Preconsonantal Prevocalic

1 sg nu- ~ in- w- in-

2 sg a- aw- at-

3 sg r(u)- ~ Ø r- Ø

1 pl qa- q- oj-

2 pl i- iw- ix-

3 pl ki- k- e- ~ Ø

The following examples illustrate the agreement system in simple examples.

12) X-in-ki-k’utuj.
 com-1sAbs-3pErg-ask

‘They asked me.’ 

13) X-e-wär.
com-3pArg-sleep
‘They slept.’

14) Y-e-ru-näq kan ri alab’om.
inc-3pAbs-3sErg-bother dir the children
‘She was bothering the children.’
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The general pattern for a Kaqchikel verb is (Aspect Marker)-(Absolutive Agreement)-(Ergative

Agreement)-Verb Root.   The two aspects that show up in this paper are /x-/ ‘completive aspect’ and

/y- ~ n-/ ‘incompletive aspect’.  The allomorphy of the incomplete is conditioned by the following

agreement marker; it is /y-/ before an overt absolutive prefix or the 1sgErg /-in-/ and /n-/ elsewhere.

4 First conjunct subject agreement

4.1 V[SS]O Word Order

V[SS]O is the unmarked word order in Kaqchikel. In this format, the preferable verbal

agreement pattern with the conjunct subjects is partial agreement with the first conjunct (FC).

3p 3p 1s15) N-ki-tz’ibaj riye’ i riyin jun wuj V [S S ]O

inc-3pErg-write they and    I        a    letter

        They and I write a letter.

1s 1s 3p16) Y-in-tz’ibaj riyin i riye’ ri wuj V S S O      

inc-1sgErg-write  I  and they the    letter

I and they write the letter.

Full agreement with the index (semantic) values of the conjunct set of subjects is also possible, but

this pattern was infrequently volunteered by our consultant, and it seems less common than partial

agreement with the FC.

2p 2S 3s17) N-i-taj     riyet        i      riya’   wäy V [S S ]O        
Inc-2pErg-eat you(sg)  and   he        tortilla

     
 He and you eat tortillas

1p 1[SS]2p18) N-qa-tz’ibaj        riyin     i        rix          jun    wuj V S O
inc-1pErg-write       I          and    you(pl)    a    letter

        You all and I write a letter.

The set (x+y) of the index values of the conjunct subjects follows the familiar pattern below:

(x+y) Values

x y (x+y)

1 1;2;3 1p

2 2;3 2p

3 3 3p
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4.2 The order of the conjuncts

     We also found that the order of the conjuncts matters.  Conjunct order in VSO preferentially

shows the highest-ranking conjunct first, where local persons outrank non-local persons and plurals

outrank singulars. Agreement must be with the adjacent, higher-ranking conjunct.

3s 3s 1s19) *? N-tz’ibaj    riya’     i    riyin  ri    wuj *?V S S O

        inc-write     s/he   and    I     def    letter

S/he and I write the letter.

1s 1s 3s20) Y-in-tz’ibaj        riyin i    riya’  ri    wuj V S S O

  inc-1sgErg-write  I       and s/he   def    letter

I and s/he write the letter.

4.2.1  SSVO Word Order

The SVO word order in Kaqchikel emphasizes the subject of the phrase and is therefore

marked in comparison to the VSO word order. In the SSVO word order, only full agreement with the

index values of the conjunct set of subjects is grammatical.

1s 3s 1p21) Riyin i riya’  n-qa-tz’ibaj    jun wuj S S V O

           I and   he    inc-1pErg-write       a     letter

        He and I write a letter.

2p 1s 1p22) Rix         i     riyin  x-qa-taj [S S ]V

you(pl)  and     I       com-1pErg-com-ate

You all and I ate it.

It is interesting to note that partial agreement with the FC subject is ungrammatical.

1s 2s 2s23) *Riyin  i   riyet n-a-tz’ibaj   jun    wuj *S S V O

       I   and   you(sg)  inc-2sErg-write      a     letter

       I and you write a letter.

1s 2s 2s24) *Riyin      i   riyet n-i-tz’ibaj   jun    wuj *S S V O

       I      and   you(sg)  inc-1sErg-write      a     letter

       I and you write a letter.
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4.2.2 VOSS Word Order

In VOSS word order, full agreement on the verb with the index values of the conjunct set of

subjects is grammatical and preferred.

1p 1s 2s25) N-qa-tz’ät ri   achi’a riyin     i      riyet V OS S

        inc-1pErg-see  the   boys     I      and  you(sg)

        You and I see the boys.

Partial verbal agreement is also possible.  But surprisingly, the partial agreement is not with the

closest subject, but for local persons (1  and 2  person), whether these are the closest or not.st nd

1s 1s 3s26) Y-in-tz’ät    ri   achi’a  riyin    i     riya’ V OS S

          inc-1sErg-see     the   boys      I     and    he

        He and I see the boys.

1s 3s 1s27) Y-in-tz’ät    ri   achi’a   riya’   i    riyin V OS S

          inc-1sErg-see     the   boys     he    and    I

        He and I see the boys.

Summary of patterns with subject agreement

closest conjunct full agreement highest-ranking

conjunct

VSSO yes, preferred; higher

ranked first

yes, possible no

SSVO no yes no

VOSS no yes, preferred yes, possible

5 Conjunct Object Agreement in Verbs

5.1  SVOO Word Order

In SVOO word order, verbal absolutive agreement with the first conjunct  is grammatical and

preferred.
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1s 1s 2p28) Ri    achi’a      y-in-ki-tz’ät    riyin   i       rix SV O O

2p       the   boys   inc-1sAbs-2pErg -see    I       and   you(pl)

       The boys see me and you.

2s 2s 3s29) Ri   achi’a    y-at-ki-tz’ät         riyet      i    riya’ SV O O

       the  boys    inc-2sAbs-3pErg-see      you(sg) and   he

       The boys see you and him.

Full agreement is also grammatical in SVOO word order. Our native speaker  said that full agreement

is a “quicker” or more “informal” way of saying the phrase, while partial agreement is the “more

correct” way. 

1p 1s 3p30) Ri   achi’a      y-oj-ki-tz’ät    riyin   i     riye’ SV O O

        the  boys   inc-1pAbs-3pErg-see   I    and   they

        The boys see me and them.

2p 3p 2s31) Ri  achi’a  y-ix-ki-tz’ät   riye’  i      riyet SV O O

        the  boys   inc-2pAbs-3pErg-see   they and  you(sg)

        The boys see you all and them.

5.2 VSOO Word Order

Full agreement is grammatical and preferred in VSOO word order:

1p 1s 3s32) Y-oj-ki-tz’ät     ri   achi’a  riyin    i       riyet  V SO O

        inc-1pAbs-3pErg-see     the  boys    I     and  you(sg)

        The boys see you and me.

2p 3s 2p33) Y-ix-ki -tz’ät         ri  achi’a riya’  i        rix   V SO O

         inc-2pAbs-3pErg-see     the  boys    he   and  you all

       The boys see you all and him.

As was the case for the subjects in VOSS word order, the objects in VSOO are not adjacent to
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the verb.  Partial agreement is possible, but agreement is with the higher ranking conjunct, not the

closest conjunct. 

2s 2s 3s34) Y-ät-ki-tz’ät        ri  achi’a   riyet        i  riya’ V SO O

        inc-2sAbs-2pErg-see    the  boys  you(sg)  and  he

        The boys see him and you.

1s 3s 1s35) Y-in-ki-tz’ät      ri   achi’a riya’   i    riyin V SO O

1s       inc-1sAbs-3pErg-see      the   boys   he    and    I

        The boys see me and him.

1s 3s 1s36) *Y-Ø-ki-tz’ät   ri   achi’a riya’   i    riyin V SO O

1s       inc-3sAbs-3pErg-see      the   boys   he    and    I

        The boys see me and him.

5.3 VOOS Word Order

Full agreement is grammatical in the VOOS word order:

2p 2s 3s37) Y-ix-ki-tz’ät    riyet      i    riya’  ri   achi’a V O O S

       inc-2pAbs-3pErg-see  you(sg) and   he    the  boys

        The boys see you and him.

Although sentences like this are accepted,  our speaker tends to prefer and volunteer the partial
agreement instead

The partial agreement pattern in VOOS phrases is similar to other word orders in which

conjunct object or subject is adjacent to the inflected verb: partial agreement with the FC is

grammatical in most situations.

1s 1s 2p38) Y-in-ki-tz’ät riyin   i    riya’  ri   achi’a V O O S

       inc-1sAbs-3pErg- see I       and   he   the  boys

        The boys see me and him.

As with partial agreement with the subject, our speaker strongly prefers to order the higher ranking

conjunct so that it is adjacent to the verb:
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2s 2s 3s39) Y-at-ki-tz’ät            riyet      i    riya’ ri achi’a  V O O S
       inc-2sAbs-3pErg-see    you(sg) and   he the  boys    
       The boys see you and him.

3s 3s 2s40) *?N-ki-tz’ät   riya’      i    riyet ri   achi’a V O O S
       inc-3pErg-see   he   and   you the  boys    
       The boys see him and you.

Summary of patterns with object  agreement
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closest conjunct full agreement highest-ranking

conjunct

VOOS yes, preferred; higher

ranked first

yes, possible no

SVOO yes, preferred; higher

ranked first

yes, possible no

VSOO no yes, preferred yes, possible

Notice that the VOOS and SVOO  patterns are the same; the important thing for the agreement is the

adjacency or non-adjacency of target and source.

6 Comparing the subject and object agreement properties

Summary of patterns with subject agreement

closest conjunct full agreement highest-ranking

conjunct

VSSO yes, preferred; higher

ranked first

yes, possible no

SSVO no yes no

VOSS no yes, preferred yes, possible

Summary of patterns with object  agreement

closest conjunct full agreement highest-ranking

conjunct

VOOS or SVOO yes, preferred; higher

ranked first

yes, possible no

VSOO no yes, preferred yes, possible

Comparing these, we see that SSVO is really the special case; it has obligatory full agreement and

neither of the partial agreement patterns.  There is not a directly comparable OOVS, since OVS order

is marginal in Kaqchikel.

If we focus on agreement with post-verbal arguments, however, we arrive at the following combined

table:
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      Kaqchikel only has a singular/plural contrast in its number system, but to handle languages with5

a more complex system, we might restate this constraint as *Target [NUM ¬ PL], Source { [NUM
PL]}

closest conjunct full agreement highest-ranking

conjunct

V and NP adjacent yes, preferred; higher

ranked first

yes, possible no

V and NP not adjacent no yes, preferred yes, possible

7 Problems and desiderata

There are several aspects of this pattern that are difficult for current LFG approaches.   

a.) An approach in terms of f-precedence fails to capture the importance of adjacency.  Consider

subject agreement.  In the VSSO and VOSS patterns, the precedence relations between between the

verb and the subject are the same.

b.) The pattern of agreement with the highest conjunct is novel.  Person/number hierarchies have been

observed in other aspects of morphology, but I am not aware of other examples where it interacts in

this way with coordination.

c.) We do not think that LFG has a good solution to the problem of preferred conjunct order at c-

structure.

Note that there may be a preference like this for agreement with the postverbal NP in the English there

sentences.  Our own intuitions, and those of the speakers we consulted, are approximately as follows:

41) ??There is a man and two women at the door.
* There is two women and a man at the door.
*? There are a man and two women at the door.

There are two women and a man at the door.

Thus it seems to us that other languages also have preferences for certain orders of conjuncts at c-

structure, where the order preference is tied to an agreement preference.

8 Toward a solution
8.1 A first attempt

We propose an Optimality Theoretic solution, where constraints can refer to both f-structural and c-

structural conditions.

 a.) a constraint which penalizes target (here a verb) which fails to agree with a SUBJ/OBJ which has a

[PER 1] feature in its set of features,   *Target [PER ¬1], Source { [PER 1]}

b.)  an  equally ranked constraint which penalizes a target which fails to agree with a a source (here a

SUBJ or OBJ) which has a [NUM PL]  feature in its set of features,  *Target [NUM SG], Source {

[NUM PL]}5

c.)  a constraint which penalizes adjacency between a target and source if the two have different values

for INDEX,  *Adjacent(Target [INDEX:á], Source [INDEX:â]), where á�â, abbreviated here as
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*Adjacent (Tá, Sâ). The intuition here is that speakers try to avoid a perceived feature clash between

adjacent elements.

 Tableau 1 shows two high-ranked conjuncts.  The top portion of the tableau shows VSO order; the

bottom portion shows VOS. 

42) Tableau 1

*Adjacent (Tá,

Sâ)

*Target [PER ¬1], 

Source { [PER 1]}

*Target [NUM SG], 

Source { [NUM PL]}

1sgV   [they and I]… *! *

1sg  L V   [I and they]  … *

3pl L V  [they and I]… *

3pl  V   [I and they]  … *! *

1sgL V   ... [they and I] *

1sg  L V  ... [I and they] *

3pl L V  ... [they and I] *

3pl  L V   ... [I and they] *

In a case like this, the verb can either show plurality or 1  person, both of which are favored by thest

constraints.  The *Adjacent (Tá, Sâ) penalizes candidates where the verb has an agreement feature
which is different from its adjacent target.

Tableau 2 shows the various options when there is one high-ranked conjunct and one low-ranked
conjunct.  The top portion of the tableau shows VSO order and the bottom portion shows VOS order.
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43) Tableau 2

*Adjacent

(Tá, Sâ)

*Target [PER ¬1], 

Source { [PER 1]}

*Target [NUM SG], 

Source { [NUM

PL]}

1sg  V   [s/he and I] … *!

1sg  L V   [I and s/he] …

3sg  V  [s/he and I] … *!

3sg  V   [I and s/he] … *! *

1sg  LV   … [s/he and I]

1sg  L V  … [I and s/he]

3sg  V  … [s/he and I] *!

3sg  V  …[I and s/he] *!

This analysis is subject to some provisos and cautions:

– The tableaux so far do not include whatever factors of definiteness/giveness determine the
VSO/VOS alternation, so all are presented in the same candidate set.   However, since both VSO and
VOS are possible, we think that they must involve somewhat different inputs, possibly with additional
features not shown in this input.

– We propose that the SVO structure involves a covert pronoun in its f-structure representation, and
that the INDEX value of the pronoun is equal to the INDEX value of the entire coordinate structure.

– The constraint *Target [PER ¬1], Source { [PER 1]} only handles failure to agree with a first person
source; we would also need a constraint *Target [PER ¬2], Source { [PER 2]} .  It might seem
possible to formulate a constraint *Target [PER ¬1|2], Source { [PER 1|2]} , but this would fail to
make the right prediction in a tableau like the following where one candidate has a verb which is 2nd

person plural:
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44) Tableau 3

*Adjacent (Tá,

Sâ)

*Target [PER ¬1|2], 

Source { [PER 1|2]}

*Target [NUM SG], 

Source { [NUM PL]}

1sgV   [they and I]… *! *

1sg   V   [I and they]  … *

3pl V  [they and I]… *

3pl  V   [I and they] … *! *

1sgV   ... [they and I] *

1sg  V  ... [I and they] *

3pl V  ... [they and I] *

3plV   ... [I and they] *

2pl  ; V   ... [I and they]

8.2 Some corrections and elaborations

The constraints and tableaxu given so far only deal with partial agreement with post-verbal arguments. 
Recall, however, that full agreement is also possible.  To handle this possibility, we need to add
another constraint along the lines of our *Adjacent (Tá, Sâ) constraint.  In the previous tableau we
assumed that the first conjunct is adjacent to the target, but there is also adjacency between the target
and the entire conjoined structure.  We hypothesize that languages may also try to avoid feature clash
between the verb and this larger structure.  We can use  the abbreviation Source  for the coordinateMAX

structure and Source for the individual conjuncts, we can posit the following constraints:MIN 

 *Adjacent(Target [INDEX:á], Source  [INDEX:â]) – Penalize a candidate if an agreement targetMAX

bears an INDEX feature á and  the maximal constituent of the agreement source bears an INDEX
feature â.
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 *Adjacent(Target [INDEX:á], Source  [INDEX:â]) – Penalize a candidate an agreement targetMIN

bears an INDEX feature á and  a conjunct of the agreement source bears an INDEX feature â.

In Kaqchikel, these two constraints must be equally ranked, since both full and partial agreement are
possible.  Using these assumptions, the following tableau shows the outcome when candidates with
full agreement are added.

45) Tableau 4

*Adjacent (Tá,

S  â)MIN

*Adjacent (Tá,

S â)MAX 

*Target [PER ¬1], 

Source { [PER 1]}

*Target [NUM

SG], 

Source { [NUM

PL]}

1sg  V   [s/he and I] … *! *

1sg   V   [I and s/he] … *

3sg  V  [s/he and I] … * *!

3sg  V   [I and s/he]  … *! * *

1pl  V  [I and s/he]  ... *

1pl  V  [ s/he and I] ... *

1sg  LV   … [s/he and I]

1sg  L V  … [I and s/he]

3sg  V  … [s/he and I] *!

3sg  V  …[I and s/he] *!

1pl  LV  ... [s/he and I]

1pl ....  LV  [I and s/he]
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This almost gives the correct results, but the problem is that every VSO candidate violates one of the
adjacency constraints, since it is not possible to avoid a clash with the entire coordinate structure and
the first conjunct at the same time unless both conjuncts are 3pl.

If we return, however, to the idea that VSO and VOS structures represent different candidate
sets, then we arrive at the following two tableaux.  The first is for the VSO order, and the second is for
the VOS order.

46) Tableau 5

*Adjacent (Tá,

S  â)MIN

*Adjacent (Tá,

S â)MAX 

*Target [PER ¬1], 

Source { [PER 1]}

*Target [NUM SG], 

Source { [NUM

PL]}

1sg  V   [s/he and I]  … *! *

1sg   LV   [I and s/he] … *

3sg  V  [s/he and I] … * *!

3sg  V   [I and s/he]  … *! * *

1pl  LV  [I and s/he] ... *

1pl  LV  [ s/he and I]  ... *
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Tableau 6

*Adjacent (Tá,

S  â)MIN

*Adjacent

(Tá, SMAX

â)

*Target [PER ¬1], 

Source { [PER 1]}

*Target [NUM SG], 

Source { [NUM PL]}

1sg  LV   … [s/he and I]

1sgL V  … [I and s/he]

3sg  V  … [s/he and I] *!

3sg  V  …[I and s/he] *!

1pl  LV  ... [s/he and I]

1pl ....  LV  [I and s/he]

8.3 Extensions and speculations

We ranked *Adjacent (Tá, S  â)  and *Adjacent (Tá, S  â) equally in Kaqchikel, becauseMIN MAX

both full and partial agreement are found in this language.  However, if we give the ranking *Adjacent
(Tá, S  â) o *Adjacent (Tá, S  â), then we predict a language with only partial agreement, likeMIN MAX

Welsh.  If we use the ranking *Adjacent (Tá, S  â) o *Adjacent (Tá, S  â), then we get a languageMAX MIN

with only full agreement, like Spanish.

Comparing our approach with the system of INDEX features proposed in Dalrymple and
Hristov (2010), our equally ranked {*Adjacent (Tá, S  â), *Adjacent (Tá, S  â)} corresponds toMIN MAX

L) (R)their functional metavariable (f(  INDEX) or (f  INDEX).  This would be the parameter setting for a
language with optional partial agreement. Our ranking {*Adjacent (Tá, S  â) o *Adjacent (Tá, SMIN MAX

L Râ)} corresponds to their (f  INDEX ) or (f  INDEX), which is the parameter specification for a language
with only partial agreement.  Finally, our ranking {*Adjacent (Tá, S  â) o *Adjacent (Tá, S  â)}MAX MIN

corresponds to their (f INDEX).

While both systems describe a full range of systems, we note that the Dalrymple and Hristov
approach builds the notions of left and right into their functional metavariables, and that as a
consequence the partial agreement must be specified in terms of direction.    Since the information
about the left and right order is present in the c-structure, we would prefer to minimize the amount of c-
structural information referred to by f-structure metavariables.  In contrast, our constraints are able to
evaluate candidates based on both their c-structural and f-structural properties. Constraints are
purposely designed to evaluate correspondences between different structures, and to our mind they are
an optimal mechanism for the description of linguistic phenomena that involve the interaction of linear
order and features.
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Abstract

This paper provides a descriptive overview of restrictive relative clauses
(henceforthRRCs) in Maltese, a construction which has received little atten-
tion to date and which is poorly described in existing grammars. We outline
an LFG approach to the facts we describe bulding on existing LFG work on
relatives. Further we explore some issues raised by Maltesefor approaches
to resumption.

1 Maltese Restrictive Relative Clauses

Maltese is a mixed language belonging to the South Arabic branch of Central
Semitic, with a Maghrebi/Siculo-Arabic stratum, a Romance(Sicilian, Italian) su-
perstratum and an English adstratum. Our data judgements are based mainly on
the Naxxari dialect, a Noth-Western dialectal variety spoken by the native speaker
author: we note where different judgements would hold in formal (high register)
Maltese. We can distinguish between three broad types ofRRC in Maltese (i)li
initial RRCS, (ii) wh-fronted RRCS and (iii) ‘partitive’ RRCS introduced bymilli
(from.COMP). The latter category raises some interesting questions ofanalysis, but
for reasons of space we exclude them from consideration in this paper.

1.1 li Relatives

The invariant elementli is found introducing a range of clause types (including
relative clauses) and is most likely a cognate of the elementli, illi, yalli found in
the Arabic vernaculars (which has received a range of different analyses including
COMP, DET andRELPRON). In Maltese this element is aCOMPlementiser and may
(for example) introduce an embedded complement to a verb (1), a noun comple-
ment clause (2) or a sentential subject (3).

(1) N(a)-èseb
1SG-think

li
that

n-af-u
1SG-know-3SGM.ACC

I think that I know him.

(2) Il-fatt
DEF-fact

li
that

wasal-na
arrived-1PL

tard
late

ma
NOT

j-èabbat-ni-x
3SGM-bother-1SG.ACC-NEG

The fact that we arrived late does not bother me.

(3) Li
That

l-ġimgèa
DEF-week

d-dieèla
DEF-entering.PROG.SGF

se
FUT.part

t-kun
3SGF-be

vaganza
holiday

hija
COP.3SGF

stqarrija
statement

sorprendenti
surprising

That the coming week will be a holiday is a surprising statement.

†We thank Doug Arnold, Ash Asudeh, Mary Dalrymple, participants at LFG 2011 and the editors
Miriam Butt and Tracy Holloway King for comments and feedback.
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There are few restrictions on the use ofli in RRCs: it may be used in short and
long-distance relativization on manyGF functions and co-ocurs with both gaps and
resumptive pronouns, with both definite and indefinite antecedents. In Maltese,
gap andRP are not in complementary distribution and are freely interchangeable
in many positions. However it shows the familiarHighest Subject Restriction
(Borer, 1984; McCloskey, 1990) which excludes a resumptivepronoun from this
position (compare (4) and (5)), and also excludes anRP from the highestOBJ posi-
tion in relatives with definite or quantified heads (compare (6) to (7)).

(4) It-tifel
DEF-boy

li
COMP

(*hu)
(*he)

ra-ni
saw.3SG-1SG.ACC

lbieraè
yesterday

the boy who saw me yesterday

(5) It-tifel
DEF-boy

li
COMP

qal-u-l-i
said-3PL-DAT-1SG

li
COMP

(hu)
he

kien
was.3SGM

ra-hom
saw.3SGM.3PL.ACC

the boy who they told me that saw them

(6) Iltqat-t
met-1SG

mat-tifel
with.DEF-boy

li
COMP

kellem
spoke.3SGM

I met with the boy he spoke to.

(7) Kull
All

tifel
boy

li
COMP

èsib-t
thought-1SG

li
COMP

kellim-t-(u)
spoke-1SG-(3SGM.ACC)

lbieraè
yesterday

every boy that I thought I spoke to yesterday

(8) shows relativisation on aOBJθ function: since the morphology does not
provide an appropriate affixal resource, a gap is obligatory. There is, however,
what we might call a dative pronominal affix and goal/recipient arguments may be
gaps (under certain conditions) or resumptives, as shown in(9). The possibility
of a gap, and the fact that the dative marker itself does not appear to share the
characteristics of a typical preposition in the language, suggest to us that the affixal
elements-li , -lu etc. corresponds to a direct function, and so we suggest thatthey
mark a particular thematically restricted object, namelyOBJgoal.1

(8) Il-grammatika/somma
DEF-grammar/sum

li
COMP

gèid-t-l-i
told-1SG-DAT-2SG

gèallim-t-hom
taught-1SG-3PL.ACC

the grammar/a sum that I told you I taught them

1Note thatOBJθ is a collection of (thematically restricted) functions: Maltese is not alone in
providing a morphological means of expression for just theOBJgoal among these functions. In what
follows we sometimes mentionOBJgoal explicitly (and redundantly) alongsideOBJθ for clarity.
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(9) Ir-raġel
DEF-man

li
COMP

bgèatt-(lu)
sent.1SG.(-DAT.3SGM)

l-ittra
DEF-letter

wėgibni
responded.3SGM.1SG

The man that I sent (him) the letter responded.

A gap is not licensed asOBL OBJ or asPOSS.

(10) Il-forn,
DEF-oven

li
COMP

èmej-na
baked-1PL

l-èoḃz
DEF-bread

fi-*(h)
in-3SGM.ACC

the oven in which we baked the bread

(11) It-tarbija
DEF-baby

li
COMP

n-af
1SG-know

’l omm-*(ha)
ACC.mother-3SGF.ACC

the baby whose mother I know

The following summarises the distribution pattern forli RRCs in both immedi-
ate (IDD) and long-distance (LDD) dependencies, a distribution which raises some
interesting questions for further work. We suggest that theunderlying pattern is
that resumptives and gaps are in free distribution, subjectto some additional re-
strictions.

(12) Summary for Li Relatives
GF IDD LDD
SUBJ Gap Gap/RP Highest Subject Restriction
OBJ Gap/RP Gap/RP Indefinite RCs
OBJ Gap Gap/RP Definite/Quantified RCs
OBJθ Gap Gap
OBJgoal Gap/RP RP
OBL OBJ RP RP
POSS RP RP

1.2 wh Relatives

Maltese also has wh-relatives, introduced by a range ofwh- pronouns including:
min ‘who’ ( SUBJ), ’l min ‘whom’ (OBJ, OBJgoal), fejn ‘where’ (locativeADJ, OBL),
andxiex ‘which’ ( OBL OBJ).2 The inanimate pronounxiexoccurs only as the com-
plement of a preposition: its counterpart in direct function positions isx’ and this
element is grammatical in wh-questions but not inRRCs. The result of this is that
relativisation with the wh-strategy on direct (nominal) grammatical functions is
only possible for animate elements. With direct functions the antecedent must also
be definite. Finally, wh-relatives always involve a gap rather than aRP.3 Examples
(13) to (15) illustrate relativisation on direct functions(with definite antecedents).

2A further wh-pronoun,ma, ‘what’ exists in the dialect but is rather archaic and used only in very
restricted and highly conventionalised contexts. We do nottake it to be productive.

3But see Section 4 on relativization in islands.
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(13) Ir-raġel
DEF-man

min
who

gèid-t-l-ek
told-1SG-DAT-2SG

fetaè-l-i
opened.3SGM-DAT-1SG

il-bieb
DEF-door

the man who I told you opened the door for me SUBJ

(14) It-tifel
DEF-boy

’l min
ACC.who

n(a)-èseb
1SG-think

j-gèallem-*u
3-teaches.3SGM-3SG.ACC

the boy who I think he teaches OBJ

(15) It-tifel
DEF-boy

’l min
ACC.who

gèadni
yet.1SG

kemm
just

xejjir-t-*l-u
waved-1SG-DAT-3SGM

the boy who I just waved to OBJgoal

(16) to (18) involve relativisation on non-term functions (OBL and ADJ) and
permit indefinite antecedents.4

(16) (Ir)-raġel
(DEF)-man

ma’/fejn/gèand
with/near/at

min
who

èsib-t
thought-1SG

li
COMP

raj-t-ek
saw.1SG-2SG.ACC

the/a man with/near/next to whom I thought I saw you OBL

(17) (Il-)barmil
(DEF)-bucket

b’xiex
with.what

soltu
usually

n-tella
1SG-get.up

l-ilma
DEF-water

mill-bir
from.DEF-well

the/a bucket which I usually get the water from the well with

(18) (It-)triq
(DEF-)street

minn
from

fejn
where

(mnejn)
(from.where)

n-gèaddi
1SG-pass

the/a street from where I pass ADJ

(19) summarises forRRCs introduced by a wh-relative pronoun.

(19) Summary for Wh Relatives
ANT GF
DEF SUBJ Gap min: Human dialect only
DEF OBJ Gap ’l min: Human dialect only
DEF OBJθ Gap ’l min: Human dialect only
DEF DATgoal Gap ’l min: Human dialect only

OBL Gap dialect + standard
ADJ Gap dialect + standard

In summary, we find gaps andRP in overlapping distribution inli RRCs: we
assume thatRP is available everywhere subject to specific constraints (e.g. HSR).
Wh-relatives involve gaps. The antecedent of a wh-RRC on direct (term) functions
is required to be both definite and human. In the following section, we outline an
analysis of this data building directly on existing analyses of RRCs in LFG.

4 Relativisation onPOSSis not possible with the wh-strategy:

(i) *It-tifel
DEF-boy

’l min
ACC.who

n-af
1SG-know

lil
ACC

omm-u
mother-3SGM.ACC

The boy whom I know his mother
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2 Basic Analysis

We start with an account of gappedRRCs, drawing on the analysis of EnglishRRCs
in Dalrymple (2001). The facts outlined above concerning the distribution of the
(invariant) elementli suggest that it is a complementiser. ARRC introduced byli
has a null (ǫ) TOPIC: we assume the rule in (20) for such relative clauses.5 The
annotation (ADJ ∈ ↑ ) places an existential constraint ensuring that the nullTOPIC

occurs only when the CP is a relative clause. Subject to general syntactic con-
straints, a gap may correspond to any direct (that is, non-prepositional)GF of a
clause. The pathDIRGF is defined in (24). TheTOPIC is identified with some
within-clause function defined by means of the path RGAPPATH, defined in (21).6

(20) CP −→ ǫ
(↑ TOPIC PRED) = ‘ PRO’

(ADJ ∈ ↑ )
(↑ COMPFORM) =c LI

(↑ TOPIC) = (↑ RGAPPATH)

C′

↑ = ↓

(21) RGAPPATH≡ { COMP} * DIRGF

Constraints

Turning now to wh-relatives, in these structures awh-phrases (NP or PP) ap-
pears in the specifier of CP position. If the relative dependency ends in a direct
(NP) function, that isSUBJ, OBJ, OBJgoal or OBJθ, then the antecedent is subject
to the constraint that it must be [+Human] and [+Def]. TheTOPIC is identified with
some within-clause function defined by means of the pathnameRWHGAPPATH, de-
fined in (23). Finally, in the case of wh-relatives, theRELPROmay correspond to
either theTOPIC or anOBJ function embedded within theTOPIC - the latter in the
case of pied-piping in examples such as (16) and (17).

(22) CP −→ XP
(↑ TOPIC) = ↓

(↑ TOPIC) = (↑ RWHGAPPATH)
(↑ RELPRO) = (↑ TOPIC (OBL* OBJ))

C′

↑ = ↓

(23) RWHGAPPATH≡ { COMP} * DIRGF | INDIRGF

Constraints @DEFHUM

(24) DIRGF ≡ SUBJ|OBJ|OBJgoal |OBJθ

(25) INDIRGF ≡ OBL|ADJ ∈

(26) DEFHUM ≡ ((ADJ ∈ COMP* ↑ ) DEF) = +
((ADJ ∈ COMP* ↑ ) ANIM ) = HUM

5The elementli is obligatory in nullTOPIC relatives but obligatorily absent in wh-relatives.
6We assume for the moment that all Maltese verbal complementsareCOMPs.
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An f-structure along the lines of (28) will result forli or wh relatives like (27)
(we omit some minor morphosyntactic features here).

(27) Rajt
Saw.1SG

lit-tifel
ACC.DEF-boy

li
COMP

/’l min
/who

j-af
3SGM-know

Pawlu
Paul

I saw the boy that Paul knows.

(28)



PRED ‘ BOY’
DEF +

ADJ








PRED ‘ KNOW<(SUBJ) (OBJ)>’
COMPFORM DECL

SUBJ




PRED ‘ PAUL’
PERS 3
GEND MASC

NUM SG




TOPIC
[

PRED ‘ PRO/WHO’
]

OBJ











With this in place, we now turn to the analysis of the nature, occurrence and
distribution of the resumptive pronoun inRRCs, and in particular to the questions
(i) what is the correct analysis of the resumptive strategy and (ii) how is the above
supplemented to account forRPs? We begin with a brief overview of key work in
LFG on resumption.

3 Resumption in LFG

A key distinction is that made between true resumptives, which are grammatically
licensed bound pronouns, and false resumptives, or intrusive pronouns, which are
not grammatically licensed (but might arise in performance, sometimes due to pro-
cessing constraints). A number of properties distinguish true resumptives from
intrusive pronouns. Asudeh (2004) lists the following (drawing notably on Chao
and Sells (1983) and using English for illustrative purposes although English in
fact shows intrusive rather than resumptive behaviour): (i) true resumptives, but
not intrusive pronouns, permit binding by a quantifier resisting an e-type interpre-
tation (every, each, no- I’d like to review every book that Mary couldn’t remember
if she’d read RP/*IP before); (ii) true resumptives, but not intrusives, support a list
answer (Which of the linguists do you think if Mary hires RP/*IP everyone will be
happy?—- Chris, Daniel or Bill); (iii) true resumptives, but not intrusives, support
functional answers to questions.

As pronouns,RPs are subject to some interpretive restrictions. As noted by
Doron (1982) they do not permitde dictoor non-specific readings, so that inDani
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will find the woman that he is looking for (RP), the RP would receive ade dicto
reading; and they do not permit pair-list answers to wh-questions such asWhich
woman did every man invite (RP)?(Engdahl, 1980; Sharvit, 1999)

Asudeh (2004) develops an approach to true resumptives inLFG building on
the twin insights that (i) they are syntactically pronouns and (ii) they are surplus
resources which are ultimately removed from semantic composition. As syntac-
tic pronouns,RPs are anaphorically bound elements. In his treatment of Irish,
the complementisers themselves introduce the equations identifying the discourse
functions involved in long distance dependencies: (29a) isthe gap-binding com-
plementisera (which causes lenition of the following element) and (29b) is the
(nasal mutating)a found in RP marked dependencies. (30) shows the manager re-
source which consumes a pronominal meaning and outputs an identity function on
the antecedent.

(29) a. aL: (↑ UDF) = (↑ COMP UDF) | (↑ UDF = (↑ GF) (Irish)

b. aN: (↑ UDF)σ = (↑ GFσ ANT) (Irish)

(30) λPλy.y: [(↑ UDFσ ⊸ ((↑ UDF)σ ⊗ (↑ GF+)σ) ] ⊸ ((↑ UDF)σ ⊸ (↑ UDF)σ)

While Asudeh (2004) argues that (true)RPs are simply pronouns at f-structure,
subject to anaphoric binding, an alternative view is taken in Falk (2002), namely
that pronouns may lack aPRED value just in case they are functionally identified
with a discourse function: functional identification is introduced lexically (by the
pronoun itself) and mediated by reference to aρ projection containing the referen-
tial elements in the discourse as shown in (31).

(31) f ∈ ρ1( ↑ ρ) ∧ (DF f ) ⇒ ↑ = f

In subsequent work, and building on an insight of McCloskey (2006), Asudeh
(2011, to appear) distinguishes two types of true resumptives, which he refers
to assyntactically active resumptives(SARs) andsyntactically inactive resump-
tive (SIRs). Both types of resumptive receive the same treatment in the syntax-
semantics interface, that is, they are removed by a manager resource.SARs do not
display gap-like properties in the syntax and are anaphorically bound pronouns in
the syntax: theRPs of Hebrew and Irish are of this type. On the other hand, (SIRs)
are syntactically gap-like (i.e. they are functionally controlled): theRP is treated
as the bottom of a filler-gap dependency by restricting out the pronominalPRED

value, as shown in footnote 7. Effectively, theseRPs are aubible gaps. Asudeh
(2011, to appear) takes theRPs of Swedish and Vata to be of this type.7

7The functional uncertainty statement for Swedish (withRPs only inSUBJfunction), is as in (ii).

(ii) (↑ UDF)\ PRED=
(↑ CF* { [ GF-SUBJ] | SUBJ\PRED })
constraints (→ PRED) = (↑ UDF PRED) (↑ UDF)σ = (→σ ANTEC)
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SAR andSIR pronouns are distinguished by their behaviour in relation to a num-
ber of syntactic diagnostics, summarised in (32). The most robust diagnostics are
weak crossover (WCO) and behaviour in relation to syntactic islands; the remain-
ing diagnostics are less robust because it is less clear thatthe relevant property is
entirely syntactic.

(32)

SIR SAR
Island Sensitive Yes No
Subject to WCO Yes No
Reconstruction Licensed Yes No
ATB Extraction Yes No
Licenses PG Yes No

Asudeh (to appear)

4 Maltese Resumptives

In this section we consider the nature of the resumptive elements in Maltese rel-
ative clauses. We show first that these elements are indeed true resumptives and
not intrusive pronouns, and then consider their status withrespect to theSIR/SAR

distinction. (33) shows that a resumptive may be bound by a quantifier resisting
an e-type interpretation (Maltesekull ‘every’ is one such element). (34) shows that
the pronoun in question supports a list answer (and so is a resumptive), and (35)
demonstrates that it supports a functional answer to a wh question. Together, these
examples then support the conclusion that Maltese has true resumptives rather than
intrusive pronouns in these contexts.

(33) Kull
every

tifel
boy

li
COMP

èsib-t
thought-1SG

li
COMP

kellim-t-(u)
spoke-1SG-(3SGM.ACC)

lbieraè
yesterday

every boy that I thought I spoke to yesterday

(34) Liem
Which

mil-lingwist-i
from.DEF-linguist-PL

t-(a)èseb
3SGF-think

li
COMP

jekk
if

Marija
Mary

jirnexxie-l-ha
succeed-DAT-3SGF

t-èaddm-u
3SGF-employ-3SGM.ACC

kulèadd
everyone

i-kun
3-be.SGM

kuntent?
happy

Which of the linguists do you think that if Mary succeeds in employing
(him), everyone will be happy?
’l Mario, ’l John, jew ’l Salvu(= Mario, John or Salvu)

(35) Liem
which

hija
COP.3SGF

l-mara
DEF-woman

li
COMP

kull
every

ragel
man

j-af
3-knows-SGM

lil
ACC

omm-*(ha)
mother-3SGF.ACC

Which is the woman whom every man knows her mother?
- ’l Marija (= Marija)
- ’l martu (= his wife)
- *Pawlu, ’l Marija u Ganni ’l Rita (= Mario, Marija and Ganni, Rita)
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Likewise, we can show that resumptives in Maltesedo indeed show the in-
terpretive properties typical of pronouns. The interpretation in (36) is that there
is a specific woman that Daniel will find. As indicated above, (35) shows that a
pronoun (unlike a gap) fails to permit a pair-list answer.

(36) Daniel
Daniel

gèad
will

i-sib
3-find-SGM-find

il-mara
DEF-woman

li
COMP

Marija
Marija

t-(a)èseb
3SGF-thinks

li
COMP

il-u
long time-3SGM

j-fittix-(ha)
3SGM-search-3SGF.ACC

Daniel will find the woman that Maria thinks he has been looking for for a
long time.

We conclude that Maltese has true resumptives inRRCs, and turn to the ques-
tion of whether they are syntactically active or syntactically inactive pronouns.
Recall that the most robust and clear-cut diagnostics are behaviour in relation to
weak crossover, and in relation to syntactic islands. Consider (37) as a case of
relativisation on the object: the dependency between the antecedent (ir-raġel) (or
the TOPIC) and theRP ‘crosses over’ the possessive inmartu (‘his wife’), but the
sentence is perfectly well-formed. By contrast, and although both gap andRP

are generally available for relativisation on theOBJ, employing a version of (37)
with a gap rather than aRP is ungrammatical. One might object that in (37) it is
possible that the position relativised on is theSUBJ POSS(compare (11) for exam-
ple). Note however that thePOSSfunction is not accessible to relativisation by the
wh-strategy, as shown by the example in footnote 4, and thus it is clear that (38)
involves relativisation on theOBJ, and therefore constitutes a case of crossover.
Crucially, (38) involves aRP and would be ungrammatical with a gap, despite the
fact that, as demonstrated in section 1.2,RPs are normally excluded in wh-relatives.

(37) Ir-raġel
DEF-man

li
COMP

n-af
1.SG-know

li
COMP

èallie-t-u
left-3SGF-3SGM.ACC

mart-*(u)
wife-3SGM.ACC

baqa’
left.3SGM

ma
NEG

hariġ-x
go out.3SGM-NEG

mid-dar
from.DEF-house

The man who I know that his wife left him, has not left the housesince.

(38) Ir-raġel
DEF-man

’l min
ACC.who

n-af
1SG-know

li
COMP

t-elq-it-u
left-3SGF-3SGM.ACC

l-mara/mart-*(u)
DEF-woman/woman-3SGM.ACC

the man who I know that his wife left him

TheWCO data above indicate that MalteseRPs and gaps do not show the same
syntactic behaviour, and support the conclusion that MalteseRPs in RRCs areSARs
(and hence anaphorically bound pronouns in the syntax on theanalysis proposed
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by Asudeh (to appear)). This conclusion is also supported bythe island sensitiv-
ity diagnostic. For example, (39) illustrates the Complex Noun Phrase Constraint,
with a (second) relative dependency into aCNP created by relativisation: although
the relativised position is one which is normally accessible to the gap strategy, the
resumptive is obligatory here as a gap would cause a syntactic constraint violation.
The same occurs with other constraints such as the Adjunct Island Constraint and
the Wh-Island Constraint, illustrated here with wh-relatives, which obligatorily in-
volve RPs where a gap would violate a syntactic constraint (see (40) and (41)).
These two diagnostics therefore provide strong evidence that MalteseRPs are syn-
tactically active, that is, that they are pronouns (rather than gaps) in the syntax.

(39) Raj-t
saw-1SG

ir-raġel
DEF-man

li
COMP

n-af
1SG-know

mara
woman

li
COMP

t-af-u
3SGF-know-3SGM.ACC

u
and

gèid-t-l-u
told-1SG-DAT-3SGM

j-selli-l-i
3SGM-send regards-DAT-1SG

gèali-ha
for-3SGF.ACC

I saw the man who I know a woman that knows him, and told him to send
her my regards. CNPC

(40) Il-mara
DEF-woman

’l min
ACC.who

int
you

rid-t
want-2SG

t-kun
2SG-be

t-af
2SG-know

min
who

(hi)i
she

t(a)-èseb
3SGF-think

li
COMP

ra-hai
saw.3SGM-3SGF.ACC

the woman who you wanted to know who she thinks that saw herWHIC

(41) Il-mara
DEF-woman

’l min
ACC.who

lanqas
NEG

kon-t
was-1SG

gèaraf-t
recognised-1SG

gèajr
except

x’hin
what.time

qbi̇z-t-ha
overtook-1SG-3SGF.ACC

vera
really

nbidl-(e)t
changed-3SGF

The woman who I hadn’t recognised except when I overtook her,has really
changed. AIC

We turn now to the issue of parasitic gaps and show that Maltese gaps licence
parasitic gaps while Maltese resumptives do not. As far as weare aware, there
has been no previous discussion of this phenomenon in Maltese, so we first estab-
lish that gaps in Maltese may license parasitic gaps. A wh-relative clause with an
obligatory gap (’l min kull raġel sellem ) licenses the use of either a gap or anRP

within the following adjunct phrase (bla m’gèaraf-(ha)), as in (42).

(42) Il-mara
DEF-woman

’l min
ACC.who

kull
every

raġel
man

sellem
greeted-3SGM

bla
without

m’
COMP/NEG

gèaraf-(ha)
recognised.3SGM-(3SGF.ACC)

the woman whom every man greeted without recognising
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The set of licit continuations are as we would expect for a gapconstruction
(43) shows identificational, functional and pair-list continuations for (42).

(43) kien j-isim-ha Marija(= was named Marija)
kien-et omm-u(= was his mother)
ji ġifieri Peter, Marija, Tony, Rita, ....(= that is Peter, Marija, Tony, Rita, ...)

On the other hand,RPs do not license parasitic gaps. Consider now (44). Since
RPs are not (normally) licensed in wh-relatives, a potentially controlling RP will
only be possible in circumstances where a gap is excluded, for example, in an
island. TheRP -ha cannot control a parasitic gap, only a pronominal.

(44) Kellim-t
spoke-1SG

’l mara
ACC.woman

’l min
ACC.who

n-(a)-èseb
1SG-think

li
COMP

l-fatt
DEF-fact

li
COMP

kull
every

raġel
man

laqagè-ha
welcomed.3SGM-3SGF.ACC

f ’dar-u
in.house-3SGM.ACC

mingèajr
without

m’gèaraf-ha
N-COMP.recognised.3SGM-3SGF.ACC

dejjaq-ha
displeased.3SGM-3SGF.ACC

I spoke to the woman who I think that the fact that every man welcomed her
in his house without recognising her, displeased her.

Turning now toli relatives, we see that the data here also supports the conclu-
sion thatRPs are syntactically active (and hence, do not share the ability to licence
parasitic gaps that gaps exhibit). Similar to wh-relatives, in li relatives only gaps
but notRPs may license parasitic gaps, as shown in examples (45) to (48).

(45) Dawn
these

huma
COP.3PL

l-kotba
DEF-books

li
COMP

Toni
Tony

s-sellef
PASS-borrowed.3SGM

bla/mingèajr
without

ma
N-COMP

èallas
paid.3SGM

These are the books that Tony borrowed without paying (for).GAP - PGAP

(46) Din
this.SGF

hija
COP.3SGF

l-libsa
DEF-dress

li
COMP

Marija
Mary

xtra-t
bought-3SGF

bla/mingèajr
without

ma
N-COMP

ġarrb-it-ha
tried-3SGF-3SGF.ACC

This is the dress that Mary bought without trying (it) on. GAP - RP

(47) *Uri-ni
show.2SG-1SG.ACC

l-libsa
DEF-dress

li
COMP

raj-t-ha
saw-1SG-3SGF.ACC

bla
without

ma
N-COMP

xtraj-t
bought-2SG

Show me the dress that you saw without buying. *RP - PGAP
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(48) Libsa
dress

li
COMP

mor-t
went-1SG

xtraj-t-ha
bought-1SG-3SGF.ACC

bla
without

ma
COMP.NEG

ppruvaj-t-ha
tried-1SG-3SGF.ACC

ma
NEG

ġie-t-ni-x
came.3SGF-1SG.ACC-NEG

A dress that I went to buy without trying on did not fit me. RP - RP

We conclude, then, that the parasitic gap diagnostic is applicable in Maltese,
and further supports the view that MalteseRPs areSARs, that is, are anaphoric
pronouns at f-structure. Given this, we can extend the analysis of bare (li ) relatives
given above, replacing (20) above by (49) (the only change isthe addition of an
anaphoric dependency (↑ TOPIC)σ = ((↑ RRPPATHσ ) ANTECEDENT) to allow for
the use of a resumptive), and adding the resumptive path definition in (50).

(49) CP −→ ǫ
(↑ TOPIC PRED) = ‘ PRO’

(ADJ ∈ ↑ )
(↑ COMPFORM=c +)

(↑ TOPIC) = (↑ RGAPPATH) |
(↑ TOPIC)σ = ((↑ RRPPATHσ ) ANTECEDENT) }

C′

↑ = ↓

(50) RGAPPATH≡ { COMP} * DIRGF

Constraints
RRPPATH≡ { ARGF } * [ ADJ ∈]* GF

GF ≡ { SUBJ, OBJ, OBJgoal, POSS}
ARGF ≡ { SUBJ, OBJ, OBL, COMP}

The general impossibility of using a resumptive in the highest subject position
may be captured by an anti-locality condition (Asudeh, 2004, to appear).

(51) Anti-Locality Condition: (Asudeh, 2004)
(↑ σ ANTECEDENT) 6= (( ↑ SUBJ) TOPIC)σ

With the exception of theHSR and the highestOBJ condition, the set of envi-
ronments within which the gap is permitted is a subset of those within which the
RP is available. Because the distribution of gaps andRPs in li relatives overlap sig-
nificantly, it is relatively straightforward to give an account along the lines outlined
above. This closely follows the approach taken in Asudeh (2004) to Irish, Pales-
tinian Arabic and Hebrew, languages which he argues fundamentally show non-
complementarity of gaps andRPs.8 But the distributional pattern for wh-relatives
in Maltese is different:RPs are systematically excluded when gaps are permitted,
essentially appearing only in cases ofWCO, island violations and the like. The
question which arises is how best to account in the grammar for the occurrence of

8Of course formulating all the constraints (such asWCO) would raise further non-trivial issues.
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theseRPs, for if we are correct in our claim that MalteseRPs in relative clause con-
structions are syntactically active, then they must be associated with an anaphoric
binding constraint. Attempting to define a RWHRPPATH which would have the
effect of permitting anRP just in case a gap were not possible does not seem a par-
ticularly attractive (or feasible) approach, and raises a number of interesting theo-
retical issues for future work, in particular about the analysis of RPs in languages
which show both free variation and complementary distribution (in different con-
structions) (see Falk (2002) for some discussion in the context of Modern Hebrew).
For the moment we are inclined to think that the observed pattern of distribution
of the RP in wh-relatives does in fact result from the interaction of further con-
straints with a rather permissively defined anaphoric binding constraint permitting
RPs in wh-relatives, along the lines sketched above forli relatives. Notice how-
ever that sincePOSSis excluded as the bottom of the dependency for wh-relatives,
it is equally excluded in such dependencies mediated byRPs, suggesting that we
might want just one generalisation for the dependency, defaulting to pronominal
expression when the gap is otherwise excluded, which suggests we want just one
distributional statement for wh-relatives. For now, we leave this issue on this some-
what speculative note and turn in the following section to some cases where it is
perhaps less clear that theRP is aSAR.

5 Across The Board

In this section we look at the distribution of gaps andRPs in across-the-board con-
structions. Our expectation, based on theSAR/SIR diagnostics, would be thatSARs
should not mix with gaps inATB constructions. We have shown above that Maltese
hasSARs. However, gap andRP do occur together inATB constructions in both
types of relative clause (even thoughRPs are generally systematically excluded
from wh-RRCs). The following examples involve coordination of IPs (that is, the
TOPIC is outside the coordination). (52) shows coordination under li with a gap in
the first conjunct and an optionalRP in the second conjunct.

(52) Il-ktieb
DEF-book

li
COMP

qra-t
read-3SGF

Marija
Mary

u
and

kkritika-t-(u)
criticised-3SGF-3SGM.ACC

Doris
Doris

the book that Mary read and Doris criticised

In similar fashion, in wh-relatives a gap is obligatory in the first conjunct but a
RP appears optionally in the second conjunct.

(53) Ir-raġel
DEF-man

’l min
ACC.who

irrappurtaj-t
reported-1SG

u
and

weèèil-t-(u)
CAUSE.get-1SG-(3SGM.ACC)

multa,
fine,

fadal-l-u
left.3SGM-DAT-3SGM

sal-aèèar
till. DEF-end

t-ax-xahar
of-DEF-month

biex
in order

i-èallas
3SGM-pay

The man who I reported and caused to get a fine has till the end ofthe month
to pay. wh GAP GAP/RP
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If the approach developed in Asudeh (to appear, 2011) is correct, then the data
above might suggest that Maltese also hasSIRs, that is, functionally controlled
RPs or audible gaps. But if this is so, then the distribution is very different from
Swedish and Vata, where they are limited to theSUBJ function. Further, while a
SIR might be expected to control a parasitic gap, we see that theRP in an ATB

construction appears not to be able to do so:

(54) Il-libsa
DEF-dress

li
COMP

raj-t
saw-1SG

fil-hanut
in.DEF-shop

u
and

Marija
Mary

xtra-t-ha
bought-3SGF-3SGF.ACC

bla
without

ma
NCOMP

ppruva-t-*(ha)
tried-3SGF-3SGF.ACC

the dress that I saw in the shop and Mary bought without trying

Of course if theRPs found inATB constructions areSIRs then we would not
expect them to occur inATB constructions involving positions which are not acces-
sible to gap dependencies, namely islands. (55), which involves theWHIC, shows
that they do.

(55) l-mara
DEF-woman

’l min
ACC.who

t-èassib-t
RECIP-thought-1SG

jekk
whether

kull
every

raġel
man

i-èobb-hie-x
3-loves.3SGM-3SGF.ACC-NEG

u
and

j-irrispetta-hie-x,
3-respects.3SGM-3SGF.ACC-NEG

kien-et
be-3SGF

Marija.
Marija

The woman whom I wondered whether every man loves and respects her,
was Mary.

In (55) the wh-dependency passes across-the-board into an island and involves
an RP in each conjunct, as gaps are not permitted in island constructions. Further
in (56) theRP in the second conjunct is bound by a quantified NP head that resists
an e-type interpretation suggesting that this is a trueRP rather than an intrusive
pronoun.

(56) Kull
every

tifel
boy

li
COMP

dik
DEM.SGF

it-tifla
DEF-girl

t-af
3SGF-knows

u
and

n(a)-èseb
1-think.SG

t(i)-xtieq
3SGF-wishes

t-kellm-(u)
3SGF-speak-3SGM.ACC

ma
NEG

j-rid-x
3-wants.SGM

i-kellim-ha
3-speak.SGM-3SGF.ACC

Every boy that this girl knows and I think wishes to speak to does not want
to speak to her.

At the very least, these examples indicate that we cannot simply conclude that
ATB constructions involve gap-like (SIR) resumptivestout court: such a analysis
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would create a number of difficulties. The alternative is that they areSARs, that
is, f-structure pronouns subject to anaphoric control. However in this case too
a difficulty arises: the approach to coordination (using distribution) in LFG and
the disjunction of a functional control equation and an anaphoric binding equation
such as that in (49), repeated here as (57), will not predict the observed behaviour.9

An inbound functional uncertainty distributed into a coordinate structure must find
somesolution in each conjunct (guaranteeing across-the-boardextraction) but is
free to find different solutions in each conjunct (one can think of this as distribut-
ing the functionally uncertain path, and independently finding a solution in each
conjunct). The crucial problem is that the required interpretation is one in which
the disjunction takes narrow scope and thus itself distributes into each conjunct,
permitting the combination of gap withRP.10 But contrary to this, the disjunction
receives wide scope in (57), predicting that onlyGAP/GAP and RP/RP are gram-
matical.11

(57) {(↑ TOPIC) = (↑ RGAPPATH) |
(↑ TOPIC)σ = ((↑ RRPPATHσ ) ANTECEDENT) }

6 Reconstruction

The final data set which we will discuss concerns the phenomenon of reconstruc-
tion and the distribution of gaps and resumptives in reconstruction contexts. By
reconstruction we refer to the phenomenon whereby a filler shows a range of (in-
terpretive) behaviours appropriate for itsin situ position or function. Of course,
in LFG, because unbounded dependency constructions (with gaps) involve func-
tional control, those “reconstruction” properties which are f-structure related are
predicted as the ‘filler’ is associated with both the discourse function and the
within-clause function. Two central types of reconstruction data arebinding recon-
struction (e.g. of reflexive pronouns) andscope reconstruction, that is, examples
such as (58) in which a gap is under the scope of a quantifier.

(58) Which book did every boy say . . . was too expensive?

9The notion of distribution is defined by Dalrymple and Kaplan(2000):

(iii) For anydistributivepropertyP and sets, P (s) iff ∀f ∈ s.P (f).
For anynondistributivepropertyP and sets, P (s) iff P holds ofs itself.

10Note that this alone would fail to exclude anRP from the first conjunct (for example in wh-
relatives) — further conditions must constrain the occurrence of theRP. It is far beyond the scope of
this paper to provide a full treatment of the MalteseATB facts and we leave these concerns for future
work.

11We speculate that it may be possible to re-express the functional uncertainties using local names
to achieve narrow scope for the disjunction, to allowGAP/RP combinations, but we do not pursue
this possibility here, not least because we have already raised some doubts above about the use of the
disjunctive equation itself.
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Recent work on reconstruction inRRCs in Arabic dialects includes Aoun et al.
(2001), Choueiri (2002), Aoun and Li (2003) and Malkawi (2009). In the ap-
proach of Asudeh (to appear) reconstruction would be evidence for SIR status (to
the extent to which reconstruction itself is an f-structurephenomenon distinguish-
ing gaps from pronouns). Given the emerging understanding of reconstruction in
(other) Arabic dialects, our major aim in this section is straightforwardly empirical,
contributing a brief comparison of Maltese with its close Semitic neighbours.

Aoun et al. (2001) suggest that in Lebanese Arabic (LA ), reconstruction status
correlates with islandhood status. (59) illustrates reconstruction into the position
of a RP in a non-island construction. On the other hand, the ungrammaticality of
(60) indicates that anRP in an island resists reconstruction.

(59) t@lmiiz-ai
student-her

l-k@sleen
the-bad

ma
NEG

baddna
want.1P

nXabbir
tell.1P

wala
no

mQallmei
teacher

P@nno
that

huwwe
he

zaQbar
cheated.3SM

b-l-faès
˙
.

in-the-exam

Her bad student, we don’t want to tell any teacher that he cheated on the
exam. (LA : Aoun et al 2001:381)

(60) *t@lmiiz-ai
student-her

l-k@sleen
the-bad

ma
NEG

èkiina
talked-1P

maQ
with

wala
no

mQallmei
teacher

Pabl-ma
before

huwwe
he

yuus
˙
al.

arrive.3SM

Her bad student, we didn’t talk to any teacher before he arrived. (LA : Aoun
et al 2001:381)

Subsequently, Choueiri (2002) and Aoun and Li (2003) show that definite and
indefinite RRCs show different patterns in contexts in which there are no island
violations. (61) involves a relative clause attached to a definite head (SSuura‘the
picture’) and allows reconstruction into theRP position as in (59) above. On the
other hand, reconstruction is not possible in (62), which involves a relative clause
attached to an indefinite head (Suura‘a picture’).

(61) chuft
saw.1SG

[SSuura
the-picture

tabaç
of

bint-a1]2
daughter-her

yalli
that

[k@]ll
every

mwazzafe]1
employee

Paalit
said.3SGF

Panno
that

badda
wanted.3SGF

tçallcP-a2
hang-3SGF

bi-maktab-a
in-office-her

I saw the photo of her daughter that every employee said she wanted to hang
in her office. (LA : Malkawi 2009: 69)
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(62) *chuft
saw.1SG

[Suura
picture

la-Pibn-a1 ]2
of-son-her

[k@]ll
every

mwazzafe]1
employee

Paalit
said.3SGF

Panno
that

badda
wanted.3SGF

tçallcP-a2
hang-3SGF

bi-maktab-a
in-office-her

I saw a photo of her son that every employee said she wanted to hang in her
office. (LA : Malkawi 2009: 70)

This provides the more complex pattern of data concerning the availability of
theRP in reconstruction environments which is summarised in (63).

(63) Lebanese Arabic Definite Relative Indefinite Relative
Island No Reconstruction No Reconstruction
Non-Island Reconstruction No Reconstruction

In Jordanian Arabic (JA), however, a different pattern emerges. Malkawi (2009)
shows that weak (inflectional or clitic) resumptives behavedifferently from strong
pronoun resumptives inJA. Weak resumptive elements, as used in the examples
below, show reconstruction effectsirrespective of the presence of an islandfor
both bound variable and reflexive binding tests, in relatives as well as in other
dislocation structures.12 (64)-(65) respectively contain a definite and indefinite
head for the relative clause and in each case, reconstruction into the site of the
(weak) resumptive is possible, giving the distributive reading, whereby each father
saw a picture of his own daughter. A similar pattern is found for reflexive binding
(examples omitted for lack of space).

(64) chuft
saw.1SG

[Surit
picture

bint-uh1]2
daughter-his

illi
that

kul
every

Pab1
father

bi-hib-ha2
IMPFV-love-3SGF

(hi)2
(her)

I saw the picture of his daughter that every father loves. (JA: Malkawi
2009:62)

(65) chuft
saw.1SG

[Surah
picture

la-bint-uh1 ]2
of-daughter-his

kul
every

Pab1
father

bi-hib-ha2
IMPFV-love-3SGF

(hi)2
(her)

I saw a picture of his daughter that every father loves. (JA: Malkawi 2009:62)

The examples in (66) and (67) involveRPs contained within islands, but here
again we see reconstruction. Again, similar facts obtain with reflexives. (68) pro-
vides a summary.

(66) chuft
saw.1SG

SSuura2
the-photo

tabaçat
of

Pibn-ha1
son-her

illi
that

zçiltu
were.angry.2P

laPannu
because

kul
every

mwazzafah1
employee.F

bidha
wants.3SGF

tçalliP-ha2
hang-3SGF

(hi)2
(her)

bi-l-maktab
in-the-office

I have seen the photo of her son that you are angry because every employee
wants to hang (it) in the office. (JA: Malkawi 2009: 63)

12Glosses and translations are given in French in the original. Some minor alterations and correc-
tions have been made in translating these to English.
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(67) chuft
saw.1SG

Suura2
photo

la-Pibn-ha1
of-son.her

zçiltu
were.angry.2P

laPannu
because

kul
every

mwazzafah1
employee.F

bidha
wants.3SGF

tçalliP-ha2
hang-3SGF

(hi)2
(her)

bi-l-maktab
in-the-office

I have seen a photo of her son that you are angry because every employee
wants to hang (it) in the office. (JA: Malkawi 2009: 64)

(68) Jordanian Arabic Definite Relative Indefinite Relative
Island Reconstruction Reconstruction
Non-Island Reconstruction Reconstruction

Although it would be premature to draw any firm conclusions atthis stage,
our preliminary investigation appears to show that Maltesepatterns withJA (as
described by Malkawi). (69) and (70) illustrate reconstruction (into the site of a re-
sumptive) in non-island contexts for definite and indefiniterelatives respectively.13

(69) Raj-t
saw-1SG

[ir-ritratt
DEF-photo

tat-tifla
of.DEF-girl

tagè-hai] j
of-3SGF.ACC

li
COMP

Pawlu
Paul

j-(a)èseb
3SGM-think

li
COMP

[kull
every

impjegat-a]i
employee-SGF

qal-et
said-3SGF

li
COMP

t-rid
3SGF-want

id-dendl-uj
3SGF-hang-3SGM.ACC

fl-uffiċju
in.DEF-office

tagè-hai
of-3SGF.ACC

I saw a photo of her daughter which Paul thinks that every employee wants
to hang in her office.

(70) Ta-w-ni
gave.3PL-1SG.ACC

[ritratt
photo

tat-tifla
of.DEF-daughter

tagè-hai] j
of-3SGF.ACC

li
COMP

qal-u
said.3-PL

li
COMP

[kull
every

waèda]i
one.SGF

t-(i)xtieq
3SGF-wishes

id-dendl-uj
3SGF-hang-3SGM.ACC

fil-kamra
in.DEF-room

tagè-ha
of-3SGF.ACC

They gave me a photo of her daughter which they said that everywoman/one
wishes to hang in her room.

(71) Sib-t
Found-1SG

[ir-ritratt
DEF-photo

tal-ID
of.DEF-ID

tiegè-ui] j
of-3SGM.ACC

li
COMP

int
you

n-(a)èseb
1SG-think

t-èassib-t
RECIP-wondered-2SG

jekk
whether

Pawlui
Paul

kien-x
was.3SGM-NEG

iddispjȧcut
sad.SGM

li
COMP

tilf-uj

lost.3SGM-3SGM.ACC

I found the photo of hisID which I think you were wondering whether Paul
was upset that he lost.

13Note that we useLDD examples to enable the use of anRP.
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(72) Iltqaj-t
Met.1SG

ma’
with

[èabib-a
friend-SGF

minn
from

tiegè-ui] j
of-3SGM.ACC

li
COMP

n-(a)èseb
1SG-think

Pawlui
Paul

kien
was.3SGM

ġa
already

j-af-haj
3SGM-knows-3SGF.ACC

qabel
before

ma
COMP

èareg
go out.3SGM

magè-haj
with-3SGF.ACC

I met a friend of his who I think Paul already knew before goingout with
(her).

(73) Maltese Definite Relative Indefinite Relative
Island Reconstruction Reconstruction
Non-Island Reconstruction Reconstruction

What we see from these data is that it appears always to be possible to recon-
struct into a resumptive in Maltese (more work is needed to establish whether we
see the same pattern with reflexives). As noted above, if reconstruction is indicative
of SIR status, then this data set is inconsistent with the results of other diagnostics,
which supportSAR status for Maltese resumptives. On the other hand, the status of
the reconstruction diagnostic itself may be open to question.

7 Conclusion

This paper has provided a first description of MalteseRRCs showing that Maltese,
unlike many Arabic dialects, has wh-relatives alongside non wh-relatives. Each
type of RRCs permits a resumptive, but with a different distribution. On the basis
of the major diagnostics concerning islandhood, weak crossover and control of par-
asitic gaps, we have argued that Maltese has syntactically active resumptives, that
is, resumptives which are subject to anaphoric binding, captured by an anaphoric
control equation. We have raised a number of issues concerning how the distri-
bution of gap/RP is to be captured in the grammar. Our discussion of two further
putative diagnostics raised some further questions. We argue that the interaction
of RPs with ATB phenomena does not, on balance, suggest that Maltese hasSIR

as well asSAR (because theRP does not itself pass furtherSIR tests likePG) but
does leave an analytic issue for further work. As for reconstruction we suggest that
factors such as definiteness of the antecedent and whether ornot theRP is in aSAR

or aSIR- diagnosing position are not relevant to reconstruction inMaltese.
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Abstract

The phenomenon of so-called second position clitics has received con-
siderable attention in the linguistic literature, and some proposed analyses
of the phenomenon have suggested major architectural changes to linguistic
theories. In this paper, we look at second position clitics in New-Shtokavian,
their syntactic and prosodic properties, and propose a purely syntactic clitic
placement analysis. We show that the complex data can be accounted for
by an analysis of split constituents and their resulting information structure
differences with a simple prosody-syntax interface.

1 Introduction

The phenomenon of so-called second position clitics (2PC) in particular in Slavic
languages has received considerable attention in the linguistic literature over the
last decades. Some proposed analyses of the phenomenon have led to major ar-
chitectural changes to linguistic theories, and new powerful mechanisms, which
for many appeared unnecessary and unmotivated, leading to wrong predictions
and over-generation. In this paper, we look at second position clitics in New-
Shtokavian (NSh), their syntactic and prosodic properties, and propose a purely
syntactic clitic placement analysis.

NSh in the ije-kavian variant currently represents the Croatian
standard language, while the i- and e-kavian variants are spoken in e.g. Bosnia–
Herzegovina and Serbia respectively. The examples discussed in the following are
from the NSh variant spoken in Croatia.1

The problem we are concerned with in this paper is illustrated by the exam-
ples in (1). In NSh pronouns and auxiliaries can be realized in a (morphologically
and/or phonologically) reduced form. We refer to these elements as clausal clitics,
i.e. pronominalized verbal arguments or clausal auxiliary verbs. Such clausal clitics
seem to be subject to a second position placement constraint, which apparently ren-
ders them obligatorily in either a position after a clause-initial syntactic constituent
(1P-constructions), or after the initial phonological word (1W-constructions). This
is illustrated in (1a,b) for a sentence initial subject NP, and in (1c,d) for an initial
object NP.

(1) a. Novi
new

auti
cars

su
be.3pl

stigli
arrive

u
in

skladište.
storage

‘New cars arrived at the storage.’
†We thank Miriam Butt, Steven Franks, Maribel Romero, and Malgosia Cavar, as well as our

colleagues at the University of Zadar, the Institute of Croatian Language and Linguistics, and the
University of Konstanz, and the anonymous reviewers and participants of the LFG 2011 in Hong
Kong for their comments and help.

1We expect judgement difference between our data and data taken from work based on so called
BSC (Bosnian, Serbian, Croatian) or Serbo-Croatian, which often focuses on particular variants, or
ignores regional differences and variation.
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b. Novi
new

su
be.3pl

auti
cars

stigli
arrive

u
in

skladište.
storage

c. Novi
new

auto
car

su
be.3pl

naši
our

susjedi
neighbors

kupili.
buy

‘Our neighbors bought a new car.’

d. Novi
new

su
be.3pl

auto
car

naši
our

susjedi
neighbors

kupili.
buy

The analysis of clitic placement in (1a,c) as placement after the first syntactic
phrase (a 1P-construction) appears to be straightforward. The placement of clitics
in positions after the initial adjective as in (1b,d) (a 1W-construction) raises ques-
tions about the nature of the underlying constraints and mechanisms. The question,
whether 1W-constructions are syntactic or phonological in nature, is the matter of
many debates. In these 1W-constructions an item contributing information to the
clause level is apparently embedded inside a fronted nominal phrase. Would this
indeed be the most plausible analysis, it would induce problems for various syn-
tactic theories, e.g. related to level autonomy, syntactic placement constraints, or
to the fact that clitics contributing information to the sentence level appear to be
inside a subconstituent of arbitrary complexity and embedding depth. An explana-
tion of constructions as in (1b,d) was offered by approaches that suggest a complex
prosody-syntax interface, see e.g. Halpern (1995) for a generative approach, and
more recently Bögel et al. (2010) within the LFG framework.

In contrast to the prosodic analyses and suggested extensions of the prosody-
syntax interface, we argue in this article for a purely syntactic explanation for both
construction types, i.e. 1W- and 1P-constructions. We show that the apparent cases
of phonological clitic placement in 1W-constructions can be analyzed as instances
of split constituent constructions, and that the word order variation is related to
information structure, implying scope differences in a hierarchical (syntactic) rep-
resentation, rather than scope neutral phonological processes. As a consequence
of our analysis, the prosody-syntax interface remains rather simple, and does not
utilize complex word rearrangement mechanisms outside of syntax, or at the level
of phonological representations.

The article is structured as follows. In section 2, we briefly outline previous
analyses of the phenomenon and discuss some of their shortcomings. Sections 3
and 4 present the relevant data in more detail. We present evidence that apparent
phonological clitic placement in fact involves split constituents in section 3. In
section 4 we show that the word order variation is related to information structure.
The outline of our analysis is given in section 5, and section 6 discusses how our
analysis can account for some of the more complex examples. Section 7 concludes
the discussion.
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2 Previous analyses

There has been extensive work on second position clitics (2PC) in general, and in
the recent years in particular, see e.g. Halpern and Zwicky (1996); van Riemsdijk
(1999); Franks and King (2000); Anderson (2005). Assumptions and hypothe-
ses related to 2PC in Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian (or Serbo-Croatian) can be
roughly divided into purely phonological, purely syntactic or mixed phonological-
syntactic accounts.

Purely phonological accounts for 2PC placement in the respective languages
and dialects such as e.g. Radanović-Kocić (1988, 1996) and O’Connor (2002) as-
sume that clitic placement is not subject to syntactic constraints, but rather re-
stricted by purely phonological processes and requirements. Thus, in phonological
accounts clitics are either placed after the first phonological word or after the first
phonological phrase. In such models the fact that the respective phonological cat-
egories usually overlap with syntactic ones is responsible for the specious analysis
of purely syntactic clitic placement. Such assumptions require the formulation of a
so far missing rich theory of phonological or prosodic representations, where word
order and word placement restrictions can be formulated that make the appropriate
predictions, and offer plausible explanations.

Diametrically opposed are accounts which suggest purely syntactic mecha-
nisms and constraints for 2PC placement. Representative for a purely syntactic
approach to 2PC placement are e.g. Cavar and Wilder (1992) and Progovac (1996).
Here we draw on the observations and arguments therein, but we will extend the
observations and arguments taking information structure into account. As far as
we know, information structure has not been the focus of 2PC placement analyses
so far, although some work has hinted at relevant implications (e.g. Diesing et al.
2009).

A third strand of analyses can be called mixed phonological-syntactic accounts.
In these analyses it is assumed that 2PC are either placed after the first syntac-
tic constituent, or after the first phonological word. Most of these accounts (e.g.
Schütze 1994; Halpern 1995) relate to work presented in Zec and Inkelas (1990).
Such proposals have in common that an architecture of a phonology-syntax inter-
face is suggested which involves active movement or placement of elements like
clitics at a phonological or prosodic level, or at the interface between these and the
syntactic level. In this section, we discuss in more detail in particular Halpern’s
(1995) account of prosodic inversion, and its recent incorporation into LFG by
Bögel et al. (2010).

In the prosodic inversion account proposed by Halpern (1995) and adopted by
Bögel et al. (2010), enclitics are assumed to be placed in syntax either after the
first syntactic constituent or sentence initially. There is no plausible explanation
offered for this particular syntactic placement peculiarity. In constructions where
2PC are placed after a clause initial syntactic constituent, the stipulated prosodic
requirement of enclitics requiring a prosodic host to their left is accounted for nat-
urally. However, if 2PCs are placed sentence initially, the enclitics cannot attach
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prosodically to a host to their left. In these cases reordering at the prosodic level
is suggested as the mechanism that renders the appropriate word order that satis-
fies the prosodic requirement of enclitics to attach to a preceding prosodic host.
This mechanism is called Prosodic Inversion (PI), i.e. a local last resort inversion
operation that affects a clause initial enclitic and the prosodic word that follows
it, or clause final proclitics and the prosodic word that precedes it. In short, it is
suggested that the last resort operation of PI reorders or moves words at the level
of prosodic or phonological representation.

Halpern’s (1995) concept of PI extends the previously assumed complexity of
the phonology-syntax interface significantly. Figure 1 sketches this idea of the
mapping between phonology and syntax, as adopted in Bögel et al. (2010). In the
c-structure, 2PCs are assumed to be realized sentence-initially. This ensures that
the pronominal clitics contribute their information to the sentence level. However,
the second line displays the phonological spell out of the c-structure, in which the
clitics have been moved to a position following the first phonological word. The
interface mapping is assumed to be carried out by a complex rule which ensures
that the clitics are only moved minimally and when necessary.

Figure 1: Complex prosody-syntax interface (Bögel et al., 2010)

The PI analysis for 2PC placement faces various problems, e.g. it involves a
range of unmotivated conceptual stipulations. For example, it has to stipulate that
2PCs are realized syntactically in sentence initial position. This unmotivated stip-
ulation serves as the main motivation for PI, rendering it conceptually necessary.
However, there does not seem to exist any empirical data that supports the initial
placement stipulation. Moreover, the motivation for assuming two different 2PC
placement strategies in general seems unmotivated and lacks empirical support. In
fact, there appear to be clear information structure differences between the two
resulting surface constructions in the contrast in (1a,c) and (1b,d). These are not
explained by the PI-account.

Further, the PI-account faces empirical problems. It over-generates, as the
NSh-examples in (2) show:

(2) a. Na
on

nj(ega)
him/it

je
be.3sg

bacila
throw.ptc

pogled.
look

‘She was looking at it.’
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b. *Na
on

je
be.3sg

njega
him/it

bacila
throw.ptc

pogled.
look

(2a) shows that preposition can function as host for an enclitic pronominal comple-
ment nj. It is possible to lengthen the prepositional nucleus and assign stress to the
initial prepositional syllable, rendering them well-formed phonological words.2 In
the case of a stressed preposition, PI would also predict the inversion of an ini-
tial enclitic auxiliary and a following adjacent stressed preposition to be possible,
contrary to the empirical facts, as (2b) shows.

The PI-account also under-generates. A PI-version that is restricted to inver-
sion with an adjacent phonological word excludes NSh-examples in which 2PCs
are placed after the second or third phonological word or syntactic constituent, as
shown in (3). Such constructions and their analyses will be discussed in more detail
in section 6.

(3) a. Taj
this

naš
our

veliki
big

nam
us

prihod
income

neće
not-will.3sg

tako
this

puno
much

pomoći.
help.inf

‘This big income of ours will not help us that much.’

b. Takav
such

veliki
big

brzi
fast

mi
me

auto
car

nije
not-be.3sg

posebno
specially

potreban.
necessary

‘I don’t need such a big fast car that much.’

To sum up, besides purely phonological and syntactic accounts, we discussed in
particular the shortcomings of the mixed account that introduces the last resort
operation of PI. However, all these accounts have in common that they cannot mo-
tivate or explain the intra-linguistic variation, i.e. the alternations of the different
constructions. In the following we shall argue that clitics are always placed af-
ter an initial syntactic constituent, and we shall present an alternative information
theoretic approach that explains the intra-linguistic variation between the two core
constructions presented in (1).

3 Split Constituents

In this section we argue that NSh licenses discontinuous rendering of constituents
in syntax, as described in e.g. Progovac (1996), or Fanselow and Cavar (2001,
2002) and citations therein. The possibility of complex syntactic discontinuities
leads to the specious analysis of prosodic 2PC placement.

Examples of discontinuous noun phrases are presented in the examples in (4)
and (5). The examples (4a) and (5a) show that an enclitic auxiliary su or je can
intervene between the two words of a subject or object noun phrase respectively.
However, this is also true for non-clitic sentential adverbs, as the examples (4b)
and (5b) show.

2See Cavar and Cavar (2011) for a detailed phonetic and phonological analysis of stressed prepo-
sitions and their status of being bi-moraic phonological words, capable of hosting clitics.
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(4) a. Novi
new

su
be.3pl

auti
cars

stigli
arrive.ptc

u
in

skladište.
storage

‘New cars arrived at the storage.’

b. Novi
new

su
be.3pl

danas
today

auti
cars

stigli
arrive.ptc

u
in

skladište.
storage

(5) a. Taj
this

je
be.3sg

čovjek
man

nazvao.
call.ptc

‘This man called.’

b. Taj
this

je
be.3sg

danas
today

čovjek
man

nazvao.
call.ptc

There is in fact ample empirical evidence for the possibility to render complex
NPs discontinuously without 2PCs being involved at all. It seems plausible to
assume that syntactic discontinuity of complex phrases is responsible for the ap-
parent splitting of these phrases by 2PCs. Well-know examples of discontinuities
in interrogative contexts include the examples in (6), as discussed, for example, in
Browne (1976).3

(6) a. Ivan
Ivan

je
be.3sg

kupio
buy.ptc

neki
some

plavi
blue

auto.
car

‘Ivan bought some blue car.’

b. Kakav
what-kind-of

je
be.3sg

Ivan
Ivan

kupio
buy.ptc

auto?
car

‘What kind of car did Ivan buy?’

c. Kakav
what-kind-of

je
be.3sg

Ivan
Ivan

auto
car

kupio?
buy.ptc

The possibility of realizing complex phrases discontinuously is not restricted to
NPs. For example, PPs can be split in interrogative contexts in the same way, as
shown in the examples in (7).

(7) a. Ivan
Ivan

je
be.3sg

živio
live.ptc

u
in

velikom
big

gradu.
city

‘Ivan lived in a big city.’

b. U
in

kakvom
what-kind-of

je
be.3sg

Ivan
Ivan

živio
live.ptc

gradu?
city

‘What kind of car did Ivan buy?’

c. U
in

kakvom
what-kind-of

je
be.3sg

Ivan
Ivan

gradu
city

živio?
live.ptc

3Such syntactic discontinuities are common in other Slavic and Non-Slavic languages, see e.g.
Fanselow and Cavar (2001, 2002) and the references therein, Obenauer (1976) for French, or Nakan-
ishi (2007) for Japanese.
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There are fewer possibilities of rendering discontinuous PPs compared to NPs.
While a complex PP can be discontinuously realized in a linearly stretched way,
maintaining the underlying canonical word order as in (7), it is not possible to ren-
der the elements in a crossing manner, as in example (8). In terms of theories that
rely on the concept of movement, example (8) shows that PPs are islands for extrac-
tion in NSh, which imposes serious problems for a movement-based explanation
of the examples in (7b-c).

(8) *Gradui
city

Ivan
Ivan

živi
live.3sg

u
in

velikom
big

___i

The examples in (9) show that 2PCs cannot occur in positions where a complex PP
cannot be split. It is not possible for a subject NP to intervene between the prepo-
sition and the prepositional complement nekom grad in (9a), nor is it possible for
an enclitic to intervene in this position (9b). This is true even in cases in which the
preposition is clearly an independent phonological word (a bi-moraic and stressed
unit) that can host an enclitic complement.

(9) a. *U
in

Ivan
Ivan

nekom
some

gradu
city

živi.
live.3sg

b. *U
in

je
be.3sg

nekom
some

gradu
city

Ivan
Ivan

živio.
live.ptc

Furthermore, we observe that in split contexts in NSh one split NP-part, for ex-
ample the head-noun, can be pronominalized in interrogative (10b) and declarative
(10c) contexts, while in non-split contexts (10d) this is impossible. This further
supports the assumption that we are dealing with two distinct noun phrases in these
constructions, as e.g. proposed in Fanselow and Cavar (2001, 2002).

(10) a. Koliko
how-many

si
be.2sg

knjiga
books

pročitao?
read.ptc

‘How many books did you read?’

b. Koliko
how-many

si
be.2sg

ih
them

pročitao?
read.ptc

c. Sve
all

sam
be.1sg

ih
them

pročitao.
read.ptc

‘I read all of them.’

d. *Ivan
Ivan

je
be.3sg

pročitao
read.ptc

pet
five

ih.
them

As has been discussed in Cavar and Wilder (1999) and O’Connor (2002), 2PCs
cannot split the head noun from its relative clause in sentence initial position.
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(11) a. Čovjek,
man

koji
who

živi
live.3sg

u
in

Parizu,
Paris

sijeća
remember.3sg

vas
you.2pl.acc

se.
refl

‘The man, who lives in Paris, remembers you.”

b. *Čovjek
man

vas
you.2pl.acc

se,
refl

koji
who

živi
live.3sg

u
in

Parizu,
Paris

sijeća.
remember.3sg

Given that the head-noun čovjek of the complex subject-NP represents a well-
formed prosodic word, it would be expected that the 2PC cluster vas se can be
generated in sentence initial position and invert with the NP-head in the PI ap-
proach. This, however, is not possible. There is a simple syntactic explanation for
the ungrammaticality of (11b), i.e. the head noun cannot be split from its relative
clause by any other element. The only option for a discontinuous realization of an
NP with a relative clause would involve right-extraposition of the relative clause,
similar to German and English.

In this section we have presented arguments for a syntactic analysis of split
NPs and PPs, establishing a parallel between the syntactic splits and splits with the
presence of 2PCs. In cases in which syntactic splits are excluded, splits by 2PCs
are excluded as well. The fact that e.g. head nouns in split-NP constructions can be
pronominalized supports the assumption that each resulting part of a split NP can
function as an independent syntactic NP constituent.

4 Information structure

In this section, we argue that the different syntactic structures with 2PCs also dif-
fer with respect to their specific information theoretic properties. Semantic and
pragmatic effects, however, are not expected, if the minimal word order difference
involves clitic placement at the prosodic level.

The examples in (12) illustrate that 2PC split constructions are not possible in
neutral contexts that form the answer to the question “What happened?”, as shown
in (12a) for an oblique argument, and in (12b) for a subject NP.

(12) a. ?? U
on

velikom
big

je
be.3sg

gradu
tree

Petar
Peter

živio.
climb.ptc

‘Peter climbed on a big tree.’

b. ?? Taj
this

nepoznati
unknown

je
be.3sg

čovjek
man

nazvao
call.ptc

Mariju.
Maria

‘This unknown man called Maria.’

A further test involves quantifier scope variation in wh-questions with and without
splits, as described by Obenauer (1976) for combien-split constructions in French,
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and by Nakanishi (2007) for split NPs in Japanese.4

In example (13), the 2PC unambiguously cliticizes to the fronted direct ob-
ject phrase. The sentence has two readings, i.e. the collective and the distributive
reading. In contrast, in questions involving split NPs as in (14) only the collective
reading remains.

(13) Koliko
how-many

članaka
articles

su
be.3pl

svi
all

ti
these

studenti
students

pročitali?
read.ptc

?n: ∃nx article(x) & ∀y [ student(y)→ read(y,x) ]
How many articles exist, such that all students read them?

?n: ∀y [ student(y)→ ∃nx article(x) & read(y,x) ]
What is the number, such that all students read that number of papers?

(14) Koliko
how-many

su
be.3pl

svi
all

ti
these

studenti
students

pročitali
read.ptc

članaka?
articles

* ?n: ∃nx article(x) & ∀y [ student(y)→ read(y,x) ]

?n: ∀y [ student(y)→ ∃nx article(x) & read(y,x) ]

The observation in (14) can be explained as being the result of a syntactic split
in a wh-question, as discussed above. Similarly, the same disambiguation effect
seems to occur in constructions with an apparent prosodic NP-split, as shown in
(15), where only the collective reading is available.

(15) Koliko
how-many

su
be.3pl

članaka
articles

svi
all

ti
these

studenti
students

pročitali?
read.ptc

* ?n: ∃nx article(x) & ∀y [ student(y)→ read(y,x) ]

?n: ∀y [ student(y)→ ∃nx article(x) & read(y,x) ]

As shown above, the different word order with 2PCs, after the initial word in split
constructions, or after the initial constituent, has consequences with respect to the
contribution to the sentence information structure. This is not expected if a purely
phonological placement were responsible for the 1W-placement. The observations
support a syntactic placement of clitics in the 1W-constructions.

5 Basic Analysis

Our analysis has to account for the fact that clitics can be realized in 1P- and
1W-constructions, as discussed above. However, clitics can also be realized in

4Thanks to Maribel Romero for the relevant hints and a fruitful discussion of the semantic and
pragmatic properties of related split constructions.
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third or fourth position (prosodically, and syntactically, see e.g. Cavar and Wilder
(1999)). Examples of such a deeper placement are presented in (17) and discussed
below. It is important, however, that our analysis is also compatible with these
facts. Similarly, our analysis has to explain why clitics cannot be realized after the
first prosodic word in embedded contexts, and that there is a strict string adjacency
condition between complementizers and clitics.

Any adequate analysis of the relevant construction has to be complex, because
it involves the interaction of various linguistic levels, such as syntactic, informa-
tion, and prosodic structure, as well as semantic properties.

We will not discuss details of relevant prosodic constraints and requirements
for the 1W- and 1P-constructions, nor their specific intonation contours. We are
confident that our approach is compatible with various recent proposals of prosodic
structure within LFG such as Bögel et al. (2010); O’Connor (2004); Mycock (2005);
Mycock and Dalrymple (2011).

We also have to skip a detailed discussion of the semantic properties of the
relevant constructions. However, we are certain that an appropriate model of the
semantic structure can be incorporated in our approach, e.g. along the lines of
Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011).

The data discussed in sections 3 and 4 showed that the basic levels needed to
analyze the data are syntactic structure and information structure. In our analy-
sis, the clitic cluster always follows a syntactic phrase, i.e. 1W-constructions are
cases of syntactic structures with discontinuous syntactic phrases. Following work
on i(nformation)-structure in LFG (e.g. Bresnan 2001; Choi 1999; King 1997), we
assume that certain c-structure positions can be associated with information struc-
ture functions. Thus, while the 1W- and 1P-constructions might have the same
f-structure, their c- and i-structure might differ.

Figure 2 shows the basic c-structure template assumed for all sentences, i.e. for
syntactically discontinuous 1W-constructions, or the continuous 1P-constructions.
The 2PCs or the clitic cluster mark the boundaries between TOP(ic) and FOC(us),
i.e. the elements following the clitic cluster are in the default focus domain (e.g.
VP), associated with the FOC(us) role. The elements before the clitic cluster can
be interrogative XPs, TOP(ic) or C(ontrastive) FOC(us) elements.

In the sentential template, the position preceding the clitic cluster is marked as
either a topic or a contrastive focus position. This may seem complicated at first
sight. However, the similarity between topic and contrastive focus has been noted
in various works before (e.g. King 1995; Choi 1999; Mchombo et al. 2005; Cook
and Payne 2006). Applying, e.g. Choi’s (1999) features “Prom[inent]” and “New”
to encode the basic information structure roles (see table 1), topic and contrastive
focus share the feature [+Prom]. Thus, the Spec-CP position can be associated with
the feature [+Prom], i.e. it would require that all syntactic objects in this position
play a prominent role in the information structure.

Specific focus background structures are associated with all split constructions.
These are additionally also prosodically marked. These constructions require the
initial split subconstituent to be stressed. Thus, without going into details of the
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CP

XP
{(↓PRED FN) ∈ (↑i TOP) |

(↓PRED FN) ∈ (↑i C-FOC) }

C′

↑=↓

CCL
↑=↓

IP
(↓PRED FN) ∈ (↑i FOC)

CL-Aux
↑=↓

CL-Pron
(↑OBJ) =↓

.....

Figure 2: Basic c-structure template including a clitic cluster (CCL)

– New + New
– Prom Tail Completive Focus
+Prom Topic Contrastive Focus

Table 1: Information structure features (Choi, 1999)

prosodic structure, stressing the first subconstituent might contribute the informa-
tion [+New]. This is required to put contrastive focus on the split constituent.
Without this stress, the split constituent would be analyzed as the topic, which
would be information-structurally odd.

How the template is applied in the different analyses for the two basic con-
structions is illustrated by using the well-known examples in (16).

(16) a. Taj
this

čovjek
man

joj
her

ga
it

je
be.3sg

poklonio.
present.ptc

‘This man presented it to her.’

b. Taj
this

joj
her

ga
it

je
be.3sg

čovjek
man

poklonio.
present.ptc

Figure 3 shows the analysis for (16a), in which the clitic attaches after the ini-
tial syntactic phrase, i.e. the subject NP. The subject does not necessarily receive
stress. NSh is a pro-drop language such that any overt subject is actually inter-
preted as prominent. Thus we analyze this construction with an initial subject NP
as an instance in which the initial phrase is representing a topic. The clitic cluster
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consists of three clitics in this case, the objectθ, the object and the auxiliary. The
focus is solely projected by the verb.

CP

NP
(↓PRED FN) ∈ (↑i TOP)

C′

↑=↓

D
↑=↓

N
↑=↓

CCL
↑=↓

IP
(↓PRED FN) ∈ (↑i FOC)

taj čovjek CL-Pron
(↑OBJθ) =↓

CL-Pron
(↑OBJ) =↓

CL-Aux
↑=↓

VP
↑=↓

joj ga je V
↑=↓

poklonio

Figure 3: C-structure analysis for (16a): Clitics after the first phrase

In contrast, figure 4 displays the basic analysis for (16b), i.e. the 1W-construc-
tion that involves a split constituent in our analysis. The initial constituent in this
construction just consists of the sentence initial demonstrative. This construction is
only well-formed with a specific intonation contour, i.e. the sentence initial demon-
strative receives stress. Thus, in this case the demonstrative is contrastively fo-
cused, while the head noun of the subject, čovjek ‘man’ is not contributing new
information to the sentence, but it might be thematic. The default focus domain is
projected by the verb, but it might also include the head noun of the subject.

A full account of the split constructions that includes a discussion of the syntac-
tic structure cannot be provided here because of restrictions of space. Nevertheless,
we shall sketch a possible analysis in the following.

The challenges discontinuous constituents pose for syntactic analysis are two-
fold. Firstly, an analysis needs to define possible phrase structure rules which
define which parts of a constituent can function as phrases on their own. For NSh,
for example, a determiner is a possible single constituent of a noun phrase, but a
preposition cannot represent a full PP by itself.

Secondly, the analysis has to explain how the single phrases in the c-structure
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CP

NP

(↓PRED FN) ∈ (↑i C-FOC)

C′

↑=↓

D

↑=↓
CCL

↑=↓
IP

(↓PRED FN) ∈ (↑i FOC)

taj CL-Pron

(↑OBJθ ) =↓
CL-Pron

(↑OBJ) =↓
CL-Aux

↑=↓
NP

(↑SUBJ) =↓
VP

↑=↓

joj ga je N

↑=↓
V

↑=↓

čovjek poklonio

Figure 4: C-structure analysis for (16b): Clitics after the first word

can unify without PRED-value clashes in the f-structure. This question has been
addressed within LFG e.g. by Nordlinger (1998) for Australian languages or by
Kuhn (1999) for German. Unfortunately, the empirical basis is different in our
case.

For the Australian languages discussed by Nordlinger (1998), no distinction
exists between nouns and adjectives. Thus, every nominal item can either be used
attributively or as a head noun. As a consequence, there are no restrictions on the
phrase structure rules of discontinuous constituents.

In German, in contrast, as has been discussed by Kuhn (1999), discontinuous
constituents are highly restricted. Only the head noun, or the head noun and its
modifier(s) can be preposed in German. This differs from the data in NSh in which
the demonstrative or the demonstrative and the nominal modifiers can be preposed.
Consequently, Kuhn’s (1999) analysis of the German split construction involving
elliptical NPs cannot be applied to NSh.

Thus, we propose for the NSh data an alternative analysis in which we treat
split-off adjectives and/or demonstratives as headless NP constructions, which in
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a way resemble nominalizations, but lack the pro-PRED-value they would have
when otherwise used alone. This way, we can account for the fact that the individ-
ual parts of the split NPs can function as independent NPs while avoiding PRED
value clashes in the f-structure.

Reconsidering the examples involving relative clauses in (11), we might add
that in our account, (11a) is grammatical because the whole subject NP is in Topic
position, whereas in (11b) only the head noun is in topic or contrastive focus posi-
tion, and the relative clause would have to be assumed to be in the focus domain.
This, however, would be information structurally rather odd. Alternatively, if the
head noun is in topic position, the relative clause has to be right extra-posed, out-
side of the topic or focus domain.

Summing up, we propose a purely syntactic analysis for 2PC placement. The
clitic cluster always attaches after the first syntactic constituent, which may be a
topic or a contrastive focus information-structurally. The first syntactic constituent
may either be a complete syntactic phrase, or a split-off part of a syntactic con-
stituent, which then triggers a contrastive focus reading and consequently requires
a specific intonational contour. In the next section we turn to even more complex
cases and show how the basic analysis laid out here can account for these.

6 Further Data and Analyses

In this section we shall discuss more relevant data, which has proven to be diffi-
cult for other analyses, in particular the PI-based approaches, and show how our
analysis can account for it naturally.

6.1 Clitic Third, Fourth ...

The so called sentential or second position clitics do not always have to be realized
in second position in the clause (see also (3) for an example of a complex split NP).
In (North-)Western NSh variants in Croatia there is a tendency for Clitic-Third (or
-Fourth). Syntactic sequences like “XP V CCL . . . ” are very frequent in these
variants. In contrast, (South-)Eastern NSh seems to show a stricter tendency for
Clitic-Second, i.e. full phrases seem to be more common in NSh-variants in Dal-
matia and West-Herzegovina, while 1W-constructions seem to be more frequently
used in the Eastern variants.

The examples in (17) taken from the Croatian Language Corpus (CLC)5 show
constructions in which 2PCs are located in the third or fourth position in the clause.
This shows that the topic constituent preceding the clitic cluster can be quite com-
plex.

(17) a. CP V.ptc CCL . . .
5http://riznica.ihjj.hr
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[ Da
that

održi
hold

koncert
concert

] [ pozvao
call-on.ptc

] ga
him

je
be.3sg

Katolički
catholic

pokret
organization

za
of

žene
women

‘He was invited by the catholic society for women to arrange a
concert.’

b. X NP V.ptc CCL . . .

[ Doduše,
honestly

] [ hrvatski
Croatian

igrač
player

] [ isprovocirao
needle.ptc

] ga
him

je
be.3sg

startom
initially

s
from

led̄a
back

‘Honestly, the Croatian player was initially needling him from the
back.’

c. C NP NP C NP NP AUX CCL . . .

[ Ali
but

ni
not

jedan
one

ni
not

drugi,
other,

] [ dakle
that

ni
not

govoreni
spoken

ni
not

pisani
written

jezik
language

] [ nisu
not-be.3pl

] mu
him

mogli
could

biti
be

korisni
helpful

neposredno.
directly
‘but not the one nor the other, that is not the spoken nor the written
language, could have been directly useful for him’

d. C NP NEG V.imp CCL . . .

[ ali
but

pune
full

glave
heads

] [ ne
not

dadoše
give.imp

] mu
him

mira
piece

‘but the full heads did not give him peace’

As suggested in Cavar and Wilder (1992), constructions like (17a) involve a fronted
phrase and a participle head in C preceding the clitic cluster, i.e. so called Long
Head Movement constructions. Similarly, the construction in (17b) involves an ini-
tial phrase and participle head preceding the clitic cluster, however being preceded
by a pragmatic or a discourse element like Doduše. The constructions in (17c-d)
might involve further positions preceding the clause, which we might assume to be
typed as free hanging topics and extra-sentential elements.

As for our arguments and analysis, these examples show that the stipulation of
second position clitic placement is problematic. The placement position involves
constraints imposed by the possibility of realizing various types of topic and focus
elements in the left periphery of the sentence, which again is a syntactic domain,
rather than prosodic in nature.
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6.2 Breakable Clitic Cluster

In this final section we present additional data on clitic clusters which supports the
complex syntactic nature view of 2PC placement constraints.

It is often claimed that the clitic cluster is unbreakable in NSh. However, ev-
idence suggests that the clitic cluster is breakable at least in certain syntactic and
information theoretic contexts. A detailed analysis of this data, however, is beyond
the scope of this paper.

As discussed in the previous sections, clitics usually occur in a syntactic posi-
tion following contrastively focused or topicalized elements. With respect to vari-
ous previous examples we mentioned the clitic cluster in NSh, referring to a group
of clitics that appear together in the second position in the clause. Numerous clitics
can cluster together, and their relative order seems to be subject to placement con-
straints. The grouping regularities in NSh are described in the slot-model in (18).
This seems to be a tendency, not necessarily a strict grammatical constrained, as
discussed in Cavar (1999).6

(18) li – Aux. – Dat.Pron. – Acc.Pron. – Refl.Pron. / je (Aux.3sg)

In complex sentences multiple clitic clusters are possible, suggesting that each
clause provides a designated structural clitic cluster position, as shown in the ex-
ample in (19):

(19) Ivan
Ivan

mu
him

je
be.3sg

rekao
say.ptc

da
that

mu
him

ga
it

neće
not-want.3sg

dati.
give.inf

‘Ivan told him that he will not give it to him.’

A PI-based approach would have to assume some special handling of multiple-
clitic-cluster constructions, and a clause-based application of placement and inver-
sion constraints.

The common assumption is that a clitic cluster cannot be split. The ungram-
maticality of examples such as (20b) seems to support this assumption:

(20) a. Neko
some

dijete
child

mi
me

ga
it

je
be.3sg

donjelo.
bring.ptc

‘Some child has brought it to me.’

b. *Neko
some

mi
me

dijete
child

ga
it

je
be.3sg

donjelo.
bring.ptc

On the one hand, it seems that a placement stipulation as formulated in the context
of PI would have to always uniformly apply to all 2PCs at once in the same way,
rather than to individual such clitics. Thus, if one 2PC is placed after the initial
syntactic constituent, all of them have to be placed there, i.e. it is not possible to

6Note that clitic clusters with more than two such clitics are very rare in language use data and
corpora, e.g. in the Croatian Language Corpus.
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place only one clitic in sentence initial position, and the others in a position after
the initial syntactic constituent, otherwise (20b) should be well-formed.

In some contexts like e.g. VP-topicalization constructions, it seems to be possi-
ble to split the clitic cluster. In (21b), for example, the two clitics are separated by
auto ‘car’. This seems to be only possible when a complex ditransitive predicate
or verb phrase is topicalized.

(21) a. Ivan
Ivan

mu
him

je
be.3sg

kupio
buy.ptc

auto,
car

a
and

ne
not

Stipe.
S.

‘Ivan has bought him a car, and not Stipe.’

b. Kupio
buy.ptc

mu
him

auto
car

je
be.3sg

Ivan,
Ivan

a
and

ne
not

Stipe.
Stipe.

It seems that the pronominal verbal argument that is realized as a sentential clitic
can be located in its complete syntactic and functional complex, i.e. its VP, inde-
pendent of the other clitic elements. Such an observation is at least problematic
for any prosodic 2PC placement model. As mentioned above, on the one hand, in
a PI-based approach one would be forced to assume a uniform placement decision
for all 2PCs to explain the clustering constraints and the ungrammaticality of ex-
amples like (20b). On the other hand, for examples like (21b) one would have to
allow for a disjoint initial placement for the 2PCs.

Even more complex problems for PI-based approaches are illustrated by the
data on clitic clusters in sentences with infinitival complements. As (22) shows,
the clitics that belong to the matrix clause and to the embedded clause can be
realized in all possible clitic cluster spots. The direct object clitic of the embedded
clause can be realized in the matrix clause as in (22b) or in the embedded clause
as in (22c). This could be seen as an instance of optional “clitic raising”. In (22d),
the complete embedded clause appears to be topicalized, resulting in two spots for
clitic clusters as in the VP-topicalization examples above.

(22) a. Ivan
Ivan

je
be.3sg

želio
wish.ptc

čitati
read.inf

knjigu
book

u
in

parku.
park

‘Ivan wanted to read a book in the park.’

b. Ivan
Ivan

ju
it

je
be.3sg

želio
wish.ptc

čitati
read.inf

u
in

parku.
park

‘Ivan wanted to read it in the park.’

c. Ivan
Ivan

je
be.3sg

želio
wish.ptc

čitati
read.inf

ju
it

u
in

parku.
park

d. Čitati
read.inf

ju
it

u
in

parku
park

je
be.3sg

Ivan
Ivan

želio.
wish.ptc

Leaving a detailed explanation and discussion of these constructions to a later time,
we might conclude that it appears that, what may find a straightforward syntactic
explanation, imposes serious issues and problems for PI-based approaches.
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7 Conclusion

We have discussed numerous arguments from the literature in favor of a prosodic
analysis of 2PC placement in NSh. Given the numerous counterexamples and em-
pirical counter evidence, we can conclude that the concept of prosodic inversion
lacks empirical evidence. Thus the proposed extension of theoretical concepts at
the prosodic and syntactic level is not motivated.

On the basis of the current empirical evidence we can retain the assumption
that clitic placement in the relevant language(s) is syntactic in nature. The fact that
some complex phrases can be realized discontinuously, imposes serious theoreti-
cal problems in various theories, but also supports the syntactic analysis of 2PC
placement.

Due to space restrictions, we were only able to present a brief discussion of the
empirical facts, and just sketch a theory of clitic placement and split constructions
in NSh. We hope to be able to present an extended and more detailed version in
the near future.
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Abstract

Ya̧g Dii (Niger-Congo/Adamawa-Ubangi, Cameroon; also called Duru) has
a complicated pronominal system, originally described by Bohnhoff (1986),
with four series of pronouns whose distribution is determined by their gram-
matical function and the type of clause in which they appear.One series
seems to exhibit an otherwise unattested form of non-locality: at least one
clause must intervene between the pronoun and its antecedent, and the pres-
ence or absence of coreferent phrases in the intervening clause does not affect
its appearance or distribution. The nature of the relation between this very
long-distance pronoun and its antecedent seems to violate otherwise well-
established notions of locality of anaphoric relations and, indeed, of gram-
matical dependencies more generally. We present an analysis of the binding
requirements of this anaphor that relies on features associated with different
parts of its binding domain, and compare our analysis to alternatives which
involve the specification of extended paths.

1 Locality in grammar

It is generally assumed that languages do not have grammatical dependencies that
are exclusively nonlocal – there are no grammatical dependencies that operate at
a minimal distance of two clauses away, for example (Fitzpatrick 2002, Sag 2008,
among many others). In the context of anaphoric binding patterns, this assumption
amounts to the claim that anaphors never ignore their local context. This is the
Locality Conditionof Dalrymple (1993), stated as: “binding constraints ... always
refer to local elements, never exclusively to nonlocal ones”, and thesubset prin-
ciple of Manzini and Wexler (1987) for anaphoric binding domains,stating that
smaller potential binding domains are always properly contained in larger ones.

Anaphoric binding patterns in Ya̧g Dii appear to run counterto these standardly
accepted generalisations. There are several series of pronouns in Ya̧g Dii, one
of which, glossed 2LD in the following, requires a very long-distance binder. In
example (1), 2LD appears as the subject of a subordinate clause (he repay the IOU)
which is itself contained within a subordinate clause (his friend asked him that he
repay the IOU); 2LD must be bound by the main clause subject, two clauses away:1

†I am grateful to Lee Bohnhoff (personal communication, October 1991) for providing correc-
tions to mistakes in transcriptions and indices for the examples taken from Bohnhoff (1986), addi-
tional examples, and helpful comments on the patterns discussed here. For comments on this paper, I
am grateful to Ash Asudeh, Miriam Butt, Tracy Holloway King,Jean-Marie Marandin, the audience
at “Ling Lunch” Paris Diderot, June 2011, and the audience atLFG11, particularly Louisa Sadler
and Doug Arnold.

1The form glossed CM is a clause-final particle.
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(1) Nán
man

ba’ad
work

∅
(hei)

’ò̧
say

[ moo
for

’ȩ̀ǹ
what

dà
friend

bı̀
his.LDi

tóó
other

bà
that

ka
sb-hej

vı̀
ask

bi
him.LDi

[ bà
that

’̀ıi
he.2LDi

s0́0́w0
repay.himj

’ 0́lá]]?
CM-Q

‘The workeri asked why his.LDi friend asked him.LDi that he.2LDi repay
the IOU.’ (corrected version of Bohnhoff, 1986, 119)

(2) 


PRED say

SUBJ [worker]i

COMP




PRED ask
SUBJ [his.LDi friend]

OBJ [LD] i

COMP

[
PRED repay

SUBJ [2LD] i

]







The 2LD pronoun can be used whether or not there is a coreferential pronoun in
the intervening clause. As in (1), there is a coreferential subject in the immediately
higher clause in example (3), but not in the equally acceptable example in (4):

(3) Bà’á
Papai,

∅
(hei)

gàà
knows

[[ sèỳ
time

ı̀i
he.2LDi

làà
goes

tée]
when,

bà
that

bı́ń
he.LDi.will

hò̧
see

hȩn
thing

Múúsà
Moses

wòò]
his

‘Papai knows that when he.2LDi goes, he.LDi’ll see Moses’s thing.’
(L. Bohnhoff, p.c.)

(4) Bà’á
Papai,

∅
(hei)

gàà
knows

[[ kóó
time

ı̀i
he.2LDi

lúu
leave

nı́
NEG

sı̧̀’]
even,

bà
that

mı́ń
I.will

hò̧
see

hȩn
thing

Múúsà
Moses

wòò]
his

‘Papai knows that even if he.2LDi doesn’t leave, I’ll see Moses’s thing.’
(L. Bohnhoff, p.c.)

(5) 


PRED know
SUBJ [Papa]i

COMP




PRED see
SUBJ [he.LDi/I]

OBJ [thing]

ADJ

{[
PRED leave
SUBJ [2LD] i

]}







Thus, the 2LD pronoun is an exceptionally long-distance anaphor, and seems to
exemplify an exclusively nonlocal dependency: it must corefer with a subject at
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least two clauses distant, and its distribution is not affected by the presence or
absence of intervening potential binders.

Binding patterns for the 2LD pronoun may appear similar to familiar patterns
of switch reference, where clauses are marked to indicate coreference between
arguments, often subjects, of two different clauses. Haiman and Munro (1983)
provide example (6) from Pima, citing Langdon and Munro (1979) and personal
communication from Etheleen Rosero. The morpheme glossed SS enforces coref-
erence between the subject ofcry and the subject ofhit, while the DS morpheme
indicates that the subjects of the two verbs are not coreferent:

(6) a. Hegai
that

’uuvi
woman

’a-t
3-perf

’am s.ohñi
hit

hegai
that

ceoj
man

c
SS

’am s.os.a.
cry

‘The womani hit the man and shei cried.’

b. Hegai
that

’uuvi
woman

’a-t
3-perf

’am s.ohñi
hit

hegai
that

ceoj
man

ku-t
DS

(hegai
that

ceoj)
man

’am s.os.a.
cry

‘The woman hit the mani and hei (the man) cried.’
(Pima; Haiman and Munro, 1983, x)

Like other anaphoric processes, however, and unlike 2LD, switch-reference always
operates locally: according to Haiman and Munro (1983, xiii), “there seem to be
no languages ... in which switch-reference is markedexclusivelybetween non-
adjacent clauses. Thus, if a language has switch-referencemarking between non-
adjacent clauses, it will also mark switch-reference between adjacent clauses.”

2 PRON and SUBORD pronouns

Ya̧g Dii has four distinct series of pronouns, each with a different distribution.
First, there is a basic series of subject, object, and possessive pronouns, which we
will gloss as PRON; Bohnhoff calls this theḿı series, after the first person subject
and object forms. Second, there is a series of SUBORD pronouns for use in subject
position of certain main clauses as well as many subordinateclauses. The PRON
and SUBORD pronoun paradigms are given in Table 1. The discontinuous 1incl.pl
form ba...v́ı can be interrupted by the verbal complex (the verb or series of serial
verbs and any object pronouns). Besides these forms, subject forms in the PRON
series (but not the SUBORD series) can appear with suffixes indicating future or
nonfuture tense. There are also emphatic forms corresponding to each member of
the subject PRON, future subject PRON, and SUBORD series, and there is a sep-
arate series of possessive affixes for use with kinship terms; see Bohnhoff (1986)
for further discussion of these forms. For present purposes, it will be sufficient
to distinguish the members of the PRON and SUBORD series thatare listed in
Table 1.

The choice of PRON vs. SUBORD subject pronoun form depends only on
the syntactic environment, and is not determined by requirements of coreference
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PRON PRON PRON SUBORD
subject object possessive subject

1.sg -n/mı́ -n/mı́ mı́ı́ ’àǹ
1incl.dual ba ba bàà ba
2.sg -m/mÓ -m/mÓ móó ’àm̀
3.sg ∅ -w0 wòò ’à
1excl.pl vÓ vÓ vóó ’òo
1incl.pl ba...vı́ ba vı́ bàà vı́ ba...vı́
2.pl vı́ vı́ vı́ı́ ’̀ı
3.pl v0 v0 vòò ’ 0̀u

Table 1: PRON and SUBORD pronouns, from Bohnhoff (1986, 107,109,110).

main clauses subordinate clauses
PRON: imperfective-factative,

perfective-factative
indirect quotation, comparison
clauses, causal adjuncts (“be-
cause...”) introduced bymoo,
‘until’ adjuncts

SUBORD: imperfective-hortative indirect order, relativeclause,
temporal/locative/conditional
clause, purpose clause, con-
cessive clause, causal adjunct
introduced byka or bà

Table 2: Distribution of PRON and SUBORD subject pronouns, from Bohnhoff
(1986, 107-108).

or noncoreference with an element of the main clause. The subject PRON and
SUBORD pronouns are in complementary distribution, as detailed in Table 2. In
examples (7)–(10), the basic PRON subject, object, and possessive pronouns are
used:

(7) Imperfective-factative:
MÓ
you.PRON

làà
go

kaaĺ1
to.town

‘You go to town.’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 107)

(8) Indirect quotation:
... bà

that
mÓ
you.PRON

làà
go

kaaĺ1
town.to

‘... that you go to town.’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 107)
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(9) Mı́
I.PRON

hò̧
see

vı́
you.Pl.PRON

’ú
CM

‘I see you.’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 110)

(10) Mı́
I.PRON

hò̧
see

lig
house

móó
your.Sg.PRON

s0́’ 0́
already

‘I saw your house already.’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 110)

Examples (11) and (12) require the SUBORD subject form. We will refer to the
domain in which the SUBORD form is used as the SUBORD domain:

(11) Imperfective-hortative:
’ Àm̀
you.SUBORD.must

làà
go

kaaĺ1
town.to

‘Go to town!’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 108)

(12) Temporal/locative/conditional:
Tòẁ/sè’èy/ya
if/when/where

’àm̀
you.SUBORD

làà
go

kaaĺ1
town.to

tée
demonstrative

‘If/when/where you go to town...’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 108)

SUBORD pronouns are found only in subject position; there isno separate SUB-
ORD series of nonsubject pronouns.

The choice between PRON and SUBORD subject pronouns is not governed by
requirements of coreference or noncoreference with an element of the main clause.
Though the SUBORD domain is often a subordinate clause, a SUBORD pronoun
is required as the main clause subject in examples (11) and (13):

(13) ’Àǹ
must.I.SUBORD

làà
go

kaaláa?
town.to.Q

‘Must I go to town?’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 107)

In (14), the SUBORD pronoun appears within the complex clausal complement of
the main verbsay. It does not corefer with any argument in the immediately higher
clause, though it is coreferent with an argument in the main clause:

(14) Nà’á
Motheri

∅
(shei)

’ò̧d
says.to

bà’á
Fatherj

[[ sè’èy
time

bà
that

’à
he.SUBORDj

fı́ı́
returns

ya
comes

babb́1
field.from

tée]
then]

bà
that

bı́ń
she.LOGi

d@̀@̀
cook

d0bb̀1]
yam.CM

‘Motheri says to Fatherj that when hej returns from the field, shei will cook
the yams.’ (corrected version of Bohnhoff, 1986, 122)
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(15) 


PRED say

SUBJ [mother]i
OBJ [father]j

COMP ld




PRED cook
SUBJ [LD] i
OBJ [yams]

ADJ

{
subord

[
PRED return
SUBJ [SUBORD]j

]}







Example (16) is structurally similar to (14), but it contains two SUBORD pronouns.
The SUBORD pronoun subject ofreturncorefers with the SUBORD pronoun sub-
ject of cook in the immediately higher clause as well as with a nonsubjectin the
main clause:

(16) Nà’á
Motheri

∅
(shei)

’ò̧d
says.to

bà’á
Fatherj

[[ sè’èy
time

bà
that

’à
he.SUBORDj

fı́ı́
returns

ya
comes

babb́1
field.from

tée]
then]

bà
that

’à
he.SUBORDj

d@̀@̀
cook

d0bb̀1]
yam.CM

‘Motheri says to Fatherj that when hej returns from the field, hej should
cook the yams.’ (corrected version of Bohnhoff, 1986, 122)

(17) 


PRED say

SUBJ [mother]i
OBJ [father]j

COMP ld




PRED cook
SUBJ [SUBORD]j

OBJ [yams]

ADJ

{
subord

[
PRED return
SUBJ [SUBORD]j

]}







Thus, the choice of PRON or SUBORD pronoun forms is determined in purely
structural terms: clauses of particular types require the SUBORD form of the sub-
ject pronoun rather than the PRON form.

3 LD pronouns

Besides the PRON and SUBORD series, Ya̧g Dii has a third series of bound pro-
nouns which are used only in certain subordinate domains to corefer with a subject
in a higher clause. We will gloss these pronouns with the label LD. Table 3 aug-
ments the patterns in Table 1 with the nonemphatic subject, object, and possessive
LD forms. As with the PRON forms, LD forms can appear with suffixes for future
and nonfuture tense, and there is a separate series of possessive forms for use with
kinship terms; see Bohnhoff (1986) for the complete paradigms.

According to what Bohnhoff (1986, 112) calls thereference condition, the LD
pronoun appears in a restricted set of subordinate clauses which we will call the LD
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PRON PRON PRON SUBORD LD LD LD
subject object possessive subject subject object possessive

1.sg -n/mı́ -n/mı́ mı́ı́ ’àǹ bi -n/mı́ mı́ı́
1incl.dual ba ba bàà ba bi ba bàà
2.sg -m/mÓ -m/mÓ móó ’àm̀ bi bi bı̀ı̀
3.sg ∅ -w0 wòò ’à bi bi bı̀ı̀
1excl.pl vÓ vÓ vóó ’òo bi vÓ vóó
1incl.pl ba...vı́ ba vı́ bàà vı́ ba...vı́ bi ba vı́ bàà vı́
2.pl vı́ vı́ vı́ı́ ’̀ı bi bi bı̀ı̀
3.pl v0 v0 vòò ’ 0̀u bi bi bı̀ı̀

Table 3: Pronouns including LD forms, from Bohnhoff (1986, 107,109,110,113).

main
clauses

subordinate clauses

SUBORD only: imperfective-
hortative

relative clause, concessive clause,
temporal/locative/conditional clause

LD only: indirect quotation, subordinate
desiderative

both SUBORD
and LD allowed:

indirect order, purpose clause, causal
adjunct introduced byka or bà

Table 4: Distribution of LD and SUBORD subject pronouns.

domain, and must be bound by the grammatical subject of the clause immediately
containing the LD domain, which we will call the LD antecedent. In (18), the LD
domain is the subordinate clausethey go to town, and the LD antecedent is the
subject of the matrix verbwant:

(18) V0
they.PRONi

hı̧́ı̧́
want

[ bi
they.LDi

làà
go

kaaĺ1]
town.to

‘They want to go to town.’ (corrected version of Bohnhoff, 1986, 113)

Bohnhoff (1986, 112) shows that the LD domain consists of indirect quotations,
subordinate desiderative clauses, indirect orders, purpose clauses, and causal ad-
juncts introduced bykaor bà. As shown in Table 4, there is some overlap between
the LD domain and the SUBORD domain. Where either pronoun canbe used, the
LD pronoun is used when coreference with the LD antecedent isintended; when
noncoreference is intended, the SUBORD form must be used. Incontrast with ex-
ample (18), the SUBORD form is used in example (19), since thepronoun appears
in subordinate subject position and the subordinate clauseis an indirect order, one
of the environments in which the LD domain and the SUBORD domain overlap.

(19) V0
they.PRONi

hı̧́ı̧́
want

[ ’ 0̀0
they.SUBORD∗i,j

làà
go

kaaĺ1]
town.to

‘They want others to go to town.’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 114)
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Bohnhoff provides example (20) to show that the LD pronoun must be bound
by theclosestLD antecedent. The verbssayandtell both introduce an LD domain,
since their complements are indirect quotations. However,example (20) is not
ambiguous; the antecedent of the LD pronoun must be Moses, the closest eligible
LD antecedent, and not Mother:

(20) Nà’á
Motheri

∅
(shei)

’ò̧d
says.to

bà’á
Father

[ Múúsa
Mosesj

bà
that
∅
(hej )

’ò̧
says

[ bà
that

biǹ
he.LDj,∗i

hı̧́ı̧́
wants

lààĺ1
to.go

kaaĺ1]]
to.town

‘Motheri tells Father that Mosesj says that *shei/hej wants to go to town.’
(Bohnhoff, 1986, 118)

Unlike the SUBORD pronoun, whose appearance is restricted to subject po-
sition, the LD pronoun may appear as a subject, object, or possessor within the
LD domain. In example (21), the object of the subordinate verb refusesis a LD
pronoun whose antecedent is the subject of the matrix verbattack:

(21) Yò̧o̧b
ancestor.spiritsi

v0
they.PRONi

kÓ
attack

’à’á
grandmother

[ bà
because.she

há̧́N
refuses

bi
them.LDi

nannè]
food
‘Ancestor spiritsi, theyi attack grandmother because she refuses themi food.’

(Bohnhoff, 1986, 115)

In example (22), both the subordinate subject and the possessor of the object are
LD pronouns:

(22) v0
they.PRONi

hı̧́ı̧́
want

[ bi
they.LDi

mbàà
sit

kan
with

yúú
head

bı̀ı̀
their.LDi

nu]
CM

‘Theyi want to sit with theiri head.’ (= ‘They want to be independent.’)
(Bohnhoff, 1986, 116)

The LD domain is not defined by properties typically associated with logophoric-
ity, though its roots are likely based in an earlier logophoric system: Bohnhoff
(1986, 112) observes that clauses constituting the LD domain “all may have been
derived from underlying quotes”. Culy (1997) discusses theextension of logophoric
marking from typical logophoric domains such as reported speech, thought, or per-
ception to adjuncts such as purpose clauses and causal clauses, and proposes that
this is the result of grammaticisation of an original logophoric system; this seems
to be the case for Ya̧g Dii. As Bohnhoff (1986, 113) notes, theLD domain “does
not seem to be limited to contexts containing a performativeverb, nor to a desider-
ative context, nor do such pragmatic/semantic notions as source/receiver of the
information seem to govern the use of the series”. Nonsubject antecedents of LD
pronouns are not permitted. Further, constructions that seem to have very similar
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meanings vary as to whether they introduce a LD domain: for example, causal con-
structions introduced byka/bà constitute a LD domain (example 21), while causal
constructions withmoo, as in example (23), do not:

(23) Cause withmoo:
V0
they.PRONi

yaa
come,

bi
they.LDi

mà”o̧
grab.him

lùù
leave

’ú,
CM,

[ moo
because

v0
they.PRONi

’ò̧
say

bà
that.he

ya̧NNè]
crazy.CM

‘Theyi came to take him away, because theyi said that he’s crazy.’
(Bohnhoff, 1986, 115-116)

The PRON pronoun is used as the subject of the subordinate clausebecause they
say that he’s crazybecause this is neither a LD domain nor a SUBORD domain:
only causal constructions withka/bà allow LD or SUBORD pronouns, not causal
constructions withmoo.

Morphosyntactically, the LD domain is usually marked either by the subordi-
nator/complementiserbà or by the presence of a particular lexical predicate in the
immediately higher clause; Culy (1997) discusses the importance of marking by
particular complementisers in defining the logophoric domain in many languages.
Subordinate purpose clauses seem to constitute an exception to this generalisation,
since they do not contain special marking to indicate the LD domain, and need not
appear with a particular predicate in the immediately higher clause; it may be that
these are positionally encoded:

(24) Subordinate purpose clause:
Bà’á
Fatheri

∅
(hei)

n@’@y
bends

hághá
down

[ bi
he.LDi

hò̧
sees

p0́gg̀1]
animal.CM

‘Father bends down to see the animal.’
(corrected version of Bohnhoff, 1986, 114)

Example (18) contains a subordinate desiderative clause, signalled by the presence
of the verb ‘want’ in the matrix clause. Example (21) contains a causal adjunct
with the subordinator/complementiserbà. Indirect quotations are also introduced
by bà:

(25) Indirect quotation:
Bà’á
Fatheri

∅
(hei)

’ò̧
says

[ bà
that

bı́ń
he.LDi.will

láá
go

kÒdd́1]
forest.to

‘Fatheri says that hei will go to the forest.’
(corrected version of Bohnhoff, 1986, 114)

In fact, indirect discourse may consist of a number of clauses, as in (26):
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(26) ... v0
they

o̧d
say-to

Yésù:
Jesus:

“Bà’á,
Sir,

1́
the.one

nii
elderi

vóó
our
∅
(hei)

bà’
send

vÓ
us

ya,
come,

moo
so

òo
we

o̧d
say.to

vı́
you

biǹ
that.he.LDi

màan
is.worthy

bà
that

vı́n
you

dÓn
enter

kı́i
house

bı̀ı̀ĺı
his.LDi.in

né.
NEG.

Mo
for

wòò
that

nO
CM

mà,
then

biǹ
that.he.LDi

yaan
come.NEG

kan
with

fó̧ó̧
body

bı̀ı̀
his.LDi

nı́
NEG

yȩ̀
here

nO.
CM

A̧máa
but

bà
that

ı̀
you

ò̧
say

moo
word

y@̧N
cheek

dágá
one

sı̧̀’,
only

nán
man

bı̀ı̀
his.LDi

yȩ̀
this

bàn
that.he

zà̧à̧
heals

ó̧.
CM

Moo
for

bi
he.LDi

á̧ḿ,
too

bà
that

biǹ
he.LDi

kı̀d
hear.to

1́
the.one

nii
elder

bı̀ı̀
his.LDi

v0
plural

tÓgg0́,
ear.CM

bà
that

biǹ
he.LDi

d1
is.there

kan
with

só̧ó̧ze
soldier

bı̀ı̀
his.LDi

bà
that

k00
they

kı̀d
hear

bi
him.LDi

tÓg
ear

máa
this

v0
pl

á̧ḿ.
too

Bà
that

ı̀i
if.he.2LDi

o̧d
say-to

dágá:
one:

“ À̧m̀
You

làà
go

0́”
CM

tée,
if,

bàn
that.he

làà.
go

Bà
that

ı̀i
if.he.2LDi

o̧d
say-to

tóó:
another:

“ À̧m
You

yaa
come

0́”
CM

tée,
if,

bàn
that.he

yaa.
come

Bà
that

ı̀i
if.he.2LDi

o̧d
say-to

nán
man

ba’ad
work

bı̀ı̀:
his.LDi:

“ À̧m̀
You

kÓ
do

hȩn
thing

yȩ̀
this

nO”
CM,

tée
then

bàn
that.he

kÓ
do

0́.
CM

‘...they say to Jesus: “Sir, our elderi has sent us to you, to say to you that
hei isn’t worthy for you to enter hisi house. That’s why hei hasn’t come
here himselfi. But even if you simply say a single word, hisi worker will be
healed. For hei too says that hei takes orders from hisi superiors; that hei has
hisi soldiers that take orders from himi, too. That if hei says to one: “Go!”,
then he will go. That if hei says to another: “Come!”, he will come. That if
hei says to hisi worker, “Do this!”, he will do it.’ (L. Bohnhoff, p.c.)

Each clause in these multi-clause indirect discourse segments is marked with the
subordinator/complementiserbà. We analyse these examples as subordination to
an unpronounced main clause predicate, with only the subordinate LD domain re-
alised. An alternative analysis might treat these in terms of a morphologically
marked main-clause LD domain interpreted as indirect discourse (see Dimmendaal
2001 for more discussion). Under the second analysis, indirect discourse clauses
as in (25) and (26) would differ from the other LD domains in that no syntactic
relation would be required between the LD antecedent (whichwould not be syn-
tactically present in the clause) and the LD pronoun; instead, indirect discourse
would have to be analysed specially, as true logophoricity,different from the other
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syntactically defined instances of the LD domain. For uniformity, and in the ab-
sence of evidence that the conditions governing these multi-clause examples are
different from the other examples, we assume that subordination is involved, with
an unpronounced main-clause predicate.

An orthogonal issue related to determination of the LD antecedent is raised by
Bohnhoff’s claim that the LD antecedent must be thepronounsubject of the im-
mediately higher clause, which, on his analysis, is always present but sometimes
unpronounced. This would make Ya̧g Dii a pronoun-incorporating language in the
sense of Jelinek (1984): on this view, the subject of every clause is a (possibly
unpronounced) pronominal, and what appears to be a full non-pronominal subject
is treated as a dislocated topic or apposition to the pronoun. In fact, it is likely
that full non-pronominal subject phrases are best treated as subjects and not topics
or appositions, with unpronounced pronominal subjects posited only when there is
no overt subject phrase (see Austin and Bresnan 1996 for a thorough discussion of
differences between these two analyses and arguments against the Jelinek view).
The choice between the two analyses does not affect the analysis of overt pronouns
in the language, and so for clarity and consistency with Bohnhoff’s presentation of
examples, we include unpronounced pronouns (represented as ∅) in some exam-
ples, though we do not intend this as a claim that unpronounced pronominal forms
are actually present in the structure.

4 Subordinate clause LD pronouns: 2LD

Our primary interest is a fourth series of pronouns which we will label 2LD, char-
acterised above as the “very long-distance” series, as shown in Table 5. Like the
LD series, 2LD pronouns appear in the LD domain and must corefer with the LD
antecedent. Like the SUBORD series, they are used only in subject position of
certain subordinate clauses within the LD domain. There areno 2LD object or
possessive pronouns. As shown in examples (3) and (4), the 2LD pronoun nei-
ther requires nor disallows a coreferential pronoun in the intervening clause in the
LD domain. 2LD is, then, an exceptionally long-distance anaphor, whose binding
conditions seem to be exclusively nonlocal: it must appear as the subject of an
embedded clause within the LD domain, and it must corefer with a subject out-
side the LD domain, at least two clauses distant, without imposing any binding
requirements in the intervening clause.

There are clear morphological parallels between the 2LD series and the SUB-
ORD series, as is evident from inspection of the paradigms inTable 5. Their dis-
tribution is also closely related; indeed, Bohnhoff (1986,123) states that “in the
same way that’ àǹ [SUBORD] subjects are used instead ofm̀ı [PRON] subjects in
certain clauses, so’ ı̀i [2LD] subjects occur instead ofbi [LD] subjects in (some of)
those same grammatical contexts”. In fact, in light of additional data unavailable to
Bohnhoff at the time the article was written, constraints onthe distribution of 2LD
seem to be very close or identical to those for the SUBORD subject pronoun: 2LD
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PRON SUBORD LD 2LD
1.sg -n/mı́ ’àǹ bi ’àǹ
1incl.dual ba ba bi ’aa
2.sg -m/mÓ ’àm̀ bi ’̀ıi
3.sg ∅ ’à bi ’̀ıi
1excl.pl vÓ ’òo bi ’òo
1incl.pl ba...vı́ ba...vı́ bi ’aa...vı́
2.pl vı́ ’̀ı bi ’̀ıi
3.pl v0 ’ 0̀u bi ’̀ıi

Table 5: Subject pronouns of all four pronoun types, from Bohnhoff (1986,
107,113,120).

appears as the subject of a relative clause, temporal/locative/conditional clause,
concessive clause, indirect order, purpose clause, or causal adjunct (though there
are no available data that allow a determination of whether 2LD is limited to causal
adjuncts introduced byka or bà, as in the case of the SUBORD pronoun series).
Bohnhoff does not provide examples of 2LD as the subject of a purpose clause or
a causal adjunct, though he states that it can appear there. In fact, however, he
notes (p. 121) that in some clauses, either the LD or the 2LD pronoun may appear:
“Initial concessive and cause clauses for many speakers simply retain thebi [LD]
forms, although some examples of’ii [2LD] may also be heard.” Example (27)
shows 2LD as the subject of a relative clause within the LD domain:

(27) ... vı́
you

o̧d
say.to

ı́
the.one

kı́i
house

àgà:
self:

“ Àkàw
“Teacheri

∅
(hei)

ò̧
say

[ lig
house

[ bà
that

ı̀i
he.2LDi

lá
eat

hȩn
thing

lál1́
eating

páska
Easter

kan
with

waa
child

duuĺı
following

bı̀ı̀
his.LDi

v0
plural

w0l 1́
there

máa]
when,

bà
that.it

d1
is.there

tÉlá?]”
where?”

‘... you’ll ask the house owner: “The teacher asks, where is the house in
which he.2LD will eat the Easter meal with his disciples?”’ (L. Bohnhoff,
p.c.)

In (28), 2LD is the subject of a temporal adjunct clause in initial position within
the LD domain:

(28) ∅
(shei)

’ò̧
says

[[ sè’èy
time

bà
that

’̀ıi
she.2LDi

là
goes

fı́ı́
returns

ya
comes

babb́1
field.from

tée]
when,

bà
that

bı́ń
she.LDi.will

d@̀@̀
cook

gbOkı̀ı̀]
pigeon

‘Shei said that when she.2LDi returned from the field, she.LDi would cook
the pigeon.’

(Bohnhoff, 1986, 121)
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Another example of a temporal/locative/conditional clauses with 2LD is given in
(3), a concessive clause with 2LD subject is given in (4), andan indirect order with
2LD subject is given in (1).

5 Standard binding theory and 2LD

The following generalisations govern the distribution of the four Ya̧g Dii pronoun
series:

(29) PRON: can bear any grammatical function, except for subject in SUBORD
domain; noncoreferent with LD antecedent if in LD domain

SUBORD: must appear as subject in SUBORD domain; noncoreferent with
LD antecedent if in LD domain

LD: must appear in LD domain; can bear any grammatical function (except
for subject in SUBORD domain within LD domain); coreferent with
LD antecedent

2LD: must appear as subject in SUBORD domain within LD domain; coref-
erent with LD antecedent

The status of the parenthesised portion of the condition on LD reflects the un-
certainty discussed at the end of the previous section: in atleast some SUBORD
clauses within the LD domain, either LD or 2LD can appear, butit is not clear
whether the LD and 2LD pronouns are in free variation in all SUBORD domains.

It is not possible to capture the very long-distance nature of the binding con-
straints on the 2LD pronouns by means of standard binding-theoretic constraints.
2LD does not behave like a standard pronominal, in that it does not obey only a
negative binding condition such as Binding Condition B (a pronominal must be
free in its governing category: Chomsky 1981). 2LD pronounsrequire an an-
tecedent in the same sentence, unlike pronominals, and cannot appear without an
antecedent (setting aside the extended indirect discourseexamples, which must be
marked withbà and which we have proposed to treat as involving an unpronounced
main clause subject and predicate). Of course, 2LD does not behave like a standard
anaphor either, since it is not locally bound. To ensure the presence of a nonlocal
antecedent, we might attempt to state the binding requirements for 2LD as a com-
bination of a local noncoreference requirement (as we expect to find with pronomi-
nals) and a nonlocal coreference requirement (as we find withlong-distance reflex-
ives): that is, 2LD would be an overt pronominal anaphor, which must be locally
free but bound in a larger domain, as originally suggested for Malayalamt

¯
aanby

Mohanan (1981) (see also Dalrymple 1993 and Kiparsky 2002).Mohanan (1981)
provides examples (30a) and (30b) to show thatt

¯
aanmust be bound, and example

(30c) to show that the binder oft
¯
aanmay not be a coargument of the same predi-

cate – that is,t
¯
aanmust be bound within the sentence in which it appears, but may

not be locally bound:
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(30) a. *t
¯
aan

self.NOM
aanaye
elephant.ACC

n
¯
ul.l.i

pinched
‘Self pinched the elephant.’ (Malayalam; Mohanan, 1981, 13)

b. [ t
¯
aan
self.NOM

aanaye
elephant.ACC

n
¯
ul.l.i

pinched
en
¯
n
¯
@]

that
kut.t.i
child

r̄aajaawinoot.@
king.DAT

mara n̄ n̄u
said

‘The childi told the king that selfi pinched the elephant.’
(Mohanan, 1981, 17)

c. *moohan
Mohan

t
¯
aane
self.ACC

aa r̄aad
¯
hik’k’un

¯
n
¯
u

worships
‘Mohani worships himselfi.’ (Mohanan, 1981, 15)

Such an approach will not produce the right result for 2LD, however. We cannot
ensure that the antecedent of 2LD appears at least two clauses removed by requiring
2LD to be free in the LD domain but bound in a larger domain, since 2LD can
appear whether or not there is a potential binder in the LD domain, as shown in (3)
and (4).

6 The LD requirement

LFG binding requirements are generally stated in terms of binding equations as
shown in (31), where↑ is the f-structure of the pronoun, and↑σ is the semantic
structure corresponding to↑:

(31) (↑σ ANTECEDENT)= (( GF∗

DELIMITS

BINDING

DOMAIN

GFpro

GRAMMATICAL

FUNCTION OF

PRONOUN

↑ ) GFant

GRAMMATICAL

FUNCTION OF

ANTECEDENT

)σ

This constraint requires the pronoun↑ to appear at the end of the binding path
GF∗ GFpro. The antecedent of the pronoun bears the grammatical function GFant.

(32)
[

GFant [ANTECEDENT]

... GF∗ ... GFpro [PRONOUN]

]

The binding equations can be further specialised to encode particular binding re-
quirements. For example, the binding equation in (33) uses the off-path constraint
¬(→ TENSE) to require the pronoun to find its antecedent in the minimal finite do-
main containing the pronoun; the off-path constraint prevents the path through the
binding domain from passing through an f-structure with theattributeTENSE:

(33) (↑σ ANTECEDENT)= (( GF∗

¬(→ TENSE)
GFpro ↑ ) GFant)σ
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(34) 


GFant [ANTECEDENT]

... GF∗

DOES NOT PASS

THROUGH AN F-
STRUCTURE WITH A

TENSE ATTRIBUTE

... GFpro [PRONOUN]




For more discussion of LFG’s binding theory, see Dalrymple (1993), Bresnan
(2001), and Asudeh (2004).

For the Ya̧g Dii LD pronouns, we propose that the clause that contains the LD
domain and the LD antecedent – thebinding domain for the LD pronoun – is
marked with the attribute-value pair〈LD-ANT,+〉. This marking is enforced by the
predicate or construction which defines the subordinate domain as an LD domain
(the main clause predicate whose complement is an indirect quotation, subordinate
desiderative, or indirect order; theka or ba marking on causal adjuncts; or the
c-structure rule marking a subordinate clause as a purpose clause):

(35)



SUBJ [LD antecedent]
LD-ANT +

COMP [...LD pronoun ...]




It is important to note that theLD-ANT domain is not what we have been calling
the LD domain; instead, it is the clause containing both the LD domain and the
LD antecedent. We can now state the requirements for the LD pronouns with some
minimal modifications to the form of the standard binding equations:

(36) (↑σ ANTECEDENT)= (( GF∗

¬(→ LD-ANT)
1

GFpro

¬(← LD-ANT)
2

↑ ) SUBJ

(← LD-ANT)
3

)σ

1. the clause containing the LD antecedent is thesmallest clause marked with
LD-ANT that also contains the pronoun (the path through the bindingdomain
to the LD pronoun may not pass through a clause withLD-ANT marking);

2. the clause containing the LD pronoun cannot haveLD-ANT marking (LD
pronouns are not bound by a clausemate);

3. theANTECEDENTof the pronoun is theSUBJof a clause withLD-ANT marking.

This combination of constraints encodes the binding requirements for the LD pro-
noun, and enforces an appropriate degree of nonlocality. The antecedent of the
LD pronoun is not a clausemate (since the antecedent must appear in anLD-ANT-
marked clause, and the LD pronoun may not appear in anLD-ANT-marked clause):
the antecedent must be the subject of theLD-ANT-marked clause which properly
contains the LD domain in which the LD pronoun appears.
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7 The SUBORD requirement

We propose that the SUBORD domain is marked as〈SUBORD,+〉.

(37)
[

SUBJ [SUBORD PRONOUN]
SUBORD +

]

SUBORD pronouns require the presence of that feature, whilePRON pronouns are
incompatible with that feature. As with the LD feature, thismarking is enforced
by the main clause predicate or construction defining the domain as a SUBORD
domain. We can then enforce the requirement for SUBORD pronouns to appear as
subjects ofSUBORD-marked clauses with the existential constraint in (38):

(38) ((SUBJ↑ ) SUBORD)

8 Constraints on 2LD

We now turn to the question of the binding requirements of 2LD. It is tempting to
analyse 2LD as just the LD version of SUBORD: we have seen that2LD pronouns
appear in subject position of SUBORD clauses, just like SUBORD pronouns, and
are bound by the LD antecedent, just like LD pronouns. However, more needs to
be said in cases of overlap between the SUBORD and LD domains.Some clauses
are both SUBORD and LD:

(39) V0
they.PRONi

hı̧́ı̧́
want

[ ’ 0̀0
they.SUBORDj

làà
go

kaaĺ1]
town.to

‘They want others to go to town.’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 114)

(40) V0
they.PRONi

hı̧́ı̧́
want

[ bi
they.LDi

làà
go

kaaĺ1]
town.to

‘They want to go to town.’ (corrected version of Bohnhoff, 1986, 113)

The complement of the verbwant is an indirect order, which is in the overlap
between the SUBORD and LD domains. Both SUBORD pronouns (ex.39) and
LD pronouns (ex. 40) are allowed in this domain. This means that the subordinate
clause subject position in these examples isSUBORD-marked, and the antecedent is
in anLD-ANT-marked clause. If 2LD were simply required to appear in a SUBORD
domain and to be bound by the LD antecedent, we would expect the 2LD pronoun
to appear in (40). This is not possible, however: the LD pronoun and not the 2LD
pronoun appears here.

It might appear that we could get around this problem by claiming that a clause
cannot be LD and SUBORD at the same time, but this would lead tothe incorrect
prediction that LD and SUBORD pronouns cannot appear in the same clause. We
do find LD and SUBORD pronouns in the same clause, however; an example is
given in (41).
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(41) Bàbà̧a̧m
Rabbiti

∅
(hei)

vı̀
asks

[ moo
for

’ȩ̀ǹ
what

pȩ́ń
first

v0ǹ
they.PRONj

tid
hold

waa
child

bı̀ı̀
his.LDi

gbO
leave

mammé
water.in

máalá?]
Q?

[ ’ 1́
this

yȩ̀
here

máa,
focus

bà
that

v0ǹ
they.PRONj

sóó
fake

’ 0́]
CM,

[ bà
that

’ 0̀0
they.SUBORDj.must

sòò
look.for

waa
child

bı̀ı̀
his.LDi

p0́
give

bi
him.LDi

dÒg
go.up

’yà̧’a̧
now

yÈ
here

no.]
CM
‘Rabbiti asks why they (Boar) held hisi child and let it fall in the water? (He
says) that they faked it, thatthey.SUBORD must look for his.LDi child
and give it to him.LDi now!’ (Bohnhoff, 1986, 118-119)

The generalisation seems to be that there is an ‘exclusion zone’ for 2LD in the
topmost clause in the LD domain. 2LD is an exclusively long-distance anaphor,
and its antecedent must appear at least 2 clauses away.

We propose to introduce an additional feature marking the top clause of the LD
domain as an ‘exclusion zone’ for 2LD, and constrain the 2LD pronoun so as to
prevent it from appearing there. We will use the featureLD-DOMAIN to mark the
exclusion zone for 2LD in the LD domain:

(42) 


SUBJ [LD antecedent]
LD-ANT +

COMP ld




SUBJ ...
LD-DOMAIN +

COMP subord

[
SUBJ [2LD]
SUBORD +

]







Notice that this marking is still purely local to the predicate or construction defin-
ing the LD domain: the matrix clause containing the LD domainis marked with
LD-ANT, and the LD domain itself is marked withLD-DOMAIN . No marking of
more deeply embedded clauses or constraints involving purely nonlocal relations
are required. We can now state the binding constraints for 2LD as follows:

(43) Binding constraints for 2LD:

(↑σ ANTECEDENT)= (( GF∗

¬(→ LD-ANT)
1

SUBJ

¬(← LD-DOMAIN )
(← SUBORD)
¬(← LD-ANT)

2

↑ ) SUBJ

(← LD-ANT)
3

)σ

1. As with LD, the clause containing the 2LD antecedent is thesmallest clause
marked withLD-ANT that also contains the pronoun.

2. • Like the LD pronoun, the clause containing the 2LD pronoun cannot
haveLD-ANT marking (2LD pronouns are not bound by a clausemate).
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• Like SUBORD pronouns, 2LD must appear as theSUBJ of a clause
with SUBORD-marking.

• To enforce the nonlocal relation between 2LD and its antecedent, the
2LD pronoun cannot appear in a clause withLD-DOMAIN marking (i.e.,
it cannot appear in the highest clause in the LD domain).

3. Like the LD pronoun, theANTECEDENT of the 2LD pronoun is the SUBJ of
a clause withLD-ANT marking.

On this analysis, the nonlocal nature of 2LD’s binding requirements fall out from
a combination of purely locally specified features.

9 An alternative analysis

As suggested by Louisa Sadler (p.c.), an alternative way of analysing the bind-
ing requirements of 2LD is to directly encode the nonlocal nature of the binding
relation. On this analysis, the binding equation associated with 2LD would be:

(44) Alternative binding equation for 2LD (to be rejected):

(↑σ ANTECEDENT)=

(( GF∗

¬(→ LD-ANT)
1

GF

¬(→ LD-ANT)
2

GF

3
SUBJ

¬(← LD-ANT)
(← SUBORD)

4

↑ ) SUBJ

(← LD-ANT)
5

)σ

This constraint resembles the requirements for LD, except that the path delimiting
the binding domain must contain at least three grammatical functions (GF GF SUBJ):
this directly reflects the fact that there must be at least oneclause intervening be-
tween 2LD and its antecedent. The 2LD pronoun is required by this constraint to
appear in the following environment:

(45)

f1




SUBJ [LD antecedent]
LD-ANT +

...GF∗1 ... f2


 GF2 f3


 GF3 f4

[
SUBJ [2LD]
SUBORD +

] 








The Kleene star in the portion of the path marked 1 means that that portion can
be empty, so it will often be the case that the f-structure labelled f1 and the f-
structure labelledf2 will be the same, with only one clause (the exclusion zone
f3) separating 2LD from its antecedent. We can explicate the binding constraints
in (44) as follows:
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1. As with LD, the clause containing the 2LD antecedent is thesmallest clause
marked withLD-ANT that also contains the pronoun. This is enforced for the
f-structure labelledf2 by the constraint on the portion of the path marked 1.

2. The f-structure labelledf3 may not beLD-ANT-marked. This is enforced by
the constraint on the portion of the path marked 2. This component of the
path is obligatory.

3. The portion of the path marked 3 is also obligatory.

4. The 2LD pronoun must bear the grammatical functionSUBJ. The f-structure
markedf4 may not haveLD-ANT-marking, and it must haveSUBORD mark-
ing. This is enforced by the portion of the path marked 4.

5. As with the LD pronoun, the LD antecedent must be aSUBJ, and it must be
in a clause withLD-ANT-marking.

This analysis has the advantage of requiring fewer features: only LD-ANT marking
andSUBORD marking are required, and we do not need to appeal to additional fea-
tures such asLD-DOMAIN . However, this advantage comes at the cost of allowing a
nonlocal path with a minimal length of three grammatical functions. Given that this
construction provides the only evidence we know of for grammatical nonlocality,
we would prefer not to go down this slippery slope. Instead, we propose that non-
locality of this nature is forbidden in grammatical description, and that functional
uncertainty paths are constrained by a general Locality Principle:

(46) Locality Principle: Paths in functional uncertainty expressions are of length
zero or more (Kleene star) or of length one or more (Kleene plus); no other
options are available in grammatical description.

Given this Locality Principle, the alternative binding constraint for 2LD presented
in (44) is disallowed.

10 Conclusion

Ya̧g Dii presents a complicated picture for theories of anaphoric binding. The dis-
tributions of the PRON, SUBORD, and LD pronouns are not unexpected, given
the general form of binding equations and the ability to markdomains with infor-
mation about their syntactic properties. We have proposed that the distribution of
the 2LD pronoun can be stated in local terms, by introducing additional features
controlling the appearance of 2LD vs. LD at multiple levels of structure – govern-
ing a nonlocal relation by introducing a combination of local features to create a
local ‘exclusion zone’ for 2LD. Our analysis obeys the Locality Principle, which
we propose as a general principle for functional uncertainty paths in grammatical
dependencies.
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Abstract 
In recent years, the relationship between prosody and syntax has been the 
subject of a considerable amount of work while the prosody-semantics 
interface has received less attention in the literature. However, any complete 
analysis of spoken language must account for those contributions to meaning 
which intonation and other aspects of prosody can make. In this paper, we 
focus on two such phenomena in English, the prosody-only indication of 
polar interrogativity in declarative questions and the so-called ‘comma 
intonation’ associated with non-restrictive relative clauses. Based on standard 
theoretical assumptions augmented with a more fine-grained view of the 
contents of the lexicon, we propose a formal treatment of the interactions 
between prosody, syntax and semantics, motivated by a strong commitment 
to modular specificity, that is consistent with LFG’s co-description 
architecture. The revised architecture we posit situates the string at the heart 
of interface phenomena and offers a new perspective within the LFG 
framework not only on the interface between prosody and semantics, but also 
on the prosody-syntax interface. 
 
1 Introduction1 
The interaction between prosody and other aspects of linguistic structure has 
received an increasing amount of attention over the last 30 years (e.g. Nespor 
& Vogel 2007; Selkirk 1984). This work has overwhelmingly focused on the 
relationship between prosody and syntax, and has primarily been concerned 
with identifying and defining prosodic units and their relationship to 
syntactic units. Formalizations of the prosody-syntax interface exist in a 
variety of theoretical frameworks (e.g. Szendrői 2003, Minimalism; Klein 
2000, HPSG), including LFG (e.g. Butt & King 1998; O’Connor 2006; 
Mycock 2006), most recently by Bögel et al. (2009, 2010). However, any 
analysis of prosody’s place in the grammar is incomplete without a formal 
characterization of how it interacts with other aspects of linguistic structure 
in addition to syntax, given that prosody alone can indicate information 
structure status (as in a case of prosodic focusing such as ANNA was studying 
at the university, where capitals indicate prosodic prominence) and make 
semantic contributions (e.g. in a declarative question such as Anna was 
studying at the university?). In this paper, we will confine ourselves to 
discussing two such interface phenomena: the prosody-only indication of 
polar interrogativity found in declarative questions such as Anna was 
studying at the university? and the so-called ‘comma intonation’ associated 
with non-restrictive relative clauses exemplified by the sentence Anna, who 
Bill met, was yawning. In order to account for these phenomena, we propose 
to augment existing standard theoretical assumptions with (i) a more fine-
grained view of the contents of the lexicon, and (ii) a formal treatment of 
interactions involving prosody, syntax, and semantics.  

The proposed analysis is based on a view of modularity and domain 
specificity rooted in the fundamental differences that have been shown to 
exist between different aspects of linguistic structure. We take it to be a fact 

                                                
1 We would like to thank Doug Arnold, Joan Bresnan, Dag Haug, Aditi Lahiri, John 
Lowe, and Louisa Sadler for helpful comments and discussion. 
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about the nature of language that, for instance, syntax interprets only 
syntactic units and structure, while phonology interprets only phonological 
units and structure. However, it is clear that syntax and phonology, as 
integral parts of any string, are related to one another in a non-trivial way. If 
syntax and phonology are to interact, it is clear that certain syntactic 
information should be available to the phonology, and as a consequence 
phonological structure or processes may (or may not) correlate with syntactic 
structure. This interaction is crucial when one comes to consider the semantic 
contributions that can be made by prosody within an LFG approach because, 
under standard assumptions about the architecture of the grammar, semantic 
structure is projected from f-structure, i.e. from the syntax. In this paper, we 
explore the prosody-semantics interface in terms of an architecture in which 
the two are mediated by syntax (c-structure, f-structure) and which places the 
string itself at the heart of any account of the relevant interface phenomena.  

We begin in Section 2 by describing the two interface phenomena to be 
analysed. In Section 3, we outline our approach to the lexicon, lexical entries 
and the string. Crucial assumptions about prosody and prosodic structure are 
summarized in Section 4. We then present our proposals for modelling the 
prosody-syntax interface (Section 5) and the prosody-semantics interface 
(Section 6) within the LFG framework, with specific reference to the analysis 
of declarative questions (6.1) and comma intonation (6.2) in English. Section 
7 offers a comparison to other approaches. 
 
2 The two phenomena: declarative questions, comma intonation 
The two phenomena through which we will explore the prosody-semantics 
interface are declarative questions and the comma intonation associated with 
non-restrictive relative clauses. In both cases, prosody makes a crucial 
semantic contribution. In this section, we outline key features of the relevant 
English data. 

The morphosyntax of a declarative question is identical to that of its non-
interrogative counterpart. The two are distinct only in terms of their 
intonation: specifically, a declarative question has a sentence-final rise in 
intonation, represented as a Low (L) to High (H) pitch movement in (1).2 (In 
writing, this is usually indicated by punctuation.) 

 
(1) Declarative question: declarative syntax, final rise in intonation 

Anna was studying at the university? 
'æ.nə.wәz.'stʌ.di.ɪŋ.ət.ðə.ju.nə.'vɜː.sə.ti 

 L H 

In contrast to a polar interrogative involving subject-auxiliary inversion such 
as Was Anna studying at the university?, there is nothing in the syntax of a 
declarative question such as (1) to indicate that it is an interrogative. Rather, 
the appropriate interrogative interpretation is communicated by this 

                                                
2 Throughout, we represent spoken utterances using IPA symbols. Syllables are 
separated by full stops; stress is marked on the relevant syllables by a superscript 
mark (primary stress) or a subscript mark (secondary stress). Following widely 
accepted convention, we represent pitch patterns as annotations on specific syllables. 
We assume two tones (pitch targets): High (H) and Low (L). 
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sentence’s intonation pattern, namely the interrogative tune with which it is 
pronounced.  Thus, prosody makes a meaning contribution in a declarative 
question. 

The interrogative tune shown in (1) consists of a L tone followed by a H 
tone. Each of these tones (or pitch targets) is linked to a specific syllable; 
phonetically they are rendered simultaneously with the relevant syllable. We 
make the basic assumption, following much work on intonational phonology, 
that a tune minimally consists of a nuclear tone and a boundary tone. In a 
tune, the nuclear tone is the pitch target which represents the main stress in a 
major prosodic constituent known as the Intonational Phrase, while boundary 
tones appear at one edge or both edges of that Intonational Phrase. A left 
boundary tone is therefore associated with the first syllable in the 
Intonational Phrase (IntP) and a right boundary tone with its final syllable. 
We can therefore characterize the interrogative tune in (1) as consisting of a 
right boundary tone which is High (H) and a nuclear tone which is Low (L). 
This nuclear tone is associated with the stressed syllable of a specific 
prosodic constituent, smaller than IntP, to be defined in Section 3. At this 
stage, it suffices to say that the interrogative tune consists of a final L H pitch 
movement, i.e. a rise. 

As well as indicating clause type, prosody may make other kinds of 
semantic contribution. The second phenomenon that we will analyse in this 
paper is so-called ‘comma intonation’ (Emonds 1976; Potts 2005), a specific 
pattern of prosodic phrasing associated with non-restrictive relative clauses. 
A claim repeatedly made in the literature is that a non-restrictive relative 
clause is separated from the rest of the utterance in which it appears by a 
pause on either side of it, indicated in (2) by double forward slashes. 
 
(2) Comma intonation 

Anna, who Bill met, was yawning. 
'æ.nә.//ˌhu.'bɪl.mɛt.//ˌwәz.'jɔː.nɪŋ 

In terms of its prosodic structure, the non-restrictive relative clause forms a 
separate prosodic constituent; it is an IntP. While comma intonation is 
regularly characterized as involving a pause on either side of the non-
restrictive relative clause, this is not necessarily the case – there may instead 
be other prosodic indications of its status as a separate IntP, such as pitch 
reset at its left edge and at the start of the following IntP. 

As a first step towards analysing these two interface phenomena, it is 
necessary to outline our approach to the lexicon, which we contend to be 
crucial in capturing the appropriate relations between prosody, syntax and 
semantics. 
 
3 The lexicon, lexical entries, and the string 
The starting point for our analysis is a more fine-grained view of the contents 
of the lexicon and the string.3 This approach is motivated by a strong 
commitment to modularity and domain specificity. In this, we agree with 

                                                
3 We take the lexicon to be a theory of the structure of words, albeit a theory which 
must be complex, as demonstrated by Seiss (2011). 
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Scheer (2011: 347) when he states that “modules are domain specific and 
encapsulated … they are unable [to] understand, or even parse, what is going 
on in other modules”. Thus, syntax, for example can manipulate and interpret 
only syntactic objects and structure – it is ‘blind’ to phonological objects. 
These facts about the syntactic and phonological levels of linguistic structure 
are reflected in our conception of the lexicon’s contents. We propose that 
each lexical entry defines a relation between the s(yntactic)-form of a word 
and its p(honological)-form, as shown in (3) for the lexical items which 
appear in example sentence (1). This represents a move away from the 
standard LFG approach, which conflates these aspects of a lexical entry into 
a single form consistent with only the associated syntactic unit. 
 
(3)  Lexical entries 

s-form Anna  was  studying 
f-descrip N  (↑PRED) = ‘Anna’  I  V (↑PRED) = ‘study⟨SUBJ⟩’ 
p-form /æS.nʌW /  /wɒz/  /stʌS.diW.ɪŋW / 
 
at  the  university 
P  (↑PRED) = ‘at⟨OBJ⟩’  D  (↑SPEC) = ‘the’  N  (↑PRED) = ‘university’ 
/æt/  /ði/  /juW.nɪW.vɜːS.sɪW .tiW / 
 
A lexical entry’s s-form, shown on the top line inside each box in (3), 
together with its f-description contains information which is of relevance to 
the syntax of any sentence in which this lexical item appears. The lexical 
entry’s p-form, which appears below the dashed line in (3), contains 
phonologically relevant information such as the item’s syllable structure, the 
vowel and consonant sounds of which it consists, and its stress pattern. We 
distinguish the p-form from the s-form by presenting the former as a broad 
IPA transcription, with syllables specified as strong (S), weak (W) or 
unspecified for the purposes of stress placement. 

By defining p-form and s-form, a lexical entry includes form 
specifications appropriate to the relevant macromodules, viz. syntax and 
phonology. That is not to say that these two forms are independent: they are 
after all always related by virtue of being part of the same lexical entry. 
However, the s-form and the p-form of a lexical entry are subject to different 
structural principles because they belong by definition to different 
macromodules of the grammar. This distinction is captured when we 
recognize and build into the architecture the fact that the string, like each 
lexical entry, has two separate but related aspects: the s-string, based on the 
s-forms of each lexical item, and the p-string, based on their p-forms. Setting 
aside prosody for the time being, these two aspects of the sentence Anna was 
studying at the university are shown in (4).  
 
(4) s-string: Anna was studying at the university 

p-string: 'æ.nə.wәz.'stʌ.di.ɪŋ.ət.ðə.ju.nə.'vɜː.sə.ti 
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In each case, the string’s features are module specific: the s-string is 
composed of syntactic units and information relevant at the levels of 
syntactic structure including syntactic category, whereas the p-string is 
composed of phonological units and phonologically relevant information 
such as stress placement and syllable structure. Note that nothing in this 
approach sets up the expectation that there will be a one-to-one 
correspondence between syntactic units and phonological units. 

The diagram in (5) shows how the p-string and s-string fit into the overall 
architecture of the grammar which we propose. 

 
(5) 

 
The organization of modules along the top of the diagram in (5) is standard 
(constituent-structure maps to functional-structure maps to semantic-
structure), with the additional assumption that information-structure is 
projected from semantic-structure (Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011). Moving 
downwards in (5), c-structure and the s-string are related by the π projection 
function (Kaplan 1987, Asudeh 2006), and each unit of the s-string is related 
to a lexical entry, specifically to its s-form which consists of syntactically 
relevant information. In this manner, we formally distinguish s-string units 
from the contents of c-structure terminal nodes and from the syntactic 
information (s-form) that is part of a lexical entry. These relations are shown 
in (6), which represents an analysis of the syntax of Anna was studying at the 
university. 
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Differentiating between s-forms and units in the s-string may seem 
unnecessary because it will overwhelmingly be the case that the relationship 
between the two will be one of identity, as in (6), but in fact this is an 
important distinction to make because the s-string cannot simply constitute a 
sequence of s-forms. If it did, in a sentence such as Anna studies law and Ben 
studies art, which contains two instances of the same word, there would have 
to be two separate s-forms of studying with each one necessarily being part of 
a distinct lexical entry. To avoid such duplication, we posit a mapping 
between s-forms and units of the s-string, in addition to the π projection 
function which maps between units in the s-string and terminal nodes at c-
structure (Kaplan 1987, Asudeh 2006).4  

Returning to the diagram in (5), we also propose that p-forms provide 
information which is used to construct the p-string (cf. the relation between s-
forms and the s-string). The units of the p-string, i.e. syllables,5 which Nespor 
(1999: 119) notes are “purely phonological in nature”, are related to p-
structure terminal nodes. The dashed lines in (5) represent the phonological 
relations between p-forms, the p-string and p-structure. These appear to be 
considerably more complex than the equivalent mapping between s-forms 
and c-structure because they involve the application of phonological rules. 
For instance, the phonological rule which reduces an unstressed vowel in 
English applies between p-form and p-string, while a phonological rule 
whose domain is a prosodic unit, e.g. pitch reset at the beginning of IntP, is 
part of the relation between p-string and p-structure. 

According to our version of the architecture in (5), there is no direct 
mapping between c-structure and p-structure (cf. Butt & King 1998), but 
rather the lexicon, along with other interface principles, mediates between s-
string and p-string. We posit that the lexicon plays a crucial part in 
determining which syntactic, prosodic and semantic information is 
potentially available at the interface between the syntax and phonology. This 
assumption of an absolute distinction between syntax and phonology prompts 
the question: what of prosody? 
 
4 Prosody and prosodic structure 
A large body of work has shown that prosody has its own primitives and 
organizing principles which cannot be reduced to those of syntax or 
phonology. Here, we follow Selkirk (1986) in assuming the hierarchy of 
prosodic units in (7). This hierarchy results in structural configurations which 
are much flatter than syntactic ones; for instance, phrases are not maximal 
projections of heads.6 Given the hierarchy in (7), we can now define the 
interrogative tune in (1) more accurately by specifying the default location of 
the nuclear tone. As stated previously, the right boundary tone, which is H, is 
associated with the last syllable in the IntP. The other component of the 
interrogative tune is a nuclear tone L, which is associated with the stressed 

                                                
4 The π projection function may be relevant in the analysis of clitics. See Section 7. 
5 We assume that the basic unit of the p-string is the syllable, but p-structure may 
refer to smaller units in some circumstances. 
6 Whether there is recursion in prosodic structure is a topic of much current debate, 
but one which falls outside the scope of this paper. 
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syllable of the first prosodic word (PW) of the final phonological phrase 
(PhP) in the IntP. We return to the issue of intonation in Section 6. In the 
remainder of Section 4 and in Section 5, the focus will be on prosodic 
phrasing and our proposals for the formal characterization of the prosody-
syntax interface, an issue which it is necessary to address before an analysis 
of the phenomena introduced in Section 2 can be provided. 
 
(7) The Prosodic Hierarchy 
 Utterance (Utt) 
 | 
 Intonational Phrase (IntP) 
 | 
 Phonological Phrase (PhP) 
 | 
 Prosodic Word (PW) 

The issue of how prosody should be integrated into the LFG architecture 
has received increasing attention in recent years. Butt & King (1998) were 
the first to propose that prosody should be regarded as a distinct level of 
structure in the LFG architecture. In a sense though, prosodic structure 
straddles the boundary between syntax and phonology: it is clear that 
phonological processes can make reference to units of prosody, e.g. Nespor 
& Vogel (2007) claim that the PhP is the domain of application for the 
phonological rule of Iambic Reversal in English as in thir'teen 'men ⟶ 
'thirteen 'men, and that prosodic structure can be closely related to constituent 
structure, e.g. prosodic phrasing can disambiguate in cases of syntactic 
ambiguity such as (old men) (and women) where a pause serves to indicate 
that the adjective modifies only the first N conjunct.7 Prosodic structure thus 
appears in at least some cases to have a relatively close relationship to 
constituent structure. It must be stressed though that alignment of 
constituents at these two different levels of linguistic structure is only partial: 
data clearly show that constituent structure and prosodic structure are not 
isomorphic. Indeed, Lahiri & Plank (2010) argue, citing work dating back to 
Steele (1775/1779), that in Germanic languages phonological phrasing is by 
default determined on the basis of rhythm, and thus non-isomorphism 
between syntax and prosody is to be expected, even to the extent that 
morphological word integrity is not necessarily respected. This is the case 
even in a simple sentence uttered at a normal speech rate such as (8). 
 
(8) c-structure: 

[IP [NP Anna] was [VP studying [PP at [NP the university]]]] 
 

p-structure (default prosodic phrasing): 
(IntP (PhP (PW 'æ.nə.wәz. ) ) (PhP (PW 'stʌ.di.ɪŋ.ət.ðə.ju.nə. ) ) (PhP (PW 'vɜː.sə.ti ) ) ) 

 
In the p-structure in (8), prosodic units are constructed on the basis of 
rhythmic principles, forming trochaic groups. The result is a massive 

                                                
7 We follow the widely adopted convention of indicating prosodic phrasing with 
rounded brackets. Square brackets are used to represent syntactic constituency. 
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disparity between c(onstituent)-structure and p(rosodic)-structure, right down 
to the number of basic units (six and three, respectively). Morphological 
word integrity is not respected: the final unit of this sentence’s p-structure 
does not constitute a unit at c-structure. Any analysis must capture the non-
isomorphic nature of the relationship between syntax and prosody, 
exemplified by (8). 
 
5 Modelling the prosody-syntax interface 
Following Lahiri & Plank (2010), we assume that in the case of a spoken 
sentence such as (8), the smallest prosodic unit (the prosodic word, PW) is 
constructed on the basis of rhythmic principles. Trochaic groups are formed 
with the consequence that there are significant mismatches between c-
structure and p-structure, as shown in (9). (This is the same as example (6), 
but (9) includes this sentence’s p-string and p(rosodic-)structure.) Note that 
the p-structure terminal nodes, which appear in the lower tree, are prosodic 
words. These prosodic words are related to syllables in the p-string as 
indicated. 
 
(9) Default phrasing: (Anna was)PW (studying at the uni)PW (versity)PW. 

 
As noted previously, the extensive misalignment which Lahiri & Plank 
(2010) highlight extends as far as the number of basic units in this sentence: 
there are six terminal c-structure nodes, but only three terminal p-structure 
nodes. In (9), Anna was maps to a single terminal node at p-structure but to 
two terminal nodes at c-structure, and university maps to two separate 
terminal nodes at p-structure but to a single c-structure terminal node. 

The diagram in (9) serves to illustrate the most important features of our 
approach to the interface between syntax and prosody. We relate c-structure 
and p-structure through those aspects of the string (the s-string and the p-
string, respectively) which are constructed on the basis of the s-form and p-
form values that are necessarily part of any lexical entry. The connection 
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between a word’s s-form and p-form is made in the lexicon, meaning that the 
lexicon is at the heart of the prosody-syntax interface. The excerpt of the 
architecture given in (10) shows how a lexical entry, the string and c- and p-
structures are related to one another. 

 
(10) 

 
 

(11) Default phrasing: (Anna was)PW (studying at the uni)PW (versity)PW. 

 
For the purposes of clarity and because it is perhaps more intuitive to do so, 
we henceforth represent the interface between syntax and phonology in terms 
of the relationship between the s-string and the p-string, and omit the details 
of lexical entries from all diagrams. The relationship established between s-
string and p-string units via lexical entries is instead represented by dotted 
lines, as in (11). (The information expressed in (11) is the same as in (9), 
only without the lexical entries.) 

Example (11) represents a sentence uttered at a regular tempo, with 
prosodic phrasing established according to the rhythmic principles which 
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Lahiri and Plank (2010) identify as applying in the default case. The extent to 
which rhythmic principles determine prosodic phrasing varies though, and 
syntactic structure may be reflected in a sentence’s prosodic structure to 
different degrees depending on a number of factors including speech tempo. 
For instance, when spoken more slowly and carefully our example sentence 
would have a different prosodic structure, such as the one shown in (12). The 
most striking difference between this example of careful speech and the 
default case shown in (11) is that the syntactic and prosodic constituents in 
(12) align to a greater degree. For instance, in (12) university occupies a 
single terminal node at both c-structure and p-structure, in contrast to (11) 
where university illustrates the point that morphological word integrity need 
not be respected at the level of p-structure. However, even in (12) there is 
still not complete isomorphism. For example, Anna and was map to two 
separate terminal nodes at c-structure but only one at p-structure, as in (11). 
To summarize, there appears to be a greater degree of alignment between c-
structure and p-structure constituents in careful speech than there is in the 
default cases discussed by Lahiri & Plank (2010). 
 
(12) ‘careful speech’: (Anna was)PW (studying)PW (at the)PW (university)PW. 

 
Facts about (non)isomorphism must be captured by any analysis of the 
prosody-syntax interface. In order to achieve this goal while at the same time 
respecting strict modularity, we contend that it is necessary for information 
about prosodic structure that is relevant for syntax and information about 
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syntactic structure that is relevant for prosody to be simultaneously available 
for the purposes of alignment within LFG’s co-description architecture. We 
propose to augment the existing LFG framework with two new structural 
levels: chi-structure, projected from p-structure and the p-string by the χ 
function, and e(psilon)-structure, projected from c-structure and the s-string 
by the ε function. Chi-structure contains information about prosodic 
structure, while epsilon-structure contains information about syntactic 
structure. (13) is a version of (10) revised to include chi-structure and e-
structure. 
 
(13) 

 
Chi-structure and e-structure contain information which is potentially 
relevant to the interaction between syntax, prosody and semantics, for 
instance for the purposes of alignment. In this paper, two types of such 
information are of particular concern: (i) prosodic constituent boundaries (or 
edges), and (ii) information about the presence of a semantically contentful 
tune such as the interrogative tune. Crucial for the former is that chi-structure 
contains information about prosodic constituent boundaries which is passed 
through p-structure and into the p-string, where the location of these 
boundaries is available to be aligned with the location of c-structure 
boundaries according to relevant interface principles (i.e. depending on 
factors such as speech tempo). The p-string and the chi-structure with which 
it is associated thus represent an important aspect of the interface between 
prosody and syntax, along with the lexicon and additional interface 
principles, such as those that determine the degree of alignment between 
prosodic and syntactic boundaries. In order for any alignment to occur 
though, similar information about syntactic constituent boundaries must also 
be available at the interface. This information is part of e-structure, which 
serves to pass it through c-structure and into the s-string, where the location 
of these boundaries is available to be aligned with the location of p-structure 
boundaries (cf. the relationship between p-structure and chi-structure). The 
relevant interface principles are thus able to apply. They determine the 
appropriate degree of isomorphism and enforce this on the basis of 
information about syntactic and prosodic structure contained within e-
structure and chi-structure, respectively. 

To give an example, we can begin by augmenting (11) – our analysis of 
Anna was studying at the university with default prosodic phrasing – with 
chi-structures which contain the information about prosodic structure that is 
available at the interface for the purposes of alignment. Chi-structures are 
associated with nodes at p-structure, as well as with units of the p-string (i.e. 
syllables). In formal terms, this involves the addition of rules containing 
information about the mapping between p-structure and p-string units and 
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chi-structure (see Appendix). These rules ensure that a prosodic constituent 
inherits the relevant edge information from its mother via the associated chi-
structure. In this way, information about the edges of prosodic constituents is 
passed through the p-structure tree, and is ultimately associated via chi-
structure with the relevant syllables in the p-string. For example, the final 
syllable of the sentence, /ti/, represents the right edge of a PW, a PhP, and the 
IntP. We represent chi-structures as attribute value matrices containing 
attributes L(eft) and R(ight). These attributes’ values are sets consisting of 
members that indicate with which constituent edge(s) the relevant unit is 
associated, e.g. [L {PW}] denotes ‘left edge of a Prosodic Word’, [R {IntP}] 
denotes ‘right edge of an Intonational Phrase’. The revised version of (11) is 
(14). 

 
(14) (Anna was)PW (studying at the uni)PW (versity)PW. 

 
The next step is to add e-structures to (14) according to a set of rules that 
map c-structure and s-string units to e-structure (see Appendix). These rules 
ensure that a syntactic constituent inherits all relevant information about the 
edges of syntactic constituents via the associated e-structures, and that this 
information is passed through the c-structure tree and into the s-string, where 
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it is associated with one of its units, as shown in (15). 
Passing information about the edges of all major constituents into the p-

string and the s-string, as in (15), may seem excessive. Certainly, very little 
of this information seems to be relevant in the default case as there is 
extensive misalignment of syntactic and prosodic constituents (see Section 
4). However, as the ‘careful speech’ example in (12) illustrates, in some 
utterances there is a greater degree of alignment between syntactic and 
prosodic constituents than we find in (15). Therefore, information about 
constituent boundaries must be available at the interface in order that the 
relevant alignment principles can apply to give phrasing which reflects the 
appropriate degree of increased isomorphism. Thus, at this stage, we elect to 
represent all potentially significant information about syntactic and prosodic 
structure in the relevant e- and chi-structures. This does not mean that we 
necessarily expect all of this information to emerge as being relevant at the 
interface. In fact, it is an important feature of this architecture that it enables 
us to explore the question of precisely which aspects of prosodic and 
syntactic structure are important at the interface and to investigate why this 
should be, both cross-linguistically and on a language-by-language basis.  

 
(15) 

 
For clarity of exposition, we can strip the nodes in the p- and c-structure trees 
of their chi- and e-structures, leaving only the information available at the 
interface that is contained in and associated with the p-string and the s-string. 
If we trim the trees in (15) in this way, the result is (16). 

We now have a formalization of the interface between the syntax and 
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phonology macromodules which is consistent with modularity and domain 
specificity. Thus far, the chi- and e-structures presented have only contained 
information about constituent edges. However, this is not the only type of 
information which these two types of structure may contain; they may also 
contain information about semantics. 
 
(16)  

  
6 The prosody-semantics interface 
As stated in Section 1, according to standard assumptions, semantic structure 
is projected from f-structure in LFG, i.e. from the syntax. We retain this view 
of the architecture and do not propose a direct relationship between prosody 
and semantics, in contrast to, for example, Butt & King (1998). Instead, we 
propose to capture facts about the meaning contributions that prosody can 
make by requiring ‘semantic harmony’ to hold at the interface between 
syntax and prosody. Under this approach, information about a meaning 
constructor annotated on a c-structure node is also included in the chi-
structure projected from the node in question, i.e. this information is 
associated with one or both edges of the relevant constituent and will thus be 
a member of the appropriate attribute-value set. At the interface, principles of 
semantic harmony require a meaning contribution that represents an attribute-
value set member at e-structure to be a member of the corresponding chi-
structure as well. Of course, this chi-structure information is associated with 
a unit of the p-string and certain dominating p-structure nodes. If a chi-
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structure contains information about a meaning contribution, this must be 
reflected in the prosody of the relevant p-structure constituent. In this way, 
the meaning contribution of a prosodic configuration is related to the c-
structure, from which f-structure and ultimately s-structure are projected. We 
exemplify this approach to the prosody-semantics interface by providing 
analyses of a declarative question in Section 6.1 and comma intonation in 
Section 6.2. 
 
6.1 Declarative questions 
In the case of a declarative question such as (17), it is the interrogative tune 
which the sentence bears that is crucial to its interpretation. For this 
interpretation to hold, since information about clause-type relates to the entire 
sentence and assuming that c-structure maps to f-structure which maps to s-
structure, the c-structure root node (IP) must introduce the relevant meaning 
constructor [PolarInt], i.e. the semantics of a polar (yes/no) interrogative, 
defined as λP.Ques(P): ↓σ ⊸ ↓σ. This interrogative meaning contribution is 
associated with the right edge of the root IP. Given the general form of the 
relevant c-structure rules and the relation they establish with the epsilon 
projection (see Appendix), this R(ight) edge attribute-value information is 
also included in the e-structures projected from certain nodes which dominate 
this final word, i.e. the nodes along the right edge of the c-structure tree. 
 
(17) Anna was studying at the university? 

 
In formal terms, PolarIntSem is a member of the set that is the value of the 
attribute R(ight) in the appropriate e-structures. Thus, via e-structure, this 
information about interrogativity is passed along the c-structure tree’s right 
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side and into the s-string, where it is part of the e-structure associated with 
the final syntactic unit in the s-string, namely university. At the interface 
between s-string and p-string, principles of semantic harmony require that, if 
PolarIntSem is part of the value of an e-structure, it must also be a value in 
the corresponding chi-structure. In (17), that chi-structure is associated with 
the final syllable /ti/ in the p-string (i.e. the final syllable of the final IntP). As 
with c-structure, the relevant rules (see Appendix) mean that R(ight) edge 
attribute-value information is also included in the chi-structures projected 
from nodes along the right edge of the p-structure tree which dominate this 
final word. Each chi-structure, up to and including the one associated with 
IntP in (17), contains the attribute-value pair R { … PolarIntSem …}. The 
IntP constituent must exhibit prosodic features consistent with this 
information about meaning, so this IntP is the domain for the interrogative 
tune and ends with a final rise in intonation. Under this approach, 
information about a meaning constructor introduced at c-structure is also 
included at the levels of e-structure and chi-structure, the latter being 
associated with p-structure and the p-string. The prosody-syntax interface is 
therefore integral to our proposal for modelling the interaction between 
prosody and semantics. 
  
6.2 Comma intonation 
Our analysis of the comma intonation associated with non-restrictive relative 
clauses also relies on chi-structure, e-structure and the information about 
meaning which they may both contain. Based on the insights of Potts (2005) 
and Arnold & Sadler (2010), we assume that the c-structure configuration 
which characterizes comma intonation introduces the meaning constructor 
[Comma] which is associated with CommaSem. As was the case with 
interrogativity and the declarative question in (17), information about this 
contribution to meaning is included in the e-structure projected from the 
relevant c-structure node, which in (18) is the CP. Specifically, CommaSem 
is a member of the set that is the value of the relevant CP’s L and R 
attributes. This information is inherited by the smaller constituents which 
represent the edges of the CP, as shown in (18). Thus, in the s-string who is 
associated with an e-structure whose L attribute-value set contains a member 
CommaSem, and CommaSem is a member of the R attribute-value set in the 
e-structure associated with met.  

At the interface between p-string and s-string, principles of semantic 
harmony require CommaSem to also be a member of the L attribute-value set 
in the chi-structure associated with the corresponding prosodic unit 
(established via the relation between s-form and p-form in the lexicon), i.e. 
/hu/. Similarly, the chi-structure associated with /mɛt/ has a R attribute-value 
set member CommaSem. This information, associated with L and R attributes 
(left and right edges) at chi-structure, is also associated with all of the 
dominating prosodic constituents up to and including the middle IntP, a node 
whose chi-structure indicates that it represents both the left and right edges of 
the ‘comma’ configuration and which will exhibit the appropriate prosodic 
features (comma intonation). 

As in the case of declarative questions, under this approach the semantic 
contribution made by comma intonation is analysed in terms of the prosody-
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syntax and syntax-semantics interfaces, based on the proposal that semantic 
information contained in e-structures must also be part of the related chi-
structures, and vice versa. In this way, p-string and s-string and p-structure 
and c-structure (and s-structure) are related to one another. 

 
 (18)  Anna, who Bill met, was yawning. 
 

  
7 Comparison to other approaches 
In recent work, Bögel et al. (2009, 2010) outline an approach to the prosody-
syntax interface within the LFG framework which differs in significant 
respects from the one presented in this paper. Given that the two overlap with 
respect to some of the phenomena for which they seek to account, we offer a 
brief discussion of their key aspects for the purposes of comparison.  

In common with the approach we have outlined in this paper, Bögel et 
al.’s (2009) work is in large part motivated by a desire to capture the 
extensive mismatches in syntactic and prosodic constituency highlighted by 
Lahiri & Plank (2010). Bögel et al. (2009) successfully account for many of 
these mismatches in their ‘pipeline architecture’ by inserting prosodic 
boundaries in the string, which is assumed to comprise syntactic units, i.e. c-
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structure words. However, it is not clear how their analysis could be extended 
to cover violations of morphological word integrity, such as that found in 
example (9), in which a prosodic boundary appears in the middle of a c-
structure word. 

We believe that our approach is more consistent with LFG’s co-
description architecture than the pipeline approach of Bögel et al. because it 
respects strict modularity: primitives from the phonology are not introduced 
into the syntax, nor vice versa. Furthermore, we contend that this new 
approach can be used to analyse the same phenomena as the pipeline one. For 
example, Bögel et al. (2010) propose using prosodic inversion (Halpern 
1995) to analyse clitic placement within the LFG framework. Distinguishing 
the s-string from the terminal nodes of the c-structure and relating them via 
the π projection function (Kaplan 1987, Asudeh 2006) allows for the 
possibility of units in the s-string to have a different linear order from the 
terminal nodes at c-structure. This may be relevant to an analysis of clitic 
placement which incorporates prosodic inversion (Halpern 1995; see Bögel et 
al. 2010 and Lowe 2011 for LFG), though under the approach outlined the 
inversion would take place in the syntax rather than the prosody. Limits of 
time and space mean that the treatment of clitics at the interface and a more 
detailed assessment of the relative merits of these approaches must await 
further research. 

Finally, in addition to an approach to the prosody-syntax interface, this 
paper offers a theory of the prosody-semantics interface and therefore goes 
beyond the scope of Bögel et al.  

It is hoped that the formal LFG approach to the interaction between 
prosody, syntax and semantics presented in this paper will provide a 
framework for further research that will in turn increase our understanding of 
interface phenomena. 
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Appendix 
Passing information about the edges of prosodic constituents within p-structure 
Prosodic-structure rules with chi-structure annotations about prosodic edges: 
 
(19) IntP →  [ PhP PhP*] 
     IntP = (↓χ L) 
   & [PhP* PhP ] 
     IntP ∈ (↓χ R) 
 
 (20) PhP →  [ PW PW*] 
     (↑χ L) ⊑ (↓χ L) 
     PhP ∈ (↓χ L) 
   & [PW*  PW ] 
      (↑χ R) ⊑ (↓χ R) 
     PhP ∈ (↓χ R) 
 
(21) PW → Syll+ 
   ↑χ ⊑ ↓χ 
   PW ∈ (↓χ L) 
   PW ∈ (↓χ L) 
 
These specifications hold of all prosodic-structure rules. 
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Passing information about the edges of syntactic constituents within c-structure 
All XP-level rules are of the following form: 
 
(22) XP →  [   Σ Σ*] 
     (↑ε L) ⊑ (↓ε L) 
      XP ∈ (↓ε L) 
   & [Σ*    Σ  ] 
      (↑ε R) ⊑ (↓ε R) 
      XP ∈ (↓ε R) 
 
All other rules simply pass information: 
 
(23) Cat →  [ Σ Σ*] 
     (↑ε L) ⊑ (↓ε L) 
   & [Σ* Σ ] 
      (↑ε R) ⊑ (↓ε R) 
 
Prosodic tune specification 
General form of prosodic-structure rules specifying intonational tunes: 
 
(24) IntP →  [  PhP PhP*] 
     (↑ LBOUNDARY) = (↓ LBOUNDARY) 
   & [PhP* PhP PhP*] 
      (↑ NUCLEAR) = (↓ NUCLEAR) 
   & [PhP* PhP ] 
      (↑ RBOUNDARY) = (↓ RBOUNDARY) 
 
Introducing the interrogative tune at the IntP level.  
 
(25) IntP → PhP* PhP 
     (↓ NUCLEAR) = L 
    (↓ RBOUNDARY) = H 
    PolarIntSem ∈ (↓χ R) 
 
(26) PhP →  [ PW PW*] 
     (↑ LBOUNDARY) = (↓ LBOUNDARY) 
       (↑ NUCLEAR) = (↓ NUCLEAR) 
   & [PW*  PW   ] 
      (↑ RBOUNDARY) = (↓ RBOUNDARY) 
 
(27) PW →  [    Syll Syll*] 
     (↑ LBOUNDARY) = (↓ LBOUNDARY) 
   & [Syll *    Syll ] 
      (↑ RBOUNDARY) = (↓ RBOUNDARY) 
   & [Syll*  Syll   Syll *] 
      (↑ NUCLEAR) ⇒ 
      (↓ SYLLSTRESS) = c  PRIMARY 
     (↑ NUCLEAR) = (↓ NUCLEAR) 
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“Parasitic” gap constructions are constructions in which one filler corresponds
to more than one gap. In LFG, there is nothing particularly strange about this,
as there is no reason to expect a one-to-one relationship. The anti-c-command
constraint is not really based on c-command. Instead, there are two constraints,
one disallowing gaps in reflexive environments, and the other disallowing the
function SUBJ as an f-commanding structure-sharing function. Parasitic gaps
in adjuncts are the result of the islandhood of adjuncts not being realized when
a discourse-prominent element is shared with the body of the clause, while
those in subjects are a loophole to circumvent the joint effect of subject
islandhood and weak crossover.

1.Multiple Gap Constructions
1.1.Overview

Much attention has been paid over the years to long-distance dependency
(LDD) constructions in which more than one gap corresponds to the same
element.1 Some examples of such sentences (drawn from Engdahl 1983,
Chomsky 1986) are:

(1) a. Which articles did John file _ without reading _?
b. This is the kind of food you must cook _ before you eat _.
c. Which boy did Mary’s talking to _ bother _ most?

(2) a. Which men did the police warn _ that they were about to arrest _?
b. Who did you tell _ that you would visit _?
c. Which girl did you send a picture of _ to _?

These constructions are often referred to as “parasitic gap” constructions, a term
which is more appropriate to (1) than to (2). In (1), one of the gaps cannot stand
alone without the other gap, and in this sense it is parasitic on the other gap.

(3) a. *What/Which articles did John file the book without reading _?
b. What/Which articles did John file _ without reading the book?

However, in (2) each gap can stand on its own.

(4) a. Who/Which friend did you tell _ that you would visit your brother?
b. Who/Which friend did you tell your brother that you would visit _?

For this reason, despite terminology dating back to the seminal paper by
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2Although almost all examples that have appeared in the literature involve two gaps, it
is possible to have more. The term “multiple-gap construction” is also used by Alsina (2008).

3In this paper, I will mark gaps for subjects as well for readability, even though
technically there is no empty category in the subject position.

Engdahl (1983) I will use the term “multiple-gap” construction2 to refer to the
totality of the phenomenon, and restrict the term “parasitic gap” to those cases
where one of the gaps is ungrammatical alone. Parasitic gaps will be marked
with a subscripted p.

My basic analysis of multiple-gap constructions will be presented in §2.
In §3, I will discuss constraints on multiple-gap constructions, in particular what
has come to be known as the anti-c-command constraint. In §§4 and 5, I will
turn to the specifically parasitic varieties of the construction and speculate on
what makes them possible, first those in adjuncts, and then those in subjects.

1.2. Assumptions about LDD Constructions

The version of LFG I will be assuming is one in which both inside-out
and outside-in licensing exist: fronted elements which bear the SUBJ function
are licensed outside-in while non-SUBJ elements are licensed inside out from a
c-structure gap. This position is proposed by Falk (2006) as part of a theory of
subjecthood, and confirmed by Falk (2007), where it is demonstrated that
c-structure gaps are present for non-subjects but not for subjects.3

 (5) a. (↑ DF) = (↑ GF* SUBJ)
b. ↑ = ((GF* ↑) DF)

((5b) does not explicitly state that the lower GF cannot be SUBJ; I will return to
this later.) The restriction of (5a) to SUBJ completely parallels the fact that
functional controlees are limited to SUBJ:

 (6) (↑ SUBJ/OBJ) = (↑ XCOMP SUBJ)

The other thing that needs to be mentioned is the wh-path. In the first
place, some languages have special marking (morphology, word order, tone
changes) on the wh-path (Zaenen 1983). For this reason, it has been hypothe-
sized that there is a special feature (variously referred to in the literature as BND,
LDD, and WHPATH) in f-structures along the path. Given the variety of markings,
it is proposed by Falk (2009) that the WHPATH feature distinguishes between the
top of the wh path (with the value [+T]) and the rest of the path ([−T]). A well-
formed wh-path has the feature [WHPATH [+T]] at its topmost layer and
[WHPATH [−T]] elsewhere.

The other reason for the importance of the wh-path is that constraints
on the path are responsible for island phenomena. According to the approach
of Falk (2009), islands are essentially the result of extrasyntactic properties,
such as a requirement that fronted elements be pragmatically prominent. In
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4Choctaw internally headed relative clauses also show signs of being bare CPs, rather
than CPs embedded in nominal phrases; in particular, they use switch-reference markers and lack
the nominal marking that is typical of internally-headed relative clause constructions.

some cases, the syntax enforces the pragmatic requirement, resulting in an
inviolable (or at least less easily violable) island constraint. For example,
Complex NP Constraint violations are possible (in English) under certain
pragmatic conditions when the NP-internal clause is a complement but not when
it is a relative clause; this is attributed to the relative clause island, but not the
complement island, being enforced syntactically. The syntax enforces such
islands by not allowing the wh path to pass through a particular element (such
as a relative clause). Formally, this is achieved through the WHPATH feature:
disallowing a particular layer of f-structure from bearing the feature
[WHPATH  [−T]] renders it an island.

In LDD constructions of the familiar type, the multifunctional element
is realized in the canonical position of the high function (the discourse
function); however, there is nothing in principle requiring this. Realization of
the multifunctional element in the canonical position of the lower function
results in such constructions as in-situ questions and internally-headed relative
clauses. (On relative clauses, see Falk 2010.) In most cases, such constructions
are also subject to islands, although there appear to be no cases of marking of
the path.

It is also possible for what appear to be in-situ questions or internally-
headed relative clauses to not have the properties of LDD constructions. For
example, English in-situ questions do not obey island constraints, and Choctaw
internally-headed relative clauses are not islands for LDD constructions
(Broadwell 1985a, Broadwell 1985b).4 In such cases, the most natural
conclusion is that despite their superficial similarity to LDD constructions, they
are formally not LDDs. There are no syntactic FOCUS or TOPIC functions in such
constructions, no long-distance dependencies, and no wh-path.

2. The Basics of Multiple-Gap Constructions
What makes multiple-gap constructions interesting is the fact that under

fairly standard transformational approaches to the syntax of LDD constructions
their existence is unexpected.

In LFG, the situation is somewhat more complex. From the representa-
tional point of view, there is no reason a single element could not have three
functions instead of two. There is therefore no representational bar to multiple-
gap constructions. However, the direction of licensing needs to also be
considered. If the licensing is inside-out, there can be no restriction on number
of gaps associated with a single fronted element; since each gap is generated
independently, there is no bar to more than one gap. On the other hand, if the
licensing is outside-in, only one gap can be licensed by the licensing equation.
An alternative approach proposed by Alsina (2008) allows free association of
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an element bearing a grammaticized discourse function with another grammati-
cal function: this approach also allows multiple gaps. As noted above, I am
assuming a hybrid system in which subject LDD constructions are licensed
outside-in, and others inside-out. Under this view, multiple gap constructions
should be possible as long as there is no more than one SUBJ gap. As will be
seen in §3.1, multiple SUBJ gaps are indeed impossible.

Ignoring subjects, then, multiple-gap constructions are unremarkable
under my assumptions. The example (2b), for example, has the c-structure
represented by the bracketing  in (7a) and f-structure (7b), in which the fronted
who is both OBJ of tell and OBJ of visit.

 (7) a. [CP who did [S you [VP tell e [CP that [IP you would [VP visit e]]]]]]

b.

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

FOCUS

SUBJ

TENSE PAST

PRED SUBJ OBJ COMP

OBJ

SUBJ

TENSE CONDIT
COMP

PRED SUBJ OBJ

OBJ

“you”

‘tell ( )( )( ) ’

“you”

‘visit ( )( ) ’

“who”

 
 
 
 

↑ ↑ ↑ 
 
       ↑ ↑     

=

f

f

f

f

Of course, there are constraints on these constructions, and the interaction with
islandhood (resulting in truly parasitic gaps) needs to be considered, but the
basic multiple-gap construction is formally unproblematic.

There is, however, another consideration: processing. It has been well
known for a long time (at least as early as Wanner and Maratsos 1978) that
LDD constructions impose a burden on processing. It is plausible, therefore,
that the parser would disprefer multiple gaps, happy to retire a fronted element
as soon as it has found one gap in which to place it. This point is reinforced by
theories of filler-driven parsing, in which the parser attempts to place the filler
as early as possible in the parse (Frazier and Flores d’Arcais 1989). Thus, while
the grammar might allow multiple-gap constructions, they might be harder to
process and thus be more marginal in actual language use. This, in fact, seems
to be the correct status of multiple-gap constructions. As has often been
reported, speakers disagree on how acceptable multiple-gap constructions are,
some being more tolerant than others. A theory in which they are essentially
grammatical but difficult to process seems to be a solid basis for the kind of
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5It is usually stated in terms of the real gap not being able to c-command the parasitic gap.
However, since not all multiple-gap constructions are parasitic, and anti-c-command is taken to
apply even in the non-parasitic cases, I refrain from stating this in terms of parasitism.

uncertainty one finds in the literature.

3. Constraints on Multiple Gap Constructions
3.1. Anti-C-Command

As originally proposed by Engdahl (1983), it is generally believed that
one of the gaps in a multiple-gap construction cannot c-command the other.
This is taken by Culicover (2001) to be one of the “current consensus positions”
on multiple-gap constructions.5 Some examples follow:

(8) a. *Who did you tell _ about _?
b. *Who did the story remind _ of _?
c. *Who _ read a book about _?

(9) a. *Who did you say _ convinced you [_ should pass the course]?
b. *Which articles _ got filed without you reading _p?
c. *This is the kind of food that _ must be cooked before you eat _p.
d. *Who did you say _ claimed that you should exempt _ from

Introduction to Linguistics?

In each of these cases, the first gap c-commands the second gap; this is alleged
to explain their ungrammaticality.

An anti-c-command constraint would be unexpected in LFG. However,
as has been noted in the literature, there are good reasons to doubt that what is
involved here is a constraint involving c-command. In the examples in (8), the
second gap is in a position where a reflexive anaphor would be possible.
Engdahl (1983: 24) observes that cases where a reflexive is possible do not
allow multiple gaps even if there is no c-command relation.

(10) a. I talked to Johni about himself i.
b. Whoi did you talk to _i about himself i /*_?

She also shows that in Swedish, where the distribution of reflexives differs from
English, the correlation is still present.

 (11) a. Jag talade med Johani om *sig / honomi.

I talked with Johan about *REFL / him
‘I talked to John about himself.’ (cf. (10a))

 b. Vem brukar du sällan tala med _ om _ ?
who be.accustomed you seldom talk with about
‘Who do you seldom talk to about himself?’ (cf. (10b))
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(12) a. Jag såg dig köra Johani hem till sigi.
I saw you take John home to REFL
‘I saw you take John home to himself.’

b. Johani har jag ofta sett dig köra _ hem till *_ / sigi.
John have I often seen you take home to / REFL
‘John, I have often seen you take home to himself.’

Thus, the relevant constraint here appears to be based not on c-command but
rather on the availability of a reflexive. Formally, given a language-specific path
for reflexives, this can be expressed by adding the following equation to the
gap:

 (13) ↑≠ ((ReflPath ↑) GF)

I conjecture that what motivates such a constraint is a parsing-based phenome-
non relating to the usefulness of reflexives in indicating the coreference of
(roughly) coarguments. Whether this conjecture is correct or not, examples like
(8) do not provide evidence for an anti-c-command condition.

Under closer examination, the examples in (9) also do not involve a
c-command-based condition. In all of these cases, the offending first (higher)
gap is a subject. C-commanding non-subjects do not block multiple gap
constructions, as observed by Chomsky (1986: 61f).

(14) a. Which men did the police warn _ [that they were about to arrest _]?
b. Who did you tell _ [that you would visit _]?
c. Who did you say you convinced _ [_ should fail the course]? (cf.

(9a))

In each of these cases, the bracketed clause is an argument rather than an
adjunct, and therefore c-commanded by the object; yet the sentences are
grammatical. This suggests that the constraint in question refers to higher
subjects rather than to c-command. A subject-based constraint also allows the
extension of the constraint to languages with different configurational
properties. For example, Kiss (2001) argues that subject and object in
Hungarian are not distinguished structurally, yet the same “anti-c-command”
effects obtain.  As we have seen, examples like (9a), with two subject gaps, are
already ruled out under my background assumptions. If a subject gap is licensed
outside-in, only one such gap is possible. However, this will not help us with
the rest of the examples in (9).

As Engdahl (1983: 21) points out, the constraint in question cannot
simply be one against SUBJs; non-commanding SUBJs do not block multiple-gap
constructions.
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6Alsina (2008) arrives at a similar conclusion. In his approach, the constraint follows
from the imposition of the Relational Hierarchy on LDD constructions. He views subjects and
discourse functions as being at the same level on the hierarchy, and thus disallows subjects from
also bearing discourse functions. While his approach does not account for the same range of data
as the one I am proposing, the two proposals bear a certain similarity to each other.

(15) a. Which caesar did Brutus imply _ was no good while ostensibly
praising _p?

b. Who did you say John’s criticism of _p would make us think _ was
stupid?

Instead, it is SUBJs in a commanding position (presumably f-command).6 This
can be expressed by adding the following off-path constraint to the wh-path
expression in the inside-out equation annotated to the gap:

(16) (→ SUBJ) ≠ ↑

This will correctly rule out the sentences in (9b–d); on the other hand, the
sentences in (15) are correctly allowed.

The constraint in (16) has an interesting consequence. It is not a
constraint on multiple-gap constructions, but on any gap. It therefore applies
any time LDD is licensed inside-out. In particular, any attempt to license a SUBJ

LDD inside-out will violate (16): the first outward step will lead to the
f-structure of which the gap is the SUBJ. This is the correct result under my
assumptions. In Falk (2006 : 114) the ability to license subject LDDs inside-out
was ruled out by an ad hoc condition. Under the present proposal, it is ruled out
by the same constraint that rules out f-commanding subjects in multiple-gap
constructions.

One kind of contrast which this account does not explain is exemplified
in the following from Chomsky (1986 : 54).

(17) a. *a man who _ looks old whenever I meet _p

b. a man who, whenever I meet _p, _ looks old

Since whenever I meet is an adjunct to the clause headed by looks in both
versions, the outward path from the gap within that phrase will pass through the
clause headed by looks, the subject of which is identical to the gap. Both
versions should thus be ungrammatical. This example is presented by Chomsky
as evidence of the relevance of c-command. However, given the foregoing
evidence that c-command does not play a role, there must be another explana-
tion. A different way of approaching this is to say that the preposing of an
adjunct clause makes the subject immune to the condition on subjects. A
parallel problem emerges in the analysis of the that-trace effect proposed by
Falk (2006), as pointed out by Asudeh (2009): the inability to account for the
Adverb Effect (Culicover 1993).
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7I am using capital letters to indicate focal stress.

(18) a. *Who did you say that _ looks old whenever the weather turns hot?
b. Who did you say that, whenever the weather turns hot, _ looks old?

I propose that (17) and (18) display the same effect. As a preliminary approxi-
mation, I would attribute this effect not to the syntax per se, but rather to a
parsing effect under which a subject which is significantly far from the
beginning of the clause is harder for the parser to identify as a subject. It
therefore allows certain violations of grammatical constraints on subjects.
Perhaps the sentences in question are not technically grammatical, but accepted
by the parser. 

3.2. Second Gaps as Pronouns

Contrary to the position taken here that both gaps in a multiple-gap
construction are true LDD gaps, it has been proposed (Cinque 1990, Postal
1994, Postal 2001) that the second (“parasitic”) gap is a pronoun. They argue
that these gaps are limited to NPs, and are barred from positions in which weak
definite pronouns are not permitted. On the other hand, it has been argued by
Levine, Hukari, and Calcagno (2001) and Levine and Hukari (2006) that neither
of these constraints holds, and that, as in the account proposed here, second
gaps are ordinary gaps.

Examples such as the following (from English and Italian) have been
presented as evidence that non-NPs cannot be second gaps.

(19) a. *How sick did John say he felt _ before getting _p?
b. *Unbearable he is _ even when trying not to seem _p.
c. *Abuse my ferret, I refused to accept that he could _ even after

seeing him _p.
d. *Quanto importanti si può diventare _ senza sentirsi _p?

how important REFL can become without to.feel
‘How important can one become without feeling?’

e. *A chi hai lasciato la lettera _ dopo esserti rivolto _p?
to who you.have left the letter after to.be returned
‘To whom did you leave the letter after having returned?’

Similarly, the following are among the examples that have been presented to
show that second gaps are excluded from positions excluding weak definite
pronouns.7

(20) a. *the color that everyone who dyed their sheets _p praised _ (cf.
Mirabelle dyed her sheets purple/*it.)

b. *What your saying the Porsche cost _ led them to try to sell the
Jaguar for _ is amazing. (cf. The Porsche cost $50,000/that
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much/*it.)
c. *How long a time did their saying the concert would last _ make

Quentin miss work for _? (cf. The concert lasted for the whole
night/two hours/*it/*them.)

(21) a. *Which child did everyone who believed it was _p that the drug had
helped see _ in the hospital? (cf. It was *hr/HER that the drug
helped.)

b. *What several facts that meant _p led Mary to claim _ is that he is
guilty. (cf. These facts may mean that he is guilty but those facts
don’t mean that/*it.)

c. *It was disregard for human rights which the UN criticized _ after
the dictator’s remarks betrayed _p. (cf. That remark betrays
[disregard for human rights]/THEM/*thm.)

d. *What everyone who remarked _p later denied _ was that it was hot.
(cf. Tina remarked [that it was hot]/*it.)

On the other hand, as noted above, Levine, Hukari, and Calcagno (2001) bring
counterexamples, both of non-NPs and of second gaps in anti-pronominal
contexts.

(22) a. How harshly do you think we can treat THEM _ without in turn
being treated _p OURSELVES?

b. That’s the kind of table ON WHICH it would be wrong to put
expensive silverware _ without also putting a fancy centerpiece _p.

c. THAT DRUNK, it would be impossible for ME to get _ without
ROBIN getting _p as well.

d. That Robin is a spy would naturally be difficult to refute ___
without (someone) having first conjectured _p.

(23) a. Mint green is a color that you might paint your CEILING _ without
necessarily wanting to paint the surrounding WALLS _p. (cf. *We
painted the walls it.)

b. Anybody can become a bureaucrat, but a doctor one could spend
one’s whole life STUDYING to be _ without ever becoming _p. (cf.
*Robin wants to be a doctor but I don’t think he’ll ever become it.)

c. Which countries do you become a citizen of _ only if you were
actually born in _? (cf. *Robin thinks the president was born in
Argentina, but I know she wasn’t born in it.)

The challenge is to account both for the grammatical examples and the
ungrammatical ones.

A perusal of the examples points the general way to an explanation. It
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is clear that one parameter which influences grammaticality is stress. Stress is
related to pragmatics, suggesting that (most of) the examples in question are all
well-formed syntactically but some of them are ruled out on pragmatic grounds.
This is precisely what Levine, Hukari, and Calcagno (2001: 218 fn 22) suggest
as regards the non-NP cases.

This example [How harshly will our treating Robin _ lead to our being treated
_ ourselves?—YNF] seems to us syntactically impeccable, but it is semanti-
cally very odd indeed; we suspect that this oddness is a symptom of why non-
NP P-gaps, particularly those involving predicative categories, have struck
some investigators as anomalous. The question corresponds to the
pseudological translation, For what degree x of harshness will our treating
Robin x harshly lead to our being treated x harshly ourselves? The presupposi-
tion involved is pragmatically strange, involving as it does the background
assumption that, at a particular unique degree of some gradable property, there
is an exact reciprocation between action and reaction involving that property.
Because P-gaps that involve predicative filler categories, such as [wh-degree]
APs, necessarily require that a particular degree of some predicate hold in two
different, linked situations, they provide ample opportunity for pragmatic
anomaly of this kind.

However, they do not propose an explanation of the anti-pronominal cases.
The anti-pronominal cases are not homogeneous. There are some that

are anomalous for the same reason as suggested above for non-NPs. Consider
the following from Postal (2001).

(24) a. Nora spent/stayed that week in Bermuda.
b. Nora spent/*stayed it in Bermuda.
c. the week that Nora spent/stayed _ in Bermuda
d. the week that Nora’s planning to spend/*stay _ in Bermuda made

Mike want to spend _ there

The ungrammaticality of the multiple-gap construction here has nothing to do
with pronouns. Rather, it is because Nora and Mike are not spending the same
week. In fact, despite Postal’s grammaticality markings, the version with spend
is not well-formed either.

Some of the anti-pronominal cases, those in (20), are syntactically ill-
formed, but not because these are anti-pronominal contexts. In (20a), for
example, the same element is intended as the complement of dye and praise.
But these verbs take different kinds of arguments: the relevant argument of dye
is an open argument while the complement of praise is a closed OBJ. An open
argument and a closed argument cannot have the same value, since one needs
a subject and the other does not. The same thing is true of (20b,c). The reason
these are anti-pronominal contexts is related; pronouns cannot stand for
predicative NPs. But the anti-pronominal status is not the reason for the
ungrammaticality of the multiple-gap constructions.
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8Examples (26a–c) come from Bouma, Malouf and Sag (2001).

The more interesting cases are the ones in (21). The clearest of these is
(21a). The parasitic gap in this sentence is in a cleft construction. Clefting is a
form of focusing. This is why a stressed pronoun is grammatical and an
unstressed pronoun is not. Pronouns are typically used for old information (i.e.
they are topical, not focal), and therefore are not appropriate in clefts.
Contrastive stress allows the pronoun to be used focally. In a multiple-gap
construction, only one gap can represent new information: since other gaps are
identical to it and thus coreferential with it, they cannot also be new informa-
tion, and thus must be topical and not focal. Specifically, since a parasitic gap
implies the existence of another gap, a parasitic gap cannot appear in a focal
position. Therefore, parasitic gaps cannot appear in clefts. The verbs in
(21b,c,d) focus their complements, again making them both anti-pronominal and
immune to parasitic gaps.

4. Parasitic Gaps 1: Adjunct-internal
While not all multiple-gap constructions involve parasitic gaps, that is,

gaps which would not be grammatical without the second gap, it is undoubtedly
the case that most examples of multiple-gap constructions that have appeared
in the literature are parasitic. More specifically, they usually involve a gap
which appears inside an adjunct island. This section will explore those gaps.

In order to understand adjunct-internal parasitic gaps, it is first
necessary to understand the nature of the islandhood of adjuncts. As summa-
rized in Falk (2009), the island status of adjuncts is less clear than it first seems.
While extraction from adjuncts is sometimes crashingly bad, there are other
instances in which it is relatively acceptable.8

(25) a. *Which astronaut did you get to the moon [before _]?
b. *Which book did you cancel your library card [before reading _]?
c. *Which cubicle did you read the file [in _]? (cf. TWhich cubicle did

you put the file [in _]?, where the PP is an argument)
d. *Which book did you go to the library [in order to read _]?

(26) a. Which student is Roger capable of working [independently of _]?
b. Which people can Robin run [nearly as fast as _]?
c. Who does Kim write letters [more frequently than _]?
d. Which book did you go to the library [to read _]?

As noted in §1.2, I take islands to be primarily the result of extrasyntactic
factors, such as the ability to be pragmatically prominent. In the case of
adjuncts, the motivation for their islandhood is not directly a matter of
pragmatic prominence, but rather the result of the looser connection between a
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9As pointed out to me by Mary Dalrymple and Alex Alsina (personal communication),
there are some potential counterexamples to the claim that adjunct PPs are always islands. One such
set of cases is the following:
(i) a. Where did you order the pegs at?

b. What do you want to find Homer for?
Both of these appear to be idiomatic constructions: at where is ungrammatical, and for what does
not have the same reading as what…for.
(ii) a. *At where did you order the pegs? / *You ordered the pegs at where?

b. ??For what do you want to find Homer? / ??You want to find Homer for what?
Another potential counterexample is (iii).
(iii) What language do you want me to write the paper in?
This kind of exception seems to be limited to specialized non-locative uses of in. The exceptions
exemplified by (i), (ii), and (iii) all seem to be highly lexicalized. It is possible that they involve
lexical entries which overrule the specification in the phrase structure rule. I will not pursue the
formal consequences of this here. Other potential counterexamples involve elements that may be
arguments rather than adjuncts, such as instrumentals:
(iv) What should I write on the whiteboard with _?

clause and its adjunct. This looser connection makes it more difficult, but not
impossible, for an adjunct to be pragmatically prominent. Thus, extractions
from adjuncts are, in general, difficult but not impossible. The one case that
appears to be categorically unacceptable is extraction from adjuncts which are
PPs. Falk (2009) therefore proposes that only PP adjuncts are syntactically
designated as islands.9 Formally:

(27)

ADJ

WHPATH T

VP VP PP
( )

( ) [ ]

→
↑=↓ ↓∈ ↑

↓ ≠ −

Viewed from this perspective, adjunct-internal parasitic gaps are the result of
not realizing the islandhood of PP adjuncts under certain conditions, roughly the
presence of another gap in the non-adjunct portion of the clause.

This raises the question of why being linked to a gap in the main part
of the sentence would affect the islandhood of adjunct PPs. The answer lies in
the pragmatic underpinning of adjunct islandhood. As noted above, adjuncts are
islands because they are only loosely connected to the clause. Sharing a
discourse prominent element ties the adjunct more closely to the clause.

To make this analysis work, we need to take a closer look at the
conditions under which PP adjunct islandhood does not obtain. I stated above,
following standard views on the subject, that the presence of a gap in the non-
adjunct portion of the clause is the trigger. However, there are several reasons
that this cannot be correct. The first is formal: there is no way in LFG to
ascertain that there is a gap in the clause. Gaps are not identified in f-structure
by any particular properties. There are also empirical problems with linking
parasitic gaps with other gaps, since parasitic gaps are sometimes licensed by
constructions not generally thought to involve (LDD) gaps.

One example of a non-gap construction that licenses parasitic gaps is
Heavy NP Shift (Engdahl 1983):
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10The genitive clitic dont does license parasitic gaps, but since it is a relativizer an LDD
construction is arguably involved.

(28) a. John offended (_) by not recognizing _p immediately his favorite
uncle from Cleveland.

b. Susan always files (_) without reading _p properly all the memos
from the low-level administration.

While this has sometimes been taken as evidence for treating Heavy NP Shift
as an LDD construction (e.g. Chomsky 1982), it does not have the properties of
these construction, such as “movement” to the left and unboundedness. More
plausibly, particularly in a constraint-based framework like LFG, Heavy NP
Shift is the result of allowing processing considerations (in this case, the
preference to place heavy elements at the end) to overrule the ordering
constraint (or LP rule) requiring objects to precede other complements of the
verb (Falk 1983).

In some languages, object pronoun clitics can license parasitic gaps, as
in the following Spanish examples from Campos (1991: 118).

(29) a. *Archivaron el informe sin leer _p.
they.filed the report without to.read
‘They filed the report without reading (it).’

b. Lo archivaron sin leer _p.
it.ACC they.filed without to.read
‘They filed it without reading (it).’

This is not true in all languages, though. In French, object clitics do not license
parasitic gaps (Tellier 1999: 135).10

(30) *Vous l’ avez rangé sans avoir lu _p.
you it.ACC have put.away without to.have read
‘You put it away without reading (it).’

Similarly, in-situ wh questions and internally-headed relative clauses
license parasitic gaps in some languages but not in others. In Spanish, for
example, in-situ questions license parasitic gaps (Campos 1991: 120).

 (31) a. ¿ Tú archivaste cuál artículo sin leer _p ?
 you filed which article without to.read

‘Which article did you file without reading?’
b. ¿ Tú mandaste cuál artículo sin revisar _p ?

 you sent which article without to.proofread
‘Which article did you send without proofreading?’
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11In-situ wh questions, on the other hand, do not. Mooré also has externally-headed
relative clauses and wh-ex-situ questions, both of which license parasitic gaps. It is possible that
in-situ questions are not true LDD constructions.

12Fox and Nissenbaum note that this is not true of extraposed adjuncts:
 (i) *I read a book _ before reading an article _ from John’s library.
I hypothesize that they do not bear the FOCUS function.

13Campos also reports that Spanish null objects can license parasitic gaps. Following the
usual analysis in the Principles and Parameters tradition, he proposes that null objects are empty
operators that undergo wh movement. The equivalent in LFG would be to assign them a
grammaticized discourse function. They are thus assimilated to the same analysis.

Culicover (2001: 50) cites the following from Jedda Arabic (cited from Wahba
1995).

 (32) Mona γaarat min miin ¨ašaan ¨omar yebγa yetjawwaz _p?
Mona was.jealous of who because Omar wants to.marry
‘Who was Mona jealous of because Omar wants to marry?’

Another case cited by Culicover (2001: 48) (from Tellier 1989) is Mooré, where
internally-headed relative clauses license parasitic gaps.11

 (33) M mii fo sen t‰ neb ninga n yaol n ka pogl _p wa.
I know you REL insult people RELHD after NEG hurt DET
‘I know the people that you insulted without having hurt.’

What these all have in common is that the NPs in question are either
focal or topical. In those in-situ questions and internally headed relative clauses
which are LDD constructions, the questioned or relativized element bears a
grammaticized discourse function even though it does not appear in the
discourse-function position and there is no gap. It has long been noted that
heavy-shifted NPs are focal (Rochemont 1978).

 (34) a. The preacher sent off to war HIS ONLY SON.
b. Hitler persuaded to join forces with him, MUSSOLINI.

It is plausible that such NPs bear the FOCUS function at f-structure by virtue of
their final position. The same is true of arguments extraposed from NP, which
also license parasitic gaps, as noted by Fox and Nissenbaum (1999):12

 (35) I read a book _ before reading an article _ about John.

Similarly, pronouns, by virtue of referring to old information, are at least
potentially topical; it is plausible that, at least in some languages, pronominal
clitics can bear the TOPIC function syntactically.13 I propose, then, that what
causes the islandhood of (PP) adjuncts not to obtain is not a gap but the
presence of some other element which bears a grammaticized discourse
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function. Formally:

 (36)

ADJ

DF GF WHPATH T

VP VP PP
( )

( ( )) ( ) [ ]+

→
↑=↓ ↓∈ ↑

¬ ↑ ⇒ ↓ ≠ −

This results in the following f-structure for (1a), repeated here:

(37) a. Which articles did John file _ [without reading _p]?
b.

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]

[ ]
[ ]

FOCUS

WHPATH T
SUBJ

TENSE PAST

PRED SUBJ OBJ

OBJ

PRED OBJ

WHPATH T
ADJ

SUBJ PRED PRO
OBJ

PRED SUBJ OBJ

OBJ

“John”

‘file ( )( ) ’

‘without ( ) ’

‘ ’

‘read ( )( ) ’

f

f

f


 +




↑ ↑


  
  ↑
  
  − 
   
   ↑ ↑   
      

WHPATH T-

[ ]“which articles”f









 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


=

The bolded WHPATH feature is the one that would normally be blocked by the
annotation on the PP adjunct in the phrase structure rule. However, in this case,
(↑ OBJ), an instance of (↑ GF+), has the value [“which articles”] (represented as
f), and an outward path from [“which articles”] through a discourse function
(FOCUS in this case) exists. Since the condition that such a path not exist is not
met, the constraint blocking [WHPATH [−T]] does not apply.

5. Parasitic Gaps 2: Subject-internal
Another island in which parasitic gaps appear is subject islands

(examples from Engdahl 1983, Gazdar, Klein, Pullum, and Sag 1984).

 (38) a. Which boy did Mary’s talking to _p bother _ most?
b. Kim wondered which authors reviewers of _p always detested _.

Falk (2009) attributes subject islands to a different source than adjunct islands.
Following up on an idea from Kuno (1973) and Grosu (1981), Falk suggests
that the islandhood of subjects is the result of a constraint designed to make
processing easier by not allowing clause-internal incomplete constituents.
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14Under the standard LFG account (Kroeger 1993), there is a non- category S distinct
from IP. The subject positions in the expansions of both IP and S will carry the same annotations.

15Engdahl notes that the parasitic gap is possible only when the subject NP is indefinite.
However, as she and others have pointed out, factors like definiteness and finiteness play a general
role in the parasitic gap construction. I will assume here, without argument, that these effects are
not syntactic.

Formally, this is expressed in the syntax in the same way as adjunct islands.14

(39)

SUBJ

WHPATH T

IP NP I
( )

( ) [ ]

′→
↑ =↓ ↑=↓

↓ ≠ −

Given that the licensing of parasitic gaps in adjuncts was linked to the cause of
the islandhood of adjuncts, and that the hypothesized cause of the islandhood
of subjects is different, one might expect that the status of parasitic gaps in
subjects is different.

It transpires that there is empirical evidence that parasitic gaps in
subject islands are different from those in adjunct islands. One of the features
of parasitic gaps in adjunct islands is that, aside from the islandhood of the
adjunct itself, all island constraints are obeyed. The analysis given above for
parasitic gaps in adjuncts accounts for this: the only islandhood that is affected
is the islandhood of the adjunct. However, parasitic gaps in subject islands can
be contained in relative clauses within the subjects. Engdahl (1983: 17) gives
examples in both Swedish and English:15

 (40) a. This is the type of book that [no one [who has read _p]] would give
_ to his mother.

b. Here is the boy who [everyone [who has met _p]] thinks _ is clever.

 (41) a. Kalle är en kille som [ingen [som träffat _p]] kan tåla _.
Kalle is a guy REL no.one REL met can endure
‘Kalle is a guy who no one who has met can stand.’

b. Fattig vill [ingen[som någonsin varit _p]] bli _ igen.
poor wants no.one REL ever was become again
‘Poor, no one who has ever been wants to become again.’

Not imposing the islandhood of the subject would not permit a parasitic gap in
the relative clause, since relative clauses are themselves islands.

The distinction between parasitic gaps in adjuncts and parasitic gaps in
subjects was raised, in a different context, as early as Engdahl (1983: 17f),
where it was noted that parasitic gaps in adjuncts can be replaced by pronouns,
while those in subjects cannot. Note the following: the examples from (1) with
the parasitic gaps replaced by pronouns.
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16While this may seem contrived, the fact is that language has constructions that extend
the range of what can be expressed, such as pied-piping, which allows sentences that would
otherwise be ruled out by island constraints.

(42) a. Which articles did John file ___ without reading them?
b. This is the kind of food you must cook ___ before you eat it.
c. *Which boy did Mary’s talking to him bother ___ most?

Engdahl suggests, plausibly, that this distinction in what she calls obligatoriness
of the parasitic gap is a consequence of the weak crossover effect. Following up
on this obligatoriness distinction, Engdahl (2001: 144) suggests that optional
and obligatory parasitic gaps may not be a uniform phenomenon. I concur.

If both Falk (2009)’s account of subject islands and Engdahl (1983)’s
account of the impossibility of pronouns instead of parasitic gaps in subject
islands are correct, the crucial point is the linear order of subjects. The subject
island combined with weak crossover create a situation where an element within
the subject cannot be coreferential with a wh element. I propose that the
phenomenon of parasitic gaps in subject islands is a way to allow such
coreference.16 Rather than not imposing islandhood, as in the case of adjunct
islands, I propose that what is involved in the case of subject islands is a
separate LDD. Under this proposal, the f-structure of (1c), repeated here, is as
follows:

 (43) a. Which boy did [Mary’s talking to ___p] bother ___ most?
b.

[ ]

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

Goal

Goal

FOCUS

WHPATH T
FOCUS

WHPATH T
SUBJ

SUBJ
PRED SUBJ OBL OBJ

WHPATH TOBL
OBJ

TENSE PAST

PRED SUBJ OBJ

OBJ

ADJ

“Mary”

‘talk ( )( ) ’

‘bother ( )( ) ’

“most”
“whi

f

f

f

f

f

 
 +
  
  +  
  
 ↑ ↑ 
   −      
 
 ↑ ↑ 
 
  
= [ ]ch boy”

Formally, this is achieved by changing the annotation on the subject term in the
IP expansion:
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17Louise Mycock points out (personal communication) that languages which mark the top
layer of an LDD path differently from other layers would be expected to show different marking
in the two types of parasitic gap constructions. Unfortunately, I have been unable to find
information about parasitic gaps in such languages.

(44)

( )

SUBJ

WHPATH T

ORIG GF DF

AF* ORIG ORIG ADJ DF

IP NP I
( )

( ) [ ]
(% ) (( * ) )

( ) % % ( ( ) )
x

x

′→
↑ =↓ ↑=↓

↓ ≠ −
= ↑

↑ = ⇒ = ↓

In this rule, %ORIG is a local name for an element bearing a grammaticized
discourse function either in the same clause or in a higher clause. In the optional
line of the NP annotations, the condition checks if this element also bears some
argument function either in the same clause or in a lower clause. If it does, then
either the subject itself or an adjunct contained within the subject (such as a
relative clause) can contain a copy of the original discourse function. In the
current example, %ORIG is [“which boy”], which bears the grammaticized
discourse function FOCUS in the same clause as the subject. The same element
also bears the OBJ function in the same clause, thus licensing the FOCUS in the
SUBJ.17

6. Conclusion
The existence of multiple-gap constructions is a natural consequence

of the basic LFG analysis of LDD constructions, in particular if one assumes
inside-out functional uncertainty. The constraints on such constructions are the
result of several independent factors: pragmatics, the special status of SUBJ, and
the role of reflexive pronouns. The truly parasitic cases are not a uniform
phenomenon: adjunct-internal parasitic gaps result from the lower degree of
independence that an adjunct has if it shares an element with the clause, while
subject-internal parasitic gaps are a device to allow subject-internal elements
to be coreferential with subject-external elements.
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the syntax-discourse interface in Hungarian
and propose the first steps of its formalization in LFG. Concerning the syn-
tax, we propose that the c-structure is flat in Hungarian, andthe preverbal
domain in it is governed by the information structure. Afterexamining the
distribution of elements in the topic field and the ProminentPreverbal Posi-
tion (PPP), we point out that they can be filled differently inneutralandnon-
neutralsentences, i.e. depending on the discourse. The PPP in non-neutral
sentences can be occupied by an element/constituent referred to as theho-
cus, which cannot easily be accommodated in the i-structure assumed in the
mainstream LFG literature. This is why a new architecture isput forth, build-
ing on the common features and not the discourse functions themselves, that
can account for the Hungarian data more adequately. The syntax-discourse
interface is then exposed via the mappings between the c- andi-structures.

1 Introduction

In configurational languages, like English, syntactic structure and the linear or-
der of constituents are determined by syntactic functions,like subjector object,
which constitute functions between constituents and the whole sentence (”the sub-
ject/object of the sentence”). In discourse-configurational languages (É. Kiss,
1995), syntactic structure and the positions of the elements reflect discourse struc-
ture, i.e. the role that the sentence plays in the discourse.Discourse functions
(topic, focus,etc.) are thus not functions between a constituent and the sentence,
but between a constituent and the discourse structure.

Many syntactic analyses, especially in derivational frameworks, account for the
discourse-relatedness of syntactic structures by positing special functional projec-
tions (TopP, FocP) that host a particular discourse function (see for instance Rizzi
(1997),É. Kiss (2002)). However, such analyses run into some serious problems.
Firstly, positing separate functional projections for every discourse function has
little explanatory adequacy. Secondly, as opposed to lexical projections (NP, PP,
AP, etc.), discourse functional projections do not encode categories, but discourse-
semantic information integrated into the syntax, without aclear formal account
of the discourse/syntax interface. Thirdly, as we will show, discourse functions
cannot exclusively be assigned to designated syntactic positions, andvice versa,
a particular syntactic position can host more than one discourse function, even in
discourse-configurational languages.

In this paper, we deal with Hungarian, more specifically withthe preverbal
part/left periphery of the sentence. Schematically, the Hungarian sentence can be
divided into two fields: thetopic and thecomment, and the comment can be fur-
ther divided into four subfields: thepre-comment, the prominent preverbal posi-

†We thank Jean-Marie Marandin and Mary Dalrymple for their valuable comments on various
aspects of this paper. Needless to say, they are not responsible for any remaining errors or miscon-
ceptions.
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tion (henceforth PPP), thefinite verb, and thepostverbal part(based on Kálmán
(2001)). This is illustrated in Figure (1):

Topic field Comment
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Quantifiers PPP V Postverbal part

Figure 1: The schematic representation of the Hungarian sentence

Although the names (topic, comment, prominent preverbal position, etc.) are of
semantic/pragmatic in nature, there are also syntactic (distributional) and prosodic
arguments for this division of the Hungarian sentence into these fields and sub-
fields. The topic field and the comment can be divided prosodically: the elements
in the topic field exhibit a rising intonation pattern, constituting a preparatory sec-
tion to the first obligatory stress, which falls on the first (content) word of the
comment, starting a falling intonation pattern. This main stress can be followed
by other main stresses in a sequence of downsteps (in a level-prosody sentence).
The verb can lose its stress, cliticizing onto the element inthe prominent prever-
bal position (verbal modifier, negative word, etc.). The first obligatory stress can
also be followed by a so callederadicating stress(a sharp falling pitch accent) on
the element in the prominent preverbal position, which can only be followed by
another eradicating stress (on the right periphery), otherwise the rest of the sen-
tence is deaccented, or all other main stresses are reduced.An eradicating stress
can also fall onto an element in the topic field, which is oftenfollowed by another
one in the PPP. The distribution of elements in these positions and fields is further
characterized in the next section, concentrating mainly onthe topic field and on the
PPP.

2 The Data

2.1 Distribution in the topic field

The topic field is usually reserved for definite or specific indefinite noun phrases
and referential (time and place) adverbials (individualizable elements), whose or-
der is free in the topic field (́E. Kiss, 2005). However, the rightmost position of
certain sentence adverbials, liketegnap(yesterday),idén (this year), indicates the
right frontier of the topic field itself as well. These adverbials are interpreted as
sentence adverbials in the topic field (1), but as referring only to the immediately
following constituent in the comment (2).1

1Main stress is indicated with (’), eradicating stress with (”) and a rising-falling intonation pattern
with (/) throughout this paper.
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(1) A
the

’vonaton
train.SUPERESS

’tegnap
yesterday

sok
a lot of

’gyerek
child

’utazott.
travel.PST

Yesterday, there were a lot of children travelling on the train.

(2) A
the

vonaton
train.SUPERESS

”tegnap
yestarday

utazott
a lot of

sok
child

gyerek.
travel.PST

It was yesterday that a lot of children were travelling on thetrain.

Example (1) conveys information about an event, answering aquestion like
What happened?, whereas (2) contraststegnap(yesterday) with another day (or
other days), when supposedly only a few children were travelling on the train.

The set of elements that can appear in the topic field with a special rising-falling
intonation pattern is larger: infinitives, adjectives, bare nouns, quantifiers, verbal
modifiers, and adverbs (other than the ones mentioned above)can appear there if
pronounced that way. This is the case ofMari in the following example:

(3) a. Q: -Mit
what

hoztak
bring.PST

a
the

vendégek
guests

a
the

bulira?
party.SUBL

What did the guests bring to the party?

b. A: -/Mari
Mari

”csokitortát
chocolate cake

hozott.
bring.PST

As for Mary, she brought a chocolate cake.

2.2 Distribution in the PPP

The prominent preverbal position (PPP), which is between the precomment and
the finite verb, can also be occupied by a wide range of elements. Some of them
appear in the PPP in level-prosody sentences and can receivean eradicating stress
in situ. However, they must follow the verb if there is another element that carries
the eradicating stress. The explanation is that only one of them can precede the
verb, when there is more than one potential element that can occupy the PPP in
a sentence. The others occupy postverbal positions (exceptfor some questions in
which there is also a focused constituent).

2.2.1 Verbal Modifiers (VM)

The verbal modifiers we mention here areverbal particles, bare nominal com-
plementsandsecondary predicates. Verbal particles can have an adverbial or a
lexicalized aspectual meaning. When there is no other potential element appearing
in the PPP, they precede the verb, otherwise they follow it2:

2In what follows, verbal particles will be referred to as verbal modifiers (VM ). Verbal particles
are written as one word with the noun when they precede it, butas two words when they follow it.
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(4) ’János
János

’kiolvasta
VM .read.PST

a
the

’könyvet.
book.ACC

John finished the book.

(5) ’János
János

”egy
one

hét
week

alatt
under

olvasta
read.PST

ki
out

a
the

könyvet.
book.ACC

John finished the book in one week.

About a classification and analysis of verbal particles, seeSurányi (2009) and
Laczkó and Rákosi (2011).

Another type of verbal modifier isbare nominal complements(see also de Swart
and Farkas (2003)), illustrated by the following example:

(6) János
János

’ levelet
letter.ACC

ı́r.
writes

John is letter-writing.

Secondary predicatesco-occur with some (other) argument of the verb, about
which they state something. They often express a goal or a result (7), and appear
in the immediately preverbal position:

(7) János
János

’pirosra
red.SUBL

festette
paint.PST

a
the

’kerı́tést.
fence.ACC

John has painted the fence red.

2.2.2 The Hocus

The hocus (introduced by Kálmán (1985a,b); Kálmán et al. (1986), and also re-
ferred to in Kálmán (2001)) is a noun phrase, a negative adverb or a monotone
decreasing quantifier (as opposed to monotone increasing ones that appear in the
precomment) expressing some participant or circumstance in the event denoted by
the predicate. Such elements/phrases can bear main stress and appear in the imme-
diately preverbal position, when the event denoted by the verb is not particularly
newsworthy, or it is a regular event, apart from the circumstance or participant de-
noted by the hocus, which expresses something unusual or unexpected. In these
cases the main proposition of the sentence is the identification of this participant or
circumstance.

(8) János
János

’tegnap
yesterday

’vonattal
by train

’utazott
travel.PST

’haza.
home

(NP)

Yesterday John took the train to go home.
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(9) ’Ma
today

a
the

’ feleśegem
wife.POSS.1SG

’vitte
take.PST

az
the

’óvodába
kindergarten.ILL

a
the

’gyerekeket.
children.ACC

(NP)

Today my wife took the children to the kindergarten.

(10) ’Kevesen
few

’jöttek
come.PST

el
VM

a
the

’bulira.
party.SUBL

(monotone decreasing
quantifier)

Only a few people came to the party.

(11) ’János
János

’ ritk án
seldom

’megy
goes

el
VM

’kirándulni.
to hike

(negative adverb)

John seldom goes hiking.

Example (8) implies that John usually does not take the train, according to (9) it is
usually not the wife, but someone else that takes the children to the kindergarten, in
(10) more people were expected to come to the party, and in (13) John goes hiking
less often that it would be expected.

In identificational sentences, the subject appears as the hocus, preceding the
verb (copula):

(12) ’János
János

volt
was

az
the

’igazgató.
director.

John was the director.

(13) A
the

’nyomozó
inspector

’a śogorom
the brother-in-law.POSS.1SG

volt.
was

My brother-in-law was the inspector.

In the mainstream linguistic literature on Hungarian, sentences containing a
hocus are not discussed, and they are not clearly distinguished from narrow-focus
sentences. This is a problem, sincehocusand focusare clearly different (see be-
low).

2.2.3 The Focus

The focused constituent differs from the above mentioned elements/phrases in that
it bears sharp falling pitch accent, functioning aseradicating stress, referring to
the fact that no main stress (only another eradicating stress) can follow it in the
rest of the sentence. In Hungarian, the main function of focus is contrast, i.e. it
identifies the entities about which the predicate holds and restricts the validity of
the predicate to only these entities by excluding the other members of the relevant
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set. Sentences with focus cannot be utteredout of the blue. In most cases, they
are answers to questions (14), reactions or corrections (15) (capitals indicate the
constituent carrying a pitch accent):

(14) Answer:

a. Q: -Ki
who

hı́vta
invite.PST

meg
VM

Marit
Mari.ACC

a
the

bulira?
party.SUBL

Who invited Mary to the party?

b. A: -”Zoli
ZOLI

hı́vta
invite.PST

meg
VM

(Marit
(Mari.ACC

a
the

bulira).
party.SUBL)

It was ZOLI who invited her (to the party).

(15) Correction:

a. -’Mari
Mari

’tegnap
yesterday

’kiolvasta
VM .read.PST

a
the

’Háború
War

és
and

békét.
Peace.ACC

Mary finished yesterdayWar and Peace.

b. -Nem,
no,

a
the

”Bűn és b̋unhődést
Crime and Punishment.ACC

olvasta
read.PST

ki.
VM

No, she finishedCrime and Punishmentyesterday.

We should note here that not all foci appear in the PPP. If the focus is a universal
quantifier (16), it cannot occupy the immediately preverbalposition. Similarly, in
the presence of a focus in the PPP, a second one must appear on the right periphery
of the sentence (17). Thus the syntactic position cannot help in the identification
of all foci in Hungarian.

(16) /A csillagok háborúját
Star wars.ACC

”mindenki
everyone

megnézte.
VMsaw

Star Wars was seen by everyone.

(17) A
the

” lányok
girls

nyerték
won

meg
VM

tegnap
yesterday

a
the

”kajakversenyt),
kayak contest,

a
the

”fiúk
boys

pedig
and

a
the

”kenuversenyt.
canoe contest

It was the girls who won the kayak contest yesterday, and the boys who
won the canoe contest.

The following examples (based on Kálmán (2001)) illustrate the difference be-
tween the hocus and the focus:
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(18) ’Ezen
this.SUPERESS

a
the

héten
week.SUPERESS

a
the

’Mecsekben
Mecsek.INESS

raboltak
rob.PST.3PL

ki
VM

egy
a

’pénzszálĺıtó
money transport

autót.
car.ACC

This week it was in the Mecsek (mountains) that a money transport vehi-
cle was robbed.

(19) ’Ezen
this.SUPERESS

a
the

héten
week.SUPERESS

a
the

MECSEKBEN
Mecsek.INESS

raboltak
rob.PST.3PL

ki
VM

egy
a

pénzszálĺıtó
money transport

autót.
car.ACC

This week it was in the Mecsek (mountains) that a money transport vehi-
cle was robbed.

A Mecsekbenis hocus in (18) and focus in (19). The difference between thetwo
sentences can be illustrated with the different contexts. In the first case, robbing a
money transport car counts as a usual event. The hocus identifies the place where
the event happened this week. The location counts as non-canonical, unusual and
surprising at the same time, either because this happens less often in mountains,
or because the Mecsek is not known for such crimes. In (19), robbing a money
transport car is not necessarily a usual event. The focus identifies the place where
it happened, contrasting it to other locations, where it could have potentially hap-
pened, or correcting a previously proposed other location.In this latter case, the
sentence does not form a true prosodic minimal pair with (18), but would have the
following form:

(20) (Nem!)
(No!)

A
the

”Mecsekben
Mecsek.INESS

rabolták
rob.PST.3PL

ki
VM

a
the

pénzszálĺıtó
money transport

autót
car.ACC

(és
(and

nem
not

a
the

Bakonyban).
Bakony.INESS)

No! It was in the Mecsek that the money transport vehicle was robbed
(and not in the Bakony)!

(20) is about a single event (indicated by the definite article in front of the noun
pénzsźallı́tó aut́o and the definite conjugation of the verb). It identifies the location
of the event, by contrasting it to another location.

We can thus conclude that both the hocus and the focus are identificational
elements, appearing in different discourse contexts. The focus is prosodically dis-
tinguished, carrying a pitch accent (followed by the deaccenting or reduced stress
of the post-focal material), whereas the hocus is not more prominent prosodically
than the other lexical elements of the sentence (except for the verb which cliticizes
onto it). In addition, the focused constituent presupposesthat the proposition can-
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not be true simultaneously with another, in which the focused element is changed
to an alternative to its denotation (the robbery cannot takeplace at two locations at
the same time). To illustrate this, consider the possible continuations of (18) and
(19):

(21) a. ’Ezen
this.SUPERESS

a
the

héten
week.SUPERESS

a
the

’Mecsekben
Mecsek.INESS

raboltak
rob.PST.3PL

ki
VM

egy
a

’pénzszálĺıtó
money transport

autót.
car.ACC

This week it was in the Mecsek (mountains) that a money transport
vehicle was robbed.

b. Nem,
no

nem
not

csak
only

ott.
there

A
the

”Bakonyban
Bakony.INESS

is
too

kiraboltak
VM .rob.PST.3PL

egyet.
one.ACC

No, not only there. One was robbed in the Bakony too.

(22) a. Ezen
this.SUPERESS

a
the

héten
week

”a
the

Mecsekben
Mecsek.INESS

raboltak
rob.PST.3PL

ki
VM

egy
a

pénzszálĺıtó
money transport

autót.
car

This week it was in the Mecsek that a money transport vehicle was
robbed.

b. #Nem, nem csak ott. A ”Bakonyban is kiraboltak egyet.

2.2.4 Question words

Finally, question words typically appear immediately in front of the finite verb as
well. In the presence of a question word, not only verbal modifiers (23), secondary
predicates, etc. but elements of the precomment (24) also occupy postverbal posi-
tions:

(23) Kit
who.ACC

hı́vott
invite.PST

meg
VM

János
János

a
the

bulira?
party.SUBL

Who did John invite to the party?

(24) Kire
who.SUBL

szavazott
vote.PST

mindenki?
everybody

Who did everybody vote for?
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Question words are often argued to constitute a subclass of focus, based on similar-
ities in prosody, syntactic position, semantics and, in some languages, morphology.
Despite the apparent similarities, it would be too hasty a generalization to collapse
question words into foci in Hungarian. Although foci and question words seem to
share the same syntactic position and prosody, some important differences suggest
that they belong to different types of objects. For instance, while strictly only one
preverbal focus is permitted in Hungarian (if there is a second, it is obligatorily
postverbal), two question words can appear preverbally, and they can even be pre-
ceded by a focused constituent or followed by a negated focusin some contexts.
Furthermore, two question words can be coordinated, irrespective of their gram-
matical function, whereas this is not possible with two focused constituents. We
will argue that their similarities can also be derived from the fact that they play par-
allel roles in the discourse they occur in: both question words and foci presuppose
the rest of the sentence, and foci in the answers correspond to question words in
the question.

The elements in the PPP in (4)-(13) are in complementary distribution with
each other, i.e. a verb cannot appear simultaneously with a verbal modifier and a
secondary predicate, for instance, even if one of those followed the verb. They can
all receive an eradicating stressin situ, in the PPP. However, in the presence of the
elements in (14)-(15), and (23)-(24) they have to follow theverb.

2.3 The role of discourse structure

Considering the diversity of elements that can occupy the topic field and the PPP,
how could we identify what is in common in them? Concerning the PPP, as we
have already seen in the case of secondary predicates, theseelements contribute
to the meaning of the sentence with a secondary/independentproposition that can
sometimes modify the proposition formulated by the comment. According toÉ.
Kiss (2006), not only verbal modifiers can be considered as resultative, locative or
terminative secondary predicates, but structural focus can be reanalyzed as aspeci-
ficational predicate(similarly to English cleft sentences) as well. Komlósy (1994)
also showed that preverbal bare nominals function as predicates that predicate of
an existentially bound variable incorporated into the verb. We will argue that apart
from the common grammatical function (secondary predicates), the common prop-
erties of some of the elements in the PPP are related to the information structure
and the discourse the sentence is uttered in.

To see this last point more clearly, an important remark is due here. Some of
the above mentioned elements can never appear in the same sentence, since the dis-
course types they are part of are different. In Hungarian, based on formal, interpre-
tational and discourse factors, two types of sentences can be distinguished:neutral
(“all-focus”)3 andnon-neutral“narrow-focus”) sentences (see Kálmán (1985a,b)).
Formally, non-neutral sentences contain an eradicating stress (25) in the PPP (and

3Neutral sentences can answer questions likeWhat happened?. They cannot always be referred
to as all-focus sentences, since they can contain topics:
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possibly also in the topic field), whereas neutral sentenceshave level-prosody and
can contain several main stresses (26):

(25) ’Tegnap
yesterday

”Marit
Mari.ACC

láttam
see.PST.1SG

a
the

városban,
city.INESS

(nem
(not

”Jánost).
János)

Yesterday I saw MARY in the city, not JOHN.

(26) = (1)

’János
János

’tegnap
yesterday

’vonattal
train.INSTR

utazott
travel.PST

’haza.
home

Yesterday John took the train to go home.

In (25), the focus (MARI) bears a sharp falling pitch accent, after which the rest
of the sentence is deaccented (or bears reduced stress), except for the second focus
(JÁNOST). In (26), the topics (János, tegnap) have a slightly rising tone, pointing
forward to the comment, whereas the falling tone starts on the first constituent of
the comment, the hocus (vonattal).

Concerning the topic field, the elements occurring there have different proper-
ties in narrow-focus and all-focus sentences. It is common in the two cases that
they introduce subtopics/subquestions. In a neutral context, there is no topic in the
sentence if the sentence continues the previous subtopic. However, when a sen-
tence changes the subtopic, the element in the linearly firstposition indicates the
topic shift. This is why this type of topic is often calledthematic shifter. The other
type of topic that we find in narrow-focus sentences (indicated prosodically with
eradicating stress and a rising tone) is closely related to the contrastive property
of these sentences and is calledcontrastive topicin the literature. The contrastive
topic restricts the domain of the validity of the focused constituent to some element
of a set, implying that to other elements of the relevant set the focused constituent
does not hold. For instance in (3-b), repeated here as (27-b), the contrastive topic
(Mari), indicatesthe strategyof decomposing the set of guests into its elements,
the individual guests and associates, each of them with an answer (i.e. a focused
constituent). This association means at the same time that as opposed to Mary,
there is at least someone else who did not bring a chocolate cake.

(27) a. Q: -Mit
what

hoztak
bring.PST

a
the

vendégek
guests

a
the

bulira?
party.SUBL

What did the guests bring to the party?

(i) ’János
János

’találkozott
meet.PST

’Marival
Mari.INSTR

a
the

’városban.
city.INESS

John met Mary in the city.

In this exampleJánosis the topic, and the sentence is notall-focus.
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b. A: -/Mari
Mari

”csokitortát
chocolate cake

hozott.
bring.PST

As for Mary, she brought a chocolate cake.

The two types of sentences are used in different contexts. Neutral sentences,
present mostly in narrative contexts, only convey information and continue the
narrative, whereas non-neutral sentences are used for asking questions, answer-
ing questions, corrections and confirmations, disagreement, and highlighting par-
allels. If we analyze the discourse as the hierarchy of topics and subtopics (or,
a question under discussion, subquestions and the possibleanswers; see for in-
stance Büring (1997, 2003)), we see that both sentence types contain two promi-
nent preverbal parts (the topic field and the PPP), and a set of(in the sense of
Jacobs (1984)) prominent element types that can fill these positions. Elements in
the topic field relate to the discourse in a way that they thematize it by selecting
the subtopic/subquestion with respect to which the given sentence adds new infor-
mation to the common ground. On the other hand, elements appearing in the PPP
(or possibly in the precomment) constitute the most informative, prominent part of
the sentence. In some cases, this can be new information, or the part that answers
a question, or the unexpected or unusual part of the meaning (as we have seen in
the case of thehocus). In order to formalize the above sketched syntax-discourse
interface, first we take a look at the syntactic structure of Hungarian in the next
section.

3 The syntactic structure of Hungarian

The LFG representation of the syntactic structure (c-structure) of Hungarian can
differ from that of other theories, since in LFG, constituent structure corresponds
to a flexible X-bar theory representation, in which no node, not even the head is
obligatory, and exocentric constituents are permitted (there is no binary-branching
constraint). The question is, what kind of c-structure should be associated with
Hungarian. To our knowledge, there have been two proposals in the LFG literature
for the c-structure in Hungarian, but they concentrated mostly on the problem of
the preverbal position and the elements it can host: focus and question words.

In the first analysis (Börjars et al., 1999), the immediately preverbal constituent
is sister to the verb in an extended verbal projection, whichis supposed to host also
all the elements of the preverbal domain (topics and quantifiers). The discourse
functions are associated with syntactic positions via functional annotations. This
analysis does away with the set of functional projections (TopP, CTopP, DistP/QP),
whose head position is usually empty, since they are only postulated for accommo-
dating one type of element in their specifier position. FocP is an exception to this,
since the verb is supposed to move into its head position, leaving behind the verbal
modifier. However, according to Börjars et al. (1999), evena FocP is superfluous
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in a theory in which no Foc feature is supposed to be assigned or checked. The
authors assume OT-type constraints as well, which account for word-order and the
immediately preverbal position of the focus. The second analysis to be mentioned
here is that of Mycock (2006), who assumes that the focus and the question words
are in Spec,VP, thus obligatorily sister to the verb.4

According to Dalrymple (2001), functional categories varyfrom language to
language, and each of them has to be motivated for each language. According to
this, the I head position can be occupied by a finite verb or an auxiliary, like the C
position (in inversion contexts). Thus King (1993) assumesthat in Russian, only
non-finite verbs reside in the VP, finite verbs occupy the I position, the topic and
the contrastive focus the Spec,IP and interrogative words the Spec,CP position.
Dalrymple (2001) also mentions that positing a VP projection is motivated only
if it contains only the verb and its complements (except for the subject) and these
constituents can appear together at other parts of the sentence as well. On the other
hand, if the subject can appear as sister to the V, the VP projection is unmotivated.
Now, the syntactic structure of non-configurational languages is represented with
the help of the non-configurational S node, which does not necessarily contain a
CP or an IP projection. It is also possible that one part of thesentence is hierar-
chical and the other exhibits a free word order, flat structure, in which case the tree
diagram contains both CP/IP and S nodes. Such languages are Warlpiri and Welsh.

These considerations about the VP undermine Mycock (2006)’s (and Laczkó
and Rákosi (2011)’s) c-structure, since in Hungarian, thesubject can be postverbal,
appearing as sister to the verb, between the verb and the direct object:

(28) Marinak
Mari.DAT

adta
give.PST

oda
VM

János
János

a
the

könyvet.
book.ACC

John gave the book to MARY.

In Hungarian, as we have seen, the preverbal and postverbal parts of the sen-
tence differ, in that in the preverbal section, the positionand the order of the ele-
ments depend on their role in the information structure. This can be directly rep-
resented in LFG via the functional annotations. The question is now, whether a hi-
erarchical preverbal section is motivated even in the LFG framework. In the trans-
formational frameworks, two factors motivated the hierarchical preverbal structure:
the obligatory binary branching in the tree diagrams and thefact that the linear or-
der of the elements determines their relative scope as well.As opposed to this,
the postverbal part of the sentence exhibits free word-order (obeying, supposedly,
certain phonological factors, such as heavy elements tend to follow lighter ones).
In LFG, neither of these factors necessitate a hierarchicalarchitecture, since the
linear order of elements can in itself reflect the scopal relations, thus there is no
reason for positing a hierarchical sentence structure in Hungarian. As was pointed

4Laczkó and Rákosi (2011) also assume a VP projection in Hungarian, in which the verbal mod-
ifiers occupy the specifier position.
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out above, a VP projection is not motivated. In the c-structure, annotations indicate
the grammatical and discourse functions. In addition, theycan express other con-
straints as well, for instance, the obligatory presence of other elements, which is
needed in the case of sentence-final focus (which can appear on condition if there
is a preverbal focus in the sentence). With the annotations,thus, we can express
and formalize the observation that the preverbal part of theHungarian sentence
is determined by the information structure. The flat, c-structure with preliminary
annotations is shown in Figure (2).

S

XP* XP XP V/AUX XP*
(↑GF)=↓ (↑GF)=↓ (↑GF)=↓ ↑=↓ (↑GF)=↓

topics universal quantifiers PPP verb postverbal material

Figure 2: C-structure of Hungarian

The annotations in Figure (2) refer to the grammatical function represented in
the f-structure. In order to formalize the interface of the syntactic structure with
the information structure, we will consider the latter in the next section.

4 Information Structure

4.1 Information Structure in LFG

The information structure as a separate level of representation in LFG was pro-
posed by Butt and King (1996) and King (1997). In earlier versions of the LFG
framework, discourse functions were integrated in the functional structure and one
syntactic unit was associated with two functions at the sametime, for instance
topic and subject). The proposal was motivated by the problem of focusing the
predicate without its arguments and the observation that syntactic constituents do
not correspond systematically to constituents of information structure (see King
(1997)).

Butt and King (1996) proposed that the information structure consist of four
sets, which are defined by the combination of two features:new +/-andprominent
+/- . The TOPIC set contains elements that are prominent, but not new, the(In-
formation) FOCUSset contains new and prominent elements, whereas old and not
prominent elements belong toBACKGROUNDand new but not prominent ones to
COMPLETIVE INFORMATION(see Figure 3).

As a recent development, Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011) propose to encode
semantic information in the information structure. In thisrepresentation, which
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Topic Focus Background Information Completive Information

New − + − +
Prominent + + − −

Figure 3: I-Structure units (Butt and King, 1996)

we also follow in this paper, the values of the discourse function attributes are the
meaning constructors of the elements that appear in a given set.

Although this classification simplifies the definition of discourse functions, for
instance, foci are not always new, and prominence also has tobe defined, we will
propose an analysis which builds on this architecture, but it captures the facts pre-
sented above more adequately.

4.2 Problems and new proposal

The architecture of the information structure, as proposedby Butt and King (1996),
King (1997) and Choi (1999), containstopicandfocusas i-structure primitives. In
this section, an alternative architecture is proposed, which is not fundamentally
different from the one presented above, but it could be argued to capture the prob-
lematic facts better. The main problem concerns the fact that the set of elements
with different discourse, semantic and prosodic properties is larger than the above
architecture could accommodate without simplifying theseproperties. Let us now
go through these elements, familiar from previous sections:

Thematic shifters can be defined as the element that links the sentence to the
discourse by introducing a new subtopic of the discourse topic. It can be observed
that in Hungarian (and, according to Vallduvı́ (1992) in Catalan), a thematic shifter
is present in the sentence only if it does not continue the previous subtopic. Such
sentence topics are typical in narrative contexts. From this it follows that there are
a number of sentence types which do not contain sentence topics, for instance the
ones that continue the previous subtopic in narrative contexts, some questions, and
answers introducing complex strategies.

The focusis the semantically/pragmatically prominent part of answers to ques-
tions, corrections, contrastive and parallel structures,which is usually formally
highlighted as well (pitch accent, syntactic position).

Contrastive topicsare similar to foci, in that they do not appear innon-neutral
utterances. They usually co-occur with a focused constituent, which both Büring
(2003) and Gyuris (2009) explain by claiming that contrastive topics carry the pre-
supposition that there is a focus value (different from and not entailed by that of the
sentence) associated with an alternative to the denotationof the contrastive topic.
Contrastive topics can co-occur with sentence topics, in this case the sentence is
linked both to a more general discourse topic and to a more restricted one:
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(29) [T János]
John

[CT a
the

levest]
soup.ACC

F megette(,
VM .eat.PST

de
but

a
the

[CT húst]
meat.ACC

[F

nem]).
not
As for the soup, John did eat it (, but he did not eat the meat).

Gyuris (2002, p. 23, 15)
In (29), the thematic shifter isJános. The sentence contains a contrastive topic

(a levest), which is implicitly or explicitly contrasted toa húst. In the two parallel
clauses, the focus values are also different, since different contrastive topic values
have to be mapped on different focus values (Gyuris, 2009). The different focus
values are verum and falsum foci, respectively.

The hocus is an argument or adjunct appearing in the preverbal position in
neutral (or all-focus) sentences in Hungarian. It lacks thepitch accent and the
contrastive-exclusive reading of focused constituents innon-neutral sentences.

It follows from the facts presented above that the hocus cannot be analyzed as
a subtype of focus, and thus it would be difficult to integrateit into Butt and King
(1996)’s model of information structure.

Question wordsare often assumed to be a subtype of focus and analyzed as
such at the level of information structure. However, as King(1993) remarks,

”[t]he discourse functions associated with questions are not fully understood.
The term Q(uestion)-Foc(us) is used to indicate the role which corresponds to the
focus in the answer to the question.”

Mycock (2006) also distinguishes betweeninterrogativeandnon-interrogative
foci in order to account for Hungarian multiple questions inwhich two (or more)
question words can precede the verb, unlike the case of multiple foci, where only
one of them can appear in the PPP. We assume (see also Gazdik (2011, Chapter
7) for the details) that question words cannot be collapsed into focus, but their
common properties can be captured if we assume that they havea parallel status in
the discourse.

An alternative solution would be to emphasize the common properties of the
different discourse functions and to build the i-structurearchitecture on them. Thus
a set would include elements based on a common property, without claiming that
these elements must be semantically and discourse-wise identical. The exact se-
mantic and discourse properties would follow, as mentionedabove, from the mean-
ing constructors of the individual elements and the discourse structure the sentence
appears in. In what follows, our proposed i-structure architecture is presented. It
keeps some aspects of Choi (1997)’s features, but also deviates from it in others.
First of all, we have seen that certain elements are semantically prominent and for-
mally (syntactically or prosodically) highlighted. Theseelements are referred to as
+PROMINENT, and others as−PROMINENT. Semantic prominence can be de-
fined, based on Jacobs (1984), with respect to the illocutionary operator associated
with the sentence. Prominent elements are the ones specially affected by the illocu-
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tionary operator. These elements are different in reactive(focus, contrastive topic)
and out of the blue sentences (thematic shifter, hocus, certain question words), but
constitute the prominent set at i-structure. This distinction defines two sets in the
i-structure. Furthermore, we saw that among prominent elements we find some
that link the sentence to the discourse (by introducing a subtopic of the discourse
topic or reshaping the discourse topic), and others which donot. The first set is
called D-LINKED (see Pesetsky (1987); Comorovski (1996), etc.), and the second
¬D-LINKED. This way, we stay neutral with respect to thenewstatus of focus,
since the focus does not necessarily constitute new information (in the sense of
introducing a new discourse referent). In the−PROMINENT set, we also find a
D-LINKED and a¬D-LINKED subset, the first corresponding to background, the
second to completive information (these are kept from Butt and King (1996)). The
proposed architecture hosts the above mentioned elements as shown in Figure (4).5

Assuming this structure, the annotated c-structure of Hungarian would look like
that in Figure (5).




+PROM

[
¬ D-LINKED

{
FOCUS, QW, HOCUS

}

D-LINKED
{

THEMATIC SHIFTER, CONTRASTIVE TOPIC, QW
}
]

−PROM

[
¬ D-LINKED

{
COMPLETIVE INFORMATION

}

D-LINKED
{

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
}
]




Figure 4: Proposed i-structure

5QW stands forQuestion Word, without specifying its discourse function as topic or focus. Ar-
guably, some question words in multiple questions show similar properties with topics (Gazdik,
2010).
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S

XP* XP* XP V/AUX XP*
↑σ∈(↑σι+PROM D-LINKED) ↑σ∈(↑σι+PROM¬D-LINKED) ↑σ∈(↑σι+PROM D-LINKED)

Neutral thematic shifter(s) universal quantifiers verbal modifiers
sentence secondary predicates

negative words
hocus

Non-neutral thematic shifter(s) question words
sentence contrastive topics universal quantifiers focus

question words

Figure 5: Annotated C-structure
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the first steps of the possible formalization of the
syntax-discourse interface in Hungarian in the framework of LFG. The discourse-
configurational property of the language is reflected by the assumption that the
preverbal part of the sentence is determined by the information structure via a di-
rect mapping between this latter and the c-structure. We argued, furthermore, that
the traditionally assumed i-structure, containingtopic and focusas its basic sets
cannot account for all the Hungarian data, mainly since it could not accommodate
thehocus(the constituent in the PPP of neutral sentences), and it usually collapses
question words into foci. The alternative architecture proposed is based on two
features: +/− PROMINENT and D-LINKED/¬D-LINKED, grouping together the
elements with discourse functions that share some common properties. Further
research should be conducted in order to specify how discourse structure could
be included in the representations (in which the vague termsof neutral andnon-
neutralsentence would make sense), and also in order to account for the exact role
of verbal modifiers and secondary predicates in the system.
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Abstract

We present an implementation of multidimensional semantics in Glue
Semantics. Our approach differs from the proposal of Arnoldand Sadler
(2010) by restricting multidimensionality to the meaning language and there-
fore avoiding the introduction of tensors in the compositional glue logic. We
use a construction from category theory — monads — to create structured
mappings from the algebra of unidimensional semantics to the multidimen-
sional case. Monads have already been successfully employed in theoretical
computer science to provide a denotational semantics of side effects. Here
we follow the suggestion of Shan (2001) to use monads to modelsemantic
phenomena and show how monads can be used to capture the analysis of
natural language expressions like appositives and expressives. We argue that
monads allow us to keep the simplicity of unidimensional composition while
also allowing the ability to track multiple meaning dimensions and to control
information flow between these different dimensions appropriately.

1 Introduction

Recently much attention has been paid to the semantic contribution conveyed by
a diverse group of expressions that includesexpressives, appositives, epithets and
non-restrictive relative clauses. The contribution to meaning of this type of expres-
sions regularly escapes the scope of logical operators suchas negation and question
forming elements. Consider for instance (1):

(1) Most fucking neighbourhood dogs pee on a damn hydrant on this street.

This sentence conveys the information that the majority of the dogs living in the
neighbourhood urinate on a hydrant in the contextually defined street. However,
the sentence also conveys a generally negative attitude towards dogs and/or their
urinating on the aforementioned hydrant. This effect is obtained in (1) by the use
of the two expressivesfucking anddamn(compare (1) with the more neutralMost
neighbourhood dogs pee on a hydrant on this street).

Nevertheless, the resulting interpretation is not just theconjunction of the two
contributions. If an interlocutor replies to (1) withNo, that’s not true, the interpre-
tation commonly associated with this reply can be paraphrased as “No, the neigh-
bourhood dogs don’t pee on a hydrant on this street”. The reply does not negate
the semantic contribution of the expressive. The same replyto something along the
lines ofMost neighbourhood dogs pee on a hydrant on this street and I hate dogs
and their urinary habitsor Most neighbourhood dogs pee on a hydrant on this street
and dogs and their urinary habits are detestablewould instead take scope over both
conjuncts, thus also potentially targeting the negative attitude towards dogs.

The mini dialogue in (2) exemplifies the same behavior.

†This research is supported by an Early Researcher Award fromthe Ontario Ministry of Research
and Innovation and NSERC Discovery Grant #371969. The authors thank Doug Arnold, Mary Dal-
rymple, Dag Haug, Louisa Sadler and the audience at LFG11 fortheir comments and questions.
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(2) A:John Lee Hooker, the bluesman from Tennessee, appeared in The Blues
Brothers.

B: No, that’s not true.
⇒ No, John Lee Hooker did not appear inThe Blues Brothers.
6⇒ No, John Lee Hooker was not from Tennessee.

B’s reply does not target the information about the birth place of John Lee Hooker,
conveyed by A with the appositivethe bluesman from Tennessee. The only strategy
available to B to correct A’s utterance is the one illustrated in (3):1

(3) B: True, but actually John Lee Hooker was born in Mississipi

In (3) the information conveyed by the main clause is first acknowledged and only
then the appositive contribution is amended.

Potts (2005, 2007) introduces a unified analysis of these diverse expressions in
terms of two parallel semantic levels, usually called ‘dimensions’. According to
this view, there are two different dimensions of meaning to which expressions can
contribute, the ‘at-issue’ dimension and the ‘side-issue’dimension, also called the
‘conventional implicatures dimension’ or ‘CI dimension’.

Contributions to theat-issue dimension represent that part of meaning that
speakers present as ‘under discussion’. At-issue contributions are sensitive to logi-
cal operators and, in a communicative setting, they enter the common ground only
after being (possibly silently) acknowledged by the other communicative agents.
In (1) the at-issue contribution corresponds to the information about the urinary
habits of the neighbourhood dogs.

Expressions contributing to the CI dimension mainly conveyinformation that
the speaker presents asuncontroversial. Moreover the information is presented
asperipheral and notunder discussion. Very often, as in the case of expressives,
meaning contributed to the CI dimension is speaker orientedand implicitly ex-
presses the mental state of the speaker. In this sense it enters the common ground
in a different way, as the speaker’s choice of words indicates that she is the relevant
source of truth regarding the propositions contributed (asis always the case for
speaker-oriented material). As illustrated above, CI material regularly escapes the
scope of logical operators such as negation and question forming operators.

Potts formalizes these intuitions in a type logic based on the addition of a sec-
ond kind of propositions,CI propositions. The logic is set up in such a way that
expressions contributing to the CI dimension denote a pair of values, the first one
of the type usually associated with the syntactic category they belong to (e.g. a
function from sets to sets in the case of a noun-modifying expressive), and the sec-
ond one, which is always of the CI propositional type. The logic is also structured
in such a way that the information can only flow from the at-issue dimension to
the CI dimension, in the sense that at-issue meaning components contribute to the
CI dimension, while CI material cannot contribute to the at-issue dimension during
the compositional phase.

1John Lee Hooker was in fact born in Mississippi.
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Arnold and Sadler (2010) expand on Potts’s proposal and givean implementa-
tion of the analysis in LFG (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982; Bresnan, 2001; Dalrymple,
2001) with Glue Semantics (Glue; Dalrymple et al., 1993; Dalrymple, 1999, 2001).
Their starting point is the intuition that, from a resource-logical point of view, ex-
pressions contributing to the CI dimension create a pair of resources, one at the
at-issue level and one at the side-issue one. To do so, Arnoldand Sadler use a
tensor pair as the resulting resource produced by a CI-contributing expression. The
paired resources that are produced by the compositional process are then split and
the at-issue material is used subsequently in the proof, while the side-issue material
is only collected at the end of the compositional process.

In this paper we present an alternative treatment of Potts’sanalysis in LFG
that starts from the proposal of Arnold and Sadler (2010) butstrives for more gen-
erality and for a simpler treatment of multidimensional semantics. At the same
time our approach allows for finer control of the flow of information between the
two dimensions. In fact, although Arnold and Sadler (2010)’s implementation cor-
rectly restricts the flow of information only from the at-issue dimension to the CI-
dimension during the compositional phase, at the same it lacks enough structure to
model a class of interdimensional meaning interactions that Potts (2005, 2007) and
AnderBois et al. (2010) discuss.

Our proposal is based on the suggestion made by Shan (2001) ofusingmonads
to uniformly model a large number of semantic phenomena. In general, a monad
allows us to reproduce the structure of a certain compositional algebra in a more
complex but related setting. We will show how the monadic approach allows us to
retain a compositional interface based only on functional application and functional
abstraction, even in the case of a multidimensional semantics. At the same time,
the monadic machinery allows us to combine different semantic phenomena and to
control how they interact. This will also allow us to shed light on the restrictions
that can be observed in the kind of inter-dimensional meaning interactions that are
not directly related to the compositional process.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the proposal of
Arnold and Sadler (2010) and motivate our version on the basis of the aforemen-
tioned data that illustrate more complex patterns of interactions between dimen-
sions. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of monads and discuss how we
can use them to give structure to linguistic meanings. Section 4 provides a fully
worked out example of how the monadic approach can be used in Glue Semantics
to characterize multidimensional meanings and how monads can help us to model
the interaction between the dimensions in cases involving non fully compositional
phenomena. Section 5 concludes and presents directions forfuture research.

2 Arnold and Sadler (2010)

In this section we briefly review the proposal of Arnold and Sadler (2010), placing
it in the context of Potts’s analysis and identify the pointsof departure of our ap-
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proach with respect to theirs. Subsequently we review a number of circumstances,
initially discussed by Potts (2005, 52ff.), and more recently by AnderBois et al.
(2010), in which at-issue content seems to require access toside-issue content,
which would be precluded by Potts’s type theory. We claim that this form of inter-
action also calls for an analysis based on monads.

Arnold and Sadler (2010) start their analysis from the assumption that expres-
sions like appositives, non-restrictive relative clausesand expressives are fully in-
tegrated in the constituent and functional structures of the sentences to which they
contribute, a view we fully agree with. All these constructions contribute to mean-
ing as adjuncts and compose with the rest of the linguistic material following the
standard projection architecture of LFG. The focus of theirproposal is on the com-
positional rules that govern the interactions between dimensions.

The implementation they discuss is based on the analysis of Potts (2005) and,
in particular, on a suggestion made by Potts (2005, 85ff.) for a resource-sensitive
implementation of the theory. As discussed above, the idea of Potts is that each
linguistic expression denotes a pair of objects: the at-issue contribution, of the type
usually associated with the expression, and a possibly empty side-issue contribu-
tion, always of typetc, a distinct CI propositional type. The meaning of linguistic
expressions is composed according to the structure of a semantic tree derived from
a syntactic tree using two different modes of composition. The first one involves
only the at-issue dimension and corresponds to functional application:

(4)
〈α(β), 〉

〈β, 〉 〈α, 〉

〈α(β), 〉

〈α, 〉 〈β, 〉
In these rules, the at-issue meaning, the first component of the pairs, is composed
via functional application. The CI dimension is left untouched and Arnold and
Sadler particularly stress that it is not percolated up the tree. There is then another
form of composition, specific for CI meaning:

(5)
〈β, α(β)〉

〈β, 〉 〈α, 〉

〈β, α(β)〉

〈α, 〉 〈β, 〉
Here the at-issue material is combined and transferred to the CI dimension (the
second component of the pairs). At the same time theβ component is duplicated
and copied in the at-issue part of the meaning. These types ofrules regulate the
flow of information between the dimensions. In particular the type theory is set up
so that values can only travel from the at-issue dimension tothe side-issue one. The
interpretation process is then completed by an additional step that collects all the
CI propositions and conjoins them with the propositional content of the at-issue di-
mension. These rules break the resource sensitivity assumption of Glue Semantics
(Asudeh, 2004, 2012), which is grounded in the use of linear logic (Girard, 1987),
a resource logic, for semantic composition. In both cases the argument valueβ is
used two times: it is first copied to the at-issue dimension but it is then reused as
the argument of the functionα in the side-issue dimension.
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Arnold and Sadler follow and extend the suggestion of Potts of considering
CI-contributing lexical items as objects producing apair of resources, one for the
at-issue dimension and one for the side-issue dimension. So, in general, the glue
term describing the compositional behavior of these expressions will have a return
type composed by two resources, one of the CI propositional type, combined with
the tensor⊗. This is reflected in the meaning terms for these expressions, as they
will result, after all their arguments have been saturated,in a pair of objects.

However only the at-issue resource is going to be further used in the Glue proof,
as the CI material must be inaccessible once it has been created. Therefore Arnold
and Sadler introduce a rule to split the tensored pair into two resources. They call
this ruleat-issue-ci-split; we repeat it here in (6)

(6)
〈m,m′〉 : r ⊗ rtc

m : r m′ : rtc

Any CI resource obtained by the split rule is not used in the inferential process,
as there are no linguistic expressions that consume a resource of that type. Nev-
ertheless, to obtain the final interpretation, the CI propositions must be collected.
To this end, Arnold and Sadler use the ‘of course’ operator, ‘!’, which allows the
term that it takes scope over to be used any number of times, thus relaxing resource
sensitivity. This operator is then used for the meaning constructor of a silent lin-
guistic operator applied to the root of the derivation. The silent operator simply
scans the derivation, collects the CI propositions and conjoins them with the at-
issue proposition. The silent operator would need to be different in case of other
types of utterances, for instance in the case of questions, as in these cases the CI
contribution cannot just be conjoined with the at-issue content of the speech act.

Arnold and Sadler also propose an alternative implementation that departs from
Potts’s proposal by adding a new projection to the LFG architecture. The idea is
to avoid having to introduce a special propositional type for CI material distinct
from the other standard typet, and, at the same time, to avoid having to introduce
the of course operator. This new structure —CI-structure — is projected from
the functional structure and parallel to the semantic structure. In this way, Arnold
and Sadler can keep the resources separated, as they are instantiated from different
structures, without the need to introduce anad hoc type for CI propositions.

Our approach has points of contact with the implementation of Arnold and
Sadler but there are also some fundamental differences. We will present here our
account in an informal way but stressing the differences with Arnold and Sadler’s
system. In the next section we will give the formal details that justify our claims.

We start from the same assumption that linguistic constructions contributing
to the CI dimension are fully integrated in the syntactic andfunctional structure
of the sentence they appear in. We also share Potts’s intuition that the denota-
tion of linguistic expressions corresponds to a pair (or more generally, a tuple) of
values. However, in our case the CI dimension is representedby a collection of
propositions (the CI contributions made so far) rather thana single propositional
value. This also means that in our analysis the CI content is percolated through
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the semantic tree/proof. However the process of combining and percolating the CI
component is built into the compositional process and is notaccessible to lexical
resources. This means that the CI material remains accesible only locally and only
to those lexical items that operate on it by adding new propositional content.

Given that the compositional process is in a sense “aware” ofthe paired nature
of meanings, we can uniformly treat them as atomic resources. Therefore we do not
replicate the asymmetry present in Arnold and Sadler’s system in which all expres-
sions denote a pair, but where, at the level of the resource logic, some of them are
represented as atomic resources while others are represented as pairs of resources.
This also means that we do not need a special rule to split the resources and then
recombine them, nor do we need to postulate a special type forCI propositions.
In our derivations, the CI component is implicitly kept separated from the at-issue
material and threaded through the compositional process inthe background. As a
result the proofs we obtain easily satisfy a strict version of resource-sensitive com-
position, as we do not need an operator like of course, !, which, with its possibility
of repeated application, breaks down resource sensitivity.

By exploiting the paired nature of denotations we can also avoid introducing
a special propositional type for the CI dimension, while simultaneously avoiding
the introduction of a new kind of semantic structure. The twodimensions are in
fact identified completely by the position they occupy in thepair. In this way
we distinguish not between two different types of proposition but rather between
two different modalities with which propositions are introduced in the common
ground, a very similar distinction to the one proposed by Arnold and Sadler with
the projection to the CI-structure.

Finally the monadic approach can be seen as more parsimonious from a the-
oretical point of view. Shan (2001) in fact shows how the organizing principles
of monads can be used to model a wide range of semantic phenomena. He lists
among the possible applications of monads phenomena such asfocus, question
formation, and intensionality. Giorgolo and Unger (2009) show how monads can
also model dynamic phenomena like anaphora. This is particularly relevant for
parenthetical constructions as they seem to interact with these type of phenomena
in non-trivial ways. In particular, dynamic effects have raised some interest as they
seem to create contexts in which the flow of information between dimensions is
less constrained than we would predict on the basis of Potts’s theory. Potts (2005,
52ff.) himself and AnderBois et al. (2010) present a number of cases in which in-
formation flows from the CI dimension to the at-issue dimension. All these cases
have in common the fact that they involve some form ofuncertainty in the meaning
they denote. We list here some examples of “unruly” contexts:

1. Presupposition

(7) Mary, a good drummer, is a good singer too.

2. Anaphora
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(8) Jake1, who almost killed a woman2 with his1 car, visited her2 in
the hospital.

3. VP ellipsis

(9) Lucy, who doesn’t help her sister, told Jane to.

4. Nominal ellipsis

(10) Melinda, who won three games of tennis, lost because Betty won
six.

What we see is that, in order to resolve the uncertainty introduced in the at-issue
dimension by these constructions, we need to take into consideration the CI dimen-
sion. For instance in the case of (7), the presupposition triggered bytoo is resolved
by the information that Mary has some additional musical talent beside singing, a
fact we are informed of by the appositivea good drummer. Similarly in the case
of anaphora and ellipsis, the unstated referent/property in the matrix clause is in-
troduced in the CI contribution. The possibility of modeling multidimensionality
and dynamic phenomena using the same theoretical apparatusseems to us a good
reason to propose an alternative approach to Arnold and Sadler’s.

3 Monads

The concept of a monad arises in category theory (Barr and Wells, 1984). It has
found many applications in theoretical computer science asa model for the de-
notational semantics of side-effecting computation (Moggi, 1989, 1990) and in
functional programming as a way to structure and compose side-effects (Wadler,
1992a,b). Here we try to provide the main intuitions behind monads and how they
can be used in the context of natural language semantics.

The first intuition behind monads is that they are a way to reproduce a certain
algebraic structure, in our case the algebra of meaning composition, in a richer
setting that carriesmore information. The idea is that if we have a collection of
functions and values that represent our meanings we can map them to new ob-
jects that contain the original information plus some additional meaning material.
The monadic mapping allows us to maintain in the new richer setting the same
compositional configurations we started with. The additional information varies in
different types of monadic mappings, but in all cases we are able to reconstruct the
original compositional configurations.

The characteristic of a monadic mapping is that the originalmeanings are as-
sociated with some kind of default information. In this way we obtain an object of
the correct enriched type without committing to any particular enriched informa-
tion. For example, in the case of multidimensionality, the meanings of linguistic
expressions that contribute only to the at-issue dimensionare mapped from the tra-
ditional unidimensional collection of meanings to a collection of paired meanings,
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and the objects they are mapped to consist of the original meaning and a vacuous
CI contribution.

The principles behind this intuitive view of monads continue to apply when
we consider monads as models of computations. According to this perspective, a
monad is a computation that yields a value while at the same time producing some
side effects, like modifying some global environment or communicating with the
“real world”. Also in this case we can assume that we start from pure — i.e. side-
effect free — functions and values and map them to computations with possible
side effects that yield the starting object as the result of running. A monadic map-
ping will map a pure value/function to a computation that hasno side effect and that
only returns the original value when run. The computationalperspective also ex-
poses another important property of monads that makes them an interesting model
of natural language meaning. The notion of side effects is intimately connected to
the idea of sequentiality. For instance, the order in which we access a file by read-
ing from and writing to it is fundamental in determining whether the computation
fails or not. Monads can be composed to create larger computations from more
elementary ones and the monadic approach requires the specification of a fixed or-
der of evaluation. This property is particularly relevant for the non-compositional
phenomena that we discussed above, in which we need to keep track of the linear
order of appearance of the various expressions in order to predict the licit patterns
of anaphora, presuppositions and ellipsis.

We formalize these intuitions by defining a monad as a triple:〈M,η, ⋆〉.2 M
can be understood as the mapping that tells us to which type ofenriched collections
of values/functions we are lifting our unidimensional meanings.M can also be in-
terpreted as a name for this specific collection. We will use the notationM α to
indicate the type of objects that result from the application of the mappingM to ob-
jects of typeα. η (pronounced ‘unit’) is the operation that brings us from theorig-
inal, information-poor collection of meanings to the information-rich collection. It
does so by encapsulating each object in the source collection in a “container” that
also stores default, vacuous information.⋆ (pronounced ‘bind’) is a binary oper-
ation that performs both the role of creating new monads fromsimpler ones and
imposing an evaluation order for their computation.⋆ takes a monad and a function
from the type of the result yielded by the monad to another monad of the same kind.
The operation runs the first monad, passes the result to the function and creates a
new monadic computation. In the background, the side-effects/enriched informa-
tion from the first monad and the second one are run sequentially/accumulated. In
this way, the resulting monad creates a new value using the value produced by the
first one and combines the side-effects/enriched information of the two monads.
In order to obtain the properties we ascribed to monadic mappings above, the two

2We use here the definition normally found in the computer science literature (Moggi, 1989;
Wadler, 1992b). This particular definition allows us a more natural description of the meaning of the
expressions contributing to the CI dimension. The categorical definition is normally given in terms
of a different triple (Barr and Wells, 1984); this is in any case completely equivalent to the one used
here.
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operations must satisfy the following laws for allx, f, g andm:

η(x) ⋆ f = f x (11)

m ⋆ η = m (12)

(m ⋆ f) ⋆ g = m ⋆ (λx.f x ⋆ g) (13)

Laws (11) and (12) characterizeη as the left and right identity with respect
to the composition of monads. This is a way to requireη to couple the lifted
value with vacuous information/no side-effect. Law (13) states that⋆ behaves as
an associative operator. This is relevant for us because it guarantees us that the
ordering of the side effects is independent of the order of composition.

The specific monad we are going to use to model multidimensional semantics
is known in the functional programming tradition as theWriter monad. TheWriter
monad maps values and functions to a pair composed by the value/pair and an
element of amonoid. A monoid is an algebra with a single binary associative
operation and an element that is the left and right identity of the operation. In our
case the underlying set of the monoid is a set of sets of proposition (i.e. the possible
collections of CI contributions), the binary operation is set union and the identity
element is the empty set.3 In the Writer monad the identity element corresponds
to the vacuous information and the binary operation describes the way in which
information is accumulated.

In our case the mappingWriter sends an object of typeα to an object of type
〈α, p → t〉, a pair of an object of typeα and a set of propositions. Typep is a
quite conservative extension to the standard type theory based one andt. p in fact
represents the set of names of propositions. In this senset can be seen as a subtype
of p, namely the domain containing only the names{⊤,⊥}.

Having definedWriter in this way we have, for example, that the interpretation
of an intransitive verb, an object of typee → t, will be mapped to an object of type
〈e → t, p → t〉, or more compactlyWriter (e → t). η pairs every object with the
empty set:

η(x) = 〈x, { }〉 (14)

⋆ is instead defined as follows:

〈x, P 〉 ⋆ f = 〈π1(f x), P ∪ π2(f x)〉 (15)

whereπ1 andπ2 are respectively the first and second projection of a pair. Inwords,
⋆ is a binary function that takes 1) an input pair of a value and acollection of
propositions and 2) a functionf that produces a computation using the first value
of the input pair.⋆ produces a new computation whose value is the value of the
computation produced byf and a new collection of propositions that is the union

3By using set union we make our monoid commutative. In the applications described in this paper
this is not of particular relevance, but in certain cases it may be necessary to use a non-commutative
operation to keep track of the order in which the propositions are combined.
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of the input collection of propositions with the collectionof propositions produced
by f . The step involving the union of the collections of propositions is the one that
allows us to use theWriter monad as a kind of logging system.

Notice that we have not added to the term language anything besides pairs
and projections. The monoid structure in the second component of our monads
is already expressible in the simply typed lambda calculus that we use for our
meaning constructors. The identity element corresponds infact to the function
λt.⊤ and union can be expressed in terms of disjunction:λs.λr.λt.s t ∨ r t.

We still need to see how we can integrate the monadic approachwith the LFG
framework. Our solution, again inspired by Shan (2001), is to give a new Curry-
Howard isomorphism interpretation of the elimination and introduction rules for
the glue implication⊸. We will however also need to introduce a new kind of
implication in order to give an interpretation to the expressions contributing to the
CI dimension.

Our goal is to be able to reproduce the unidimensional compositional config-
uration at the monadic level. This means that, starting fromat-issue only lexical
items and lifting them to the monadic level viaη, we want to able to saturate a
predicate of typeWriter (α → β) with an argument of typeWriterα. Notice how
we cannot simply use functional application because we are dealing here with two
pairs. The solution proposed by Shan (2001) is to use the⋆ operator to define a
general notion of functional application for monadic meanings. The definition of
this new form of functional application, which we callA following Shan (2001), is
given in (16):

A(f)(x) =def f ⋆ λg.x ⋆ λy.η (g y) : M (α → β) → M α → M β (16)

The monad encapsulating the function is run via⋆ and its result (the function)
is bound to the variableg. Similarly the argument monad is run and the result is
bound toy. As a final step a new monad is created that returns the result of applying
the functiong to the argumenty, without adding any additional information/side
effect. In the background, the⋆ operator takes care of threading the additional
information (in our case the collection of CI propositions).

To obtain an isomorphism between the proofs in Glue Semantics and the mon-
adic meaning terms we need to define a notion offunctional abstraction. The
definition of abstraction for monads is less mathematicallypleasant and depends
more heavily on its use in Glue proofs than the definition of monadic functional
application. A is in fact just a function operating on values. The corresponding
abstraction cannot be defined in the same way but makes use of the specific shape
of the meaning language we use to decorate our proofs. The definition is given in
(17).

η(x) ⊳ m =def m ⋆ λb.η (λx.b) : M α → M β → M (α → β) (17)

The termη(x) ⊳ m indicates the monadic abstraction of a valuex in the computa-
tion represented by the monadm. The interpretation of the term is close to that of
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a classical abstractionλx.t, in the sense that⊳ signals a hole inm calledx in the
same way thatλ signals a hole int calledx. The precise definition is however a bit
more involved. In (17),η(x) is assumed to be a hypothesis introduced in the proof.
x must be a fresh variable. The hypothesis allows us to deduce the computation
corresponding tom from which we then discard the hypothesisη(x) via this form
of abstraction. We extract the value yielded bym, bind it to b and return a new
computation that returns the abstractionx overb.

In (18) we give the elimination and introduction rules for the glue logic impli-
cation,⊸, using the newly defined monadic functional application andfunctional
abstraction.

x : A f : A⊸ B
⊸ E

A(f)(x) : B

[η(x) : A]i
...

m : B ⊸ Ii
η(x) ⊳ m : A⊸ B (18)

The mode of composition just outlined is not powerful enoughto describe how
certain expressions move information from the at-issue dimension to the CI one. In
fact the class of objects composable with⊸ is restricted to those that operate on the
two components independently. To understand why this is so,consider the case of
an expressive, likefucking in (1). This expressive takes an argument, a noun, and
contributes to the at-issue dimension by returning its argument untouched, which
means that it encapsulates the identity function as its at-issue meaning, and to the
CI dimension by applying the predicate⌢ to its argument.4 Given its at-issue
contribution the type we would assign to its denotation isWriter ((e → t) → (e →
t)). However an object of this type would not be able to apply the predicate⌢ to
its argument. If we take a look at the definition of monadic application we can see
that the functional value is actually applied to its argument outside of the original
monad. The monad is in fact run and its return value collected, but only at the end
is it combined with its argument. This means that the denotation for the expressive
would not be able to access its argument to generate a CI contribution.

In order to properly generate the CI contribution, we need toassign to expres-
sions likefucking a denotation that corresponds to a function that is “aware” of
the monadic context in which it is evaluated. The idea is to have these types of
expressions take monads as arguments, in our case pairs of at-issue and side-issue
meaning material. The type we will assign to an expression like fucking is there-
fore Writer (e → t) → Writer (e → t). This is the type of function that takes a
monadic object encapsulating a predicate and returns another monadic object also
encapsulating a predicate. In the case of the expressive, the function will return a
monad containing the same predicate but paired with the CI proposition expressing
a negative judgment about it.

To keep track of which type of composition it is necessary to introduce in the
glue logic a new implication,⊸∗. This new implication behaves exactly like the

4The frown symbol,⌢, is meant to evoke the idea of a negative judgement.
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original one and comes equipped with its own notion of functional application and
functional abstraction. By a slight twist of logic, application and abstraction for
this new connective corresponds to standard application and abstraction, as we use
them in traditional Glue Semantics, as shown by the term to the left of the colon in
the following:

A∗(f)(x) =def f x : (M α → M β) → M α → M β (19)

x ⊳∗ m =def λx.m x : M α → M β → (M α → M β) (20)

In (21) we give the Curry-Howard isomorphism for respectively elimination and
introduction of⊸∗ and this additional type of monadic functional applicationand
abstraction.

x : A f : A⊸∗ B ⊸∗ E
A∗(f)(x) : B

[x : A]i
...

m : B ⊸∗ Iix ⊳∗ m : A⊸∗ B (21)

In the next section we show how the formal machinery introduced here can be
used to analyse expressions involving side issue contributions.

4 Monads in action

In this section we present the details of our proposal. We start by working out in
some detail the analysis of the contribution to the CI dimension of an expressive.
We then move to another example illustrating the interaction between dimensions
in the case of presupposition. This example allows us to see how the monadic
approach controls the information flow in the desired manner.

Consider the sentence in (22).

(22) John loves goddamn Marilyn Manson.

We assume a standard constituent structure and associated functional structure. In
particular we take it thatgoddamnworks as a regular modifier that contributes
to theADJUNCT feature ofMarilyn Manson. In Table 1 we present the meaning
constructors that form our lexicon.

Lexical entries that contribute only to the at-issue dimension are assigned a
meaning term very similar to the standard one. The one difference is in the ‘lifting’
of their meaning term to the monadic level by means of theη mapping. The expres-
sivegoddamnis instead given an interpretation that makes full use of themonadic
setting. First of all the glue term associated with it denotes the fact that the ex-
pressive composes with the surrounding lexical material ina way that produces a
contribution to the CI dimension. The expressive takes the NPMarilyn Mansonas
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WORD MEANING TERM + GLUE TERM

John η(j) : j
loves η(love) : m⊸ j ⊸ l
Marilyn Manson η(m) : m
goddamn λx.x ⋆ λy.write(⌢(y)) ⋆ λ .η(y) : m⊸∗ m

Table 1: Lexicon forJohn loves goddamn Marilyn Manson.

JJohnK : j

JlovesK : m⊸ j ⊸ l

JgoddamnK : m⊸∗ m JMansonK : m

A∗(JgoddamnK)(JMansonK) : m
A(JlovesK)(A∗(JgoddamnK)(JMansonK)) : j ⊸ l

A(A(JlovesK)(A∗(JgoddamnK)(JMansonK)))(JJohnK) : l

Figure 1: Glue Semantics proof forJohn loves goddamn Marilyn Manson.

its argument via the special implication⊸∗. In this way it can control the evalua-
tion of the meaning term corresponding to the NP and extract from it the necessary
information. The meaning term associated withgoddamnillustrates how this is
done: the expressive takes the NP as its firstx argument, extracts from it its value
(the referent of the NP) and, via the⋆ operator, passes in the background the side-
issue material that may have been computed by its argument (in this case none).
The referent is bound to the variabley and using an auxiliary operationwrite
the application of the predicate⌢ to y is logged to the CI dimension.write is
a simple function, taking a proposition as its argument and returning a pair of a
vacuous value and a collection of propositions containing only the argument. We
can therefore assign towrite the typet → Writer ⊥, where⊥ is a domain with
a single inhabitant also named⊥. write is defined as follows:

write = λp.〈⊥, {p}〉 (23)

The final step performed by the denotation ofgoddamnis to return the interpreta-
tion of its argument without any additional change to the collection of CI proposi-
tions. Notice that the value returned by thewrite operation is not used anywhere
in the lambda term and, following a common practice in programming languages,
we indicate this by binding it with an underscore.5

The Glue proof is shown in Figure 1. The proof makes one use of the new rule
for the elimination of⊸∗, which is reflected in the proof term by the use of the
special applicationA∗.

The resulting proof term encapsulates the instructions forcomputing the de-
notation of the utterance. The final result will be a pair whose first projection and
second projection represent respectively the at-issue andside-issue dimensions. As
discussed above,goddamnwill take the denotation ofMarilyn Mansonto create a

5We could have of course used any variable different fromy.
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new computation whose result is the denotation ofMarilyn Mansonbut that con-
tributes a proposition to the CI dimension. The other applications are all instances
of standard functional application lifted to the monadic level: the monads corre-
sponding to the function and the argument are ‘run’, their values applied and, in
the background, the CI contributions are collected. To see how this happens we
will show the full expansion of the term. We will use the symbol  to indicate a
reduction and decorate it with subscripts indicating whichsteps are taken: we will
use lex-def for the use of lexical postulates,η-def and⋆-def for the definition ofη
and⋆, A-def andA∗-def for the definition ofA andA∗, write-def for the defini-
tion of write, andβ for beta reduction (including the reduction of projectionsand
unions).

The term we are reducing is repeated in (24).

A(A(JlovesK)(A∗(JgoddamnK)(JMansonK)))(JJohnK) (24)

We start by reducing the subtermA∗(JgoddamnK)(JMansonK).

A∗(JgoddamnK)(JMansonK)  lex-def+A∗-def

(λx.x ⋆ λy.write(⌢(y)) ⋆ λ .η(y)) 〈m, { }〉  β

〈m, { }〉 ⋆ λy.write(⌢(y)) ⋆ λ .η(y)  ⋆-def

〈π1((λy.write(⌢(y)) ⋆ λ .η(y))m),

{ } ∪ π2((λy.write(⌢(y)) ⋆ λ .η(y))m)〉 (25)

The term(λy.write(⌢(y))⋆λ .η(y))m appears two times in (25); we show here
its reduction and plug the result directly in (25) below.

(λy.write(⌢(y)) ⋆ λ .η(y))m  β

write(⌢(m)) ⋆ λ .η(m)  write-def

〈⊥, {⌢(m)}〉 ⋆ λ .η(m)  ⋆-def

〈π1((λ .η(m)) ⊥), {⌢(m)} ∪ π2((λ .η(m)) ⊥)〉  β+η-def

〈π1(〈m, { }〉), {⌢(m)} ∪ π2(〈m, { }〉)〉  β

〈m, {⌢(m)}〉 (26)

Substituting (26) for(λy.write(⌢(y)) ⋆ λ .η(y))m in (25) we obtain

〈π1(〈m, {⌢(m)}〉), { } ∪ π2(〈m, {⌢(m)}〉)〉 (27)
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which, after computing the projections and the union, reduces to

〈m, {⌢(m)}〉 (28)

In words, the denotation of the NPgoddamn Marilyn Mansonis a pair whose first
projection is the individual Marilyn Manson and whose second projection is the
proposition stating a negative judgement about that individual.

We continue the reduction by plugging (28) in (24) and expanding the inner
application oflovesto goddamn Marilyn Manson.

A(A(JlovesK)(〈m, {⌢(m)}〉)(JJohnK)  lex-def+A-def

A(〈love, { }〉 ⋆ λf.〈m, {⌢(m)}〉 ⋆ λx.η(f x))(JJohnK) (29)

As was the case before, the expansion of the⋆ operator requires us to compute the
same term(λf.〈m, {⌢ (m)}〉 ⋆ λx.η(f x)) love) twice. We reduce here indepen-
dently and plug it in (29) below.

(λf.〈m, {⌢(m)}〉 ⋆ λx.η(f x)) love  β

〈m, {⌢(m)}〉 ⋆ λx.η(love x)  ⋆-def

〈π1((λx.η(love x))m), {⌢(m)} ∪ π2((λx.η(love x))m)〉  β+η-def

〈π1(〈love m, { }〉), {⌢(m)} ∪ π2(〈love m, { }〉)〉  β

〈love m, {⌢(m)}〉 (30)

The first and the second projection of (30) are needed in the expansion of (29) as
show in the following reduction steps:

A(〈love, { }〉 ⋆ λf.〈m, {⌢(m)}〉 ⋆ λx.η(f x))(JJohnK)  ⋆-def

A(〈π1(〈love m, {⌢(m)}〉),
{ } ∪ π2(〈love m, {⌢(m)}〉))(JJohnK)  β

A(〈love m, {⌢(m)}〉)(JJohnK)  lex-def+A-def

〈love m, {⌢(m)}〉 ⋆ λf.〈j, { }〉 ⋆ λx.η(f x) (31)

Also in this case we can avoid clutter in the derivation by reducing only once the
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term(λf.〈j, { }〉⋆λx.η(f x)) (lovem) needed for the expansion of the⋆ operator:

(λf.〈j, { }〉 ⋆ λx.η(f x)) (love m)  β

〈j, { }〉 ⋆ λx.η(love m x)  ⋆-def

〈π1(λx.η(love m x) j), { } ∪ π2(λx.η(love m x))〉  β+η-def

〈π1(〈love m j, { }〉), { } ∪ π2(〈love m j, { }〉)〉  β

〈love m j, { }〉 (32)

We proceed by plugging (32) in (31):

〈love m, {⌢(m)}〉 ⋆ λf.〈j, { }〉 ⋆ λx.η(f x)  ⋆-def

〈π1(〈love m j, { }〉), {⌢(m)} ∪ π2(〈love m j, { }〉)〉  β

〈love m j, {⌢(m)}〉 (33)

The first projection is the proposition that John loves Marilyn Manson and the
second projection is the proposition stating a negative judgement about Marilyn
Manson.

We mentioned in Section 2 that monads can also be used to modelother types
of semantic phenomena. We discuss here an example involvinga non-restrictive
relative clause and a presupposition trigger. Consider thefollowing sentence:

(34) John, who likes cats, likes dogs also.

The sentence contributes two propositions to the common ground: 1) the fact that
John likes cats and 2) the fact that John likes dogs. However the presupposition
trigger also additionally imposes a test on the structure of the common ground.
The speaker expresses with this item that in the common ground we must already
have some information corresponding to the fact that John likes something be-
sides cats. The information is indeed already present, as the non-restrictive relative
clause informs us that John likes dogs and it does sobefore the position in which we
are required to apply the test to the common ground. Our analysis will capitalize
on the fact that monads can be layered to create new types of monads that com-
bine their ability to enrich meaning. We will therefore create a monad that jointly
deals with multidimensionality and presupposition by composing the monad we
have described for multidimensional meaning with a monad tokeep track of pre-
suppositions. Fortunately, we can also use theWriter monad for the treatment of
presupposition.

To combine two monads we actually need to consider an additional construct:
monad morphisms. For our purposes it will be sufficient to understand monad mor-
phisms as monad “factories”. The idea is that a monad morphism can be instanti-
ated as a monad by specifying the monads we want it to combine with. The monad
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WORD MEANING TERM + GLUE TERM

comma λjλl.j ⋆ λx.l ⋆ λf.write(f x) ⋆ λ .η(x) : j ⊸∗ (j ⊸ l)⊸∗ j
also λv.λo.λs.s ⋆ λx.v ⋆ λf.o ⋆ λy.lift(check(∃z.f z x ∧ z 6= y)) ⋆

λ .η(f y x) : (d⊸ j⊸ l)⊸∗ d⊸∗ j ⊸∗ l
John η(j) : j
who η(λP.P ) : (j ⊸ l)⊸ (j ⊸ l)
likes η(like) : c⊸ j⊸ l
cats η(ιx.cat∗(x)) : c
likes η(like) : d⊸ j ⊸ l
dogs η(ιx.dog∗(x)) : d

Table 2: Lexicon forJohn, who likes cats, likes dogs also.

morphisms will provide some additional enrichment to the information stored in
the monad we wrap it around. In our case we simply take the monad morphisms to
add an additional component to our meanings. This means thatthe meanings we
will end up with will be formed by a pair whose first component is another pair.
To be able to use the functions defined for the internal monad we also need a way
to lift them to the level of the more complex monad. This can bedone in our case
using the following functionlift:

lift(m) = m ⋆ λx.η(〈x, { }〉) : Writerα → Writer (Writerα) (35)

where⋆ andη are the operator for the monad around which we wrap the mor-
phism.6

In Table 2 we list the relevant lexical entries. The entries for the at-issue-
only items are constructed in the same way discussed above, by applying theη
operator. The only difference here is thatη is the operator bringing us to the monad
composed by the multidimensional monad (which starts as a monad morphism)
together with the presuppositional one.commais a silent operator that we borrow
from Potts’s and Arnold and Sadler’s analysis of non-restrictive relative clauses.
Looking at the associated glue logic term we see thatcommatakes 1) the resource
corresponding to the NP to which the relative clauses is attached and 2) the relative
clause, and returns the NP resource. These resources are consumed via the second
monadic functional application, indicated in the term withthe special implication
⊸∗. Behind the scenes,commasaturates the denotation of the relative clause, a
one place predicate, with the denotation of the NP, stores the resulting proposition
in the CI storage using the now familiarwrite function and returns the denotation
of the NP as its final value.

The denotation ofalsointroduces the new presuppositional monadic level. As
was the case withcomma, its glue term is built using the special implication⊸∗,

6Notice that although we say that we wrap the monad morphism around the monad the result in
our case will be “inside-out”: the additional information expressed by the monad morphism will end
up in the internal pair, while the information coming from the simple monad will be collected in the
second component of the external pair.
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a signal of the fact that this lexical item performs some additional work besides
returning a value. We analysealsoas a sentential operator that takes as arguments
the verb, the subject and the object of the sentence. The result type is the one corre-
sponding to the propositional value of the at-issue component of the sentence. The
meaning term describes the semantic operations corresponding to the evaluation of
also. The meaning of the verb, the object and the subject are extracted and bound
respectively to the variablesf , y andx. The next step is to perform a side-effect
in the presupposition monad. As stated earlier, the presupposition monad is really
just another instance of theWriter monad, again constructed as a pair of a value
and a set of propositions. The presupposition monad is defined in exactly the same
way as the multidimensional monad is. The function we see here,check, is really
just another name for the functionwrite, used here to clarify the levels at which
the operations take place.check adds the presuppositional condition that in the
model in which the sentence is evaluated there has to be an entity z such that the
subject (x) likes z but z is different from the object (y). This operation is lifted to
the level of the multidimensional monad vialift and the computation terminates
by returning the application of the verb to its arguments.

The resulting proof term is show in (36):

A∗(A∗(A∗(JalsoK)(JlikesK))(JdogsK))(A∗(A∗(JcommaK)(JjohnK))
(A(JwhoK)(A(JlikesK)(JcatsK)))) : l (36)

After reducing the term we obtain the following pair:7

〈〈like(j, ιx.dog∗(x)), {like(j, ιx.cat∗(x))}〉,
{∃z.like(j, z) ∧ z 6= ιx.dog∗(x)}〉 : l (37)

The first component is a pair containing the at-issue proposition that John likes
dogs and the side-issue proposition that John likes cats. The second component of
the outer pair lists the conditions that must be met to satisfy the presuppositions
triggered in the evaluation of the sentence. In this case, the only condition is that
there must be something else besides dogs that John likes. The proposition that
satisfies this condition can be found in the CI dimension.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an analysis of multidimensional semantics based on a
monadic analysis of meaning. Our approach exploits the abstraction capabilities
of monadic mappings in order to maintain a largely standard,unidimensional glue
logic for composition while assigning more complex meanings to the linguistic
resources. The only innovation in the glue logic is the introduction of a new impli-
cation,⊸∗.

7We useιx.dog∗(x) andιx.cat∗(x) to denote respectively the contextually relevant plural dog
individual and the contextually relevant plural cat individual.
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We started by discussing the proposal of Arnold and Sadler (2010) to model
multidimensional meaning in Glue Semantics by the use of a tensor conjunction.
While their approach is capable of accounting for the basic data, it does so at the
price of breaking the resource sensitive contract of linearlogic. Our approach does
not contravene this fundamental assumption of Glue Semantics. At the same time,
our approach seems more flexible and general, as it can be adapted to different sce-
narios, in particular if we decide to further differentiatenon-at-issue contributions.
Monads allows us to retain the simple, familiar compositional configurations in the
unidimensional case, while at the same time composing more complex objects on
the meaning side of the derivation. Another promising characteristic of the mon-
adic approach is the possibility of using the same abstractions to deal with different
semantic phenomena.

The analysis of example (34), presented in Section 4, pointsto the fact that the
interaction between dimensions may be more complex than previously theorized.
Here we have just started sketching a possible analysis in terms of layering of
monadic mappings. We leave for future work the study of the different varieties of
contexts that make the picture about meaning interactions more complex and how
these interactions can be reconstructed in terms of unifying principles.
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Abstract

In this paper we investigate the interaction between verbal language and
the non-verbal behaviours that commonly accompany it. We focus on spon-
taneous hand gestures. We discuss the complex network of interactions be-
tween the two modalities and how we can model the interpretation of a multi-
channel signal. We embed this model of interpretation in the LFG correspon-
dence architecture and we show how the flow of linguistic information that
characterizes the architecture can be used to make the interpretation more
precise. The result is an enriched architecture in which a complex signal is
first broken up into its component parts. The subcomponents are initially in-
terpreted independently but are then fused at the end into a single meaning
object. Our model can capture quite precisely the intuitive meaning associ-
ated with multimodal utterances.

1 Introduction

In this paper we take a step back from the intricacies of the grammar of natural lan-
guage and look at it together with the non-verbal behaviours that, more often than
not, accompany it. In particular, we examine the spontaneous manual gestures that
are produced universally in connection with verbalizations. The goal of the paper is
to show how this behaviour is actually very much connected to the complex gram-
matical structures of natural language and how we can capture these relationships
in the framework of the correspondence Architecture of Lexical-Functional Gram-
mar (LFG; Kaplan and Bresnan 1982, Bresnan 2001, Dalrymple 2001). Our claim
is that the correspondence architecture (Kaplan, 1987, 1989; Asudeh, 2006, 2012)
is an ideal model to represent the interactions between the verbal and the gestural
modalities, given the possibility of controlling, at a very fine-grained level, the flow
of information between different analytical structures.

The fact that spontaneous gestures play a role in conveying information to-
gether with verbal language is nowadays well supported by a growing body of
studies. Gesture is not a primary mode of communication, and yet the informa-
tion conveyed solely in this modality is quite consistently integrated in the mental
models of reality that we create during a face to face conversation. The first studies
of gestural behaviour, in particular the seminal work of Adam Kendon and David
McNeill (Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 1992), already stressed that veridical informa-
tion that is not verbalized is present in the mental representations of participants of
a conversation. This observation has been confirmed over the years by a number of
behavioural (Kita, 2000; Kita and Özyürek, 2003; Giorgolo, 2010) and neuropsy-
chological experiments (Özyürek et al., 2007; Willems and Hagoort, 2007).

†This research is supported by an Early Researcher Award from the Ontario Ministry of Research
and Innovation and NSERC Discovery Grant #371969. The first author would like to thank Hannes
Rieser for allowing access to the Speech and Gesture Alignment Corpus. The authors thank Doug
Arnold, Dag Haug, and the audience at LFG11 for their comments and questions.
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Another important characteristic of the interaction between language and ges-
ture that emerges from the data collected in the field and the lab is the fact the
two modalities are not simply paired in an unrestricted way, but instead that there
are constraints on how gestures and language can co-occur. The constraints, that
apply both to the production (Kita et al., 2007) and the perception (Giorgolo and
Verstraten, 2008) ends of communication, cut across the classical levels of analy-
sis of natural language. Therefore gesture and language are, in McNeill’s terminol-
ogy, simultaneously synchronized along different dimensions of analysis (McNeill,
1992):

1. At the prosodic level we observe a strict relationship between pitch and am-
plitude peaks (and in general stress patterns) and the stroke of a gesture, the
most effortful and kinetically prominent phase of a gestural action (Loehr,
2007; Giorgolo and Verstraten, 2008).

2. The alignment between prosodic peaks and gestures’ strokes has a clear ef-
fect on the overall temporal alignment between gesture and speech, in partic-
ular with respect to syntactic constituents and their interpretation: gestures
are temporally aligned with the linguistic expressions they are information-
ally related to.

3. Temporal alignment is in a sense also a form of semantic alignment, as the
information conveyed by the gesture must be compatible with the interpreta-
tion of the linguistic expression they accompany (i.e. gestures cannot negate
information that is expressed verbally (Lascarides and Stone, 2009)); there
is however another sense in which gestures are semantically aligned with
language: there are in fact limitations to the distribution of the semantic
“constituents” gestures can accompany. In particular, gestures seem to be-
have as modifiers of first order properties/relations; we return to this point
below.

4. Finally, at the level of discourse and information structure, we see that ges-
tures are sensitive to linguistic patterns; for example they align with ana-
phoric relations by re-offerring related manual representations accompany-
ing the linguistic expressions that take part in the relation.

The fact that the data about gestures so strongly suggests a fundamental role of
simultaneous alignment patterns in determining the “grammaticality” of gestures
motivates our choice of using the correspondence architecture to jointly model ges-
ture and verbal language. In fact, at a sufficient level of abstraction, the correspon-
dence architecture is a model of alignment, as the different structures hypothesized
by LFG can be interpreted as simultaneous constraints that jointly direct the inter-
pretation of a linguistic expression. With a physical metaphor we could interpret
the linguistic expression as a complex signal built up by the composition of syn-
chronized more elementary signals (the various structures). Then the interpretation
of the expression becomes a process of decomposion of the signal in its subparts
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that together allow us to estimate its source (the meaning of the expression). Our
idea is to extend the process to include the input coming from an additional syn-
chronized modality.

In this paper we will focus on the interaction between language and gesture
at the syntactic and semantic levels. We will demonstrate how we can use the
correspondence architecture to capture the joint contribution of speech and gesture
to interpretation and how we can use the rich grammatical information associated
with linguistic syntactic structure to make more precise the massively ambiguous
meaning that we can attach to a gesture in isolation. For this demonstration, we will
analyze some general properties of gestures and show for a particular example how
a grammatical feature like NUMBER can restrict the space of possible meanings of
a gesture.

In Section 2 we introduce some background notions on gestures and on the
theory of gestural interpretation presented by Giorgolo (2010), which we use as
a basis for our analysis. Section 3 discusses the details of the integration of an
additional expressive modality to the correspondence architecture and how the in-
terpretation process must be modified to generate a single joint meaning object.
Section 4 explores the implications of our proposal by analyzing in depth an exam-
ple from the Speech and Gesture Alignment (SaGA) corpus (Lücking et al., 2010),
an annotated multimodal corpus of diadic interactions. We conclude in Section 5
with some final remarks.

2 Background: Iconic Gesture

For reasons of space, we will concentrate our discussion about multimodality to
a class of gestures known in the literature as iconic gestures. An example of this
type of gestures is shown in Figure 1. The example is extracted from the SaGA
corpus (Lücking et al., 2010).1 The gesture accompanies the utterance und hat zwei
Türme ‘and has two towers’, describing a church with two towers. The stroke of
the gesture temporally overlaps with the DP zwei Türme, and it provides a visual
representation of the spatial extension of the two towers referred to by the verbal
expression.

2.1 Properties of Iconic Gestures

This example allows us to present some of the key properties of iconic gestures.
The first key property of iconic gestures illustrated by the example is the type
of information they normally convey. The gesture under discussion provides a
visual representation of the physical/spatial properties of the towers, such as their

1The SaGA corpus was collected with German speakers and therefore all the examples in the
paper will be in German. However all our generalizations are intended to be extended also to other
languages. We decided to use naturally occurring data to stress that the study of such a subconscious
activity as spontaneous gestures requires the use of empirical data to be study successfully.
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und hat zwei [silence] Türme
speech

gesture

Figure 1: Example iconic gesture.

relative position, their orientation, the fact that they are disconnected, and we are
also given a rough approximation of their shape. Iconic gestures generally convey
information that is spatio-temporal in nature, as they normally describe properties
of physical referents and events. They differ in how this information is conveyed;
for example this gesture creates a sort of miniature image of the towers, while a
gesture describing an action performed by a human being will normally take the
form of an enactment of the action, giving us an internal perspective on it. However
the information can always be modeled as specific regions of a spatio-temporal
frame of reference.

Another interesting property of iconic gestures illustrated by the example is the
way in which they are generated. The gesture shown in Figure 1 is created on the
spot by the speaker, possibly on the basis of the mental imagery that the speaker
has of the referent he is describing. In general iconic gestures lack a conventional-
ized form and in this sense they are different from those gestures that have a fixed
meaning inside a speech community. Iconic gestures manage to convey meaning
solely by the fact that they somehow resemble their referent. This fact will be quite
relevant in the choices we will make when modeling iconic gestures in LFG, as
the lack of a conventionalized form, and consequently of an agreed upon meaning,
prevents us from treating them as regular lexical resources. Our solution will be
to associate with gestures a very general (i.e. underspecified) lexical entry, con-
structed only on the basis of the properties that are observable from their formal
appearance.

This last choice is also motivated by the fact that the interpretation of iconic
gestures is massively dependent on contextual factors, in particular on the linguistic
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context in which they are embedded. The interpretation of iconic gestures becomes
in fact almost impossible without an accompanying verbal expression. The only in-
formation obtainable is, as stated above, the bundle of spatial properties associated
with the virtual space created by the gesture. This reflects a more general limitation
of the possibility of conveying information via the gestural channel. As we will see
below the semantic function that a gesture has is restricted to a form of intersective
modification of first-order properties. A gesture imposes additional constraints (of
a spatial nature) on the set of referents identified by a property. Other functions,
such as the introduction of new referents, the independent introduction of a nega-
tive polarity context or the creation of a predicate-argument structure, are beyond
the semantic expressivity of gestures. Gestures rely on the logical structure set up
by verbal language and simply operate inside these logical structures without mod-
ifying them. The semantic contribution of gestures is therefore comparable to that
of content words.

2.2 Interfacing Gesture and Language

With this information in the background, we now move on to analyze how the two
modalities collaborate in conveying a conjoined meaning. To answer this question
we first need to address two subquestions. The first one concerns the interpreta-
tion of gestures as isolated objects. Iconic gestures never occur outside of a speech
fragment; nevertheless their interpretation must first go through an independent in-
terpretation step, given that the processing of the activity of the hands is not in any
way connected to the processing of verbal language. The second question concerns
the fusion step of the interpretation process: once we have associated with a ges-
ture a (largely ambiguous) interpretation we must specify how this information is
combined with speech, keeping in mind the multiple constraints coming from the
different levels of alignment.

To give precise answers to these questions we use the formal framework for
the analysis of gestures introduced in Giorgolo (2010). The framework consists
in an extension of classical Montagovian semantics together with a formal logic
designed to describe space and time. With these ingredients we can be very precise
about the process of interpretation of a multimodal utterance.

The answer to the first subquestion is based on the representational character-
istic of gestures and their communicative function. We take a gesture to convey
a type of information that we can model as an equivalence class of spatial ob-
jects that are informationally indistinguishable from the virtual space set up by the
hands. The equivalence part of the meaning is contributed by the representational
semantic function of the gesture: a representation in general does not refer neces-
sarily to a single instance but rather it can refer to all objects and events that are
similar (in a way to be made more precise) to the physical appearance of the rep-
resentation. The specific equivalence class and the level of informativity is instead
provided by the actual formal properties of the gesture. Giorgolo (2010) introduces
a family of description logics that are used to match the expressive power observed
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in iconic gestures. Each logic is not a single language, but rather a family of related
languages. This is motivated by the following considerations:

Modularity. Certain spatial properties are necessarily preserved by iconic ges-
tures. Other spatial properties may be disregarded. For instance a gesture
may give us a faithful representation of the relative position of different enti-
ties, such as when we draw a virtual map for our interlocutor, but the precise
shape of these objects is usually largely left unspecified (they could be for in-
stance just amorphous blobs). We need a modular language in which we can
selectively add or remove predicates that are associated with specific spatial
properties (e.g. orientation predicates, position predicates, shape predicates,
etc.). Most importantly, these predicates should be independent of each other
as we need to be free to fine tune the logic according to what we observe in
the gesture (however, see Giorgolo (2010) for a discussion of a number of
possible interdependencies among different groups of properties).

Simplification. Consecutive gestures that refer to the same entity or event follow
a pattern of decreasing informativity. The sets of spatial properties that the
subsequent gestures conserve are ordered by a subset relation. So, for in-
stance, the gesture shown in Figure 1 is repeated by the speaker two other
times later in the conversation, when referring back to the same church. In
both cases we observe a decrease in the amount of visual information ex-
pressed in the gesture. In the first repetition the speaker drops the depiction
of the three dimensional shape of the towers, while the fact that they are dis-
connected and that they are vertical is still depicted. In the last repetition, the
only information available seems to be that the towers are two in number, as
the gesture resembles the conventionalized gesture for the number two. This
pattern mirrors quite closely the tendency in language to consecutively refer
to entities and events in more economic/simpler ways (e.g., The man who
Thora saw yesterday . . . the man . . . he).

Specifically, we use a family of languages based on a theory of region-based space-
times to reproduce the third-person perspective we observe in the gesture of Figure
1, and another family of languages based on a theory of human gestural articulators
(e.g., fingers, hands, arms, joints) to represent the embodied perspective typical
of gestures representing actions. In this way we can represent the informational
content of a gesture as the collection of the proposition in the chosen description
logic that are satisfied in the virtual space set up by the gesture, what we will call
the theory of the gesture. The interpretation of a gesture in isolation will then
correspond to the characteristic function of the equivalence class of spaces that
are models for the theory of the gesture. For instance, in the case of the gesture
in Figure 1 we first select an appropriate description logic (in this case the third-
person perspective one) and create a theory by checking all the spatial properties
involving the two regions depicted in the gesture. The theory is the collection of all
propositions (positive for the present properties, and negative for the absent ones)
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that are satisfied in the space under consideration. In our case, the collection would
include a proposition stating that the two regions are disconnected, that they are
vertical, that they are not one above of the other and so on. The interpretation we
assign to the gesture corresponds to the set of all spaces made up of two regions
that also possess the spatial properties (both positive and negative) encoded in the
theory.

We now move on to the second question, the one about the integration of the
two modalities. As already stated, gestures cannot introduce novel referents, nor
can they change the polarity of the context in which they appear, the only func-
tion they can perform is to place additional constraints on the interpretation of the
referents and the events already introduced by language. This suggests a semantic
function akin to the one of intersecting modifiers. Therefore we propose to reduce
the interface between the two modalities to a generalized form of intersection. To
obtain this generality we assume that the semantic toolkit at out disposal includes
a collection of boolean algebras for all the boolean types. This is actually a rather
inexpensive assumption, as the same process is necessary in language to model the
cross categorial behaviour of conjunctions. We can therefore consider this logical
operation to be one of those available in general in communication. Intersection
is implemented as the meet operation of each boolean algebra. This allows us to
have a flexible notion of intersection, because the same gesture can combine with
constituents of different semantic types, as shown indirectly by Alahverdzhieva
and Lascarides (2010). At the same time we predict that gestures combine only
with semantic constituents with the appropriate type. In fact, beside excluding any
non-boolean expression from the set of possible linguistic correlates of a gesture,
the meet operation also requires the two semantic expressions to be of the same
type. We will see in the next paragraph that we relax this requirement to a form of
equality under a homomorphic mapping, but the meaning terms that are intersected
are required to have the same “arity”. This requirement is sometimes too strict, as
there are cases in the data in which we want to combine objects that prima facie
have different arities. In all these cases it seems that linguistic factors influence the
integration of the modalities by providing clues for the adaptation of the gestural
interpretation. The Correspondence Architecture allows us to model these effects
elegantly and in Section 4 we will see how a grammatical feature can be used to
resolve such a type-clash situation.

2.3 Multimodal Interpretation

At this point we are ready to describe in detail the process of interpretation for a
multimodal utterance. We give a graphical representation of the process in Fig-
ure 2. The diagram describes the process by which a single gesture and a verbal
language fragment are first independently interpreted and how their interpretations
are then joined into a single one. Γ and Σ respectively represent the gesture and
the language fragment. The verbal expression, Σ, is interpreted by a standard in-
terpretation function, J·Kf , yielding values taken from a frame of reference, F. F is
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a collection of domains of the usual kind, built on top of an ontology of entities e,
truth-values t and events s. The frame, F, is related to a spatial frame of reference,
S, by a family of (possibly partial) functions, Loc, which mirrors the compositional
structure of F into S. S is a set of domains constructed in a way similar to F: we
start from a set of primitive types and then we inductively define the remaining
types as those corresponding to all the functions whose domains and codomains
are the primitive and the derived types. In the case of S the primitive types will be
regions r, truth-values t and events s. The types of F (i.e. e, t, s) are then mapped
through members of Loc to the types of S according to the following conditions
(where loca is the specific member of Loc mapping objects of type a to objects in
S):

1. loce(x) = y, where y is of type r

2. loct(x) = x

3. locs(x) = x

4. loca→b(f) = g, such that for all objects x of type a we have that:

g(loca(x)) = locb(f(x)) .

In other words, Loc identifies a homomorphic image of the traditional abstract in-
terpretation of the speech signal in the spatial domain and specifies how the spatial
interpretation is constructed from the abstract frame of reference obtained from the
speech signal.

The composition of the interpretation function from Σ to F and Loc therefore
defines a interpretation function, J·Ks, from Σ directly to S. The composition may
not always be defined, as we do not require every verbal expression to have a spa-
tial extension (e.g. logical words like determiners, modals and conjunctions lack
a direct spatial interpretation, although they may have a metaphorical one). The
distribution restriction of iconic gestures allows us to be sure that the interpretation
process will never require us to access the spatial extension of those expressions.
On the left side of the diagram, ω maps from a collection of features represent-
ing the gesture to a representational space, RS. ω takes into account various con-
straints, such as the mode of representation (drawing, sculpting, shaping, enacting,
etc.) and deformations of the gestural space due to physiological constraints. Fi-
nally, the representational space, RS, corresponding to the gesture and the spatial
representation, S, of the speech signal are combined by requiring an informational
equivalence, such that they must satisfy the same set of spatial constraints. The
combination is implemented as the meet operation. The meaning of the verbal
expression becomes intersectable with the meaning of the gesture thanks to its
transformation via the Loc mappings.

In the next section we show how we propose to embed the interpretation pro-
cess just described in the correspondence architecture. To do so we will need to
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Figure 2: Interpretation process for a multimodal utterance.

accommodate the gestural component in the architecture. But the model will also
be enriched by the rest of the architecture. We will see how access to the other
structures created during the interpretation process in the LFG architecture can be
used to improve on the predictions made by the model in its current form.

3 Integration of Gesture in the Correspondence Architec-
ture

In order to extend the LFG framework to deal with multimodal utterances, we in-
troduce certain modification to the correspondence architecture. The new version
of the architecture is shown in Figure 3. This version of the correspondence ar-
chitecture is based on the pipeline version of the standard architecture, which is
discussed by Bögel et al. (2009) and Asudeh (2012).

The first modification is to assume that the Form end of the pipeline is a mul-
timodal utterance, rather than a phonological string. The linguistic part of this
utterance is then mapped to the phonological string by the υ correspondence func-
tion.

Parallel to the υ function we introduce the γ correspondence function. The γ
function maps the multimodal utterance to a timed stream of gesture structures.
Each gesture structure is simply a feature structure describing the physical appear-
ance of the gesture (typical features include hand shape, trajectory, orientation, and
so on).

The third modification is to define a level of time structure, whose purpose is
to align gestural elements and linguistic elements. Time structure is a time-indexed
set of the substrings in the phonological string. The time structure is populated by
a function τ from the phonological string. These time indexes are then propagated
to the constituent-structure, resulting in a tree whose nodes are time indexed. The
correspondence function κ specifies in the time structure the substrings that are
temporally aligned with different gesture structure in the gesture stream by creating
links between gesture structures and those substrings with which the gesture is
synchronized. We assume that two types of links are established, depending on
the nature of the linguistic context in which the gesture appears. The first type
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DP

N

Türme

D

zwei

g

X

Z

deixis

Y

w

g

Figure 4: Temporal links between gesture stream and constituent structure.

of link correspond to the case of gestures that are simply performed in parallel
with language, while the second one corresponds to the case of those gestures that
are “marked” explicitly in language via some form of deixis (e.g. I caught a fish
this big). Figure 4 shows how these links can be propagated in the architecture to
create links between the gesture stream and the constituent structure. The dashed
line represents the first type of links while the continuous line the second type. In
the rest of the paper we will concentrate only on the first type of link.2

The last modification we propose is in the way the functional-structure is gen-
erated. In the language-only case, the functional structure is the result of applying
the φ mapping to the constituent structure. In our case we need to make the φ map
aware also of the gesture structures contained in the gesture stream and of the links
defined between the time-structure and the gesture stream. All this information
is of course available to the φ structure (given the pipeline shape of the architec-
ture) and simply requires the introduction of a rule that determines how a gesture
contributes to the functional structure of the multimodal utterance. We give here a
graphical representation of the rule:

X

g
↑=↓

The rule consists in a functional constraint saying that the functional structure
of a gesture g (see below for typical functional structures of gestures) is the same

2The case of links generated for deictic elements is actually trivial once we have defined the first
type of link, but requires in depth discussion of the linguistic elements that trigger this type of link.
We leave this discussion for future work.
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as the one of the node X that it is linked to, obtaining the same effect of the familiar
constraint ↑=↓. To maintain a uniform notation in our functional constraints, we
will use the abbreviations ↓ and ↑ also for the multimodal links: ↓ will refer to the
functional structure of the gesture, while ↑ will be used to refer to the functional
structure associated with the node to which the gesture is linked.

Finally, the ω correspondence function completes the mapping from the bundle
of kinetic, physical features to the representational space. Since ω is late in the
Form-Meaning pipeline in the modified correspondence architecture, it can also
be sensitive to information earlier in the pipeline, particularly functional structure
information. Information extracted from the functional structure can be used to
appropriately instantiate the meaning of the gesture such that it takes into account
morphosyntactic properties of its linguistic correlate.

In the next section we provide an in depth analysis of how a multimodal utter-
ance is interpreted in our revised architecture.

4 Analysis

To demonstrate the advantages offered by the projection architecture in modeling
the integrated interpretation of gesture and speech, we reanalyze an example pre-
sented in Giorgolo (2010), which is extracted from the SaGA corpus. The example
is the one presented in Section 2. The speaker is describing a church with two
towers and accompanies the utterance of the DP zwei Türme ‘two towers’ with a
gesture depicting some spatial information about the towers. The gesture gives us
information about the relative position of the towers (they are parallel) and about
the fact that the towers are disconnected. We are also given a rough representation
of the shape of the two towers, two vertically oriented prisms. We now follow the
interpretation process depicted in Figure 2 and see how the various components of
our revised correspondence architecture contribute to produce the final meaning of
the expression.

The multimodal utterance is split by the υ and γ maps into its component parts.
The gesture stream in this case is composed of a single gesture structure. The ges-
ture structure is generated by the γ function from the raw, visual data (in our case
the role of the γ function has already been played by the team of annotators that
created the corpus). A partial representation of the resulting functional structure is
shown in Figure 5.

The phonological string is mapped to a time structure and a link is created be-
tween the gesture and the substring it is related to. In our case we have two choices,
depending also on the status we attribute to the word zwei ‘two’. If we consider
the numeral a determiner (possibly the most conservative of the two options), then,
given the distributional restriction on gestures we are forced to link the gesture
structure to the substring Türme, as the quantified phrase zwei Türme is of too
high an order for a gesture (being a property of properties). The other option is to
consider the numeral a form of intersecting modifier: in this case we are free to link
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LEFT.HANDSHAPESHAPE loose C
LEFT.PATHOFHANDSHAPE 0
LEFT.HSMOVEMENTDIRECTION 0
LEFT.HANDSHAPEMOVEMENTREPETITION 0

...
...

RIGHT.HANDSHAPESHAPE loose C
RIGHT.PATHOFHANDSHAPE 0
RIGHT.HSMOVEMENTDIRECTION 0
RIGHT.HANDSHAPEMOVEMENTREPETITION 0

...
...




Figure 5: Partial gesture structure.

DP

N

Türme

D

zwei

g

Figure 6: Links between the gesture stream and the DP zwei Türme.

the gesture either to substring Türme or to zwei Türme. Giorgolo (2010, p. 65)
shows that in similar cases the resulting interpretations are not truth-functionally
distinguishable. Both choices are motivated by the temporal alignment we observe,
as strokes are not perfectly aligned with their linguistic correlates (they can “leak”
over other elements and have some freedom of movement inside a specific time-
window). We choose the first link point, in order to avoid having to include an
existential closure operation to bind the plural tower referent. The result is the
linking structure shown in Figure 4. However notice that in this case, had we made
the other choice, the final interpretation would have been the same. Our model is
therefore not capable of distinguishing the two choices at the truth functional level.
This could be a limitation of our proposal but it could also reproduce a real inde-
terminacy and a limitation of the contexts with which a gesture can compose. The
answer to this question requires an in depth analysis of the distribution of gestures
according to compositional parameters, a task we leave for future work.

The gesture and the noun it is linked to are defined by the linking rule to map
to the same functional structure. The gesture generally does not add functional
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Figure 7: Virtual space generated from the gesture structure.

structure information, but uses information in its functional structure to constrain
interpretation and potentially places constraints on the functional structure it con-
tributes to. The resulting structure for the DP is shown in (1). As we can see, it is
same one we would obtain without considering the gesture.

(1)



PRED ‘tower’
NUMBER PL

SPEC
[

PRED ‘two’
]




As stated above, iconic gestures lack a conventionalized meaning: they are not
lexicalized. However we can associate with them a lexical entry that is directly
obtainable from the formal features of the gestures, as they are described in the
gesture structure. To generate the lexical entry for a gesture we need to extract
some information from the gesture structure. We interpret the description of the
gesture in the gestural structure as the input for a constraint resolution problem that
in the end generates a spatial configuration that corresponds to the virtual space set
up by the hands. Specifically, features like hand shape, direction of movement,
etc., allow us to determine the number, location and shape of the regions involved
in the gestural representation. This information can then be used to generate the
functional constraints and the semantic terms that make up the lexical entry of the
gesture. In the specific case we are considering here, we can see that from the
feature structure we generate a space like the one represented in Figure 7. The
space generated in this way does not correspond yet to the core meaning of the
gesture. We need to extract from it the spatial information that allows us to define
the equivalence class forming the meaning of the gesture in isolation. To do that,
we generate the theory of the gesture, as described above, by taking the set of
propositions of the desired spatial logic that are true in the virtual space.

At this point we are ready to discuss the lexical entry for a gesture of the type
of our example. A partial general lexical entry is shown in (2). The representation
is partial in the sense that the disjunction should be extended to deal with additional
structures whose interpretation corresponds to a binary relation or to a property of
entities composed by two sub-elements. Alternatively we could introduce variables
for propositions in the glue logic terms.
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(2) g (↑ NUMBER) 6= PL

λR.λx.λy.R(x, y) ∧ core(loce(x))(loce(y))
((↑ OBJ)σ ( (↑ SUBJ)σ ( ↑σ)(
((↑ OBJ)σ ( (↑ SUBJ)σ ( ↑σ)

∨

(↑ NUMBER) =c PL

λP.λx.P (x) ∧ (δ(core))(loce(x))
((↑σ VAR)( (↑σ RESTR))(
((↑σ VAR)( (↑σ RESTR))

The general shape of the entry is suitable for any iconic gesture depicting two
distinct regions. The entry lacks a syntactic category, as gestures do not take part in
any grammatical function but are merely a reification of meaning. Notice that even
in those cases in which language marks through deixis the necessity of interpreting
the gesture to obtain a full interpretation, gestures are not necessary to determine
the grammaticality of the verbal utterance.

The semantic part is composed by a disjunction of possible interpretations.
This models the strong ambiguity of a gesture outside of a linguistic context. To
reflect the necessity of linguistic information to disambiguate the meaning of a ges-
ture we use functional constraints and the shape of the glue logic terms (Dalrymple,
1999; Asudeh, 2012) to select for a specific interpretation. In the case under con-
sideration the two interpretations presented here can be distinguished by the feature
NUMBER of g’s functional structure. The idea is to distinguish between two possi-
ble interpretations of the two regions depicted by the gesture. The two regions can
in fact be considered as two independent entities related in some way made precise
by language, or they could be the discontinuous spatial extension of a single entity,
either a plural entity composed of continuous sub-entities or a singular inherently
discontinuous entity. As the referent for the gesture is introduced in the linguis-
tic expression, in our case the variable bound by the determiner zwei, we use the
grammatical information at our disposal to distinguish between the competing in-
terpretations. The first interpretation presented is selected on the basis of a negative
constraint on the feature NUMBER. This interpretation should be selected in case
the gesture accompanies a transitive verb. In this case we require the related object
not to have a plural NUMBER feature. A verb’s f-structure satisfies this constraint,
because it is only arguments to verbs, not verbs themselves, that are specified for
NUMBER. In fact, we could obtain the same result with a constraint of the type
¬(↑ NUMBER). In the case of the second interpretation we use a constraining equa-
tion to ensure that the gesture combines with a set of entities whose elements are
plural objects. A third interpretation, which we do not discuss here, would require
an argument of the linked verbal element to have a singular NUMBER feature, and
would give rise to the interpretation that combines the two regions into a singular
discontinuous entity.
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The two glue terms reflect these distinctions. In the first case we assign to the
gesture a semantic function similar to the one of a verbal modifier. The gesture
consumes a resource corresponding to a transitive verb and returns the same type
of resource. In the second case the gesture acts as a nominal modifier, consuming
a first order predicate and returning a new predicate of the same type.

The lambda terms give us the details of how the information contributed by
the gesture obtains the modification effect. The two terms of course reflect the
different nature of the elements on which they operate. However their general
shape is comparable and the gesture-only contribution is identical in the two terms.
The core meaning of the gesture is represented by the function core, which is a
shorthand for the function presented in equation (3).

core = λr1.r2. (r1 ∪ r2) ≡ (3)

The core meaning of the gesture is a boolean function, taking two regions (of type
r) as arguments and returning a truth-value. The two regions are combined in a
single space via a sort of union operation and the resulting space is then required
to be a model for the theory of the gesture that we represent synthetically as the
figure in the righthand side of the equivalence. In other words, the function checks
if the space composed by the two regions passed as arguments is similar to the one
represented by the gesture. This function corresponds to the equivalence class of
spaces of which the gesture can be a representation. In this case the equivalence
class defined by the theory of the gesture corresponds to the set of spaces composed
by two distinguished regions that are disconnected, that are parallel, whose main
axis is vertical and whose shape is of two prisms.

In the case of the first interpretation, the arguments to the core function are
simply the spatial projections (i.e. the image under loce) of the two referents cor-
responding to the object and the subject of the transitive verb. The boolean result
of the function is then “met” with the application of the binary transitive predicate
to the same referents.

In the second case, the two arguments are obtained by using a distributivity
operator δ, defined in equation (4), that splits a plural entity into its atomic parts
(in our case the plural towers are decomposed into the singular towers) and then
passed to the core function. Also in this case the result of the application is met
with the meaning provided by verbal language.

δ(x) = λe.x(e1 · · · en) (4)

Given the functional structure associated with Türme we select the second in-
terpretation. The resource offered by the gesture enters the glue proof in the same
way as standard lexical items (i.e. as an axiom) and the resulting proof term is the
one shown in (5). The term describes a function from first order properties to truth
values. The argument Q represents the scope of the quantified phrase zwei Türme.
The determiner zwei introduces the existential quantifier and the condition on the
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variable x to be assigned a plural entity with cardinality 2. The predicate tower is
contributed in the usual way by the noun Türme. The rest of term is contributed by
the gesture and corresponds to the condition imposed on the existentially quantified
variable x by the manual representation. Specifically, the spatial extension of the
referent should be a plural object decomposable into its composing regions (which
should be two) and such that the two regions are disconnected, they are parallel,
their main axis is vertical and their shape is roughly that of a prism.

λQ. ∃x. Q(x) ∧ |x| = 2 ∧ tower(x) ∧ (5)

(δ(λr1.r2. (r1 ∪ r2) ≡ ))(loce(x))

This interpretation corresponds to the intuitive meaning that we would asso-
ciate with the gesture under consideration in this linguistic context.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated the nature of the relationship between verbal
language and the non-verbal behaviours that commonly accompany it. We have
focused on spontaneous iconic gestures and discussed how the interaction between
the two modalities is not restricted to a simple pairing of different communicative
channels, but rather follows a number of complex rules. The interaction is based on
constraints on the temporal and prosodic alignment between the two modalities but
also on deeper connections that include interactions between gesture and language
at the morphosyntactic and semantic levels.

The goal of the paper was to approach multimodal communication from the
perspective of LFG’s correspondence architecture. We have demonstrated that we
need a rich and fine-grained framework, such as the one offered by LFG, in order
to capture the complexities of multimodal communication. We have first presented
a model for the interpretation of multimodal utterances based on standard seman-
tic tools and a logical language that matches the representation power observed in
iconic gestures. We have discussed how the interpretation is nevertheless depen-
dent on linguistic factors that need somehow to control the creation of meaning.
The correspondence architecture offers precisely this possibility thanks to the flow
of information between different levels of analysis that allows for an interaction
between them.

To integrate multimodal signals in the LFG framework we introduced a num-
ber of additions to the architecture, leaving the language-only components basi-
cally untouched. One of the main innovations is the introduction of a structure
parallel to the phonological string that we called the gesture stream and that rep-
resents the temporal sequence of gestures as observed in the multimodal signal.
The gestures are represented as feature structures describing their physical appear-
ance. The other fundamental innovation is the introduction of links between the
elements of the gesture stream and the nodes of the constituent structure. In this
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way we are able to let the gesture have access to the functional structure of its
linguistic correlate. The information available in the functional structure is used
to specify the otherwise largely ambiguous interpretation that we associate with
gestures. In particular we have demonstrated how a grammatical feature such as
NUMBER can guide the interpretation of a gesture in the desired direction. We en-
visage that other grammatical features play a similar role in other contexts. For
instance a feature like ASPECT can guide the interpretation of the properties of
gestures such as repeated similar movements in the case of contexts made up by
a verbal phrase. In these cases, ASPECT could allow us to interpret the presence
of a repetition as a visual marking that we associate with an imperfective verbal
form (e.g. habituality) and therefore constrains the interpretation of the gesture as
the depiction of multiple but identical events.
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Abstract

This article discusses control of adjunct participle clauses in New Testament
Greek. I present data from two corpus studies which show thatthe phenom-
ena cannot be dealt with in a subsumption approach to control. Instead I
argue for a c-structure based approach to constraining control, retaining the
classical equality at f-structure but imposing linearization constraints on the
overt realization of the shared argument. I discuss the characteristics of ad-
junct participle control and how it differs from complementcontrol, arguing
that we might need different approaches to the two phenomena.

1 Introduction

Many syntactic relations are asymmetric and among these is also the relation be-
tween controller and controllee. In derivational frameworks, syntactic asymmetries
are typically captured by c-command constraints ensuring that controllers outrank
a coindexed PRO, or that moved constituents outrank their traces (given the exis-
tence of raising but not lowering rules).

In contrast, LFG and other non-derivational frameworks typically model struc-
ture sharing using the equality relation, which is symmetrical. Asymmetry is in-
stead ensured by c-structural mechanisms, such as controlled, typically non-finite,
clauses being of category VP rather than S (or IP) and therefore not allowing an
overt realization of the controlled subject.

The recent surge of interest in so-called ‘backward control’ (see e.g. Polinksy
and Potsdam, 2002; Potsdam, 2009) has shown that controller-controllee relations
do not always exhibit the expected asymmetry. Although forward control, where a
structurally higher clause contains the overt controller,is clearly the most wide-
spread, ‘unmarked’ case in the world’s languages, there areseveral languages
which appear to attest backward control, where the controller appears overtly in the
embedded clause and controls an empty position in the structurally more prominent
clause. The two possibilities are illustrated schematically in (1) (from Sells 2006):

(1) a. Kimi hopes [∆i to be singing]. (forward)
b. ∆i hopes [Kimi to be singing]. (backward)

If information flows freely between the two subject positions at f-structure, c-
structure must determine where the subject actually appears. Consider the phrase
structure in (2).

†I thank Miriam Butt, Mary Dalrymple, Tracy Holloway King andJohn Maxwell for comments
and discussion.
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(2) S

NP1 VP

V (↑ XCOMP) = ↓
S

NP2 VP

If we suppress NP2 (by making the embedded clause a VP) we get a forward con-
struction and if we suppress NP1 we get a backward construction – but as pointed
out by Sells (2006), it is not clear that wecansuppress NP1 in a natural way.

However, there is a very natural way of modelling asymmetricinformation
flow at f-structure, namely by using subsumption rather thanequality, as explored
e.g. by Zaenen and Kaplan (2002, 2003) and Sells (2006). Generally speaking,
subsumption allows us to constrain the directionality of information flow through f-
structures: if f-structuref subsumes f-structureg, then all the information present in
f is also present ing, but not vice versa.1 Using the subsumption mechanism, then,
languages (or even invididual predicates) can force both backward and forward
control on the level of f-structure, depending on the control equations:

(3) a. ↑ SUBJ⊑ ↑ XCOMP SUBJenforces forward control
b. ↑ SUBJ⊒ ↑ XCOMP SUBJenforces backward control

Although Zaenen and Kaplan (2002, 2003) argue that equalityrather than sub-
sumption is the correct analysis for some structure sharingphenomena, they raise
the question ‘whether subsumption might not be the default way to model relations
between f-structures where one f-commands the other’. Sells (2006) takes this fur-
ther and argues that subsumption might be removed from the options in Universal
Grammar altogether.

The literature on subsumption and control in LFG has so far focused exclu-
sively on structure sharing in complementation and its interaction with topicaliza-
tion. In this paper I take a closer look at control into adjunct clauses in Ancient
Greek and show that a subsumption theory cannot handle the facts, and that a c-
structure solution, based on precedence relations rather than category differences,
is more appropriate.

In section 4 we then review the earlier evidence for a subsumption approach. If
subsumption is sometimes needed, the question arises what separates subsumption-
based control from linearization-based control. We suggest that there might be two
different classes of structure sharing phenomena, which might warrant separate
treatments.

1See Zaenen and Kaplan (2003) for a formal definition of subsumption.
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2 The Greek data

2.1 Ancient Greek participles

Ancient Greek (AG)2 is a ‘free word order’ language, where all permutations of
the major constituents are found with some frequency, and phrases can be discon-
tinuous. The word order is obviously influenced by information structure, and the
syntactic function of phrases is indicated by case. Although there is no worked out
formal grammar of AG, it is the kind of language that would seem to lend itself
well to a constructive case analysis (Nordlinger, 1998).3

In this paper we will focus on control of participles. AG participles can be used
as attributes (the running boy), heads in argument position (the running (ones)),
complements (stop running) and as free adjuncts. The latter come in two types,
absolute participles (4), which have their own subject thatneed not be coreferent
with a matrix argument,4 and conjunct participles (5)-(6), whose subject is also a
matrix argument.5

(4) hautê
this.NOM.SG.F

apographê
taxing.NOM.SG.F

egeneto
happened.PFV.PST.3S

prôtê
first.NOM.SG.F

hêgemoneuontos
govern.IPFV.PTCP.GEN.SG.M

tês
DEF.GEN.SG.F

Surias
Syria.GEN.SG.F

Kur êniou.
Cyrenius.GEN.SG.M
‘This taxing was first made when Cyreniuswas governingSyria.’ (Lk. 2:2)

(5) hoi
DEF.NOM.PL

andres
men.NOM.PL

hoi
DEF.NOM.PL

sunekhontes
guard.IPFV.PTCP.NOM.PL

auton
him.ACC.SG

enepaizon
mock.PST.IPFV.3P

autôi
him.DAT.SG

derontes
flog.IPFV.PTCP.NOM.PL

‘The men guarding him were mocking him,flogging(him).’ (Lk. 22:63)

(6) exelthonti
walk out.IPFV.PTCP.DAT.SG

de
but

autôi
him.DAT.SG

epi
on

tên
DEF.ACC.SG

gên
earth.ACC.SG

hupêntêsen
meet.PST.PFV.3S

anêr
man.NOM.SG

tis
some.NOM.SG

‘As he steppedashore, a man met him’ (Lk. 8:27)

2As will become clear, this paper uses evidence from New Testament Greek and it is debatable
whether that constitutes Ancient Greek. But NT Greek does not seem to differ from Classical Greek
in its participle system, so I will just refer to the languageas AG.

3In the c-structures in this paper, I will nevertheless put functional annotations about grammatical
functions on phrasal nodes, as if they were contributed by the c-structure. This makes the trees easier
to read and grammatical function assignment is in any case not central to the paper.

4In fact, most standard grammars claim that the subject of absolute participlescannotbe corefer-
ent with a matrix argument although it is well known that there are exceptions to this which are not
understood.

5The glossing in the examples follows the Leipzig standard, but may omit unimportant details.
Participles and their English translations are italicizedand their subjects are bold-face.
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As the examples show, absolute participles get genitive case and so do their sub-
jects. Conjunct participles, on the other hand, agree in case with their subjects,
which in turn are assigned case in the matrix clause. By far the most common
case is that participle’s subject is also the matrix subjectand thus gets nominative
case, but as (6) shows, control by elements with other grammatical functions (at
leastOBJandOBJθ) is possible. For absolute participles the control issue obviously
does not arise.

I have argued elsewhere (Bary and Haug, 2011; Haug, forthcoming) that free
adjunct participles have three different functions which are distinguished at c-
structure, although the string is often ambiguous.Frame participles appear in
the specifier of the matrix S′,6 refer to events that have been previously mentioned
or are easily inferrable and serve to locate the matrix clause in time: they are often
translated with adverbial clauses, but also by fronteding-adjuncts. Independent
rheme participles are adjoined to the matrix S, refer to new information events,
often ones that ‘lead up to’ the matrix event, but are otherwise information struc-
turally on a par with it: they are typically translated with acoordinated main clause.
Elaboration participles appear inside the matrix S and typically express manner,
instrument or accompanying circumstances: they are the ones most likely to be
translated with aning-adjunct in English.

A sentence-initial participle will be ambiguous between a spec-S′ position and
an adjunction to S: if there is no material following that must clearly be outside
the matrix, the participle could even be inside the matrix S.(7) (from Lk. 10:41) is
just such an ambiguous example, and (8)-(10) show the possible analyses and the
translations they imply.

(7) apokritheis
answer.PFV.PTCP.NOM

de
but

eipen
said.PST.PFV.3S

autêi
her.DAT

ho kurios
the lord.NOM

(8) ‘When the Lordanswered, he said’ S′

S

apokritheis

Sm

eipen de autêi ho kurios

6In order not to preempt a category-based approach to control, we assume here that all verbs,
finite and non-finite, project S; but only finite verbs projectS′.
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(9) ‘The Lordansweredand said’ S′

S

S

apokritheis

Sm

eipen de autêi ho kurios

(10) ‘The Lord saidin answer’ S′

Sm

S

apokritheis

eipen de autêi ho kurios

Let us note in passing that the independent rheme analysis (9) is out because inde-
pendent rhemes seem always to denote sequential events, i.e. it would imply that
the Lord first answered and then said. The analyses as frame and elaboration are
both possible, but as we will see, the control facts support the analysis in (10).

Finally, notice that independent rheme participles can be ‘stacked’, i.e. there
can be several of them, typically describing events leadingup to the event of the
matrix clause, in what we will refer to as a ‘serial construction’, e.g. in (11).

(11) dramôn
running.PFV.PTCP.NOM

de
but

tis
some.NOM

kai
and

gemisas
filling.PFV.PTCP.NOM

spoggon
sponge.ACC

oxous
vinegar.GEN

peritheis
putting.PFV.PTCP.NOM

kalamôi
stick.DAT

epotizen
give-to-drink.PST.IPFV.3S

auton
him.ACC

legôn:
saying.IPFV.PTCP.NOM

Someoneran andfilled a sponge with sour wine,put it on a stick, and gave
him a drink, saying . . . (Mk. 15:36)

2.2 Control and phrase structure

The subject of AG participles is functionally controlled, as witnessed among other
things by long-distance agreement in case (Andrews, 1982).

(12) epitrepson
permit.IMP.PFV.ACT

moi
me.DAT

apelthonti
go.PFV.PTCP.DAT.SG

thapsai
bury.INF.PFV

ton
DEF.ACC.SG

patera
father.ACC.SG

mou
my

‘Let mego and bury my father’ (Lk. 9:59)
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The f- and c-structure of this example are given in (13) and (14).

(13)

m




PRED ‘ PERMIT
〈

SUBJ, OBJθ , XCOMP
〉
’

SUBJ




PRED ‘ PRO’
CASE NOM

PERSON 2




OBJθ




PRED ‘ PRO’
CASE DAT

PERSON 1




XCOMP

c




PRED ‘ BURY
〈

SUBJ, OBJ
〉
’

SUBJ [ ]

OBJ

[
PRED ‘ FATHER’
CASE ACC

]

XADJ





p




PRED ‘ GO AWAY
〈

SUBJ
〉
’

CASE DAT

SUBJ [ ]














(14)
Sm

Scp

Sc

NP

ton patera mou

V

thapsai

Sp

V

apelthonti

NP

moi

V

epitrepson

The dative case onapelthontiis due to subject-predicate agreement withmoi, indi-
cating that we have functional control.

From an f-structure information flow perspective, it would seem natural to say
thatCASE andPRED information flows from (m OBJθ) to (c SUBJ) to (p SUBJ), i.e.
from a position in the outer f-structurem to positions in the embedded f-structures
c andp, corresponding in effect to a chain of three c-commanding sentences Sm, Sc

and Sp. But as we saw in the introduction, nothing in LFG’s traditional, equality-
based structure sharing actually forces this directionality of information flow. This
raises the question of how to deal with sentences like (15).
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(15) egertheis
wake up.PFV.PTCP.NOM

de
but

I ôŝeph
Joseph.NOM

apo
from

tou
DEF.GEN

hupnou
dream.GEN

epoiêsen
did.PST.PFV.3S

‘When he woke up from the dream, Joseph did . . . ’

Here Iôŝeph, which is the shared argument, seems to sit in the participleclause,
since it appears between the participle and its governed PPapo tou hupnou. There
are in principle two ways we can deal with this in the c-structure: either the shared
argument does in fact appear in the participle clause (16), or AG word order is
free to the point that participles and their governing matrix form flat S-domains
(17). To deal with the freedom of word order implied by the second option, we
would assume headless VPs, much like discontinuous NPs can be dealt with using
headless NPs.7

(16)
S

↑ = ↓
V

epoiêsen

↓ ∈ (↑ XADJ)
S

↑ OBL = ↓
PP

apo tou hupnou

↑ SUBJ= ↓
NP

Iôsêph

↑ = ↓
V

egertheis

(17)
S

↑ = ↓
VP

↑ = ↓
V

epoiêsen

(↑ XADJ ∈) = ↓
VP

↑ OBL = ↓
PP

apo tou hupnou

↑ SUBJ= ↓
NP

↑ = ↓
N

Iôsêph

↓ ∈ (↑ XADJ)
VP

↑ = ↓
V

egertheis

7However, when the discontinuous phrase has a non-argument function as here, functional
uniqueness does not enforce identity of the f-projection oftwo nodes with the same annotation.
For this reason, the constraint on the headless VP must be different (non-constructive rather than
constructive) than that on the VP containing the head.
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Both these analyses are prone to over-generation in that they allow the shared argu-
ment to appear indiscriminately in the participle clause and the matrix, a problem
we will adress in section 2.4, but apart from that they make strikingly different pre-
dictions. (17) predicts that any matrix constituent can intervene between participle
clause constituents: there is nothing special about the shared argument. (16), on the
other hand, predicts that are no clausal discontinuities (except as may arise from
other processes such as unbounded dependencies).

2.3 First corpus study: projectivity across categories

To decide between these two hypotheses, we performed a corpus study based on
the PROIEL corpus data on New Testament Greek.8 For the study, we selected the
four Gospels, which amount to 64529 words.

The PROIEL corpus is annotated with dependency structures and the anno-
tation is conservative, so shared arguments are consistently made dependents of
the matrix in control structures. On the other hand, the control relation is made
explicit through secondary edges, making it possible to automatically transform
the dependency structure to make the shared argument dependent on the participle
in the cases where it occurs adjacent to, or intermingled with, material from the
participle clause.

For the first study, we converted the original dependency structures into c-
structures using a simple algorithm described in Haug (2011). We then counted
the projectivity of all branching phrasal nodes9 in the c-structure data, sorting them
into three groups: continuous phrases, where no material that is functionally de-
pendent on the head appears outside the functional head’s phrase; phrases with
long-distance dependencies, where material that is functionally dependent on the
head appears outside the functional head’s phrase, in a left-peripheral position of
a finite clausal projection; and scrambled phrases, where material that is function-
ally dependent on the head appears outside the functional head’s phrase and not in
a left-peripheral position in a finite clausal projection. For free adjunct participles,
we did these counts both on phrase structures derived from the original dependency
tree and on those derived from the transformed dependency tree.10

8The corpus is browseable on http://foni.uio.no:3000, where it is also possible to download the
source files.

9Participle phrases with overtly realized subjects but no other dependent were counted as branch-
ing, since they would potentially be branching in the transformed structure.

10The grammatical functions are similar to those used in LFG;XADJ is calledXADV andAUX is
used for words that do not contribute their ownPRED feature.XSUB marks the external subject in a
control construction.
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(18)

a.

Root

epoiêsen

apo

hupnou

tou

AUX

OBL

Iôsêphegertheis

XADV
SUBJ

OBL

PRED

XSUB

b.

Root

epoiêsen

apo

hupnou

tou

AUX

OBL

egertheis

Iôsêph

SUBJ

XADV OBL

PRED

XSUB

(18) shows the original (a.) and transformed (b.) dependency trees for (15). When
these dependency trees are transformed into c-structures,they yield (17) and (16)
respectively. Table 1 shows the projectivity data for the various categories.

Type LDD Scrambling Projective
NP 42 210 5170
AdjP 4 44 337
Adv 2 12 222
PP 2 11 4423
finite S 27 6 9849
absolute ptcp. 0 0 166
conjunct ptcp. 3 48 1253
conjunct ptcp. (transformed) 0 0 1304

Table 1: Projectivity across categories

As these numbers show, it is not at all uncommon for lexical phrases (headed by
N, Adj, Adv or in some instances even P) to show discontinuities that are not due
to unbounded dependencies. Finite clauses, on the other hand, rarely show such
discontinuities.11 The same holds for absolute participle clauses (i.e. those with an
internal subject), but conjunct participle clauses seem tobe different – until, that is,
one considers the data from the transformed sentences, which are all continuous.
This shows that in the 51 apparently discontinuous participle phrases, it is always
the participle’s subject which intrudes, as in (15). In other words, the predictions of
the internal-subject hypothesis are borne out, against those of the free word order
hypothesis.

One is led, then, to the conclusion that AG has backward control in participle

11The six apparent exceptions are in fact due to complex constructions such as internally headed
relative clauses, where the automatic transformation of the dependency analysis produces a discon-
tinuous phrase, but other analyses are possible.
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adjuncts. If we assume that participles project S, the classical, equality-based anal-
ysis of functional control would predict random variation between forward and
backward control, as information would flow in both directions. However, as it
turns out, the distribution is not at all random.

2.4 Second corpus study: the distribution of control types

To study the distribution of the control types, we again looked at the phrase struc-
ture trees. As we saw in section 2.1, there are essentially three positions where
adjunct participles can occur: in the specifier of S′, adjoined to S, or inside the S.
Since it is not always possible to decide the actual position, cf. example (7) and the
possible analyses in (8)-(10), we noted the highest possible analysis, so the partici-
ple in (7) was counted as occurring in spec,S′. For participles that were adjoined
to S, we also noted whether they were left- or right-adjoined, and for S-internal
participles, we noted whether they were to the left or the right of their verbal head.

In addition, we noted the type of control relation, dividingparticiples into six
categories:ambiguouscontrol are cases where the shared argument occurs at the
edge of the participle phrase, so that it could form a constituent with both the
participle and with the matrix, without giving rise to a discontinuity. No controller
cases are the ones without an overt controller present in thesentence.Backward
control are the cases where the participle subject occurs between constituents of the
participle clause; since the previous study had already made the backward control
analysis plausible, we slightly extended the definition to also include cases where
a forward control analysis would lead to discontinuity of a coordination, such as
(19).

(19) . . . prosdram̂on
run.PFV.PTCP.NOM.SG

heis
one.NOM.SG

kai
and

gonupet̂esas
kneele.PFV.PTCP.NOM.SG

auton
him.ACC.SG

epêrôta
asked.IPFV.PST.3S

auton
him.ACC.SG

‘One man ran up to him, kneeled to him and asked him’ (Mk. 10:17)

If heis belongs to the matrix, the coordination becomes discontinuous, sopros-
dramôn was counted as backward controlled and correspondingly,gonupet̂esas
was treated ascompanion controlled, meaning that its subject unambiguously
occurs inside anotherXADJ participle. It should be noted that discontinuous coor-
diations are possible, though marked, in AG, but in view of the apparent normality
of backward control, the analysis seems improbable here. Ifthe position ofpros-
dramôn and heis were swapped,prosdram̂on would be counted as ambiguously
controlled, andgonupet̂esasas a case ofambiguous companioncontrol.

The results of the classification are seen in table 2. We observe a significantly
different distribution of backward and forward control (p < 0.1 × 10−9, Fisher’s
exact test). The first impression is that backward control islimited to specifiers and
left-adjoined participles, except in (20).
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Control type Spec. L-adj. S-int.(L) S-int.(R) R-adj.
Ambiguous 366 39 1 22 90
No controller 285 50 1 12 110
Backward control 51 7 1 0 1
Forward control 8 10 11 18 129
Companion control 10 8 0 7 1
Ambig. comp. control 7 9 1 0 49

Table 2: Control type across positions

(20) ekraxen
shout.PST.PFV.3S

oun
then

en tôi hierôi
in the temple

didask̂on
teaching.IPFV.PTCP.NOM.SG

ho
DEF

I êsous
Jesus.NOM.SG

kai
and

legôn
saying.IPFV.PTCP.NOM.SG

‘Then cried Jesus in the temple as hetaught saying’ (John 7:28, King
James Version)

However, we see that this example is actually one which has been counted as back-
ward control because of the coordination. Given the lack of other examples of
backward controlled participles in this position, it seemsreasonable to analyse (20)
as a discontinuous coordination instead.

Forward control, on the other hand, appears to distribute over all positions. But
as we noted above, the position assigned in the counting is the highest possible:
a lower analysis is always possible, and in fact, from inspection of the examples,
likely, although we will spare the reader the philological details here.

The correct statement of the control facts, then, seems to bethat participles in
the specifier of S′ or left-adjoined to S′ have backward control: and if there are
several such participles sharing the same argument, the shared argument appears
in the leftmost one. Right-adjoined participles, on the other hand, do not allow
backward control: their subject must appear in the matrix (or in a left-adjoined
participle clause if there is one). Finally, participles that appear inside the matrix
clause (i.e. the manner adjuncts) do not allow backward control, irrespective of
whether they appear to the left or the right of the matrix verb. The situation can be
summarized on the basis of the tree in (21).
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(21) S′

S1

Vptcp

S

S2

Vptcp

Sm

S3

Vptcp

Vfin S4

Vptcp

S5

Vptcp

If all the participles in (21) are present, the shared argument must be realized in
S1. If S1 is not present, it must be in S2. If neither S1 or S2 are present, the shared
argument must be in the matrix clause, since neither S3, S4 or S5 allows backward
control.

3 Analysis

3.1 Subsumption

If we wanted to capture the set of facts discussed in the previous section in a sub-
sumption based approach, a natural approach would be to use rules like in (22) for
clause-internal participles and (23) for adjoined participles.

(22) S → S , V , XP*
↓ ∈ (↑ XADJ) ↑ = ↓ ↑ GF = ↓
↓ SUBJ⊒ ↑ GF

(23) S → S S S S
↓ ∈ (↑ XADJ) ↑ = ↓ ↑ = ↓ ↓ ∈ (↑ XADJ)
↓ SUBJ⊑ ↑ GF ↓ SUBJ⊒ ↑ GF

(22) says that the subject of the embedded S should be subsumed by someGF in
the matrix.12 Conversely, (23) says that the subject of the left-adjoinedS should
subsume some grammatical function in the adjoined-to S.

However, this approach runs into several problems. First, it would imply that
participles can have pro-dropped subjects. In the case where the shared argument
is only implicit, completeness could only be guaranteed by an optional (↑ PRED =
‘ PRO’) on the participle, since the information would otherwisenot flow from the
matrix to the participle. This is not a serious problem, however, since it is certainly
possible, if not usual, to assume that participles have pro-dropped subjects.

12The range of possible grammatical functions might be limited to SUBJ, OBJ and OBJθ but for
simplicity we use justGF in our rules in this and the next section.
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A more serious problem is due to the rule in (23) being too local. This means
it will not interact correctly with a rule which makes the participle’s matrix a com-
plement clause, such as in (12) with the f-structure in (13),both repeated here for
convenience. The clause structure is indicated by brackets.

(24) [m epitrepson
permit.IMP.PFV.ACT

moi
me.DAT

[c [p apelthonti
go.PFV.PTCP.DAT.SG

]

thapsai
bury.INF.PFV

ton
DEF.ACC.SG

patera
father.ACC.SG

mou
my

] ]

‘Let me first go and bury my father’ (Lk. 9:59)

(25)

m




PRED ‘ PERMIT
〈

SUBJ, OBL, XCOMP
〉
’

SUBJ




PRED ‘ PRO’

CASE NOM

PERSON 2




OBL




PRED ‘ PRO’

CASE DAT

PERSON 1




XCOMP

c




PRED ‘ BURY
〈

SUBJ, OBJ
〉
’

SUBJ [ ]

OBJ

[
PRED ‘ FATHER’

CASE ACC

]

XADJ





p




PRED ‘ GO AWAY
〈

SUBJ
〉
’

CASE DAT

SUBJ [ ]














In this case, the overt controller appears inm, and from there it can only flow toc,
since the complement rule does not ‘know’ that there is an adjunct participle. But
given (23), information would not flow fromc to p.

Another problem related to locality arises when there are multiple adjuncts, as
in (11). In this case, the shared argument should appear in the left-most clause,
which would be captured by (26).

(26) S → S S* S
↓ ∈ ↑ XADJ ↓ ∈ ↑ XADJ ↑ = ↓
↓ SUBJ⊑ ↑ GF ↓ SUBJ⊒ ↑ GF

However, it is not obvious how to extend this approach to frames appearing in the
specifier position of S′, since it would require the rules for adjunction to S to be
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different whenever there is a participle in spec,S′.
Notice also that the intuitive appeal of the subsumption approach is weak in

the multiple adjunction cases: for an example like (11), it requires that informa-
tion flows from the first participle clause in the sequence to the matrix and then
‘back again’ to the second participle clause. Although thisgives the right results
when there is no frame, it seems more reasonable to explore a linearization based
analysis, where the shared argument simply has to appear in the first S (not count-
ing clause-internal participles) in which it has a function. In the next section, we
develop such an analysis.

3.2 A linearization based account

In a linearization-based account, we model the AG control facts through constraints
on the c-structural realization of shared arguments, rather than constraints on the
information flow through the f-structure. Essentially we need to ensure that only
the leftmost S in a serial construction can dominate a node whoseφ-projection
is shared between several clauses. Intuitively, then, an S-node admits a shared
argument node if and only if its f-structure f-precedes all f-structures containing
the f-structure of the shared argument in some grammatical function.

However, it is clear that when we talk about f-precedence relations between
f-structures which share an argument function, we cannot use a notion of f-pre-
cedence based on the all c-structure nodes corresponding tothe f-structures (e.g.
Dalrymple 2001, p. 172): when the shared argument is overtlyrealized in the c-
structure, there would be no precedence relation in such cases. Instead, we need
the edge-based f-precedence relation from Bresnan (2001, p. 195):

(27) F-structuref f-precedes f-structureg (f <f g) iff the rightmost node in
φ−1(f) precedes the rightmost node inφ−1(g).

Under this definition of f-precedence, we can capture the AG control facts through
the rule in (28).

(28) S → NP , V , XP*
↑ SUBJ= ↓ ↑ = ↓ ↑ GF = ↓
@SHARED

@SHARED here refers to the template in (29).

(29) @SHARED = (GF ↓ ) ≮f ↑

(GF ↓ ) is an inside-out functional uncertainty which matches any f-structure in
which the shared argument has a grammatical function. Inside the scope of nega-
tion, it gets a universal interpretation (Crouch et al., 2008), so that the end effect
is that for all f-structures containing the shared argument, it must be true that they
do not f-precede↑ . This yields the desired effect:↑ itself matches(GF ↓ ), but
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trivially does not f-precede itself. All other f-structures containing↓ must have a
right edge to the right of the right edge of↑ : since we use a notion of f-precedence
based on the right edge, unbounded dependencies, which are the only discontinu-
ities allowed for clausal f-structures, do not affect the f-precedence relations.

In (28), we marked only the subject NP with @SHARED since that is the only
function shared arguments can have in the participle clause; but in the matrix,
other functions are possible and we need to mark those too with @SHARED. This
of course creates a potential for unwanted interaction withother sorts of structure-
sharing for which we might not want @SHARED to apply, especially, in our context,
the clause-internal participles: recall that these never allow backward control. Go-
ing back to our example (7), we want to disallow the analyses in (8) and (9), as
these imply forward control of clause-external participlesubjects; but we want to
allow (10), as the participle is clause-internal on this analysis, and therefore should
have forward control.

As the analysis stands, however, the subjectho kurioswould be marked with
@SHARED, disallowing (10) because the participle clause f-precedes the matrix.
We therefore need a featureEXTERNAL + to mark clause-external participles and
amend (29) to (30).13

(30) @SHARED = (GF ↓ ) ≮f ↑
← EXTERNAL=c +

In comparison with the subsumption approach, using linearization constraints does
away with the need to have optional pro-drop on participles and generalizes directly
to cases with multiple adjunction. Also, unlike a subsumption approach, it does not
interfere with control in complementation, since it does not alter the information
flow in the f-structure.

But how do we treat the clause-internal participles, which never allow back-
ward control? In this case, a linearization approach is not very attractive: we want
to prevent the shared argument from being realized in the adjunct clause at all, so
we would have to supply some impossible constraints. A c-structural analysis is
still possible, just as it is for English, if clause-internal participles are of category
VP rather than S. Alternatively, we could use a subsumption-based approach to
force forward control. Which analysis is appropriate depends partly on whether

13Note that (30) will not be interpreted in the intended way by the XLE (beside the fact that XLE
does not implement f-precedence, only head precedence). The negation will scope over the off-path
constraint, which means that the interpretation will be as in 2 rather than the intended 1:

1. ∀f.((f GF) = ↓ ∧ (f EXTERNAL) =c +) → f ≮ ↑
2. ∀f.(f GF) = ↓ → ((f EXTERNAL) 6= + ∧ f ≮ ↑ )

The polarity of theEXTERNAL constraint is easy to fix, but the intended scope of→ cannot be
expressed. From the perspective of theoretical LFG, both constraints should be expressible and 1
would not seem to extend the complexity of the formalism (which is already NP-complete). But
from a computational perspective, verifying 1 would interfere with the current implementation of
functional uncertainty and disjunction in the XLE and possibly increase parsing time (John Maxwell,
personal communication).
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subsumption (or VP constituents) are needed in other parts of the AG grammar,
such as control into complements. But it also depends on the status of subsump-
tion in the general framework, which of course depends on thecross-linguistic
evidence. In the next section, we briefly review the evidencethat has been put for-
ward in support of subsumption and discuss what similarities and differences there
are compared to what we have observed in the Greek data.

4 Subsumption vs. linearization constraints

Although coming from a dead language, the data used in this paper are in fact ex-
ceptionally clear compared to the data used in other discussions of ‘non-standard’
structure sharing.

Zaenen and Kaplan (2003) discuss French. The central discussion revolves
around the realization of the shared argument in object control and raising. As
they note, however, the control cases could equally well be analysed as anaphoric
control, so let us focus on raising. The basic contrast is thefollowing (examples
(59) and (60) in Zaenen and Kaplan 2003):

(31) Ce
this

professeur
professor

russe
Russian

que
that

je
I

crois
believe

sincèrement
sincerely

persuadé
convinces

de
to

devoir
have-to

enseigner
teach

cette
this

version
version

de
of

l’histoire
the

à
history

ses
to

étudiants
his students

‘This Russian professor that I think sincerely persuaded tohave to teach
this version of history to his students’

(32) *Voilà
see-here

la
the

version
version

de
of

l’histoire
the history

récente
recent

que
that

je
I

crois
believe

persuadé
persuaded

de
to

devoir
have-to

enseigner
teach

ce
this

professeur
professor

russe
Russian

à
to

ses
his

étudiants,
students

encore
even

aujourd’hui.
now.
‘This is the version of recent hisotry that I think this Russian professor is
sincerely persuaded to have to teach to his students even now.’

In (31) the object ofcroire and subject ofpersuad́e is realized as a relative pronoun
in an operator position in the matrix. In (32), the shared argument is unsuccesfully
realized in the embedded clause. In contrast, realization of the shared argument
in the embedded clause is possible in some cases of subject control, so Zaenen
and Kaplan (2003) conclude that subject control involves structure sharing with
equality whereas raising to object involves structure sharing with subsumption.

However, Zaenen and Kaplan (2003) also note that object raising is only pos-
sible with relative clauses, or for some speakers also with clitic objects. This re-
striction is in fact crucial, since many ways of enforcing that distinction will au-
tomatically also rule out (32). In fact, although we cannot go into the details of
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the conditioning of this construction here, it is possible that a version based on
linearization will fare well, at least for the grammars thatallow a clitic object pre-
cedingcroire.

Zaenen and Kaplan (2002) discuss German partial VP fronting(PVPF). The
crucial evidence here comes from the interaction between PVPF and raising and
control, in the contrast in (33) ((25) in the original paper).

(33) a. *Ein
an

Aussenseiter
outsider

zu
to

gewinnen
win

versuchte
tried

hier
hier

noch
still

nie.
never

‘An outsider never tried to win here.’
b. Ein

an
Aussenseiter
outsider

zu
to

gewinnen
win

schien
seemed

hier
here

eigentlich
actually

nie.
never

‘An outsider never actually seemed to win here.’

Control and raising verbs thus contrast in the latter, but not the former accepting
fronting of the embedded infinitive with its subject:14 according to Zaenen and
Kaplan (2002) this would follow from control involving subsumption so that infor-
mation only flows from the matrix to the embedded clause. Thisapproach relies on
control in German being treated as functional rather than anaphoric control, which
is of course not the only option. If German equi is anaphoric control, the embedded
subject position can be made unavaible by an equation(COMP PRED) = ‘ PRO’.15

Finally, Sells (2006) relies on the cross-linguistic evidence for backward con-
trol and raising that has been brough forward most notably byEric Potsdam and
Maria Polinsky. All of these examples involve structure sharing between posi-
tions with different case marking.16 Here I give the example from Tzez, where the
verbalizer-oqa (‘begin’) is ambiguous between a control and a raising use. As a
raising predicate it requires forward raising (34-a), while as a control predicate it
is backward (34-b):

(34) a. kidi
girl.II .ABS

[ti
[

ziya
cow.III .ABS

b-išr-a]
III -feed.INF]

y-oq-si
II -begin.PAST.EVID

‘The girl began to feed the cow.’
b. ∆i [kid-b āi

[girl. II .ERG

ziya
cow.III .ABS

b-išr-a]
III -feed.INF]

y-oq-si
II -begin.PAST.EVID

‘The girl began to feed the cow.’

The crucial argument for the analysis in (34-b) is the generalization that the verb
agrees with the absolutive, not the ergative. But this implies a case mismatch be-
tween the two positions. There are various ways of overcoming the difficulty, e.g.

14A complication here is that many German speakers find (33-b) at least dubious, although better
than (33-a).

15In fact, as pointed out by Sells (2006), it would be possible to generalize this treatment even to
raising, if one accepts that raising is always ‘Copy Raising’ (Asudeh, 2004). But at that point all but
the most ardent opponents of subsumption would probably back off.

16This is not evident from the Malagasy examples in Sells (2006), but clearly emerges from the
discussion of Malagasy in Potsdam (2009).
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by restricting outCASE from the subsumption equation, or by not havingCASE as
an f-structure feature at all. However, the case differencemakes the argument for
structure sharing weaker and suggests an anaphoric controltreatment. This weak-
ens the general case for treating cross-linguistic phenomena like backward control
and raising in terms of subsumption.

In contrast, the AG data that have been considered in this article are perfectly
clear cases of functional control. On the other hand, they are different from the data
typically considered in the subsumption literature, because although the participle
is non-finite and syntactically dependent on its finite verb,it is not clear that it
is semantically dependent, except for the clause-internalparticiples, but precisely
these do not allow backward control.

In particular, there is a generalization often found in the control literature that
the controlled clause is temporally dependent on the controlling clause. By this
generalization we do in fact expect clause-external participles to control their ma-
trix: Bary and Haug (2011) argue in an LFG + Glue setting that although the tem-
poral morphology appears on the matrix verb, the semantics of finiteness applies
to the leftmost verb whether it is finite or a (clause-external) participle, in the sense
that it is the leftmost verb that must be anchored in the discourse context – each
subsequent verb is then related temporally to its preceding‘host’.

A result of this is that for clause-external participles, sequence matters. If we
change the sequence, we change the temporal interpretationof the discourse. In
contrast, a clause-internal participle may be moved aroundfor pragmatic reasons,
but the temporal interpretation is the same, namely overlapwith the matrix event.
This also holds for complement control: when complement clauses are topicalized,
as in (33-a) and (33-b), topicalization does not alter theirtemporal interpretation.

An often observed difference between subordination and coordination is the
fact that subordinated elements can be embedded in their governor whereas co-
ordinated elements cannot generally be embedded inside each other. From this
perspective, it is interesting to note that exactly the participles that are embedded
in their matrix and thus more clearly subordinated, cannot have backward control.
The non-embedded and more coordinate-like participles do have backward control.
Nevertheless, it seems impossible to analyze these as actual syntactic coordination,
since the shared argument gets its case in the matrix, cf. (6).

From a discourse perspective, however, clause-external participles in AG often
behave like coordination; it is interesting to note that thedirection of information
flow is the same as we find in VP coordination.17 If two coordinated VPs share
an argument, that argument is typically expressed only in the first conjunct, unless
there is strong focus on the shared argument.

(35) exele
remove.IMPV

auton
it.ACC

kai
and

bale
throw.IMPV

apo sou
from you

‘Take it out and throw (it) away from you.’ (Mt 18:9)

17Or S-coordination: since AG allows pro-drop, the difference between VP- and S-coordination
can be hard to establish.
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Similarly, if a clause-external participle has the same object as its matrix, that ob-
ject is only realized in the participle clause.

(36) kai
and

labôn
taking.PFV.PTCP.NOM

tous hepta artous
the seven bread.ACC

eukharistêsas
blessing.PFV.PTCP.NOM

eklasen
break.PST.PFV.3S

kai
and

edidou
give.PST.IPFV.3S

tois
DEF.DAT.PL

mathêtais
disciples.DAT.PL

autou
his

hina
that

paratithôsin
put forth.3.PL

‘Taking the seven bread and blessing (them), he broke (them)and gave
(them) to his disciples, that they may serve (them)’ (Mk 8:6)

Structurally, of course, this phenomenon is different and must be anaphoric control,
since it is in fact possible to realize a different object. But it is another case of
information flow between constituents that are informationstructurally on a par,
and shows the same tendency for information to flow from the left to the right.
This makes intuitive sense from a processing perspective.

5 Conclusion

We have seen that AG offers a particularly clear example of backward control.
‘Backward’, naturally, is taken in a structural sense (so ‘upward’ could have been
more appropriate) and the defining feature of this type of control in AG is in fact
that it is linearly forward and therefore appropriately handled by linearization con-
straints in the c-structure rather than subsumption at f-structure (or a category-
based approach).

Corresponding to the importance of linearization for theircontrol, these partici-
ples also rely on linearization for their temporal interpretation and this sets them
apart from many other typical control phenomena. So even if subsumption cannot
deal with Greek adjunct control and although the case for subsumption is perhaps
not all that solid at the moment, it could still turn out to be the right way of dealing
with control in complemenation.
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Abstract 

  This paper investigates the grammar of two types of spatial 

particles in Hungarian. We provide an analysis in the framework 

of Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG), which has been 

successfully implemented on the Xerox Linguistic Environment 

(XLE) platform of the Parallel Grammar international project. 

We propose that, in the productive cases, syntactic predicate 

composition of a special sort takes place via XLE’s restriction 

operator. We treat the non-productive cases by dint of 

appropriate specifications in the (distinct) lexical entries of verbs 

and particles in combination with XLE’s concatenation 

template.  

 

1.  Introduction 

 Particle verb constructions (henceforth: PVCs) present well-known 

challenges for linguistic analysis, even extending into the broader context of 

complex predicate formation, see Alsina et al. (1997). For an overview of the 

PVC problems to be addressed, a discussion of the major types of solutions 

offered in the literature, and a range of case studies on languages including 

Dutch, English, German, Swedish and Hungarian, see Dehé et al. (2002). The 

major issue is that PVCs exhibit a mixture of very strong lexical and 

syntactic properties. Their combination seems to have a straightforward 

derivational flavour, while they are separable in the syntax. This mixed 

behaviour is problematic for the classical designs of the majority of 

generative frameworks, and, consequently, it also poses significant problems 

for implementational platforms based on some of these generative theories. 

 In this paper, and in our other paper (Rákosi and Laczkó, this volume), we 

discuss Hungarian particle verb constructions expressing spatial 

dependencies. We distinguish the following four major types.
1
 

(1)  (A) non-inflecting adverbial PVC: 

   A   macska  fel   szaladt  az   asztal-ra. 

   the  cat.NOM up  ran.3SG  the  table-onto 

   ‘The cat ran up onto the table.’ 

  (B) non-inflecting, case-assigning postpositional PVC: 

   A   macska  át    szaladt  az  asztal-on. 

   the  cat.NOM across  ran.3SG   the  table-on 

   ‘The cat ran across the table.’ 

                                                 
1
 Diverging from standard spelling conventions, we consistently spell the particle and 

the immediately following V as two separate orthographic units, which is in 

accordance with a crucial syntactic aspect of our analysis: even an immediately 

preverbal particle occupies a distinct constituent structure position. 
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   (C) inflecting, reduplicating suffixal PVC: 

A   macska  rá     szaladt   az   asztal-ra. 

   the  cat.NOM  onto.3SG  ran.3SG  the  table-onto 

   ‘The cat ran onto the table.’ 

  (D) inflecting, possessive postpositional PVC: 

   A   macska  mögé     szaladt  az  asztal-nak. 

   the  cat.NOM behind.to.3SG ran.3SG   the  table-DAT 

    ‘The cat ran behind the table.’ 

As the names of the types express, one of the fundamental differences 

between Types (A-B) and Types (C-D) is that in the former the particle 

cannot be inflected, while in the latter it can be inflected for person and 

number. Types (C-D) are analyzed in Rákosi and Laczkó (this volume), and 

in the present paper we concentrate on Types (A-B). Here we develop an 

LFG analysis which we have successfully implemented on the XLE platform. 

The general motivation for an account along these lines was provided by 

Forst-King-Laczkó (2010). The most crucial aspects of our approach are as 

follows. In the productive cases, the particle and the verb are combined in the 

syntax: a special sort of syntactic predicate composition takes place via 

XLE’s restriction operator. The special nature of this process is that the verb 

is taken to be an argument, without any grammatical function, of the particle, 

which has the main predicate status. We handle the non-productive cases by 

the help of appropriate specifications in the (distinct) lexical entries of verbs 

and particles. The felicitous co-occurrence and combination of the particle 

and the verb is ensured by XLE’s concatenation template. In our analysis, we 

assume that the particles in question are non-projecting words in the sense of 

Toivonen (2001). In this connection, our terminology is as follows: we use 

the word particle as a cover term for certain verbal modifiers that, in neutral 

sentences, immediately precede the verb. When, on our account, the particle 

has a non-projecting word status, we assume that it has the PRT syntactic 

category. 

 The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we discuss the traits 

of Hungarian non-inflectional spatial markers. In section 3, we offer a brief 

overview of the literature most relevant from the perspective of this paper. In 

section 4, we present our LFG-XLE analysis of the two types of non-

inflectional spatial markers. We cover both compositional and non-

compositional uses. In section 5, we summarize and make some concluding 

remarks. 
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2.  Non-inflecting spatial markers in Hungarian: a descriptive 

overview 

2.1. Shared properties of the two types of non-inflecting PVCs 

The following properties are shared not only by the two non-inflecting 

PVC types, but by all the four types presented in (1). 

 The PVC licenses an oblique associate. 

 The particle occupies an immediately preverbal position in neutral 

clauses. 

 The particle can be separated from the verb in non-neutral clauses under 

clearly definable circumstances. 

 The semantic type of the particle itself is goal or path. 

 Particular PVCs can be fully compositional or fully idiomatic in each 

construction type. 

 The particle typically telicizes the verb. 

 In the compositional cases typically the PVC + OBL combination 

alternates with a plain V + OBL combination. 

 

2.2. The non-inflecting adverbial PVC 

The particle word occurring in this PVC type is used as an adverb 

elsewhere. Consider the use of ki ‘out’ in (2). 

(2)  Men-j   ki  / ki-jjebb! 

  go-IMP.2SG out  / out-COMP 

  ‘Move out / more outwards.’ 

 As a particle, it only requires its associate to be of a given semantic type, 

but it does not govern its associate’s case: 

(3)  Ki  fut-ott-am  a  park-ból   / a  fa  alól. 

  out  run-PAST-1SG the  park-from / the  tree from.under 

  ‘I ran out from the park / from under the tree.’ 

As (3) shows, ki ‘out’ as a particle licenses a source oblique argument. The 

fact that the licenser is the particle and not the verb is clearly demonstrated 

by the ungrammaticality of (4), in which the verb is used on its own, and it is 

incompatible with a source argument. 

(4)  *Fut-ott-am  a  park-ból   / a  fa  alól. 

    run-PAST-1SG the  park-from / the  tree from.under 

    ‘I ran out from the park / from under the tree.’ 

 The following particles also belong to this type: be ‘in’, le ‘down’, and fel 

‘up’. 
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2.3. The non-inflecting, case-assigning postpositional PVC  

 The particle word occurring in this PVC type is used as a postposition 

elsewhere, and in that use it takes a complement with a selected oblique case. 

Consider the use of keresztül ‘across’ in (5). 

 (5) a  park-on/*park-ban/*park-ból keresztül 

  the  park-on/  park-in/     park-from across 

  ‘across the park’ 

As (6) shows, when keresztül ‘across’ is used as a particle, it also prescribes 

the same case form for the oblique argument of the PVC. 

(6)  Keresztül  fut-ott-am  a  park-on/*park-ban. 

  across   run-PAST-1SG the  park-on/  park-in 

  ‘I ran across the park.’ 

The fact that the licenser of the oblique argument with its designated case is 

the particle and not the verb is clearly demonstrated by the ungrammaticality 

of (7), in which the verb is used on its own and, thus, it is incompatible with 

an oblique argument in superessive case. 

(7)  Fut-ott-am  a  park-ban/*park-on. 

  run-PAST-1SG the  park-in/     park-on 

  ‘I ran in the park / *on the park.’ 

 The following particles also belong to this type: át ‘across, over’, által 

‘across’, which is an archaic or dialectal synonym, and szembe ‘against’, 

which requires an oblique argument in instrumental case, as opposed to the 

superessive case required by the other particles of this type. 

 

3.  Previous literature on spatial dependencies in Hungarian 

Hungarian PVCs have been analyzed from various perspectives and in a 

variety of descriptive as well as generative theoretically- and 

implementationally-oriented frameworks; see, for instance, Ackerman (1983, 

2003), É. Kiss (1987, 1992, 2006), Komlósy (1992), Piñón (1992), 

Ackerman-Webelhuth (1993), Kiefer-Ladányi (2000), Surányi (2009a,b, 

2011), Forst-King-Laczkó (2010), Laczkó-Rákosi (2011b), and the references 

in these works. 

 The basic line of demarcation between various approaches has to do with 

the locus of the combination of PVCs. The following two radically different 

views can be distinguished: most crucial properties of PVCs have to be 

captured (i) lexically or (ii) syntactically. 

As regards the first view, a variety of strongly lexicalist accounts 

(predominantly but not exclusively in an LFG-style framework) is proposed 

by Ackerman (1987, 2003) and Ackerman-Webelhuth (1993). The most 

significant aspects of this approach are as follows: (i) only lexical rules (as 
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opposed to syntactic rules) can create new argument structures; (ii) in the 

unmarked case, lexical representations are expressed by single synthetic word 

forms; however, as a marked option, they can also be expressed by 

combinations of words without joint morphological status. Given that these 

papers concentrate on inflecting Type (C) PVCs, the relevant details of this 

analysis are discussed in Rákosi-Laczkó (this volume). 

É. Kiss’s (1987) account, in the framework of Government and Binding 

theory (GB), can also be taken to be lexical in nature. Its essence is that the 

particle+verb combination is a V
0
 element in the lexicon and its peculiarity is 

that it is exempt from the otherwise obligatory morphological process called 

bracket erasure. In É. Kiss’s notation, it has the following lexical 

representation: [[Prev] [V
0
]]V

0
. This is roughly comparable to Ackerman’s 

notion of an analytic lexical form. 

As far as the strongly syntactic analyses of PVCs are concerned, Types 

(A-B) have received much less attention in the GB/Minimalist tradition than 

Types (C-D); see the overview of the relevant literature in Rákosi-Laczkó 

(this volume). We can only find outlines of an analysis along syntactic lines 

in É. Kiss (2002) and Surányi (2009a,b; 2011). The essence of the account is 

the movement of the particle from an underlying appositive structure: 

(8)  Feli ugr-ott-am           feli    [ az   asztal-ra ].  (Surányi 2009b) 

  up  jump-PAST-1SG  up  the  table-onto 

  ‘I jumped up onto the table.’ 

 Our analysis presented in this paper and in Rákosi-Laczkó (this volume) 

has been substantially motivated by Forst-King-Laczkó (2010), which aims at 

developing a uniform LFG/XLE approach to PVCs in German, English, and 

Hungarian. The crucial aspects of this approach are as follows. When the 

particle and the verb are combined non-productively (typically non-

compositionally) then the two elements have distinct lexical entries in such a 

way that the particle only has FORM information in its entry and all the 

relevant information is encoded in the lexical entry of the verb: the meaning 

and argument structure of the PVC in question, and the constraint that the 

verb in the given use has to co-occur with a designated particle. The XLE 

device that efficiently handles this phenomenon is the hard-wired 

concatenation template. When the particle and the verb are combined 

productively then this combination takes place in the syntax. The following 

types of PVCs are distinguished in this domain: 

a) the particle is an adjunct of the verb, 

b) the particle is an oblique argument of the verb, 

c) the particle is an aspect marker, 

d) the particle is a secondary predicate, 

e) the particle is the main predicate taking the verb as one of its arguments. 
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Fundamentally, Forst-King-Laczkó (2010) give only German examples of 

these five types and they point out that there are Hungarian and English 

counterparts in each type. In the case of type e), they assume that a special 

instance of syntactic predicate composition takes place, which is 

implemented in XLE by dint of the restriction operator. In this connection, 

our goal in this paper is twofold: (i) we aim to prove that Hungarian Type (A-

B) PVCs as we introduced them above are genuine examples of type e) and 

(ii) we provide arguments in favour of taking the particle to be the main 

predicate in these cases (which is only postulated in Forst-King-Laczkó 

(2010)). 

 Note that the crucial details of Forst-King-Laczkó’s (2010) account are 

spelled out in the presentation of our analysis of PVC Types (A-B). 

 

4.  Our analysis 

4.1. A structural issue 

As has been emphasized several times, the particles under investigation 

are separable, and they are forced to appear in positions other than [Spec,VP] 

under clearly definable conditions. The two most important conditions are as 

follows: (i) the clause contains a focussed constituent; (ii) the clause contains 

negation. These cases are exemplified in (9) below. 

(9)  a. ÉN   szaladt-am  ki    a   ház-ból. 

   I.NOM  ran-1SG  out   the  house-from 

   ‘It was ME who ran out of the house.’ 

  b. Nem   szaladt-am  ki    a   ház-ból. 

   not   ran-1SG  out   the  house-from 

   ‘I didn’t run out of the house.’ 

In a large body of GB literature on Hungarian focus constructions, a FocP 

is postulated, with the focussed constituent itself occupying the [Spec,FocP] 

position distinct from [Spec,VP], which is assumed to be occupied by (non-

focussed) verbal modifiers (including particles), see Brody (1990) and É. 

Kiss (2002), among others. However, we agree with Börjars et al. (1999) that 

the postulation of a FocP in a language like Hungarian is unjustified in an 

LFG framework, and we think that the most LFG-friendly way of capturing 

the syntactic (preverbal) complementarity of focussed constituents and verbal 

modifiers (including particles) is to assume that they target the same syntactic 

position. We believe that the most appropriate salient single position for this 

purpose is [Spec,VP].
2
 Thus, it is a general aspect of our account, both in this 

paper and in Rákosi-Laczkó (this volume), that we assume that all the spatial 

                                                 
2
 Our [Spec,VP] analysis, which we defend in Laczkó-Rákosi (2011a) at greater 

length, has been partially motivated by É. Kiss’s (1992) GB approach. For a 

[Spec,VP] account of Hungarian focus in LFG, see Mycock (2006). 
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particles in the four types under investigation (irrespective of their syntactic 

category and their function) occupy the [Spec,VP] position when they 

immediately precede the verb. 

 

4.2. The non-inflecting adverbial PVC 

We discuss this type using examples containing the particle ki ‘out’. In its 

productive, compositional use, the particle denotes a path, and it introduces 

(at least) an optional OBL source argument, without specifying its form of 

expression. Consider the following examples. 

(10) Fut-ott-am      a   park-ba  / *park-ból. 

  run-PAST-1SG  the  park-into  /   park-out.of 

  ‘I ran into the park / out of the park.’ 

(11) Ki  fut-ott-am    a  park-ból   /  a    fa  alól.    

  out  run-PAST-1SG   the  park-out.of / the  tree from.under  

  ‘I ran out from the park / from under the tree.’ 

(12) Ki  fut-ott-am    a  park-ba   /  a  fa  alá.    

  out  run-PAST-1SG   the  park-out.of / the  tree to.under  

  ‘I ran out into the park / under the tree.’ 

As (10) shows, the motion verb fut ‘run’ is compatible with an optional goal 

oblique argument and it is not compatible with a source argument. However, 

as (11) demonstrates, when this verb combines with ki ‘out’, the PVC is 

compatible with a source argument. The actual form of this argument is not 

constrained as long as it satisfies the source semantic requirement, so it can 

be expressed, for example, by an (elative) case-marked noun phrase or a 

prepositional phrase. (12) illustrates the fact that the source argument of the 

PVC is optional and the PVC (just like the verb alone) is compatible with a 

goal argument. Two remarks are in order at this point. On the one hand, as 

follows from the discussion of the status of ki ‘out’ below, it stands to reason 

to assume that this ‘path’ particle is capable of introducing both a source and 

a goal oblique, and, thus, the verb, the particle or both elements can be taken 

to be the licenser(s) of the goal. We cannot explore the problems and 

consequences of this issue in this paper, especially in the light of the next 

remark. On the other hand, given the fact that our HunGram implementation 

of the XLE system only admits one “general” oblique argument per predicate 

(we do not employ several differently theta-marked obliques in an argument 

structure) and the fact that the source is solely introduced by the particle, we 

assume that the constituent analyzed as an oblique, whether a source or a 

goal, is an argument of the particle. 

 In the presentation of our analysis, we first concentrate on the productive 

(compositional) use of ki ‘out’ as exemplified in (11) and (12). Following the 

relevant aspects of the approach developed in Forst-King-Laczkó (2010), we 
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assume that a special kind of predicate composition takes place when such 

PVCs are created. 

 The first issue to be addressed in any instance of predicate composition is 

the (semantic) relationship between the two predicative elements. It is our 

conviction that in the case at hand the right assumption is that the particle is 

the main predicate. This is based on the following considerations. 

(A) These particles themselves are capable of contributing the ‘directional 

path’ semantic feature to the (complex) PVC predicate, consider their 

potential combinability with non-motional verbs, and the result is a source-

path-goal geometry of the semantics of the PVC. Consider the following 

examples. 

(13) A  szurkoló-k  meg tapsol-t-ák   a      focistá-k-at. 

  the  fan-PL.NOM  PERF applaud-PAST-3PL the    footballer-PL-ACC 

  ‘The fans applauded the footballers.’ 

(14) A  szurkoló-k  ki  tapsol-t-ák   a   focistá-k-at 

   the  fan- PL.NOM  out  applaud-PAST-3PL the   footballer-PL-ACC 

      az  öltöző-ből    a  pályá-ra. 

      the  dressing.room-from the  pitch-onto 

  ‘The fans applauded the footballers from the dressing room 

to the pitch.’ 

It is obvious that tapsol ‘applaud’ or its perfect counterpart in combination 

with the perfectivizing particle meg is not a motion verb, see (13). However, 

when this verb is combined with ki ‘out’, the resulting PVC will receive a 

source-goal semantic dimension, which can only be the contribution of the 

particle.
3
 

(B) In certain elliptical-looking imperative contexts, a directional particle 

is the predicate with an optional subject, with an obligatory oblique argument 

and it has a source-path-goal semantic geometry. Consider the examples in 

(14) and (15). 

(14) (Mindenki)   Ki   az   öltöző-ből                  ( a      pályá-ra)! 

   everybody.NOM  out  the  dressing.room-from the    pitch-onto 

  ‘(Everybody) Out of the dressing room (to the pitch)!’ 

(15) a. Le   a  sapká-t! 

down  the  cap-ACC      

          ‘Down with the cap!’      

b. Le    a  sapká-val!   

down  the   cap-WITH 

‘Down with the cap!’ 

                                                 
3
 The analysis of such constructions is a complex issue, which we leave for future 

research. Our main point here is that, whatever the details of a feasible account are, 

the semantic contribution of the particle along the source-goal line is unquestionable. 
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The reason why we assume that examples like (14) are only elliptical-looking 

is that if one thinks about the meaning of such an imperative sentence their 

conclusion can naturally be that the sentence is not terribly elliptical. Its main 

message is that the speaker demands that x should undergo a change of 

location such that x should get from y to z, and the actual mode (manner of 

motion) of this change of location is unimportant (it can be walking, running, 

crawling, etc.). (15a) contains a similar example. Both (14) and (15a) are 

constructions in which a suitable verb can be inserted (from a range of verbs 

of motion) and the result will be a complete PVC with approapriate argument 

structural and syntactic properties, including the number, types and forms of 

arguments. Of course, this fact supports the potentially elliptical nature of 

these constructions. However, even in this light, we have every reason to 

assume that in (14) and (15a) the main predicate of the construction, namely 

the particle, is present, and what has been ellipted is one of its arguments, 

namely the verb.
4
 Moreover, in this domain, there are constructions with 

particles and without verbs in which no verb can be felicitously inserted, 

because there is no PVC that would require or allow the actual form of the 

oblique argument. In this respect, compare (15a) and (15b). In the former we 

can insert several verbs and the result will be a well-formed PVC, as shown 

in (16a). By contrast, (15b) rejects any completion along these lines, see 

(16b). Thus, the only logical conclusion is that le ‘down’ in this use is the 

main predicate without any verbal argument, and the oblique argument in 

instrumental case is solely its own argument. 

(16) a. Ve-dd     / Te-dd    le   a  sapká-t! 

take-IMPER.2SG  /  put-IMPER.2SG down  the  cap-ACC      

           ‘Take off the cap!  / Put down the cap!’      

b. *Ve-dd    / *Te-dd    le  a  sapká-val! 

  take-IMPER.2SG /     put-IMPER.2SG  down the  cap-INSTR      

             ‘Take off the cap! / Put down the cap!’ 

Once we have established the main-predicate—argument relationship 

between the particle and the verb in the productive use of the PVC,
5
 the 

                                                 
4
 We would like to make two remarks here. (A) Our analysis of this particle type as 

the main predicate is, in a significant sense, the mirror image of É. Kiss’s (2006) 

approach, in which all Hungarian particles (including this type) in all their uses are 

secondary (resultative) predicates. (B) In this paper, we do not explore the possibility 

of including a subject in the argument structure of the particle and its consequences. 
5
 Forst-King-Laczkó (2010) simply assume this semantic pattern without any 

justification, and they refer the reader to Stiebels (1996). They only give the 

following German example. 

(i) Lauf    dem  Glück   nicht länger  hinterher! 

run.IMP.2SG  the.DAT happiness  not  longer  after 

‘Don’t run after happiness any longer!’ 
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following two questions arise. (A) What LFG/XLE device/operation should 

we use to formally capture this relationship? (B) In which component of our 

grammar should we apply this device/operation? 

 As regards question (A), given that the verb is taken to be an argument, 

one classical LFG solution to explore would be to assume that the verb heads 

an (XCOMP) propositional argument. However, on closer inspection it soon 

turns out that the (XCOMP) funtional control device as we know it cannot be 

employed here. The reason for this is twofold. On the one hand, it stands to 

reason that the verb brings along its core (subject and object) arguments into 

the PVC overtly, and, thus, it cannot qualify as the head of an (XCOMP), 

which, by definition, has to be an open propositional function with a covert 

(and functionally controlled) subject. On the other hand, our current view of 

the semantics of the particle is that it contributes the source-goal dimension 

and it takes the verb as one of its arguments, but it has no core argument.
6
 On 

the basis of these considerations, we subscribe to Forst-King-Laczkó’s (2010) 

approach, which assumes that predicate composition takes places in such a 

way that the verb, with its argument structure, becomes a semantic argument 

of the particle without bearing any grammatical function assigned by the 

particle. The device used for this purpose is XLE’s restriction operator, 

which, in our analysis of the phenomena at hand, deranks the verb (makes it 

an argument of the particle) and restricts out its oblique argument. The first 

procedure is necessary in order to prevent the verb from functioning as the 

co-head of the PVC, because this would violate the principle that requires 

                                                                                                                    
It is interesting to note that the direct Hungarian counterpart of the German PVC 

would simply be the verb fut ‘run’ taking an oblique argument expressed by a PP 

headed by után ‘after’. In addition, után ‘after’ is an inflecting postposition that, 

under certain circumstances, can be used as a particle. We call the relevant 

construction type inflecting, possessive postpositional PVC, see (1D), and we analyze 

it in Rákosi-Laczkó (this volume).  
6
 See our remark (B) in Footnote 4. In addition, even if we assumed that the particle 

also had a subject argument (denoting the entity undergoing the change of location 

expressed by the particle), an (XCOMP) analysis would only be available in cases in 

which the PVC contains an intransitive verb. Compare the following examples. 

(i) Ki  gurul-t    a  labda  a  szobá-ból. 

 out  rollINTR-PAST.3SG the  ball.NOM the  room-FROM 

 ‘The ball rolled out of the room.’ 

(ii) János    ki  gurít-ott-a    a  labdá-t a  szobá-ból. 

 John.NOM  out  rollTR-PAST-3SG.DEF the  ball-ACC the  room-FROM 

 ‘John rolled the ball out of the room.’ 

It is only in the case of (i) that we could postulate that the ball is the overt subject of 

the particle, which functionally controls the covert subject of the (XCOMP) headed 

by the verb. Obviously, no similar (acceptable) (XCOMP) analysis would be 

available in the case of (ii). 
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that if there is more than one funcional head, only one of them can have a 

PRED feature. The second procedure is necessary for XLE-internal reasons: 

as we pointed out at the beginning of this section, the architecture of XLE 

only admits one oblique argument per (complex) predicate, and we need this 

single oblique argument status for the oblique introduced by the particle.   

 As far as question (B) is concerned, again, we follow Forst-King-Laczkó 

(2010) in assuming that this special predicate composition via restriction 

takes place in the syntactic component of the grammar. Their main 

motivations for this choice are as follows. (A) The particle and the verb are 

fully independent syntactic elements. (B) In the productive case, the 

composition of the PVC is highly regular and predictable. (C) It is a very 

important advantage from a theoretical, and (especially) from an 

implementational, perspective that complex predicates can be created, and 

they can also be analyzed as created, on the fly; that is, new combinations can 

be readily and straightforwardly parsed. (D) It is a further advantage that the 

lexical component is not at all burdened with all the necessary lexical forms 

for these absolutely productive PVCs, which would be inevitable if this 

restriction operation was assumed to take place in the lexicon. (E) Finally, at 

the end of this section it will turn out to be an additional favourable aspect of 

this approach that in this way we can neatly compartmentalize the treatment 

of our PVCs: productive cases are handled in the syntax, while the crucial 

aspects of non-productive cases are handled in the lexicon. 

 Given the strongly lexicalist architecture of LFG, predicate composition in 

the syntax considerably deviates from the classical view according to which 

any process affecting argument structure has to be lexical in nature. There 

are, however, LFG practitioners who propose that under clearly definable 

circumstances such a deviation is justified and the necessary technical 

apparatus can be developed in a principled manner (see restriction, for 

instance). From the foregoing discussion it should be obvious that we also 

adopt this view. For an interesting and edifying debate bearing on the locus 

of the treatment of complex predicates based on several independent 

phenomena from various languages, see Ackerman-LeSourd (1997), Alsina 

(1997) and Butt (1997), all three in Alsina et al. (1997). 

 Let us now present the details of our analysis of the productive use of non-

inflecting adverbial PVCs. Consider the following example. 

(17) A  rák   ki   mász-ott    a  folyó-ból. 

  the  crab.NOM out  crawl-PAST.3SG  the  river-from 

  ‘The crab crawled out of the river.’ 

In this use, the particle and the verb have the following XLE-style lexical 

representations. 

(18) ki   PRT XLE (PRED) = ‘out < %ARG1 (OBL) >’. 

(19) mászik V XLE  (PRED) = ‘crawl < (SUBJ) (OBL) >’. 
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The particle has a special syntactic status: adopting Toivonen’s (2001, 2002) 

proposal for Swedish, we assume that it is a non-projecting word, and its 

category is PRT; also see a similar XLE treatment of German, English and 

Hungarian particles in Forst-King-Laczkó (2010). In this paper, we do not 

have space to argue extensively for non-projecting categories, so we confine 

ourselves to presenting the following brief considerations. 

(A) Particles having the PRT category cannot have phrasal projections to 

begin with. 

(B) In our analysis they are the main (functional) heads but they are 

clearly not verbal categorially. 

(C) It seems that there is an independent need in Hungarian, too, for a 

non-projecting category to be associated with a verbal element. The clearest 

case, we believe, is manifested by the conditional particle volna. Consider the 

following examples. 

(20) a. János   megérkez-ett. 

   John.NOM arrive-PAST.3SG 

   ‘John arrived.’ 

  b. János   megérkez-ett  volna,  ha... 

   John.NOM arrive-PAST.3SG COND  if 

   ‘John would have arrived if...’ 

As (20b) illustrates, the combination of volna (COND) with the past tense 

form of the verb expresses the counter-factual past conditional mood in 

Hungarian. This element in this use is clearly a non-projecting function 

word,
7
 and it must occur immediately after the verb in the past tense, except 

that in certain idiolects, at least, is ‘too’ can intervene between the verb and 

volna. We claim that volna is another candidate for the PRT status.
8
 

 In the argument structure of ki ‘out’ in (18), %ARG1 is a special notation. 

Practically speaking, it prepares this predicate for the “incorporation” of the 

verb with its own argument structure as its first argument. In (19) the verb 

has an ordinary lexical form.
9
 As has been pointed out above, in our analysis 

this special predicate composition takes place in the syntax. Consider (21). 

This is the crucial part of the structure of the VP when the (non-projecting) 

PRT occupies its specifier position. PRT and V’ are functional co-heads. The 

                                                 
7
 This element can also be used as the (irrealis) conditional form of the copula van 

‘be’.  
8
 We also think that the Hungarian yes-no question morpheme -é can most 

appropriately be analyzed along the same non-projecting PRT lines. We leave this to 

future research. 
9
 In a fully developed treatment, it also has to be encoded in the lexical form of a 

predicate like mászik ‘crawl’ that it is a motion verb. Furthermore, it has to be 

constrained in  the lexical form of a particle like ki ‘out’ that its first argument has to 

be a motion verb. We have not implemented this aspect of the analysis in our 

Hungarian XLE grammar yet. 
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functional annotations associated with V encode the essential aspects of 

syntactic predicate composition via restriction. The \ symbol is the restriction 

operator itself. In the first equation it restricts out the (OBL) argument of the 

verb and licenses the (OBL) argument of the particle. The second equation 

turns the verb into the first argument of PRT. The third equation “nullifies” 

the (OBL) function of the verb’s second argument. 

(21)        VP 

  

 

  ↑=↓           ↑=↓ 

 PRT         V’ 

 

 

   ↓\PRED\OBL = ↑\PRED\OBL  

    (↓PRED) = (↑PRED ARG1)  

           (↓OBL) = NULL 

        V  

 The c-structure and f-structure representations provided by our HunGram 

XLE analysis of (17) are given in Figure 1.  

 
c-structure of (17) 

 

 

 

f-structure of (17) 

Figure 1 
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The relevant parts of the c-structure are straightforward.
10

 As regards the f-

structure, the crucial part is the representation of the PRED attribute. As a 

result of the restriction operation, a composite argument structure is created: 

the particle is the main PRED with two arguments. Its first argument is the 

verb with its own argument structure, and its second argument is a (source) 

oblique. The subject argument of the verb is, at the same time, the subject of 

the composite predicate, the particle’s oblique is the composite predicate’s 

oblique argument, and the verb’s second argument receives the zero 

grammatical function, as it has been restricted out. The subject also has the 

topic discourse function. 

 Let us now turn to non-compositional PVCs containing ki ‘out’. Consider 

the following example. 

(22) Az  elnök     ki  mász-ott      

  the  president.NOM  out  crawl-PAST.3SG  

a  kellemetlen  helyzet-ből. 

the  unpleasant  situation-from 

‘The president got himself out of the unpleasant situation.’ 

At first sight, it seems that this sentence can be straightforwardly analyzed in 

the same way as (17), because it contains exactly the same PVC and the same 

number and types of constituents. However, as the translation in (22) shows, 

here the meaning, although quite transparent metaphorically, is not fully 

compositional, and thus, this PVC does not conform to the productive 

pattern.
11

 Therefore, the syntactic predicate composition via restriction 

analysis cannot be applied to it, and we have to have recourse to a different 

approach: concatenation.  

The essence of our analysis, in the spirit of Forst-King-Laczkó (2010), is 

as follows. We use two distinct lexical forms for the particle and the verb just 

like in the case of the the compositional PVC. Consider (23) and (24). 

(23) ki   PRT XLE (PRT-FORM) =c ki 

            (CHECK _PRT-VERB) =c +. 

 

                                                 
10

 Two general remarks: (i) we assume that Hungarian noun phrases are DPs; (ii) 

Sfintopic is the sentential node that dominates a finite clause containing a topic 

constituent. 
11

 This is also corroborated by the fact the while in the productive pattern it is always 

possible to optionally add a phrase expressing an endpoint, see (i), this is not possible 

in the case of (22). For instance, we cannot add to (22) the following constituent: egy 

elviselhető helyzetbe ‘into a bearable situation’. 

(i) A  rák  ki   mász-ott   a  folyó-ból   a  part-ra. 

 the  crab.NOM out  crawl-PAST.3SG the  river-from  the  bank-onto 

 ‘The crab crawled out of the river onto the bank.’ 
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(24) mászik V XLE  (PRED) = ‘%FN < (SUBJ) (OBJ) >’ 

(CHECK _PRT-VERB) = + 

          (PRT-FORM) =c ki 

@(CONCAT (PRT-FORM) # mászik %FN). 

Given that this particle plus verb combination in this use is not 

compositional, we assume that the PRT has no PRED attribute: it only has a 

FORM feature. Furthermore, it has to be constrained that the PRT occurs in a 

PVC configuration. In the XLE system this is achieved by a CHECK feature. 

In the lexical entry of the simplex verb, we encode the meaning and argument 

structure of the particle plus verb combination. We also have to ensure that 

the given simplex verb obligatorily occurs in the syntax in a PVC 

configuration: this is the other side of the CHECK_PRT-VERB feature coin. 

Moreover, the simplex verb requires a designated PRT form, which also has 

to be encoded in its lexical entry. The last line in (24) invokes a hard-wired 

template in XLE. This template concatenates the particle form it finds in the 

syntax with the simplex verb form in the PRED attribute in f-structure. The 

(joint) argument structure comes from the lexical entry of the simplex verb. 

In the template, PRT-FORM stands for the particle, # is the symbol 

connecting the two concatenated elements, %stem represents the simplex 

verb form and %FN encodes the value of the PRED (without its argument 

structure) indicated in the lexical entry of the simplex verb form. In the case 

of this concatenation analysis the following functional annotational pattern is 

necessary in c-structure. This representation, just like (21), puts the PRT in 

[Spec,VP], but the PRT can also occur in several different syntactic positions 

(with the same functional annotation). 

(25)        VP   

  

  ↑=↓           ↑=↓ 

 PRT         V’ 

 

          ↑=↓ 

        V  

The most important point here is that the PRT and the V are functional co-

heads, and they are concatenated by the template. The single PRED principle 

is respected here, too, because the PRT only carries a FORM feature and the 

PRED feature (for the PRT plus V combination) is contributed by the V. 

The c-structure and f-structure representations provided by our HunGram 

XLE analysis of (22) are given in Figure 2. 
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c-structure of (22) 

 

 

f-structure of (22) 

Figure 2 

As regards the c-structure, the only point to be emphasized (because 

functional annotations are not indicated in the XLE display) is that there is an 

important functional annotational difference between the restriction and the 

concatenation analyses. Here the verb is a functional co-head, while in the 

restriction treatment the verb is annotated with a battery of functional 

equations containing the restriction operator itself. As for the f-structure 

representation, the crucial part is again in the PRED attribute. The PRT form 

and the verb are concatenated, which is indicated by the hash mark. Note, 

however, that this concatenation template is just a formal device necessitated 

by the current representational convention in XLE: the meaning of a word is 

simply given by repeating the actual form of the word in inverted commas. 

Naturally, in this construction type, this “meaning indication” has to contain 

(the combination of) both elements, hence the concatenation device. If the 

meaning of a predicate was given in a more “sophisticated” (or realistic) 

manner, then there would be no need for this purely formal device, because, 

for instance, in the example at hand in the c-structure we would have the 

actual forms ki and mászott, and in the PRED attribute in the f-structure the 

meaning specification would take a different form. On such a scenario, the 

lexical entry would be as is shown in (26), as opposed to (24). 
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(26) mászik  V XLE (PRED) = ‘get out of < (SUBJ) (OBL) >’ 

(CHECK _PRT-VERB) = + 

          (PRT-FORM) =c ki. 

There is no concatenation template and the value of the PRED (without the 

argument structure) is given by an entirely different form, for simplicity’s 

sake here we use an English word. From all this it follows that although we 

refer to this treatment of non-compositional PVCs as the concatenation 

approach, the really essential parts of the analysis are all the other aspects: 

two distinct lexical entries and the successful cross-referencing by the help of 

appropriate constraining equations and check-features. The design of XLE 

makes this alternative account available, but the current general practice 

(including ours) is along the concatenation template lines. 

It is important to note that this PVC constrains the case form of it oblique 

argument: it has to be elative, which must be encoded in the lexical form of 

the verb. This constraint can be naturally associated with the PRT. Recall that 

in its compositional use, this PRT does not impose a similar formal constraint 

on its (own) oblique argument. This additional contrast lends further 

independent support to treating the compositional and non-compositional 

uses of ki ‘out’ differently. 

 

4.3. The non-inflecting, case-assigning postpositional PVC 

As regards the analysis of this PVC type, we are in a favourable position. 

From the perspective of this paper, the sole significant difference between 

this type and the non-inflecting adverbial type discussed in the previous 

section, or, more precisely, the only property this type has and the other 

lacks, is that in this type the PRT, even in its compositional use, strictly 

constrains the form of its oblique argument. Consider the following example. 

(27) János   át   lép-ett    a  kerítés-en. 

  John.NOM across  step-PAST.3SG the  fence-on  

‘John stepped over the fence.’ 

The relevant lexical forms are as follows. 

(28) át  PRT XLE (PRED) = ‘across < %ARG1 (OBL) >’ 

(OBL CASE) =c superessive. 

(29) lép  V XLE  (PRED) = ‘step < (SUBJ) (OBL) >’. 

The example in (27) is directly comparable to that in (17). The two lexical 

entries in (28) and (29), again, are directly comparable to (18) and (19), 

respectively. The difference between the two PVC types is captured by the 

constraining equation in (28). 

 It is also noteworthy that in this PVC type, too, we find the same kinds of 

non-compositionality as in the former PVC type. Without any further 
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elaboration, we invite the reader to verify that (30) is straightforwardly 

comparable to (22). Consequently, (30) allows and requires the same sort of 

analysis. 

(30) János   át   lép-ett    a  problémá-n. 

  John.NOM across  step-PAST.3SG the  problem-on  

‘John got over the problem.’ 

 

5.  Conclusion 

In this paper, motivated by Forst-King-Laczkó (2010), we have proposed 

an LFG-XLE analysis of two types of non-inflecting spatial PVCs in 

Hungarian: the adverbial type and the postpositional case-assigning type. We 

covered both compositional and non-compositional uses. We proposed that, 

in the productive cases, syntactic predicate composition takes place via 

XLE’s restriction operator. We treated the non-productive cases by 

employing appropriate specifications in the (distinct) lexical entries of verbs 

and particles in combination with XLE’s concatenation template. We 

demonstrated that the case-assigning postpositional type has the sole 

additional property, as compared to the adverbial type, that in the 

compositional use the PRT also imposes a case constraint on the expression 

of its oblique argument. 

 We believe that it is one of the merits of this approach
12

 that it covers both 

compositional and non-compositional cases in a principled manner, and it 

does so by compartmentalizing their treatment in a justifiable way. It is a 

further advantage that it employs an LFG-XLE apparatus which can handle 

the syntactic separability property of PVCs in a theoretically plausible 

fashion. The attested implementability of the account provides further 

support for its feasibility. It is to be noted, though, that in this paper, due to 

space limitations, we could not discuss derivational issues: as is well-known, 

particle plus verb combinations readily and productively serve as input to 

(lexical) derivational processes. We leave addressing such issues in the 

context of our analysis to another forum.  
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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a novel analysis of certain Mandarin resultative 
compounds whose interpretations have provided a challenge to 
traditional assumptions regarding argument-function mapping.  We 
argue that the peculiarities associated with these compounds point to 
the need to recognise constructional effects in grammar.  In contrast to 
previous analyses, which make essentially ad hoc modifications to 
mapping theories in order to accommodate the facts, we propose that 
the various interpretations associated with a given compound arise 
from differing event structure templates, each with its own distinct 
mapping alignments.  Mandarin resultative compounds, on this 
account, constitute a family of lexical constructions.  Our analysis 
permits us to retain conventional mapping assumptions, while at the 
same time accounting for the specific characteristics associated with 
the relevant interpretations. 

 
1  Introduction1 
 
Mandarin resultative compounds have been and continue to be an area of 
extensive research in Chinese linguistics.  This is partly because the 
interpretations of these compounds pose serious challenges for conventional 
assumptions of argument realisation:  in some instances a single clausal 
combination of words involving a resultative compound can permit up to 
three different interpretations.  Consider the compound zhui-lei 'chase-tired' 
in (1).2 
 
(1)  Taotao zhui-lei-le   Youyou le  (Y. Li 1995: 256)  
     chase-tired-PERF    CRS 
 a. 'Taotao chased Youyou and as a result, Youyou got tired.' 
 b. 'Taotao chased Youyou and as a result, Taotao got tired.' 
 c. 'Youyou chased Taotao and as a result, Youyou got tired.' 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
  Figure 1:  (left to right) argument mappings for (1a), (1b), and (1c). 
 

                                                
1 We thank the participants of the LFG11 conference for their generous feedback. 
2 Following Li and Thompson (1981), we gloss sentence final le as Currently 
Relevant State (CRS).  
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On the interpretation in (1a), the SUBJ Taotao and the OBJ Youyou are 
respectively the agent and patient of 'chase'.  At the same time, the OBJ is also 
understood as the theme of 'tired'.  On the interpretation in (1b), while the 
SUBJ and OBJ are again respectively the agent and patient of 'chase', it is the 
SUBJ that is associated with the theme of 'tired'.  On the last interpretation in 
(1c), the SUBJ is associated with the patient of 'chase', while the OBJ is 
understood as both the agent of 'chase' and the theme of 'tired'.  Thus, the 
reading in (1c) seems to involve a non-canonical correspondence between 
semantic roles and syntactic arguments, violating standard mapping 
assumptions:  the agent-like participant is realised as the OBJ, while the 
patient-like participant maps onto the SUBJ.  Given this seemingly odd 
configuration, it is perhaps unsurprising that the unexpected interpretation in 
(1c) is the least readily accessible of the three available interpretations to 
native speakers.  In response to data like (1c), many researchers have 
proposed analyses that involve the modification of standard mapping 
assumptions within various frameworks (e.g. Huang & Lin 1992, Y. Li 1995, 
Her 2007, Shibagaki 2009, inter alia). 
  In contrast, this paper adopts a different approach.  Rather than alter 
standard correspondences between thematic roles and function assignments 
largely in ad hoc ways to simply re-describe the facts, we follow Goldberg 
and Jackendoff's (2004) analysis of English resultatives and propose treating 
Mandarin resultative compounds as a family of related constructions.  On our 
analysis, each available interpretation of a compound is associated with a 
distinct event structure, which is realised as a V-V compound with its own 
distinct mapping alignments.  We motivate each of the event structures and 
show how the patterns of argument-function assignment can be accounted for 
straightforwardly in terms of Dowty's (1991) proto-property theory and LFG's 
lexical mapping theory (LMT).  By paying detailed attention to the lexical 
semantics of these complex predicates, we build conservatively on extant 
theories of argument linking, while grounding evident departures in event 
structure templates that characterise the family of Mandarin resultatives.    
  The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows.  In section 2, we 
question if the preverbal NP should be treated as a SUBJ on interpretations 
such as (1c).  We then present a recent LFG analysis of the phenomenon by 
Her (2007) as an exemplar of an analysis that modifies the mapping theory in 
order to account for data like (1c), while highlighting the shortcomings of 
this approach.  Section 4 presents our construction-theoretic analysis, and 
section 5 concludes the paper. 
 
2  Subjecthood of the preverbal NP 
   
Before presenting any analyses, we must first ascertain if the preverbal NP is 
indeed a SUBJ on all interpretations of the compound.  Whereas the question 
of SUBJ status of the preverbal NP on interpretations (1a-b) involving 
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canonical mapping does not arise, the same cannot be said for the reading in 
(1c).  In the former set, argument realisation patterns are consistent with 
common mapping expectations:  given a predicate that selects for both a SUBJ 
and an OBJ, the more agentive participant is realised as SUBJ, while the more 
patientive participant maps onto the OBJ.  In contrast, as noted earlier, the 
interpretation in (1c) appears to violate the semantic role-grammatical 
relation mapping as it has been developed in most familiar formal syntactic 
frameworks.  As such, it would be legitimate to question the SUBJ status of 
the preverbal NP on such readings.  For this, we appeal to subjecthood 
diagnostics developed in Tan (1991).  In an extended study of subjects in 
Mandarin, Tan argues that reflexive binding, imperatives, and adjunct control 
can be used as diagnostics for grammatical subjecthood in Mandarin.3  All 
three tests distinguish SUBJs from the other grammatical and discourse 
relations, while the first two tests also distinguish grammatical SUBJs from 
logical subjects.  For ease of exposition, we shall refer to readings that appear 
to involve non-canonical argument-function mapping as 'inverted readings'.   
  Tan provides evidence showing that a reflexive can only be bound by 
the grammatical SUBJ in the same or dominating clause (Tan 1991: 26-27).  If 
we apply this to the compound zhui-lei 'chase-tired', we see that the preverbal 
NP can indeed bind a reflexive on all three interpretations: 
 
(2)  [na-zhi gou]i zhui-lei-le   ziji i de  zhuren 
   that-CL dog chase-tired-PERF REFL POSS owner 
 a. 'That dog chased its owner, causing the owner to be tired.' 
 b. 'That dog got tired by chasing its owner.' 
 c. 'That dog got its owner tired, by its owner chasing it.' 
 
Therefore, the reflexive test diagnoses the preverbal NP as the SUBJ of the 
clause, even for the inverted reading in (2c).  
  Imperatives provide another test for subjecthood:  "The addressee of 
the imperative sentence in Chinese, like in other languages, has to be the 
subject, expressed or omitted" (Tan 1991: 30).  Applying this diagnostic to 
the compound zhui-lei, the omitted addressee in (3), which otherwise would 
have to occur in the preverbal position, is the SUBJ. 
 
(3)   ∅  bie  zai  zhui-lei  waipo      le 
  (you) not  again chase-tired maternal.grandma  CRS 
 Mother to child: 
 a. 'Stop chasing grandma and making grandma tired.' 
 b. 'Stop making grandma tired by having grandma chase you.' 
                                                
3 Tan also provides possessor relativizing as another test for subjecthood.  However, 
it turns out that this is independently unacceptable with all resultative compounds.  
The reason for this is beyond the scope of this paper.  
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Hence, according to this test, the preverbal NP is the SUBJ, even on the 
inverted reading in (3b).   
  Unlike the previous two tests, the adjunct control test does not 
uniquely pick out the grammatical SUBJ:  "either subjecthood or agentiveness 
legitimates control" (ibid.).  The judgements here are mixed: while all 
speakers allow an agent to control an adjunct, only some also allow the non-
agentive preverbal NP to control the adjunct on the inverted reading.  
Consider (4): 
 
(4)  na-ge  xiaohai guyi   zhui-lei-le   waipo 
  that-CL child  intentionally chase-tired-PERF maternal.grandma 
 a. 'That child chased grandma with the intention of making her tired.' 
 b. ?'That child intentionally got grandma tired by having grandma chase  
  him/her.' 
 
For all speakers, the sentence in (4) is acceptable on the interpretation in (4a), 
where the agent na-ge xiaohai 'that child' controls the adjunct guyi 
'intentionally'.  However, only some find the sentence in (4) to be acceptable 
on the interpretation in (4b), where the controller of the adjunct (the child) is 
not the agent (it is grandma who is the chaser).  Since the adjunct control test 
does not discriminate between a grammatical SUBJ and logical subject, the 
marginality of (4b) is not crucial:  given that the preverbal NP is not the 
logical subject on the desired interpretation, the fact that some speakers allow 
the adjunct to be controlled by this NP implies that the preverbal NP must be 
a grammatical SUBJ on the interpretation in (4b).   
  Since all three tests converge on the same inference, we conclude that 
the preverbal NP of a resultative compound is the SUBJ of the clause on the 
inverted reading.  
 
3  A recent LFG treatment:  Her 2007 
 
Having confirmed the SUBJ status of the preverbal NP, we now examine a 
recent treatment of the phenomenon within the LFG framework.  Her (2007) 
proposes that resultative compounds are formed by the operation in (5), 
which binds the single thematic role of V2 (Vres) with either of the two roles 
of V1 (Vcaus), as indicated by the hyphen.  The rules in (5i-iv) pertain to 
compounds formed with a transitive V1, while those in (v-vii) are relevant for 
compounds that have an intransitive V2.  Shaded variables represent 
arguments that have been suppressed in order to fulfil the ARGUMENT-
FUNCTION BIUNIQUENESS PRINCIPLE.  [caus] (cause) and [af] (affectee) are 
causative properties that are assigned to argument roles according to the 
principle in (6).  There are two implicit assumptions in (6).  First, only 
argument roles that originate from V2/res can receive [af] while only argument 
roles that originate from V1/caus can receive [caus].  Second, the two causative 
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properties must be assigned together; one cannot be assigned in the absence 
of the other.  
 
(5)  Lexical rules for resultative compounding (Her 2007:  237) 
  Vcaus< x , y > + Vres< z > → VcausVres< α , β >,  
        where < α , β > =   (i)  < x , y-z > 
               (ii)  < x[caus] , y-z[af] > 
               (iii) < x-z , y > 
               (iv) < y[caus] , x-z[af] > 
  Vcaus< x > + Vres< z >  → VcausVres< α , (β) >, 
        where < α , (β) > =  (v)  < x-z > 
               (vi) < x-z > 
               (vii) < x[caus] , z[af] > 
 
(6)  Causativity Assignment in Resultative Compounding (Her 2007:  234) 
  An unsuppressed role from Vres receives [af] iff an unsuppressed role  
  from Vcaus exists to receive [caus]. 
  
  To illustrate the interaction between the rules in (5) and the principle in 
(6), consider (5i-ii).  In both argument structures, the second argument of 
V1/caus is bound with the sole argument of V2/res to form a composite role.  On 
Her's interpretation, only one of the two composing roles in the composite 
role can receive syntactic assignment in order to fulfil argument-function 
biuniqueness.  For this to happen, the argument role that does not receive 
function assignment is suppressed.  In (5i), it is the argument originating 
from V2/res that is suppressed, while in (5ii) the argument originating from 
V1/caus is suppressed.  In (5i), even though the x role that originates from V1/caus 
can receive [caus], the z role originating from V2/res cannot receive [af] as it 
has been suppressed.  Since the two properties must be assigned together, the 
x role is not assigned [caus].  In (5ii) on the other hand, the z role originating 
from V2/res has not been suppressed and thus is eligible to receive the [af] 
assignment, as the condition in (6) is met.   
  The fact that not all of the resulting argument structures in (5) contain 
the causative properties [caus] and [af] reflects the intuition that not all 
resultative compounds are 'causative' (Wang 1958; Huang 1988; Gu 1992; 
Cheng and Huang 1994; Cheng et al. 1997; Y. Li 1995, 1999; inter alia).  To 
use the example in (1), only the interpretations in (1a) and (1c) are 
considered causative, for semantic and syntactic reasons. Semantically, 
although the basic meanings of the three interpretations are always that 
Taotao chased Youyou and as a result one of them became tired, it is only on 
the interpretations in (1a) and (1c) that there is a strong sense in which 
Taotao is responsible for the state that Youyou is in.  On the other hand, no 
such additional meaning of causation is associated with (1b).  Syntactically, 
(1a) and (1c) but not (1b) are compatible with the ba- and bei- constructions, 
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which have been argued to be diagnostic of causativity (Li and Thompson 
1981; Huang 1992; Zou 1993; Y. Li 1995; Bender 2000; Ziegeler 2000; inter 
alia).  On Her's analysis, only those compounds formed with argument 
structures containing [caus] and [af] bear these semantic and syntactic 
properties of causativity.   
  Like many other researchers who adapt the standard mapping theory of 
their adopted framework in order to account for the distribution of the data, 
Her makes modifications to the LMT.  First, only patients/themes receive 
intrinsic classification (IC): 
 
(7)  Intrinsic classification of argument roles for functions (Her 2007: 228) 
  pt/th → [-r] 
 
Second, mapping follows the UNIFIED MAPPING PRINCIPLE (UMP) in (8), 
which applies to all syntactic functions alike. 
 
(8)  Unified Mapping Principle (Her 2007: 229) 
  Map each argument role, from the most prominent to the least, onto the 
  highest compatible function (CF) available.  (A function is compatible  
  iff it is not linked to a role.) 
 
These changes allow him to account for the various interpretations associated 
with resultative compounds, including, crucially, the inverse readings.  For 
instance, consider the sentence in (9), which has the inverse reading:  even 
though the eater is more agentive than the eatee, the eatee is realised as SUBJ.   
 
(9)  zhe zhong yao hui  chi-si  ni  (Her 2007: 224) 
  this kind drug will eat-dead you 
  'Eating this kind of drug will kill you.' 
 
Her shows that the acceptability of (9) is predicted by (5iv) and the modified 
LMT: 
 
(10) (5iv):   < y[caus] , x-z[af]  > (y = 'drug', z = 'you') 
  IC       [-r]    [-r] 
  CF       S/O    S/O 
  UMP       S     O 
 
Since y, originally the second argument of chi 'eat', and z, the sole argument 
of si 'dead', both represent patient/theme roles, both arguments receive the 
intrinsic classification [-r] in accordance with (7).  Given the feature 
decomposition of functions in LFG, both arguments are compatible with 
either SUBJ or OBJ.  The inverse mapping results from the assignment of the 
causative property roles.  Her writes: 
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It has been well-established since Dowty (1991) that [caus] is a 
prototypical property associated with the AGENT role and [af] is 
associated with the prototypical PATIENT and that the former is 
more prominent than the latter.                           (Her 2007: 235) 

 
According to the UMP then, the argument associated with [caus] takes 
precedence in mapping onto the highest compatible function.  Therefore, yao 
'drug' is realised as the SUBJ, while ni 'you' maps onto the OBJ, giving the 
mapping that is associated with the inverse reading.   
  Even though the analysis put forth by Her provides an explanation for 
the otherwise unexpected inverse reading, it is not without its problems.  
First, Shibagaki (2009) points out that Her's analysis incorrectly predicts (11) 
to be grammatical. 
 
(11) *ni  hui  chi-si  zhe zhong yao (Shibagaki 2009: 6) 
    you will eat-dead this kind drug 
  Intended: You will die from eating this kind of drug.  
 
(12) (5iii)    <  x-z  ,  y  > (x = 'you', y = 'drug') 
  IC                [-r] 
  CF          S/O/...      S/O 
  UMP       S   O 
 
Given (5iii), (11) should be well-formed, as shown in (12).  z, which 
represents the sole argument of 'dead', has been suppressed, and since x 
represents the agent of 'eat', it does not receive any intrinsic classification 
according to (7).  On the other hand, y, as the theme of 'eat', is assigned [-r].  
Since agents are more prominent than themes, the UMP maps x onto the SUBJ 
and y onto the OBJ, predicting incorrectly that the sentence in (11) is 
grammatical.4   
  Furthermore, in spite of his invocation of Dowty in the quote above, 
Her's analysis effectively factors causativity out of Dowty's proto-property 
theory:  if [caus] is indeed a prototypical property of AGENT and [af] that of 
PATIENT, then should it not be the case that the arguments that have been 
assigned [caus] and [af] be treated as AGENT and PATIENT respectively?  This 
is evidently not the case in (10), where y[caus] is treated as a theme and 
receives the intrinsic classification [-r].   
  More broadly viewed, analyses, such as Her’s, that modify standard 
mapping assumptions give the appearance of being largely ad hoc solutions 
to attested deviations from predictions associated with the original 

                                                
4 It is worth pointing out here that even if we assumed the intransitive use of chi 'eat', 
(5vii) would also incorrectly predict (12) to be grammatical.  The relevance of this 
point will become clear in section 4.3.  
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formulation.  For instance, the consequences of Her's modifications to the 
LMT are unclear with regard to the analyses of other phenomena in other 
languages.  Clearly, if more conservative assumptions about mapping can be 
maintained in the face of these challenging data, this is to be preferred.  
 
4  A construction-theoretic analysis 
 
Like Her, other analyses that modify the mapping theory of their favoured 
framework do so in order to accommodate the rather extraordinary inverse 
reading (e.g. Huang & Lin 1992, Y. Li 1995, Shibagaki 2009, inter alia).  
Rather than alter standard correspondences between thematic roles and 
function assignments, reflected in the basic LFG mapping operations, we 
argue that this peculiarity calls for the need to recognise constructional 
effects in grammar.  Following Goldberg and Jackendoff's (2004) analysis of 
English resultatives, we propose treating Mandarin resultative compounds as 
a family of related constructions.  As will become apparent, positing distinct 
constructions permits us to maintain conventional mapping assumptions, 
even for the inverse reading, while at the same time accounting for the 
specific characteristics associated with each interpretation.  To do this, we 
first need to pay greater attention to the lexical semantics of these complex 
predicates.  
   
4.1  Causativity 
 
Let us begin by considering the simple verbs that combine to form a 
compound.  Recall that the example in (1) contains the resultative compound 
zhui-lei 'chase-tired'.  (13-14) illustrate the prototypical uses of each 
component verb: zhui 'chase' is a transitive verb, while lei is intransitive.  
 
(13) Taotao zhui-le  Youyou 
     chase-PERF 
  'Taotao chased Youyou.' 
 
(14) Taotao  lei-le 
     tired-PERF 
  'Taotao has become tired.' 
 
It is important to note that between the two verbs, only lei 'tired' can be used 
causatively as well: 
 
(15) *Taotao zhui-le  Youyou (Zhangsan) 
     chase-PERF 
  Intended: Taotao caused Youyou to chase (Zhangsan). 
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(16) zhe-jian shi   lei-le   bu  shao ren  (Wang 2010: 138) 
  this-CL matter  tired-PERF NEG few people 
  'This matter caused quite a few people to become tired.' 
 
The two uses of lei 'tired' in (14) and (16) thus constitute an inchoative-
causative alternation, such that the SUBJ of the inchoative occurs as the OBJ of 
the causative when an external causer argument is introduced as the SUBJ.  
Using more or less standard notation, the lexical semantics of the two uses of 
lei 'tired' can be represented as in (17), where the difference between the two 
lies in the introduction of the semantic predicate CAUSE and a causer 
argument in the causative use of the verb. 
 
(17) a. Inchoative lei 'tired':  [BECOME tired'(x)] 
  b. Causative lei 'tired':  [x CAUSE [BECOME tired'(y)]] 
 
In contrast, since zhui 'chase' is simply an activity predicate, its lexical 
semantic representation is (18): 
 
(18) zhui 'chase':  [chase'(x, y)] 
 
  Unlike the non-causative use of lei 'tired', the lexical semantic 
representation of zhui 'chase' does not contain BECOME, i.e. it does not have 
the representation of an achievement/accomplishment predicate.  This is 
because unlike lei 'tired', zhui 'chase' is not a telic or change-of-state 
predicate.  Independent evidence for the aktionsart class of the two predicates 
can be adduced from the placement of durational phrases encoded as NPs.  In 
Mandarin, durational phrases can either occur preverbally or postverbally.  
Tan (1991: 153-159) shows that their preverbal placement is only permitted 
with telic predicates.  This is illustrated in the contrast between (19) and (20). 
 
(19) John yi xiaoshi jiu xie-wan-le      yi feng xin (Tan 1991: 155) 
      one hour   only write-finish-PERF one CL  letter 
  'John wrote a letter in only one hour.' 
 
(20) John (*yi xiaoshi jiu) tui-le   che (Tan 1991: 158) 
       one hour  only push-PERF cart 
  'John pushed the cart (*in an hour).' 
 
(19) contains the phase compound xie-wan 'write-finish', which indicates the 
completion of the action.  As such, xie-wan 'write-finish' is necessarily a telic 
predicate.  Since it is a telic predicate, the preverbal placement of the 
durational phrase is permitted.  On the other hand, the activity predicate tui 
'push' does not have an inherent end point and is not a telic predicate.  As 
(20) shows, a durational phrase cannot occur before the activity predicate.   
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  Returning to our example zhui-lei 'chase-tired', (21-22) show that 
while lei 'tired' permits a preverbal durational phrase, the same is not true for 
zhui 'chase'. 
 
(21) Taotao yi  xiaoshi jiu  lei-le 
     one hour  only tired-PERF 
  'Taotao became tired in only one hour.' 
 
(22) Taotao (*yi xiaoshi jiu) zhui-le  Youyou 
        one hour  only chase-PERF 
  'Taotao chased Youyou (*in only one hour).' 
 
Therefore, the placement of durational phrases confirms the hypothesis that 
while lei 'tired' is a change-of-state predicate, zhui 'chase' is not.   
  Given these observations regarding the aktionsart class of the two 
verbs, and the fact that only lei 'tired' can be causativised, we hypothesize 
that only predicate structures that are headed by a change-of-state predicate 
can be causativised.  This can be represented as in (23): 
 
(23) Causative formation   
  [x CAUSE [BECOME pred'(y)...]] 
 
According to (23), causativisation is a process that introduces, by way of the 
semantic predicate CAUSE, a causer argument to an event structure headed 
by a change-of-state predicate.  
 
4.2  Complex event structure 
 
Having considered the lexical semantic properties of simple verbs, we now 
turn our focus back to compounds.  Since a resultative compound is formed 
by the concatenation of two independent verbs, this entails that the event 
structure of the complex predicate is composed of the event structures 
associated with the two simple verbs.  On the other hand, this raises the 
possibility that resultative compounds may be associated with distinct 
composite event structures:  the event structures of the combining predicates 
may display different relations to one another.  In fact, semantic analyses of 
English resultatives have proposed that there are essentially two types of 
event structures for resultatives, shown in (24): 
 
(24) a. [[x DO-SOMETHING] CAUSE [y BECOME STATE]] 
  b. [[y BECOME STATE] BY [x DO-SOMETHING]] 
  (adapted from Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 75-83) 
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(24a) represents a complex event structure in which the two subevents are 
related by the semantic predicate CAUSE:  the event denoted by the activity 
predicate causes the second event.  On the other hand, (24b) involves an 
'adjunct interpretation' of the event denoted by the activity predicate, which is 
the event BY which the change-of-state occurs (Dowty 1979, Jackendoff 
1990, Goldberg 1995, Levin and Rappaport-Hovav 1995).  The structures in 
(24) then provide us with different means of relating the two events denoted 
by the two verbs that constitute a Mandarin resultative compound.  We argue 
that both are relevant for Mandarin resultative compounds, and show that it is 
possible to remain faithful to standard mapping assumptions, even for the 
inverse reading, by assuming an 'adjunct interpretation' for some resultatives, 
as has been proposed for English.   
  Recall the example in (1), repeated here for the readers' convenience. 
 
(1)  Taotao zhui-lei-le   Youyou le  (Y. Li 1995: 256)  
     chase-tired-PERF    CRS 
 a. 'Taotao chased Youyou and as a result, Youyou got tired.' 
 b. 'Taotao chased Youyou and as a result, Taotao got tired.' 
 c. 'Youyou chased Taotao and as a result, Youyou got tired.' 
 
As pointed out earlier, it has been noted in the literature that unlike (1b), (1a) 
and (1c) involve an additional meaning of causation.  In particular, Y. Li's 
characterisation of (1c) is that "the sentence means that by behaving in 
certain ways (e.g., not letting Youyou catch him), Taotao was responsible for 
Youyou's becoming tired" (Y. Li 1995: 256-266).  In other words, Taotao is 
the cause for Youyou's becoming tired, suggesting that lei 'tired' is being used 
causatively here, rather than as an inchoative.  Thus, the structure in (25) 
must be part of the event structure of (1c).  For the sake of convenience, we 
have abbreviated the two names.   
 
(25) [T CAUSE [BECOME tired'(Y)]] 
 
Assuming an 'adjunct interpretation' for (1c), we can represent the event 
structure of the resultative event as in (26):5 
                                                
5 Given the two ways of relating two events presented in (24), (i) is a logical 
alternative for the event structure representation of (1c). 
 
(i) [[chase'(Y, T)] CAUSE [T CAUSE [BECOME tired'(Y)]]] 
 
We have not encountered in the literature predicate decompositions such as (i), 
which involves the embedding of one CAUSE immediately under another.  While the 
possibility of this is worth looking into, we will not pursue this issue here, and 
simply assume that predicate decompositions do not permit the embedding of one 
CAUSE directly under another.    
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(26) [[T CAUSE [BECOME tired'(Y)]] BY [chase'(Y, T)]] 
 
The event structure in (26) can be paraphrased as 'Taotao caused Youyou to 
become tired by way of Youyou's chasing Taotao', which coincides with Y. 
Li's intuitions regarding the meaning of the clause.  Not only does the event 
structure reflect the intended interpretation of the clause, it also allows us to 
account straightforwardly for the argument-function mapping associated with 
the inverse reading in terms of Dowty's (1991) proto-property theory and the 
LMT:  even though Taotao is the theme of 'chase', s/he is also a causer in (26).  
As correctly pointed out by Her, being a causer is a prototypical property of 
agents.  On the other hand, Youyou, despite being the agent of 'chase', is also 
a causally affected argument ― a prototypical property of patients.  
Therefore, in the calculation of proto-properties, Taotao is the proto-agent, 
while Youyou is the proto-patient.  These attributions of proto-property roles 
to the arguments in turn determine intrinsic classifications:  the proto-agent is 
assigned [-o], while the proto-patient is assigned [-r] (Ackerman 1992; 
Ackerman and Moore 1999, 2001; Joshi 1993; Zaenan 1993).  Once the 
intrinsic classifications are established, standard LMT applies to give the 
correct argument-function assignments:  since Taotao is assigned [-o] and is 
the proto-agent/logical subject, it maps onto SUBJ, leaving Youyou to map 
onto OBJ.  Therefore, by paying due attention to the intricate lexical 
semantics involved, the event structure in (26) permits us to arrive at the 
argument-function mapping that characterises the inverse reading, without 
having to modify existing mapping mechanisms.  Furthermore, unlike Her, 
we do not factor causativity out of proto-properties:  indeed, causation plays 
a crucial role in our analysis by ensuring the correct assignment of proto-
properties and its consequences for subsequent argument-function mapping. 
  When lei 'tired' is not used causatively, we have the event structure in 
(27), which is responsible for the interpretation in (1b). 
 
(27) [[BECOME tired'(T)] BY [chase'(T, Y)]] 
 
(27) can be paraphrased as 'Taotao became tired by way of Taotao's chasing 
Youyou', which is precisely the state of affairs in the interpretation in (1b).  
Here, Youyou, as the theme of 'chase' possesses only proto-patientive 
properties, whereas Taotao, despite being the theme of 'tired', is also the 
agent of 'chase', and therefore possesses some proto-agentive properties.  
Hence, Taotao is the proto-agent and is assigned [-o], while Youyou is the 
proto-patient and is assigned [-r].  Once again, standard LMT procedures will 
ensure that Taotao maps onto the SUBJ, while Youyou maps onto the OBJ, 
giving us the correct argument-function assignments.   
  We now turn our attention to the interpretation in (1a).  Now, it is 
possible to derive the state of affairs associated with this interpretation 
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simply by switching the identity of the argument of [BECOME tired'( )] in 
(27).  That is, the event structure for (1a) could be represented as in (28): 
 
(28) [[BECOME tired'(Y)] BY [chase'(T, Y)]]   
 
On this analysis, the difference between the interpretations in (1a) and (1b) is 
a superficial one that lies merely in the identity of the argument of the 
'become tired' event.  On the other hand, one could also appeal to the event 
structure in (24a), which depicts a different relationship between the two 
events.  On this latter analysis, the interpretation in (1a) has the event 
structure in (28'), which can be paraphrased as 'Taotao's chasing Youyou 
caused Youyou to become tired':6 
 
(28') [[chase'(T, Y)] CAUSE [BECOME tired'(Y)]] 
 
Unlike (28), (28') suggests a more fundamental difference between the 
interpretations in (1a) and (1b) that goes beyond simply the identity of the 
argument of the 'become tired' event:  the two interpretations relate the two 
sub-events in different manners.  In both (28) and (28'), Taotao is the proto-
agent, while Youyou is the proto-patient.  Therefore, both event structures 
provide us with the argument-function mappings required for (1b).  How then 
can we decide between these two alternatives? 
  Now, recall that unlike (1b), (1a) and (1c) involve an additional 
meaning of causation.  This implies that the semantic difference between (1a) 
and (1b) cannot merely be an issue of the identity of a variable.  Thus, if we 
accept that (27) is the correct event structure for (1b), then selecting (28') as 
the event structure representation for (1a) provides a transparent way of 
stating this semantic difference.  The welcome consequence of this analysis 
is that we are able to capture, with our representations, the intuition that, 
unlike (1b), (1a) and (1c) involve an additional meaning of causation:  while 
the event structures for (1a) and (1c) (i.e. (28') and (26) respectively) contain 
the semantic predicate CAUSE, the event structure for (1b) in (27) does not.  
In this way, besides providing the bases for the correct argument-function 
assignments, the event structures that we have posited also directly reflect the 
semantics associated with each of the interpretations.   
  To summarise, each of the interpretations of (1) has a distinct event 
structure.  Each event structure is independently associated with a V-V 
compound, forming three distinct lexical constructions, each with its own 
mapping alignments.  Yet, all three event structures comprise of essentially 
the same independently motivated parts, reflecting the basic construction-

                                                
6 Notice in fact, that if we changed the identity of the argument of [BECOME   
tired'( )] in (28'), we would arrive at the state of affairs associated with the 
interpretation in (1b).   
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theoretic perspective that independently motivated constructions present in a 
grammatical system can be re-used in different ways for different purposes.  
In the case of Mandarin resultative compounds, the simple event structures 
associated with two independent verbs can be concatenated in different ways, 
giving rise to different interpretations of the same compound.      
 
4.3  The puzzle of chi-si 'eat-dead' 
 
Let us now consider if our proposal can account for the ungrammaticality of 
(11), which Shibagaki observed is incorrectly predicted by Her to be 
grammatical.  The relevance of this example is striking when considered in 
the context of (9):  both (9) and (11) contain the compound chi-si 'eat-dead', 
yet why is it that (9) is grammatical, whereas (11) is ungrammatical?  Given 
conventional mapping assumptions, we would expect (11), rather than (9), to 
be grammatical.  We repeat the examples for the readers' convenience.   
  
(9)  zhe zhong yao hui  chi-si  ni  (Her 2007: 224) 
  this kind drug will eat-dead you 
  'Eating this kind of drug will kill you.' 
 
(11) *ni  hui  chi-si  zhe zhong yao (Shibagaki 2009: 6) 
    you will eat-dead this kind drug 
  Intended: You will die from eating this kind of drug.  
  
The ungrammaticality of (11) is perhaps even more surprising given the 
grammaticality of (29), also involving the compound chi-si 'eat-dead'.  Like 
(11), the eater is realised as the SUBJ in (29).  Yet, in the absence of an OBJ, 
(29) is grammatical, in contrast to (11). 
 
(29) Taotao chi-si-le 
     eat-dead-PERF 
  'Taotao died from eating.' 
 
  Just as we had to be sensitive to the lexical semantic properties of the 
individual verbs that comprise the compound zhui-lei 'chase-tired', here too 
the properties of the simple verbs appear to matter crucially.  In particular, 
we suggest that chi 'eat' in the compound chi-si 'eat-dead' is being used 
intransitively, as exemplified in the mini-dialogue in (30). 
 
(30) Q: ni  chi-le  mei?     A: chi-le 
   you eat-PERF NEG      eat-PERF 
   'Have you eaten?'       '(Yes, I) have eaten.' 
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Like its counterpart in English, chi 'eat' can be used intransitively without any 
special morphological marking.  If we assume that it is the intransitive chi 
'eat' that is participating in the compound chi-si 'eat-dead', then the reason for 
the grammaticality of (29) on the one hand and the ungrammaticality of (11) 
on the other hand is straightforward:  since both chi 'eat' and si 'dead' are 
intransitive, the OBJ in (11) does not correspond to a semantic participant of 
either of the component verbs that make up the compound.  In other words, 
just like its component verbs, the compound chi-si 'eat-dead' is intransitive, 
thus rendering (29) grammatical while (11) is ungrammatical.   
  Given the two possible ways of relating the simple events that 
comprise a resultative event structure, there are two logical event structure 
representations for (29), shown in (31). 
 
(31) a. [[eat'(T)] CAUSE [BECOME dead'(T)]] 
  b. [[BECOME dead'(T)] BY [eat'(T)]] 
 
How do we decide between the two options?  To answer this, we need look 
no further than (9).  Since chi-si 'eat-dead' is, as we have argued, an 
intransitive compound, and presumably requires its sole semantic participant 
to be animate, what licenses the presence of zhe zhong yao 'this kind of 
drug'?  Just as the inverse reading in (1c) involved a causer interpretation of 
the SUBJ, the same is true for the inverse reading in (9):  zhe zhong yao 'this 
kind of drug' is interpreted as the cause of your becoming dead should you 
eat it.  Therefore, zhe zhong yao 'this kind of drug' is an external cause 
argument introduced by the process of causativisation.  Given the 
formulation of causative formation in (23), repeated below, it is constrained 
to only operate on event structures that are headed by a change-of-state 
predicate.  This means that of the two representations in (31), only (31b) can 
be causativised in order to accommodate the inverse reading in (9).  Hence, 
we propose that (31b) is the proper representation for (29), and that the event 
structure for the inverse reading in (9) is that in (32). 
 
(23) Causative formation   
  [x CAUSE [BECOME pred'(y)...]] 
 
(32) [drug CAUSE [[BECOME dead'(you)] BY [eat'(you)]]] 
 
Unlike the inverse reading of zhui-lei 'chase-tired' in (1c), where a 
causativised simple verb was used in a resultative compound, the inverse 
reading of chi-si 'eat-dead' in (9) involves the causativisation of the entire 
compound.  We see therefore that the basic elements of our analysis apply in 
a principled manner to account for the distribution of chi-si 'eat-dead'. 
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5  Concluding remarks 
 
In this paper we have presented an analysis of Mandarin resultative 
compounds that extends to cover multiple readings and certain puzzling 
grammaticality distributions associated with them.  An important difference 
between our analysis and previous approaches such as Her (2007) is that by 
paying close attention to lexical semantics, we build conservatively on extant 
theories of argument linking, while grounding the evident departures in event 
structure templates that characterise the family of resultative compounds.  
The uniqueness of each event structure template in turn motivates the need to 
recognise constructional effects in grammar.  In the case of Mandarin 
resultatives, these constructional effects are located in semantics, rather than 
form, since the same V-V compound can be associated with more than one 
event structure.   By grounding the constructional effects in the semantics, we 
make the prediction that besides being encoded as V-V compounds, there 
might be other possible encodings of these event structure templates.  Indeed, 
Mandarin also contains phrasal resultatives that parallel the resultative 
compounds.  For instance, (33) shows that the three-way ambiguity exhibited 
by some resultative compounds can also be found with phrasal resultatives. 
 
(33)  zhe haizi zhui-de wo  zhi   chuanqi (Huang 2006: 10) 
   this child chase-de me  straight pant  
  a. 'This child chased me to the point that he panted unceasingly.' 
  b. 'This child chased me to the point that I panted unceasingly.' 
  c. 'This child caused me to chase to the point of (me) panting     
   unceasingly.' 
 
On our analysis, the three interpretations of the phrasal resultative in (33) 
share the same event structure templates that are responsible for the three 
interpretations of the resultative compound in (1) and differ only in the 
formal encoding of those semantics.  By focusing on semantics, rather than 
form, we see the potential of making comparisons of and generalisations 
across cross-linguistic resultative constructions, while retaining the basic 
distinction between lexical and phrasal constructions.   
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Abstract 
 
In Norwegian, possessive pronouns can be prenominal (min bil 'my car') or 
postnominal (bilen min 'car.DEF my'). In the Principles and Parameters 
literature, the standard assumption is that possessive pronouns are 
prenominal in underlying structure, while the postnominal position is a result 
of N-movement. This paper takes a different approach. The focus is the 
grammatical differences between the positions. They motivate an analysis in 
which prenominal and postnominal possessive pronouns do not realize one 
underlying position. Lexical Functional Grammar makes it possible to 
implement this kind of analysis in a simple way. The basic properties of 
prenominal and postnominal possessive pronouns follow from the theory of 
strong and weak pronouns. There is evidence, however, that the dialect of 
Western Oslo has a group of suffixal possessives. 
 
 
1. Introduction1 
 
Norwegian possessive pronouns can be prenominal or postnominal, as shown 
in (1)—(2). 
 
(1) min bil 
  my car 
(2) bilen   min 
  car.DEF my 
 
The noun has indefinite morphology with prenominal possessives, and 
definite morphology with postnominal possessives. This is a general rule for 
all possessive expressions, as shown in (3)—(4). 
 
(3) Johns    bil   / *bilen 
  John.GEN car /  car.DEF 
  'John's car' 
(4) bilen    / *bil til John 
  car.DEF /   car of John 
  'John's car' 
 

                                                
1 For input and discussion, I would like to thank the audience at the LFG11 
conference, especially Joan Bresnan and Ash Asudeh. Thanks also to the 
anonymous reviewers, the proceedings editors, and to my colleagues Jan 
Terje Faarlund, Kjell Johan Sæbø, Andreas Sveen, Hans-Olav Enger, and 
Marianne Hobæk Haff. 
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Some possessive pronouns agree with the noun in number and gender, like 
min 'my' in (1)—(2), while others only have one form, for example hans 'his'. 
Some nominal phrases only allow a prenominal possessive (Lødrup 
forthcoming), for example when the noun lacks a definite form, as in (5), 
when the noun is silent, as in (6), and in many fixed expressions, such as (7). 
 
(5) hans pårørende  
  his  relatives 
(6) våre fattige 
  our  poor 
(7) på min måte 
  in  my way 
 
In spoken Norwegian, the postnominal possessive pronoun is the more 
frequent option. In the written language, there is a tendency that prenominal 
possessives are more frequent, especially in non-colloquial style. 
 There are some dialectal differences within Norwegian concerning the data 
to be discussed. The focus here will be on urban east Norwegian. It could 
also be noted that Norwegian differs from the other Mainland Scandinavian 
languages. Danish and Standard Swedish only have prenominal possessives 
(but some Swedish dialects also have postnominal possessives). Faroese and 
Icelandic have both prenominal and postnominal possessive pronouns 
(Delsing 1993:155—58, Sigurðsson 2006).  
 Scandinavian nominal phrases have been an important research topic the 
last two decades.2 In the Principles and Parameters literature, the standard 
treatment of possessive pronouns is the following: In underlying structure, 
possessive pronouns are prenominal. Postnominal possessives are a result of 
N-movement upwards in the syntactic tree (Taraldsen 1990, Delsing 
1993:149—75, Vangsnes 1999:124—27, Julien 2005:159—95). Prenominal 
possessives move to the left to their final position (see e.g. Julien 2005:201—
4). 
 This paper takes a different approach. The focus is the grammatical 
differences between the two positions, which have never received much 
attention in the literature. They motivate an analysis in which prenominal and 
postnominal possessive pronouns do not realize one underlying position. 
Prenominal and postnominal possessives can be treated as strong and weak 
pronouns. This is the topic of section 2 and 3. Section 4 discusses a mismatch 
between topicality and linear position shown by Norwegian possessives. 
Section 5 takes up the question if (some) postnominal possessives could be 
suffixes.  
                                                
2 For the Scandinavian Principles and Parameters tradition, see Taraldsen 
(1990), Delsing (1993), Vangsnes (1999), Julien (2005). For alternatives, see 
Börjars (1998), Hankamer and Mikkelsen (2002), Börjars and Harries (2008). 
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2. Strong and weak pronouns 
2.1 General 
 
The distinction between strong and weak pronouns is a traditional one 
(Kayne 1975, Cardinaletti 1998, Cardinaletti and Starke 1999, Bresnan 
2001a). This distinction is also relevant to possessive pronouns. Cardinaletti 
(1998) shows that Italian has strong and weak possessive pronouns. The 
strong ones are postnominal, while the weak ones are prenominal. It will be 
shown that Norwegian also has strong and weak possessive pronouns, but 
their distribution is different: The strong ones are prenominal, while the weak 
ones are postnominal. Section 2.2 discusses the properties that distinguish 
strong and weak possessives in Norwegian. The term weak will be taken to 
mean 'not strong' (Cardinaletti's 'deficient'). 
 
 
2.2 Properties of strong and weak possessive pronouns 
2.2.1 Position 
 
The prenominal possessive precedes prenominal modifiers, as in example (8). 
It can only be preceded by a universal quantifier. The postnominal possessive 
follows the noun, and there can be no linguistic material between the noun 
and the possessive, not even a complement that is selected by the noun. An 
example is (9). 
 
(8) min nye analyse av diktet 
  my new analysis of poem.DEF 
(9) den nye analysen    min av diktet     / * av diktet   min 
  the new analysis.DEF my  of poem.DEF /  of poem.DEF my 
  'my new analysis of the poem' 
 
2.2.2 Phrasality 
 
A prenominal possessive can in some cases be a part of a possessive phrase, 
while a postnominal possessive cannot. This will be shown using examples 
with coordination and adjunction, and the genitive marker sin. 
 
— Coordination: The prenominal possessive can be coordinated, while the 
postnominal possessive cannot, as shown in (10). 
 
(10) [mitt og hennes] hus  — *huset     [mitt og hennes] 
   my   and her   house  —  house.DEF my and her 
   'my and her house' 
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— Adjunction: Certain adverbs can adjoin to prenominal possessives, but not 
to postnominal possessives. In (11), a focus adverb is adjoined.  
 
(11) Dette er bare mitt hus  — *huset     bare mitt. 
   this is  only my house  — house.DEF only my 
   'This house is mine only' 
 
— The genitive marker sin: The genitive marker sin is an alternative to the 
bound -s. Colloquially, this marker can be used with a pronoun, but only 
prenominally, as shown in (12). 
 
(12) han sin bil  — *bilen   han sin 
   he GEN car — car.DEF he GEN 
   'his car' 
 
2.2.3 Stress and reference 
 
The Norwegian literature mentions contrast and stress as important factors 
for choosing a prenominal possessive pronoun (e.g. Western 1921:486—87, 
Faarlund et al. 1997:265). Knudsen (1967:55) says that when the possessive 
is postnominal, it is usually unstressed, and the possessive relation is 
backgrounded; it is taken to be given information or self evident.  
 In colloquial Norwegian, a topical possessive is normally postnominal. A 
prenominal topical possessive is usually very strange, as shown in (13). 
 
(13) John var rasende. — Noen   hadde stjålet bilen    hans  / ??hans bil. 
   John was furious — somebody had stolen car.DEF his /    his car 
   'John was furious. Somebody had stolen his car.' 
 
This is not equally clear in writing, however. It should also be noted that a 
prenominal possessive is the only option in some cases (see (5)—(7) above). 
 It is possible to stress a postnominal possessive, as in (14). 
 
(14) Først ble bilen   MIN stjålet, og nå   er bilen   DIN stjålet. 
   first was car.DEF my stolen and now is car.DEF your stolen 
   'First, MY car was stolen, and now, YOUR car is stolen.' 
 
This option is not necessarily an argument that the possessive is strong. 
Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) show that uncontroversial weak forms can be 
stressed under certain circumstances, giving French examples like (15). Their 
generalization is that this is possible if the pronouns refer to something that is 
already prominent in the discourse (Cardinaletti and Starke 1999:153—4). 
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(15) A: Je te  casserai       la gueule! 
     I you break.FUTURE the face 
   'I will break your face!' 
   B: Ah ouais? Tu veux dire que je TE  casserai      la gueule!  
     oh yeah? you will say that  I YOU break.FUTURE the face 
   'Oh yeah? What you want to say is that I will break YOUR face!' 
 
2.2.4 Morphological forms 
 
The sets of prenominal and postnominal possessives are not identical. Second 
person singular din can be realized with initial r- in colloquial speech, but 
only postnominally, as shown in (16). This does not follow from regular 
phonological rules (Kristoffersen 2000:333—335). Furthermore, the third 
person singular neuter dets does not occur postnominally, as shown in (17). 
 
(16) boka     ri   — *ri bok 
   book.DEF your — your book 
   'your book' 
(17) dets faste plass   — *den faste   plassen   dets 
   its regular place —  the regular place.DEF its 
   'its regular place' 
 
A more radical difference between the sets of prenominal and postnominal 
forms can be found in the dialect of Western Oslo, which will be discussed in 
section 5.2.3 
 
2.2.5 Elliptical and predicative forms 
 
The weak possessive is never the only word in a nominal phrase. In elliptical 
phrases such as (18), the possessive is strong, as can be seen from the fact 
that a coordination is possible. 
 
(18) (Hvem sitt hus   er det ?) Mitt (og hennes) __ 
   who  GEN house is that     my and her 
   'Whose house is that? Mine and hers.' 
                                                
3 Some dialects have postnominal possessives with different properties than 
urban east Norwegian. When a proper name is a possessor, some dialects 
allow, or require, it to be realized after the noun, preceded by a possessive 
pronoun, as in (i). This construction is mostly found in rural dialects (Julien 
2005:141). 
(i) katta    hennes Kari (Julien 2005:142) 
  cat.DEF her   Kari 
  'Kari's cat' 
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In predicate expressions, the possessive also has the properties of the strong 
form. (There is no special form for use without a noun, such as English mine.) 
Again, a coordination is possible, as in (19). 
 
(19) Huset     er mitt (og hennes). 
   house.DEF is my  and her 
   'The house is mine and hers.' 
 
 
3. Analysis 
3.1. State of the art 
 
The differences between prenominal and postnominal possessive pronouns 
have never received attention in the rich Scandinavian literature on noun 
phrase structure. It was mentioned above that Principles and Parameters 
analyses assume that possessive pronouns are prenominal in underlying 
structure, and that the postnominal ones are a result of N-movement upwards 
in the syntactic tree  
 The alternative option of generating the possessive pronoun in the 
postnominal position and moving it to the prenominal position has not been 
discussed. This analysis is assumed for Italian in Cardinaletti (1998), and 
motivated as clitic movement. This motivation cannot be transferred to 
Norwegian, which is different with respect to the clitic position. Clitic 
movement is movement upwards, as is all movement in Principles and 
Parameters theory. When the clitic position is the postnominal position, the 
movement required cannot be clitic movement.  
 The standard N-movement analysis of Norwegian is motivated by theory 
internal considerations of Principles and Parameters theory. Taraldsen 
(1990:423) points out that a postnominal possessive can bind a reflexive, as 
in (20), which requires that it c-commands the reflexive at some level of 
representation. 
 
(20) beskrivelsen   hansi av seg selvi 
   description.DEF his of REFL SELF 
   'his description of himself' 
 
However, Taraldsen also points out that a possessive PP can bind a reflexive, 
as in (21). 
 
(21) beskrivelsen    til Peri av seg selvi 
   description.DEF of Per of REFL SELF 
   'Per's description of himself' 
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Taraldsen, like for example Julien (2005:145—46), assumes that the 
possessive PP is also prenominal in underlying structure. The motivation for 
this move is weaker, however, because a prenominal PP is ungrammatical. 
The binding facts in (20)—(21) should rather be taken as an argument for an 
approach to binding in which prominence is defined on the basis of 
grammatical relations. In Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG), both the 
possessive pronoun and the possessive PP have the grammatical relation 
POSS, which is high on the relational hierarchy. 
 Taraldsen (1990) also motivates N-movement with the problems that a base 
generated postnominal possessive would create for traditional X' theory. 
First, in a phrase like (20) above, base generation of the possessive would 
make it impossible to assume the expected X' constituent consisting of the 
noun head and the complement, but excluding the possessive. Second, a base 
generated postnominal possessive could not have the expected head position 
in a DP. These considerations do not carry over to LFG. First, a complement 
does not necessarily form a constituent with its head. Second, the head of the 
phrase with a postnominal possessive is not necessarily the possessive, as 
will be shown in section 3.2. 
 
 
3.2. A weak pronoun analysis 
 
The postnominal possessive pronoun is often a clitic, as pointed out already 
in Western (1921:486). However, it does not have to be a clitic, as shown in 
example (14) above. In this paper, the postnominal possessive is referred to 
as a weak pronoun, to stress the grammatical (as opposed to phonological) 
nature of the difference between prenominal and postnominal possessives. 
The central property of a weak pronoun is that it does not project a phrase, 
and this property is in principle independent of the question whether the 
weak pronoun is phonologically dependent on another word (following 
Toivonen (2003:41—50), see also Sells (2001:90—93)). 
 The structure of noun phrases with postnominal possessives will now be 
discussed. The proposal to be given is based upon insights from lexicalist 
work, especially Sells (2001) and Hankamer and Mikkelsen (2002). It is first 
necessary to consider the syntactic position of definite nouns, because 
postnominal possessives require definite morphology. Hankamer and 
Mikkelsen (2002) argue that definite morphology in Danish is assigned by a 
lexical rule that converts an N to a D. The phrase bilen 'car.DEF' is then 
simply a DP consisting of a D. For Swedish and Norwegian, Hankamer and 
Mikkelsen (2002) propose that the lexical class conversion is optional, 
because a definite determiner can co-occur with a definite noun (this is often 
called 'double definiteness'). The analysis of den nye bilen 'the new car.DEF' 
is then as in (22). 
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(22)       DP 
        ⁄   \ 
       D    NP 
      den   ⁄   \ 
        AP  NP 
        nye   | 
            N 
         bilen 
 
The question is what the structure is when a postnominal possessive is added. 
A comparison to weak object pronouns is enlightening. Sells (2001:54) 
discusses the Swedish sentences (23)—(24). 
 
(23) Anna såg den inte. 
   Anna saw it not 
   'Anna didn't see it.' 
(24) Såg Anna den inte? 
   saw Anna it not 
   'Didn't Anna see it?' 
 
Sells points out that while the verbs are in different positions, there is no 
evidence that the object pronouns are in different positions. Sells assumes 
that (23) is an IP with the object pronoun adjoined to I. This is not a 
morphological analysis; the verb and the pronoun are still two words. 
Sentence (24), on the other hand, is a CP with the finite verb in C. This 
means that I only dominates the pronoun in (24).  
 Consider examples (25)—(26) with postnominal possessives. 
 
(25) den nye bilen    min 
   the new car.DEF my 
(26) bilen   min 
   car.DEF my 
 
A natural assumption would be that the postnominal possessive is adjoined to 
N in (25). In (26), on the other hand, the noun is in D, and N only dominates 
the possessive. The structures are as in (27) and (28). 
 
(27)       DP 
        ⁄   \ 
       D    NP 
      den   ⁄   \ 
       AP    NP 
       nye     | 
            N 
          ⁄   \ 
         N   PronWeak 
        bilen      min 
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(28)      DP 
        ⁄  \ 
       D   NP 
      bilen   | 
           N 
           | 
        PronWeak 
         min 
 
The constituent structure (28) corresponds to the functional structure (29) (in 
which the feature DEFINITE-FORM reflects the morphological form of the 
noun, while DEFINITE is the standard definiteness feature that can have 
various sources). 
 
(29) |POSS  |PRED 'PRO'            || 
   |     |INDEX     | PERSON 1   ||| 
   |     |        | NUMBER SG ||| 
   |     |CONCORD   | GENDER M  ||| 
   |     |        | NUMBER SG ||| 
   |DEFINITE-FORM  +             | 
   |DEFINITE +                 | 
   |INDEX     | GENDER M  |       | 
   |        | PERSON 3   |       | 
   |CONCORD   | GENDER M  |       | 
   |        | NUMBER SG |       | 
   |PRED  'bil <(↑POSS)>'           | 
 
The f-structure (29) uses INDEX and CONCORD features as proposed in 
Wechsler and Zlatic (2000) and Zlatic (2000). This division gives a 
convenient way to state the fact that possessive pronouns both have features 
that account for their reference, and features that account for their agreement 
with the noun. For example, the form min 'my' is singular in that it refers to 
the speaker, but it is also singular in a different way, in that it agrees with a 
singular noun. The features of postnominal min 'my' are as in (30). 4 

 

                                                
4 The features of a prenominal possessive pronoun are rather similar. One 
difference is that the prenominal possessive requires the absence of the 
definite suffix. Another difference is that a prenominal possessive pronoun 
has to induce definiteness (which is not necessary for a postnominal pronoun, 
because it requires a definite noun). 
 I assume that a prenominal possessive pronoun is in Spec DP. This 
assumption is not important here. Another possibility is that the prenominal 
possessive pronoun is in D. It cannot be a co-head of the N, however, 
because it has a PRED. In Strunk (2005), the prenominal possessive pronoun 
in Low Saxon is a D projecting a POSS in f-structure. 
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(30) min PronWeak 
  (↑ PRED) = 'PRO' 
  (↑ INDEX PERSON) = 1 
  (↑ INDEX NUMBER) = SG 
  (↑ CONCORD GENDER) = M 
  (↑ CONCORD NUMBER) = SG 
  (↑ DEFINITE-FORM) = c + 
 
 
4. Interlude: A topicality mismatch 
 
Studies of pronominal systems show that weak forms are used for topical 
information, while strong forms are used for focal information (Cardinaletti 
and Starke 1999, Bresnan 2001a). This is also true of Norwegian possessive 
pronouns. It was mentioned above that a topical prenominal possessive is 
generally unacceptable in colloquial Norwegian (see example (13) above). 
The point to be discussed in this section is that Norwegian possessive 
pronouns show a mismatch between their information structural status and 
their linear position.5 
 From a general point of view, the prenominal position is more prominent 
than the postnominal position, because it precedes the postnominal position 
and is higher in the syntactic tree. The expectation is therefore that the 
prenominal position is the position that will associate with other prominent 
features, such as topicality, givenness, definiteness, and animacy. This 
expectation has been shown to be correct for English possessive expressions. 
It has often been observed that the prenominal genitive is topical, while the 
postnominal possessive PP is not (see e.g. Taylor (1996:ch 8)). Rosenbach 
(2002) shows that topicality is among the features that contribute to realizing 
a possessive expression as a genitive. The corresponding situation in 
Norwegian has never been investigated (but see Baron (1996) on Danish). 
However, the broad picture seems to be comparable to English concerning 
the relation between the genitive and the possessive PP. For example, (31) 
with an indefinite genitive is not good, as compared to the text example (32) 
with a possessive PP. 
 
(31) ??fordi  de  ikke likte  en annen skurks favoritt-TV-serie 
   because they not liked an other crook's favorite TV series 
   'because they did not like another crook's favorite TV series' 
(32) fordi    de ikke likte favoritt-TV-serien     til en annen skurk  
   because they not liked favorite TV series.DEF of an other crook 
   'because they did not like the favorite TV series of another crook' 

                                                
5 This was mentioned in Julien (2005:203 note 3). The situation seems to be 
basically the same in Faroese and Icelandic. 
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English, of course, gives no material for comparison when it comes to 
possessive pronouns. However, Italian possessive pronouns have the 
expected distribution with respect to information structural status. 
Cardinaletti (1998:19) shows that a postnominal possessive is focused in an 
example such as la casa sua 'the house his/her'. Spanish and Catalan are like 
Italian in this respect (Bernstein 2001).  
 We see, then, that Norwegian possessive pronouns violate general 
principles of topic distribution. This could be viewed as a constraint conflict. 
The central weak pronouns of Norwegian are positioned immediately 
following heads: possessive pronouns relative to the noun, and object 
pronouns relative to the finite verb. This constraint conflicts with information 
structural requirements in the case of possessive pronouns — unlike weak 
object pronouns, which get a position that is more topical than the regular 
object position (in sentences corresponding to (23)—(24) above). 
 
 
5. A suffix analysis 
5.1 General 
 
It is impossible to discuss Norwegian possessive pronouns without taking up 
the question of whether a suffix analysis is possible. This idea has been 
mentioned in the Norwegian literature (Johannessen 1989:141, Hagen 
2000:382, Trosterud 2003:66), but never really discussed. Two neighbor 
languages of Norwegian have both syntactic and suffixal possessives, namely 
Saami and Finnish (Toivonen 2000). It is well known that a clitic pronoun 
can develop into an affix. Trosterud (2003:66) mentions the possibility that 
Norwegian might be in the process of developing suffixal possessives.  
 With the suffix analysis, a possessive pronoun is an incorporated pronoun, 
i.e. "a bound morpheme that specifies a complete pronominal f-structure" 
(Bresnan 2001b:144). A possessive suffix constructs a POSS in f-structure, in 
the same way as verbal morphology constructs a SUBJ in pro-drop-
languages. If bilen min 'car.DEF my' is a word, its features are as in (33). 
 
(33) bilen-min 
  (↑ POSS PRED) = 'PRO' 
  (↑ POSS INDEX PERSON) = 1 
  (↑ POSS INDEX NUMBER) = SG 
  (↑ DEFINITE-FORM) = + 
  (↑ DEFINITE) = + 
  (↑ CONCORD NUMBER) = SG 
  (↑ CONCORD GENDER) = M 
  (↑ INDEX NUMBER) = SG 
  (↑ INDEX PERSON) =3 
  (↑ PRED) = 'bil<(↑ POSS)>' 
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The suffix analysis accounts for the binding properties of the possessive in 
the same way as the weak pronoun analysis. In both cases, there is a POSS in 
f-structure. POSS shares an INDEX with the anaphor in (20) above, repeated 
as (34). In (35) with a reflexive possessive, it shares an INDEX with the 
binder. 
 
(34) beskrivelsen    hansi av seg selvi 
   description.DEF his  of REFL SELF 
   'his description of himself' 
(35) Johni mistet klokka     sii 
   John lost   watch.DEF REFL.POSS 
   'John lost his watch.' 
 
One important difference from the weak pronoun analysis concerns the 
account of the form of the possessive. In traditional terms, some Norwegian 
possessive pronouns agree with the noun in number and gender. This 
agreement motivated the CONCORD features on the pronoun; see (29) and 
(30) above. However, POSS in (33) does not have CONCORD features. If 
the possessive is a suffix, its form is not constrained through agreement, 
instead it is selected by the inflectional class of the noun. 
 This idea that postnominal possessives are suffixes has never been 
discussed thoroughly. It can hardly be the whole truth for all Norwegian 
dialects. The rural dialects mentioned in note 3 with phrasal postnominal 
possessives cannot have this analysis, at least not for all postnominal 
possessives. On the other hand, it will be shown in section 5.2 that the 
Western Oslo dialect has evidence for a suffix analysis which is not found in 
other dialects. Before discussing Western Oslo, other varieties of urban east 
Norwegian will be discussed more generally.  
 It was mentioned above that the postnominal possessive can be stressed, as 
in example (14) above. This is not necessarily an argument against the suffix 
analysis. There is a tradition for distinguishing contrastive stress and 
contrastive accent (Bolinger 1961, Zribi-Hertz and Mbolatianavalona 
1999:167), and postnominal possessives could be assumed to show the latter. 
Contrastive accent may conflict with word stress; Bolinger (1961:83) gives 
this example (my underlining): 
 
(36) 'This whiskey,' said O'Reilly, sampling spirits that claimed to be from 
his homeland, 'was not exported from Ireland; it was deported.' 
 
One argument for the suffix analysis is that the possessive always follows the 
noun immediately. This rule has no exceptions. (The possessive PP, as in 
example (4) above, also follows the noun immediately, but this rule could be 
violated by a heavy PP.) The possessive does not show the 'promiscuous 
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attachment' that is typical of clitics; this is a case of the first criterion for 
distinguishing clitics and affixes in Zwicky and Pullum (1983:503): 
 
"Clitics can exhibit a low degree of selection with respect to their hosts, [note 
deleted] while affixes exhibit a high degree of selection with respect to their 
stems." (Zwicky and Pullum 1983:503) 
 
On the other hand, two arguments speak against the suffix analysis.  
 First argument against the suffix analysis: The suffix analysis predicts that 
there can be no postnominal possessive without a realized noun. This 
prediction is almost correct. However, there is one elliptical construction 
which falsifies it; an example is (37). This ellipsis requires an antecedent that 
is realized close to it; it seems to be a case of gapping (Jackendoff 1971). 
 
(37) den nye bilen    din  og  den gamle __ min 
   the new car.DEF your and the old     my 
   'your new car and my old one' 
 
The possessive in (37) does not have the properties of prenominal 
possessives; for example, it cannot be phrasal. This means that the possessive 
in (37) is in the postnominal position, without a realized noun preceding it. 
This is an important argument against the suffix analysis.6 
 Second argument against the suffix analysis: A much used criterion for an 
affix is that it must be repeated on every conjunct in a coordinate structure 
(Miller 1992). For example, the definite suffix cannot be left out as in (38) 
when each conjunct is to be understood as definite. However, it is not 
necessary to repeat a postnominal possessive on every conjunct, as shown in 
(39). 
 
(38) bilen    og båten     — *bil og båten 
   car.DEF and boat.DEF — car and boat.DEF 
   'the car and the boat' 
(39) bilen   (min) og båten     min  
   car.DEF (my) and boat.DEF my  
   'my car and my boat' 
 
                                                
6 It might be objected that ellipsis can affect a part of a word in some cases 
(Booij 1985). A Norwegian example is (i). 
(i) hvetebrød    og -boller  
   wheat.bread and -buns 
However, this kind of ellipsis seems to have different properties from the one 
in example (37). For example, it requires that the elided part is adjacent to the 
conjunction (Booij 1985:148). 
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It must be mentioned that there are established cases in which an affix does 
not have to be repeated on every conjunct. This phenomenon is called 
suspended affixation; the standard example is Turkish (see e.g. Kabak 
(2007), Broadwell (2008)). However, suspended affixation is a marked 
phenomenon, which is not productive in any other cases of affixation in 
Norwegian. The option shown in (39) must therefore be considered an 
argument against a suffix analysis. 
 It seems, then, that it is difficult to argue for a suffix analysis for urban east 
Norwegian in general. 
 
 
5.2 The 'West side story' 
 
There is more evidence for a suffix analysis in the dialect of the west side of 
Oslo,7 which will be called Western Oslo. Much of what is written in the 
Bokmål standard reflects this dialect in relevant respects, but the written 
language will not be considered here. 
 An argument for a suffix analysis (mentioned in Johannessen 1989:141 and 
Trosterud 2003:66) is based upon the premise that Western Oslo has two 
grammatical genders, unlike most other Norwegian dialects, which have 
three (see Fretheim 1985, Hagen 2000:382, Enger 2004:133—34, Lødrup 
2011). Grammatical gender is standardly given a definition based upon 
agreement (Corbett 1991). Most Norwegian dialects have separate masculine 
and feminine and neuter forms of certain quantifiers and determiners in the 
singular. Western Oslo does not have separate feminine forms of agreeing 
categories. The only forms that might be suspected to be feminine are the 
possessives mi (1st person singular), di (2nd person singular), and si (3rd 
person reflexive). In three gender dialects, these are regular weak or strong 
feminine forms. In Western Oslo, on the other hand, these forms can only be 
weak, and their distribution is easy to describe: they can and must follow one 
of the suffixes for the definite singular, namely -a. In other positions, for 
example in the prenominal position and the predicate position, mi, di and si 
are ungrammatical, as shown in (40)—(41). This means that the possessive in 
a phrase such as boka mi 'book.DEF my' is a feminine form in the three 
gender dialects, but not in Western Oslo. 
 
 
 
                                                
7 What is called Western Oslo might be thought of as 'Standard Norwegian'. 
However, I am only interested in the speech of those who have this dialect as 
their first language (for example myself). Western Oslo is spreading and 
influencing other dialects; this is shown for the phenomena discussed here in 
Lødrup (2011). 
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      Western Oslo               Three gender dialects 
(40)    min/*mi bok               mi/*min bok 
      my/my  book               my/my   book 
(41)    Denne boka    er min / *mi     Denne boka   er mi / *min 
      this  book.DEF is  my /my        this  book.DEF is my /my 
 
Some information about nominal inflection is needed at this point: In three 
gender dialects, the definite singular suffix is always different in the three 
genders, as shown in (42).8 With feminines, the definite singular suffix is -a 
in the three gender dialects surrounding Western Oslo. 
 
(42) Three gender dialects: 
   Masculine: bilen 'car.DEF' 
   Feminine: boka 'book.DEF' 
   Neuter: huset 'house.DEF' 
 
Western Oslo also has a definite suffix -a, but this suffix has no relation to 
feminine gender (Fretheim 1985, Enger 2004:133—34, Lødrup 2011). It is 
not used as in the three gender dialects. It is obligatory with some nouns 
(such as øy 'island' and jente 'girl'), and optional with many other non-neuter 
nouns (such as bok 'book' and klokke 'watch'), alternating with -en. The suffix 
-a defines the only context in which the forms mi, di and si can and must be 
used in Western Oslo.9  
                                                
8 This fact is a reflection of the historical origin of the definite suffix. It 
developed from a clitic determiner which agreed with the noun; see Faarlund 
(2009). Some researchers assume that the definite suffix is still a clitic (see 
Lahiri et al 2005), but the evidence against this analysis is overwhelming, see 
e.g. Börjars (1998:40—88), Hankamer and Mikkelsen (2002:153 note 19), 
and Faarlund (2009) (on Swedish, Danish and Norwegian, respectively). 
9 Some historical facts might be of interest here. Western Oslo represents a 
development of the 'Colloquial Standard' that was the daily speech of the 
educated class in the 19th century (Haugen 1966:31). This standard was a 
compromise between the urban dialect on the one hand, and a Norwegian 
reading pronunciation of Danish on the other hand. Danish does not have 
postnominal possessives. Even so, postnominal possessives must have been 
used to some extent in the Colloquial Standard (as they sometimes were in 
contemporary fiction, see Lundeby (1965:195—225)). From the point of 
view of Danish, a phrase such as boka mi 'book.DEF my' is unacceptable. 
(The Danish equivalent is min bog 'my book'.) Not only is the position of the 
possessive ungrammatical; Danish does not have the suffix -a or the form mi. 
(Danish does not have a feminine gender.) One could imagine that a phrase 
such as boka mi 'book.DEF my' was felt to be a borrowed unit in the 
Colloquial Standard. 
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 An important point is that the noun with the -a-suffix must be 
phonologically realized. Even if Western Oslo follows other dialects in 
allowing postnominal possessives to occur with an elided noun, mi, di and si 
do not have this option. Examples are (37) above, repeated as (43), and 
(44)—(45). 
 
(43) All dialects       den nye bilen   din   og den gamle __ min 
                the new car.DEF your  and the old    my 
                'your new car and my old one' 
(44) Three gender dialects  den nye lua    di   og den gamle __ mi / *min 
                the new hat.DEF your and the old    my / my 
                'your new hat and my old one' 
(45) Western Oslo       den nye lua     di   og den gamle __ min / *mi 
                the new hat.DEF your and the old     my / my 
                'your new hat and my old one' 
 
These examples show that Western Oslo mi, di and si differ from all other 
postnominal possessives in requiring a phonologically realized noun.  
 The question is now how the distribution of mi, di and si in Western Oslo 
should be accounted for.10 If they are considered suffixes, a natural account 
follows. As suffixes, they have no agreement features (see (33) above); mi, di 
and si are the possessive suffixes used in the inflectional class of common 
gender nouns that takes -a in the definite singular. The fact that they only 
occur with a phonologically realized noun follows by itself. 
 If mi, di and si are the only possessive suffixes in Western Oslo, there 
would be possessive suffixes for one inflectional class only. This might be 
considered a marked situation. However, it is possible for a language to 
express the same grammatical information in different ways through a 
paradigm. For example, Irish has verbal paradigms in which some forms are 
'synthetic', realizing person and number through verbal morphology, while 
others are 'analytic', requiring independent personal pronouns. This kind of 
situation represents in itself no problem for LFG (Andrews 1990).  
 There is one argument against the suffix analysis. The second argument 
against the suffix analysis in section 5.1 applies to all possessives in Western 
Oslo. Like other dialects, Western Oslo does not have to repeat a possessive 
                                                
10 It should be mentioned that the choice of mi, di and si is not phonologically 
conditioned in Western Oslo. To see this, consider the colloquial (i). 
(i)   kjære Anna min/*mi 
   dear Anna  my / my 
In (i), a first person singular possessive follows a proper name. With a 
woman's name, three gender dialects use the form mi. In Western Oslo, only 
min can be used. It is not relevant if the proper name ends in -a, which shows 
that it is not the phonology, but the grammatical status of -a that is decisive. 
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on every conjunct in a coordinate structure; this is also true of mi, di and si. 
An example is (46).  
 
(46) buksa      (mi)  og lua     mi 
   trouser.DEF (my) and hat.DEF my 
   'my trousers and hat' 
 
This argument gives evidence against the suffix analysis for all possessive 
forms in Western Oslo. On the other hand, it is the only empirical argument 
that goes against the suffix analysis for mi, di and si. What conclusion can be 
drawn from this? Two options present themselves.  
 The first option is to let the affix repetition argument be decisive, and give 
up the suffix analysis. Mi, di and si must then be considered weak pronouns, 
and the rule for their distribution must make reference to the inflectional 
class of the preceding noun. This would be a strange rule without parallels in 
grammar. Inflectional class is known to be a 'pure' morphological property 
(Aronoff 1994), which does not play a part in syntax. Another reason to 
reject this option is that the rule would have to stipulate that the noun is not 
elided (see example (45) above). The other postnominal possessives do not 
have this requirement (see example (43) above). 
 The second option is to give less priority to the affix repetition argument, 
and still consider mi, di and si suffixes. To me, this seems to be the better 
option, because it seems to be the only way to give a natural account for the 
distribution of mi, di and si — both the fact that they only occur after the 
definiteness suffix -a, and the fact that they differ from all other postnominal 
possessives in requiring that the preceding noun is not elided. This is not to 
deny that the affix repetition argument is a real argument. However, it was 
mentioned at the end of section 5.1 that there are established cases in which 
an affix does not have to be repeated on every conjunct, so-called suspended 
affixation. Even if suspended affixation is not productive in other areas of 
Norwegian morphology, it has the advantage of being an independently 
established option in grammatical theory. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
Prenominal and postnominal possessive pronouns provide a situation where 
two positions contribute the same information, while there are grammatical 
differences between them. The architecture of LFG makes it possible to 
handle this type of situation in an enlightening way. The basic properties of 
Norwegian possessive pronouns can be accounted for by assuming that the 
prenominal ones are strong, while the postnominal ones are weak. There is 
evidence, however, that the dialect of Western Oslo has a group of suffixal 
possessives. 
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Abstract

In this paper I develop an LFG account of second position clitic place-
ment in R. gvedic Sanskrit. Clitic phenomena in this language are bothmore
complicated and more ambiguous than (supposedly) in Serbian/Croatian/
Bosnian, whose second position clitic data were recently treated by Bögel
et al. (2010). I develop a formal treatment of clitic ‘movement’ which partly
builds on Bögel et al.’s approach but which differs in certain fundamentals of
formalism, maintaining a strict division between the syntactic and prosodic
components of the grammar.

1 Introduction

There has been increasing interest in the interaction between prosody and syntax
in recent years; recent work within LFG includes Butt and King (1998), Mycock
(2006), and Bögel et al. (2009, 2010). One of the most problematic issues in the
prosody-syntax interface is that of second position clitics, whose position in the
clause, apparently determined at least partly by prosodic factors, cannot easily be
accounted for under ordinary assumptions about syntactic constituency. An anal-
ysis of clitics within an LFG framework has recently been undertaken by Bögel
et al. (2010); in this paper I consider the complex clitic data of R. gvedic Sanskrit
and develop an alternative method of modelling the misalignment between syntax
and prosody which this data reveals.

1.1 R. gvedic Clitics

TheR
˙

ěveda is the earliest surviving text in the oldest Indo-Aryan language, San-
skrit; it is a collection of c. 1000 ‘hymns’, metrical texts which originally had a
ritual function and were composed c. 1500–1200 B.C. R. gvedic syntax is remark-
ably free: all possible orderings of V, S, and O are found, andword order is based
on information structure (Viti, 2010); in fact word order patterns are very similar
to those established for Ancient Greek by Dik (1995, 2007). Nevertheless there are
clear syntactic rules and tendencies which provide evidence for structure within
clauses; this is most apparent near the start of a clause, in particular in the position
and ordering of clitic sequences.

According to Wackernagel’s Law (Wackernagel, 1892), formulated specifically
for ancient Indo-European languages like R. gvedic Sanskrit, unaccented elements

†I would like to thank Mary Dalrymple, Louise Mycock, AndreasWilli and Elizabeth Tucker for
their invaluable comments and criticisms of earlier versions of this paper, also the audience at LFG11,
in particular Dag Haug, for feedback and comments, and the audiences at the SE-LFG meeting at
SOAS and at the Oxford Syntax Working Group who heard earlierversions of this paper. I gratefully
acknowledge the financial support of the AHRC who have supported my doctoral study during which
this work was undertaken, and in particular grants from my Faculty (Linguistics, Philology and
Phonetics) and from the Lorne Thyssen Research Fund for Ancient World Topics at Wolfson College,
which enabled me to attend the LFG11 conference.
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occur in second position in the clause. However this is an over-simplified analysis
of what is in fact a complex set of data. Exx. (1, 2) fit Wackernagel’s pattern, but
exx. (3, 4) apparently do not (clitics are underlined).

(1) imám
˙this

ca
and

no
our

ěavés
˙
an
˙

am
˙cow-seeking

sātáye
for_victory

s̄ıs
˙
adho

direct
ěan

˙
ám

company

‘And direct this our cow-seeking company to victory.’ (6.56.5ab)

(2) mó
not=and

s
˙
ú

indeed
n
˙

ah
˙us

soma
Soma

mr
˙
tyáve

to_death
párā
away

dāh
˙give

‘And do not hand us over to death, Soma.’ (10.59.4a)

(3) utá
also

vā
or

yó
who

no
us

marcáyād
would_harm

ánāěasah
˙innocent

‘or also who would harm us innocent ones.’ (2.23.7a)

(4) divy´̄a
divine

´̄apo
waters

abh́ı
to

yád
when

enam
him

´̄ayan
came

‘When the divine waters came upon him’ (7.103.2a)

Note that not all enclitics are unaccented, and not all unaccented words are
enclitic.1 Several enclitics are accented, e.g.h́ı (in ex. 20 below),sú (in ex. 2),
nú.2 The major category of words in theR

˙
ěveda which is unaccented but not

syntactically enclitic is finite verbs in main clauses, ass̄ıs
˙
adho in ex. (1) anddāh

˙in ex. (2). Besides ‘second position’ clitics appearing to occur considerably later
than second in the clause, there are other complications in the R. gvedic data which
will be discussed below.

There have been two contrasting analyses of R. gvedic word order and in partic-
ular clitic placement in recent decades. A non-theoreticaland largely descriptive
‘Phonological Template’ approach was developed by Hock (e.g. 1982, 1996), fol-
lowed by Schäufele (1996). A transformational (GB) approach was developed by
Mark Hale (e.g. 1987, 1996, 2007). The only attempt to analyse R. gvedic word
order in a non-transformational theoretical framework is Schäufele’s (1991) LFG-
based asessment of RV syntax; but he did not adequately account for the position-
ing of clitics.

I will analyse the problems raised by the R. gvedic clitic data in §3, before de-
veloping my formal treatment of clitic misalignment in §4. Before that (§2) I will
discuss the most recent approach to second position cliticsin LFG, that of Bögel
et al. (2010).

1R. gvedic accent was tonal, main word accent correlating with ahigh tone; the high tone is indi-
cated with an acute in the transliteration.

2This is paralleled for example in Ancient Greek, where some second position clitics are accented
and some are not, e.g.ěe, te but dé, oûn.
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2 Clitic Sequences in LFG

The most recent treatment of second-position clitics in LFGis by Bögel et al.
(2010), building on a new method of modelling the interaction between prosody
and syntax presented in Bögel et al. (2009).3

Bögel et al. (2010) discuss problematic clitic phenomena inSerbian/Croatian/
Bosnian (SCB), in which sequences of clitics (clitic clusters) appear within syntac-
tic constituents. They explain this by assuming that cliticclusters can be generated
in the c-structure at the left edge of a clause but cannot stand there in the prosody.

(5) taj
that

joj
her

ěa
it

je
AUX

čovek
man

poklonio
presented

‘That man presented her with it.’ (Bögel et al., 2010, ex. 12a, p.112)

(6) C-Structure for ex. 5 (Bögel et al., 2010, ex. 26, p.118)

S

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

��
��

�

RRRRRRRRRR

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[

CCL

~~
~~

~
@@

@@
@ NP

tttttt

RRRRRRRRRR VP

interface
mapping

LBS

(S

(S

CL CL CL
joj ěa je

D
taj
taj joj ěa je

N
čovek
čovek

V
poklonio
poklonio

The clitic clusterjoj ěa je cannot stand in first position and so ‘moves’ to the
right of the first accented element, the ‘movement’ equivalent to Halpern’s (1995)
Prosodic Inversion to account for second position clitics.In SCB the clitic se-
quence can also appear in syntactic second position, in which case it can be ac-
counted for straightforwardly in the syntax.

(7) taj
that

čovek
man

joj
her

ěa
it

je
AUX

poklonio
presented

‘That man presented her with it.’ (Bögel et al., 2010, ex.11a, p.112)

(8) C-Structure for ex. 7 (Bögel et al., 2010, ex. 39, p.123)

S

iiiiiiiiiiii

~~
~~

~

UUUUUUUUUUUU

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

LBS NP

~~
~~

~
@@

@@
@ CCL

~~
~~

~
@@

@@
@ VP

(S

D
taj

N
čovek

CL CL CL
joj ěa je

V
poklonio

3Compare also Bögel et al. (2008) and Bögel (2010). The most important alternative approach
to clitics is within the Lexical Sharing theory of Wescoat (2002, 2005, 2007, 2009), which I do not
have space to discuss in detail; for a critical analysis of this theory in regard to clitic placement see
Bögel (2010, p. 97–100).
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In order to constrain the movement of clitic sequences, Bögel et al. (2010) in-
troduce into the PS-rules and thereby the c-structure reference to prosodic bound-
aries, here the left edge of a clause (LBS). They also introduce the CCL (‘clausally-
scoped clitic cluster’) into the PS-rules such that it is generated next to the left edge
of the clause, or as the second syntactic element in the clause. In order to control
the ‘phonological flip’ they introduce an ‘Interface Mapping Rule’ which roughly
states that a CCL clitic sequence can be placed one word further to the right in the
prosodic output than it is in the syntax, so long as in the syntax it is directly to the
right of a prosodic left boundary (and vice versa).

In my treatment I will adopt some of Bögel et al.’s fundamental assumptions;
I will make use of the category CCL for some but not all clitics, and I share their
intuition that the CCL can be generated at the start of a clause even if the clitics
within it ‘surface’ in the prosody one word further to the right. However I will
not adopt the more formal aspects of their approach. The projection of LBS and
RBS in the c-structure significantly changes the nature of c-structure by allowing
it to represent more than just the position and constituencyof words. In their
approach this is necessary, however, because the interfacemapping rule needs to
make reference to prosodic boundaries.

Moreover Bögel et al.’s interface mapping rule makes reference to clitic se-
quences appearing in the CCL such that phonological movement can only take
place where the c-structure projects a CCL. In my view the ‘movement’ governed
by the interface mapping rule is governed rather by the interaction of more gen-
eral constraints on c-structure and p-structure formationwhich do not therefore
require a special rule referring specifically to clitic groups appearing in a particu-
lar syntactic context. This also permits more complicated clitic data, such as that
found in R. gvedic Sanskrit, to be accounted for without having to add tothe formal
architecture.

A third feature of the architecture formulated by Bögel et al. (2010) is the
difference between prosodic and syntactic second position. Following Halpern
(1995) they assume that Prosodic Inversion should be treated as a last resort: if
the position of clitics can be accounted for in the syntax, then do so. SCB is
usually taken as one of the best examples of a language in which the cliticscannot
be positioned syntactically, because NPs such astaj čovek cannot otherwise be
discontinuous.4

If, however, we have accepted the principle of phonologicalmovement, it is
questionable whether we can always treat it as a last resort.If it is a genuine lin-
guistic possibility, then it may occur even when a fully syntactic account is equally
valid. In particular, if the first syntactic constituent of aclause consists of a single
prosodic word, then the difference between syntactic and prosodic second position

4The SCB data is more ambiguous than Bögel et al. (2010) and many earlier authors assume; see
now Ćavar and Seiss (2011) and references therein. Nevertheless if such examples did not constitute
a problem for syntactic analysis they would not have become so widely discussed; moreover the
basic facts assumed for SCB by Bögel et al. (2010) are uncontroversially found in other languages
such as Ancient Greek, Gothic, and possibly Warlpiri.
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is neutralized.5 In a language such as R. gvedic Sanskrit, where there is consider-
able freedom for discontinuous constituents, certain enclitics only ever occur after
the first phonological word. Even where this appears to result in the enclitic ‘in-
terrupting’ an intial constituent, it cannot be proven thatwe are not dealing with
two discontinuous constituents with the clitic in secondsyntacticposition, as in the
following example.

(9) imám
˙this

ca
and

no
our

ěavés
˙
an
˙

am
˙cow-seeking

sātáye
for_victory

s̄ıs
˙
adho

direct
ěan

˙
ám

company

‘And direct this our cow-seeking company to victory.’ (6.56.5ab)

Here it is tempting to takeimám
˙

ěavés
˙
an
˙

am
˙

‘this cow-seeking (thing)’ as a
single constituent, interrupted by two enclitics; howeverit is always possible in
contexts like this to take the first word, hereimám

˙
‘this’, as a separate constituent

from the second non-clitic word. In other words there are contexts in which we
cannot prove one way or another whether we are dealing with syntactic or prosodic
second position. The assumption that syntax always takes priority over prosody
has no absolute basis and cannot be used as a valid means of deciding a given case.
If phonological movement is possible, this possibility should be independent of the
syntax, i.e. it should be equally possible (within its own, phonological, constraints)
in languages or contexts where our syntactic architecture can in principle permit a
fully syntactic account of surface word order as it is in contexts where it cannot.

3 Clitics in R. gvedic Sanskrit

3.1 Clitic ‘movement’ in R. gvedic Sanskrit

R. gvedic Sanskrit, like many other languages, has a class of enclitic conjunctions
which always follow the first non-enclitic (phonological)word of their domain,
even where this entails interrupting what appears to be a syntactic constituent.
As stated above, the considerable freedom for discontinuity of constituents means
that it is hard to prove syntactic constituency and therefore clitic ‘movement’ in
R. gvedic Sanskrit. But given the evidence for phonological movement in other lan-
guages, we do not necessarilyneedto prove syntactic constituency before we can
assume movement.

3.2 Clitic conjunctions

We will begin our survey of R. gvedic clitics by looking at clitic conjunctions. De-
scriptively, clitic conjunctions always appear in the output one word to the right of
where they might be expected to be in the c-structure. According to Bögel et al.
(2010, p.121, on Russianli) this involves a CCL, but one which can only appear in

5At least in terms of the output word order; there could potentially be prosodic differences be-
tween the two.
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prosodic second position, not in syntactic second position. If their approach were
applied to R. gvedic clitic conjunctions, the passage given in ex. (10) would have
the c-structure given in ex. (11).

(10) ávobhir
with_assistance

vā
or

mahádbhih
˙with_great

sá
this

prá
PRVB

śr
˙
n
˙

ve
is_famed

‘or through your great assistances this one is famed.’ (4.41.2d)

(11) C-Structure for RV 4.41.2d (ex. 10)

S

ooooooooooooooooooo

tttttt

RRRRRRRRRR

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

CCL NP

llllllllll

RRRRRRRRRR NP VP

qqqqqqq

MMMMMMM

LBS

(S

CL
vā

N
ávobhir

A
mahádbhih

˙

N
sá

prá śr
˙
n
˙

ve

However in terms of linear order this is effectively the sameposition as for a
‘normal’, non-enclitic conjunction, i.e. directly preceding the first element of the
conjoined S. In other words the CCL demanded by Bögel et al. (2010) to account
for the position of enclitic conjunctions is in this case structurally in exactly the
same position as the normal functional position of such conjunctions, CONJ.6 It
therefore makes more sense to treat the enclitic conjunctions as generated in CONJ

rather than a CCL. The necessity of the CCL as a category will be discussed below,
but we should follow the principle that as a non-standard X-bar category the CCL
should be reserved only for clitics whose syntactic positioning cannot be treated
under any ordinary syntactic category.

Enclitic conjunctions, of course, can also conjoin NPs, APsand PPs within
clauses. We cannot suppose that a ‘clausally-scoped cliticcluster’ could appear
within such constituents, rather the clitic conjunction appears in its regular position
(CONJ). So for a simple NP conjunction such asaěńır uěró vā ı́ndrah

˙
‘Agni or

fierce Indra’, the c-structure will be as follows.7

(12) NP

iiiiiiiiiiii

UUUUUUUUUUUU

NP CONJ

vā
NP

nnnnnnnn

PPPPPPPP

aěńır uěró ı́ndrah
˙

6This is not the case for Russianli which is the (subordinating) conjunction discussed by Bögel
et al. (2010), but by extension would apply to conjunctions which are found in CONJ. Russianli can
be generated in its syntactically expected position, C (cf.King, 1995, §10.2, p.232–238).

7This example from Hale (2007, p.205).
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3.3 CCL Clitics

While clitic conjunctions always appear to the right of the phonological word cor-
responding to the terminal node which they directly precedein c-structure, other
clitics, namely clitic pronouns and particles, have a variety of possible positions.

Firstly clitic pronouns and particles can occur cliticizedto a governing word
within a VP, NP or even PP; in these positions the clitics can be unproblematically
generated under the appropriate syntactic node in the c-structure and no ‘move-
ment’ need be assumed. This clitic position will therefore not be considered fur-
ther. Such clitics can also appear near the start of a clause in a ‘clitic cluster’.
Descriptively, the start of any R. gvedic clause consists of a series of elements or-
dered according to a template of the following kind.

(13) (Conj) (XP) (XP) (Prvb) (Dem./Rel. Prons) (Pcls) (Prons)

All elements in the ‘initial string’ are in principle optional. The first possible
element is a conjunction which cannot be preceded by any other element of the
clause (assuming it is a clausal, not phrasal, conjunction); if the conjunction is en-
clitic it will follow the first word as discussed above. Then follow two positions
which can be filled by any XP from the clause; these are usuallyconsidered to be
topicalization/focus positions, and will be discussed in more detail below. Follow-
ing this a preverb can occur, if it is not proclitic or enclitic on its verb; following
this we find the regular position of the demonstrative and relative pronounssá-, syá-
andyá-. Then come enclitic sentence particles and finally encliticpronouns. Since
it is rare for more than one of the first five elements of the initial string to be filled,
these enclitic words often appear in ‘second position’ in the clause. Following this
initial string will be the rest of the sentence.

Previous analyses of the ‘initial string’ have taken the last two elements, the
sentence particles and enclitic pronouns, as the only clitic categories (besides clitic
conjunctions). However there is also evidence that preverbs and demonstrative/
relative pronouns should also be treated as clitic categories when appearing near the
start of the clause (and not topicalized or focused). As thishas not been previously
recognized I will discuss this briefly before developing my analysis of CCL clitics.

3.3.1 Relative and Demonstrative Pronouns

Relative and demonstrative pronouns (including subordinating conjunctions which
historically evolved from the former such asyád ‘when, because’) often occur in
first position in the clause, in which case they can usually beinterpreted as topical
elements, i.e. descriptively in one of the XP slots in the initial string ‘template’.
However they can also appear following a different topicalized XP in which case
they cannot be so analysed.

Evidence from sandhi phenomena suggests that in non-initial position demon-
strative and relative pronouns were not infrequently enclitic. This, together with the
fact that descriptively such pronouns directly precede thetraditional ‘clitic cluster’,
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suggests that in fact these pronouns should likewise be analysed within the clitic
cluster.8

Sanskrit has internal and external sandhi rules. The lattergovern the phono-
logical interactions between independent phonological words which appear next
to one another in the clause. Internal sandhi applies withinphonological words,
and for these purposes clitics do not count as independent phonological words, but
part of the preceding or following word. This should give us aclear criterion for
determining whether a given word is clitic or not in a given context; unfortunately
internal and external sandhi differ in only a few details, sooften we cannot be
sure which we are dealing with. So for example the first segment of the relative
pronounyá- is not affected by sandhi and itself causes no distinct internal sandhi
phenomena. The first segments of the demonstrative pronounssá-/tá- andsyá-/tyá-,
on the other hand, are affected by internal sandhi rules. Specifically an s can be
retroflexed according to the so-called ‘ruki’ rule, when oneof the four segmentsr,
u, k, i directly precedes it in the same phonological word. There are many exam-
ples of internal sandhi affecting the first segment of these demonstrative pronouns,
which proves that, despite being accented in our texts and often occurring in initial
position in the clause, these pronouns are, in these instances at least, enclitic on the
preceding word. So we haves

˙
á for sá in ex. (14),t

˙
áj for táj in (15).

(14) prá
before

sú
PTC

s
˙
á

that
v́ıbhyo
from_birds

maruto
Maruts

v́ır
bird

astu
let_be

‘Let that bird be before (all other) birds, O Maruts.’ (4.26.4a)

(15) ńıs
˙out

t
˙
áj
that

jabhāra
brought

camasám
˙ladle

ná
like

vr
˙
ks
˙
´̄ad

from_wood
bŕ
˙
haspátir

Br.haspati

‘Br.haspati brought that out like a ladle from wood.’ (10.68.8cd)

Although there is no sandhi evidence for the clitic status ofthe relative pro-
noun, there is evidence that related relative pronouns in other Indo-European lan-
guages were at least optionally enclitic. This is suggestedby the positioning of
relative pronouns in Old Irish (Watkins, 1963, p.29) and Ancient Greek (Fraser,
2001, p.141), the development of the definite adjective declension in Balto-Slavic
possibly from a postposed relative construction (Vaillant, 1942), and the develop-
ment of the ezafe construction from a relative pronoun in Iranian languages (Haider
and Zwanziger, 1984; Haig, 2011).

We must therefore distinguish clitic and non-clitic variants of these words, the
former generated under the appropriate XP nodes in cases of topicalization or fo-
cus, the latter generated in the ‘clitic cluster’ where not topicalized or focused.9

8Hale, among others, considers interrogative pronouns to besyntactically parallel to these relative
and demonstrative pronouns but this is not in fact justified:interrogative pronouns can only ever be
preceded by a single constituent while the others can be preceded by up to two constituents; by my
analysis this means that interrogative pronouns must be topical elements filling the second optional
XP of the clause (see above).

9The other enclitic pronouns also have non-clitic variants which are likewise used in contexts of
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3.3.2 Preverbs

Further support for this position of relative and demonstrative pronouns comes
from the positioning of preverbs. Preverbs are adverbial elements which can oc-
cur either near the front of the clause, or else directly preceding (proclitic on) the
verb. Descriptively ‘initial string’ preverbs occur directly before the clitic cluster as
formulated thus far, often first, or second following a ‘topicalized’ element (Hale,
1996, p.183–186).

Preverbs at or near the start of a clause are usually treated as topicalized or fo-
cused elements. There are two competing justifications for this: either the preverb
itself is focused, or the preverb serves to focus or topicalize the verb with which it
is associated.

In some cases it is possible to treat the preverb as topicalized. However pre-
verbs appear in their ‘initial string’ position in between 40–50% of their occur-
rences (depending on the particular preverb), and it is unlikely that directional ad-
verbs would be topicalized or focused so frequently. Moreover statistical evidence
shows that these initial string preverbs cannot (always at least) be serving to top-
icalize/focus the verb. For example there are c. 200 clauseswith yám (accusative
singular masculine relative pronoun) where the verb has no preverb - the verb pre-
cedes the relative pronoun (ie. it is topicalized/focused)in 3.5% of them; there are
c. 70 clauses with a preverb - the preverb precedes the relative pronoun in 28.3%
of them.10

We are left with preverbs in the initial string, directly preceding the clitic clus-
ter, not topicalized or focused, words which in other contexts (when adjacent to the
verb) are clearly (pro)clitics. If we assume that the CLL canhost not just enclitics,
but also proclitics, then the position of the preverbs can beeasily explained.

(16) divy´̄a
divine

´̄apo
waters

abh́ı
to

yád
when

enam
him

´̄ayan
came

‘When the divine waters came upon him.’ (7.103.2a)

(17) C-Structure for RV 7.103.2a (ex. 4=16)

S

llllllllll

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

NP

llllllllll

RRRRRRRRRR CCL

llllllllll

RRRRRRRRRR VP

AP
divy´̄a

N
´̄apo

CL
abh́ı

CL
yád

CL
enam

V
´̄ayan

topicalization and focus, but with these the difference is marked by the respective presence or lack
of accent. Cf. also Selkirk (1995) on function words with accented and unaccented variants.

10I have taken statistics from clauses with relative pronounssince the topicalization/focus position
before the pronoun is unambiguous, unlike in many other contexts.
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This provides further evidence for the position of relativeand demonstrative
pronouns within the CCL, since in examples such as (4=16) thepronoun manifestly
appears between CCL elements.

As proclitics, there is no restriction against preverbs occurring in clause-initial
position: therefore it is possible for the elements of a CCL to remain in first posi-
tion in a clause if the first element of the CCL is a proclitic. The CCL sequence
of proclitic followed by one or more enclitics forms a singlephonological word,
within which internal sandhi rules apply regularly.11

3.4 The CCL

As argued in the previous section it is not always necessary to posit a CCL to
host clitics which undergo prosodic inversion. However in other contexts thisis
justified. This is most clear, as in SCB, where more than one clitic of different
lexical categories appear together in a particular position in the clause which cannot
be justified on the basis of their lexical categorization. The same is true in R. gvedic
Sanskrit, where clitic clusters in second position can include preverbs, sentence
particles and enclitic pronouns.

The syntactic treatment of clitic clusters is a problematicissue. Clitics which
appear in clitic clusters are positioned on the basis of their clitic status rather than
for any other syntactic reason. While clitic clusters oftenfunction as syntactic units
(see e.g. Halpern, 1995, p.191–222 with references), thereis no traditional XP cate-
gory which can adequately dominate the varieties of cliticsinvolved. The syntactic
constituency of the CCL (and the fact that we have a CCL ratherthan a series of
independent CLs) can only be based on the fact that the cliticcluster cannot be bro-
ken up by any other element of the clause. On the other hand clitic clusters could
often be treated as single lexical items but do not seem to be formed in the lexicon
according to normal morphological processes. Simpson and Withgott (1986) deal
with clitic clusters by a process of ‘template morphology’ in the lexicon; the CCL
utilized by Bögel et al. (2010) is an alternative, syntax-based approach. What both
approaches share is the recognition that the syntactic constituency of clitic clusters
cannot be accounted for by traditional X-bar theoretic rules. I will make use of
the CCL here, but this approach could easily be adapted to alternative methods of
treating clitic clusters.

(18) v́ıśvā
all

sú
indeed

no
for_us

vithur´̄a
unstable

pibdan´̄a
firm

vaso
good

’mitr´̄an
enemies

sus
˙
áhān

easy_to_conquer
kr
˙
dhi

make

‘Indeed, make everything which is unstable firm for us, O goodone, (and
make) our enemies easy to conquer.’ (6.46.6cd)

11Note that there is no constraint against a single phonological word having more than one accent:
cf. lexical words such asěn´̄aspáti-, bŕ

˙
haspáti- etc. The formation of single phonological words from

proclitic plus enclitic is paralleled in Ancient Greek, with e.g.éı te > éıte etc.
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When the CCL appears within another syntactic constituent,as in ex. (18), we
can follow Bögel et al. (2010) and assume that in c-structurewe in fact have a
CCL at the start of the clause, which then undergoes ‘movement’ to after the first
phonological word.

(19) C-Structure for ex. (18)

S

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

RRRRRRRRRR

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[

CCL

llllllllll

RRRRRRRRRR
NP

llllllllll

RRRRRRRRRR
. . .

CL
sú

CL
no

A
v́ıśvā

N
vithur´̄a

Sometimes a clitic pronoun or sentence particle (but not a conjunction) appears
after the firstconstituent; again we can follow the principles proposed by Bögel
et al. (2010) and generate the CCL insyntacticsecond position. The c-structure
for the following example will then be exactly parallel to that given in ex. (8), but
without the LBS.

(20) mahé
to_great

ks
˙
atr´̄aya

to_dominion
śávase
to_might

h́ı
for

jajñé
was_born

‘For he was born to great dominion (and) might.’ (7.28.3c)

It is not necessary to utilize a PS-rule of the kind assumed byBögel et al.
(2010), involving optionality, to account for the variation between second prosodic
and second syntactic position. Although the precise details for the R. gvedic Sanskrit
are uncertain, I would rather assume a generic PS-rule such as the following, where
the first optional XP in the clause is marked for focus or topicalization, meaning
that the CCL appears in first position in the c-structure whennothing fills this first
XP slot.12

(21) S→ (XP) (CCL) (XP). . .

The following example shows both an enclitic conjunction, generated in CONJ,
and an enclitic pronoun, generated in the CCL, which both undergo phonological
movement to within the first constituent of the clause.

(22) kéna
with_what

vā
or

te
you

mánasā
with_attitude

dāśema
we_should_do_service

‘or with what attitude should we do service to you?’ (1.76.1d)
12In some passages it appears that the clitic cluster is positioned not in relation to the start of the

clause but in relation to metrical boundaries such as line breaks and caesuras (see in particular Hock,
1996); this has been used to support a purely prosodic account of clitic placement in theR

˙
ěveda.

However all such examples can be explained syntactically byassuming either dislocated topics or
second syntactic position of the CCL, or both.
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(23) C-Structure for RV 1.76.1d (ex. 22)
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N
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V
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4 An OT analysis of ‘movement’

Previous approaches to clitic ‘movement’ involve additionto or alteration of the
formal framework of LFG, whether this means adding further layers of structure
as in Wescoat’s (2009) lexical sharing, or introducing prosodic brackets into c-
structure as in Bögel et al.’s (2010) approach.

However it would be preferable to be able to deal with the positioning of clitics
without arbitrarily adding to our theory.13 We will see that the problem of clitic
positioning can be resolved simply in an OT-LFG framework.

The positioning of clitics is a c-structure problem with a prosodic (p-structure)
origin: the particular prosodic features of clitics which result in their appearance
within constituents causes a problem when we try to account for their position in c-
structure terms. In order to account for the position of clitics, then, we need a direct
relation between c-structure and some kind of prosodic structure. A direct relation
between c-structure and p-structure has been widely accepted since Butt and King
(1998), found recently, for example, in Mycock’s (2010, p.292) schematic repre-
sentation of the LFG projection architecture. A slightly different view is taken by
Dalrymple and Mycock (2011) who assume only an indirect relation between c-
structure and p-structure, mediated by the string of lexical items. But even such an
indirect relation should be reconcilable with the OT-basedaccount of ‘movement’
detailed here.

(24) Correspondence relations in the projection architecture (fragment)

ρ φ•
P-structure

// •
C-structure

// •
F-structure

If we assume a relation between p-structure and c-structure, we can annotate
c-structure nodes with their respective relations to p-structure. This does not mean
that every c-structure node directly corresponds to a p-structure node, though some

13Admittedly the CCL c-structure category is an addition to the traditional set of X-bar categories,
but something special is required for the clitic cluster in any framework.
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will. For the purposes of treating clitics, we require reference primarily to the
level of the Prosodic Word, and for simplicity I will ignore other levels here.14

Annotations in the c-structure can include the following.

(25) • ↓ρ=ω: the corresponding element in the p-structure forms a
phonological word.

• ↓ρ⊂−→ω : the corresponding element in the p-structure forms a
phonological word with the phonological word directly to its right.

• *(ω↓ρ: the corresponding element in the p-structure cannot standat
the start of a phonological word.

4.1 The OT constraint system

I assume that all structures in the grammar may be analysed according to their own
set of OT constraints. In each case the GEN will be the rules of formulation of
that structure, e.g. in the case of c-structure it will be theparticular PS-rules of a
language. All possible outputs from these structure-specific rules will form the in-
put to the OT constraint systems. Assuming a direct mapping between c-structure
and p-structure on the one hand, and c-structure and f-structure on the other, any
OT approach to the c-structure will require coherence and faithfulness between the
c-structure and the structures related to it.15 Any given c-structure must in general
correspond to coherent, possible, f- and p-structures, butmore specifically it must
always correspond to either a particular f-structure or a particular p-structure. That
is, if we are parsing a given utterance, the c-structure mustcorrespond to the partic-
ular, given, p-structure corresponding to that utterance,while if we are generating
a sentence with a given meaning, the c-structure must correspond to the particular
f-structure which corresponds to that meaning.

The clitic problem arises at the interface between the c-structure and the p-
structure. Therefore if we have a given meaning (i.e. we are generating) and there-
fore f-structure, the c-structure will be generated on the basis of the f-structure
without problem; the ‘movement’ of clitics will have to be accounted for in the in-
verse mapping from c- to p-structure (ρ-1). If we are parsing, the p-structure will be
given, and the ‘movement’ of clitics must be accounted for inthe p- to c-structure
mapping (ρ). I assume that the ‘movement’ is due to the interaction of compet-
ing prosodic and syntactic features which can best be represented in terms of OT
tableaux.

For any given c-/p-structure pair, there will be one set of syntactic constraints
governing the c-structures competing to represent a given p-structure (i.e. forρ),

14I assume that, at least at this level of prosodic representation, the Strict Layer Hypothesis
(Selkirk, 1984, p.26; Nespor and Vogel, 1986, p.7) is to be understood as a violable set of constraints
(as per Selkirk, 1995). In particular, Phonological Words can be recursively formed, following e.g.
Peperkamp (1996, 1997) and like Selkirk’s (1995) ‘affixal clitic’ structure.

15Cf. Bresnan’s (1996) ‘C- to F-structure alignment’ constraint.
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and a different set of (phonological) constraints for the different p-structures com-
peting to represent a given c-structure (i.e. forρ-1). I will not deal with the p-
structure constraints here since they are a matter of phonology.

4.1.1 C-structure constraints

As stated above, the most basic constraints on c-structure involve faithfulness and
coherence in relation to f- and p-structure. Faithfulness to f- and p-structures can
be broken down into parts, e.g. FILL and PARSE, which penalize the addition and
omission of input information, but for our purposes we can treat them as single con-
straints, which we will label F-ALIGN and P-ALIGN respectively, except that for
explanatory clearness we will separate one particular sub-constraint of P-ALIGN

and treat it separately.

(26) • F-ALIGN: the c-structure is coherent with a possible/given f-structure.

• P-ALIGN: the c-structure is coherent with a possible/given
p-structure.

The sub-constraint that we will treat separately is part of the requirement for
coherence between c-structure and a given p-structure, namely that the integrity
and order of phonological words be preserved in the mapping from p-structure to
c-structure.

(27) • ω-ALIGN: preserve the order and integrity of phonological words.

A similar constraint requires that the order of lexical items in the c-structure
be the same as that in the corresponding p-string. I assume that s-forms are called
into the c-structure by corresponding p-forms via the lexicon.16

(28) • S-ORD: preserve the order of lexical items as found in the p-string.

All these constraints are high level constraints on competing c-structures which
can be independently motivated and are not hypothesized purely to account for
clitic ‘movement’. The final constraint used here is likewise independently moti-
vated. It is a constraint requiring economy of expression: see Morimoto (2001,
p.171–172) for a discussion of contraints of this type. Morimoto’s ECONOMY (de-
rived from Bresnan’s “Economy of Expression”) constraint penalizes every XP and
X0 node in the c-structure; I follow his definition below.17

(29) • ECONOMY: Economical structure is preferred (every XP and X0 is
penalized).

16The reference to linear adjacency required in this constraint could be formalized along the lines
of Asudeh (2009), e.g. requiring that∀∗.N(ρ(∗)) = ρ(N(∗)) whereρ represents the mapping between
p-structure and c-structure and N the next word according tolinear sequence.

17Wescoat (2007, p.456) makes use of exactly the same constraint but labels it *PROJ.
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Since all these constraints are independently motivated, this approach to clitic
positioning does not add anything arbitrary to the grammar just to deal with a small
group of problematic forms. Moreover, this approach is based on the given c-
structure rules of a language. In principle this means that if the c-structure rules of
a given language come to be more accurately understood such that ‘movement’ no
longer need be assumed (this has happened with Warlpiri, forwhich the prosodic
flip was once accepted) or indeed if an entirely new approach to c-structure is
adopted in which clitic ‘movement’ is not a problem, the theoretical basis of this
treatment is in no way invalidated or rendered superfluous. What it permits us to do
is deal with the problematic positioning of clitics within the context of our current
understanding of c-structure (in general and of given languages) without having to
arbitrarily augment our theory.

4.2 Examples

We will take as the first example the NPaěńıruěróvéndrah
˙

‘Agni or fierce Indra’
(ex. 12). To look at it first from the point of view of generation, and assuming a
single rule for conjunction in R. gvedic Sanskrit, XP→ XP (Conj) XP, we can draw
the c-structure with annotations as below. Given the requirements of F-ALIGN it
would be impossible to draw a tree in whichvā followed uěráh

˙
which preserved

the meaning ‘Agni or fierce Indra’, since ifuěráh
˙

precededvā it would have to be a
modifier of Agni. The annotations on the lexical items in the c-structure permit the
p-structure, drawn below, to be constructed. The annotations on the s-forms define
their prosodic classification in the p-structure.

(30) aěńıruěróvéndrah
˙

(ex. 12)

NP
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vā
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*(ω↓ρ
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˙↓ρ=ω

aěńır uěró vā ı́ndrah
˙
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JJ
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JJ
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rrrrrrr
ω

ω
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(31) aěńıruěróvéndrah
˙

(ex. 12)
aěníh. uěráh. vā índrah. F-AL. P-AL. ω-AL. ECON. S-ORD.� a. a. v. u. ı́. 6 *

b. a. u. v. ı́. *! 6

When we build the c-structure on the basis of the p-structurederived from the
output, we make use of the OT constraints as shown in the tableau.18 Candidate
(b) as given in the tableau preserves the order of lexical items as attested in the
p-structure, while candidate (a) violates this constraint. Both candidates violate
ECONOMY six times, so are not distinguished in this respect. Howevercandidate
(b), while preserving the order of lexical items, does not correspond to the given
p-structure, since on the basis of the prosodic specifications ofvā it would, in that
c-structure position, have to be forming (and not be at the start of) a phonological
word with ı́ndrah

˙
rather thanuěráh

˙
. Since the constraint P-ALIGN is ranked more

highly than S-ORD, candidate (a) is the winner, even though this c-structure does
not match the order of lexical items.

From this it should be clear that the constraint system is setup to require that
the c-structure preserve the order of lexical items as foundin the p-structure (and
vice-versa) except in the very constrained context of clitics where there is no better
option available.

In the following tableau, the ECONOMY constraint, being ordered before S-
ORD, ensures that the preferred c-structure candidate is one inwhich neither clitic
is treated in its s-string position even though it would be possible to leavete in its
output position by assuming a discontinuous constituent.19 The c- and p-structure
trees are given in ex. (33).

(32) kénavātemánasādāśema (ex. 22)
kéna v̄a te mánas̄a F-AL. P-AL. ω-AL. ECON. S-ORD.� a. v. t. k. m. 7 **

b. v. k. t. m. 8! *
c. v. k. m. t. *! 7 **

18Syntactic information has been omitted from the candidatesin the tableau due to space restric-
tions; they should be read as follows:
a. [NP [NP [N aěńıh

˙
]] [ CNJ vā] [ NP [A uěráh

˙
] [ N ı́ndrah

˙
]]]

b. [NP [NP [N aěńıh
˙
] [ A uěráh

˙
]] [ CNJ vā] [ NP [N ı́ndrah

˙
]]].

19Again the candidates have been abbreviated in the tableau; read as:
a. . . . [CNJ vā] [ S [CCL te] [ NP kéna mánasā]. . . ]
b. . . . [CNJ vā] [ S [NP kéna] [ CCL te] [ NP mánasā]. . . ]
c. . . . [CNJ vā] [ S [NP kéna mánasā] [ CCL te]. . . ].
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(33) kénavātemánasādāśema (ex. 22)
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5 Conclusion

In this paper I have explored the clitic data of R. gvedic Sanskrit. I have adopted
the CCL c-structure node from Bögel et al. (2010), but have shown that in the
R
˙

ěveda not all clitics are generated in the CCL: clitic conjunctions are generated
in their expected syntactic position. I have shown that contrary to traditional anal-
yses preverbs and non-initial relative and demonstrative pronouns can be treated as
clitics generated within the clitic cluster. My formal treatment of these clitic phe-
nomena accounts for the apparent prosodic ‘movement’ of clitics in the interface
between the c-structure and p-structure; OT constraints onthe formation of both
these structures govern the order of words in the respectivestructures and allow
for the positional disjunction of clitics. The advantage ofthis analysis over that
of Bögel et al. (2010) or Wescoat’s lexical sharing hypothesis is that it works with
minimal addition to the LFG architecture and unlike Bögel etal. (2010) it preserves
the modularity of the grammar by keeping prosodic information out of the syntax.
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Abstract

Word order freezing is a linguistic phenomenon by which normally free
word order is frozen in the absence of disambiguating case information. It
has been said to exist in Russian, Dutch, Korean, and many other languages.
Word order freezing has received increasing scholarly attention in recent
years, and it is often claimed that the phenomenon should be treated as part of
processing or as purely stochastic. Others maintain that itshould be treated
syntactically, but it has received relatively little attention in LFG. Indeed,
word order freezing presents unique challenges within LFG since it resists a
purely monotonic structural description. Using a notion ofcase indetermi-
nacy as in Dalrymple et al. (2009), in this paper I propose a novel analysis
of the phenomenon that I believe to be the first full account ofword order
freezing in a pure LFG framework. I will also compare it to a more intuitive
account that I have developed, which uses LFG modified with a single OT
constraint.

1 Introduction to word order freezing

The main goal of this paper is to present an LFG account of word order freezing
alongside an account that uses LFG in conjunction with Optimality Theory (OT).
Before we can do that, however, it is first necessary to give a brief introduction
to word order freezing, the phenomenon by which normally free word order is
frozen in the absence of disambiguating case information. Word order freezing has
received increasing attention cross-linguistically in recent years. Bouma(2008,
2011) notes that in languages like Russian and Dutch, word order can vary freely
unless case is ambiguous, at which point word order then steps in to determine
how the clause should be interpreted. Tily (2010) discusses the phenomenon at
length and points to Lee (2001) for Korean, Potts (2007) for Japanese, and Bouma
(2011) for Dutch. I have argued elsewhere (Mahowald, 2011) that itmay exist in
Old English. That said, word order freezing is a tricky phenomenon to isolate, even
in living languages, and it is difficult to conclude with certainty whether it indeed
exists in Old English.

Let’s take a look at how word order freezing works in Russian. Consider
the below examples from Jakobson (1963) and repeated in Bloom (1999). In the
examples in (1), both nominals are clearly marked.Mamais unambiguously nom-
inative, andpapuaccusative. Thus, it is unproblematic for the object to be topical-
ized, as in (1b). It remains clear thatmamais the subject despite the lack of SVO
order.

†I gratefully thank my supervisor Mary Dalrymple as well as Louise Mycock, Ash Asudeh, the
members of the Oxford Syntax Working Group, and the participants at LFG11 in Hong Kong.
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(1) (nominals morphologically distinct)

(a) Mama
Mother-NOM

ljubit
loves

papu.
father-ACC

‘The mother loves the father.’

(b) Papu[TOPIC]

Father-ACC
ljubit
loves

mama.
mother-NOM

‘The mother loves the father.’

In (2), however, both nominals are ambiguous between nominative and
accusative. As a result, the word order “freezes.” The only possiblereading is
SVO, and (2), with its topicalized object, is said to be impossible.

(2) (all nominals morphologically ambiguous between NOM and ACC)

(a) Mat’
Mother

ljubit
loves

doč’.
daughter

‘The mother loves the daughter.’

(b) Doč’
daughter

ljubit
loves

mat’.
mother

‘The daughter loves the mother.’

(c) *Doč’ [TOPIC]

Daughter
ljubit
loves

mat’.
mother.

Although this offers a general overview of how word order freezing works,
it may be an oversimplification. King (1995), for instance, notes that precisely the
type of supposedly ungrammatical reading shown in (2c) is obtainable giventhe
proper context. Similar context dependence is manifested in Dutch. While Bouma
(2011) and others see word order freezing as a clear effect, othershave suggested
that it does not exist at all or exists only very weakly. Conversation with native
Dutch speakers suggests that Bouma’s examples referenced in (11) can be easily
“unfrozen” through certain intonations much in the same way that a sentencelike
“Pizza Tom ate” is grammatical in English only in a very specific context with a
very specific intonation. For example, imagine that sentence coming as a response
to the question “Did Tom eat pizza?” If Tom ate a ton of pizza and the intonation
is right, “Pizza Tom ate” would be perfectly grammatical. In a totally unmarked
situation, however, it seems quite odd. Similarly, only when Bouma’s examples
are read with a “hat” intonation pattern is the freezing effect noticeable.

The apparent weakness of the constraint, combined with the fact that word
order freezing seems to show up cross-linguistically, has led some to suggest that
word order freezing is not a syntactic constraint at all but rather an effect that
should be handled stochastically or merely as a processing constraint. Fundamen-
tally, however, it has to do with syntax, and as such Bouma (2011) presents an
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interesting problem: “One needs to be able to model word order that is driven by
IS [information structure] rather than by grammatical function, but at the same
time this freedom has to be taken away when not obviously IS-related syntactic
phenomena such as agreement and case are in a certain configuration.”Indeed,
while we must recognize that word order freezing is not black and white, itis a
phenomenon that a theory of syntax should at least attempt to handle. And that is
what I will set out to achieve here in an LFG framework.

One of the things that makes word order freezing difficult to analyze in
LFG is the monotonicity requirement, as described in Bresnan (2001) and Dalrym-
ple (2001). The function that maps the c-structure onto the f-structure canonly
accumulate. Thus, resultant f-structures become more and more specific as we add
constraints. Ideally, we would want our rules to say that a word order becomes
restricted, perhaps to SVO or SOV, only when both the prospective subject and
prospective object have ambiguous case, as in {(↑CASE)= NOM | (↑CASE)=
ACC}. LFG and the rules of logic, however, require that only one side ofthe dis-
junction can be accepted. At that point, the information that there was ever an
ambiguity is lost. As we will see, the notion of case indeterminacy can help us
solve the problem.

In proposing an LFG analysis of this complicated phenomenon, I will offer
and compare two novel approaches: one within the traditional LFG framework and
one that requires a variant of Optimality Theory within LFG in order to explain
these phenomena. While the former has a certain appeal in its consistency withthe
basic tenets of LFG, including monotonicity, I argue that the latter is more elegant.

2 Russian word order freezing in LFG

2.1 Bloom’s account

Before offering my own analysis, it will be useful to understand Bloom (1999)
and its implications for Russian—as well as why the analysis is not adequate
for other languages. Russian allows quite free word order in transitive sentences
since objects can be topicalized and since Russian word order is more related to
information-structural categories rather than grammatical function, as in English.
Recall the examples from (1) and (2). Bloom assumes that in sentences (1a-b),
which have clearly marked case, there is a rule for constructive case attached to
each nominal. In Bloom’s analysis for 1a,Mamawould have (SUBJ↑) andpapu
would have (OBJ↑). That is, the former states “I am a subject” and the latter “I am
an object.” Moreover, Bloom also attaches a (↑GF) = SUBJ rule to unambiguously
nominative nominals and a (↑GF) = OBJ rule to unambiguously accusative ones.
He claims that this is necessary to account for agreement, as in Nordlinger (1998).

So Bloom’s lexical entry for an unambiguously accusative nounpapu‘fa-
ther’ is as below:
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(3) papu N (↑PRED) = ‘ FATHER’

(↑GEND) = MASC

(↑NUM) = SG

(↑PERS) = 3

(↑CASE) = ACC

(↑GF) = OBJ

(OBJ↑)

The c-structure rule for each NP states either that the GF or grammatical
function is constructed internally, or it is specified structurally in the c-structure
rules. The trees that Bloom gives differ from the one below in that the disjunction
is not specified and he leaves out some of the lexical rules attached to eachnominal.
Having said that, given the information he presents elsewhere, I believe that these
trees capture the intuition behind his approach.

To understand how Bloom represents word order freezing in LFG, it willbe
useful to pursue the Russian examples along with their corresponding c-structures
and f-structure in (4-7). The first two c-structures, (4a) and (5a),show thedifferen-
tiated nominals for nominative and accusative. The rule {(↑SUBJ) =↓ | (↑(↓GF))
= ↓} on the first nominal in the first two examples states “either I am my mother’s
subject or “my daughter has transferred a GF upward and I am that GF for my
mother.” So, in (4a), which is paired with (1a),Mamais unambiguously nominative
and can thus declare itself a subject. Either side of the disjunction in {(↑SUBJ)=
↑ | (↑(↓GF))= ↓} can be taken with no difference in result. Likewise,papu is un-
ambiguously accusative and declares itself an object. Again, either side ofthe
disjunction {(↑OBJ)=↑ | (↑(↓GF))=↓} is permissible and a viable option without
causing a contradiction.

In (1b), the order of subject and object is reversed. Nonetheless,mamastill
declares itself a subject (SUBJ↑) andpapudeclares itself an object (OBJ↑). Thus,
when faced with the disjunction {(↑SUBJ)=↓ | (↑(↓GF))= ↓} for the NP headed
by papu, it cannot be (↑SUBJ)=↓ because that would directly contradict (OBJ↑).
Therefore, the option taken must be (↑(↓GF))=↓. In this case, (↓GF) = OBJ, so we
get (↑OBJ) =↓ for thepapuNP. A similar logic means thatmamais still necessarily
the subject even though it comes after the verb. All of this can be seen in (5).

Now, let us consider the word freezing instances in (2).Mat’ anddoc̆’
are both ambiguous between nominative and accusative. Thus, they cannot project
either (↑SUBJ) or (↑OBJ) via constructive case since it could just as easily project
one as the other, and that would cause a contradiction. In other words, neitherMat’
nor doc̆ in the current system is able to mark itself as having any particular GF.
Because no GF is passed up to the NP, the first respective options of the disjunctions
{( {( ↑SUBJ)=↓ | (↑(↓GF))=↓} and {(↑OBJ)=↓ | (↑(↓GF))=↓} mustbe chosen since
the second part is no longer an option. As a result, with these ambiguous instances
in (2a) and (2b), the order is frozen as SVO. In (6), this works out fine. However,
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(4) (Bloom, 1999, 65)
(a)

IP

(↑TOP) =↓
{ (↑SUBJ) =↓ | (↑(↓GF)) =↓ }

NP

Mama
(SUBJ↑)

(↑GF) = SUBJ

↑= ↓
I

ljubit

↑= ↓
S

{ (↑OBJ) =↓ | (↑(↓GF)) =↓ }
NP

papu
(OBJ↑)

(↑GF) = OBJ
(b)


PRED ′LOVE
〈(

↑SUBJ
)
,
(
↑OBJ

)〉
′

TENSE present

TOP
[

E
]

SUBJ




PRED ‘mother’

GEND fem

PERS 3

NUM sg

CASE nom

GF SUBJ




OBJ




PRED ‘father’

GEND masc

PERS 3

NUM sg

CASE acc

GF OBJ
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(5) (Bloom, 1999, 66)
(a)

IP

(↑TOP) =↓
{(↑SUBJ) =↓| (↑(↓GF)) =↓}

NP

papu
(OBJ↑)

(↑GF) = OBJ

↑= ↓
I

ljubit

↑= ↓
S

{(↑OBJ) =↓| (↑(↓GF)) =↓}
NP

mama
(SUBJ↑)

(↑GF)=SUBJ
(b)


PRED ′LOVE
〈(

↑SUBJ
)
,
(
↑OBJ

)〉
′

TENSE present

TOP
[

E
]

SUBJ




PRED ‘mother’

GEND fem

PERS 3

NUM sg

CASE nom

GF SUBJ




OBJ




PRED ‘father’

GEND masc

PERS 3

NUM sg

CASE acc

GF OBJ
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(6) (Bloom, 1999, 67)
(a)

IP

(↑TOP) =↓
{ (↑SUBJ) =↓ | (↑(↓GF)) =↓}

NP

Mat’

↑= ↓
I

ljubit

↑= ↓
S

{ (↑OBJ) =↓ | (↑(↓GF)) =↓}
NP

doc̆
(b)


PRED ′LOVE
〈(

↑SUBJ
)
,
(
↑OBJ

)〉
′

TENSE present

TOP
[

E
]

SUBJ




PRED ‘mother’

GEND fem

PERS 3

NUM sg

CASE
{

nom, acc
}




OBJ




PRED ‘daughter’

GEND fem

PERS 3

NUM sg

CASE
{

nom, acc
}
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(7) (Bloom, 1999, 68)
(a)ungrammatical construction that arises when the second NP in this exampleis
forced to act as the subject

IP

(↑TOP) =↓
{(↑SUBJ) =↓| (↑(↓GF)) =↓}

NP

Doc’

↑= ↓
I

ljubit

↑= ↓
S

* (↑SUBJ) =↓
NP

mat’
(b)*


PRED ′LOVE
〈(

↑SUBJ
)
,
(
↑OBJ

)〉
′

TENSE present

TOP
[

E
]

SUBJ




PRED ‘mother’

GEND fem

PERS 3

NUM sg

CASE
{

nom, acc
}




SUBJ




PRED ‘daughter’

GEND fem

PERS 3

NUM sg

CASE
{

nom, acc
}
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the c-structure paired with the f-structure in (7), in which the second nominal is
the subject, is not possible since that would require taking the first option ofthe
disjunction {(↑SUBJ)=↓ | (↑(↓GF))= ↓}, which we have already said cannot be
done. In the c-structures that illustrate this, note that I have boxed the part(s) of the
disjunction selected for each construction represented.

Bloom’s analysis apparently works satisfactorily for Russian in which an
ambiguously marked nom/acc object cannot appear pre-verbally in the topicpo-
sition even when the other nominal elementis unambiguously marked.1 Consider
(8a-c), also from Bloom (1999). In these examples, the object is ambiguous in case
and, regardless of the subject’s case status, it still cannot be topicalizedunproblem-
atically. The same cannot be said, however, for other languages. This lacuna will
be returned to in Section 3.

(8) (a) Mal’ c̆ik
boy-NOM

videl
saw

los̆ad’
horse-nom/acc

‘the boy saw the horse’

(b) ?Los̆ad’[TOPIC]

horse-nom/acc
mal’c̆ik
boy-NOM

videl.
saw

? ‘The boy saw the horse’

(c) ?Los̆ad’[TOPIC]

horse-nom/acc
videl
saw

mal’c̆ik.
boy-NOM

? ‘The boy saw the horse’

2.2 Information-structural account of Russian freezing

In personal communication, Louise Mycock has suggested that Bloom’s analysis
fails to give appropriate consideration to information structural factors. That is, she
joins King (1995) in rejecting the idea that grammatical functions like SUBJ and
OBJ even have structurally assigned positions in Russian c-structure rules. Rather,
it is information-structural constraints on discourse functions that determine word
order.

For King (1995), the default order for Russian is actually V-first. The fact
that a nominal frequently appears pre-verbally is an artifact of there being a TOPIC
position in Spec,IP that is marked↓ ∈ (↑TOP) and (↑GF) =↓. These rules suggest
that the doubly ambiguous Russian sentences could receive trees as in (9) and (10),
which are based on similarly structured trees for different sentences in King (1995,
206, 224).

1Again, note the exceptions pointed out in King’s work.
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(9) SVO
IP

↓∈ (↑TOP)
NP

mat’-SUBJ

I′

I

ljubit

VP

V′

NP

doc’-OBJ

(10) OVS (assumes that the NP1 is marked by context as OBJ)
IP

↓∈ (↑TOP)
NP

mat’-OBJ

I′

I

ljubit

VP

NP

doc’-SUBJ
Contrary to what Bloom claims, the grammatical function in these trees

is not determined by c-structure. Rather, particular c-structure positionsare as-
sociated with particular discourse functions. This still allows a morphologically
ambiguous sentence to be disambiguated. In a completely unmarked context in
which it is not immediately clear which element is being used as a topic, Lambrecht
(1994, 132) provides a way to tell. He posits both that topic followed by comment2

is a default pragmatic ordering and that subjects are topics in an unmarked context.
In Russian, we already know from King (1995) that the topic appears in Spec,IP.
We add to that knowledge the fact that, cross-linguistically, topics are usually sub-
jects. We then arrive at a way to disambiguate an ambiguous clause. That is,if it is
not clear from context which of two nominals is acting as SUBJ, it can be assumed
that it is the one that is also TOPIC. This analysis helps clear up an example like
(9): it is natural that the first of the two ambiguous nominals will be taken to be
both TOPIC and SUBJ, whereas the second NP will be taken to be the OBJ and
part of the comment.

How then can we explain (10)? This is a structure that Bloom’s analysis
explicitly disallows. But, as King (1995, 2, fn. 2) points out, discourse effects can
easily override the freezing effects. If indeed the first nominal is clearlyan object
from the context of the sentence, then we can conclude that it is both an OBJ and
a TOPIC since it is in TOPIC position. Even though this is less common and less

2Comment, in effect, refers to that which is being said about the topic. See Lambrecht (1994).
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canonical than a configuration in which the topic is a subject, this construction
is perfectly legitimate provided that the context calls for it. There is no need to
turn to c-structural GF assignment as in Bloom. But Lambrecht’s idea that SUBJ
and TOPIC are interwoven in this way makes it easy to see how Bloom comes to
associate Spec,IP with (↑GF) = (↑SUBJ).3

3 Dutch word order freezing

Unlike with Russian, in Dutch only whenbothnominal arguments of a transitive
verb are ambiguous for caseandthere is no other disambiguating information does
the word order freeze. Let’s examine the following Dutch sentences fromBouma
(2011).4

(11) (a) De
The

Rode
Red

Duivels
Devils.PL

verslaan
beat.PL

Oranje.
Orange.SG

‘The Red Devils beats the Dutch national football team.’

(b) De
The

Rode
Red

Duivels
Devils.PL

verslaat
beat.SG

Oranje.
Orange.SG

‘The Dutch national football team beats the Red Devils.’

(c) België
Belgium.SG

verslaat
beat.SG

Oranje.
Orange.SG

‘Belgium beats the Dutch national football team.’5

NOT: ‘The Dutch national football team beats Belgium.’

Note that, whileDe Rode DuivelsandOranjeare both themselves ambigu-
ous for case, the distinction between (a) and (b) suggests that the mere presence of
disambiguating verb agreement is enough to allow unambiguous meanings. In the
case of (c), however, in which the verb is of no help in deciding what is thesubject
and what is the object, we see word order freezing. The SVO order is frozen.

Bouma (2011) handles this through a rather complicated bidirectional OT
analysis. Still, it should be readily apparent that Bloom’s LFG analysis cannot
be applied to Dutch in the same way that we saw for Russian. Likewise, applying
Bloom’s c-structure and lexical rules to Old English or Dutch would cause freezing
to occur where it need not: for instance, in a sentence with two nom/acc ambiguous
nominals but in which verb agreement means that only one can be the subject.
Fundamentally, we do not wish to enforce word order freezing only whenwe have
ambiguous case. As I stated previously, this presents a challenge for a monotonic
framework like LFG.

3See also Alsagoff (1992) for an LFG account of how SUBJ and TOPICare linked in Malay.
4Bouma points out that he is assuming a “hat” (rising on the first nominal and falling on the

second) intonation pattern for all three of these sentences. Without that intonation, the freezing
effect will not necessarily be achieved.

5The Dutch national football team is known as The Orange.
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4 Word order freezing in LFG

4.1 Case underspecification

So how can we handle this data in LFG? I will ultimately come down on the side
of using a special variant of OT. First, though, I will explore how freezing could
be handled in LFG without the use of OT constraints. In doing so, I will draw
on Dalrymple et al. (2009), who reject a traditional account of case ambiguity and
instead turn to indeterminacy by feature underspecification. That is, instead of
representing an ambiguous nominal as {(↑CASE) = NOM | (↑CASE) = ACC},
they represent case by features. The Russian ambiguously nom/accmat’ ‘mother’
would have the features (↑CASE GEN) =− and (↑CASE DAT) =− and so on. The
feature values for (↑CASE NOM) and (↑CASE ACC) would remain unspecified if
and until other information came along to specify it. For instance, a nominative
demonstrative could assign the values(↑CASE NOM) = + and (↑CASE ACC) =−.

If no such disambiguating features are present, then the noun would remain
underspecified for case. With this proposal, Dalrymple et al. (2009) solve the so-
called transitivity problem exemplified in German in (12).Hilft takes a dative
object andPapageienis ambiguously acc/dat. The nounPapageiencould meet
the verb’s dative requirement if its case was (↑CASE) = {ACC, DAT} and meet
the determinerdie’s accusative requirement with the same constraint (↑CASE) =
{ACC, DAT}. This is problematic.

(12) Er
he

hilft
helps

*die/den
*the-ACC/the-DAT

Papageien
parrots-ACC/DAT

‘he helps the parrots’

The feature underspecification approach would state initially thatPapageien
is −GEN and−NOM, which would allow it to be either accusative or dative. The
presence of a dative verb would then add the feature−ACC. Thus, the determiner
in this example could not bedie-ACC since that would make the nominal impossi-
bly −ACC as well as +ACC. This approach also solves the second-order indeter-
minacy problem, whose details can be found in the 2009 paper.

4.2 Word order freezing rules

Through feature underspecification, it is possible to construct a seriesof rules that
model word order freezing. For purposes of simplicity, I will address only nom/acc
ambiguity in the examples below, but the rules could in theory be extended for any
other type of case ambiguity. To summarize, each nominal can be either a) dif-
ferentiated for case or b) ambiguous between nominative and accusative. We will
assume that both nominals are morphologically negative for dative and genitive.
Crucially, the freezing effect takes place only if both nominals match the number
requirement imposed by the verb—a point we will return to below. A simplified
version of the rules attached to a NOM/ACC verb appears in (13). Note thatwe
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could use GF1 and GF2 in these rules in place of SUBJ and OBJ, but it is equivalent
and easier to explain the rules when we treat one GF as SUBJ and one as OBJ.

(13)





(↑SUBJ CASE acc) =c − ¬(↑SUBJ CASE acc) =−{
(↑OBJ CASE nom) =c − ¬(↑OBJ CASE nom) =−

SUBJ <f OBJ

}




if-then form:
• if ¬(↑SUBJ CASE acc) =−

• then if¬(↑OBJ CASE nom) =−
• then SUBJ <f OBJ

A bit of explanation will help clarify these rules. The first part of the first
disjunction is (↑SUBJ CASE acc) =−. If this is true (and we are assuming that
both nominals are negative for dative and genitive) for the first nominal (GF1), then
the only thing that it can rightfully be without contradiction is the subject. This is
an instance where there would be no ambiguity. That is, if the nominal represented
by GF1 is negative for accusative case, the other disjuncts need not apply since
there is no ambiguity possible even if the OBJ is ambiguous for case.

The second half of the main disjunction assumes that the SUBJ is not in
fact negative for accusative.6 That said, as long as (↑OBJ CASE nom) =− holds,
we still escape ambiguity.

However, if it is not the case that (↑OBJ CASE nom) =−, we are forced
to choose the right side of the smaller disjunction and the freezing effect occurs.
When we have the two-way ambiguous condition, the SUBJ is stipulated through
f-precedence as preceding the OBJ.7

Note, however, that this still does not solve the problem of how to ensure
that the freezing effect obtains only when there is no other agreement information,
like number, to disambiguate. By adding extra specifications to the rules, though,
we can do just that. An example is shown in (14), where we assume that the rule is
attached to a verb that is constrained to have a singular subject:(↑SUBJ NUM) =c
sg.

(14)





(↑SUBJ CASE acc) =c -
¬(↑SUBJ CASE acc) = -




(↑OBJ CASE nom) =c -
¬(↑OBJ CASE nom) = -{

(↑OBJ NUM) =c pl (↑OBJ NUM) =c sg
SUBJ<f OBJ

}








6The negated construction¬(↑SUBJ CASE ACC) =− is used rather than (↑SUBJ CASE ACC)
= + because it is not necessary that a positive value be instantiated in order for ambiguity to occur. It
only has to be not instantiated as negative. The only thing that can instantiate ACC = + is the verb, and
the presence of other disambiguating factors, like an accusative demonstrative, would serve merely
to eliminate all the case options except ACC.

7The notation used here indicates f-precedence. F-precedence is defined by Kaplan and Zaenen
(2003) as follows: “For any f-structuresf andg, f f-precedesg(written f <f g) if and only if all the
c-structure nodes that map tof precede all the c-structure nodes that map tog.” F-precedence has
important theoretical implications for LFG since left-to-right ordering rules typically apply only in
the c-structure but not in the f-structure. The use of f-precedence allows ordering constraints to flow
between the c-structure and the f-structure. See also Zaenen and Kaplan (1995).
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Let’s see how this works. For an example in which both nominals are
unambiguous, like (1a), the left side of the disjunction applies and there is no
freezing effect:

(15) Mama
Mother-NOM

ljubit
loves

papu
father-ACC

‘The mother loves the father’




(↑SUBJ CASE acc) =c -
¬(↑SUBJ CASE acc) = -




(↑OBJ CASE nom) =c -
¬(↑OBJ CASE nom) = -{

(↑OBJ NUM) =c pl (↑OBJ NUM) =c sg
SUBJ<f OBJ

}








What happens to our Dutch example where number agreement serves to
block the freezing effect? Compare (16) and (17). In the former, we are forced to
take the “ambiguous” options for SUBJ CASE and OBJ CASE. However, because
the object satisfies the constraint (↑OBJ NUM) =c pl (and we are dealing with a
verb that requires a singular subject), the freezing effect does not obtain.

On the other hand, (17) shows a situation in which both nominals are am-
biguous but in which (↑OBJ NUM) =c sg is satisfied. As a result, the f-precedence
freezing rule is in effect. In a similar way, any other sort of agreement, likeperson
or animacy, can be taken into account by adding it into the rules.

(16) De
The

Rode
Red

Duivels
Devils.PL

verslaat
beats.SG

Oranje.
the Orange.SG

‘The Dutch national football team beats the Red Devils.’




(↑SUBJ CASE acc) =c -

¬(↑SUBJ CASE acc) = -




(↑OBJ CASE nom) =c -
¬(↑OBJ CASE nom) = -{

(↑OBJ NUM) =c pl (↑OBJ NUM) =c sg
SUBJ<f OBJ

}








(17) België
Belgium.SG

verslaat
beat.SG

Oranje.
Orange.SG

‘Belgium beats the Dutch national football team.’

NOT: The Dutch national football team beat Belgium.





(↑SUBJ CASE acc) =c -

¬(↑SUBJ CASE acc) = -




(↑OBJ CASE nom) =c -
¬(↑OBJ CASE nom) = -




(↑OBJ NUM) =c pl (↑OBJ NUM) =c sg

SUBJ<f OBJ













Of course, this could make the rules quite unwieldy. For instance, there can
also be accusative/dative ambiguity. Thus, every verb that takes three arguments—
a nominative subject, an accusative object, and a dative object—would have an
extremely complicated set of rules attached to it. In the next section, I will show
how OT can offer a more elegant solution.

It is worth noting here that this analysis is entirely consistent with the
information-structural account of word order freezing presented for Russian as an
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alternative to Bloom (1999). For Russian, we can easily modify the rules to reflect
that Spec,IP (which is typically where the first nominal is found) is not necessarily
associated with (↑SUBJ) at all but is simply a TOPIC position. If we then accept
the Lambrecht argument that SUBJ and TOPIC are linked by default, the “frozen”
SVO order is no longer a mystery but is merely a by-product of the information-
structural effect.

5 Word order freezing in LFG with OT

OT points the way to a simpler treatment. The OT that I implement here is not ex-
actly Optimality Theory in the classical sense, as in Prince and Smolensky (2004).
Rather, it is based on the XLE implementation of OT constraints. Crouch et al.
(2008) describe the OT options in XLE as an instantiation of the “most common
mechanism used in Optimality Theory.”8 For word order freezing, I propose that
we institute a weak constraint for SUBJ <f OBJ that could be introduced and ap-
plied only in instances in which no unambiguous parse is derived for a given sen-
tence. Although this arguably violates LFG’s commitment to monotonicity, it is a
far simpler way to explain word order freezing.

We can implement this constraint through a simple OT tableau.9 For each
sentence, we can imagine a tableau like the one shown in (18).

(18)
Consistency SUBJ <f OBJ

a
b

A and B represent parses of the same sentence. The first column represents
the dominant constraint and stands for consistency in the LFG sense. Thesecond
column represents the less highly ranked constraint that SUBJ <f OBJ. In OT terms
Consistency »» SUBJ <f OBJ. Thus, if consistency is violated at all in a given
analysis, that analysis is immediately eliminated from contention. If consistency is
satisfied for both parses, but one parse has SUBJ <f OBJ and the other has OBJ <f

SUBJ, the optimal analysis is the one in which SUBJ <f OBJ.
Let’s return to the examples and f-structures from the Dutch examples from

above. For a sentence like (19) where number agreement can disambiguate the
nominals, we get the two possible f-structures shown in (20). (20a) violates the
SUBJ <f OBJ constraint that states that the subject should precede the object.
The f-structure (20b), on the other hand, does indeed have SO orderbut violates
consistency since its verb requries a singular subject but its subject is plural. This,
of course, is a crucial violation. Thus, (20a) is accepted and (20b) is dispreferred.

8In another departure from traditional OT, XLE allows preference marks alongside dispreference
marks.

9Besides Prince and Smolensky (2004), also see Kager (1999) for a general introduction and
Kuhn (2003) for a specifically syntactic approach to OT.
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(19) De
The

Rode
Red

Duivels
Devils.PL

verslaat
beats.SG

Oranje.
the Orange.SG

‘The Dutch national football team beats the Red Devils.’

(20) (a)



SUBJ




PRED ‘Orange’

CASE nom

PERS 3

NUM sg




PRED ‘beat
〈(

↑SUBJ
)(
↑OBJ

)〉
’

OBJ




PRED ‘Red Devils’

CASE acc

PERS 3

NUM pl







(b) *



SUBJ




PRED ‘Red Devils’

CASE nom

PERS 3

* NUM sg/pl




PRED ‘beat
〈(

↑SUBJ
)(
↑OBJ

)〉
’

OBJ




PRED ‘Orange’

CASE acc

PERS 3

NUM pl







(21)

Consistency SUBJ <f OBJ

�(20a) *
20b *!

(22) shows an altogether different situation. Here, there is no help given
by number agreement since the verb and both nominals are singular. Neither f-
structure in (23) violates consistency. But (22b) violates the SUBJ <f OBJ con-
straint since its object comes before the subject. Because there are no other vi-
olations, this becomes a crucial violation and we prefer (22a). This very simple
OT analysis achieves what we otherwise need quite complex LFG constraintsto
handle.

(22) België
Belgium.SG

verslaat
beat.SG

Oranje.
Orange.SG

‘Belgium beats the Dutch national football team.’

(23) (a)



SUBJ




PRED ‘Belgium’

CASE nominative

PERS 3

NUM sg




PRED ‘beat
〈(

↑SUBJ
)(
↑OBJ

)〉
’

TENSE present

OBJ




PRED ‘Orange’

CASE acc

PERS 3

NUM sg







(b) *



SUBJ




PRED ‘Orange’

CASE nominative

PERS 3

NUM sg




PRED ‘beat
〈(

↑SUBJ
)(
↑OBJ

)〉
’

TENSE present

OBJ




PRED ‘Belgium’

CASE acc

PERS 3

NUM sg







(24)

Consistency SUBJ <f OBJ

�(23a)
(23b) *!
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6 Conclusion

Ultimately, the word order freezing data can be explained effectively through either
the OT constraints in Section 5 or through the pure LFG description in Section 2.
Nonetheless, questions remain as to whether word order freezing is a syntactic
phenomenon at all. Bouma (2011) provides an overview of a debate between those
who see it as syntactic and those who see it as a processing constraint. Those
that view freezing as a processing constraint point to the fact that it caneasily
be overcome by prosodic and pragmatic factors. Indeed, it can be a relatively
weak constraint. Bouma, however, notes that the effect manifests itself in language
as soon as morphological case fails to disambiguate the reading. He proposes
a bidirectional OT model of language by which both the speaker and the hearer
conspire to avoid meaningful ambiguity. In brief, it more or less states that, given
a free word order language, if the hearer does not have morphological or other
information to disambiguate the clause, she will assume that the speaker is using
word order cues. The speaker will make the same observation, and both parties
will arrive at an unambiguous interpretation of the clause.

Tily (2010) provides experimental evidence for this process in Japanese.
In a series of timed reading experiments, he finds that word order has little effect on
clauses in which case is unambiguously marked. When case markings are removed,
however, the reader slows down considerably when faced with a pre-subject object.
I do not have space to do justice to the work, but the evidence strongly suggests
that comprehenders turn to word order when and only when case markingis am-
biguous. The OT approach that I have presented models this process in away that
is quite intuitive. That is, we could say that, only when comprehenders fail toen-
counter a crucial violation of consistency do they turn to the weaker subject-object
constraint. If morphology fails to deliver the necessary information, the speaker
and comprehender will turn to word order even during online processing. That
said, as Sag and Wasow (2007) and others note, most psycholinguistic evidence
favors a model-theoretic approach to language in order to account for the effects
seen in online processing—an approach not consistent with the OT approach pre-
sented here. In that sense, the “pure” LFG approach is perhaps worth considering,
even though it requires a much more complex set of constraints. Further work is
needed to assess the two approaches in terms of both psychological realityas well
as computational tractability.

Regardless of which treatment emerges as the most satisfactory, I believe
that this paper has demonstrated the possibilities available for analyzing wordorder
freezing syntactically in a way that is effective and easily implementable in parsing
software like XLE.
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Abstract

The distinction between arguments and adjuncts is fundamental to most lin-
guistic theories, yet the distinction is not always clear. In addition to clear ar-
guments and clear adjuncts, there are a number of unclear, in-between cases.
These cases include passive agents, benefactives, directionals, and a number
of other types of phrases. We argue that the in-between status of the unclear
cases can be explained if they are analyzed as derived arguments; i.e., argu-
ments that are added to verbs at the grammatical level of argument structure.

1 Introduction

The distinction between arguments and adjuncts is crucial in linguistics. Psycho-
linguistic studies indicate that the distinction is also psycho-linguistically real (see
Tutunjian and Boland 2008). InLFG, the distinction is relevant throughout the gram-
mar: In the lexicon and at a(rgument)-structure, the lexical entries contain informa-
tion about arguments only. At f(unctional)-structure, theclassification of functions is
partly based on whether they are arguments or adjuncts. At c-structure, arguments are
typically attached closer to the verb than adjuncts.

There are no universally agreed-upon definitions of arguments and adjuncts, even
though the concepts are important to linguistic theory. However, the general intu-
ition is that, roughly speaking, arguments are the central,necessary participants in the
event, whereas adjuncts provide “extra” information aboutwhere, when and how the
event occurred. Here are some representative definitions from syntax textbooks:

“Adjuncts are always optional, whereas complements are frequently
obligatory. The difference between them is that a complement is a
phrase which isselectedby the head, and therefore has an especially
close relationship with the head; adjuncts, on the other hand, are more
like ‘bolt-on’ extra pieces of information and don’t have a particularly
close relationship with the head.” (Tallerman, 2005, 98)
“This distinction between arguments and adjuncts is important, but not
always easy to make. The basic difference is that arguments are closely
associated with the meaning of the predicate itself, while adjuncts are
not.” (Kroeger, 2004, 10)
“The arguments are the participants minimally involved in the activity
or state expressed by the predicate.” (Haegeman, 1994, 44)
“Verbs and adjectives, and some nouns, express properties of things
[...] or relationships between things [...]. The argumentsare the phrases
that denote the things that have such properties or are involved in such
relationships.” (Culicover, 1997, 16)
“The entities (which can be abstract) participating in the [predicate]
relation are called arguments.” (Carnie, 2006, 51)
“From a semantic perspective, subjects and complements share in com-
mon the fact that they generally represent entities directly involved in
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the particular action or event described by the predicate: to use the
relevant semantic terminology, we can say that subjects andcomple-
ments arearguments of the predicate with which they are associated.
[...] An expression which serves to provide (optional) additional in-
formation about the time or place (or manner, or purpose etc.) of an
activity or event is said to serve as anadjunct. (Radford, 2004, 3–4)

There is widespread agreement that the distinction betweenarguments and ad-
juncts is important, and the basic intuition behind this distinction is clear. However,
there are certain types of phrases that fall in between proto-typical arguments and
adjuncts. For example, Grimshaw (1990) notes that event nominal possessives (the
enemy’sdestruction of the city) and passive agents (the city was destroyed by the
enemy) are neither proto-typical arguments nor proto-typical adjuncts. She refers to
these classes of phrases asargument-adjuncts.

Dowty (2003) points out that the distinction between complements (arguments)
and adjuncts is fluid, and he argues for a dual analysis, where“virtually all” comple-
ments can be analyzed as adjuncts, and adjuncts can be analyzed as complements. He
specifically discusses different uses ofto-PPs and the agentive phrase in passives. He
suggests that a dual analysis is what makes sense formally, and we should leave to
psycho-linguistics to determine how the cases differ in “mental processing”.

Hedberg and DeArmond (2009) argue that we need to distinguish between not
two, but three types of categories: adjuncts, primary complements and secondary
complements. They argue this based on two syntactic tests: pseudoclefting and prepo-
sition stranding.

Zaenen and Crouch (2009) discusssemantically restrictedOBLiquesin LFG and
suggest that they be classified as adjuncts.LFG distinguishes between two types of
OBL: idiosyncratically markedOBL and semantically markedOBL. Idiosyncratically
markedOBLs are marked with a ‘quirky’ case marker or preposition; the marker is
not (fully) semantically predictable. For semantically marked OBLs, the preposition
or case marker is meaningful. An example of the former is thein-PP intrust in NP,
and an example of the latter is theto-PP ingive NP to NP. Zaenen and Crouch (2009)
argue that idiosyncractically markedOBL can be classified as such, but semanticOBL

should be classified asADJ. One of the arguments they provide for collapsing the cat-
egories is that that classic tests for argumenthood often donot work unambiguously.

The authors listed above and others (e.g., Whaley 1993; McKercher 2001; Larson
1998; Croft 2001) have in common that they note the difficulties involved in distin-
guishing between arguments and adjuncts. Some authors suggest the distinction may
not be useful at all, since it so unclear (e.g., McKercher 2001; Dowty 2003; Larson
1998), and others simply note that some types of phrases are difficult to classify. Cer-
tain cases do seem clearer than others. For example, time, place, manner and purpose
modifiers such as the ones exemplified (1) are uncontroversial adjuncts:
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(1) a. Susan graduatedlast year. (time)

b. Mandy read a bookin the park. (place)

c. Lisa singsvery well. (manner)

d. Sarah kicked the wallin order to let out her aggressions. (purpose)

Of course, time, place and manner phrases may be arguments aswell, as in (2):

(2) a. The meeting lastedfor hours. (time)

b. Jenna keeps her moneyin the kitchen. (place)

c. Sally behavedimpeccably. (manner)

There are also some types of phrases that seem to be uncontroversial arguments; for
example, agent subject NPs (such asthe womanin (3)) and patient object NPs (such
asthe steakin (3)) of transitive verbs:

(3) The woman devoured the steak.

The following types of phrases are more difficult to classify: passiveby-phrases, bene-
factives,with-themes, instruments, experiencers, directionals, and possessive phrases
in event nominals. These cases are discussed in section 3, but first we present diag-
nostics that have been proposed in the literature to distinguish between arguments and
adjuncts in section 2. Finally, we suggest in section 4 that phrases that fall in between
clear arguments and clear adjuncts are derived arguments.

2 Argumenthood tests

This section briefly reviews a number of diagnostics that have been proposed for
distinguishing between arguments and adjuncts. The most basic intuition behind the
argument-adjunct distinction is that arguments denote core participants of an event,
whereas adjuncts do not. This is a semantic test, as it refersto intuitions about the
meaning of verbs. We call it theCORE PARTICIPANTStest. If we compare an eating
event to a sleeping event, the eating event involves two entities (the eater and the
eaten), but the sleeping event involves only one entity (thesleeper). The two verbs
thus differ in how many participants are understood to be involved in the event. The
events will also take place at some time in some location, butthat is more generally
true of events. This intuition of whether a participant is conceptually necessary is
very basic, but it is not always useful. For example, an eventdescribed by the verb
saddleinvolves three entities: the saddler, the saddle and the saddled (usually a horse).
However, the verb only takes two arguments. Verbs likesaddlehave been discussed
widely in the literature, see Bresnan 1982, Hale and Keyser 2002 and others.

The main problem that arises in connection with the core participants test can be
solved if we consider theVERB SPECIFICITY test (Koenig et al., 2003). Even though
an event normally takes place in some place at some time, timeand place expressions
are usually not arguments. What distinguishes true arguments from such expressions
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is that arguments are tied to specific verbs or verb classes. For example, only verbs
that can be performed volitionally can take an agent argument. Time and place ex-
pressions, on the other hand, can be added to the descriptionof any event; they are
not tied to specific verbs or verb classes.

Another test concerns the semantic content of the preposition. The more seman-
tically contentful the preposition is in the PP accompanying a certain verb, the more
likely it is to mark an adjunct (Pollard and Sag 1987, 136; Wechsler 1991, 123; and
others). On the other hand, if it is more difficult to see how the preposition used re-
lates to its basic meaning, then the preposition is more likely to mark an argument.
We call this thePREPOSITIONAL CONTENTtest. Compare (4) to (5–6):

(4) Louise rested{in the forest/beside the big tree/on the lawn}.

(5) a. Kim trusted in her own abilities

b. * Kim trusted on her own abilities.

(6) a. Kim relied on her own abilities

b. * Kim relied in her own abilities.

The prepositions in (4) are semantically contentful, in thesense thatin, beside,and
onare used with their basic meanings, meanings that remain thesame across a variety
of contexts. This can be contrasted with the prepositionsin in (5) andon in (6). The
basic meanings ofin andon do not seem relevant here. The PPs in (4) are adjuncts
and the PPs in (5–6) are arguments. This test is not without problems. First, it is not
always easy to determine what the basic meanings of prepositions are. Second, there
are cases when those basic meanings are used, and the PP is still an argument:

(7) Martha lives{beside the train station/in France/on a mountain}.

The PPs in (7) seem to make use of the basic meanings of the prepositionsbeside,
in and on, yet the PP is an argument as determined by other tests (e.g.,the CORE

PARTICIPANTS test). This is of course becauselive (in this sense) takes a location as
its argument, and the prepositions in question can all mark locations.

The next test is related to thePREPOSITIONAL CONTENTtest, and we call it the
FIXED PREPOSITION test. If the verb asks for a specific preposition, the PP is an
argument (Wechsler, 1991, 123). For example,trust and rely requirein andon, re-
spectively (5–6), and the PPs are arguments. The verb placesno requirements on the
preposition in (4), and the PP is an adjunct. The verblive in (7) does not require a
specific preposition, but it does require a locative phrase;non-locative prepositions
are not permitted. The preposition in (7) is therefore restricted, but not fixed.

TheOPTIONALITY test is the most common test for distinguishing adjuncts from
arguments: adjuncts are syntactically optional, arguments are not. Consider (8):

(8) Sammy destroyed my reputation last year.

The subjectSammyand the objectmy reputationare obligatory in (8), but the time
expressionlast year is optional. Sammyandmy reputationare arguments, butlast
year is an adjunct. However, some arguments are also optional:
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(9) a. John likes to drink (tea).

b. Mandy ate (a pizza).

The direct objects in (9) are optional, even though they are arguments. Even though
they are optional, they are semantically obligatory, in thesense that in an eating event,
something must be eaten, and in a drinking event, something must get drunk (recall
the CORE PARTICPANTS TEST). Given examples like (9), we can adopt a weaker
version of the test: if a phrase is obligatory, it is an argument. However, this version
of the test is also problematic, as there are expressions that seem to require an adjunct
(Jackendoff, 1990):

(10) a. Selma elbowed her way into the crowd.

b. *Selma elbowed her way.

Example (10) illustrates theway-construction, which requires a PP adjunct, such as
into the crowdin (10). There are also other examples of obligatory adjuncts, as dis-
cussed by Goldberg and Ackerman (2001). Since some arguments are optional and
some adjuncts are obligatory, theOPTIONALITY test must be used with care.

According to theITERATIVITY test, adjuncts can be iterated whereas arguments
cannot. The following example is from Bresnan (1982):

(11) Fred deftly [Manner] handed a toy to the baby by reachingbehind his
back [Manner] over lunch [Temp] at noon [Temp] in a restaurant [Loc]
last Sunday [Temp].

Example (11) shows that adjuncts with the same function (e.g., temporal) can be
repeated. However, arguments areunique; there can only be one subject, one (direct)
object, etc. Zaenen and Crouch (2009) point out that this test requires agreement of
what counts as the same or different. They compare the following examples:

(12) I count on you, on your kindness.

(13) He lives in France, in a small village.

The phraseon you in (12) is an argument andin France in (13) is an adjunct. In
(12), we must then analyzeon your kindnessas a parenthetical, whereasin a small
village in (13) can be analyzed as a second instance of a locative adjunct. Apart from
the assumption that arguments are unique, it is unclear whatmotivates this analysis.
Even though theITERATIVITY test is useful, we must conclude that it is problematic.

The following test is theALTERNATION test. Arguments can alternate with sub-
jects and objects, but adjuncts cannot. Note that the claim is not that all arguments can
alternate, the claim is that if a phrase can alternate, then it is an argument. Consider
the next examples:

(14) a. The garden swarmed with bees.

b. Bees swarmed in the garden.
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(15) a. Mandy gave a present to Lisa.

b. Mandy gave Lisa a present.

The PPwith beesalternates with the subject in (14), andto Lisa alternates with the
object in (15). The PPs in (14–15) should therefore be analyzed as arguments, ac-
cording to theALTERNATION test. Although it seems reasonable to analyzewith bees
andto Lisaabove as arguments, some cases are less clear:

(16) a. Linda wrote a poem for Kenny.

b. Linda wrote Kenny a poem.

The PPfor Kennydoes not seem to be an argument according to some of the pre-
vious tests mentioned; e.g.,OPTIONALITY, PREPOSITIONAL CONTENT, and CORE

PARTICIPANTS. Example (16) thus illustrates that it is unclear whether the ALTER-
NATION test works for separating arguments from adjuncts.

According to thePREPOSITION STRANDINGtest (Hedberg and DeArmond, 2009;
Huang, 1982), arguments allow preposition stranding, whereas adjuncts do not:

(17) a. I rely on Mario.

b. Who do you rely on?

(18) a. I talked about Canada Day.

b. What day did you talk about?

(19) a. I saw her on Canada Day.

b. *What day did you see her on?

The preposition can be left behind in examples like (17–18),but not in (19), and
we conclude thaton Mario andabout Canada Dayin (17–18) are arguments buton
Canada Dayin (19) is an adjunct.

Another classic test is the VPANAPHORA test: adjuncts may be added to ‘do so’
clauses, but arguments may not (Lakoff and Ross 1966; Baker 1978, and others):

(20) John ate the cake yesterday and Bill did so today.

(21) *John ate the cake and Bill did so the frosting.

In (20), todayis added and contrasted withyesterday, andyesterdayandtodayare ad-
juncts. By contrast,the frostingcannot be added to thedo soclause in (21);the cake
andthe frostingare arguments. The assumption here is thatdo sorefers to the verb and
its complements, without necessarily including the adjuncts. Hedberg and DeArmond
(2009) note that the grammaticality judgements are not always clear when this con-
struction is used as an argumenthood test.

Adjuncts can occur afterdo in a VP-focussed pseudocleft, but arguments cannot:

(22) What Mia did in her room was sleep.
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(23) *What Lara did at the monument was point.

The PPin her roomin (22) is an adjunct, whereas the PPat the monumentin (23) is
an argument. Example (22) is grammatical, whereas (23) is not. This is thePSEUDO-
CLEFT test (Hedberg and DeArmond, 2009).

Another argumenthood diagnostic that involvesdo is the VP-PREPOSINGtest.
Arguments must move with the verb in VP-preposing, but adjuncts can be left behind:

(24) *Kylie wanted to draw a picture and draw she did a picture.

(25) Kylie wanted to leave on Monday and leave she did on Monday.

Finally, we will consider theWH-WORD CONJUNCTIONtest. Twowh-words that
refer to arguments with different semantic roles cannot be conjoined:

(26) Sam showed Kim the picture.

(27) *What and who did Sam show?

However, two adjuncts with different semantic roles can be conjoined:

(28) Jolanda met a friend in Minneapolis on Friday.

(29) Where and when did Jolanda meet a friend?

When using this test it is important to keep in mind that an argumentwh-word cannot
be conjoined with an adjunctwh-word:

(30) Linda read a book last Friday.

(31) *What and when did Linda read?

In (30), last Friday is an adjunct even though it cannot be conjoined in (31). Thisis
becausea bookis an argument, not because the adjunct status oflast Fridayis unclear.

This section has reviewed diagnostics for argumenthood previously proposed in
the literature. The following ten tests were presented and illustrated: (1) the core
participant test, (2) the verb specificity test, (3) the prepositional content test, (4) the
fixed preposition test, (5) the optionality test, (6) the iterativity test, (7) the alternation
test, (8) the preposition stranding test, (9) the VP anaphora test, (10) the VP preposing
test, (11) the pseudocleft test, and (12) thewh-word conjunction test. This section has
focused on phrases that are reasonably clear arguments or adjuncts. Nevertheless,
most of the tests have some weaknesses and must be used with care.

3 Unclear cases

The diagnostics reviewed in the previous section work fairly well for classifying clear
adjuncts and clear arguments. However, there are also less clear cases, and we will
discuss a number of such cases in this section, from an English language perspective.
We will not evaluate each according to every test discussed in the previous section.
Instead, we will focus on data that has already been reportedin the literature, and
some new data where the judgements seem clear.
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3.1 The passive by-phrase

The understood subject of passive verbs (the phrase which would be the subject of the
corresponding active sentence) is in English expressed with aby-phrase:

(32) The letter was signed by Lottie.

The passiveby-phrase is often but not always an agent. Inthe letter was received
by Lottie, for example,Lottie is not an agent. The passiveby-phrase displays mixed
argumenthood properties: it is an argument by theCORE PARTICIPANTStest, but the
phrase is nevertheless syntactically optional.

The standardLFG treatment of passive is formulated in Lexcial-Mapping Theory
(LMT ; Levin 1986; Bresnan and Kanerva 1989; Alsina and Mchombo 1989). In the
passive, the highest role of a verb is “suppressed”. InLMT , this means that the highest
role is stripped of its association with argument function features (the featuresr and
o) (see section 4). Stripped of its argument features, the phrase must be realized
as anADJ(UNCT) at f-structure, if it is realized at all (Bresnan and Zaenen1990, 50,
Bresnan 2001, 310). However, manyLFG researchers nevertheless analyze the passive
by-phrase as anOBL(IQUE) (i.e. oblique argument) at the f-structure (Bresnan 2001,
21; Cook 2006). The intuition that the demoted phrase in the passive is an argument
presumably comes from the argument-like characteristics of the phrase. In addition
to the fact that it is a core participant of the clause, it may also participate in binding
and control in an argument-like way, as discussed by Cook (2006) for German.

3.2 Possessive phrases of event nominals

Grimshaw (1990) calls subjects of nominal predicates argument-adjuncts. She points
out that they are always optional, like passiveby-phrases:

(33) the enemy’s destruction of the city

(34) the destruction of the city

The optionality indicates thatthe enemy’sin (33) is an adjunct. However, it is a core
participant of the event, and in that sense, it is like an argument.

3.3 Benefactives

Benefactivefor-phrases can sometimes but not always alternate with objects in the
double object construction:

(35) a. Robert baked a cake for Christa.

b. Robert baked Christa a cake.

(36) a. Robert washed his hair for Linda.

b. *Robert washed Linda his hair.
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The fact that some benefactives alternate with objects indicates that they are argu-
ments, by theALTERNATION test. Benefactive phrases such as the ones illustrated in
(35–36) are always optional, and they do not seem to be core participants of the verb.
These characteristics indicate that benefactives are adjuncts. However, benefactives
allow preposition stranding, which indicates that they arearguments:

(37) a. Who did Robert bake a cake for?

b. Who did Robert wash his hair for?

Like the passiveby-phrase, benefactives are neither clear arguments nor clear
adjuncts. However, benefactives differ from displaced passive agents in that there
seem to be different types or classes of benefactives. Fore example, note the difference
between (35) and (36): some benefactivefor–PPs alternate with direct objects and
some do not. There also seem to be different interpretationsof benefactives, one
which implies transfer of the object and one which does not. In (35), Robert is likely
to give the cake to Linda. However, (36) has no such interpretation, Robert is simply
washing his hair for Linda’s general benefit. That interpretation is also possible for
(35); perhaps Linda was supposed to bake a cake for Tom’s birthday, but she got sick
and Robert helped Linda out by baking a cake to give to Tom. It seems like only
the transfer examples allow the double object construction, which indicates that those
examples are more argument-like.

3.4 Displaced themes

The type of displaced theme under discussion here is the English with-phrase theme.
The argument status of Englishwith-themes are investigated in detail by Lewis (2004).
Examples ofwith-themes are given in (38–39):

(38) We loaded the truck with furniture.

(39) The garden swarmed with bees.

Lewis (2004) notes that manywith-themes are argument-like, since they can alternate
with subjects and objects, and they are sometimes obligatory. A comparison of (38)
and (40) shows thatwith-themes can alternate, and (39–41) show thatwith-themes
can be obligatory.

(40) We loaded furniture onto the truck.

(41) *The garden swarmed.

Lewis (2004) shows that there are several classes ofwith-themes, and they vary in
how they fare in tests of argumenthood. However, she concludes that none of the
with-themes are clear arguments or adjuncts.
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3.5 Instruments

Instrumentalwith-PPs are optional:

(42) I opened the door (with a key).

Potential exceptions to the generalization that instruments are optional are verbs that
can take an instrument as a subject or an object:

(43) The key opened the door.

(44) The nurse used a key to open the door.

However, note that instruments cannot be added freely to anyevent; instruments are
only added to agentive verbs (Reinhart, 2002). By theVERB SPECIFICITY test, they
should be classified as arguments, since they are only allowed with a specific class of
verbs.

On the basis of different types of examples with instrumentals from a range of lan-
guages, Donohue and Donohue (2004) argue that some instrumentals are arguments
and others are adjuncts. Other authors who have commented onthe ambiguous sta-
tus of instrumentals include Koenig et al. (2003), Van Valinand LaPolla (1997), and
Schütze (1995).

3.6 Experiencers

Many verbs of perception can optionally take ato-PP experiencer (or ‘goal of percep-
tion’, Asudeh and Toivonen 2007):

(45) It looks to me like it’s going to rain.

(46) The market seems to the experts to be slowing down.

(47) John sounded to them like he had a cold.

Theto-experiencer is restricted in use to verbs of perception, which indicates that it is
an argument. However, the fact that it is optional indicatesthat it is an adjunct. More-
over, the preposition stranding test aligns theto-experiencer with adjuncts. Compare
(45–47) to (48–50):

(48) *Who does it look to like it’s going to rain.

(49) *Who does the market seem to to be slowing down?

(50) *Who did John sound to like he had a cold.

The prepositionto cannot be stranded in experiencer PPs.
In sum, experiencerto-PPs display mixed behavior with respect to argumenthood.

This is discussed further in Asudeh and Toivonen (2012). Seealso Rákosi (2006a,b).
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3.7 Directionals

PPs denoting a direction, source or goal are implied with verbs of motion, but rarely
obligatory:

(51) John ran (towards the station)

(52) Laura arrived (from Paris) yesterday.

(53) Fabian went to the store.

These PPs are similar to adjunct locations in that they are optional and refer to places.
However, they are different in that they are tied to verbs that refer to motion. Further-
more, the preposition can be stranded:

(54) Which station did John run towards?

(55) Which city did Laura arrive from yesterday?

(56) Which store did Fabian go to?

The preposition stranding test indicates that the direction PPs are arguments, and
this is also consistent with the fact that these PPs are limited to a specific class of
verbs. However, the preposition is restricted but not completely fixed, so the result
of the FIXED PREPOSITIONtest is ambiguous. Finally, directional PPs are typically
optional, like adjuncts.

3.8 Summary

This section has discussed phrases that are not easily classified as arguments or ad-
juncts. Many of these cases have been previously recognizedin the literature as falling
in between arguments and adjuncts. There are no doubt more in-between cases than
the ones listed here, especially if languages other than English are taken into account.
The phrases discussed here have cross-linguistic parallels (see, e.g., Rákosi 2006a,
Donohue and Donohue 2004). There are also potential in-between cases to be found
in some languages but do not occur in English. Examples include perceptual sources,
such as thepå-PP in Swedish (57) and Dyirbal applicatives (58):

(57) Det
it

verkar
seems

på
on

Sune
S.

som
as

om
if

han
he

är
is

trött
tired

SWEDISH

‘Sune seems as if he is tired.’

(58) a. yabu
mother.ABS

nguma-nggu
father.ERG

balga-n
hit

yugu-nggu
stick-INSTR

DYIRBAL

‘Father hit mother with a stick.’

b. yugu
stick.ABS

nguma-nggu
father.ERG

balgal-ma-n
hit

yabu-gu
mother-DATIVE

‘Father hit mother with a stick.’
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Swedishpå-sources are argument-like in that they only occur with a certain class of
verbs, perceptual verbs. However, they are adjunct-like inthat they are optional. For
a more detailed discussion of these expressions, see Asudehand Toivonen (2012). In
applicatives, the applied argument is adjunct-like in thatit is optional, yet it has the
argument-like characteristic of alternating with a directobject.

Phrases that are neither clear arguments nor clear adjunctsare difficult to analyze
in most theories of syntax and argument structure. InLFG, it is crucial to determine the
argument status of PPs, as it affects the assignment of grammatical function: argument
PPs areOBLs and adjunct PPs areADJs at f-structure. The notion of grammatical
functions is fundamental toLFG.

4 Towards an LFG understanding of the in-between cases

Consider an example with an instrument, such asThe patient opened the door with
a key. Is the PPwith a keyan argument or an adjunct? How does this affect an
LFG analysis of the sentence? Ifwith a keyis classified as an argument, it will be
in the argument structure of thePRED feature ofopen, it will be treated as anOBL

at f-structure, and it will be a sister of the verb at c-structure. If with a keyis clas-
sified as an adjunct, it will not be in the argument structure of the PRED feature of
open, it will be treated as anADJ at f-structure, and it will be adjoined to VP at c-
structure. The argument/adjunct status of the PP thus has consequences throughout
the grammar, and the fact that instruments and several othertypes of phrases display
some characteristics of arguments and some characteristics of adjuncts is therefore
problematic.

We propose that the solution to this problem can be found at a-structure. Bresnan
(2001, 310) notes: “The lexical stock of a-structures in a language can be extended by
morphological means.” This implies that there is a basic lexical stock that is a subset
of the entire lexical stock. The analysis that we propose assumes that arguments
listed in the basic a-structure of verb have a different status than arguments listed in
the manipulated a-structure.

In LEXICAL MAPPING THEORY, phenomena such as passivization are handled
with suppression rules (Bresnan, 2001, 310), where one of the basic arguments is
suppressed. We analyze instruments and the other types of phrases listed in section 3
asderived arguments, argumentsaddedto the argument structure of verbs by a lexical
rule. This idea is suggested for instrumentals already in Bresnan (1982):

“It is possible to define a lexical rule ofInstrumentalization(analogu-
ous to lexical rules ofCausativization) which converts ann-adic predi-
cate argument structureP to ann+ 1-adic predicate argument structure
P-with whosen +1st argument is assigned the grammatical function
INSTR OBJ[instrumental object].” (p. 165)

Our treatment of instrumentalization differs slightly from Bresnan’s (see section 4.1),
but the basic idea is the same. We do not not view lexical rulesas procedural deriva-
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tions, instead, a lexical rule is intended as a statement relating two possible lexical
entries, one basic entry and one augmented entry.

The analyses in this section are cast inLMT (Bresnan and Moshi 1990; Alsina
1996; Bresnan and Zaenen 1990; Bresnan 2001, and others), where the basic argu-
ment functions are defined in terms of the features [±r] and [±o]. The feature [+r]
singles out the grammatical functions that are semantically restricted. The syntactic
functions that are marked [−r] are not semantically restricted; in fact, they have the
option of being associated with no semantic role at all. The feature [+o] refers to
the objectivefunctions, i.e., functions that complement transitive V orP. The basic
argument functions are thus grouped as shown in (59):

(59) −r +r
−o SUBJ OBLθ
+o OBJ OBJθ

Patientlike roles are classified as[−r], secondary patientlike roles are [+o], and other
semantic roles are [−o]. Lexical specifications may override this classification.

LMT gives a theory of the mapping between a(rgument)-structureand f(unctional)-
structure. A-structure is a syntactic level of representation which links the lexical se-
mantics of predicates and their arguments to f-structure. The arguments of a predicate
are ordered for their relevant prominence according to the thematic hierarchy:

(60) Thematic Hierarchy:
agent≻ beneficiary≻ experiencer/goal≻ instr≻ patient/theme≻ loc

The mapping between a-structure and f-structure is governed by the principles in
(61), adapted from Bresnan (2001, 311). The logical subjectis defined as the most
prominent semantic role of a predicator.

(61) Mapping Principles:

a. Subject roles:

i. The logical subject marked [−o] is mapped ontoSUBJ when
initial in the a-structure; otherwise:

ii. The semantic role marked with [−r] is mapped ontoSUBJ.

b. Other roles are mapped onto the lowest compatible function (ac-
cording to the following partial ordering:SUBJ ≻ OBJ, OBLθ ≻
OBJθ).

We devote the remainder of the paper to a discussion of each ofthe examples
introduced in section 3.
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4.1 Instruments

Our analysis of PP-instruments builds on the analysis suggested in Bresnan (1982),
mentioned above. Although we do treatwith-instruments as obliques, not objects, the
spirit of the rule is the same.

(62) Optionally add the following argument to verbs whose first argument is
an agent: y

[−o]

OBLinstr

The restriction that the first argument must be an agent comesfrom Reinhart (2002),
who notes that instruments are added to “agent verbs”. This accounts for the asym-
metry between (63) and (64), noted by Bresnan (1982):

(63) a. John killed Harry.

b. John killed Harry with dynamite.

(64) a. An explosion killed Harry.

b. #An explosion killed Harry with dynamite.

Only the unlikely interpretation thatan explosionis an agent would render (64b)
acceptable.

Under this analysis,with-instruments are arguments. However, they are not listed
as part of the basic argument structure of verbs, but optionally added with the rule in
(62).

4.2 The passive by-phrase

Active verbs relate to passive verbs by the following rule:

(65) θ̂

∅
The rule in (65) states that the highest argument (the most prominent role according to
the thematic hierarchy,̂θ) in a verb’s argument list is suppressed. Rule (65) accounts
for instances of the passive where the highest argument is suppressed. However, the
highest argument can also be expressed as anby-phrase. Originally,LMT simply
stated that that the most prominent role can be linked to an “argument-adjunct” like
the by-phrase (Bresnan, 2001, 310). However, the notion of an “argument-adjunct”
has no official status inLFG. An analysis must account for the fact that theby-PP has
the same semantic role as the active subject. This is illustrated in (66–67):

(66) Kelly shot the rabbit. The rabbit was shot by Kelly.

(67) Miriam received two packages. Two packages were received by Miriam.
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In (66), Kelly is an agent both when expressed as a subject and when expressed as a
by-PP. Similarly, in (67),Miriam is a recipient in both examples.

In order to account for the remapping fromSUBJ to OBL in passives, we adopt
the analysis proposed in Kibort (2001). Kibort suggests that the feature[+r] may be
added to the highest argument of a passive verb. The highest argument then has the
feature combination [−o,+r], which maps it onto anOBL function:

(68) Add the feature [+r] to passive verbs. Passive-OBL

< x y >
[−o] [−r]
[+r]

OBL SUBJ

At a-structure, either the rule (65) or the rule in (68) applies to a passive verb. Since
the passiveby-phrase is part of the manipulated argument structure of theverb, it is a
derived argument, and we expect it to display mixed argumenthood characteristics.

4.3 Possessive phrases of event nominals

Nouns that refer to events can express a participant of the event as a possessive NP:
the enemy’s destruction, the city’s destruction. The possessive can correspond to the
subject of the verb (enemy’s) or the object of the verb (city’s). The possessive NP is
argument-like in that it expresses a core participant of theevent, but its adjunct-like
in that it is optional.

Consider a transitive verb likedestroy.Loosely based on Laczkó (2000) and Falk
(2001), we assume thatdestructionand other event nominals inherit the argument
structure specification of the verb, and the realization of the arguments depends on
which of the three following lexical rules applies:

(69) The arguments are suppressed.

(70) Add[−r] to the highest role, which is specified as[−o].

(71) Add[−o] to the lowest role, which is specified as[−r].

If rule (69) applies, no argument is expressed. If (70) applies, the highest role is
expressed as a[−r, −o] role, which normally is the subject. However, in nominals,
this role is expressed as the possessor. If (71) applies, thelower role (corresponding
to the verb’s object) is expressed as a[−r, −o] role. Many questions remain, of
course. For example, why does the ‘subject’ of a nominal get possessive morphology?
Also, how can the object of the verb be expressed as the ‘subject’ of the nominal?
Some discussion of these issues can be found in Laczkó (2000) and Falk (2001).
Setting these important issues aside, we suggest that the answer to the question at
hand is related to the fact that the possessor of event nominals is permitted only by
the application of a lexical rule. This means that the possessive phrase is a derived
argument, which explains its mixed behavior.
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4.4 Experiencers

Experiencers such asto me in (72) display some characteristics of arguments and
some of adjuncts:

(72) It looks to me as if John has forgotten to bring his notes today.

We propose that an experiencer can be added by the following rule:

(73) For verbs of perception, optionally add: y
[−o]

OBLgoal

For further discussion of the treatment of experiencers inLFG, see Rákosi (2006b,a)
and Asudeh and Toivonen (2012).

4.5 Benefactives

In section 3, benefactives were included as an example of phrases that fall between
arguments and adjuncts. However, it is difficult to narrow down a class of verbs that
take benefactives, other than verbs that denote events thatcan be performed for the
benefit of another person, and Koenig et al. (2003) conclude that benefactives are in
fact adjuncts. We will not attempt an analysis of benefactives here, but note that only
some benefactivesfor-PPs alternate with direct objects.

4.6 Directionals

Verbs of motion can occur with obliques denoting some direction (goal, source, path).
The oblique is generally optional, even though it is semantically understood. For
example, if someone isrunning, the running is taking place along some path. We
propose the following rule for verbs of motion:

(74) For verbs of motion, optionally add: y
[−o]

OBLgoal/source/path

This solution is unlikely to cover all relevant examples, asthere are many types of
motion verbs.

4.7 Displaced themes

Themes are sometimes expressed aswith-PPs in English (e.g.,swarm with beesand
fill with sand). So-calledwith-themes are not a uniform class (Levin, 1993; Lewis,
2004), and their behavior depends on what verb class they occur with. Lewis (2004)
demonstrates that distinct types ofwith-themes behave differently with respect to ar-
gumenthood. Each type ofwith-theme must be considered separately, but we will
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not attempt to formulate an explicit proposal for each class. However, we want to
point out that our general approach to in-between cases makes certain predictions.
For example, consider (75):

(75) a. Bees swarmed in the garden.

b. The garden swarmed with bees.

According to our analysis,with beesin (75b) is a derived argument, since it shows
mixed argument-adjunct characteristics (Lewis, 2004). Itis of course possible that
both examples ofswarmgiven in (75) are less basic than some other version ofswarm,
but most straightforwardly, (75a) would be considered basic. It is then necessary to
investigate whether there is support for this hypothesis, which may seem reasonable
for the examples in (75), but perhaps less natural for examples such as those in (76).

(76) a. Excitement buzzed at the party.

b. The party buzzed with excitement.

We leave this issue for future research.

5 Conclusion

The distinction between arguments and adjuncts is crucial for many linguistic theories
and frameworks, includingLFG. Yet many phrases are difficult to classify as either
clear arguments or clear adjuncts; they seem to fall in between. In this paper, we have
discussed a number of such cases and we have proposed that thephrases that display
mixed behavior arederived arguments. If this proposal is correct, it still needs to
be determined exactly what the different argumenthood diagnostics are testing. It
is possible that some tests distinguish between arguments and non-arguments, some
between core and non-core arguments, and others between c-structure categories (NPs
versus PPs, for example), and finally, according to the present claims, some tests may
distinguish between basic and derived arguments.

This paper has discussed a number of phrases, such as experiencers, passive
agents, etc. These distinctions are sure to be too crude, as was already mentioned
in the section onwith-themes. For further discussion of experiencers, see Rákosi
(2006b,a). For a discussion of kinds of instrumentals, see Donohue and Donohue
(2004), who argue that some instrumentals are included in the Lexical-Conceptual
Structure of verbs, but others are not.

The examples and arguments here are based on English only, even though many of
the references cited include data from a variety of languages. A fuller understanding
is of course likely be gained from cross-linguistic investigations.
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Abstract

We present eXLEpse, an easy-to-use editor for creating computational
grammars based on the Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) formalism (Dal-
rymple, 2001). The editor is implemented as a plugin for the open-source
program development platform Eclipse. eXLEpse provides functionality for
editing computational LFG grammars and an interface to the XLE grammar
development platform (Crouch et al., 2011). The editor can replace Emacs as
an editor and provides a graphically enriched user interface as an alternative
to the shell-based interface of the XLE platform. It is available free of charge
on the internet.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The Eclipse plugin eXLEpse1 provides functionality for editing computational LFG

grammars and an interface to the XLE grammar development platform. The pri-
mary goal of eXLEpse was to develop an easy-to-use editor for computational
grammars with a simple yet powerful interface to XLE. The editor can replace
Emacs2 as an editor and provides an alternative to the shell-based interaction with
the XLE platform.

For novices in XLE grammar development, it can be quite hard to get used to
Emacs and the XLE command prompt. Also, the grammar syntax required by XLE

can sometimes be confusing (e.g., nested templates). eXLEpse addresses these
problems, providing a graphically enriched user interface via the Eclipse platform3.
eXLEpse connects to the XLE binaries and the X11 windows platform to parse text
and display parse results. Furthermore, various error support functions and ad-
vanced syntax highlighting enable novice users to concentrate solely on the gram-
mar development process without painfully learning the details of Emacs and its
concepts. Additionally, Eclipse offers support for a diversity of version control
systems (VCS) such as the version management software Subversion via the Sub-
clipse4 plugin. Developers can make use of all the Subversion features through
this plugin, without having to leave eXLEpse. This is useful especially for large
grammar projects.

We emphasize that eXLEpse and its concepts constitute work in progress. In
particular, we do not, as of yet, view eXLEpse as a Swiss army knife of grammar
development, but rather as an evolutionary development based on previously ex-
isting XLE editors towards a homogenous LFG design environment. The eXLEpse
plugin is available as public and free software under the terms of the Eclipse Public
License (EPL). The plugin is distributed together with Eclipse and the Subclipse

†We thank the LFG11 audience and the members of the ParGram community for their construc-
tive criticism and feedback.

1http://www.exlepse.org
2http://www.gnu.org/s/emacs/
3http://www.eclipse.org
4http://subclipse.tigris.org/
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plugin in a single zipped package for easy installation; packages for the most com-
mon operating systems are available.

In Section 2, we review some of the issues that arise in current approaches to
LFG grammar development, introducing the features of the eXLEpse editor step by
step in subsections. The paper concludes with a brief summary and perspectives
for future work.

2 eXLEpse – an XLE Perspective for Eclipse

The motivation for the development of the eXLEpse editor arose from registering
usability problems in user interfaces currently employed in LFG grammar develop-
ment with XLE. This section describes some of these problems; novices in gram-
mar development taking XLE courses at the Universität Konstanz have reported
that part of their difficulties with XLE have to do with the usability obstacles re-
ported here. The eXLEpse project therefore focuses on problems experienced by
XLE and Emacs novices, looking for accessible techniques to start learning about
LFG grammar development.

LFG grammar development with XLE usually takes place using Emacs in com-
bination with the Unix command shell. The Emacs plugin lfg-mode.el, written
by Mary Dalrymple, is distributed together with XLE for easier LFG grammar de-
velopment.5 It loads commands that cause Emacs to activate syntax highlighting,
indentation, and other visual aids that help in LFG grammar development. More-
over, lfg-mode.el provides Emacs with special commands that are loaded into
the Emacs menus. The commands are used to load (1) load files that are relevant to
the grammar being opened, (2) start and restart XLE shells, and (3) let you browse
rules, templates and lexical entries.

The views and tools of eXLEpse are described in the following sections and
compared to the standard grammar development process using Emacs in combina-
tion with lfg-mode.el.

2.1 Managing Windows and Editors

In the non-eXLEpse architecture, the actual XLE process used for parsing and gen-
erating sentences has to be opened in a separate Emacs buffer. Therefore, the user’s
desktop environment during grammar development may look as in Figure 1, with
different grammar files opened in multiple Emacs buffers and a separate buffer for
the XLE process. For professional grammar developers or computer scientists, this
may not be a big issue, but for novices looking to learn about grammar develop-
ment in an easy way, this can be very cumbersome.

Note that the user may open several files in a single Emacs window pane. The
user can then cycle through the files using special Emacs-specific shortcuts. Note

5For the remainder of the paper, we use the term Emacs, referring to instances of Emacs running
with the lfg-mode.el plugin.
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further that a single Emacs pane may be split (vertically or horizontally) in two
or more parts. The user can open and edit different files in the different parts of
the pane. They may also display, e.g., a grammar file in one part of the pane and
the XLE buffer for parsing text in another part of the pane. These functionalities
are accessible using special keyboard commands or the drop-down menus. Thus,
it is in fact not necessary to open files in separate Emacs windows; however, to
command these functionalities, it is necessary to know a) that Emacs offers them
and b) the menus and keyboard shortcuts that activate them.

In eXLEpse, these functionalities are provided in a more intuitive way. See
Figure 2 for an overview of the eXLEpse perspective. The files of a grammar
folder may be opened by double-clicking them in the project explorer on the left.
If a file is already open, the newly opened file will be displayed in a new tab. The
user may create additional editor windows (with their separate tabs) by dragging
files to the edge of the central editing area of eXLEpse; see Figure 3. Files may be
distributed across editor windows and tabs within editors using drag-and-drop.

2.2 Different Keyboard Shortcuts

The default keyboard shortcuts of Emacs do not conform to current conventions.
By consequence, the keyboard shortcuts for opening, creating, or saving files in
Emacs differ from the shortcuts used throughout well-known operating systems.
Hence, a user who is already familiar with conventional operating systems or stan-
dard applications (e.g. word processor, text editor) has to learn Emacs shortcuts
from scratch. For instance, in Emacs M-w (for “wipe”) is set as a shortcut to cut
selected regions whereas most WIMP6 applications use Ctrl+X (Cmd+X on Mac
OS). This complicates the fluent grammar development, as the novice user needs
to shift focus away from grammar development to look up unknown shortcuts. In
contrast, all shortcuts of eXLEpse are in accordance with current editor standards
set across operating systems.

2.3 XLE Programming

To implement LFG, XLE uses a syntax that is distinct from programming or script-
ing languages (e.g. Java, C#/WPF) and thus a beginner needs to learn XLE syntax
from scratch. In combination with the sparse error messages, this can lead to user
frustration. As an example, consider the delimiter symbol that separates the entries
within a grammar (e.g. rules, lexical entries) — in XLE, the delimiter symbol is the
dot, which is the smallest visible lexical symbol and therefore hard to find on the
screen. This gives rise to errors in grammar development as the result of a miss-
ing dot or other delimiters (e.g., semicolons). If an error occurs, XLE prints error
messages to the standard command line output and the grammar developer has to
distinguish regular output and error messages. However the details of these error

6Windows Icons Menus Pointers
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messages are problematic because of the sparse clues that are given to identify the
error in the grammar.

In contrast to Emacs, eXLEpse evaluates grammars automatically after saving
a grammar file. The error message and a line number is shown in the problems
view if an error occurs during evaluation (see Figure 4). The grammar developer is
provided with rapid, incremental feedback that allows them to make fewer errors
and complete grammar development in less time (Shneiderman, 1983). In addition,
new error detection can be added if future XLE releases introduce further error
types. The eXLEpse preference pane provides an input dialog to add additional
problem types based on regular expressions. One of the five different problems
that are currently recognized is the template invocation error, an example of which
is given in (1).

(1) Template invocation error near line 242, column 105 in file /Users/xle/Docu-
ments/toy-eng.lfg: The invocation of template NPL has 1 argument, but the
definition has 0 parameters at line 131 in /Users/xle/Documents/toy-eng.lfg.

Figure 4: The problems view in eXLEpse displays errors of a currently opened
grammar file and highlights error position. Error positions are extracted from XLE

console output.

2.4 Syntax Highlighting

The Emacs editor highlights different aspects of an LFG file such as rules, tem-
plates, or comments. Some aspects, however, are not highlighted, for instance the
different parts of a configuration section (see Figure 6(a)). The eXLEpse editor
highlights the previously mentioned parts and moreover offers support for code
completion within the configuration section (see Figure 6(b)). When pressing the
shortcut Ctrl+Space the code completion popup opens and displays suitable config-
uration templates. The programmer can select a desired template to auto-complete
the input. Also, the colors used by eXLEpse to highlight the grammar code can
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be changed by the user using the eXLEpse preference pane to match their personal
preferences (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: The colors used for the syntax highlighting in eXLEpse can be changed
using the eXLEpse preference pane.

2.5 Grammars as Projects

Large grammars often consist of several files (e.g. morphological rules or test
suites). Therefore, eXLEpse offers the possibility of assigning files of a gram-
mar to a logical construct, so called projects (see Figure 7). Multiple projects are
further organized in workspaces. On the one hand, this reduces complexity by
chunking different grammars into smaller units. On the other hand it provides cen-
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tralized access to grammars so that fast and frequent switches between projects is
enabled. The grammar developer can display several grammar files of different
projects simultaneously and within a single eXLEpse instance just by pointing at
double-clicking the files. Files may also be shared across grammar projects, e.g. by
putting them in the top-level directory of the workspace that contains the grammar
projects.7

Figure 7: XLE grammars consisting of multiple files can be grouped into logical
units, so called projects.

2.6 The Outline View

In Emacs, rules, templates and lexical entries contained in a grammar file may
be browsed using the LFG drop-down menu Rules, templates, lexicon menus. Se-
lecting the desired rule, template or lexical entry causes Emacs to jump to the
respective place in the grammar file.

In eXLEpse, the outline view summarizes the contents of a currently opened
grammar file (see Figure 8). Hence, contents are grouped into config, rules, tem-
plates, and lexical entries. Therefore users can rapidly overview a grammar and
highlight the corresponding grammar fragment by selecting an item of the outline
view. This functionality relies on the concept of brushing and linking (Buja et al.,

7The common templates and common features files of the ParGram project are examples of gram-
mar files that are commonly shared across grammars (Butt et al., 2003). In eXLEpse, these can be
put in the workspace directory for easy access.
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1991). In contrast to Emacs, the outline feature in eXLEpse is provided to the
grammar developer without the need to navigate through the application menu by
selecting rules, lexical entries or templates from nested drop-down menus. The
outline view is provided to the user immediately after opening the file.

Figure 8: This view outlines config, rules, templates, and lexical entries and thus
provides a quick access to the contents of a grammar file.

2.7 Sentence Parsing

When using Emacs, text parsing with XLE is executed in a separate buffer. If the
user does not use split buffers as described in Section 2.1, they need to arrange
buffer windows in order to perceive application states (see Figure 1). Although
rearrangement of buffer windows is possible, the user has to layout windows man-
ually. Whenever the grammar developer wants to parse text, they are forced to
switch to the proper buffer, which could be hidden by other windows. Often, users
will have an XLE buffer running somewhere in the background of an Emacs pane.
They then have to select that pane, and cycle through all buffers opened in that
pane to find the XLE buffer.

Moreover, when changes are made to rules within a grammar, the currently
running XLE process has to be restarted for the changes to take effect.8 While XLE

produces a warning if there are non-lexicon changes without a restart of XLE, this
can lead to user frustration, as novice users may forget to restart XLE and ignore
the warning. Emacs buffers displaying grammar files include commands from the
LFG drop-down menu to either start a new XLE process, or start an XLE process
in an XLE buffer or switch to an existing one (among other commands, see Figure
9(a)). Emacs buffers that display a running XLE process include commands from

8Note that it is not necessary to restart XLE if only the lexicon is affected by changes (i.e., ad-
ditions to the lexicon or changes in lexical entries), since the lexicon sections of a grammar are
re-indexed by XLE at parse-time.
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the XLE drop-down menu to either restart XLE (alternatively, using the XLE-specific
shortcut Ctrl+c+Ctrl+f) or start a new XLE process in another window (among other
commands, see Figure 9(b)). That is, there is no possibility to directly restart XLE

from a grammar buffer and switch to the XLE buffer at the same time.
Another problem with sentence parsing in the non-eXLEpse architecture is

connected to the XLE command create-parser. When a new XLE process
is started, the main grammar file containing the rules etc. is not loaded automati-
cally, unless there is an xlerc configuration file for the grammar. If the command
create-parser grammar-file is put in the xlerc file, the XLE process
will load the specified grammar when starting up. In many cases, the xlerc file
will only contain that single command.9

In eXLEpse, none of these issues arise. Because of the integrated design, there
is no need to switch between windows. The user can specify which of the files of a
project is the main grammar file containing the configuration section; that file will
receive a small green arrow next to the file name (see Figure 7). When the user
attempts to parse a sentence, eXLEpse automatically calls create-parser on
that specified file, effectively eliminating the need for an xlerc file in most cases.
create-parser is called again automatically when a user saves a grammar file,
so that it is not necessary to restart XLE manually.

Current approaches that aim at parsing sentences with XLE require at least basic
experience with a command line tool (e.g., shell). Therefore, grammar developers
have to learn how to use the shell in advance. However, eXLEpse hides this com-
plexity and provides simple access to the parser actions through a toolbar or a con-
text menu (see Figure 10). The grammar developer can either input text manually
(see Figure 10(a)) or choose to parse a pre-selected text (see Figure 10(b)).

2.8 Console Input

Only basic XLE commands (i.e., parsing sentences, parsing parts of a testsuite) are
implemented in the current version of eXLEpse via icons and context menus (see
Figure 10), although we plan to integrate more commands in the future (see Section
3). In order to provide eXLEpse with fully-fledged XLE support, a console has been
included (see Figure 11). The console constitutes a command line interface to XLE.
It allows text input and enables a grammar developer to give arbitrary commands
to the XLE process. Any XLE command that is otherwise not accessible may be
issued to XLE using the console from within eXLEpse.

2.9 XLE Documentation

For programming tasks it is very important to have documents at hand that describe
either the programming syntax or the application programming interface (API).

9Note that xlerc files may contain useful shortcut commands, ranging from manipulating OT
marks to running complicated testsuite commands to customizing the XLE display windows. For the
novice, however, these commands will not be applicable in the majority of cases.
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Figure 11: eXLEpse’s console view allows input of arbitrary not yet graphically
supported XLE commands.

In the Emacs interface to XLE, users can enter the command documentation,
which launches a web browser and displays the XLE documentation.

In eXLEpse, the XLE documentation (Crouch et al., 2011) is accessible directly
in the eXLEpse window; an external browser application is not needed. Moreover,
the documentation window integrates seamlessly into the eXLEpse perspective and
can be placed next to the XLE editor in order to program and to look up a definition
or examples simultaneously (see Figure 12).

3 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented eXLEpse, an easy-to-use editor plugin for developing computa-
tional LFG grammars. eXLEpse supersedes both shell-based parsing and command
input as well as the Emacs editor. It represents a complete development platform
that seamlessly integrates into operating systems with help of the Eclipse platform.
eXLEpse uses the XLE binaries to parse sentences and displays parser results to the
user by communicating with the X11 window system.

Future work includes the following improvements to eXLEpse. We plan to
integrate the parse-testfile command in the editor, providing a button for
file input similar to the parse button. Also, we intend to include code reformat-
ting functionalities (indentation etc.) similar to the Esc+q command in Emacs,
which provides a reliable way to render grammars more readable. Moreover, we
plan to change the outline pane to refer not only to the currently opened file, but
to the whole grammar project. This way, the user can work with a more com-
plete overview of rules, templates and lexical entries included in a grammar. Also,
popup menus can be integrated and open up when a specific template or rule is
selected by a user. The popup shows where that template or rule is called in the
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grammar. Incorrect template calls (e.g., template calls with the wrong number
of arguments) could be detected more easily in this manner. Functionalities for
creating and editing finite-state morphologies (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003) from
within eXLEpse are currently being investigated. Finally, support for generating
documentation from commented XLE grammars or additional XML documenta-
tion files as suggested by Dipper (2003) could be integrated straightforwardly into
eXLEpse.
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Abstract 

 

  The paper investigates the grammar of two types of inflecting  

spatial particles in Hungarian. We argue that the attested 

synchronic variation in the grammar of the particle-verb 

constructions discussed can directly be correlated with distinct 

stages of a diachronic grammaticalization path that different 

particles have trodden to different degrees. We provide an LFG-

theoretic analysis and its XLE implementation that captures this 

variation qua variation in c-structure and f-structure encoding.  

 

1.  Introduction 

 The cross-linguistic variation in the encoding of spatial relations has 

attracted the attention of linguists of different theoretical persuasions, and 

this attention has produced an extensive literature in the last couple of 

decades. In this paper, we aim to contribute to this on-going discussion by a 

study of two particular spatial markers in Hungarian, paying special attention 

to constructions in which they function as verbal particles.  

 The two particle-verb constructions (PVCs) that we focus on are 

represented in (1) below: 

 

(1)  a. Rá    ugrott-ál    az   asztal-ra. 

   onto.3SG  jumped-2SG  the  table-onto 

   ‘You jumped onto the table.’ 

  b. Mögé     ugrott-ál    az  asztal-nak. 

   behind.to.3SG jumped-2SG   the  table-DAT 

    ‘You jumped behind the table.’ 

 

(1a) contains what we refer to as a reduplicating particle. These particles 

function elsewhere as suffixal markers, and in the PVC, they are part of a 

dependency with a lexical noun phrase that bears the same case morphology 

as what is spelled out by the particle (with possible phonological differences 

that are irrelevant for us). What we call possessive particles are postpositions 

elsewhere, and as particles, they license a dative case marked associate in the 

dependency as in (1b). 

 In this paper, we investigate the grammatical properties of the two types 

of inflecting particles and the role they play in establishing the dependencies 

in (1). We present an LFG-theoretic account that has been implemented and 

tested in our XLE grammar of Hungarian. In Laczkó & Rákosi (this volume), 

we discuss and analyse two other Hungarian particle-verb constructions, and 

the two papers together provide a comprehensive description and an in-depth 

LFG-theoretic analysis of spatial particle-verb phenomena in Hungarian.  
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 Our primary objective in this paper is twofold. First, we aim to contribute 

to the existing LFG-theoretic line of analysis in the domain of particle-verb 

constructions, building on previous work by Toivonen (2001a, 2002) and by 

Forst, King & Laczkó (2010). Second, we develop a proposal that recognizes 

the historical development of the two spatial markers from possessive 

nominal constructions to particles with reduced feature content and 

impoverished c-structure properties. We claim that variation in the grammar 

of the PVCs we discuss here, involving dialectal variation across native 

speakers in certain instances, is best captured in a synchronic account that 

reflects this diachrony. It has been shown that LFG is a framework well-

suited to describe diachronic phenomena as well as diachronically motivated 

synchronic variation (see, especially, Vincent 2001, and Toivonen 2001b), 

and we hope our work will offer further evidence in support of this claim. 

 The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief 

description of the grammar of Hungarian inflecting particles, as well as their 

respective uses as postpositions and case suffixes. In Section 3, we offer an 

overview of the previous literature on particle-verb constructions involving 

inflecting particles. In Sections 4 and 5, we present our analysis of possessive 

particles and inflecting particles, respectively. We round up and conclude in 

Section 6.   

 

2.  Inflecting spatial markers in Hungarian: a descriptive overview 

2.1. Inflecting postpositions and suffixes  

 Outside of PVCs, possessive particles function as postpositions (2a), 

whereas reduplicating particles are used as case markers (2b). An obvious 

argument for the postulation of a categorical difference between the two is 

that the former can be coordinated but the latter cannot, cf. (3a) and (3b).  

 

(2)  a. Az  asztal   mögé    ugrott-ál. 

   the table.NOM    behind.to  jumped-2SG 

   ‘You jumped behind the table.’ 

  b. Az   asztal-ra   ugrott-ál. 

   the  table-onto jumped-2SG 

   ‘You jumped onto the table.’ 

(3)  a. az   asztal  mögé       (vagy   mellé)       

   the  table  behind.to   or   beside.to 

   ‘behind or beside the table’ 

  b. az   asztal-ra   (*vagy  -ba)             

   the  table-onto or   into 

   ‘onto or into the table’ 
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For a more extensive description, we refer the reader to the overviews in 

Marácz (1989), É. Kiss (2002) and Asbury (2008).  

 These postpositions and suffixes have one crucial property that has been 

discussed several times in the literature and that is especially relevant in the 

current context: both can take agreement morphology. When they combine 

with lexical noun phrases, they are used in their default, non-marked form 

(which is formally identical with the 3SG form, the part of the agreement 

paradigm that can be unmarked in Hungarian). If their “complement” is 

pronominal, they agree with it in person and number. The pronominal part is 

generally pro-dropped unless it bears some discourse function like 

(contrastive) topic or focus. Thus (4a) is a discourse neutral construction, but 

in (4b), where no pro-drop takes place, the oblique pronominal is interpreted 

in the immediately preverbal position as the exhaustive focus of the clause. 

  

(4)  a. A   kutya    rá-m    ugrott. 

   the  dog.NOM  onto-1SG  jumped.3SG 

   ‘The dog jumped on me.’ 

  b. A   kutya    ÉN-RÁ-M    ugrott. 

   the  dog.NOM  I.NOM-onto-1SG jumped.3SG 

   ‘It was ME that the dog jumped on.’ 

 

The agreement paradigm of inflecting postpositions and suffixes is fully-

fledged, and shows some crucial similarities to the possessive paradigm. 

Table 1 below provides a parallel overview of the three paradigms in the 

singular. 

 

 

 
INFLECTING 

SUFFIX 

INFLECTING 

POSTPOSITON 

POSSESSIVE 

CONSTRUCTION 

1SG (én-)rá-m 

I.NOM-onto-1SG 

‘onto me’ 

(én-)mögé-m 

I.NOM-behind.to-1SG 

‘behind me’ 

az (én)      arc-om 

the I.NOM face-1SG 

‘my face’ 

2SG (te-)rá-d 

you.NOM-onto-2SG 

‘onto you’ 

(te-)mögé-d 

you.NOM-behind.to-2SG 

‘behind you’ 

a   (te)            arc-od 

the you.NOM  face-2SG 

‘your face’ 

3SG (ő-)rá 

he.NOM-onto.3SG 

‘onto him’ 

(ő-)mögé 

he.NOM-behind.to.3SG 

‘behind him’ 

az   (ő)          arc-a 

the he.NOM   face-3SG 

‘his face’ 

Table 1 

 

The nominative possessor, which agrees with the noun head of the possessive 

construction in person and number, can be pro-dropped. We refer the reader 

to Laczkó (1995) and É. Kiss (2002) for a detailed account of the Hungarian 

possessive construction, and we only note here that the apparent optionality 
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of a pronominal dependent in the presence of agreement morphology on the 

head is an obvious feature that inflecting spatial markers share with true 

possessive phrases. 

 The analogy is certainly not forced, given that we know that the majority 

of inflecting postpositions and suffixes developed from possessive 

constructions (see Hegedűs 2011 for a recent overview). For example, the 

bound stem mög of the postposition mögé ‘to behind’ was still in use as a 

noun in the Old Hungarian period (roughly between 900 and 1500 AD) in the 

meaning ‘area behind something’ (Zajácz 2006). Combined with a now 

extinct directional suffix, it occurred frequently in directional possessive 

constructions (‘to the hind area of someone/something’), and it got 

grammaticalized by the end of the Old Hungarian period as a postpositional 

construction (‘to behind something/someone’).  

Inflecting suffixes underwent a similar diachronic development before the 

beginning of the Old Hungarian period. In fact, Hegedűs (2011) argues that 

only inflecting postpositions showed a reduced level of possessive behaviour 

at the end of this period, and inflecting suffixes did not. In this paper we 

argue that this difference in terms of degrees of grammaticalization still 

exists, and it is observable to some extent in contemporary Hungarian. 

 

2.2. Inflecting postpositions and suffixes as particles 

 As has been pointed out in Section 1, both inflecting postpositions and 
suffixes can function as verbal particles in what prima facie looks like their 
pronominal form. These particles license an oblique associate together with 
the verb. The associate of a reduplicating particle shows the same case 
morphology as the particle, and it is dative-marked in the case of inflecting 
postpositional particles. We repeat (1) as (5) to illustrate this point. 
 
(5)  a. Rá    ugrott-ál    az   asztal-ra. 

   onto.3SG  jumped-2SG  the  table-onto 

   ‘You jumped onto the table.’ 

  b. Mögé     ugrott-ál    az  asztal-nak. 

   behind.to.3SG jumped-2SG   the  table-DAT 

    'You jumped behind the table.' 

 

It is a fundamental question in the grammar of inflecting particles whether 

the particles in (5) are grammatically equivalent to the pronominals we 

discussed in Section 2.1. We will argue in Sections 4 and 5 that the answer is 

yes in the case of possessive particles (5b), but reduplicating particles are not 

pronominal (5a). They are agreement markers of a special sort. 

 We use the term particle throughout in a pre-theoretical sense to refer to 

any verbal modifier that immediately precedes the verb in neutral sentences. 
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As we argue in Laczkó & Rákosi (this volume), this immediately preverbal 

position is the specifier of the VP. All of these particles are separable, and the 

particles are forced to appear in positions other than Spec,VP if the clause 

contains preverbal focus or negation, cf. (6): 

 

(6)  a. TE     ugrott-ál    rá     az   asztal-ra. 

   you.NOM  jumped-2SG  onto.3SG   the  table-onto 

   ‘It was YOU who jumped onto the table.’ 

  b. Nem   ugrott-ál    mögé    az  asztal-nak. 

   not   jumped-2SG   behind.to.3SG  the  table-DAT 

    ‘You did not jump behind the table.’ 

 

Beyond this basic level of identical behaviour, we argue that the two 

inflecting particles we discuss in this paper are in fact categorically non-

identical. Reduplicating particles are non-projecting words in the sense of 

Toivonen (2001a, 2002), PRTs for short. Possessive particles project a full 

PP. Irrespective of this divide, Hungarian orthography is somewhat 

inconsistent as to whether these particle-verb combinations should be spelled 

as one word or not, and native speakers are often uncertain about which 

spelling variant they should use. Based on the relevant aspect of our analysis, 

we consistently spell preverbal particles and their verbs as two distinct 

orthographical units (contrary to the standard Hungarian spelling practice). 

 As É. Kiss (1998) and Surányi (2009a,c) show, the two PVCs represented 

in (5) are subject to a thematic constraint on the choice of the particle that can 

head the dependency with the oblique associate: only locative and directional 

particles are licensed in these constructions. A list of reduplicating particles is 

given in (7), and that of possessive particles is given in (8). 

 

(7)  a. bele ‘into’ 

  b. benne ‘in’ 

  c. érte ‘for’ 

  d. hozzá ‘to’ 

  e. neki ‘to/against’ 

  f. rá ‘onto’ 

  g. rajta ‘on’ 

(8)  a. alá ‘to under’ 

b. alatt ‘under’ 

  c. mellé ‘to beside’ 

  d. mellett ‘beside’ 

e. mögé ‘to behind’  

  f. mögött ‘behind’ 

  g. után ‘after’ 
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The list in (7) is exhaustive: it contains all the inflecting suffixes that can 

function as particles. This is a little more than half of the total number of 

inflecting case suffixes. The list in (8) is representative of a relatively larger 

group of inflecting postpositions that can be used as particles. Most of these 

postpositions form locative-directional pairs (8a-f) and they do so in a more 

transparent way than the inflecting suffixes that can be paired up on the basis 

of function and meaning (7a&b, 7f&g).  This fact can be interpreted as a sign 

of the less grammaticalized nature of inflecting postpositions, especially in 

comparison with inflecting case suffixes. 

 

3.  Previous literature on locative dependencies 

 There exists a relatively large body of literature on particle-verb 

constructions in Hungarian, which we overview in more detail in Laczkó & 

Rákosi (this volume). Here we focus on what this literature has to say about 

the particular PVCs that we discuss in this paper. Since the reduplicating 

construction has received more attention, we start our overview with this 

PVC type. 

 The basic divide between various approaches concerns the locus of the 

particle-verb combination, and two entirely different views can be 

distinguished. A strong lexicalist account is propagated in a number of papers 

by Ackerman (1987, 1990, 2003) and Ackerman & Webelhuth (1993).  

Consider the following examples from Ackerman (2003: 24-25). 

(9)  a. A   gyerekek    bele szerettek   a   tanítójuk-ba. 

   the   children.NOM into loved   the  teacher.their-into 

   ‘The children fell in love with their teacher.’ 

  b. bele szeret V:   ‘fall in love with sb <SUBJ, OBL>’ 

        OBL CASE = illative 

(10) a. A   gyerekek    belé-m  szerettek. 

   the   children.NOM into-1SG loved    

   ‘The children fell in love with me.’ 

  b. belém szeret V:   ‘fall in love with sb <SUBJ, OBL>’ 

         OBL PRED = ‘pro’ 

         OBL NUM = sg 

         OBL PERS = 1 

 

This is a non-compositional example, but according to Ackerman any 

particle-verb combination is lexical in nature (a claim that covers 

reduplicating and postpositional particles alike). The difference between the 

reduplicating particle (9) and the pronoun (10) is that the former is not 

predicative, i.e. it does not have a PRED (semantic) feature for the oblique 

argument, but the verb+particle unit is a lexical entry in both cases. To all 

intents and purposes, Ackerman treats the reduplicating particle bele as some 
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sort of special derivational element, which can take on agreement 

morphology in the absence of an oblique associate (see belém in (10)). É. 

Kiss (1998), in the same spirit, takes reduplicating particles to be verbal 

prefixes of an adverbial sort that are selected by the verb. 

 In what we dub here as the strong syntactic account, reduplicating 

particles do not combine with the verb in the lexicon. Instead, they are 

assumed to form a syntactic dependency with the oblique associate. We are 

aware of the existence of three versions of this approach. É. Kiss (2002) takes 

reduplicating particles to be pronominal PPs which represent the oblique 

argument of the verb, and the case-marked noun phrase is an adjunct to them 

in an appositive relation. In Ürögdi (2003), particles and their associates form 

a chain, and the particle is in fact a feature bundle that represents the oblique 

argument, and that is spelled out in a higher position as a pronoun 

corresponding to the respective -features. On Surányi’s (2009a,b,c) account, 

too, the two members of a particle-associate chain are related via syntactic 

movement. These chains involve the multiple spellout of the same syntactic 

object, where the head of the chain (the particle) is a reduced copy of the 

associate. 

  With the exception of É. Kiss (2002), it is a recurrent theme in these 

analyses that reduplicating particles are reduced pronominals of some sort. 

This is an assumption that we capitalize on in our analysis. Furthermore, we 

argue below for an analysis that cross-references the particle and the verb in 

the lexicon but which nevertheless treats the two as distinct lexical entries. In 

some sense then, our approach to reduplicating PVCs can be seen as a 

particular combination of the insights of both lexicalist and syntactic 

approaches. 

 Postpositional particles have received less attention in the literature, two 

notable exceptions being É. Kiss (1998, 2002) and Surányi (2009a,b). É. Kiss 

explicitly argues for a parallel treatment of possessive constructions and 

inflecting postpositions, based primarily on data of the following sort: 

 

(11) a. NEK-EM  ugrott-ál    mögé-m. 

   DAT-1SG  jumped-2SG  behind.to-1SG 

   ‘It is ME that you jumped behind.’ 

  b. NEK-EM  lopt-ák   el    a   bögré-m. 

   DAT-1SG  stole-3PL  away  the  cup-POSS.1SG 

   ‘It is MY cup that was stolen.’ 
 

It is well-known that dative possessors can be extracted in Hungarian if they 

receive some discourse function (see Laczkó 1995, É. Kiss 2002). Such 

extracted dative possessors usually refer to participants who have been 

affected in the event somehow (11b). The extraction trigger is the same in the 

case of inflecting postpositions acting as particles, and we can indeed treat 
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this dependency on a par with possessor extraction. It follows from this that 

the inflected postposition in (11a) has to be a possessive construction in some 

sense. É. Kiss and Surányi mention this fact by assuming that these 

postpositions project a possessive layer in syntax, but given that their 

immediate concerns lie elsewhere, they do not spell out this analysis in more 

detail. Our aim here is to specify what it means for these postpositions to be 

possessive. 

 

4.  Possessive particles 

 Unlike É. Kiss (2009a,b), Surányi observes that extraction of the dative 

complement of an inflecting postposition is not acceptable across the board. 

It is only a subset of speakers that find constructions like (11a), repeated as 

(12), acceptable. 

 

(12)  NEK-EM  ugrott-ál    mögé-m. 

   DAT-1SG  jumped-2SG  behind.to-1SG 

   ‘It is ME that you jumped behind.’ 
 
Surányi argues that only those speakers who accept (12) can treat the 
postposition as a possessive construction of some sort. In our view, this is an 
important insight, which is supported by other observations that also point 
toward the conclusion that there is crucial inter-speaker variation in this 
domain. In what follows we discuss two such observations briefly. 

 Directional inflecting postpositions have a more complex morphological 
form in 3SG, which sounds somewhat archaic but which is still widely 
available dialectally. The standard form of the particle is in (13a), and the 
non-standard form is in (13b). 
 
(13) a. mögé          
   behind.to.3SG 

   ‘(to) behind him’ 

  b. mögé-je         

   behind.to-POSS.3SG 

   ‘(to) behind him’ 

  c. zené-je          

   music-POSS.3SG 

   ‘his music’ 

 

Notice that the extra morphology in the non-standard variant of the 

postposition (13b) is remarkably similar to the standard possessive 

morphology (13c). We argue that the two in fact are the same. This is 

supported by the fact that whoever accepts (13b) will also generally accept 

the extraction of the dative complement, cf. (14). 
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(14)  Mögé-je      ugrott-ál    az  asztal-nak. 

   behind.to-POSS.3SG jumped-2SG   the  table-DAT 

   ‘You jumped behind the table.’ 

 

A second, and seemingly unrelated observation concerns the coding of 

reflexivity in locative PPs in Hungarian. Consider the following minimal 

pair: 

 

(15) a. Le-tett-em   magam mellé    a    könyv-et. 

   down-put-1SG myself  beside.to  the   book-ACC 

   ‘I put the book down beside myself.’    

  b. Le-tett-em   mellé-m    a   könyv-et. 

   down-put-1SG beside.to-1SG the  book-ACC 

   ‘I put the book down beside me.’ 

 

In standard Hungarian, anaphoric coding of reflexivity (15a) is the only 

choice for many speakers, and only a subset of them accepts pronominal 

encoding in these contexts (15b). Rákosi (2010) discusses this phenomenon 

in detail, and he argues that non-standard speakers optionally have a 

possessive lexical entry for the inflecting postposition in (15b). In particular, 

this representation includes a silent PLACE predicate, and thus the semantics 

of (15b) can be roughly described with the English ‘I put down the book 

beside my place’. Because of the presence of this extra possessive layer at f-

structure, the referential dependency in question is non-local in nature, and 

pronominal coding is licensed. 

 In sum, the dative-type PVC is a marked phenomenon in standard 

contemporary Hungarian because not every speaker has the required 

alternative possessive representation for the particle. But whether possessive 

or not, these particles always project a PP at c-structure, and the difference 

only manifests itself in the lexical entries and in the respective f-structures. 

Likewise, irrespective of whether this PP co-occurs with a dative associate or 

not, it is always the PP itself that spells out (the PRED feature of) the oblique 

argument of verb. 

 We illustrate our analysis with the following examples: 

 

(16) a. Mögé     ugrott-ál. 

   behind.to.3SG jumped-2SG   

   ‘You jumped behind it.’ 
b. Mögé     ugrott-ál    az  asztal-nak. 

   behind.to.3SG jumped-2SG   the  table-DAT 

   ‘You jumped behind the table.’ 
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c-structure of (16a) 

 

possessive f-structure of (16a) 

 

 

non-possessive f-structure of (16a) 

Figure 1 

 

 
c-structure of (16b) 

 

f-structure of (16b) 

Figure 2 
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Figure 1 on the preceding page contains c- and f-structure representations 

that we generated in the XLE-implementation of our grammar for (16a). We 

claim that (16a) is potentially subject to an f-structure ambiguity: it includes 

the possessive or the non-possessive variant of the particle. (16b), on the 

other hand, has to be non-ambiguous in this respect, for only the possessive 

particle can license the dative associate. The corresponding representations 

are in Figure 2. 

 This analysis requires four distinct lexical entries for the particle, which 

we compress now into one complex entry (as it is actually stored in our XLE-

based lexicon of Hungarian): 

 

(17) mögé: P  (PRED)= ‘to_behind <(OBJ)>’                   

     (OBL )                    (i) 

     ( { (OBJ PRED)= ‘place <(OBJ POSS)>’       

      (OBJ POSS PERS)= 3    

      (OBJ POSS PRED)= ‘pro’       (ii)      

      (OBJ POSS NUM)= sg  

          |  (OBJ PRED)= ‘place <(OBJ POSS)>’        

      (OBJ POSS CASE)=c dat            (iii) 

          (OBJ POSS PERS)=c 3 

   | (OBJ PRED)= ‘pro’          (iv)  

 (OBJ PERS)= 3    

      (OBJ NUM)= sg } ).  

 

To ease reference, we have marked the four distinct layers of the entry with 

Roman numbers. The layer that projects the postposition taking lexical 

complements is (i); (ii) and (iii) are the possessive entries, of which (ii) is 

pronominal, and (iii) licenses a dative associate; and (iv) is the non-

possessive pronominal entry. Informally, (17) reads as follows: if mögé is not 

a postposition, then it can be a possessive particle with a pro-dropped 

possessor or a possessive particle with a dative possessor, or a non-possessive 

particle. In each case, mögé will project a PP. 

 For the functional annotations of (17/iii) to work, we need to augment the 

inventory of annotations that can be associated with DPs in Hungarian in the 

way shown in (18). 

 

(18)  (OBL OBJ POSS) =     ( CASE)=c dat 

 

These two annotations encode the following scenario. The DP in the dative 

expresses the possessor argument of the object of the main predicate’s 

oblique argument. 
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 This analysis provides an easy way to explain the observed variation 

across native speakers: the speakers who accept the dative dependency by 

inflecting particles have a lexical representation of the respective P-element 

that is possessive in nature (17/ii & 17/iii). 

 It is to be noted that this account is restricted to constructions which are 

productive and which involve a compositional particle-verb combination. 

There also exist idiosyncratic combinations that are non-compositional and 

which should be regarded as constructional idioms. Consider the following 

example: 

 

(19) a. Után-a   jár-ok   az   ügy-nek. 

   After-3SG go-1SG  the  case-DAT 

   ‘I make inquiries into this case.’ 

  b. *Az ügy    után  jár-ok. 

   The case.NOM after  go-1SG   

   Intended meaning: ‘I make inquiries into this case.’ 

 

Interestingly, in this case the dative-type PVC must be used even in standard 

Hungarian: (19a). The “plain” postpositional variant is totally unacceptable: 

(19b). 

 For such cases, we make use of the CONCAT template of XLE. Referring 

the reader to Forst, King & Laczkó (2010) and to Laczkó & Rákosi (this 

volume) for a more detailed description, we only note here that this device 

allows for concatenation of two independent lexical entries that coreference 

each other in the lexicon. Thus, to take care of (19a), we need the entry in 

(20a) for the verb, and the extra entry in (20b) for the particle. 

 

(20) a. utána:  PRT (PRT-FORM) = utána                 

        (OBL PERS) = 3  

        (OBL CASE) = dat  

        ( CHECK _PRT-VERB) =c + 

b. jár:   V  (PRED)= ‘%FN <(SUBJ) (OBL)>’ 

        (PRT-FORM)=c utána  

        (CHECK _PRT-VERB) = + 

        @(CONCAT ( PRT-FORM) # jár %FN) 

 

The particle and the verb coreference each other via a check feature, which 

allows them to stay syntactically independent. The CONCAT template 

creates a name for the resulting complex predicate. 

 Notice that this analysis requires the particle to be a non-projecting head 

in the sense of Toivonen (2001a, 2002). This, we believe, is the right analysis 

of the facts, since the particle in this case (unlike in the compositional cases) 
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cannot be modified, and it shows no phrasal properties. Notice further that 

this non-projecting particle (or PRT, for short) does not have possessive 

feature content either. Figure 3 contains the resulting c- and f-structure for 

(19a). 

 

 
c-structure of (19a) 

 

f-structure of (19a) 

Figure 3 

 

5.  Reduplicating particles 

 Capitalizing on a relatively consensual intuition in the literature (see 
Section 3), we do not treat the pronominal particle and the reduplicating 
particle on a par in this case. Thus, whereas the particle rá functions as a 
phrasal pronominal element in (21a), we analyze the reduplicating particle in 
(21b) as an agreement marker of a special kind that has become completely 
bleached, and it has lost its semantic content altogether. Our proposal thus 
owes much in spirit to that of Ackerman (1987, 1990, 2003). 
 
(21) a. Rá    ugrott-ál. 

   onto.3SG  jumped-2SG 

   ‘You jumped onto it/her/him.’ 
  b. Rá    ugrott-ál    az   asztal-ra    / az   asztal-ok-ra. 
   onto.3SG  jumped-2SG  the  table-onto the  table-PL-onto 

   ‘You jumped onto the table/tables.’ 
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The underlying assumption is that inflecting case suffixes have gone much 
further on the grammaticalization path than inflecting postpositions. This has 
resulted in the reduplicating construction, where the particle is a non-
projecting word (in the sense of Toivonen 2001a, 2002) that has no lexical 
semantic content. A grammaticalization process whereby a pronominal 
element becomes an agreement marker is well-attested cross-linguistically 
(see Bresnan 2001 and Toivonen 2001b in the LFG literature). In fact, 
Coppock & Wechsler (2010, to appear) have claimed recently that 
definiteness object agreement morphology in Hungarian is the result of a 
similar grammaticalization process. If they are on the right track, then their 
analysis provides language-internal evidence for the availability of the kind 
of grammaticalization that we propose here for reduplicating particles. 

 The lexical representation that we assume for the pronominal particle in 
(21a) is as follows: 
 

(22)  rá:  Pron  (PRED)= ‘pro’                    

       (CASE)= sublative 

       (PERS)= 3 

       (NUM)= SG 

 

This is relatively straightforward, except for the fact that the whole entry is 

treated as a pronoun that projects a DP, rather than a PP. We follow Bartos 

(1999) in making this categorical distinction between inflected case suffixes 

and inflected postpositions (which project a PP). Furthermore, we also 

assume that the case suffix itself does not have a PRED feature, but only a 

CASE feature that can possibly be interpreted compositionally at the level of 

semantic structure. This reflects the current state of our XLE-implementation, 

but nothing crucial hinges on this assumption. The essence of our 

argumentation and the analysis would not change if we treated inflecting case 

markers as P-elements with a PRED feature, and with concomitant lexical or 

pronominal P-objects. 

 The lexical entry of the reduplicating particle is given in (23a). 

 

(23) a. rá:  PRT (PRT-FORM) = rá                   

       (OBL PERS) = 3  

       (OBL CASE) = sublative  

       ( CHECK _PRT-VERB) =c + 

b. ugrik: V  (PRED)= ‘%FN <(SUBJ) (OBL)>’ 

       (PRT-FORM)=c rá  

       (CHECK _PRT-VERB) = + 

       @(CONCAT ( PRT-FORM) # ugrik %FN) 
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Such a particle is a non-projecting PRT. Given that it can combine with 

singular and plural associates alike (see 21b), we assume that it is 

underspecified for the NUMBER feature (which is formally treated here as 

the absence of this feature). The particle encodes two pieces of information 

about the oblique associate: its PERSON and CASE features. We treat 

reduplicating particles as agreement markers of some sort exactly for the 

reason that they spell out specific features of their dependent. The particle is 

specified as forming a complex predicate with the verb (and vice versa) via 

the machinery that we introduced in Section 4. The appropriate verbal entry 

is in (23b). 

 We invite the reader to compare the resulting c-structures and f-structures 

in Figures 4, 5 and 6. As before, we use XLE-generated representations. 
 

 

     c-structure of (21a) 

 

c-structure of (21b) 

Figure 4 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: f-structure of (21a) 
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Figure 6: f-structure of (21b) 
 
The use of the CONCAT template might seem unwarranted in the case of a 
complex predicate like rá#ugrik ‘jump onto’, which is straightfowardly 
compositional. 

The primary reason why we decided to store every attested reduplicating 

particle plus verb combination in the lexicon is that the majority of these 

combinations (both in terms of types and tokens) are in fact non-

compositional. It is actually not easy to find compositional reduplicating 

PVCs in corpora. It should also be added that there is quite a lot of 

idiosyncracy involved in whether this kind of reduplication is obligatory, 

possible or unavailable for any potential verbal host. As a rule of thumb, it is 

the inherent aspectual feature of the particle that drives the combinations. The 

particle rá ‘onto’, for example, has a telic nature. Thus, this particle is usually 

obligatory if the resulting complex is telic (24a), and it is unavailable if the 

intended verbal meaning is atelic (24b). However, the particle can be optional 

in telic complexes (25a), and it can even be obligatory in atelic ones (25b). 

 

(24) a. Nem  jövök  *(rá)   a   megoldás-ra.   

  not  come.1SG onto.3  the  solution-onto 

  ‘I cannot figure the solution out.’ 

 b. Nem  tartozik  (*rá)   Kati-ra. 

  not  belongs  onto.3  Kate-onto 

  ‘This does not concern Kate.’ 

(25) a. Nem  rivallt-am   (rá)   Kati-ra. 

  not   yelled-1SG  onto.3  Kate-onto 

   ‘I did not yell at Kate.’ 

 b. Nem szorul-ok     *(rá)   Katira. 

  not   press-1SG  onto.3  Kate-onto 

  ‘I stand in no need of Kate(’s help).’ 

 

We, therefore, believe that it seems justified to subject reduplicating 

constructions to a lexical treatment in compositional and non-compositional 
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cases alike. In this, we follow previous accounts that treat these particles as 

derivational elements (see especially É. Kiss 1998 and Ackerman 1987, 

1990, 2000). 

 It may seem odd at first sight to assume that a particle that has a 

derivational character is an agreement marker of some sort at the same time. 

To give this analysis further substantiation, we would like to conclude by a 

brief discussion of interesting dialectal variation involving reduplicating 

PVCs with pronominal obliques. As far as we are aware, these data have only 

been noted in passim in Ackerman (1987) and Surányi (2009a,b). 

 It follows from our analysis that reduplicating particles should be able to 

license pronominal associates. This indeed is the case in third person, a 

consequence of the fact that the lexical specification of the particle in (23a) 

involves a third person constraint on the oblique: 

 

(26)  Én   Ő-RÁ     szorul-ok  rá. 

   I.NOM  he-onto.3SG  press-1SG onto.3 

   ‘It is HIM that I stand in need of.’ 

 

If, however, the oblique pronominal is in non-third person, there is no 

optimal reduplicating solution in standard Hungarian (notice that with this 

particular non-productive combination, reduplication is obligatory, see 

(25b)). A subset of the speakers, however, can resort to the strategy of 

generalizing rá as a default form to these cases (27a), and another subset 

doubles the second person pronominal as a particle (27b): 

 

(27) a. 
%

Én   TE-RÁD    szorul-ok  rá. 

   I.NOM  you-onto.2SG press-1SG onto. 

   ‘It is YOU that I stand in need of.’ 

  b. 
%

Én   TE-RÁD    szorul-ok  rád. 

   I.NOM  you-onto.2SG press-1SG onto.2SG 

   ‘It is YOU that I stand in need of.’ 

 

The group of speakers that accept (27a) simply do not have the third person 

constraint in the reduplicating entry. Those who go for (27b) have developed 

a non-predicative use of the second person pronominal form of the case 

suffix, and treat it essentially as a reduplicating particle in the current sense 

of the term. Variation of this sort is attested in agreement marking systems, 

and can easily be modelled in the account that we have proposed here. 

 

6.  Conclusion 

 In this paper, we have scrutinized the grammar of two inflecting spatial 
particle types in Hungarian, both of which developed historically out of 
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possessive nominal constructions. We have argued that traits of this origin 
are still detectable in contemporary Hungarian, but different particle-verb 
constructions show non-identical degrees of grammaticalization, and 
important interspeaker variation is also observable. We have presented an 
LFG-theoretic analysis of data, and we have shown how this analysis can be 
implemented in XLE. 

 The grammar of possessive particles and reduplicating particles is subject 
to variation along the following dimensions: 

c-structure 
 whether the particle projects a PP (productive possessive particles),  

or it acts as a non-projecting PRT (non-productive possessive 
particles and reduplicating particles); 

f-structure 
 whether the particle functions as a grammaticalized possessive 

structure with a silent PLACE-predicate acting as its semantic head 
(productive possessive particles vs the rest), 

 whether the particle encodes a spatial relation or not (possessive or 
non-possessive postpositional particles vs reduplicating particles), 

 and whether the particle constrains the agreement features of its 
associate or not (dialectal variation across reduplicating particles). 

We have argued that LFG provides a suitable framework for the adequate 
description of this variation, and it also allows the grammar writer to reflect 
on the known diachrony of the particles – a perspective that, as we have tried 
to show here, allows for a more insightful treatment of the synchronic facts.  
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Abstract

Clause-level discontinuity of NPs in different languages has been re-
ported in the literature under different headings like discontinuity, extraposi-
tion, extraction, free topic, quantifier float and so on. However, discontinuity
within the constituent-level, has only recently been noted (Raza, 2011) and is
reported on in this paper. Urdu is a language in which both types of discon-
tinuity, clause-level and constituent-level, have been found. In constituent-
level discontinuous NPs, discontinuity occurs inside NPs at one structural po-
sition of a clause. In such phrases, the arguments of heads are non-contiguous
to their respective heads inside NPs. The heads, however, cannot precede
their arguments. This discontinuity and the constraints on the order of ele-
ments in NPs in Urdu pose a modeling problem. In contrast to what is usually
assumed within ParGram (Butt et al., 1999; Dipper, 2003), a flat c-structure
for Urdu NPs is therefore proposed and is modeled in the LFG framework.

1 Introduction

In simple terms, a constituent in which the individual words that make it up ap-
pear separately and are interleaved with other elements is called a discontinu-
ous constituent. Languages that exhibit several of the following characteristics:
free word order, discontinuous constituents, split-ergative case marking and null
anaphora, are often referred to as non-configurational languages (Hale, 1980, 1983,
1992; Simpson, 1983, 1991). Warlpiri is considered a typical example of a non-
configurational language which shows almost all the properties that have been as-
sociated with non-configurational languages. A sample sentence of Warlpiri is
given in (1) to show the phenomenon of discontinuous NPs across the clause.

(1) wita-jarra-rlu ka-pala wajili-pi-nyi yalumpu (WarlPiri)
small-Du-Erg Pres-3DuSubj chase-NPast that.Abs
kurdu-jarra-rlu maliki.
child-Du-Erg dog.Abs
‘The two small children are chasing that dog.’

(Austin and Bresnan 1996:217)

In (1) the two NPs ‘two small children’ and ‘that dog’ are not continuous. Some
other elements are interleaved between the head nouns ‘children’ and ‘dog’ and
their modifiers ‘small’ and ‘that’. Other permutations of words in the sentence
(provided the auxiliary ka-pala is always in the second position) can also be ut-
tered spontaneously by a native speaker and the truth-conditional meaning of the
sentence does not change. Austin and Bresnan (1996) have worked out a de-
tailed analysis of non-configurationality in Australian aboriginal languages in the
LFG framework.1 Discontinuous noun phrases have also been investigated in de-
tail for many other languages like German (Müller, 2004; van Riemsdijk, 1989;

1Legate (2002), however, has argued for a configurational analysis of Warlpiri.
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Kuhn, 1998; Fanselow and Ćavar, 2002; Roehrs, 2006), Russian (Kazenin, 2005;
Gouskova, 2001; Sekerina, 1997), Greek (Nthelitoes, 2004; Agbayani and Golston,
2005), Dutch (van Hoof, 1997), Ukrainian (Féry et al., 2007), Serbo-Croatian-
Bosnian (Ćavar, 1999; Bos̆kovic̆, 2005), etc.

Urdu/Hindi is a free-word-order language. The dependents of nouns and ar-
guments of verbal predicates are usually marked for case by clitics. As part of
providing a complete analysis and model of Urdu noun phrases in the context
of a broad-coverage ParGram grammar of Urdu within the LFG framework (Butt
et al., 1999), parallel to the syntax of other languages like English, German, French
etc. (Butt et al., 1999), a corpus of Urdu newspapers, Roznama Jang and Roznama
Nawaiwaqt, of Pakistan has been analyzed to establish patterns within Urdu noun
phrases. Some of our observations about possible permutations of modifiers, spec-
ifiers and arguments in Urdu NPs point to an interesting NP organization of a kind
not previously reported in the literature. For one, Urdu NPs can have two genitive
marked arguments as specifier/complement of the head noun (Raza, 2010), just as
in German and English. However the Urdu genitives are not always tied to a partic-
ular phrase structure position, unlike in German and English. And Urdu does not
have alternate constructions for possessors in NPs as found in English and Hun-
garian (Laczkó, 2000), for example, although an ezafe construction is sometimes
found with Persian loan words (Bögel and Butt, to appear). Furthermore, evidence
for a general non-hierarchical nature of the Urdu NP comes from the fact that the
arguments in NPs can be non-contiguous to their respective heads. In this paper we
present and analyze the latter phenomenon and model it in LFG. In contrast to what
is usually assumed within ParGram (Butt et al., 1999; Dipper, 2003), we propose
a flat c-structure for Urdu NPs. Although Urdu NPs have been described at length
in grammar books (e.g., Schmidt 1999; Platts 1967), the phenomenon described in
this paper to our knowledge has not been noted before.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the basic
terminology of discontinuity. In section 3 we describe the argument-taking ad-
jectives in Urdu. The argument-taking adjectives in Urdu interact with nouns to
generate discontinuous constituents in noun phrases. The data of discontinuous
noun phrases in Urdu is described in section 4. Theoretical implications of the data
are described in section 5. In section 6, the constituent-level discontinuity in Urdu
is implemented in the LFG framework and section 7 concludes the paper.

2 State of the Art

Different phenomena of discontinuous noun phrases have been discussed in the
literature (see for example (Fanselow and Féry, 2006)) and are briefly described in
the following subsections. Many examples quoted in these subsections are taken
from Fanselow and Féry (2006).
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2.1 Simple and inverted discontinuous noun phrases

If the order of elements in the discontinuous noun phrase is the same as the canon-
ical order in the corresponding continuous noun phrase, then the discontinuous
noun phrase is called a simple discontinuous noun phrase, else it is called an in-
verted discontinuous noun phrase.

Considering the prosodic properties, discontinuous noun phrases are divided
into cohesive and non-cohesive discontinuous noun phrases. When the whole dis-
continuous noun phrase is integrated into a single intonational phrase, then it is
a cohesive discontinuous noun phrase and if its two parts are separated into two
intonational phrases then it is a non-cohesive discontinuous noun phrase. Simple
discontinuous noun phrases are usually cohesive and inverted discontinuous noun
phrases are usually non-cohesive. In Ukrainian (Féry et al., 2007) both types of
discontinuous noun phrases have been reported.

(2) a. Marija maje bahato krisel. (Ukrainian)
Mary has.got many chairs.Gen.Pl
‘Mary has got many chairs.’

b. bahato maje Marija krisel.

c. krisel Marija maje bahato.

The example sentence (2) from Ukrainian depicts the canonical order of a contin-
uous noun phrase in (2a) and a simple discontinuous noun phrase in (2b) and an
inverted discontinuous noun phrase in (2c).

2.2 Extraction from DP

Extraction from DP involves the dislocation of an argument or adjunct of the head
noun to the left in the DP. For example in (3), über Logik ‘about logic’ is themat-
ically dependent on the lexical noun Bücher ‘books’. In (3b), although the DP is
discontinuous, the adjunct of the noun is still adjacent to it. In (3c), however, the
adjunct über Logik is taken out of the DP to the left and hence is an example of
extraction.

(3) a. Er hat viele Bücher über Logik gekauft. (German)
He has many books on logic bought
‘He has bought many books about logic.’

b. Bücher über Logik hat er viele gekauft.

c. Über Logik hat er viele Bücher gekauft.

This distinction between extraction and other discontinuous phrases was made
by generative syntacticians (Haider, 1985). Extraction as in (3c) is generally ex-
plained by movement. Only a maximal projection is posited to move to a pre-
auxiliary position. As über Logik is the maximal projection of a preposition, it
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can be moved to the pre-auxiliary position. Bücher über Logik, however, is con-
sidered a submaximal projection of a noun. The maximal projection of a noun is
assumed to have the specifier position filled by the determiner. So (3b) and (3c)
are explained by different mechanisms and a distinction is made between (3b) and
(3c). Müller (2004) has described various possible analyses for (dis)continuous
constituents in German in HPSG with different assumptions and explanations.

2.3 Quantifier Float

Quantifier Float involves dislocation of the quantified expression away from the
noun. This phenomenon has also been explained in terms of movement depen-
dencies in that the DP can move to Spec,TP and the quantifier could be left in
situ (Déprez, 2003). A further analysis for all is made in terms of adverbial quan-
tification as it shares the distributional properties of adverbs like ever.

(4) a. They all have bought a car.

b. They have all bought a car.

In (4a) the base generated ‘They all’ has moved to Spec,TP and in (4b) the
quantified part ‘all’ has been left in situ and only They has moved to Spec,TP.

McCloskey (2000) has observed another type of quantifier float in the context
of wh-movement. The quantifier in (5b) is not bound with the subject, rather it is
construed with the wh- question word referring to the object.

(5) a. What all did you get t for Christmas? (Irish English)

b. What did you get all for Christmas?

2.4 Free Topic structure

In a Free Topic structure, two semantically related elements forming a unique
theme become discontinuous in the clause. Usually one element that is more ab-
stract is made the topic and the other more specific element is placed in the canon-
ical position.

(6) Say-nun ku-ka nightingale-man a-n-ta. (Korean)
bird-Top he-Nom nightingale-only know-Pres-Dec
‘As for birds, he only knows nightingales.’

In (6) bird and nightingale are both semantically related and form a unified
theme in the clause, although they are separate from each other in the clause.
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2.5 Extraposition

Extraposition is a phenomenon in which the dependent element of a noun is moved
to the right in contrast with extraction where the dependent element is moved to
the left.

(7) a. A man came in who had a beard.

b. A book came out about logic.

The relative clause in (7a) that describes the noun in the main clause is post-
posed and in (7b) the PP adjunct of the noun is postposed.

Although extraction, quantifier float, free topic and extraposition are all in some
sense discontinuous noun phrases, in the generative framework these are generally
distinguished from the absolute discontinuous noun phrases that only involve the
separation of the head noun from its determiner, article or an adjective modifying
it. Theoretically the phenomenon of a discontinuous noun phrase is licensed only
if at least one of the heads involved appears in an A-bar position (Fanselow and
Féry, 2006).

2.6 Clause-level discontinuity in Urdu

Almost all types of discontinuous NPs at clause level mentioned above have also
been observed in Urdu. Although clause-level discontinuous NPs are not the main
topic here, however, for contrast, evidence for such phrases is provided by the
following examples.

(8) a. . ÿïf øYK
Q 	k H. A�J» ¹K
@ QK� ��¢	JÓ ÿ 	� @Y 	K
nıda=ne mAntıq=pAr ek kıtab xArid-i hE.
Nida=Erg logic=Loc.on one book.F.3Sg buy-Perf be.Pres
‘Nida has purchased a book on logic.’

b. . ÿïf øYK
Q 	k H. A�J» ¹K
@ ÿ 	� @Y 	K QK� ��¢	JÓ
mAntıq=pAr nıda=ne ek kıtab xArid-i hE.
logic=Loc.on Nida=Erg one book.F.3Sg buy-Perf be.Pres

(Extraction from DP)
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(9) a. . ÿ �Aê» Ð
�
@ �IîfE. ÿ 	� úÎ«

Ali=ne bAhUt am kha-e
Ali.M.3Sg=Erg many mango.M eat-Perf.M.3Pl
‘Ali ate many mangoes.’

b. . ÿ �Aê» �IîfE. ÿ 	� úÎ« Ð
�
@

am Ali=ne bAhUt kha-e
mango.M Ali.M.3Sg=Erg many eat-Perf.M.3Pl

(Quantifier Float)

(10) a. . ÿïf Y 	J��� Ð
�
@ ñ» úÎ«

Ali=ko am pAsÃd hE
Ali.M.3Sg=Dat mango.M liked be.Pres
‘Ali likes mango.’

b. . ÿïf Y 	J��� Ð
�
@ ñ» úÎ« , ÉêK�

phAl Ali=ko am pAsÃd hE
fruit.3Sg Ali.M.3Sg=Dat mango.M liked be.Pres
‘With respect to fruits, Ali likes mangoes’ (Free Topic)

(11) a. . AK

�
@ , úæê�K ùë �P@X ú» �k. , � 	ª �� ¹K
@

ek SAxs jıs=ki dar. hi thi a-ya
one person.M.3Sg Rel.3Sg=Gen.F beard.F.3Sg be.Past come-Perf.M.3Sg
‘One person, who had a beard, came.’

b. . úæê�K ùë �P@X ú» �k. AK

�
@ � 	ª �� ¹K
@

ek SAxs a-ya jıs=ki dar. hi thi
one person.M.3Sg come-Perf.M.3Sg Rel.3Sg=Gen.F beard.F.3Sg be.Past
‘One person came who had a beard.’ (Extraposition)

Extraposition with relative clauses and correlatives has been discussed in detail
by Dayal (1994) and a relevant discussion is also made by Dwivedi (1994). Note
that, the sentence in (9b) is an instance of an inverted discontinuous noun phrase
in Urdu. Before moving to the within-constituent discontinuity in Urdu, argument
taking adjectives are briefly described in section 3 to provide the necessary back-
ground.
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3 Argument-taking adjectives

In Urdu, participial adjectives and some other adjectives originally derived from
verbal stems of other languages take arguments. Some examples of the second
type of argument-taking adjectives are listed in Table 1. The nouns in parenthesis
are modified by the argument taking adjective.

Nr. Type of Argument Example of Adjective Phrase
(i) Dative Marked sAdAr=ko hasıl (ıxtıyarat)

president=Dat attained (powers)
‘(The powers) attained by the president’

(ii) Instrumental Marked AdlıyAh=se xaıf (hUkmAran)
courts=Inst afraid (ruleres)
‘(The rulers) afraid of courts’

(iii) Locative (in) Marked bUxar=mẽ mUbtAla (SAxs)
fever=Loc.in suffered (man)
‘(The man) suffered with fever’

(iv) Locative (on) Marked tAqarir=pAr mUStAmıl (kıtab)
speech.Pl=Loc.on comprised (book)
‘(The book) comprised of speeches’

(v) Adpositional sıhAt=ke lıye mUzır (xurak)
health=Gen for harmful (food)
‘(The food) harmful for health’

(vi) Genitive Marked sAdAr=ke hami (Afrad)
president=Gen.Pl supporting (people)
‘(People) supporting to the president’

Table 1: Argument-taking adjectives

Adjectives listed in Table 1 are derived from Arabic verbal stems and can some-
times be replaced with native participial adjectives as shown in (12).

(12) a. �H@PAJ
�J 	k@ É�Ag ñ» PY�
sAdAr=ko hasıl ıxtiyarat
president=Dat attained power.M.3Pl
‘powers attained by the president’
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b. �H@PAJ
�J 	k@ ÿ �ñïf ÿÎÓ ñ» PY�
sAdAr=ko mıl-e hu-e ıxtiyarat
president=Dat attain-Perf.M.3Pl be-Perf.M.3Pl power.M.3Pl
‘powers attained by the president’

The adjective hasıl in (12a) and the participial form mıl-e hu-e in (12b) are
semantically equivalent with the meaning of ‘attained’.2 The examples of noun
phrases shown in Table 1 are not discontinuous as the nouns here are without argu-
ments. Examples of discontinuous constituents will come in the next section.

Some adjectives like hami ‘supporting/supporter’ in (vi) of Table 1 taking a
genitive marked argument are also used as nouns in Urdu. In addition to these
adjectives, participial forms of verbs are also used as adjectives. The subject of
transitive participial form is genitive marked when the participial form is used as
an adjective (see (Raza, 2011) for detail). Apart from the subject of participial
adjectives, the theme of some degree adjectives in Urdu is also marked by genitive
case, as is shown in (13) for the two adjectives bUra ‘bad’ and Accha ‘good’.

(13) a. � 	ª �� @QK. A¿ ÈX
dıl=ka bUra SAxs
heart.M.3Sg=Gen.M.3Sg bad.M.3Sg person.M.3Sg
‘a person of bad heart’

b. ú» �QË úæêk� @ ú» �IªJ
J.£
tAbi’At=ki Acchi lAr.ki
nature.F.3Sg=Gen.F.3Sg good.F.3Sg girl.F.3Sg
‘a girl of good nature’

Ikeya (1995) showed that degree adjectives in English are one-place predicates
and the contextual/semantic dimensions are in fact modifiers of these predicates.
He reported three contextual dimensions of such predicates: Thematic Dimension
(TD), Comparative Dimension (CD) and Degree Dimension (DD). In his exam-
ple He is very good at basketball for a short Japanese all these dimensions are
expressed: at basketball is TD, for a short Japanese is CD and very is DD. The
first dimension TD was first reported by Bartsch (1986/87). These dimensions
of degree adjectives are usually encoded by different case phrases or adpositional
phrases. The genitive marked elements in (13) in fact are modifiers of adjectives
encoding the thematic dimension of adjectives.

2The equivalent construct in Persian for this meaning is hasıl SUdAh which is the participial form
of hasıl SUdAn. In Urdu, the adjective hasıl can also be considered as the reduced participle form of
complex predicate hasıl ho.
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Adjectives in Urdu can also allow for clausal complements. There is one class
of adjectives that can appear in the copula constructions illustrated in (14). The
morphemes yıh or yıh bat are equivalent to expletives in Urdu and can sometimes
be dropped.

(i) [Nominalized property] Adj Cop
(ii) [(yıh/yıh bat) ‘it’] Adj Cop CP

(14) a. . ÿïf 	áºÜØ A 	J��J
k. ÐAª 	K @ A¿ úÎ«
[Ali=ka ın’am jit-na] mUmkın hE
[Ali=Gen.M.3Sg prize.M.3Sg win-Inf.M] possible be.Pres.3Sg
‘Ali’s winning of the prize is possible.’

b. . ÿ ��J
k. ÐAª 	K @ úÎ« í» ÿïf 	áºÜØ (( �HAK.) íK
)
(yıh (bat)) mUmkın hE [kıh Ali ın’am jit-e]
(this (thing.F.3Sg)) possible be.Pres [that Ali prize.3Sg win-Subjn]
‘It is possible that Ali will win the prize.’

In addition to mUmkın ‘possible’, some other adjectives that fall in this class
are yAqini ‘sure’, zAruri ‘important’, sAhih ‘true’, etc.

Consider another class of adjectives which can take three alternate frames with
the typical example hEran ‘surprised’ illustrated in (15).

(i) NP-par
(ii) that-clause
(iii) NP-par that-clause

(15) a. . ÿïf
	à@Q�
g QK� ÿ 	��JJ
k. ÐAª 	K @ ÿ» úÎ« @Y 	K

nıda [Ali=ke ın’am jit-ne]=pAr hEran hE
Nida.F [Ali=Gen.Obl prize.M win-Inf.Obl]=Loc.on surprised be.Pres.3Sg
‘Nida is surprised at Ali’s winning of the prize.’

b. . A�JJ
k. ÐAª 	K @ ÿ 	� úÎ« í» ÿïf
	à@Q�
g @Y	K

nıda hEran hE [kıh Ali=ne ın’am jit-a]
Nida.F surprised be.Pres.Sg [that Ali=Erg prize.M win-Perf.M]
‘Nida is surprised that Ali won the prize.’
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c. . A�JJ
k. ÐAª 	K @ ÿ 	� úÎ« í» ÿïf
	à@Q�
g QK� �HAK. �@ @Y 	K

nıda ıs bat=pAr hEran hE [kıh Ali=ne ın’am jit-a]
Nida this thing=Loc.on surprised be.Pres [that Ali=Erg prize.M win-Perf.M]

‘Nida is surprised that Ali won the prize.’

d. . A�JJ
k. ÐAª 	K @ ÿ 	� �@ í» ÿïf
	à@Q�
g QK� úÎ« @Y 	K

nıda Ali=pAr hEran hE [kıh Us=ne ın’am jit-a]
Nida.F Ali.M=Loc.on surprised be.Pres [that 3Sg=Erg prize.M win-Perf.M]

‘Nida is surprised that Ali won the prize.’

It can be said that the canonical argument of the adjective hEran ‘surprised’ is
par marked NP. However, if the par marked element is some nominalization then
the adjective can alternatively take that-clause arguments (15b–d). The adjectives
pAreSan ‘sad’ and xUS ‘happy’ show similar syntactic behavior.

4 NP-internal discontinuity

In NPs, both nouns and their arguments/modifiers can have their own arguments.
The discontinuous constituents in NPs occur in Urdu when some argument-taking
adjectives modify some argument taking noun or if the argument of the head noun
licenses its own argument in the noun phrase.

Argument-taking adjectives are placed further away from the head noun in
comparison with argument-less adjectives. Both the argument of the head noun
and the argument of its modifier/argument can co-occur at the start of noun phrases
giving rise to discontinuous constituents within a noun phrase. Although Urdu
noun phrases have been described in grammar books (see Schmidt 1999; Platts
1967, etc.), the phenomenon of discontinuity within the bounds of noun phrases
has not been noticed and discussed before. Consider first rather simple examples
of noun phrases in (16)–(17).

(16) a. ú 	æ�J���@ ÿ�� �HAÓ �Y�®Ó
mUqaddAmat=se ıstısna
court-case.M.3Pl=Abl immunity.M.3Sg
‘immunity from court-cases’
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b. Á	J 	®K
QK. QK� ú �æÓC�
sAlamti=pAr bArifı̃g
security.F.3Sg=Loc.on briefing.F.3Sg
‘briefing on security’

c. íJ. Ë A¢Ó ÿ�� 	J
k� ú×P
�
@

armi-cif=se mUtalbAh
army-chief.M.3Sg=Abl demand.M.3Sg
‘demand to the army-chief’

(17) a. ú 	æ�J���@ ú 	æJ
K
�
@ ÿ�� �HAÓ �Y�®Ó

mUqaddAmat=se aini ıstısna
court-case.M.3Pl=Abl constitutional immunity.M.3Sg
‘constitutional immunity from court-cases’

b. Á	J 	®K
QK. úÎJ
� 	®�K QK� ú �æÓC�
sAlamti=pAr tAfsili bArifı̃g
securit.F.3Sgy=Loc detailed briefing.F.3Sg
‘detailed briefing on security’

c. íJ. Ë A¢Ó ú	Gñ 	KA�̄ ÿ�� 	J
k� ú×P
�
@

armi-cif=se qanuni mUtalbAh
army-chief.M.3Sg=Abl legal demand.M.3Sg
‘legal demand to the army-chief’

Example (16) contains just head nouns with a single argument. In (17), however,
the head nouns are modified by argument-less adjectives. We see that the argument
of the head noun in Urdu is separated from the noun when an adjective modifies
the head noun. In English, on the other hand, the adjective modifying the noun is
placed prenominally and the complement of the noun comes postnominally and so
both remain contiguous to the head noun. A complex example of noun phrases in
Urdu with different order of elements is given in (18).
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(18) a. ú 	æ�J���@ ú 	æJ
K
�
@ ÿ�� �HAÓ �Y�®Ó É�Ag ñ» PY�

sAdAr=ko1 hasıl1 mUqaddAmat=se2 aini ıstısna2
president=Dat possessed court-cases=Abl constitutional immunity
‘constitutional immunity from court-cases possessed by the president’

b. ú 	æ�J���@ ú 	æJ
K
�
@ É�Ag ñ» PY� ÿ�� �HAÓ �Y�®Ó

mUqaddAmat=se2 sAdAr=ko1 hasıl1 aini ıstısna2

c. ú 	æ�J���@ ú 	æJ
K
�
@ É�Ag ÿ�� �HAÓ �Y�®Ó ñ» PY�

sAdAr=ko1 mUqaddAmat=se2 hasıl1 aini ıstısna2

d. *ú 	æ�J���@ ú 	æJ
K
�
@ ñ» PY� ÿ�� �HAÓ �Y�®Ó É�Ag

*hasıl1 mUqaddAmat=se2 sAdAr=ko1 aini ıstısna2

e. *ú 	æ�J���@ ú 	æJ
K
�
@ ÿ�� �HAÓ �Y�®Ó ñ» PY� É�Ag

*hasıl1 sAdAr=ko1 mUqaddAmat=se2 aini ıstısna2

The subscripted numbers in (18) show which arguments belong to which heads.
The order of elements in (18a) seems to be canonical where arguments of both
noun and adjective are close to their heads. The bracketing structure for (18a) is
given as:

[NP[AP[KP sAdAr=ko1] hasıl1][KP mUqaddAmat=se2] aini ıstısna2]

The bracketed NP shows the logical structure and association of arguments in
this noun phrase. The elements marked for case are called case phrases (Butt and
King, 2005), hence the case marked arguments of nouns or adjectives are labelled
as KP in the bracketed structure. All of the examples in (18a–c) are valid noun
phrases of Urdu and are equivalent in meaning. The canonical order of elements
in (18a), interestingly, is rarely found in newspaper corpora. Instead the orders in
(18b)-(18c) are generally found in news corpora, with the latter one being the most
common. In (18b) the argument-less adjective is adjacent to the head noun, then
comes the argument-taking adjective with its argument to its left and the argument
of the noun is at the left-most edge of the NP. The constituent AP in (18b) is
contiguous; however, it becomes non-contiguous in (18c) where arguments of the
adjective and the noun are in order on the left; then all the heads follow on the
right. The orders in (18d–e) are ungrammatical due to a violation of the head-final
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constraint in Urdu NPs. More examples of NP-internal discontinuity are shown
in (19)–(20), where the head noun has a genitive marked argument and another
ablative-marked argument.

(19) a. íJ. Ë A¢Ó ÿ�� 	J
k� ú×P
�
@ A¿ Á	J 	®K
QK. QK� ú �æÓC�

sAlamti=pAr1 bArifı̃g1=ka armi-cif=se2 mUtalbAh2
security=Loc.on briefing=Gen army-chief=Abl demand
‘the demand to the army chief for a briefing on security’

b. íJ. Ë A¢Ó A¿ Á	J 	®K
QK. QK� ú �æÓC� ÿ�� 	J
k� ú×P
�
@

armi-cif=se2 sAlamti=pAr1 bArifı̃g1=ka mUtalbAh2

c. íJ. Ë A¢Ó A¿ Á	J 	®K
QK. ÿ�� 	J
k� ú×P
�
@ QK� ú �æÓC�

sAlamti=pAr1 armi-cif=se2 bArifı̃g1=ka mUtalbAh2

(20) íJ. Ë A¢Ó ú	Gñ 	KA�̄ A¿ Á	J 	®K
QK. úÎJ
� 	®�K ÿ�� 	J
k� ú×P
�
@ QK� ú �æÓC� ú¾ÊÓ

mUlki sAlamti=pAr armi-cif=se tAfsili
of-country security.F.3Sg=Loc.on army.chief.M.3Sg=Abl detailed
bArifı̃g=ka qanuni mUtalbAh
briefing.F.3Sg=Gen.M.3Sg legal demand.M.3Sg
‘the legal demand to the army chief for a detailed briefing on the security
of the country’

The argument bArifı̃g ‘briefing’ of the head noun mUtalbAh ‘demand’ in (19)
takes its own case marked complement sAlamti=pAr ‘on security’. All orders in
(19a–c) are acceptable to native speakers and the last one is the most common
in news corpora. Here, again we see that the argument of the genitive marked
argument and the other argument of the head noun stack together on the left edge,
and the genitive marked argument and the head noun are lumped together at the
right edge. The noun phrase in (20) shows that the argument-less adjectives always
have their positions adjacent to the head nouns.

5 Theoretical implications

In English, adjectives cannot take complements in their prenominal position. Con-
sider the examples in (21).
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(21) a. a proud mother

b. a mother [proud of her daughter]

c. *a [proud of her daughter] mother

d. *a [yellow with age] manuscript (Maling 1983:284)

Emonds (1976) has proposed the ‘Surface Recursion Restriction’ according
to which the modifiers themselves cannot be modified in prenominal position.
Williams (1982) has formulated the ‘Head-Final Constraint’ in English: prenomi-
nal phrasal modifiers of nouns must be head-final. Due to this constraint no prepo-
sitional phrase (PP) can occur before nouns, as shown in (21c–d). The PP of her
daughter is the complement of the adjective proud and with age is an adjunct of
the adjective yellow.

Emond’s restriction does not apply to Urdu as the modifiers at prenominal po-
sition can themselves be modified. William’s Head final constraint only accounts
for continuous constituents. So, it is also not applicable to Urdu as it does not
account for the discontinuous AP within an NP.

Theoretical implications resulting from empirical observations of Urdu NPs
can be stated in the form of two constraints. One is the adjacency constraint that
the argument-less adjective is always contiguous to the head noun. In case there
are more than one argument-less adjectives, their scrambling among each other is
only possible in the vicinity of the head noun. The second constraint is the head-
final constraint that the predicate heads cannot appear before their arguments or
modifiers in NPs with the condition that the constituents within NPs may or may
not be continuous. In Urdu NPs, the head noun appears at the right-most position
(considering the order from left to right). The argument-less adjectives are placed
just to the left of the head nouns and the rest of elements at the left edge can
scramble among each other with the head final constraint in effect.

6 LFG implementation

As discussed above, examples of NPs from Urdu news corpora show that the ar-
guments of the head noun and its modifiers/arguments can scramble inside the
noun phrase, but that the heads must systematically follow their arguments. Non-
continuous APs can appear inside a noun phrase. This evidence of discontinuous
constituents within NPs implies a non-hierarchical structure of Urdu NPs. So we
propose a flat structure for Urdu NPs. The pattern of Urdu NPs with the order of
different elements is depicted in Figure 1. An excerpt from the grammar rules for
the implementation of NPs in LFG is given in Figure 2.

Urdu NPs have been implemented in the XLE environment as part of a large
scale Urdu grammar (Butt and King, 2007). To model discontinuous XPs at the
constituent level within the LFG framework, use of several operators is made. The
disjunction notation (|) has been used to assign various functional labels to the
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NP

KP/PP

[Arg(N/A+)

A+

Arg-taking-modifiers]

A

Arg-less-modifiers

N

Head-noun

Figure 1: Word order in Urdu NPs: Elements in brackets can scramble among each
other but the head-final constraint is in effect.

NP→ KP*: {(↑ ADJUNCT $ OBL)=↓
|(↑ ADJUNCT $ OBJ-GO)=↓
|(↑ OBL)=↓
|(↑ OBJ-GO)=↓}
, ‘shuffle operator’

A+*: ↓ ∈ (↑ ADJUNCT)
A*: ↓ ∈ (↑ ADJUNCT)
N: ↑=↓

NP→ KP*: {(↑ ADJUNCT $ OBL)=↓
(↑ ADJUNCT) >h (↑ ADJUNCT $ OBL)
| ...........}
......................................

Figure 2: Grammar Rules

KP. The shuffle (,) operator establishes different word orders of the arguments in
noun phrase. The ∈ sign has been used for two different purposes. It is used to
add some element to an adjunct set. This is its general use. However, it is also
used to assign some value nondeterministically to some feature of a member of the
adjunct set. Both of its uses appear in the grammar rules for the NP. In the first two
lines of the grammar rules in Figure 2, ∈ has been used to assign KP to the OBL
function or OBJ-GO function of a member of the adjunct set. Another operator
that has been taken advantage of is the head precedence operator (>h). The new
rule with this operator is shown in the lower part of Figure 2. This operator is used
for f-structure precedence and here it is used to make it sure that the head will not
precede its arguments in the NP, thus implementing the Head-Final constraint. The
possible c-structures for (18a–c) are shown in Figure 4. In (18c) the hierarchical
structure of the AP inside the NP is not possible. So, a flat structure for Urdu NPs
is assumed in general. The f-structure representation for each valid instance of (18)
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is shown in Figure 3. In the f-structure we see that logical grouping of different
elements is correctly captured.




PRED ‘ıstısna
〈

mUqaddAmat
〉
’

OBL

[
PRED mUqaddAmat
CASE abl, GEND masc, NUM pl

]

ADJUNCT








PRED ‘hasıl
〈

sAdAr
〉
’

OBL

[
PRED sAdAr
CASE dat, GEND masc, NUM sg, PERS 3

]




[
PRED aini

]





GEND masc, NUM sg




Figure 3: f-structure representation of (18)

7 Conclusion

It has been shown that discontinuous constituents in Urdu can be found both at the
clause level and at the noun phrase level. In Urdu NPs, discontinuous constituents
arise when an argument taking noun is modified by an argument taking modifier or
the argument of the head noun takes its own argument. The argument of the head
noun and the arguments of its arguments/modifiers can scramble among each other
with the head-final constraint in effect. This evidence suggests a flat structure for
Urdu NPs. Alongside providing the theoretical implications of the phenomenon
of constituent-level discontinuity, the syntax of Urdu NPs is implemented in the
LFG framework. The existing theories about prenominal adjectives do not fit with
the data of Urdu NPs. A constraint on adjacency of argument-less adjectives and
a head final constraint allowing discontinuous constituents were posited to explain
the syntax of Urdu NPs. Although existing apparatus in the LFG framework is
sufficient to implement theoretical implications of syntax of Urdu NPs, the logical
groupings of elements in these constructions are syntactically ambiguous and need
semantics and pragmatics to disambiguate them.
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NP

AP

KP

NP

N

sAdAr

K

ko

A

hasıl

KP

NP

N

mUqaddAmat

K

se

A

aini

N

ıstısna

(a) C-structure for (18a)

NP

KP

NP

N

mUqaddAmat

K

se

AP

KP

NP

N

sAdAr

K

ko

A

hasıl

A

aini

N

ıstısna

(b) C-structure for (18b)

NP

AP

KP

NP

N

sAdAr

K

ko

KP

NP

N

mUqaddAmat

K

se

A

hasıl

A

aini

N

ıstısna

(c) C-structure for (18c)

Figure 4: C-structures for the instances in (18)
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Abstract

Polysynthetic languages pose special challenges for the morphology-
syntax interface because information otherwise associated with words,
phrases and clauses is encoded in a single morphological word. In this pa-
per, I am concerned with the implementation of the verbal structure of the
polysynthetic language Murrinh-Patha and the questions this raises for the
morphology-syntax interface.

1 Introduction

The interface between morphology and syntax has been a matter of great de-
bate, both for theoretical linguistics and for grammar implementation (see, e.g.
the discussions in Sadler and Spencer 2004). Polysynthetic languages pose special
challenges for this interface because information otherwise associated with words,
phrases and clauses is encoded in a single morphological word. In this paper, I
am concerned with the implementation of the verbal structure of the polysynthetic
language Murrinh-Patha and the questions this raises for the morphology-syntax
interface.

The Murrinh-Patha grammar is implemented with the grammar development
platform XLE (Crouch et al. 2011) and uses an XFST finite state morphology
(Beesley and Karttunen 2003). As Frank and Zaenen (2004) point out, a morphol-
ogy module like this in combination with sublexical rules makes a lexicon with
fully inflected forms unnecessary, which is especially important for a polysyn-
thetic language as listing all possible morphological words would be unfeasible,
if not impossible. However, this raises the question of the division of work be-
tween syntactic grammar rules in XLE and morphological formations in XFST. By
looking at different cases of long distance dependencies within the Murrinh-Patha
verbal template, this paper contributes to an understanding of the division of work
between these two components of grammar.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a short overview over the
Murrinh-Patha verb and provides some examples of the complexities of the verbal
template. Section 3 then outlines the assumed architecture for the morphology-
syntax interface. The first part of the section summarizes the theoretical framework
put forth by Butt and Kaplan (2002). This framework is then illustrated by the basic
outline of the Murrinh-Patha XLE and XFST implementation.

Sections 4 and 5 discuss the details of the implementation of the dependen-
cies in the verbal template. Section 4 deals with the implementation of dependen-
cies concerning subject and object number marking as well as tense marking. I

†I would like to thank Rachel Nordlinger who kindly provided me with field data and information
about the language. Further thanks go to my supervisor Miriam Butt and the audience of the LFG
Conference 2011 for discussions about this topic, and to Jane Simpson and the members of the
Language Technology Group at Macquarie University for discussions on previous versions of the
talk.
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argue that these dependencies should be considered morphological dependencies
and should thus be modeled within the morphological component.

In contrast to the purely morphological features discussed in section 4, sec-
tion 5 introduces dependencies between two lexical-semantic components of the
Murrinh-Patha verb. Although the combination of these components is also part of
the word formation process, I argue that the dependencies are nevertheless more
efficiently modeled in the syntactic component, as their combinatory possibilities
depend on syntactic features. Dependencies within a word thus do not have to
be modeled in the morphology exclusively. Especially in polysynthetic languages
some dependencies may also involve syntactic features and can more efficiently be
implemented in the syntax.

2 Dependencies in the Murrinh-Patha Verbal Template

Murrinh-Patha is a non-Pama-Nyungan language spoken around Wadeye in the
Northern Territory of Australia. It is a headmarking, polysynthetic language with
a very complex verbal template and minimal case morphology on the noun. Due
to space limitations only some examples of the dependencies within the verbal
template can be discussed here. For a more detailed overview of the complexities
of the verbal template see Nordlinger (2010b), and see Blythe (2009) for a more
general introduction to the language.

The Murrinh-Patha verbal template can be considered to have nine different
slots for verbal stems, agreement markers and incorporated body parts, adverbials
or particles. This paper mainly discusses the slots 1, 2, 5, 6 and 8 and their inter-
dependencies.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Class. SubjN/ RR IBP Lex TNS Adv/Prt SubjN/ Adv/Prt

Obj APPL ObjN

Class: classifier stem, marked for tense, aspect & subject number
SubjN: subject number markers for dual & paucal subject
Obj: object agreement marker
ObjN: object number marker for dual & paucal
RR: reflexive / reciprocal marker
IBP: incorporated body part
APPL: applicative marker -ma
Lex: lexical stem
TNS: tense marker
Adv/Prt: Adverbial / Particle

Figure 1: Murrinh-Patha verbal template (adapted from Blythe 2009)

The semantics of the Murrinh-Patha verb is determined by two morphemes to-
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gether, the so-called classier stem and the lexical stem. There are 38 different
classifier stems. Classifier stems inflect for tense, aspect and subject number and
they encode this information in portmanteau forms. They mostly have a generic
meaning. In contrast, lexical stems may express more specific meaning and are
also noninflecting.

(1) shows some first simple examples.1 In (1a), the classifier stem SNATCH(9)
combines with the lexical stem rta, ‘hug’, while in (1b) the classifier stem 13 com-
bines with the lexical stem ngkardu ‘see’. (1c,d) show that not every lexical stem
can combine with every classifier stem and vice versa. The details of these com-
binatory possibilities and their consequences for the implementation will be dis-
cussed in section 5.

(1) a. manganta
mangan-rta
3sgS.SNATCH(9).nFut-hug
‘He/she hugged him/her.’ (Nordlinger, 2010a)

b. bamkardu
bam-ngkardu
3sgS.13.nFut-see
‘He/she saw him/her.’ (Fieldnotes R. Nordlinger)

c. *mangan - ngkardu

d. *bam - rta

The classifier stems are inflected for tense. However, in all but the non-future
tense, a corresponding tense marker has to attach to the classifier stem in slot 6.
For example, the tense marker -nu has to attach to the future classifier stem form,
as in (2a). In (2b), the tense marker -dha attaches to the past imperfective form of
the classifier stem. (2c) shows that only corresponding tense markers can attach to
the classifier stems.

(2) a. ba - ngkardu - nu
1sgS.SEE(13).Fut - see - Fut

b. be - ngkardu - dha
1sgS.SEE(13).PImpf - see - PImpf

c. *ba - ngkardu - dha
1sgS.SEE(13).Fut - see - PImpf

While the tense dependencies can be considered as simple agreement, the rela-
tionship between the number information encoded in the classifier stem and the

1Because of their generic meaning, classifier stems are glossed either with capitals or a number;
lexical stems are glossed according to their meaning in combination with the classifier stem. Ab-
breviations used in the glosses are: RDP: reduplicated; Fut: Future tense; PImpf: Past Imperfective;
du.f: dual female subject; pauc.f: paucal female subject; 1sgDO: 1st singular direct object marker;
etc.
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separate subject number markers in slots 2 and 8 is more complex. The classifier
stems themselves show a three-way number contrast: singular, dual and plural. The
singular classifier stem can combine with a separate dual number marker which
overwrites the information of the classifier stem, as can be seen in (3a). The dual
classifier stem without a separate subject number marker denotes the dual, non-
sibling category as in (3b). However, this information can also be overwritten by
attaching a paucal number marker as in (3c).

(3) a. bam - ngintha - ngkardu
3sgS.SEE(13).nFut - du.f - see
‘They two (non-siblings) saw him/her.’

b. pubamka - ngkardu
3duS.SEE(13).nFut - see
‘They two (siblings) saw him/her.’

c. pubamka - ngkardu - ngeme
3duS.SEE(13).nFut - see - pauc.f
‘They few (non-siblings) saw him/her.’

As can already be seen in these simple examples, the number markers for dual
and paucal subject behave differently in the verbal template. The paucal number
marker attaches after the lexical stem (in slot 8), while the dual number marker
attaches before the lexical stem (in slot 2).

However, the placement of the dual number marker is more complex as can be
seen in the examples in (4). The subject number marker competes with the object
markers for slot 2. Thus, if an overt object marker is present, the subject marker
has to move to slot number 8 ((4a)). However, as can be seen in (4b), if no overt
object marker is present, the subject number marker is disallowed in slot 8.

(4) a. bam - ngi - ngkardu - ngintha
3sgS.SEE(13).nFut - 1sgDO - see - du.f
‘They two (non-siblings) saw me.’

b. *bam - ngkardu - ngintha
3sgS.SEE(13).nFut - see - du.f

These quite simple examples already show that the Murrinh-Patha verbal template
is quite complex. It involves long distance dependencies as well as constraints
which depend solely on the linear ordering within the template, and are not con-
strained by the functions the morphemes fulfill. Moreover, even more complex
cases exist, e.g. with discontinuous object markers, in which case the subject num-
ber markers cannot be expressed overtly and the form is ambiguous. These ex-
amples, however, are too complex to be treated in detail here and the simpler ex-
amples in (1)-(4) suffice to illustrate the analysis. Before going into the details
of the analysis, though, the next section lays out the general architecture of the
morphology-syntax interface assumed in this paper.
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3 Morphology - Syntax Architecture

As morphemes in polysynthetic languages often fulfill similar functions as words
fulfill in non-polysythetic language, the dependencies described in the previous
section could in principle either be modeled in the syntax or in the morphology.
This section describes the general architecture of the morphology-syntax interface
assumed in this paper. It first describes the theoretical background of the relation-
ship between morphology and syntax and then shows how such an approach can
be realized in a computational implementation.

3.1 General Architecture

The architecture assumed in this paper is a realizational model of morphology that
passes on morphological information to the syntax. This morphological informa-
tion may then trigger syntactic operations.

For a formalization of the architecture, the basic layout of the morhology-
syntax interface as proposed by Butt and Kaplan (2002) is used. Butt and Kaplan
(2002) define a complex relation R to model the interface between morphology and
syntax. More precisely, R is a relation that “realizes the morphological features of
a given f-structure as a string: f R w” (Butt and Kaplan, 2002, 3). The complex
relation R can be decomposed into two relations which Butt and Kaplan (2002)
call Sat and D:

(5) R = Sat ◦ D.

The relation Sat is the satisfaction relation holding between an f-structure and an
f-description as already proposed by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982). The description
relation D models the relation between the f-description and a string. Butt and
Kaplan (2002) display D as a set of ordered pairs <f-description, sequence> and
use (6) as an example for the string /walks/ which is associated with f-descriptions
concerning the subcategorization frame of the verb as well as number, person and
tense information.

(6) < { (f 1 PRED) = ‘walk<(f 1 SUBJ)>’, (f 1 SUBJ PERS) = 3,
(f 1 SUBJ NUM) = sg, (f 1 TNS-ASP TENSE) = pres }, /walks/ >

As Butt and Kaplan (2002) point out, the relation called D is traditionally consid-
ered the morphology-syntax interface and how this interface should be formally
modeled has been the point of much debate. They propose to model the interface
by decomposing D further into a lexical relation L and a sequence relation Seq,
which renders (7) as the overall decomposition of R.

(7) R = Sat ◦ L ◦ Seq
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The lexical relation L maps between f-descriptions and what Butt and Kaplan
(2002) call description-names (D-names). Examples are given in (8). These D-
names are atomic symbols (with arbitrary names, but for convenience mnemonic
terms are chosen) and are, in the sequence relation Seq, linked to the string, e.g. as
in (9).

(8) walk: (↑ PRED) = ‘walk<(↑ SUBJ)>’
3: (↑ SUBJ PERS) = 3
Sg: (↑ SUBJ NUM) = sg
Pres: (↑ TNS-ASP TENSE) = pres

(9) < {3, Sg, walk, Pres}, /walks/ >

The described architecture thus associates a string (or phonological word) with an
f-structure via a set of D-names and f-descriptions. The use of D-names makes this
approach a realizational model, in which the relationship between affixes and their
functions can be quite complex.

To summarize, the seqence relation Seq maps a set of D-names to a string, de-
termining which strings are possible in a given language. It can thus be considered
the morphological part of the relation. The satisfaction relation Sat maps between
an f-structure and an f-description and is thus part of syntax, while the lexical
relation L is the mapping between the morphological D-names and the syntactic
f-descriptions and can thus be considered the morphology-syntax interface.

By separating these mappings in the described way, this approach is in line
with LFG’s general modular architecture. Different mechanisms can be at work on
the different levels, and the choice of one model for one level does not necessarily
preempt the choice of model for a different level. The following subsection shows
how this theoretical architecture can be implemented in a computational XLE /
XFST implementation.

3.2 Test Case: XLE / XFST Implementation

In the computational implementation used here as a test case, an XFST finite state
morphology (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003) is used in combination with an XLE
grammar (Butt et al., 1999; Crouch et al., 2011). XFST morphologies are used
in a variety of XLE (ParGram) implementations, and make a lexicon with fully
inflected forms unnecessary. This is crucial for a polysynthetic language, as listing
all inflected forms for a language like Murrinh-Patha would be unfeasible, if not
impossible.

The output of a finite state morphology is a two-sided morphology in which
a string is associated with a number of tags to encode information. In (10), the
surface form bamkardu is associated with the information that this form is made up
of the stem bam, which is classifier stem number 13 in its 3rd person singular non-
future form, an unexpressed 3rd person direct object, and another stem ngkardu
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which is a lexical stem, marked by +LS.2 The relation between the string and the
tags (D-names) is thus the instantiation of the sequence relation Seq.

(10) bamkardu : bam +class13 +3P +sg +nFut +3sgDO +ngkardu +LS

The morphology output serves as input for XLE and thus needs to be interpretable
by the syntax. For this purpose, the D-names need to be associated with
f-descriptions. An example of an excerpt of a ‘morphological lexicon’ instanti-
ating the lexical relation L is given in (11). The D-name +class13, for example,
passes up the information that the classifier is number 13, the tag +3P that the
subject is 3rd person, etc.3

(11) +class13 CLASS (↑ CLASSIFIERSTEM) = 13
+3P PERS (↑ SUBJ PERS) = 3
+sg NUM (↑ SUBJ NUM) = sg

In order for XLE to interpret these lexical entries, sublexical rules are needed which
determine how the constraints for a combination are composed (Kaplan and New-
man, 1997). (12) shows a very simple, flat sublexical rule in which the constraints
are just passed up.

(12) V —> CS: ↑ = ↓
CLASS: ↑ = ↓
PERS: ↑ = ↓
NUM: ↑ = ↓
....

The sublexical rules in XLE thus have to take up the ordering of the morphol-
ogy output again.4 In this way, the sublexical rules mirror the morphology output.
While this may seem to be an unnecessary complication of the implementation,
it offers the possibility of testing various ways of implementing morphologically
complex words. The dependencies in the Murrinh-Patha verb, for example, could
be modeled either in the XFST morphology or in XLE in the sublexical rules. In
the remainder of this paper I show that it makes sense to treat morphological de-
pendencies in the morphology while other dependencies can be left for the syntax.

2The details of the implementation will be explained in subsection 4.1.
3This is a very simple example in which a morphological feature only triggers one syntactic

interpretation. However, the Murrinh-Patha system is more complex than that. For details of the
analysis, for example of the number features, see Nordlinger (2010a).

4As T.H. King pointed out, this does not have to be the case necessarily. Instead, variables of the
form “{stem | affix}+” could be used. Most ParGram grammars, however, use detailed sublexical
rules, as e.g. exemplified in (12), to allow for using the same tag in different sublexical rules.
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4 Morphological Interdependencies

In this section the implementation of tense marker dependencies and the interde-
pendencies of subject and object markers is discussed. I show that it is not viable
to model these dependencies within XLE, while it is possible in XFST.

This may seem surprising at first glance as actually, the formalisms of XLE
and XFST are equivalent, as finite state automata can be translated into context-
free grammars and vice versa. However, I am concerned with the interplay of these
two formalisms. The combination of both formalisms makes it apparent that it is
theoretically desirable to make a distinction between morphological and syntac-
tic dependencies within a word and consequently to model these dependencies in
different modules.

The first subsection discusses the implementation of the subject and object
markers in XLE and argues that it is not theoretically desirable to model the com-
plex interdependencies in XLE. The second subsection then shows how these de-
pendencies can be modeled in XFST which allows for a very simple XLE sublexi-
cal rule.

4.1 Tense, Subject and Object marking in XLE

The architecture of the morphology-syntax interface described in the previous sec-
tion offers the possibility to model the dependencies found in the Murrinh-Patha
verb in XLE with the help of sublexical rules. This may seem feasible as word
formation processes for a polysynthetic language may be similar to the formation
of phrases in non-polysynthtic languages. However, in this subsection I discuss
that modeling complex morphological dependencies between subject and object
markers in XLE faces various problems.

As was discussed in section 2, the dependencies involving subject and object
marking involve 3 different verbal template slots, i.e. the classifier stem form (slot
1) as well as slot 2 and slot 8, which host the special markers for subject number
and direct and indirect object person and number marking.

For reasons of space, only the case for the singular classifier stem form will
be discussed. The relevant data is repeated in (13) and shows the interplay of the
placement of the subject number marker and the direct object marker. The dual
subject number marker competes with overtly expressed direct object markers for
slot 2. Thus, when no direct object marker is expressed overtly as in (13a), the
dual subject number marker is in slot 2. When a direct object marker is expressed
overtly, the subject number marker has to move to slot 8 ((13b)). However, the dual
subject number marker is ungrammatical in slot 8 when slot 2 is not filled ((13c))

(13) a. bam-nintha-ngkardu :
bam +class13 +3P +sg +nFut +3sgDO +du.m.Nsibl.S +ngkardu +LS

b. bam-ngi-ngkardu-ngintha:
bam +class13 +3P +sg +nFut +1sgDO +ngkardu +LS +du.f.Nsibl.S
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c. *bam-ngkardu-ngintha:
bam +class13 +3P +sg +nFut +3sgDO +ngkardu +LS +du.f.Nsibl.S

Because the dependencies are subject to the linear ordering within the verbal tem-
plate, i.e. they do not solely depend on whether the markers are present or not, the
only possibility for modelling these dependencies in XLE is in the sublexical rules.
However, the dependencies are also long-distance, which means one needs to keep
track of what choices have been made in the other template slots.5

This can be achieved by introducing so-called “CHECK” features in the f-
structure. The sublexical rule in (14), for example, models the dependency between
subject and object markers for singular classifier stems. If the object is overtly
expressed, i.e. non-3rd person singular, the subject number marker can only be
expressed in slot 8, after the lexical stem. The subject marker can only be expressed
before the lexical stem, i.e. in slot 2, if the object marker is not overtly expressed,
i.e. if the object is 3rd person singular or if it is an intransitive verb.

(14) V —> CS: (↑TAM TENSE) =c non-fut;
CLASS PERS NUM TENSE
{ (DO: (↑OBJ NUM) =c sg (↑OBJ PERS) =c 3)

(↑ CHECK DO) = 3sg
|

DO: {(↑ OBJ NUM) =c {dual | paucal | pl } |
(↑ OBJ NUM) =c sg (↑ OBJ PERS)=c 1 |
(↑ OBJ NUM) =c sg (↑ OBJ PERS) =c 2 }

(↑ CHECK DO) = non3sg }
(SNUM2: (↑ CHECK DO) =c 3sg )
....
LexStem
(SNUM2: (↑ CHECK DO) =c non3sg )

This implementation has various disadvantages. First, there is no principled way
of talking about the overtly expressed object markers in the syntax. The notion
of whether a marker is present or not is morphological: on this level only the
functions of the markers are left. We thus have to tie the two alternatives to having
a 3rd singular direct object or all other cases, which have to be listed individually.

Second, using CHECK features undesirably leads to an f-structure which is
crowded with information that is not important functionally, but only serves to keep
track of the form of the lexical entry. These features are standardly used within the
ParGram group for XLE grammar writing, for example for the implementation of
auxiliary verb constructions, as has been discussed by Butt et al. (2004). Butt et al.
(2004) propose a separate m-structure to keep track of these morphological forms
to avoid these features in the f-structure. This m-structure, however, cannot be
considered a complete morphological structure, and proposals to expand it to a real

5Alternative implementations also exist, i.e. one could list all possible combinations of sublexical
rules. However, this would be unfeasible as it would involve many different sublexical rules for all
different combinations (tense, subject number etc.).
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morphological structure, as e.g. proposed by Frank and Zaenen (2004), lead to an
unnecessary partial reduplication of the f-structure in the m-structure.

For periphrastic expressions such as auxiliary verb combinations, these
CHECK features are sometimes inevitable because they model the dependencies
between different words. However, in the Murrinh-Patha case the CHECK features
used in (14) model dependencies within a word. For such cases modeling the de-
pendencies directly in the morphology results in a much cleaner division of work
between the morphology and syntax, and a cleaner division between morphologi-
cal and syntactic features. Thus, the next section describes how these dependencies
can be modeled within the morphology using XFST.

4.2 Tense, Subject and Object marking in XFST

The last section showed that modeling the dependencies of the Murrinh-Patha ver-
bal template within the sublexical rules in XLE is inelegant. This section now dis-
cusses how the dependencies can be modeled in the morphology, i.e. with XFST.
I first provide a short introduction to XFST and the basic mechanisms, and then
explain how the long distance dependencies can be modeled with the help of flag
diacritics.

The concept of finite state morphology was developed in the 1980s as a tool for
the computational morphological analysis of natural language. It combines ideas
of sequenced phonological rewrite rules with two-level morphology (Koskenniemi,
1983). For a detailed historic overview and a formal description of the formalisms
at work see Beesley and Karttunen (2005).

Different tools exist which allow the implementation of finite state morpholo-
gies. In the implementation of Murrinh-Patha discussed here, XFST in connection
with LEXC (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003) is used. The discussion of the im-
plementation of Murrinh-Patha verbal templates will only be concerned with the
creation of the verbal lexicon with LEXC. Other questions such as the modeling of
the phonological changes that apply are left undiscussed.

LEXC uses two-sided continuation classes to model the concatenation of
strings. The mechanism is best explained with an example. (16) describes a net-
work that produces the output in (15). The colon separates the level of the surface
form bamngkardu on the lower side and the morphological information this surface
form is associated with.

(15) bam +class13 +3P +sg +nFut +3sgDO +ngkardu +LS : bamngkardu

(16) Lexicon ROOT
bam+class13+3P+sg+nFut:bam OBJECT;

Lexicon OBJECT
+3sgDO:0 LEX;

Lexicon LEX
+ngkardu+LS:ngkardu #;
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LEXC uses continuation classes which are implemented as so-called lexicons. The
first lexicon is called ROOT, it comprises all possible first morphemes of a word.
In this lexicon, the classifier string bam is associated with the morphological infor-
mation that it carries (bam+class13+3P+sg+nFut). The right side of the lexicon
entry specifies which lexicon is used next. In (16), bam can be concatenated with
objects from the lexicon OBJECT, which in this case only contains the 3rd person
direct object marking which is not overtly realized (noted as 0). This combina-
tion combines with items from the lexicon LEX, which contains the lexical stem
ngkardu. The hash key marks the end of a word.

In the actual implementation of Murrinh-Patha verbs, the lexicon ROOT con-
tains all forms of the 38 classifier stems, and a large number of different lexical
stems are contained in the lexicon LEX. The other template slots are implemented
with the help of lexicons in a similar way.

Dependencies between neighboring lexicons can be easily modeled by speci-
fying different continuation classes, i.e. entries of one lexicon do not have to lead
to the same next lexicon. However, most dependencies in the Murrinh-Patha verbal
template are long-distance, which is very difficult to model just with the concate-
nation described above.

For long distance dependencies, flag diacritics are used in the implementation
of the Murrinh-Patha verbal template. Flag diacritics are special entities in XFST
which add a kind of “short term memory” to keep track of what choices have been
made before. Thus, as Beesley and Karttunen (2003, 341) explain, normally, “the
transition from one state to the next depends only on the current state and the next
input symbol”. Using flag diacritics, however, allows one to keep track of those
choices, so that certain transitions can also be constrained by choices made earlier.

In the implementation, flag diacritics can be recognized by two surrounding @-
symbols. After the first @-symbol, an operator is followed by a feature-value pair,
each separated by periods. Different operators exist, i.e. U(nification), P(ositive)
(Re)setting, R(equire) test, D(isallow) test etc. The names of the features and val-
ues can be chosen arbitrarily, but for convenience, morphological features and val-
ues have been chosen.

As a first simple illustration of the use of flag diacritics, the long distance de-
pendency between the tense marking on the classifier stem and separate tense mark-
ers in slot 6 will be used. For all tenses but the non-future tense, tense markers in
slot 6 are obligatory. The relevant examples are repeated in (17). In example (17),
bam is the non-future form of the classifier stem 13 while ba is the future form of
the corresponding classifier. The future form has to combine with the future tense
marker -nu (tagged as +Fut2) as can be seen in (17b); it is ungrammatical without
-nu ((17d)). On the other hand, -nu cannot attach to the non-future classifier stem
form ((17c)).

(17) a. bam-ngkardu : bam +class13 +3P +sg +nFut +3sgDO +ngkardu +LS
b. ba-ngkardu-nu : ba +class13 +3P +sg +Fut +ngkardu +LS +Fut2
c. *bam-ngkardu-nu :
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bam +class13 +3P +sg +nFut +3sgDO +ngkardu +LS +Fut2

d. *ba-ngkardu : ba +class13 +3P +sg +Fut +ngkardu +LS

This interplay can be modeled with the help of P- and R-type flag diacritics as
in (18). In the lexicon ROOT, the classifier stem forms are associated with the
classifier number information as well as person, subject number and tense infor-
mation. The flag diacritics “@P.Tense.nFut@” and “@P.Tense.Fut@” remember
the choices made for the tense values. When the corresponding tense markers are
attached in slot 6, -nu can only attach to a future classifier stem form, i.e. this choice
requires that the feature “Tense” has been set to the future value before. Similarly,
the first line in the lexicon TENSE specifies that no tag is only possible if the value
of the feature “Tense” has been set to “nFut” before.

(18) Lexicon ROOT
bam ... +nFut@P.Tense.nFut@:bam@P.Tense.nFut@ LEX;
ba ... +Fut@P.Tense.Fut@:ba@P.Tense.Fut@ LEX;
....
Lexicon TENSE
@R.Tense.nFut@ #;
+2Fut@R.Tense.Fut@:nu@R.Tense.Fut@ #;

These dependencies for tense markers are quite simple examples of long distance
dependencies. However, flag diacritics also allow the modeling of complex long
distance dependencies such as the subject number and object marker dependencies
which are dependencies between three different verbal template slots. (19) pro-
vides an example of such a complex interplay by modeling the facts displayed by
the examples in (13). It is thus the XFST alternative to the XLE implementations
in (14).

(19) Lexicon ROOT
bam+class13...+sg@P.NUM.sg@..:bam@P.NUM.sg@ SLOT2;

Lexicon SLOT2
@P.SMark.no@ RR;
+1sgDO:ngi RR;
+du.m.Nsibl.S@P.SMark.pres@@R.Num.sg@

:nintha@P.SMark.pres@@R.Num.sg@ RR;
...
Lexicon SLOT8
+du.m.Nsibl.S@D.SMark.pres@@D.SMark.no@@R.Num.sg@

:nintha@D.SMark.pres@@D.SMark.no@@R.Num.sg@ #;

The excerpt in (19) models the dependencies between subject number and object
markers for the singular classifier form. In the lexicon ROOT, the classifier form
bam is associated with the singular form of classifier 13, and this choice is marked
by the P-type flag diacritic, i.e. it remembers that the value for the number feature
singular has been set positively.
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In the lexicon SLOT2, three different choices are possible. In the first case,
nothing is attached. This is for example the case for intransitive verbs with singu-
lar subjects. However, the system has to remember that nothing has been attached
in this slot, which is implemented with the flag diacritic @P.SMark.no@. Alterna-
tively, an overtly expressed object marker can attach in slot 2, i.e. the marker for the
1st person singular direct object marker -ngi. As a third choice, the dual masculine
non-sibling subject number marker -nintha can attach in slot number 2. However,
-nintha can only attach if the classifier stem form is singular, which is modeled by
the flag diacritic @R.Num.sg@, which requires the value of the number feature to
have been positive before. In this case, the flag diacritic @P.SMark.pres@ tells the
system to remember that the dual subject marker is present in slot 2.

The lexicon SLOT8 then takes care of all the possible choices. Thus, the dual
subject number marker can only attach in slot 8 if it is not present in slot 2. This
dependency is modeled by the flag diacritic @D.SMark.pres@ which disallows
this choice if the value of the feature SMark has been set to “pres(ent)” before.
Secondly, the dual number marker can only attach in slot 8 if slot 2 is not empty,
i.e. this choice is disallowed if the value of the SMark has been set to “no” before.
And thirdly, as has been already discussed before, the classifier stem has to be in
its singular form.

The combination of different flag diacritics thus models the dependencies be-
tween singular classifier forms, dual subject number markers and object markers
in slots 2 and 8. It is similar to modeling the dependencies in the alternative XLE
implementation in (14) involving CHECK features. However, the implementation
in XFST has a range of advantages over the corresponding XLE implementation.

First, flag diacritics model the dependencies within the morphology and are
therefore invisible to the syntax. In contrast to the CHECK features, they do not
show up in the f-structure or need to be put in a separate m-structure.

Second, the features modeled here are morphological features and it was very
difficult to address these in XLE. Flag diacritics, however, make it easy to talk
about separate morphological features on the one hand, for example as in the
@P.Num.sg@ flag which picks out the number feature from the classifier stem
form. On the other hand, it is easy to combine features and remember the choice
of a combination of features by flag diacritics, i.e. as in the case of the flag dia-
critic @P.SMark.pres@, which remembers that the subject number marker is dual,
masculine and non-sibling. In a way, however, it just remembers that this marker
has been present in slot 2, i.e. it is bound to the appearance of the morpheme, and
not to the features it represents. This is not possible in XLE as it assumes the strict
lexicalist hypothesis that the internal structure of words is not visible to the syntax.

To sum up, in this section different possibilities for the implementation of long
distance dependencies in the Murrinh-Patha verbal template have been discussed.
I argued for a treatment of the tense marker and the subject number and object
marker dependencies in XFST as the dependencies are morphological and should
therefore be modeled in the morphology. The features in question are morpholog-
ical features, and, more importantly, the dependencies are influenced, to a large
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degree, not only by the features realized by the markers, but by the linear ordering
of the markers in the verbal template.

The next section is concerned with a different set of dependencies, i.e. the
dependencies between the classifier stem and the lexical stem. In contrast to the
dependencies discussed above, these dependencies seem to be syntactic (or even
semantic) in nature and should thus be treated differently from the morphological
dependencies.

5 Classifier plus lexical stem combinations

While the previous section dealt with purely morphological dependencies in the
Murrinh-Patha verb such as dependencies between tense or number features, this
section discusses the combination of lexical stem and classifier stem. As has been
argued by Seiss and Nordlinger (2010), the combinations can be considered com-
plex predicates in which both stems contribute part of the meaning and the combi-
nation determines the syntactic information. Although a lexical stem and classifier
stem form one word together and their combination is thus a morphological for-
mation, I argue that it makes more sense to model the dependencies between these
stems in the syntax, as their combinatory possibilities are determined by syntactic
features.

This section is divided into two parts. First, the different combinatorial possi-
bilities of lexical and classifier stems will be discussed briefly. I show that while
some regularity exists when valency matching is assumed, many combinations are
in fact lexicalized or semi-productive, so that we need to associate the different
combinations with distinct syntactic lexicon entries. This leads to the analysis of
these dependencies within XLE, which will be discussed in the second part of the
section.

5.1 Empirical basis

In the paper so far, only one simple example of a classifier plus lexical stem com-
bination has been used to illustrate the morphological complexity of the verbal
template. However, many different combinations of classifier and lexical stems ex-
ist. This section presents the main patterns found in the combinations and discusses
their syntactic properties.

Different lexical stems can combine with different classifier stems, and vice
versa. (20) shows an example of the same lexical stem (or, more precisely, its
reduplicated form) in combination with two different classifier stems, STAND(3)
and HANDS(8). Although the combinations are formed with the same lexical stem,
they differ in their valency. (20a) is intransitive while (20b) is transitive.

(20) a. ngirra - dharday - nu
3sgS.STAND(3).Fut - down - Fut
‘I’ll descend straight down.’ (Street and Street, 1989)
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b. nanthi karlay mam-dhardarday
NC fishing net 3sgS.HANDS(8).nFut-down(RDP)
wurran
3sgS.GO(6).nFut
‘He continually lets the fishing net down.’ (Street and Street, 1989)

This alternation can be explained by assuming that the valency of the complex
predicate usually follows the valency of the classifier stem. Classifier stems can
be divided into intransitive and transitive classifier stems, as well as Reflexive/ Re-
ciprocal (RR) classifier stems. Determining the valency of lexical stems is more
difficult; however, the valency of many lexical stems can be derived based on their
lexical semantic meaning and the valency patterns in their combinations with clas-
sifier stems.

In many cases, it seems that the valency of the classifier and the lexical stem
match. However, other patterns are also possible. (21) shows three different pos-
sibilities with intransitive classifier stems. In (21a), the classifier stem and lexical
stem are both intransitive, and the resulting combination is intransitive as well.
This seems to be a case of valency matching.

In contrast, in (21b), the transitive lexical stem lerrkperrk combines with the
intransitive classifier stem SIT(1). The combination is intransitive with a resultative
meaning in which only the patient is expressed. Thus, in this case the valency of
the combination also follows the valency of the classifier stem.

This, however, is not always the case. (21c) is formed with the intransitive clas-
sifier stem BE(4) combined with gurdugurduk ‘drink’. The resulting combination
is transitive, and it seems that BE(4) only contributes some aspectual meaning.

(21) a. dim - karrk
3sgS.SIT(1).nFut - cry
‘He’s crying.’ (Street and Street, 1989)

b. dim - lerrkperrk
3sgS.SIT(1).nFut - crush
‘It’s smashed.’ (Seiss and Nordlinger, 2010)

c. kura patha kanam - gurdugurduk
NC:water good 3sgS.BE(4).nFut - drink(RDP)
‘He continually drinks water.’ (Street and Street, 1989)

The examples in (20) and (21) show that the subcategorization frames of the verbs
cannot be predicted generally. While there is a certain regularity for valency match-
ing, other factors also play a role. Certain causative lexical stems may combine
with SIT(1) to form resultative verbs, as in (21b). Some intransitive classifier stems
may combine with certain lexical stems and then only contribute aspectual infor-
mation. Thus, the subcategorization frames of the combinations have to be listed
in the lexicon, more precisely, in the XLE lexicon which determines the syntactic
information.
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Apart from the subcategorization frame, classifier and lexical stem combina-
tions also determine other syntactic or semantic information together, for example
in their interpretation of RR classifier stems. (22a) shows the Reflexive/Reciprocal
classifier 15 which is the corresponding RR classifier for classifier 13. In combina-
tion with the lexical stem ngkardu, it forms a reflexive verb. This is the productive
use of the RR classifier stems.

However, other examples such as (22b) exist in which the combination is am-
biguous between a resultative reading and the productive reflexive reading. Finally
(22c) is a purely lexicalized version in which only the resultative reading is avail-
able.

(22) a. bem - ngkardu
1sgS.15.nFut - see
‘I saw myself.’ (Nordlinger 2008)

b. mem-let
3sgS.HANDS:RR(10).nFut - stick
‘It’s already stuck up (e.g. on the wall).’ (Nordlinger, 2011)
‘It stuck itself up on the wall.’ (Rachel Nordlinger, pc)

c. nhem - nham
1sgS.POKE:RR(21).nFut-fear
‘I’m afraid.’ (Seiss and Nordlinger, 2010)

Finally, classifier and lexical stems together determine how the object marker is in-
terpreted. Murrinh-Patha has a considerable amount of so-called impersonal verbs
(Walsh, 1987) in which the direct object marker actually denotes the subject, as
can be seen in (23).

(23) a. pan - ngi - ngkawerr
3sgS.23.nFut - 1sgDO - terrify
‘I’m terrified.’ (Walsh, 1987)

b. dem - ngi - ralal?
3sgS.POKE:RR(21)nFut - 2sgDO - thirsty
‘Are you thristy? ’ (Nordlinger, 2011)

Summing up briefly, classifier and lexical stems together determine a range of syn-
tactic features, such as subcategorization frames, and reflexivity and reciprocal-
ity, aspectual information such as the resultative reading and the mapping from
thematic roles to grammatical functions as for the impersonal verbs. This makes
detailed lexical entries tied to syntactic features necessary.

5.2 Modeling classifier plus lexical stem combinations

In the previous section I argued for the need of lexical entries for classifier and lex-
ical stem combinations with detailed syntactic information. This section discusses
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the different possibilities of modeling the dependencies and the consequences for
the division of work between syntax and morphology. I show that while it would
be possible to model the dependencies in the morphology, it is more efficient and
theoretically elegant to model them in the syntax.

(24) shows an excerpt from the XFST lexicons for the classifier and lexical
stems used in (20). To model the long distance dependencies, flag diacritics are
used to remember which classifier stem has been chosen. For example, the lexical
stem dharday used in the examples in (20) can combine with the classifier stems
3 or 8 (among others), i.e. in the XFST implementation dharday needs to be listed
with flag diacritics requiring the classifier stem to be either 3 or 8.

(24) Lexicon Classifer Stems
ngirra @P.CLASS.3@ : ngirra +class3 @P.CLASS.3@
mam @P.CLASS.8@ : mam +class8 @P.CLASS.8@
...
Lexicon Lexical Stems
dharday @R.CLASS.3@ : dharday +LS @R.CLASS.3@
dharday @R.CLASS.8@ : dharday +LS @R.CLASS.8@

While implementing the dependencies in XFST like this is possible, it faces various
disadvantages over the implementation of these dependencies in the syntax. As
can be seen, implementing the dependencies in XFST requires multiple entries for
lexical stems when they can combine with various classifier stems. Moreover, the
dependencies are stipulated as no explanation for the restrictions can be found in
the morphology.

In contrast, when modeling the dependencies within XLE, the restrictions are
tied to the different subcategorization frames and other syntactic or semantic infor-
mation. For example, the morphology provides the output in (25) for the verbs in
the examples in (20).

(25) a. ngirradhardaynu : ngirra+class3+1P+sg+Fut+dharday+LS+Fut2
b. mamdharday : mam+class8+3P+sg+nFut+3sgDO+dharday+LS

This output is interpretable by XLE when the lexical entries for the tags of the
classifier stems are given as in (26). In this case, they just pass up the number
of the classifier stem. These combine with the lexical entries for the lexical stem,
for example as in (27) for the lexical stem dharday. This entry then specifies that
dharday only needs a subject when combined with classifier stem 3 while dharday
with classifier stem 8 needs a subject and an object.

(26) +class3 CS (↑ ClassifierStem) = 3.
+class8 CS (↑ ClassifierStem) = 8.

(27) +dharday LS { (↑ PRED ) = ‘down < ( ↑ SUBJ) >’
(↑ ClassifierStem) =c 3

| (↑ PRED ) = ‘down < ( ↑ SUBJ)(↑ OBJ) >’
(↑ ClassifierStem) =c 8. }
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Even more syntactic information is needed for the interpretation of the impersonal
verbs. As can be seen in (28), the morphological information is the same as for
any other classifier plus lexical stem combination. However, the lexicon entry
within XLE needs to specify that ngkawerr in combination with classifier 23 needs
a subject only and that this combination is an impersonal verb.

(28) panngingkawerr : pan+class23+3P+sg+nFut+1sgDO+ngkawerr+LS

(29) ngkawerr LS (↑ PRED ) = ‘terrify < ( ↑ SUBJ) >’
(↑ ClassifierStem) =c 23
(↑ Impersonal Verb) = +.

The information (↑ Impersonal Verb) = + ensures that the morphological tag
+1sgDO is interpreted as providing information about the subject, not as an ob-
ject marker. For this purpose, the lexical entries for the tags providing information
about the subject and object need to be complex. The tags for subject information,
for example for singular number as in (30), only optionally provide information
about the subject, they do not provide any information in the case where the lexical
and classifier stem combination is an impersonal verb. The tag for the “object”
marker, similarly, may provide information about the subject or the object, as in
(31).

(30) +sg NUM { (↑ SUBJ NUM) = sg
| (↑ Impersonal Verb) ¬= +

(↑ Impersonal Verb) =c + }

(31) +1sgDO OBJ { (↑ OBJ PRED) = ‘PRO’
(↑ OBJ NUM) = sg
(↑ OBJ PERS) = 1

| (↑ SUBJ PRED = ‘PRO’
(↑ SUBJ NUM) = sg
(↑ SUBJ PERS) = 1 }

This is an example of a complex morphology-syntax interface, or complex lexical
relation L in Butt and Kaplan’s (2002) terms. For a motivation of this analysis and
more details see Nordlinger (2010a).

Similar syntactic lexion entries can be defined for the examples involving RR
classifier stems or other lexicalized combinations of classifier and lexical stems, as
discussed in the previous section.

To sum up, while it would be possible to implement the dependencies between
classifier and lexical stems in XFST, these dependencies are stipulative. As the
combinations have to be listed in the XLE lexicon anyway, modeling the depen-
dencies in XFST is unnecessary. Thus, although the combination of classifier and
lexical stem is part of the word formation process, restricting the possible combi-
nations is better left for the syntax, as the combinations are restricted by syntactic
and semantic features.
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6 Conclusion

This paper argued for a different treatment of morphologically and syntactically
motivated dependencies in the Murrinh-Patha verbal template. Dependencies
which encode morphological features and depend on the linear order and the tem-
plate slots are modeled in the XFST morphology. This avoids the use of morpho-
logical form features in the f-structure and is thus true to LFG’s lexicalist hypoth-
esis.

On the other hand, the dependencies between classifier and lexical stems are
modeled in the syntax. They do not depend on linear order, but rather on syntactic
features such as valency, aspect, etc. Moreover, the semantic meaning of a verb
is determined jointly by the classifier stem and the lexical stem so that both com-
ponents need to be present in the syntax in order to be able to be passed on to the
semantics. This shows that just because some morphemes combine to form a word,
their restrictions are not always best treated in the morphology.

The division of work between morphology and syntax is made possible by the
sophisticated morphology-syntax interface assumed in this paper. Due to the mod-
ular architecture, dependencies within a word can either be dealt with in the syntax
or the morphology. This allows us to treat the phenomena in a computationally
efficient and theoretically elegant way.
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Abstract

This paper presents data from two Indo-European languages, Irish and Hindi/
Urdu, which do not use verbs for expressing possession (i.e., they do not have
a verb comparable to the English verb have). Both of the languages use cop-
ula constructions. Hindi/Urdu combines the copula with either a genitive
case marker or a postposition on the possessor noun phrase to construct pos-
session. Irish achieves the same effect by combining one of two copula ele-
ments with a prepositional phrase. I argue that both languages differentiate
between temporary and permanent instances, or stage-level and individual-
level predication, of possession. The syntactic means for doing so do not
overlap between the two: while Hindi/Urdu employs two distinct markers to
differentiate between stage-level and individual-level predication, Irish uses
two different copulas. A single parallel LFG analysis for both languages is
presented based on the PREDLINK analysis. It is shown how the analysis is
capable of serving as input to the semantics, which is modeled using Glue
Semantics and which differentiates between stage-level and individual-level
predication by means of a situation argument.

In particular, it is shown that the inalienable/alienable distinction previ-
ously applied to the Hindi/Urdu data is insufficient. The reanalysis presented
here in terms of the stage-level vs. individual-level distinction can account
for the data from Hindi/Urdu in a more complete way.

1 Introduction

There are languages that do not use verbs to express possession relations. In several
languages ranging from Maltese (Comrie, 1989) to Hebrew (Zuckermann, 2009)
to Irish to Hindi/Urdu, possession is mediated by the use of copula verbs together
with noun phrases, prepositional phrases or other nominal categories. Languages
that use verbs for possession are sometimes called habere languages (from Latin
habere ‘have’), whereas languages without such verbs are sometimes called non-
habere languages (Zuckermann, 2009). Two languages of the latter kind are Irish
and Hindi/Urdu, both Indo-European languages. The observation is that in both
of these languages, there are distinct possibilities for constructing possession, so
that a couple of differing research questions emerge: What governs the use of the
different available constructions? How can these differences be formalized in a
syntactic-semantic framework? This paper provides a thorough introduction of the
data for Irish and Hindi/Urdu, examines the syntactic and semantic properties of
the data, and eventually presents a novel, parallel analysis for have-type copula
constructions that includes a semantic component.

†This research was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) via the UrduGram
project. I would like to thank Tafseer Ahmed, Miriam Butt, Elaine Uı́ Dhonnchadha, Aidan Doyle,
Annette Hautli, Ghulam Raza and Arndt Wigger for much help with the data and various comments;
I am also thankful to the four anonymous reviewers for LFG2011 for providing feedback and to the
LFG2011 audience members for their constructive criticism and feedback.
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2 Data — General Introduction

In both Hindi/Urdu and Irish, two languages that do not use verbs for expressing
possession. Possessive copular constructions (PCCs) are used to link the possessor
to the possessee. This section merely gives a very brief overview of the data in
both languages.

2.1 Hindi/Urdu Data

Schmidt (1999) mentions that there are two different constructions that express
possession in Hindi/Urdu: 1) possessor phrase marked by genitive case marker ka,
ke, ki; 2) possessor phrase marked by complex postposition ke pas.

Possessor Phrase Marked by ka, ke, ki Butt and King (2004) have shown that
the genitive marker ka, ke, ki is a case clitic heading a case phrase (KP). Schmidt
(1999) notes that sentences with possessor KPs marked by ka, ke, ki generally de-
note “inalienable” possession relations, such as kinship, body parts, reputation,
landed property etc. In (1), some examples for possession relations involving the
markers ka, ke, ki are given.1

(1) a. nadya ke do bhai hẼ.
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.M.P two brother.M.P be.Pres.3.P
‘Nadya has two brothers.’

b. yasin ki bAr.i nak hE.
Yassin.M.S.Obl Gen.F.S big.F.S nose.F.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Yassin has a big nose.’

c. is tale ki koi cabi nAhĩ hE.
this.Obl lock.M.S.Obl Gen.F.S any key.F.S not be.Pres.3.S
‘This lock has no key.’ adapted from Schmidt (1999), p. 86

At first sight, it seems that Schmidt (1999)’s prediction is borne out by these ex-
amples. (1a) through (1c) all express relations of “inalienable” possession.

Mohanan (1994) has already given an account of the possessive markers ka, ke,
ki. Using subjecthood tests involving reflexive pronouns and control, she showed
that they mark genitive subjects. The nature of the other nominal constituents
(e.g. do bhai ‘two brothers’ in (1a)), however, was not explained any further by
Mohanan (1994). For the purpose of this paper, I assume that these nominals are
predicative complements, and that the copula ho ‘be’ links this nominal predicate to
its subject. This is in line with recent typological overviews of copula predication
across languages (Stassen, 1997; Pustet, 2003). Note that these nominals cannot
be objects, since passivization is not possible.

1In the glosses used throughout this paper, the following shorthands are used:
M - masculine, F - feminine, S - singular, P - Plural, 1/2/3 - 1st/2nd/3rd person, Pres - present tense,
Past - past tense, Obl - oblique form, Gen - genitive case, Pron - pronoun, Poss - possessive, Art -
article, Def - definite, Part - particle, Int - interrogative, Emph - emphatic.
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Possessor Phrase Marked by ke pas Butt and King (2004) argue that ke pas is
a complex postposition consisting of the oblique form of the genitive case clitic
ke and the postposition pas ‘near’. Sentences with possessor PPs marked by ke
pas generally express “alienable” possession, i.e., (temporary) physical ownership,
control of a tangible object, etc. In (2), some examples for “alienable” possession
relations are given, involving the marker ke pas.

(2) a. nadya ke pas qAlAm hE.
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.Obl near pen.M.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Nadya has a pen.’

b. dhobi ke pas saikAl hE.
washerman.M.S.Obl Gen.Obl near bicycle.F.S be.Pres.3.S
‘The washerman has a bicycle.’ from Schmidt (1999), p. 86

c. mere pas2 do seb hẼ.
Pron.Poss.M.Obl near two apple.M.P be.Pres.3.P
‘I have two apples.’

Again, at first sight, it seems that we find the predictions by Schmidt (1999) borne
out by these examples, since they all express “alienable” possession as described
above. We shall return to the Hindi/Urdu data in Section 4.

2.2 Irish Data

In Irish, there are two copula verbs: is and bı́. Possession in Irish may be expressed
by using either one of these together with a prepositional phrase (Ó Siadhail, 1989;
Stenson, 1981): 1) the copula is: possessor PP marked by the preposition le ‘with’;
2) the copula bı́: possessor PP marked by the preposition ag ‘at’.
The two Irish copulas have been linked to different levels of predication, namely
is to individual-level and bı́ to stage-level predication (Stenson, 1981; Doherty,
1996); however, none of the sources attempt to give a conclusive overview of the
data, which would motivate such an analysis.

The Copula is Irish is a verb-initial language; as such, copulas appear sentence-
initially. The syntax of is is straightforward. The copula links a subject to a pred-
icate complement. In PCCs, exemplified in (3), the predicate complements are
realized as PPs marked by the preposition le ‘with’. The subject occurs after the
predicate and is not case marked, i.e., bears common case.3

(3) a. Is le Pádraig an carr nua.
be.Pres with Patrick.M.S Art.Def car.M.S new
‘The new car is Patrick’s.’ adapted from Stenson (1981), p. 98

2The oblique possessive pronoun mere conveys a genitive meaning, which accounts for the lack
of the oblique genitive case clitic ke.

3In Irish linguistics, the term ‘common case’ is used to refer to nominative/accusative case, since
the two are homonymous in Irish.
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b. Is liom an caisleán.
be.Pres with.1.S Art.Def castle.M.S
‘The castle is mine.’

c. An leatsa an talamh chomh maith?
Part.Int with.2.S.Emph Art.Def ground.M.S as-well
‘Is the ground yours as well?’

The Copula bı́ The copula bı́ may also be used in Irish to link a subject to a
predicate complement. In PCCs involving the copula bı́, the predicate comple-
ments again surface as PPs, marked by the preposition ag ‘at’. Note that in copular
clauses involving bı́, the subject occurs postverbally, and the predicate complement
occurs after the subject. The word order is thus different from PCCs involving is.
Ramchand (1996) observes the same word order differences for closely-related
Scottish-Gaelic.

(4) a. Tá4 an carr nua ag Pádraig.
be.Pres.3.S Art.Def car.M.S new at Patrick.M.S
‘Patrick has the new car.’ adapted from Stenson (1981), p. 98

b. Tá peann agam.
be.Pres.3.S pen.M.S at.1.S
‘I have a pen.’

2.3 Intermediate Summary

The data presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 pose several questions: How can we
test the appropriate contexts of the constructions involved? What exactly governs
the use of ka, ke, ki vs. ke pas and is vs. bı́ constructions in Hindi/Urdu and Irish,
respectively? If there is a systematic semantic difference, how can that difference
be formalized, and also implemented in a framework such as LFG?

3 Stage- and Individual-Level Predicates

The distinction of stage-level predicates (SLPs) versus individual-level predicates
(ILPs) is grounded in the core semantic intuition that some predicates express rather
essential, permanent, and/or immutable properties, while others involve transitory,
inessential properties (Arche, 2006; Ogawa, 2001; Kratzer, 1995; Diesing, 1988).
While this intuition has faced a substantial amount of criticism and counterexam-
ples from a variety of researchers and language data (e.g., Jäger, 1999; Maienborn,
1999), the basic tendency of predicates falling into exactly these two categories has
prevailed cross-linguistically (Arche, 2006; Ogawa, 2001).

4The form tá is a present tense form of the copula bı́.
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3.1 Carlson (1977) — The First Encounter

Carlson (1977) noticed that predicates differ in their acceptability when occurring,
for example, after object NPs of English perception verbs, such as see, notice, hear,
smell etc.:

(5) He saw John in the garden.

(6) He saw John naked. #He saw John intelligent.

(7) He saw John smoke a cigarette. #He saw John love Mary.

The generalization deduced by Carlson (1977) was that the unacceptable secondary
predicates that occur after the object NPs of perception verbs (e.g., intelligent, love
Mary) generally express permanent, inherent properties, while acceptable ones
generally express transitory, coincidental properties. Basically, he analyzed se-
quences such as saw John naked as expressing a seeing action of a stage of the
direct object John, and that stage is defined by the predicate following the direct
object. If that predicate does not describe a stage, the sentence is not accept-
able. Carlson (1977) called the predicates that are unacceptable in this context
individual-level predicates (ILPs) and the acceptable ones stage-level predicates
(SLPs).

3.2 Kratzer (1995) and the Situation Argument

To explain the above contrasts, several analyses were proposed over the years. One
of the most influential approaches is Kratzer (1995). Here, it is assumed that the
syntactic function of the copula is uniform across languages and constructions: the
copula element merely links the subject and the predicate. The semantic function,
however, differs: in languages such as English and German, both ILPs and SLPs
can occur in the predicate of copula constructions. Kratzer (1995) therefore argued
that in these languages, we find two homonymous copula verbs with respect to
their semantics; while one copula embeds only stage-level, the other embeds only
individual-level predicates:

(8) INTELLIGENT(Ravi) ‘Ravi is intelligent.’ (ILP)

(9) ∃s [IN-THE-GARDEN(Ravi, s)] ‘Ravi is in the garden.’ (SLP)

(8) depicts the semantics of an ILP. There is no additional argument besides the
subject, and (8) predicates the property intelligent of the subject Ravi, thereby mak-
ing a general, time-and-situation-independent statement about Ravi. (9), on the
other hand, depicts the semantics of an SLP; it has an extra argument s, called the
situation argument, which embeds Ravi’s property of being in the garden in some
situation (Kratzer, 1995; Chierchia, 1995; Maienborn, 1999). (9) predicates the
state in the garden of the subject the situation argument, thereby making in the
garden time-and-situation-dependent.
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3.3 Testing for ILPs and SLPs

Apart from the test involving perception verbs, which was part of Carlson’s original
motivation to assume the ILP/SLP contrast, other tests have been identified to decide
the nature of a predicate. Here, I present a collection of these tests, identified e.g.
in Carlson (1977), Diesing (1988) and Kratzer (1995).

The Temporal Modification Test While SLPs are generally good with temporal
adverbials, ILPs tend to become unacceptable:

(10) a. John is in the garden right now.

b. John was angry yesterday.

c. #Ravi is intelligent today.

d. #Nadya was a vegetarian a few hours ago.

The Locative Modification Test SLPs generally accept locative modification,
while ILPs do not:

(11) a. Ravi smokes a cigarette in the kitchen.

b. Sam shouted on the soccer field.

c. #Ravi is likeable in the kitchen.

d. #Nadya is a vegetarian on the soccer field.

The Lifetime Changing Test Changing the tense of a sentence has an effect on
the perceived lifetime of the individual(s) affected by the predication, but only with
ILPs:

(12) a. Sam was angry.
→ does not necessarily imply that Sam does not exist anymore

b. John was in the garden.
→ does not necessarily imply that John does not exist anymore

c. Ravi was intelligent.
→ implies that Ravi does not exist anymore

d. Sam loved Mary.
→ implies that Sam does not exist anymore

Summing up, there are several well-established tests that help in identifying stage-
and individual-level predicates. In Section 4, we examine the Hindi/Urdu data in
light of these tests, and in Section 5, we take a closer look at the Irish data.
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3.4 Stage- and Individual-Level Predicates and Possession

Jackendoff (1983) notes that there are several distinct notions of possession. There
is a well-known difference between alienable possession and inalienable posses-
sion; languages often distinguish verbs and constructions for these two categories.
Moreover, Jackendoff also shows that alienable possession in turn further divides
into ownership of objects and the tangible, temporary control of objects. Some past
research has already focused on these two types of distinction regarding posses-
sion, and their connection to stage- vs. individual-level predicates (Ogawa, 2001;
Kyunghwan, 1989). I will argue for a different take and present evidence for the
assumption that, in Hindi/Urdu, the traditional distinction between inalienable and
alienable possession is insufficient. As shown in the next section, the difference in
the data can be explained for both Hindi/Urdu and Irish in a more complete fash-
ion by assuming a situation argument à la Kratzer (1995), present in stage-level
instances of possession (rendering the possession time-and-situation-dependent)
and not present in individual-level instances (rendering the possession time-and-
situation-independent).

4 A Closer Look at Hindi/Urdu

In this section, the Hindi/Urdu data is re-examined and tested, based on the stan-
dard tests for the ILP/SLP distinction (e.g. Carlson (1977), Diesing (1988) and
Kratzer (1995); Section 3.3). The main argument is that the distinction between
inalienable and alienable possession is insufficient to account for the data. The
data can be accounted for in a more complete fashion by assuming the ILP/SLP
distinction. A novel analysis of Hindi/Urdu PCCs is offered, whereby information
on predication level must be part of the lexical entries of the possessive markers
involved (ka, ke, ki and ke pas).

4.1 Applying the Predication Level Tests to Hindi/Urdu PCCs

If our predictions made above in Section 3.4 are correct, than we would expect
instances of inalienable possession (those marked by ka, ke, ki) to pattern like
individual-level predicates, and instances of alienable possession (marked by ke
pas) to pattern like stage-level predicates.

Temporal Adverbials If we assume the Hindi/Urdu PCCs with ka, ke, ki to
express individual-level possession, modifying them using temporal adverbials
should render them ungrammatical or at least questionable. This prediction is
borne out by the data shown below. All the sentences in (13) are judged as ques-
tionable by native speakers of Hindi/Urdu; without any context given, they are
borderline sentences.5

5See Section 4.2, however, for a discussion of this statement.
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(13) a. ??aj nadya ke do bhai hẼ.
today Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.M.P two brother.M.P be.Pres.3.P
‘Today, Nadya has two brothers.’

b. ??Ab yasin ki bAr.i nak hE.
now Yassin.M.S.Obl Gen.F.S big.F.S nose.F.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Today, Yassin has a big nose.’

c. ??Ab is tale ki koi cabi nAhĩ hE.
now this.Obl lock.M.S.Obl Gen.F.S any key.F.S not be.Pres.3.S
‘Today, this lock has no key.’

Conversely, the acceptability of the examples with the marker ke pas is not affected:

(14) a. aj nadya ke pas qAlAm hE.
today Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.Obl near pen.M.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Today, Nadya has a pen.’

b. aj dhobi ke pas saikAl hE.
today washerman.M.S.Obl Gen.Obl near bicycle.F.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Today, the washerman has a bicycle.’

c. Ab mere pas do seb hẼ.
now Pron.Poss.M.Obl near two apple.M.P be.Pres.3.P
‘Now, I have two apples.’

If we assume ka, ke, ki marks ILPs of possession in Hindi/Urdu PCCs, then the
data above is expected. It does not make sense to specify temporal adverbials
when describing inherent possession. Assuming that there is no further contextual
information given, we suppose that if Yassin had a big nose yesterday/3 months
ago/when he was eight, he probably has a big nose today, and will have a big nose
in the future.

Lifetime Effects The following sentences in (15) with the copula in its past form
are acceptable. However, the past form of the copula has a lifetime effect on the
possessor KP; without any further context given, the sentences seem to imply that
the possessor or (part of) the possessee does not exist anymore.

(15) a. yasin ki bAr.i nak thI
Yassin.M.S.Obl Gen.F.S big nose.F.S be.Past.F.S
‘Yassin had a big nose.’
→ implies that Yassin is not alive anymore

b. nadya ke do bhai the.
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.M.P two brother.M.P be.Past.M.P
‘Nadya had two brothers.’
→ implies that Nadya is not alive anymore

On the other hand, the following examples with ke pas are not only acceptable;
they also do not imply that the possessors/possessees do not exist anymore.
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(16) a. nadya ke pas qAlAm tha.
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.Obl near pen.M.S be.Past.M.S
‘Nadya had a pen.’

b. mere pas do seb the.
Pron.Poss.M.Obl near two apple.M.S be.Past.M.P
‘I had two apples.’

Choice of the Possessee If ka, ke, ki are exclusively used for marking inherent,
more permanent instances of possession, and ke pas is used exclusively for marking
more coincidental, temporary ones, then we can make a prediction: exchanging
them in a given context will have effects on the sentences in terms of acceptability.
The prediction is borne out by examples such as the following.

(17) a. ??nadya ka qAlAm hE
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen pen.M.S be.Pres
‘Nadya has a pen.’

b. ??dhobi ki saikAl hE.
washerman.M.S.Obl Gen.M.S bicycle.F.S be.Pres.3.S
‘The washerman has a bicycle.’

In unmarked contexts, there is no inherent possession relation between nadya and
qAlAm or between dhobi and saikAl, but since ka, ke, ki can only mark inherent
possession relations, the above sentences are questionable.

Context Construction Assume for (17a) that we are looking at a set of pens, and
we specifically want to find out for a single one who it belongs to. In this context,
the sentence becomes acceptable; see (18a). Similarly, (17b) is acceptable in a
setting where we are looking at a set of bicycles, then point at one of them, and ask
someone who it belongs to, getting (18b) as the answer.6 This is not expected if
we assume a simple binary alienable/inalienable dichotomy as in Schmidt (1999)
or Mohanan (1994).

(18) a. nadya ka ye qAlAm hE
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.M.S this pen.M.S be.Pres
‘Nadya owns this pen.’

b. dhobi ki ye saikAl hE.
washerman.M.S.Obl Gen.M.S this bicycle.F.S be.Pres.3.S
‘The washerman owns this bicycle.’

6Note that in both examples, to accommodate the context, the Hindi/Urdu demonstrative ye ‘this’
is introduced, and that for both contexts, the English translations in (17) have to change to a definite
possessee, since the possessee was introduced beforehand in the question.
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4.2 Mohanan’s Account (1994): Inalienable/Alienable Possession or
Ownership/Control?

Mohanan (1994) has already given an account of the possessive markers ka, ke,
ki and ke pas. Using subjecthood tests involving reflexive pronouns and control,
she shows that both mark genitive subjects, although the exact nature of ke pas is
not explained. More importantly, she explains the contrasts in the data based on an
inalienable vs. alienable dichotomy, and not in terms of a permanent vs. temporary
(or individual-level vs. stage-level) distinction. She argues that ka, ke, ki marks
inalienable possession relations, while ke pas expresses purely material ownership.
This seems plausible for examples such as (1a-1c). I argue that convention decides
whether the inalienable/alienable distinction applies to a possession relation or not.
Consider the following examples.

(19) a. yasin ki bAr.i nak hE.
Yassin.M.S.Obl Gen.F.S big.F.S nose.F.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Yassin has a big nose.’

b. aj yasin ki bAr.i nak hE.
today yasin.M.S.Obl Gen.F.S big.F.S nose.F.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Today, Yassin has a big nose.’

In (19a), we have a case of inalienable possession, which is between Yassin and
his big nose. Since we know that the possession relation between the two is by
convention inalienable, the ka, ke, ki marker is used. Assume for (19b) a context
where Yassin’s nose is swollen on that day due to an accident or plastic surgery.
In (19b), the same possession relation is expressed, and even though we find a
temporal adverbial here, convention selects the marker ka, ke, ki.

Questions arise, however, in light of data such as (17a-17b) vs. (18a-18b). In
such examples, the convention selects ke pas, since generally, the possession rela-
tion between a person and a pen cannot be said to be inalienable. If someone utters
the English sentence Nadya has a pen., the first interpretation coming to mind is
that Nadya has a pen at her disposal, not that she owns a pen. However, consider
that in Section 17, it was noted that in certain contexts, it is possible to replace ke
pas with ka, ke, ki. The relevant examples are given below in (20).

(20) a. nadya ke pas qAlAm hE.
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.Obl near pen.M.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Nadya has a pen.’

b. nadya ka ye qAlAm hE
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.M.S this pen.M.S be.Pres
‘Nadya owns this pen.’

The interpretation, by consequence, changes from have something at one’s dis-
posal to own something, but despite having ka, ke, ki in the sentence, it would be
a far stretch to speak of inalienable possession: Nadya, being marked as a pos-
sessor by ka, ke, ki, owns a pen, but might lose it or break it. This shows that
the distinction made in Hindi/Urdu does not seem to be only between inalienable
vs. alienable, but between individual-level possession vs. stage-level possession.
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When the convention does not select for inalienable vs. alienable possession, i.e.,
when the statement is neutral in that respect, the distinction is between ILP and
SLP.

4.3 Interim Summary

After re-examining the Hindi/Urdu PCC data and applying the tests on predica-
tion level, it is safe to draw the following conclusions. Hindi/Urdu distinguishes
not only between inalienable and alienable possession, but is also sensitive to the
stage-level and individual-level distinction with respect to possession — ka, ke, ki
marks ILP PCCs, while ke pas marks SLP PCCs. We have applied standard tests for
predication level, and seen that these predictions are borne out by the data. Predica-
tion level is part of the lexical entry of the possessive marker that is involved in the
construction; the alienable/inalienable dichotomy is not sufficient for explaining
the data (see also Section 4.2).

5 A Closer Look at Irish

In the case of Irish, there seem to be multiple phenomena at work, as definiteness
seems to play a role in the data. I argue that the facts are hard to explain without
assuming an SLP vs. ILP contrast. I provide evidence for the copula is express-
ing ILPs and the copula bı́ expressing SLPs, using the previously established tests.
Consequently, I argue that the information about the level of predication must be
part of the lexical entries of the copulas.

An important observation in Irish is that the distinction between individual-
level and stage-level predication is not always clearcut. As a starting point, con-
sider the intuition expressed in the literature (Stenson, 1981; Doherty, 1996) that
the copula is expresses ILPs and the copula bı́ expresses SLPs. Now, assume the
following dialog:
(21) a. Tá carr nua amuigh.

be.Pres.3.S car.M.S new outside
‘There is a new car outside.’

b. Is le Pádraig an carr nua.
be.Pres with Patrick.M.S Art.Def car.M.S new
‘The new car is Patrick’s.’ ∼ ‘Patrick owns the new car.’

or ...

c. Tá an carr nua ag Pádraig.
be.Pres.3.S Art.Def car.M.S new at Patrick.M.S
‘Patrick has the new car.’ (he may or may not own it)

(21c) is in fact ambiguous between a reading where Patrick actually owns the car,
and another reading where Patrick only has it at his disposition for some time, e.g.
assuming he borrowed it from someone; see also Stenson (1981, p. 98). Irish PCCs
that make use of the copula is, however, are never ambiguous in that respect, as
they can only express the ‘own’ reading.
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5.1 Definiteness

The choice of the copula is vs. the copula bı́ in Irish seems, however, to be influ-
enced by definiteness: while the construction bı́ ... ag allows for different kinds
of possessee, is ... le only allows for definite possessees. If there is an indefinite
possessee involved, the construction bı́ ... ag has to be used (Aidan Doyle, p.c.;
this is also noted by Stenson (1981, p. 98)). Assume a dialog as in (22).

(22) a. Tá caisleán agam in Éirinn.
be.Pres.3.S castle.M.S at.1.S in Ireland
‘I own a castle in Ireland.’

b. #Is liom caisleán in Éirinn.
be.Pres with.1.S castle.M.S in Ireland

#‘A castle is mine in Ireland.’ ∼ ‘I own a castle in Ireland.’

c. An leatsa an talamh chomh maith?
Part.Int with.2.S.Emph Art.Def ground.M.S as-well
‘Is the ground yours as well?’ ∼ ‘Do you own the ground as well?’

or ...

d. An bhfuil an talamh agat chomh maith?
Part.Int be.Pres.Int.3.S Art.Def ground.M.S at.2.S as-well
‘Do you own the ground as well?’

e. Is liomsa an talamh chomh maith!
be.Pres with.1.S.Emph Art.Def ground.M.S as-well
‘The ground is mine as well!’ ∼ ‘I own the gound as well!’

or ...

f. Tá an talamh agam chomh maith!
be.Pres.3.S Art.Def ground.M.S at.1.S as-well
‘I own the ground as well!’

We have to use bı́ ... ag in (22a), as the possessee is indefinite. So, it looks like
we have the same verb, own, in English, but two separate expressions in Irish.
However, note further that in the English translations, we could substitute have for
own in (22a) and (22b), but not in (22c) through (22f). So, there seem to be two
English verbs own: “real” own, corresponding to Irish is ... le; and a “pseudo” own
of sorts, corresponding to Irish bı́ ... ag. Importantly, when the PCC is ... le is
not available, as is the case with indefinite possessees, the PCC bı́ ... ag has to be
used. By consequence, the distinction between ILP and SLP cases of possession is
blurred in these cases; see the example in (23).

(23) Tá carr agam.
be.Pres.3.S car.M.S at.1.S
‘I have a car. / I own a car.’ adapted from Stenson (1981), p. 98

I conclude that the copula is only admits ILPs, while the copula bı́ admits both
SLPs and ILPs. This is in line with the observation above that is ... le corresponds
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to “real” own in English, while tá ... ag corresponds to “pseudo” own. The assump-
tion is further supported by the predication level tests introduced above (see Section
5.2). The choice between the two depends on definiteness and on the predication
level one wants to express. This is confirmed both by Doherty (1996) for Irish and
Ramchand (1996) for closely-related Scottish Gaelic, who also acknowledges the
fact that sentences with the copula bı́ may receive habitual interpretations. While
Ramchand (1996) contributes the differences to the differing word order, I argue
that the differences in the level of predication are lexically defined.

5.2 Applying the Predication Level Tests to Irish PCCs

Temporal Adverbials Irish PCCs with is ... le are judged as questionable by
native speakers when modified with a temporal adverbial, while the acceptability
of sentences with bı́ ... ag is not affected.
(24) a. ??Is le Pádraig an carr nua inniu.

be.Pres with Patrick.M.S Art.Def car.M.S new today
‘Patrick has the new car today.’

b. ??Is le Seán an teach inniu.
be.Pres with John.M.S Art.Def house.M.S today
‘John has the house today.’

(25) a. Tá an carr nua ag Pádraig inniu.
be.Pres.3.S Art.Def car.M.S new at Patrick.M.S today
‘Patrick has the new car today.’

b. Tá an teach ag Seán inniu.
be.Pres.3.S Art.Def house.M.S new at John.M.S today
‘John has the house today.’

The fact that (24a) and (24b) are questionable is expected if we assume that the
copula is expresses ILPs. The copula bı́ can express SLPs of possession, which is
why the examples in (25a) and (25b) are not affected.

Lifetime Effects We get lifetime effects when changing the tense of sentences
with the is ... le construction; however, there is no lifetime effect when changing
the tense of sentences with the tá ... ag construction:
(26) Ba le Pádraig an carr nua.

be.Past with Patrick.M.S Art.Def car.M.S new
‘Patrick had the new car.’
→ implies that either Patrick or the car do not exist anymore

(27) Bhı́ an carr nua ag Pádraig.
be.Past.3.S Art.Def car.M.S new at Patrick.M.S
‘Patrick had the new car.’
→ does not necessarily imply that Patrick or the car do not exist anymore

This observation is confirmed by Doherty (1996), giving the following examples:
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(28) a. Ba dochtúir Seán.
be.Past doctor.M.S John.M.S
‘John was a doctor.’ adapted from Doherty (1996), p. 39

b. Bhı́ Seán ina dhochtúir.
be.Past.3.S John.M.S in-his doctor.M.S
‘John was a doctor.’ adapted from Doherty (1996), p. 39

Doherty (1996) mentions that while (28a) is unambiguous in that it only allows for
the reading where the subject Seán has left the universe of discourse and is probably
dead, the second sentence expresses a temporary reading, where the subject may
have some other profession. Ramchand (1996, p. 179) gives a similar example for
Scottish Gaelic.

5.3 Interim Summary

Irish distinguishes between stage-level and individual-level instances of posses-
sion; the copula is marks ILP PCCs, while bı́ marks either ILP or SLP PCCs. Standard
tests for predication type can be applied, showing that the information on predica-
tion type is part of the lexical entry of the copula. The copula bı́ is (optionally)
capable of embedding the relation between possessor and possessee within a sit-
uation, thereby rendering the possession expression time-and-situation-dependent
(‘have something at one’s disposition’ readings). The copula is, on the other hand,
obligatorily expresses individual-level predicates of possession (‘own something’
readings).

6 Towards a Single Analysis for Both Languages

I assume the theory of Kratzer (1995) and account for the data from Hindi/Urdu
and Irish based on the assumption of a situation argument for SLPs. I assume that
for both languages, the information about the predication level is part of the lexical
items. For Hindi/Urdu, these are the possessive markers ka, ke, ki (ILP) and ke
pas (SLP); for Irish, the contrast is between the copula is (ILP) and the copula
bı́ (ILP/SLP). It is these lexical items that supply or do not supply the situation
argument. I assume LFG in combination with Glue Semantics (Dalrymple, 2001;
Dalrymple et al., 1993).

6.1 The Analysis in Light of the Hindi/Urdu Data

The syntactic part of the analysis employs a PREDLINK analysis, which has been
shown to be a desirable analysis of copula constructions (Sulger, 2009; Attia, 2008;
Butt et al., 1999). The Hindi/Urdu copula ho links the subject to a PREDLINK
grammatical function (GF). Mohanan (1994) (see also Section 4.2) has argued
convincingly that there are genitive subjects in Hindi/Urdu, headed by case clitics
that assign genitive case. She presents evidence for both ka, ke, ki and ke pas as case
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clitics marking subjects of genitive case; I assume this account. As a consequence,
KPs headed by ka, ke, ki and PPs headed by ke pas are SUBJ in the f-structures.7

The copula merely links possessee and possessor; as a consequence, we have
two homonymous copulas, one embedding ILPs, the other embedding SLPs. To
construct the semantics, I assume the following mapping: the PREDLINK GF is
rewritten as the possessee argument, while the SUBJ GF is rewritten as the possessor
argument.

6.1.1 Urdu ILP PCCs

Let’s take a simple ILP example such as the following:

(29) nadya ka mAkan hE.
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.M.S mAkan.M.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Nadya has/owns a house.’

Since this example is neutral with respect to the inalienable/alienable dichotomy,
it is sensitive to the ILP/SLP contrast. By choosing the ka, ke, ki marker, the ILP
reading is selected (see Section 4.2). For reasons of space, I omit c-structure rules
and f-structure annotation, but give the resulting structures in Figure (1).8

S

VC

COP

hE

KP

NP

N

mAkan

KP

K

ka

NP

N

nadya




PRED ‘ho<(↑ SUBJ)(↑ PREDLINK)>’

SUBJ




PRED ‘nadya’
CASE gen
NUM sg
GEND fem




PREDLINK




PRED ‘mAkan’
CASE nom
NUM sg
GEND masc







Figure 1: c- and f-structures for (29)

Below, I provide the lexical entries for (29). Notice that the copula ho in (30) is
ambiguous between a reading not involving any situation argument (the first option
in (30)), and a reading that does involve a situation argument (the second option
in (30)). Notice further that the genitive case marker ka on the subject requires

7An alternative to this treatment, hinted at by both Ash Asudeh and Mohanan (1994), would
be to assume that the possessor nominal sits in the specifier position of the possessee nominal, so
that nadya ka bhai forms a single NP. This would result in the copula being a one-place predicate,
selecting only for a subject, and would nicely account for the agreement between the possessor
nominal and the possessee nominal. However, initial investigation has shown that it is difficult to
argue for the subjecthood of constituents such as nadya ka bhai.

8As there are no pressing arguments for assuming a verb phrase in Hindi/Urdu, the clause struc-
ture is generally assumed to be a flat one (Mohanan, 1994; Butt, 1995).
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the PREDLINK to be masculine singular.9 To exclude subjects that are not marked
by ka, ke, ki or ke pas from receiving the PCC analysis, I assume that the copula
furthermore checks for either genitive case or ke pas on the subject.
(30) copula:

ho COP (↑ PRED) = ‘ho<SUBJ, PREDLINK>’

{ λx.λy.have(x,y) :

(↑ SUBJ)σ( [ (↑ PREDLINK)σ( ↑σ]

(↑ SUBJ CASE) =c gen

| λx.λy.λs.have(x,y, s) :

(↑ SUBJ OBJ)σ( [ (↑ PREDLINK)σ( [ (↑ SUBJ)σ( ↑σ] ]

(↑ SUBJ PRED FN) =c ke pas }
(31) proper noun nadya ‘Nadya’:

nadya N (↑ PRED) = ‘nadya’

Nadya : ↑σ
(32) genitive case marker ka:

ka K (↑ CASE) = gen

(↑ PREDLINK NUM) =c sg

(↑ PREDLINK GEND) =c masc

(33) common noun mAkan ‘house’:

mAkan N (↑ PRED) = ‘mAkan’

house : ↑σ
The meaning constructor in (30) essentially says the following. Either consume
the SUBJ resource and the PREDLINK resource to produce a semantic resource for
the entire sentence; or consume the SUBJ OBJ resource, the PREDLINK resource
and the SUBJ resource to produce a semantic resource for the entire sentence. The
first disjunct is needed for ILP instances of PCCs that do not select a situation argu-
ment, while the second disjunct constructs SLP instances of PCCs with a situation
argument. Assembling the meaning constructors in these entries, this produces the
following desired meaning:

(34) have(Nadya,house) : ↑σ
Note that to produce the right order in the meaning (semantic subject, then semantic
object) the SUBJ GF is consumed first, then the PREDLINK GF; see (30). Since
there is nothing in the sentence providing a situation argument, we do not end up
with one in the semantic representation. This depicts the fact that we are dealing
with an ILP here, predicating the inherent property of Yassin having a big nose
independently of some situation.

9Hindi/Urdu displays agreement in gender and number between the subject and its predicate
complement. In PCCs, the agreement is realized between the genitive case marker ka, ke, ki and the
predicate.
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6.1.2 Urdu SLP PCCs

A simple example for an Hindi/Urdu SLP PCCs is given below:

(35) nadya ke pas qAlAm hE.
Nadya.F.S.Obl Gen.Obl near pen.M.S be.Pres.3.S
‘Nadya has a pen.’

Note that by convention there is no inalienable possession relation between Nadya
and the pen. The contrast therefore has to be one of ILP/SLP, and by using ke pas,
the SLP reading is chosen.

I provide c- and f-structures for (35) in Figure 2 below. Essentially, the genitive
marker ke pas is a complex postposition (Butt and King, 2004). It consists of the
oblique form of the genitive case marker, ke, and the postposition pas ‘near’. The
postposition pas contributes its own lexical semantics; the f-structure pays tribute
to this fact in that ke pas is analyzed as a semantic preposition, carrying its own
subcategorization frame and a PSEM feature (see also Ahmed (2009); but see Raza
(2011) for a different take on ke pas).

S

VC

COP

hE

KP

NP

N

qAlAm

PP

P

ke pas

NP

nadya




PRED ‘ho<(↑ SUBJ)(↑ PREDLINK)>’

SUBJ




PRED ‘ke pas<(↑ OBJ)>’
PSEM loc

OBJ




PRED ‘nadya’
CASE gen
NUM sg
GEND fem







PREDLINK




PRED ‘qAlAm’
CASE nom
NUM sg
GEND masc







Figure 2: c- and f-structures for (35)

The lexical entries for the copula ho and the proper noun nadya were already given
in (30) and (31), respectively. The remainder of the lexical entries for (35) are
given below.

(36) complex postposition ke pas; this lexical entry supplies the situation argu-
ment to the semantics:

ke pas P (↑ PRED) = ‘ke pas<OBJ>’

(↑ PSEM) = loc

s : ↑σ

(37) common noun qAlAm ‘pen’:

qAlAm N (↑ PRED) = ‘qAlAm’

pen : ↑σ
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The complex postposition ke pas, being the head of the SUBJ grammatical function,
provides a situation argument to the semantics as the SUBJ is consumed by the
meaning constructor in (29); the resulting semantic representation is:

(38) λs.have(Nadya,pen, s) : ↑σ

This semantic representation depicts the fact that we are dealing with a SLP here,
predicating the coincidental property of Nadya having/holding a pen in the context
of some situation.

6.2 The Analysis in Light of the Irish Data

For the syntactic analysis of Irish, a PREDLINK analysis is again assumed (Attia,
2008; Sulger, 2009). The copulas is and bı́ link the subject to a PREDLINK GF.
The semantics are constructed using the following mapping: the PREDLINK GF is
rewritten as the possessor argument, and the SUBJ GF is rewritten as the possessee
argument. These rules are not identical to the ones employed for Hindi/Urdu.
While the syntactic subject maps to the semantic subject, and the syntactic predi-
cate maps to the semantic object in Hindi/Urdu, in Irish the syntactic subject maps
to the semantic object, and the syntactic predicate maps to the semantic subject.
This is because all subjecthood tests for Irish point towards the PPs (e.g. le Pádraig,
agam in (23)/(18f)) being predicates to the copula, and towards the NPs (e.g. an
carr nua, caisleán in (23)/(18a)) being subjects (Doherty, 1996; Ó Siadhail, 1989).

For space reasons, I cannot provide any f-structures or lexical entries here. In
the case of Irish, the difference between ILP PCCs and SLP PCCs is between the two
different copulas that are used (Section 5). Crucially, the copula is never supplies a
situation argument, since it can only select ILP predicates. Conversely, the copula
bı́ is ambiguous between supplying and not supplying a situation argument. The
two sentences in (39) below may express identical readings, which is why they end
up with the semantic representation in (40). Here, none of the copulas supply a
situation argument.

(39) a. Is le Pádraig an carr.
be.Pres with Patrick.M.S Art.Def car.M.S
‘The car is Patrick’s.’
or ...

b. Tá an carr ag Pádraig.
be.Pres.3.S Art.Def car.M.S at Patrick.M.S
‘Patrick owns the car.’ (‘The car is Patrick’s.’)

(40) have(Patrick, car) : ↑σ
The sentence in (39b) has, however, another reading, given in (41), where the cop-
ula bı́ does supply a situation argument, embedding the sentence in a specific situ-
ation, making it dependent on space/time; combining the meaning constructors in
the lexical entries produces the meaning in (42).
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(41) Tá an carr ag Pádraig.
be.Pres.3.S Art.Def car.M.S at Patrick.M.S
‘Patrick has the car.’ (‘The car is at Patrick’s disposition.’)

(42) λs.have(Patrick, car, s) : ↑σ

7 Discussion and Summary

This paper presented a novel analysis for possessive copula constructions (PCC)
in Hindi/Urdu and Irish in terms of the well-known stage- vs. individual-level
distinction. It shows that both languages are sensitive to the ILP/SLP contrast, that
both languages employ a combination of different lexical items to produce the
desired predication, and that by employing the established PREDLINK analysis of
LFG in combination with a Glue Semantics version of Kratzer’s basic analysis of
realizing the distinction between ILP vs. SLP via the absence vs. the presence of a
situation argument, a unified analysis can be given.

An issue not addressed in this paper is when exactly convention selects inalien-
able possession relations in Hindi/Urdu (Section 4.2). I assume this is an issue of
lexical semantics and world knowledge. If the speaker knows that there exists an
inalienable possession relation between the possessor and the possessee, they will
choose ka, ke, ki to indicate this fact; but they will have to infer this fact from
both the possessor’s possible inalienable possessees and the possessee’s possible
inalienable possessors.
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